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ON THE VIBRATION OF A STRING
I. JOÓ
Dedicated to Professor L. Fejes Tóth on the occasion o f  his 70th birthday
1. The necessity of the diophantine approximation in some problems of the 
control theory of distributed parameter systems was noted by A. G. Butkovskil [1]. 
He investigated the system
é)2 y $ 2 y
O F  = -foir+'SC*- °) •"(')>
( )  > ( 0 ,o  = y ( i ,0  =  o.
.0 -= x  < 1, 0 <  i <  r, 0 <  a «= 1.
It was pointed out in [1] by the help of diophantine approximations, which points 
a£(0, 1) are points of controllability of the system (1). This means that for any 
initial data (from some function space) we can obtain y{-, T)=y,(-, T)= 0.
The aim of the present paper is to continue the work of A. G. Butkovskil and 
describe the set of reachability of the system (1) for different T.
2. In this paper we consider the system more general than (1)
(2)
é)2 y dz ye (x ) -^ -  = - ^ -  +  S(x-a)u(t),
y (0 , t )  = y( \ ,  0  =  o,
0 <  x <  1, 0 <  r <  r ,  0 <  a <  1,
with zero initial conditions
(3) y ( ;0 )  =  y ,(- ,0 )  =  0,
where <?£C2[0, 1], e (x)>0 (OSxSl), w£L2(0, T).
We say that y£L 2([0, 1]X[0, T]) is a solution of (2)—(3) if for any 
z£C 2([0, 1]X[0, T]) suchthat z(0, t )= z ( l ,  0 = 0  ( 0 ^ /^ J ) ,  z ( - , T )= z,(-, T) = 0 
the equation
I T  T
(4) f  f  y(Qztl- z xx)d x d t  =  f  z(a, t)u(t)dt
0 0  0
holds.
l
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2 I. JOÓ
Theorem 1. For any u£L2(0, T) the system (2)—(3) has a unique solution y 
in L2([0, 1]X[0, 7]). This solution belongs to //'([(), 1]X[0, T}) and has such a 
representation for which the phase trajectory (y ( •, t), y,( •, t)) of the system (2)—(3) 
belongs to Wj(0, 1)©Z,2(0, 1)(=:F) for every /£[0, T] and the mapping 
t>-*(y( ■, t), y,( •, /)): [0, TJ — F is continuous. The same assertions hold when (3) 
is replaced by y (x, 0)6/Y1(0 ,1), y,(x, 0)£L2(0, 1) and the same proof works.
Proof. We are looking for y(x, t) in the form
( 5 )  y ( x ,  t )  =  2 ,  c n ( 0  v n ( x ) ,
n = 1
where {«’„(*)}?’ are the solutions of the boundary value problem 
rv" (x) + /„ Q (x) v„ (x) =  0, (0 ^  x S  1),
( }  U ( 0 )  =  «„(1) =  0,
and c„(t)€L2(0,T).
According to [2, Chapter II, § 5, No 2] the functions {i-,,} form1 a complete 
orthonormal system in L2(0,1), further by [2, ChapterII, §4, N o ll]  we have
(7) 0 s l „ =  +0(1), h := f  ^q{x) dx.
Choose z(x, t):=vn(x)b(t) with b(t)£C2[0, T],
(8) b{T) = b'(T) =  0 
in (4); substitute (5) into (4), we get
(9) f  cn (/) b" (t) dt + f  cn (?) b(t)dt =  vn (a) f  b(t)u (?) dt,
U 0 0
i.e. cn(t) is the solution of
(10) c”„{t) + Xncn{t) =  vn(a)u(t)
in the distribution sense (or “weak sense” [3]). Put a>„:= /!„ , con:=~co„, 
fo„:=/coBC|n|+c(B| (the derivative is used in distribution sense). Then we have
K  =  io)nc'M+(yM{d)u- colcw ) = vw {a)u + iwnbn.
This equation is solvable also in classical sense, namely
t
(11) M 0  =  *«(0)6'“» '+  f  D|,|(<l)lí(t)t''"-(l")íÍT,
1 After normalization.
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and it is clear that the functions
( 12) . _ bn( ' ) - b . n(t) bn(t) + b .n(t)Ln \ l )  —  ’ c n \ l )  “2 ico„ ’ 2
are absolutely continuous, thus, integrating by parts in (9) two times, we get
0 =  [cnb']5-[c'nb]Z+ f  (c: + X„c„-vn(a)u)b = c'„(0)b(0)-cn(0)b'(0) 
0
for every b in (8), hence
(13) c„(0) =  c'(0) = 0 (V«6Z).
Then by (12) we have bn(0)=0 and from (11) we get
(14)
(15)
, .  . , /  . , sin VA„ (t — t) .c„(0 = v„(a) J «(t) --------==-----d t,
Ü \  A„
t
< ( 0  =  »„(<0 /  m(t) cos |/'A„ ( t - z )  dx.
To complete the proof of the existence of the solution of (2)—(3) consider the expan­
sion of an arbitrary z(x, t) in (4) with respect to the system {^„(x)}“ for any fixed 
f€[0, T]:




(17) dn{t)\= f  z(x,  t)vn(x)Q(x)dx,
o
hence dn(t)(;C*[0, T] and d„(T)=d'(T) = 0 (n = l,2 , ...)• We know (4) for any 
finite sum of the form (14). We prove (4) for z(x, t)£C2([0, 1]X[0, J]). For any 
fixed /6[0, T] consider the expansion of zxx(x, í )/q(x) with respect to the system 
K W } r  in T2(0, 1):
(18) Zxx(x,t) ~  2  J«(t)vn(x)e(x).
n = l
Instead of (18) we can write by (6):
(19) zxx(x, /) ~  -  i  d ;( t) lnQ(x)va(x) = 2  < C ('K W
n —1 n = 1
in L2([0, l]x [0 ,r]) , where d*(/) := — dn(t)/A„.
Hence, the series 2  d?(t)v„(x) converges uniformly2 on [0, 1] in x  for any 
fixed t£[0, T] to a function of the form z(x, t)+p(t)+xq(t). Now we show that
1 We use |» „ ( x ) |s C ( 0 s x S l ;  n = l , 2 , ...)  (cf. [4]).
l*
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p(t)= q(t)= 0 for every í£[0, T], Indeed, 0=z(0, t ) — — p{t) further 0= z(l, t)=  
- —p(t) — q(t). Hence
z(x, 0 = 2  d*{t)vn(x)
\  n =  l
uniformly in x on [0, 1] for every fixed [0, T], so by (17) we have dn = d*.
Summarizing our considerations: we have proved that one can differentiate 
the series (16) term by term in x two times and the resulting series converges to 
zxx(x, t ) in L2([0, 1]X[0, T])-norm (by the Cauchy-condition of convergence). On
i
the other hand, (17) implies d"(t)= J z„(x, t)vn(x)g(x) dx, i.e. we have z„(x, i) =
o
=  2  d'n(t)vn(x) in the norm of L2([0, 1]X[0, 7"]). Finally,
n = l
(20) z(a ,0  = 2  d„(0v„(a).
n = 1
T  oo
We know that vn(a) — 0(1) (n= 1, 2, ...) (cf. [4]) and J  2  K (0 l2 dt<°°, hence,
0 'I=1
the series (20) converges in L2(0, T) in t. From our results it follows that (4) holds 
for any z£C2([0, 1]X[0, T]) with the properties before (4). Therefore we have 
proved the existence of the solution of (2)—(3) in L2([0, 1]X[0, T]). The uniqueness 
follows from the fact that any y£L2([0, 1]X[0, T ]) can be written in the form (5), 
where the coefficients cn(t) are uniquely determined by (10) (at c„(0) =  c'(0) = 0).
Now we prove that (y (- , 0 ,y t(-, t))£Y  for any fixed t£[0, T], To this first 
remark that {v'(x)//X} is an orthonormal system in L2(0, 1) (cf. (6)), secondly 
we prove to this that y(x, t)fH'([0, 1]X[0, T]). Indeed, it is easy to see from (14) 
t  M
that f  2  \cn(l)\2K  dt<c<=, hence, the series 2  converges in
o n=1
L2([0, 1] X[0, T]), therefore yx = 2  c„(i)v'(x) in the distribution sense, i.e., for any 
cp(x, O€C0“ ([0, 1]X [0, T])
1 r N l  t  N ß
f  f  2  c„(0K(x)<p(x, 0 dx dt = -  f  f  2  cn(0 vn(x)-x~(p(x , t)dxdt 
o o n=1 o o »=i dx
T1 oo
and both of the sums are convergent in L2([0, 1]X[0, T)). By (15) f  2  k^(i)l2
o "=1
hence the series 2  cn(Ovn(x) converges in L2([0, 1]X[0, T]) and we get the dis­
tribution-equality 2  c'n(t)vn(x)=y,(x, t) just as in the case of yx. Thus we have proved 
^^//^[O , 1]X[0, T])3. Using this fact and that we can differentiate (5) term by term 
in the sense that the equality remains valid in L2([0, 1]X[0, T]) (this was proved
We have also proved the relations y (- ,  1), y(x , ■')CH1(,0, T).
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above), we get for any fixed /£[0, T]:
IICK • » 0, yA ’ » 0 ) | |r  X
X  II.VÍ * > Olll>(0,l) +  I I • > 0IIÍ!(O,1) +  llj’rC • > 0111.(0,1) X
X  2  M O 12+ Z K |c„(0l2+ Z \ c 'M 2-
n = 1 n = l  « = 1
On the other hand we obtain from (14) and (15):
2 K \ C n(t)\+ Z \ C ' 0 )  I* =
71 =  1 71 =  1
=  2 M a ) \ 2 { \ f  n W s in /y l*  ( t - r ) d r \ 2 +  \ f  w (r )c o s  ]/Xn (7 —t) c/t |2}  
n=1 0 0
for every /6[0, T], (we used also vn{a) — 0{\) (n = 1, 2, ...))• Thus we have proved 
(y(- > 0, Jt( • , 0)£ T and that the representation of the solution y given by the 
series (17) has a phase trajectory depending continuously on t follows from:
IICK•>'))»y,(- ,  t i ) ) - ( y ( ‘ , ^ H i-x
X  Z ^ c M - c M |2 +  Í I c' Í O - cÍW I2 <  e
71 =  1 71 =  1
(if |7i—i2| is small enough). This is an easy consequence of (14) and (15). Theorem 1 
is proved.
Define
®a(T) := {(y(-, T), y , ( . , T )): u£L2(0, J)}.
This is the set of all possible states of the string at time T. Let 
®a(T) := {GXc„CO, c'„(T)): u£ L \0 , T)}.
Theorem 2. 3$a(T)czl2. 2>a{T) and 3Sa(T) are isomorphic with an isomorphism 
between /2 and a closed subspace Z  o f Y.
Proof. We have proved above the first part of the statement, it remained 
only to show that 3>a(T) and @ta{T) are isomorphic to a closed subspace of Y. Let
Z :=  {( 2  dnvn(x), Z  änv„(x))\ 2  ih d t + dn) < 4
71 =  1 71 =  1 71 =  1
For (/, g)dZ  we have f '( x )= 2  dnv'„(x) in L2(0, 1) (derivatives are taken in 
distribution sense). Hence
ll(/, g )111 X  lirill.ro. i) +  11/111.(0. i) +  ll*lll.(o, i) X  
X  2 M + a t ) ,
71 =  1
6 I. JOÓ
which shows that Z and /2 are isomorphic with the extended isomorphism between 
3}a{T) and 38a(T). It remained to prove that Z = /f® L 2(0, 1), where H  is closed
_ u/1
in W2\ 0, l)4. Indeed, let fn=2 4n)vk>f=2 ckvk, f n- ^  f ,  f n^ .H. Then
k  k
(21) 2  cln) vk -  2  ck Vk (in L2)
k k
and
(22) f t  = 2  (in L2).
k y x k
Hence f*  belongs to the closed subspace generated by |  1 , thus / ' —
= 2  3kvkl i ).k = : 2  dk V— (the sum converges in U). Consequently, by (22), we
\  K
get (/„' , v'k/}%.)= fk k cin) -*yik dk = and by (21) (fn ,vkQ)=cin)-~ck=
—( f ,v kQ),dk=ck and we proved that f£H. Theorem 2 is proved.
We shall prove on the reachability set 
Theorem 3. Lei 0= 1 , a=p/q, (p, q) = l, then
(1) ®a(T1) =  ®a(T2) if  2 ^ s r l S T2,
(2) ^ a(71) ^  ®a(T2) if  TI <  T2 s  2 >
(3) S:a(T) is closed and of infinite codimension in Z© L2 for every T< <=°.
P roof. By Theorem 2 it is enough to prove these properties for dSa(T)<zl.z.
*
(1) If T s2 , then 3Sa(T) is maximal, i.e., according to v„(x) = sin nnx, /.„= n2 7t 
we have for q\n that c'„(T) = nnc„(T) = 0 and for the coordinates q\n all system 
(c„) can be obtained for which 2  (n2n2cl+c'„2)<°°. Obviously, the sets ääa(T) are
tff/l
increasing with T, hence it is enough to prove
^ a [ 2 q- ~ )  =  @ a(2).
We need the
Lemma [Butkovskii [5], Chapter 2, §3, Theorem 3]. I f  g £ L 2(0, 1) are arbitrary
real functions and (©) is an arbitrary real sequence, then there exists a u£L2(0 ,1) 
1
with at= J gi(x) u(x) dx i f  and only i f  there is a constant o O  such that for any 
0
It is easy to see that H = { f £ H 1(0, 1): / ( 0 ) = / ( l ) = 0 ) .
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finite real sequence £1 , <üa, •••» £« the estimate
I 2  — C|| 2  ^íÍ(||l*(0,1)1=1 1=1
holds.
In our case the functions (g,) runs over the set of functions {sin nnt, cos nnt}q{„ 
so it is enough to prove that
* » , Hr-DIr n
f  I 2 git]*dx s  ct f  \2git |2
0 i=1 0 i=1
because for any (a,)£/2 we have
i=l
2 „  2 ( q - l ) / q  „
= INI?, /  u  «1 &|* S  Cf IKflOIIF, /  I Z  g, ^ .'|2.
0 i= i  0 i= i
and the condition of the Lemma is fulfilled. It is easy to see that if gf/c, then
q -(23)
(24)
sin knx + sin &7i
cos knx + cos A:tt
^x + - -^j + ... + sin kn + 2 





hence, for any finite sum we have
[u*cos kn^x + 2^-— —j + bk sin kn^x + 2 ———jjl á
S  12  [°k cos knx + bk sin knx]\ +  ...
«I*
... +  |a*cos kn ^x + 2 ^ ^ ^ j + bk sin kn ^x + 2 ^ ^ ^ jjj g  
á  1 { |2  [fl*cosfcjrx+fc*sin knx]^+ ...
qik
therefore
... + | 2  jafccos kn ^x+2  ^^  j + frifcsinfc7r|x+2-^-^-jjJ J,
2
f  12 l ak cos knx + bk sin knx]\2 dx s
0 Rik
2 (4-1/4)
— 9 f  \ 2  [ak cos Arnx + bk sin &7rx]j2 dx,
0 «f*
and the statement (1) is proved.
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We remark that the last inequality holds for infinite sums, too, i.e. if u£L2(0, 2) 
and («, cos kqn • ) = («, sin kqn -)=0  (A:=l, 2, ...), then
(25)
(and also
2 2 ( 9 - l ) / 4
J  u2( x ) d x ^ q  f  u2 (x) dx, 
o o
2(i/4) 2
= q ( f  + f  ) u 2(x)dx for arbitrary /=0, 1, 
0 2 (! + !)/«
q - \ ) .
(2) Let Tk<-T2S l{ q  — \)!q. We prove that the characteristic function 
w2€L2(0, T2) of the segment (T,, T2) generates by (14), (15) an element of 
á?a( r 2) \á ? a(Ti). Indirectly, suppose that there exists an uy^ L2(0, Tt) which defines 
by (14), (15) at ? = 7j the same numbers as w2 at t= T2. Let w6L2(0, I 2) c L 2(0, 2) 






for x€(0, JJ, 
for xe(Tu T2), 
for xí[T2, 2],
For this function q\n implies (u, cos nn -) =  («, sin nn •)=(), hence u is a — -periodic
function, but asO  on 2^ ^ *, 2j and this is a contradiction.
(3) It is trivial that S8a(T) is of infinite codimension. For F a 2 ^ * , 3Sa(T)
is closed by (1). Let T s 2 ——— and let ( « J c l 2(0, T) be such a sequence for 
which
(26) ((«„, cos kn ■), (u„, sin kn - ))4ffc- ^  (« „ ) , (*7rc*,0))9f*.
We have to prove that the last sequence can be generated with some u£L2(0, T) 
by (14), (15). It is enough to show that the sequence (w„) is bounded in L2(0, T)- 
norm, because in this case, taking any weak cluster point u£L2(0, T) of (un) we have
(u, cos kn -) = c'k' o, (u, sin kn-) — knckt0
for every q\k.
Let ün be the orthogonal projection of w„6L2(0, 2) onto the closed subspace 
spanned by {cos knx, sin knx)q\k. Then un—Gn is bounded in L2(0, 2) by (26), 
further by (25) we have
2 2 
f  i%(x)dx = q f  un(x fd x  ^
0 2 («-!)/«
2 ( q - l ) l q  2
s « ( ?  -  1) /  («»-  ö„)2 = q(q 1) J* (un- űnf
0 0
and therefore («„) is bounded in L2(0, 2), consequently (u„) is bounded, too. Theo­
rem 3 is proved.
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TORISCHE VARIETÄTEN UND KONVEXE POLYTOPE
GÜNTER EWALD
Herrn Prof. Dr. László Fejes Tóth zum 70. Geburtstag gewidmet
1. Einleitung
In den vergangenen zwölf Jahren ist eine neuartige Beziehung zwischen einer 
Klasse algebraischer Varietäten, genannt torische Varietäten, und konvexen Kör­
pern, insbesondere Polytopen, verwendet worden und hat zu interessanten Ein­
sichten und Ergebnissen für beide Bereiche geführt. Das Buch „Toroidal Embed­
dings“ von Kempf, Knudsen, Mumford, St. Donat [15] von 1972 gewinnt sein 
Hauptresultat mit einem langwierigen kombinatorisch-geometrischen Beweis eines 
Satzes der kombinatorischen Konvexgeometrie, noch ohne Bezugnahme auf kon­
vexgeometrische Arbeiten. (Möglicherweise läßt sich der Beweis vereinfachen.) Ein 
Ergebnis in Ehlers [8, 1.3] ist Wiederentdeckung eines Resultates von Bruggesser 
und Mani [5] über die Schälbarkeit sphärischer Komplexe, wenn auch in anderer 
Sprache. Und in Danilov [7, 10.7.1] wird ein Satz von Kind und Kleinschmidt [16] 
über Parametersy.'teme in Stanley—Reisner—Ringen erneut bewiesen.
Zu einem expliziten Zusammenwirken von algebraischen Geometern und Kon­
vexgeometern ist es zuerst bei der Lösung der sogenannten upper bound conjecture 
gekommen, die aussagt, wieviele /c-dimensionale Seiten ein konvexes «-Polytop maxi­
mal besitzen kann, k = 0 ,  ..., n— 1, und welche Polytope maximale Seitenzahlen 
besitzen. Nachdem McMullen [19] 1970 die Vermutung mit konvexgeometrischen 
Methoden bewiesen hatte, verallgemeinerte Stanley [23] 1975 das Ergebnis auf 
beliebige sphärische Zellkomplexe und gab einen algebraisch-geometrischen Beweis 
an. (Vgl. hierzu auch Kleinschmidt [17].)
Im Gefolge der hierbei entwickelten Methoden konnten Stanley [24] und Bil- 
lera—Lee [4] dann die McMullensche „g-Vermutung“ beweisen, die die Anzahlvek­
toren für Seiten simplizialer konvexer Polytope kennzeichnet.
Bernstein [3] entdeckte 1974 eine überraschende Beziehung zwischen gemisch­
ten Volumina konvexer Polytope und gewissen Schnittzahlen von Divisoren in tori­
schen Varietäten. (Einen neuen Beweis hierfür hat Atiyah [2] angegeben; vgl. auch
[6] und [18].) Hierauf aufbauend fand Teissier [25] einen neuen Beweis der Alexan- 
droff—Fenchel-Ungleichungen über gemischte Volumina konvexer Körper. Ferner 
bewies er algebraisch-geometrische Sätze vom Brunn—Minkowskischen Typ [26],
Wir befassen uns im Folgenden vorwiegend mit Varianten der Hopfschen 
a-Prozesse, wie sie in den Arbeiten von Kempf usw. [15], Ehlers [8] und Danilov [7] 
im Zusammenhang mit der Auflösung von Singularitäten sowie bei Oda und Miyake
[21] bzw. Oda [20] beim Auf- und Niederblasen torischer Mannigfaltigkeiten auf-
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 52A25; Secondary 14E15.
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varieties, o-process.
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treten. Wir zeigen, daß jede kompakte projektive torische «-dimensionale Varietät 
(» S 2) durch eine endliche Anzahl verallgemeinerter er-Prozesse bzw. deren Inverse 
in einen projektiven Raum überführt werden kann; für «=2 auch ohne voraus­
gesetzte Projektivität (aufgrund des Ergebnisses [9]). Schließlich geben wir noch 
einen Algorithmus an, der durch lineares Rechnen mit den vorgegebenen erzeugen­
den Vektoren der Kegel des Kegelsystems einer torischen Varietät zu entscheiden 
gestattet, ob die Varietät projektiv ist oder nicht.
2. u-Prozesse
Folgende Definition der torischen Varietäten ist für unsere Zwecke angemessen 
(vgl. [15], [8], [7]): Sei : = R  + «!+... + R + ein konvexer Kegel im euklidischen 
R" und sei er der zu a duale Kegel. (Daß sich für Kegel auch der Buchstabe er ein­
gebürgert hat, ist zufällig.) Wir nehmen ax, ..., an als primitive Gitterpunkte in Z"cR" 
an. Dann sei R„ der Ring der Laurent-Polynome aj zJ mit j= ( ju  ...,./„) 6 er DZ", 
zJ zx, ..., z„£C (wo C durch einen allgemeineren Körper ersetzt werden 
kann). Spec Ra stellt eine affine algebraische Varietät dar. Sind ax, ..., ak=an bei­
spielweise die kanonischen Basisvektoren von R", dann ist R„ der Polynomring 
C[z1; ..., zn] und Spec R„ kann als affiner C" aufgefaßt werden.
Sei Z ein endlicher Komplex von Kegeln a der obengenannten Art, d. h. mit 
er gehöre jede Seite von er zu Z und mit er, o'ZZ sei a (ja ' Seite von er und von a'. 
Man nennt Z einen Fächer. Verklebt man Spec Ra und Spec Ra, durch Inklusion in 
SpecR„n<r' für je zwei er, o'^Z, dann erhält man eine algebraische Varietät, genannt 
torische Varietät Xx. (Der Name rührt daher, daß Xx eine Torus- d. h. C*"-Wirkung 
auf einer offenen dichten Teilmenge gestattet und im wesentlichen durch diese Eigen­
schaft gekennzeichnet ist.)
Xx ist genau dann singularitätenfrei, wenn jeder «-dimensionale Kegel o£Z 
simplizial ist und er —R +«, +  ...+  R+a„, det(ul5 ..., a „ )= ± l gilt. Genau dann ist 
Xx kompakt, wenn Z den R" überdeckt (vgl. [8 Satz lj).
Wir beschränken uns in diesem Abschnitt auf simpliziale Fächer Z, d. h. wir 
setzen voraus, daß jeder Kegel a^Z simplizial ist. Ferner nehmen wir an, daß Z 
den Rn überdeckt, Xs also kompakt ist.
Ist ff=R+fli+ ...-fR +ül , dann sind die durch ax, ..., ak dargestellten Punkte 
Ecken eines (k — 1)-Simplex a. Die Zuordnung er—er ergibt dann eine kombinato­
rische Isomorphie cp: Z-~Z zwischen Z und einem Simplizialkomplex Z, dessen 
Trägermenge |Z| eine («—1)-Sphäre darstellt. Man sieht, daß Z Randkomplex eines 
Sternkörpers mit 0 im Kern ist.
Aus Z erhält man Z zurück, indem man jede Zelle a£Z durch den Kegel 
a — {Ax\x£a, Z^R+} ersetzt. Falls es einen (zu Z kombinatorisch isomorphen) Simpli­
zialkomplex Z1 gibt, so daß ebenfalls Z aus Z1 durch er 1-*a mit a — {2.x\x£er1, l€ R +} 
entsteht und Z1 Randkomplex eines konvexen Polytops ist, dann nennen wir Z und 
auch Z stark polytopal. Es gilt (vgl. [7], S. 118):
(1) Z ist genau dann stark polytopal, wenn XE projektiv ist.
Im Falle «=2 gibt es offensichtlich stets ein solches Z1; jede 2-dimensionale 
kompakte torische Varietät ist also projektiv. (Beispiele in Fig. 1.)
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(Über nicht stark polytopale Z vgl. unten Abschnitt 3.)
o
Auf Z wenden wir eine stellare Unterteilung an, d. h. wir ersetzen den Stern 
st (ír, Z) einer Zelle a£Z mit Dimensional durch die Verbindung eines relativ 
inneren Punktes p von a mit dem Verkettungskomplex link (a, Z) (vgl. Fig. 2).
o 0Der neue Komplex sei mit S(p ;a )Z  bezeichnet. Ist p rational, dann sei p = tp 
der dazu proportionale primitive Gitterpunkt (t>0). Durch wird die Unter­
teilung auf Z übertragen, wobei R+p der neue eindimensionale Kegel ist:
Z -  S(ß, a)Z.
Man hat (vgl. [8], [21]):
(2) Ist Xx singularitätenfrei und wählt man für  o- =  R+a1 + ... + R+u* den Gitter­
punkt p als p= ax + ...+ak (auch, was mißverständlich ist, „baryzentrische“ Unter­
teilung genannt); dann ist
Xs(p, er) i  -*■ X £
ein Hopf scher a-Prozeß, d. h. Xs(r,.a)i wird in einem Punkt niedergeblasen.
Damit hat also die Anwendung von u-Prozessen bzw. inversen er-Prozessen auf 
eine torische Varietät ihr kombinatorisches Analogon in speziellen inversen stellaren 
Unterteilungen bzw. stellaren Unterteilungen von Z. Beispielweise kann man leicht 
zeigen ([21], S. 377): 3
(3) Jede kompakte torische 2-Mannigfaltigkeit läßt sich entweder auf P 2 oder 
auf eine Hirzebruch-Varietät niederblasen. Durch Auf- und Niederblasen gelangt man 
stets zu P2.
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Für 3-Mannigfaltigkeiten weiß man schon viel weniger. So haben Oda und 
Miyake ([20], [21]) diejenigen nicht niederbiasbaren kompakten torischen 3—Mannig­
faltigkeiten gekennzeichnet, für die Z höchstens 8 eindimensionale Seiten besitzt. 
Sie greifen dabei auf die kombinatorische Klassifikation konvexer 3-Polytope mit 
höchstens 8 Ecken zurück (vgl. Grünbaum [13]). Alle so gewonnenen Mannigfaltig­
keiten können durch Auf- und Niederblasen wieder in P3 überführt werden. Hieran 
schließen Oda und Miyake die folgende Vermutung an :
(4) Vermutung: Jede kompakte torische 3-Mannigfaltigkeit läßt sich durch 
Auf- und Niederblasen in endlich vielen Schritten in P3 überführen.
Ein kombinatorisch-geometrischer Beweis hierfür dürfte äußerst schwierig sein, 
da man nur sehr spezielle („baryzentrische“ s. o.) stellare Prozesse zur Verfügung 
hat. Wir fügen eine Abschwächung von (4) hinzu, die immer noch schwer zugänglich 
sein dürfte:
(5) Vermutung: Jede kompakte torische 3-Mannigfaltigkeit läßt sich durch Auf- 
und Niederblasen in endlich vielen Schritten in eine projektive torische 3-Mannig­
faltigkeit überführen.
Analoga zu cr-Prozessen werden aber auch bei der Auflösung von Singularitäten 
herangezogen. Kommt beispielweise in einem Fächer Z, der in Ra liegt, der Kegel 
er =  K+a,-(-R+a2= R +(l, 0) +  R +(l, 2) vor, dann wird durch den Übergang von 
X? zu XS(p „ji mit p = ( 1, 1) die in SpecC[ufjZ2] liegende Singularität aufgelöst 
(vgl. [15], S. 36, [7], S. 100).
Umgekehrt tritt in SpecC[cinZ"] für ö' = R+a1 + ...-|-R+a„ in einem 
«-dimensionalen Fächer stets dann eine isolierte Singularität auf, wenn man den 
inversen er-Prozeß, der S(p, er) mit einem p ^  ax+ ... + «„ entspricht, anwendet, 
auch für singularitätenfreies Spec C[<rf|Z"]. Ferner kann bei einer inversen stella­
ren Unterteilung eine Singularität Zustandekommen, wie obiges Beispiel zeigt.
Sei allgemein der Morphismus
Xs(p,a)s -*■ Xx
als verallgemeinerten a-Prozeß bezeichnet, wenn p  einen beliebigen primitiven Gitter­
punkt im relativen Innern von a darstellt.
Wir beweisen folgende schwächere Aussage als (3), lassen aber Singularitäten 
zu und dehnen sie im projektiven Fall auf höhere Dimensionen aus.
Satz 1. Sei Vj eine kompakte torische Varietät der Dimension «S2. Unter jeder 
der folgenden Bedingungen gibt es eine Folge S lf ..., Sr von verallgemeinerten o-Pro- 
zessen bzw. hierzu inversen Prozessen, so daß
Sr ... S1XI = P”:
(a) « S 3,
(b) «=-3 und X1 projektiv.
Beweis. In die Sprache der Komplexe übersetzt, kann man die Behauptung im 
Fall (b) äquivalent so ausdrücken: Ist P ein konvexes «-Polytop, dann existieren 
konvexe n-Polytope P=P0, i \ ,  ..., Pr, so daß
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(I) Pr ein «-Simplex ist,
(II) der Randkomplex von Pj aus dem Randkomplex von RJ_1 bis auf eine Iso­
morphie (pj durch stellare Unterteilung oder inverse stellare Unterteilung ent­
steht, j=  1, ..., r,
(III) unter q>j stets die vom stellaren Prozeß nicht betroffenen Ecken von Pj-i 
festbleiben.
Dieses Ergebnis wurde aber in [10] bewiesen.
Fall (a) läßt sich wie (b) zeigen, wenn man zuerst durch stellare Unterteilungen 
E stark polytopal macht. Für « =  2 ist dies ohnehin der Fall, für n = 3 ist es in [9] 
bewiesen.
Aus [10] ergibt sich noch:
Zusatz. Man kommt in Satz 1(b), falls I  simplizial ist, stets mit höchstens 
2/n_ j—f 0—vmkx+n — 1 Prozessen aus, wo f j  die Anzahl von j-dimensionalen Zellen 
von I  ist und vm.„ die maximale Anzahl von (n-l)-Zellen angibt, die eine Ecke 
gemeinsam haben.
3. Welche torische Varietäten sind projektiv?
Eine notwendige Bedingung dafür, daß Xx projektiv, d. h. I  stark polytopal ist 
(vgl. oben (1)) besteht darin, daß der Komplex I  polytopal, d. h. zum Randkomplex 
eines konvexen Gitterpolytops kombinatorisch isomorph ist. Da man inzwischeno
zahlreiche Beispiele nicht polytopaler Komplexe I  der Dimension ^ 3  kennt (vgl. 
hierzu [13], [1], [12]), lassen sich Beispiele nicht-projektiver torischer Varietäten der 
Dimensioned angeben; man muß allerdings solche aussuchen, die wenigstens als 
Randkomplex von Sternkörpern realisierbar sind (was nicht immer der Fall ist, ein 
Beispiel haben der Verf. und C. Schulz angegeben).
Für Dimension 2 von I ,  d. h. Varietätendimension 3 ist dagegen jedes I  poly­
topal (nach dem bekannten Satz von Steinitz, vgl. [13]), allerdings nicht notwendiger­
weise stark polytopal. Wir geben hierfür weiter unten ein Beispiel an, und zwar 
gewinnen wir dies aufgrund eines Kriteriums für starke Polytopalität von E bzw. I .
Sei also I  der Fächer einer beliebigen kompakten torischen Varietät. Ist 
ff=R +a,-l+ ...  + R+a,n+ R +ain+l+  ... +  R+airi+r ein «-dimensionaler Kegel und ist 
r =-0, dann ist <r nicht simplizial. Durch endlich viele Hyperebenen kann aber o 
in simpliziale Kegel zerschnitten werden, deren erzeugende Vektoren Teilmengen 
von {atl, ..., fl/n+r} bilden. Die dabei neu entstehenden Kegel der Dimension « —1 
nennen wir kurz neue Kegel. Sind so alle «-dimensionale Kegel von I ,  die nicht 
schon simplizial sind, zerschnitten, dann entsteht ein neuer Fächer I '.
In jedun ct' = R+ +  R + aik£I '  fasse man wieder ail, . . . ,a ik als Punkte
auf und betrachte das (k—1)-Simplex, dessen Ecken sie bilden (vgl. Abschnitt 2). . . . .  0Dann entsteht ein Simplizialkomplex I ',  der einen Stemkörper (mit 0 im Innern)o
berandet. I '  ist orientierbar. Wir führen eine Orientierung ein und übertragen diese 
kanonisch auf E'.
Wir denken uns jetzt den R", der von X bzw. E' überdeckt wird, zum R”+1, 
erweitert; der neue kanonische Basisvektor sei e. Genau dann ist E stark polytopal,
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wenn eine positiv homogene konvexe reelle Funktion
/ :  R" -  R+
mit folgenden Eigenschaften existiert:
(a) f \ o  ist für jedes o£Z linear,
(b) f \M  ist für jede Obermenge M  <f I  eines o nicht linear.
Beispielsweise hat die „Distanzfunktion“ eines konvexen Polytops (mit 0 im Innern) 
diese Eigenschaften.
Die Funktionen /  kann man mit Hilfe ihrer Graphen wie folgt kennzeichnen. 
Jedem ah das als erzeugender Vektor in I  auftritt, ordnen wir einen Punkt bt : ai + t:e 
mit i;> 0 zu und bilden jeden Kegel cr'^R +i^+ .-. +  R + a ;^ ! ' auf einen Kegel 
ö' :—R +bil + ...+ R +bik gleicher Dimension in R"+1 ab. Z' geht dabei in ein sim- 
pliziales Kegelsystem I  über. |Ü| kann dann als Graph einer positiv homogenen 
Funktion / :  Rn—R+ aufgefaßt werden und man hat:
(1) Genau dann erfüllt /  die Voraussetzungen (a), (b), wenn es zu jedem o£Z 
eine Linearfunktion La gibt mit f\o=L„\o und f ( x )> L a(x) für x$o.
Seien <ri = R+ ak + ... +  R + ain und o'2= R +ak + ... +  R+ain Kegel aus Z' mit 
der gemeinsamen Seite oy Pl erj =  R + a,2 + ... + R + ain. Sei die Orientierung der Kegel 
so gewählt, daß in R" det (ail...aij=~0 und det (<zÍ2...í*Íjj+1)> 0  gilt. Dann hat 
man nach (1):
(2) Genau dann e rfü llt/d ie  Voraussetzungen (a), (b), wenn in R"+1 für jedes 
Paar erj, erj von n-Zellen mit gemeinsamer (u—1)-Seite gilt:
Setzt man in (*) h;= ai +  r;e ein (a' jetzt als Vektor in Rn+1 aufgefaßt), so ergibt sich:
Satz 2. Genau dann ist I  stark polytopal, wenn das System von Ungleichungen 
bzw. Gleichungen
eine Lösung besitzt, wo a' alle (n— l)-dimensionalen Kegel von Z' durchläuft.
Zusatz. Die Lösbarkeit des Systems (o') läßt sich mit den Methoden der linearen 
Optimierung entscheiden; und zwar mit Hilfe des Khachian-Algorithmus. (Siehe hierzu 
etwa [22].)
Beispiel einer nicht projektiven torischen Varietät (vgl. [7], S. 119):
a7 = (0, 0, —1). Die Kegelstruktur ist aus Figur 3 ersichtlich. Stellt man die zu den 
2-dimensionalen Kegeln mit Erzeugenden a2, ax bzw. a3, a5 bzw. ax, as gehörigen
>  0 falls Oy fl o 1. kein neuer Kegel ist, 
=  0 sonst.
( O I
th det (eah -  ainJ +  . . .+ tin+1 det (atlak ... aine) 
>  0, falls o' = o[ H o'2 kein neuer Kegel ist,
=  0 sonst
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Ungleichungen (o') auf, dann erhält man
- 4 t l +4t3+ti — t6 >  0
4 / i -4 h - t t  + h > 0
4t2- 4 t3- t 5 + t6 > 0 .
Addiert man diese Ungleichungen, so ergibt sich der Widerspruch 0>0.
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1. Introduction
A complete connected Riemannian «-dimensional manifold of constant sec­
tional curvature will be called a space form. It is well-known that each space form 
can be represented as an orbit space MIG. Here M  is one of the classical «-dimen­
sional simply connected spaces of constant curvature k, i.e., M  is either a spherical 
(k>0) or the euclidean (k=0) or a hyperbolic «-space (/c<0). The isometry 
group G acts discontinuously and freely on M, i.e., there is a nonempty open set 
V in M  so that no two distinct points of V are equivalent under G, moreover, the 
identity 1 is the only element of G which has fixed points. Then G is isomorphic to 
the fundamental group of the manifold M/G.
Intuitively each space form is locally isometric to one of the classical «-spaces.
Concerning the general theory we refer to the monograph [23] of J. A. Wolf. 
For hyperbolic space forms see [2, 4, 13] and the report [21] of W. P. Thurston. 
Geometric constructions of some hyperbolic space forms are presented in [1, 2, 9, 
16, 17, 18, 22],
In this paper the 10 classical compact 3-dimensional euclidean space forms will 
be described by means of a geometric method presenting each of them minimally by 
a fundamental domain.
For each group G from among the 10 non-isomorphic (affinely non equivalent) 
crystallographic space groups acting freely on the euclidean 3-space [3, 5, 10, 23], 
there is a compact fundamental polyhedron 3P (e.g. a Dirichlet polyhedron) endowed 
with a face identification. The identifying isometries generate the group G. The 
so-called cycle relations, belonging to the edge segment equivalence classes of 
give us a presentation of G in the sense of Poincaré. Such a relation shows how 
the G-images of Sf (in the fundamental tiling) surround an edge segment of the 
corresponding equivalence class [2, 13, 14], For a given group G we have more 
possible fundamental polyhedra, hence more presentations as well, respectively.
Our first purpose is to generalize this geometric presentation for those com­
pact fundamental domains, which are topological polyhedra with some minimality 
conditions [14, 15]. Such a fundamental domain 3F for the group G shall have the 
following properties:
1) The interior of the compact fundamental domain 2F is homeomorphic to 
an open 3-dimensional simplex. The G-images of &  tile the space without common 
inner points.
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 51M20; Secondary 20F05, 20H15, 57S30, 
05C25.
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2) The boundary of S' consists of finitely many side faces. Each side face is 
the common part of S' and exactly one neighbouring G-image in the corre­
sponding fundamental space tiling. The side faces may be curved, but each of them 
has a relative interior homeomorphic to an open 2-simplex.
3) If the domain S' and one of its G-images for certain g?G, have the 
face/g in common, then S' and its image S '^ 1 also have exactly one common face 
denoted by / g-i. We say that / g-i is identified with / g by the isometry g, or f % is 
identified with / g-i by g-1. These identifying isometries generate the group G.
4) The boundary of each side face /  of the domain S' consists of finitely many 
edge segments along each of which /  joins exactly one neighbouring side face. The 
edge segments may be curved but each of them has a relative interior homeomorphic 
to an open interval. The side face identifications induce the G-equivalence of the 
edge segments. We require that a segment shall not have any G-equivalent points 
in its interior. To each edge segment equivalence class there belongs a cycle rela­
tion of the identifying isometries, which expresses how the G-images of S' (in the 
fundamental tiling) surround an edge segment of the equivalence class (in the sense 
of Poincare as before). This will be shown concretely on examples later.
5) The boundary of each edge segment consists of two vertices. For each vertex 
A of S' the edge segments and the faces, containing A, form cycles in which the 
consecutive edge segments are contained in exactly one common face, the consecutive 
faces have exactly one common edge segment.
6) The fundamental topological polyhedron S ’ is said to be minimally presenting 
the isometry group G above, iff S' has the minimum number of faces, moreover, 
it has the minimum number of edge segments divided into equivalence classes, whose 
number is also minimal.
The requirements 1)—6) guarantee that the fundamental domain S' serves an 
algebraic presentation for G with the smallest number of generators with minimum 
number of relations, moreover, the sum of the relation lengths is also minimal.
We remark that neither involutive elements (reflections) nor elements of finite 
order occur in G because of the free action of G.
The general strategy for finding a fundamental domain S', presenting the group 
G minimally, will be the following.
i) We start with giving the group G by the usual matrix-vector presentation in 
the conventional basis, which spans the translation lattice LG belonging to G. This 
is well-known together with the typization of the transformations in G [3, 5, 10, 19],
ii) We select in all possible ways collections of typical generators which generate 
the translational lattice LG and the so-called point group G0 of the group G. We 
reduce the collection if it is possible. Equivalent collections will be related by means 
of the affine normalizer N0 of G.
This follows by a theorem of Bieberbach and Frobenius, which states, that 
isomorphic space groups G and G', acting on the euclidean space E’\  are affinely 
conjugate; i.e. there is an affine bijection cp of E" such that G' = (p~1Gq> holds 
[3, 11, 12, 19, 20, 23], In the case G'=G this affinity cp, belonging to Na, provides 
affine fundamental domains, giving equivalent presentations for G.
iii) For a given generator collection we determine a complete set of defining 
relations [6], We reduce the number and the length of the relations by Tietze trans­
formations. We select all the minimal sets of defining relations with minimal length 
sums up to certain algebraic and affine equivalence. The proof of the minimality
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needs some calculations checking finitely many cases. The method is straightfor­
ward but lengthy and tedious. We shall give an illustration here for the group 
G = P4i.
iv) We construct a typical fundamental domain 3? which corresponds to such 
a minimal presentation according to the criteria in 1)—6). The combinatorial struc­
ture of [7] will be uniquely determined by the presentation.
The resulting fundamental domains and the corresponding presentations will 
be described in the figures. We use consequently the notations of the crystal­
lography [10].
To summarize the results we formulate the following
T heorem . The 10 compact euclidean space forms have 18 minimally presenting 
fundamental domains: the group PI has 1 topological parallelepipedon (brick); the 
group P2j has 2 topological bricks; the group Pb has 3 topological bricks; the group 
Bb has 1 topological “simplex” (with additional edge segments and vertices); the 
group P212121 has 1 "simplex”; the group Pca2, has 4 bricks; the group Pna2x has 
1 "simplex”; the group P4t has 1 "simplex”; the group P3t has 3 minimally presenting 
domains: the most interesting one has 4 side faces, two o f them have not common 
edge, the other two domains are "simplices”; the group P6X has 1 "simplex”.
We start the crystallographic group G=P4t which acts discontinuously and 
freely on the euclidean 3-space M = E3. Therefore, the orbit space E 3/P41 is a 
(compact) euclidean space form.
We choose an origin O and a base OEx=ex, OE2=e2, OE3=e3 for the lattice 
La with the Gram matrix
where c>0 is an arbitrary constant as usual, ( ; )  denotes the euclidean scalar 
product in the vector space E3.
The generating screw motion s (s, s) for G—P4X, will be given by the linear 
transformation s: E3 — E3
2. The space form E3[P4X as a typical example detailed
( 1)
(2)
/e i s 
s := I e? s 
\e3 s,
0 1 0  
- 1 0  0 
. 0 0 1
and by the vector s:=OOs,
( 3 )
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Hence the s-image Y:=XS of a point X  will be expressed by the position vectors 
OX=  x = x iei, yjeJ= y = O y = O Z s= x s= x x + s= x ij|eJ+ J jeJ-. In components:
(4) (y1 y2 t3) = (x1 x2 x3)i
We use the row-column multiplication convention, but we prefer row matrices 
for vector components, moreover, transformations and matrices operate on the 
right. The summation convention is understood for the same upper and lower 
indices.
We can see that the generating translations for LG are
(5) P i( / ,  e j, p2(f, e2) =  s~1p1s, p3( i ,e 3) = s4.
For illustration we construct the Dirichlet polyhedron &0 belonging to the 
origin O. From this one can imagine the whole fundamental tiling by Dirichlet 
polyhedra according to the G-orbit of O :
O0 := {O K E 3: geG}.
In Figure 1 the Dirichlet domain
Q>o'-— {XCE3: d(X, O) S  d(X, Og) for every g€G}
76. P41 s : ABCD -  FGHE p, : AEHD -  BFGC 
P21ABFE DCGH Pi P2P11 P2 = ^
Fig. 1
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is a quadratic parallelepipedon (column) whose opposite side faces are paired by 
the 4, screw motion s, by the translations px and p2, respectively. For example, the 
face f s-i:=ABCD, lying on the symmetry plane of O and 0 s' 1, is mapped by s 
onto the face f s:=FGHE, lying on the symmetry plane of 0 s, and O; moreover, 
the domain 3>0 is mapped by s onto the domain 3>0. joining 2>0 along the face / s. 
Of course, the inverse screw motion s-1 maps the face f s;=FGHE onto the face 
f s-i:—ABCD and the domain 3>0 is mapped by s_1 onto the domain joining
Q)0 along the face / s-i. In the Schlegel dhgram of 2)0 we omit the / ’s from the face 
symbols. This diagram will be referred to in the following as the graph of the domain 
[14, 15, 16, 17].
The pairing isometries, or shortly identifications, generate the group G — P4X. 
These identifications induce a partition of the edges into classes of oriented segments 
such that a segment does not contain two G-equivalent points in its interior. Con­
sider, e.g., the segment equivalence class
=>= {FE; AD; BC ; GH).
Now, form a so-called cycle transformation and deduce the corresponding cycle 
relation as follows.
Choose an edge segment, say FE, and consider one of the faces, say FEHG, 
whose boundary contains FE. The isometry s-1 maps FE and FEHG onto AD 
and ADCB. There exists exactly one other face ADHE, with AD on its boundary, 
furthermore, an isometry pj which maps AD and ADHE onto BC and BCGF. 
We obtain a cycle of generating isometries s-1, plf s, p.71 according to the scheme
(FE; /„ = FEHG) — * (AD; = ADCB);
(AD; f p- 1 = ADHE)-Eu (BC; f Pl = BCGF);
(BC; / 5-i =  BCD A)-U  (GH; f % = GHEF);
(GH; f Pl =  GHDC)— ~ (FE; = FEAB).
Forming the inverse transformations these facts can also be formulated as follows. 
The edge segment FE is consecutively surrounded by domains
® o , % ,  \  ' ,
The first four ones fill an angular region of measure
e(FE) + e(AD) + e(BC) + e(GH) = 2k,
therefore
0 P ,» - 1?!■1* =  0 O,
and we get the relation pas_1p f1s =  l or the so-called cycle relation
(6) s '^ iSPa“1 =  1
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in the sense of Poincaré. Choosing now the face f p- i = FEAB to FE as the first 
step of the process above, we obtain the inverse cycle and the inverse relation
P2s_1p f xs =  1;
and starting, e.g., with AD and f p- i —ADHE, we arrive at
Pisp2- 1s-1 =  s(s-1p1sp^1)s“ 1 =  1
as cycle relation. These lead to relations equivalent to (6).
In Figure 1 all the three segment equivalence classes are described and the 
corresponding cycle relations are similarly deduced. As a special case of the well- 
known Poincare theorem [13, 14], we could reformulate that the polyhedron 3 0 
constructed is in fact a fundamental domain for the group G generated by the iden­
tifying isometries, furthermore the three cycle relations form a complete set of 
relations for G, i.e., any relation in G can be algebraically derived from these. What 
is more, the fundamental domain 3 0 can be so deformed that it will be an equiv­
alent topological polyhedron described in the introduction. Equivalence means that 
the deformed polyhedron provides the same presentation as 3 0 before. We can 
start with an arbitrary point A; then we form its translates B:=Api, D:=A% 
C:=Ap>pt = Ap2 pi; then we can choose a face (it may be curved), connecting these 
points with great freedom; then the face FGHE has to be A 'B 'C 'D \ The equalities 
DCGH = ApiBpt FpiDpt, BCGF=Ap<DpiH piE pi are required for the other (curved) 
faces in order to get finally a topological polyhedron 3 . Now, the relations for G 
guarantee that the G-images of 3  form a fundamental tiling in which a (curved) 
edge segment, say FE, is surrounded as before by fundamental domains in the tiling 
constructed by means of 3 0.
This latter assertion gives us the basic idea for the generalization. 3
3. Presentations for P4X with two generators
From the presentation in Figure 1 we conclude that the group G=P4t can be 
generated by two isometries as well. There are three essential cases.
1) The screw motion s described in formulas 2 (2), (3) and the translation 
p:= P i in 2 (5) generate P4X. We have already learned that the translations px and 
pa =  s_ 1p1s commute, moreover, the additional relation
p f1 = s- 1p2s =  s_2p1 s2
holds. We get the presentation
(1) P4i =  (s, p — 1 =  ps_1psp- 1s- 1p _1s = s“ 2ps2p).
Using s-1ps = sp_1s_1 from the second relation, the first one can be written also 
in another form, but we assert that the length sum of the relation system cannot be 
reduced. It would be interesting to decide whether these presentations are geomet­
rically realizable or not, but we shall find a shorter one in the following.
2) The 4X screw motion s0:=s and the 2l screw motion s2 = s2pL also gen-
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erate P4,. As before we can easily deduce
(2) P4, = (s„, s2-  1 = s0"4sl = s0 s2 s0 s "^1 s0 s -^1 s0 s£" *)
which is geometrically realizable but it is not the shortest presentation.
3) The 4j screw motions s0:=s and s, .^sp! give us the minimal presenta­
tion desired. From the presentation in Figure 1 we have p1= sj'1s1, p2=:Si'1p1s0= 
=  sj- 2 Sj s0 which commute:
1 =  S„-1 Si So" 2 SX S0 Sf1S0 S0" 1 S f1S? =  SoSjSo 2s1s0s f a.
Moreover, we have seen that 1 =s~2p1s2p1 =  s,73s1s0s,, hence s^2s1s0 =  s0s fx. 
Thus the previous equality is more simply: l^ s^ S o S f3.
7 6 .PA-1 s0: ADGHJB(K) - BCFIHJ(L)
N = A22 °(L2®R) S-] :ABCFED(M) -DGHIFE(N)
Finally, we choose the presentation illustrated in Fig. 2. Here the starting point 
is A Q-; -i-; oj . The other points are:
/  := A'“ = A ' ‘ (-t; i ; l ) .  z, := „ » ( T  1 ; j ) ,
=  i - ) ,  =  1 ) .
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The (curved) face f s-i is defined to be the cone with vertex A-10; 0; erected
on the closed polygon ADGHJB. Analogously, L:= K So and BCFIHJ
define the face / So. In the same manner will be defined the faces/s-1 andf Sl indicated 
in Figure 2. We can check that the domain obtained is a topological polyhedron 
S' whose graph as a Schlegel diagram is also described in Figure 2, but the / ’s are 
omitted from the face symbols. We have two equivalence classes of edge segments 
according to the two relations indicated. We illustrate the Poincare cycles as follows:
(3)
(AD = f s. . n / s- 0 ^  (BC =  /„  n / sr x) (g h = f H n / s. >)
( /sin / srx =: ED) ( /Sln / s-i =: FE) J L - ( f SiOfSo = :7F)
(4)
(AB = / Sj- . n / Si- i ) i  (D G = /Sl n / s- x ) ^  (c f = / so n / sri)
* y / '  s,
(/s„n/s-i =: JB) ~ ( / Son /s-i= : / / / )  —  ( /Son / Sl =: ///).
(Imagine both written along circles, hence the name: cycle relations.)
Now, we deduce, e.g., that the edge segment AD, in the fundamental tiling is 
surrounded by the domain S' and its images J ^ ö 1, W 1,
/ V o ' W ,  / v i V S 'S '1. Finally V lso1 =  holds, since we know
that s0s1s0s1-3= l  is fulfilled now for P4j, but a shorter relation does not hold. 
Thus we get the domain SF as a fundamental domain for the group P4t .
Let us remark that we have some freedom in choosing the starting point A, 
but the combinatorial structure of S' is determined by the relation system selected 
and by the prescriptions 1)—6) for S? in the introduction. In Figure 3 the com­
binatorial structure of S' is illustrated in the usual way [7]. The generators determine 
the level of the 2-dimensional faces. The relations prescribe the level of the 1-dimen­
sional edge segments and the incidences between faces and segments. For example, 
the Poincare cycles (3), (4) require two common edge segments in / s-1Dl/s-1, which 
have a common vertex A, denote them by AD and AB. The isometry s0 maps AD 
into /„ P I/- , and AB into / Sofl/s-1, therefore the s0-image of A must be con­
tained in the face cycle ( / So, / s- i , / s-i) by requirement 5). Then we may identify 
this image by B and we get the vertex figure of B as described in Figures 2 and 3. 
In the same way we obtain that sx maps AD into / Sl(T/s-i and AB into / Slfl/s-i 
and we may identify the sx-image of A by D as described in Figures 2 and 3, and 
so on. This process uniquely yields a combinatorial construction of the domain S'.
Of course, we will prove algebraically that the presentation in Figure 2 is in 
fact the shortest one. The proof will not be difficult but lengthy. It is based on a
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general method, which works also in cases of the other groups considered. Now, 
we proceed some calculations in the group G=P4X by using the matrix-vector 
presentation in 2.
We have already learned from the theory of crystallographic groups the impor­
tance of the affine normalizer for a given space group [11, 12, 20], This leads to the 
typization of the group elements and we can deduce that there are three types of 
two-generator presentations for the space group P4X. The normalizer of P4X is
(5) N =  422o(L2®R),
a semi-direct product. The linear part 422 is generated by the 4-rotation 5 and the 
half-turn h defined by
(6)
/  0 1  O' h ) 'e1h''1-1 0 0 k  , e2h
l  0 0 1/ w \e3h
the translational part is a direct sum where L2 is a Z-lattice generated by OA1:=al = 
=  y e1+ y e 2 and 03f,:=a2= - y  ea (Fig. 2):
(7)
(8)
L2 =  {/*aj + Pa2: Z (integers)},
R =  {ce3: c£R (real numbers)}.
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i) At the first type we choose a screw motion and a translation:
(9) P'U, e i+ je 3),
where the 4-rotation s is that of (6) or of 2 (2), x and y  are integers for which 4.x +1 
and y  are relative primes:
(10) ( 4 x + l ,y ) = l .
This last assertion and the translational component ex appearing in p' guarantee 
that s' and p' generate P4t, in fact, as we shall see. Using the affine normalizer N 
of P4X in (5), we can easily see that every screw motion with 4-rotational part is 
equivalent to s', moreover, an additional generating translation is affinely equiv­
alent to p' for appropriate x and y.
Now, we shall calculate the transformation g of the form
(11) g =  s'“1 p,Vl s'“2 p 'V2... s'u< p'vi
with integer exponents, the natural index i will be chosen later. We apply the multi­
plication rule of affine transformations:
( 12)
(a, a) (b, b) =  (ab, a b + b), (a, a) 1 — (a 1, — a a *),
(a, a)u =  (aa, aau-1 + a a u_2+ ... + aa + a).
if u positive integer,
(a, a)~u =  ((a, a)-1)u = (a~u, — a a~u — ... — a a-1). 
We assert that the equations
(aau-1+ ... +  au + a)(a — 1) -■ a(au — 1),
(— au~u— ... — aa~2 — aa~1)(a — 1) — a(u“u — 1)
(13)
uniformly hold for the translational parts. This will be useful later. Now, we turn 
to calculation of g in (11):
(14) ; JUl+U2+'"+ui, (oh + Ua-l-... + u i)[x+-^-j+(v1+ ... +Vi)y je 3 +
+  e 1( v 1j uJ + - + u i + v 2 5u»+ - + u i +  . . .  +  V j - i i “ ! +  V; 7 ) ) .  
First let i= l.  By the assumption (10) we can reach
Uj(4x-f-1) +Vi(4y) =  1.
Then vi ei+ _^ e 3j is a 4X screw motion and g_4yp' is the translation pl5
hence s' and p' in (9) generate P41; in fact.
Secondly, we want to solve the equation g = l for ul5 ..., u;, \ 1, ..., Vj, each 
of them is different from zero, and to minimalize the length of g
( 1 5 ) |U i | +  |V j| - f  | u 2| - f  |v 2| +  . . .  +  |U j| +  |v , |
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for every index i. This would be a difficult task, in general. Fortunately, we have 
known a presentation (1) corresponding to our case x= 0  and y=0. To show 
that this is minimal in the first type, we can restrict ourselves up to 7=4. From 
(14) it follows that
(16) g =  1 iff
and
and
Ui +  u2+  ... +Uj =  4/c (k  integer)
k(4x+  l) +  (vx + v2+ ... +Vj)y =  0
- U . - U . . . . - U , ' + Vi 7) =  0e1(vi i _ui + v2i _ui_us + ... + Vj.jj
hold under the assumptions mentioned.
The most tedious task is to check the last matrix equation but now we have to 
try only finite many cases, a lot of them are equivalent from the viewpoint of the 
problem (which would lead to equivalent relations). Indeed, we get (u4, u2, u3, u4) = 
=  (i, —1,1, -1),(V1,V„V3,V4) = (1, 1, - 1 ,  - 1 )  or =(1, -1 ,  -1 , 1) and (u4,u 2) = 
= (2, —2)~(—2, 2), (vl5 v2) = (l, 1)~(—1, —1) providing the presentation (1) as a 
minimal one in the first type, when the generators in (9) are chosen.
ii) For second type of two generator presentation of P44 we consider the extended 
case of 2):
(17) só (j, (* + j ]  e3j , s2 i2, e4 + {y+ y j
with the 4-rotation 5 of (6) and with appropriate integers x  and y :
(18) (4x+ 1, 2y +  1) =  1.
Now, calculate the transformation
(19)
with integer exponents, again.
g =  sí“*sív‘sí“*sív*... sóu*s2vt
(20)
g  ^ u ,  +  2v1 +  u1 +  2vI +  ... +  u1+2v1) ( U l +  U2 +  . . .  -F U j)  +  +  *
•(vi + v2 +  + vi))e3 + e1((.r2(vi~1)-f-... + í 2 +  7) jU2j2va... juij2vi +
+  (j2(V2 _1) +  ... +  s2 +  7) jUs J2v=... Ju. i 2v. + ...
... + ( i2(vi - i - 1)+ . . .  + j2 + 7)5u.j2ví +  (í 2(ví- 1)+ . . .  -M2 + 7)))
holds if vl5 v2, ..., vf are positive integers. If not, the sums of linear transformations, 
acting on the vector will change according to (12). Fortunately, this ex-com­
ponent will be the zero vector, iff its image at the linear transformation (s2 —7) 
vanishes, and then we can apply (13). Then this e4-component will be
e i  ( ( í 2vi - 7 )  j U2 i 2 V i. . .  j ui j 2v. +  ( j 2V2 - 7 )  j 2v* . . .
. . . í u . j 2ví +  . . .  +  ( s iv ‘ - 1 — 7 )  s u i j av. +  ( í 2vi —  / ) )  =
_ .  g i ^ 2 » i  + u2 + 2v2 + ... + u 1 + 2vi ___j U2 + 2 v 2 + ... + u1 +  2 v 1 _j_ i 2 v j+ ... +  u1+2vl _
_  ^ 3  + 2v3+  •■■ + u, + 2y, +  _ _ +  . ,  +  u, + 2v, _  +  2v, +  _  j y
(2 1 )
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Our purpose is again to solve the equation g = l  for non-zero integers ul5 u, 
and vl5 \ h and to minimalize the length of g as in (15) for every index i. From
(20), (21) we have the criterion
(22) g = 1 iff
Ui +  2vx +  u* +  2v2 + ... +UÍ + 2VÍ =  4k (A: integer)
and
A:(4x4- l)  + (y — 2x)( i +  Vg+.-. +  Vj) =  0
and
_s-Ui-2Vn _j_ J-UÍ-2V2-U2 _s — U!-2V2-U2-2v2 _|_
_j_ £— Uj — 2V! U2 2V2-----— i)  =  0
hold under the assumption mentioned. We can check that (u1; vx)= (—4, 2) and 
(ul5 vl5 u2, v2, u3, v3, u4, v4) =  (l, 1, 1, -1 , 1, —1, 1, —1) are solutions according to 
the presentation (2). The systematic procedure up to i—4 shows that this is the 
minimal one in the type ii) of the form (17). We can show again that every presenta­
tion of P44 with 2 screw motion generators of rotational components .v and s2, respec­
tively, will be equivalent to (17) by the affine normalizer N in (5) for appropriate 
x and y  satisfying (18).
iii) The third type of two generator presentation for P4L is the extension of 
the case 3):
(23) só |.v, ( x + e 3| , si e4 +  [y+ j j  e3j 
with the 4-rotation s of (6) and integers x, y  satisfying
(24) (4x4-1, 4_y + 1) =  1.
Let us calculate the transformation
(25) g =  sóUlsfisóU2síV2...s íu.sív. 
with integer non-zero exponents, again.
g | i,Ui+vi+u2+v2+...+ui+vi )^x+-^-j(u1 +  u2+  ... + * )  + ( , + ! ) .
• (vi + v 2+  ... +  vi))e3 + e1((i(Vl_1)+  ... + s + l)sU2sy'2... 5uixvi +
(26)
+  (i(v2_1)+  ... + J+ 7 )x U3JV3... iu«Xvi+  ... +(5(vi-»_1)+ ... + X + /)iutXv» +
+ ( ^ . - 1> + ...+ x  +  7)))
holds if vl5v2, ..., Vj are positive integers. Otherwise the linear transformation 
acting on e4 changes according to (12). This e, -component is the zero vector, iff 
its ( i —i)-image vanishes and we apply (13) again. Then this ex-component will be
ex ((xVl - 1) xU2 xV3... xvi +  (xV2 - 1) xU3 5V3... su> syi + • • •
(27) . . .+ ( jvi->-7)xu«xvi + (xvi-7 ))  = e1(jvi+u2+va+- +ui+vi - j u2+v3+ -+ui+v< +
+  5 v 1 + . . .  +  U 1 +  V i _ j U 3  +  V 3 + . .  +  U 1 +  V1 +  _ _ + i y V 1 . 1 +  U i + V 1 _ _ 5 U 1 + V 1 +  J V i _ / ) _
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The purpose is again to solve the equation g = l  for non-zero integers ul5 u; 
and Vu V,- and to minimalize the length of g as in (15) for every index /. From 
(26) and (27) we calculate
(28) g = 1 iff
Ui + Vi + u2 + v2 + ... +UjTVi =  4k (k  integer)
and
k(4x+  1) + O — ^ )(vi-F v2+ ... -f- Vj) — 0
and
e 1 ( j - “i _ 1S - “ i - v i + i s - u 1- v 1- u 2 _ J - u l - v 1- u i!- Y 2 +  _ + J _ Ul_ Vl- u 2- v 2------- u, _ / )  =  o .
We can check that (ul5 vl5 u2, v2) = (l, 1, 1, —3) and = (— 3, 1, 1, 1) are solu­
tions according to the presentation in Figure 2. We have not other essentially dif­
ferent solution up to i =  3. That means this is the absolute minimal presentation 
for the group P4X. Of course we can show again that every presentation of P4t 
with 2 screw motion generators, both of 4-rotational component s, is affinely equiv­
alent to (23) for integers x and y  satisfying (24).
We have no more possibility. For example, a transformation
s | i 3, xej +ye2 + (z + -^ -j ■
belonging to P4X has its inverse in the form s_1 — x ^ i )  — y(e2i)-^z-|--^-j ■ (e3s)j
with respect to (12) and to si = l. By definition 2 (2) we get
i - 1^ , - x e 2+>'e1 + ^ - - ( z + l ) j  e3j ,
and this is affinely equivalent (by an element of the affine normalizer N  of P4X) 
to s' in (9) with x=  — (z+ 1). The computation will not be detailed anymore.
After this relatively detailed treatment we shall discuss the other space forms 
more sketchily because we can follow the same sequence of thought.
4. The space form £ 3/P l
The usual fundamental parallelepipedon is described in Figure 4. The opposite 
faces are identified by parallel translations
Pi(Aei), p2(/, e2), p3( / ,e 3)
and we have 3 equivalence classes of edge segments, each of them contains 4 seg­
ments. The relations belonging to the Poincaré cycles express the commutativity of 
translations. The combinatorial structure of the domain &  is unique. Affinely 
equivalent generator system can be obtained by means of the affine normalizer N  
of the space group P I :
(1) N  = 5 L ( 3 , Z ) o R 3
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1.P1 p 1 :O E 3AE2- E 1BDC p 2 :0E 1BE3- E 2CDA
N = SL(3,Z)°R3
p3 : 0E2CE-|—- E3ADB
P2P3P2P3 = 1 = Pi P3P11 P31
-^ -P 1P 2P Í1P2 =
Fig. 4
as a usual semi-direct product. Here SL(3, Z ) denotes the group of integer uni- 
modular transformations leaving the lattice LP1 =  <e1, e2, e3) invariant. The transla­
tional part of N  is
(2) R3 — {x1 ex + x2 e2 + x3 e3: x1, x2, x3£ R}.
5. The space form E 3/P21
The monoclinic lattice LG for the space group G—P2X is generated by 
as in Figures 5 and 6, where
(1) (ei; e3) = (e2; e3) =  0.
The generating 2X screw motion s(j, s) is given by
(2)




( -1  0 0U e,\
= 0 - 1  0 e2
\ 0 0 1/ \e3)
0 4 ) ,
.3
(3)
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4 .P 2 i p, :OEAE2— E,BDC p2:OE1BE-*E2CDA 
N=(SL(2,Z) ® m)°(L2® R) s : OE^E,— DBEA




Hence p3(/, e3) = s2 and we have a 3-generator presentation in Figure 5 accord­
ing to a minimal domain with unique combinatorial structure.
Now let s2:=s, s0:=sp^x and px be a new generator system. Then p2= s^1s2 
and we get a new presentation according to the domain in Figure 6, which is also 
minimal in the sense defined earlier.
As a third possibility we can choose S i^ s ,^  instead of px to get the pres­
entation
(4) P2X = (s0, Si, s2-  1 =  s0- 2s? = s0- 2s2 =  si“1s1s^1s0s r1Á2),
which can also be written into other forms but these are not shorter. Thus we have 
two minimal presentations for the group P2,, only. Other minimal generator col­
lections are equivalent to these ones by the affine normalizer N  of P2X. We have
(5) N  = (51,(2, Z )® tw)o(L2©R)
as a semi direct product, where the translational part is a direct sum of the Z-lattice
generated by a1= y e 1 and a2= 2 -e 2 and the R-lattice
(7) R := {ce3: c£R};
the linear part is a direct product where 5L(2, Z) denotes the group of integer 
unimodular transformations leaving the lattice L2 and the vector e3 invariant, m 
denotes the group generated by the linear map m defined by e1m =e1 and e2m=e2, 
e3m =  - e 3.
6. The space form £ 3/Pb
The primitive monoclinic lattice La for the space group G =Pb is generated 
by 02^:=ef as before (see Figure 7—9), where:
(1) (ei;e3) = (e2;e3) =  0.
The generating glide reflection b (b, b) is given by
/ei b' n 0 °\
(2) b = ° 1 0\e3 b) lo 0 - l )
and by the vector b :=OOb:
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•7 Pb p, : OE3AE — E,BDC p3: OECE,— E3ADB
N={FL(2,Z) • m)«(R2#L1) b : ADCE
—  p3bp3b‘1 = 1 = pt p3p'i1 p_3 —
COORD. AXES:0 E1.0 E2.0 E3 GRAPH OF ^
Fig. 7
7. Pb p,: 0 AE2C— E,BED bo.-OCDE!— CE2ED
b3: OEtBA— ABEE2 
b02b3 = 1 = p^opíb'o1 —
3*
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7 Pb p3 :0 AGC— E3BHD b0:OCDE3— BHGA
b-,: OE3BA— DCGH
— p3b0p3b0 = 1 = P3bi P3bi =*=
bo b-i b0 b-| = 1
Fig. 9
Hence p2(/, e2)= b 2 and we have the first 3-generator presentation in Figure 7, 
the minimal domain has unique combinatorial structure.
Let b3:=b, b0:= b p ^ \ p, be a new system of generators. Then p3 = b(71 b3 
and we get the second minimal presentation according to the domain 3F^ in Figure 8.
Now let b0:=b, b, :=bpl5 p3 be the third system of generators. Then p1 =  bj'1b1 
and we get the minimal presentation according to J^3 in Figure 9.
We get a new presentation of Pb, if we take b3:=b0p3 in the previous one. 
This 3-generator presentation
(4) Pb = (b0, b1; b3— 1 =  b0bjb^"1b f1 =  bfl- 2b2 =  b o b s-^^ o -^ab r1)
will not be a minimal one, although it can be written in another form, too.
Other collections of generators for minimal presentations are equivalent to 
these three ones by the affine normalizer N  of Pb. We have
(5) N = (FL(2, Z)®m)o(R2©L1) 
as a semi-direct product. In the usual representation
(n\ n\
(6) N  = n\ n\ 0 , (n1 n2 n3)
\o 0 ± 1 /
where k/£Z; det («/)= ± 1 ; n\ and n\ odd; n\ even; n \ n2(R ; n3£Z/2.
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7. The space form is3/Bb
The ^-centred monoclinic lattice Lc for the space group G = Bb can be derived 
from the primitive one of case 6. We choose the base of LG as follows:
OBi := bj =  e1# OB„:= b2 =  e2,
OB3 := b3 = y  (ex + e3).
It may be surprising, but we have a 2-generator presentation for Bb described 
in Figure 10, which will be also a minimal one.
The generating glide reflections b (b, b) is given by
(2)
and by the vector
( b ^ )  ( l  0 0\/bA
b2b = 0 1 O b,
\babJ \1 0 - l ) \ b j
b := Ö O °\
hence p2(7, b2)=b2 is a translation.
The second generating glide reflection, denoted, as usual, by n(n, n), is given 
by the linear transformation n:=b in (2) and by the vector n :—OOn:
hence pt (7, b ^ m ’b-2 and p3(/, b3)= b _1n are translations. The combinatorial 
structure of in Fig. 10 is unique again. The coordinates of the vertices in the 
base ex, e2, e3 are
b (0 ;0- t )-
t^0’ ~ J ; 4)’ C(0;T;1)' c(t4;t)'
* ( W ) -  * ( W ) .
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g. Bb b : ADGHJB(K) — BJHIFC(L)
n : ABCFED(M)-—DEFIHG(N)
-*= b2nb'2n'1 =1 
b n2b'1n'2 =1
For the construction of faces we have chosen the points
4 ^ 4 ) .  4 M 4 ) .  f  4)-
Another 2-generator presentation is
(5) Bb = (b, P3 — b2p3b_2p^1 = 1 =  bpabpsb-^pa^b-^pg-1)
whose length sum cannot be reduced, it is not minimal.
Other minimally presenting 2-generator collections are equivalent to the given 
ones by the affine normalizer N  of Bb. In the base bj, b2, b3, N has the following 
matrix-vector representation
N =  {
(6)
2
----  "I  ^ ? '
( \ n l - ^ y z .
«1 n\ 0 ' , («* «2 w3)},
«2 n\ 0
d ± i) 1 22 n! ±1
and n\ odd; n even; n1,n 2^ R-, n3£Z/2 so that
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8. The space form E3/P212121
The primitive orthorhombic lattice Lc for the space group G=Y*2l2l2l is 
spanned by the orthogonal base e; in Figure 11,
(1) (ej; e2) = (e2; e3) =  (e3; ex) =  0.
19. P212121
N: Pm3n
s^ABCFEDfK) —  FEDGHI(L) 
s3: ADGHJB(M) — HJBCFI(N)
S1S3S11S32 = 1
— S3s 2s 3ls 12 = 1
LN = ( i 0 E 1.i0 E 2, l0 E 3 ) GRAPH OF F
Fig- 11
We choose the 2X screw motion s 1 ( j 1 , sx) defined by
and the 2X screw motion s3(s3, s) defined by
as usual. So we get the minimal presentation described in Figure 11. The combi­
natorial structure of the fundamental domain SF is uniquely determined. We have
chosen the coordinates of the vertex ZT to be ( y ; — y )  ’ then the other vertices
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of &  are
c (t 4 ;o ) ’ # { ■ • > ) •  4 4 ;o)-
c ( ° ; |; .), c(i: -§■: o),
£ (0 ;t ; t ) '
For the construction of faces for 2F we have taken the points:
L { r - r - i ) ’ "(t M ) -
The other 2-generator presentations are equivalent to this one by the affine 
normalizer N of P2j2i2i. We know that N  is affinely equivalent to the space group
Pm3n, whose lattice is spanned by ej, 4- e2, 4- e3. We do not discuss details
here [11, 14].
9. The space form E3/Pca21
The primitive orthorhombic lattice Lc for the space group G=Pca21, is 
spanned by the orthogonal base e; as before (Fig. 12—15). We have got 4 minimal 
presentations by domains in Figures 12—15. We could follow the way as
in the previous cases. We have to select 3 generators from 4 types of transforma­
tions. These are the translation p2(f, e2), the glide reflection a (a, a) defined by the 
representation
(1)
the glide reflection c(c, c) defined by
(2)
the 2X screw motion s(j, s) defined by
( 3 )
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29. Pca21 p:OFAE—  E2BCD c :OE2BF~ACDE 
N= mmm°(L2*.R). L2=(70E1,70E2) a : 0 EDE2-—BCAF
29. Pca2i p : ADHE—-BCGF s:ABCD — GHEF
a : AEFB— CGHD
= s a s '1 a =<=
Fig. 13
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29. PcC^ p :OAE3C — E2BED s :OCDE2~DEE3C 
c : OE2BA —  ABEE3 pcp'1c'1 = 1
29.Pca2-, a 0 :BAEF— ADHE :BFGC — CGHD
c :BCDA — HGFE
Fig. 15
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as it is described in Figure 12 and 13. Of course, we have also other 3-generator 
presentations whose length sum is bigger than 12, therefore they are not minimal. 
In Figure 12 we have given the normalizer N  of Pca2x as a semi-direct product, 
whose linear part is generated by three pairwise orthogonal plane reflections, the 
translational part is a direct sum, where
R = {ce3: cgR (reals)}.
10. The space form £'3/Pna21
The lattice Lc for the space group C—Pna2, is as in 9. In Figure 16 we have 
given the unique minimal 2-generator presentation. The generating glide reflection 
a (a, a) is defined by
0 )
the generating 2X screw motion s(s, s) is defined by
(2)
in the base OEx, OE2, OE3, as usual.
The combinatorial structure of 3F allows us to choose E 





(t 4 ;o) '
(°;I;i), o(i;|io).
For the construction of faces we have taken the points
K(7 ; 7 ' i ) '  L i X ’7 ’ t ) ’ " ( i ; 7 ’ ? )•  w (t ; 7 ; 7 ")'
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The other minimal presentations are equivalent to this one by the affine normal- 
izer N  of Pna2i. This normalizer has the form
N = { (± 1  0 0 \, (n \ n \  n3)},
(3) l 0 ± 1  0
l  0 0 ± l )
where n \  n2£Z/2; n3£R. Hence Pca2x and Pna2, have the same normalizer.
We mention the other 2-generator presentations which are not minimal ones. 
Defining the glide reflection n:=as, we have two possibilities:
(4) Pna2j = (n, s — 1 — ns2n-1 s-2 =  ns-1n2s_1ns-2),
(5) Pna2i =  (a, n —1 = a2na2n-1 =  na_1 na-1n_1an_1a).
11. The space form E 3/P3X
The hexagonal lattice LG for the space group G=P3i is determined by the 
base e1; e2, e3 with Gram matrix





where c >0 is an arbitrary constant. In Figures 17—19 we have described the three 
minimal presentations according to the complicated polyhedra and #3,
respectively.
The generating 3X screw motion s(.?, s) for will be defined by the rotational 
part s with the matrix
( 0 1 0
( 2) - 1  - 1  0
\ 0 0 1
and by the vector in the base e;. Moreover, we choose the translation
PU, ej) as second generator. Thus s3(7, e3) and s 1ps(7, e2) are basic translations. 
Forming s-2ps2(/, —(e!+e2)) we can state that the relations in Figure 17 give us 
a complete set of relations to define the space group P3X. We can check that the 
length sum cannot be reduced and in fact, we get a minimal presentation which is 
also geometrically realizable.
First, we should form the two Poincaré cycles to construct the unique com­
binatorial structure of indicated in Figure 17 in a similar manner as for P4X elaborated 
in Section 3.
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33. Pna21
N = mmm°(L2®R)
a : ABCFED(K) —  DEFIHG(L) 
s : ADGHJB(M) — - HJBCFI(N) 
>— as2a 1s 2 = 1
—— a^sa2s'1 = 1





1 4 4 . P 3 i s y  oaghdce(k ) - ghdfe3ba(l)
s2: OECIJBA(M) — CIJBE3FD(N)
1 4 4 . P 3 -J Sí: ABJI^GOHÍK) — GFDCBJIE^L)
s 2: HOGFEA(M) — ABCDFE(N)
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After having solved this rather delicate combinatorial task we have a certain free­
dom in the metric realization as in the previous cases. We have chosen 4^ ^ 0; 0^  
as starting point, then the other vertices are:
44’ O' °)9 cl°44). D {■44).
4 I: "T; F i°=44)1. * \ (444)-
44 b 4). '(' l l. 2 ’ 2 ’ 4)- 'Irj_ i 2'12’ ~ 1 : 3,
44= 44;o;i)-
For the usual construction of faces of we were careful in taking the points
P^O; 0; y j ,  P 0 ;y )  to ensure that the faces and the corresponding images
do not intersect each other in their interiors.
In Figure 17 we have indicated the construction of f s-1 and / p only. In the 
usual manner the affine normalizer N  of P3X is given in Figure 17. It shows that any 
3 screw motion and any horizontal unit translation lead to a minimal presentation 
equivalent to that of
In Figures 18—19 we have described the other minimal presentations belonging 
to the generating 3t motions s^ i, st), s2(s, s2), where the common linear part has 
the matrix (2) and the translational parts are
(3) and
respectively. The more symmetric presentation by is uniquely determined by 
the relations there. Let the origin O be the starting vertex of Then the other 
vertices are
E( 1; 1; 0), 4;°: o; i ) |.  Gl(|; 0; 4)
C(44) - 7I(o;i>4)|. B \ 0; 0; I )
H )• *1(«*»4;1» '1(0;1;4)
P3(0; 0; 1), F ( l;  1; 1).
For the usual construction of faces we have chosen the points K and M  to guarantee 
that the faces and the corresponding images do not intersect. We have taken a fixed
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parameter t with 0 < í< l  and so
„ (2  . 1 1 * 2 n
K \ 3  + t  3 ’ 3 + t 3 ’ 3 J ’
í í 2 2 n
M \ 3  1 3 ’ 3 1 3 ’ 3 j ’
L = Ks<,
N  = M s*.
In Figure 18 the face f s-1 =  OAGHDCE{K) and its s-image have been indicated only.
If we take s1s^2=s£'2s2 derived from s2s^3=  1 and we place it into the second 
relation of then we get the presentation in Figure 19, which is also minimal 
in the sense defined in the introduction. Here the vertices are:
h (o; 0 ; - 1 ),. 0 (0; 0 ; 0), £ i(i; 0; 0),
A{  1; 1; 0), c ( o ; 0 ; l ) ,
( n ( n ( 215 1; 1; -4-1, E 0; 1; — , Oo
\  ’ 3 ) ’ \ 3) \ 3 )
0 (1; 1; 1);
and N = M S‘.
To construct the faces we choose K ( A  1 1U + t 3 ’ 3 + i ) ,  L-JC», *  i ; I )
Other “neighbouring” 3X screw motions lead to equivalent minimal presen­
tations.
12. The space form E 3/P6X
The hexagonal lattice L0 for the space group G = P6t is determined by the 
base e; with Gram matrix (11.1). The generating 6X screw motion is defined, as usual, by
We may choose the translation px(l, ex) as second generator. We know, that the 
sum, in any order, of the translations px, sj"zp1s§, s,71 p f1 s0 is the identity. Thus 
we get a presentation
(2) P6i =  (s0, px-  1 =  P iSo'^r^o-^xsg =  Pis0p f1s0PiSj"2)
with length sum 14, but this will not be the shortest one.
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Taking another 6X screw motion Sj := s0pt as second generator we get a new 
presentation
(3) P6X = (s0, S j - 1 =  So“1 s f1 So"1 Si s0 s, =  s0- 2s1s0s f ss0 sx) 
with length sum 14.
Now, we take the 21 screw motion s3:=sj5px beside s0, then
(4) P6X = (s0, s3-  1 =  sJSsf2 =  s0 s3 s0 s3_1 s0 S3-1).
Defining the 3j screw motion s2:=sőpx, we pair this first with the 2X screw 
motion s3. Then we get the presentation
(5) P6X = (s2, s3-  1 =  sls3- 2 =  s2s3s2s3- 1 s2s3- 1 sas3- 1 sas3" 1 s2s8"*) 
which is long enough.
1 6 9 . P6-1 s0 : ABCDEFKJ(M) —  BCDEFGHI(N)
Finally, we turn to the surprising minimal presentation generated by 6, and 3X 
screw motions above, but we have chosen another situation in Fig. 20 (the trans­
lation p2(/, e2) is taken instead of pi). First we uniquely constructed the combi­
natorial structure of the domain OF by means of the Poincaré cycles according to 
relations. For the metric constructions of !F we took the starting vertex A, as in 
Figure 20, arbitrarily between the 61-axes MN  and the 3i-axes PR. Then the places 
of the other vertices have already been determined as follows: B= Aso, C = Asoso,
£) = AS0S0S09 J?=AS0S0S0S0, /■' — /1SDS0S0S0S01 (j =  ^ 4s0s0s0s0s0s0=^4s2s*s2, / /  ~  /pIS2 , J  = AS*,
I= J\= A * s», K=BH=A**t. The points M ^ 0 ;0 ;- ^ ) ,  N=M°0, p | i ;
R = Psx determine the faces of !F as usual. This presentation has a length sum 13, 
shorter than the earlier ones, moreover, this sum cannot be reduced.
4
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The normalizer N of P6L is also indicated in Figure 20 as a semi-direct product 
with our usual notations. The linear part 622 denotes the group generated by the 
6-rotation y0 in (1) and by the half-turn h defined by the matrix
(6)
1 0 o'
- 1 - 1 0
, 0 0 -1 ,
We have investigated all the minimal 2-generator presentations not equivalent 
under N.
I am indebted to Professor László Fejes Tóth whose beautiful book [8] “Regular 
Figures” inspired me to study the theory of discrete transformation groups.
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1. Let
gers, put
s i  ={ak,a 2, ...} (a1< a 2< ...) be an infinite sequence of positive inte
A(n) = 2  1.aisia^ n
and for n—0, 1, 2, , let R(si, rí) or briefly R(n) denote the number of solu­
tions of
ax + ay =  n, , ay£s/.
In Part I of this paper [3], P. Erdős and A. Sárközy proved that if F(ri) is an 
arithmetic function satisfying F(«) —+ °°, F (n+ l)^F (n) for n ^n 0 and F(«) =  
=o(«(log n)~2), then
R (n)-F (n) = o((F(«))1/2)
cannot hold. In Part II [4], they showed that this theorem is nearly best possible. 
(See [1], [2] and [5] for further related results and problems.) In this paper, we con­
tinue the study of the regularity properties of the function R(n). In fact, here our 
goal is to show that under certain possibly simple assumptions on si, \R(n+l) — R(n)\ 
cannot be bounded. 3 _
If s i  is “very thin” [si(n)=o(\'n)) then R(ri) can be bounded and then also 
R(n)| is bounded. On the other hand, if s i  is “very dense” (e.g. 
s i— {1, 2, ..., n, ...}) then clearly, \R(n+1)—R(«)| can be bounded again. One 
may guess that if s i  is not “very thin” and not “very dense” then |i?(n+1)—R(n)| 
cannot be bounded. This is not so as the following theorem shows:
Theorem 1. Let S ^ S ^ . . .  and h < t2< ... be positive integers satisfying
(1) Sk ^ t k * ? f 1 - 1  (for k =  1 ,2 ,. . .) ,
and put
d  — {ait a2, ...} =  U {Sk, Sk+ 1, ..., f*}.
4=1
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Then we have 
for all n.
\R (n + l)-R (n )\ == 3
This theorem shows that if s i  consists of a “few” blocks of consecutive integers 
then |R (n + 1)—7?(«)| can be bounded (independently of the counting function 
A(n)). On the other hand, one may guess that if the number of these blocks up 
to n, i.e.,
n) — 2  1a^n
a — 1 $  s/ , a(z A
is “large” (in terms of ri), then \R(n+1) —i?(«)| cannot be bounded. In fact, we will 
prove the following theorem:
Theorem 2. I f  then
(2) S(N) d=  2  ( « ( » + ! ) -  ^(«))2 -  o{(B(si, n)f)n = 1
cannot hold.
The following corollaries are trivial consequences of Theorem 2. 
Corollary 1. I f  then
(3) m ax\R (n+ \)-R (n)\ =  o((B(si, N fiN1/2)^2)n^N v 7
cannot hold.
In fact, Theorem 2 says that (3) is impossible in square mean. 
Corollary 2. I f
limJV- + ~
Bist, N) 
N 1'2 =  +°°
then |/? («+ 1) —i?(n)| cannot be bounded.
This is a consequence of Corollary 1.
Finally, we will show that Theorem 2 is nearly best possible:
Theorem 3. For all e> 0 , there exists an infinite sequence s i  such that
(i) B{si, n ) »  N 1/2~e 
and
(ii) R{ri) is bounded {in fact, R(ri)<3 + e_1 for large n) so that also \R{n+\) — 
— R{n)\ is bounded.
Furthermore, by using a construction of Erdős, we can show that there exists 
an infinite sequence s i  such that
B {si, N) n lim sup— . .1;2 >  0
N-*+°°  r  N 1/2
and |I?(n+l) —i?(n)| is bounded.
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There is some gap between the lower bounds and upper bounds given above. 
In fact, we conjecture that Corollary 2 can be sharpened in the following way: 
If
B(st, N )




B{st N ) 
N 1/2 >  0
(perhaps, it suffices to assume that
lim inf
N - + ~
Bist, N) log N
N l / 2 + °°)»
then |/?(n+1) —/?(n)| cannot be bounded. Unfortunately, we have not been able 
to prove this.
2. In this section, we prove Theorem 1.
For an arbitrary positive integer n, let us define the positive integer k  by
(4) tk_! <  n/2 =5 tk
(if n/2s.ty, then we put &=1). Then (1) and (4) yield that
(5) 2/*_! <  2(n/2) = n 
and
(6) Sk+1^ 2 (1 k + k ) ^ 2 [ ~ + \ )  = n + 2.
Let m denote one of the numbers n, n + 1. Then in view of (5) and (6)
(7) ax + ay = m, ax£ s t,a y£st 
implies that
(8) tk. i <  max (cx, ay) <  Sk+1.
By the construction of the sequence s t , we have
(9) stO  [tk- i ,  >S'fc+1} = {Sk, Sk + 1, ..., tk}.
By (8) and (9),
(10) Sk sm a x (a x,ay) ^  tk.
In view of (9) and (10), (ax, ay) is a solution of (7) if and only if it satisfies one 
and only one of the following equations:
(11) ax + ay = m, Sk — ax — h> Gy — tk-1> aydst,
(12) ax + ay =  m, öx =  tk-1» ax^st, Sk s  ay ^  tk,
(13) ax + ay — m, Sk — ax — tk, Sk ^  ay ^  tk.
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Denoting the number of solutions of (11), (12) and (13) by /?i(m), and R3(m),
respectively, clearly we have
R2(m) = Ri(m)
and
(14) R(m) =  R1 (m) + R2 (m) + R;i (m) = 2 Rx (m) + R3 (m).
If ax, ay is a solution of (11) or (13) with n in place of m, i.e.,
(15) ax + ay = n, Sk ^ a x ^ t k, ay 4_x, ay£si 
or
(16) ax + ay = n, Sk ^ a x ^ t k, Sk ^ a y ^ t k) 
then au=ax+ l, av=ay is a solution of
(17) au + av = n + 1, Sk ^ a „ ^ t k, av s  tk- lt ayes/, 
or
(18) au + av = n+  1, Sk ^  au rs tk, Sk a„ si
respectively, except at most the solution ax = tk, ay = n — tk of (17) or (18). On the 
other hand, in this way we get all the solutions of (17) and (18), except at most the 
solution au=Sk, av=n + l — Sk. Thus we have
(19) Ri (n) -1  3= Ri ( n+l )  s i  Ri(ri) + 1 for i =  1,3.
(14) and (19) yield that
|/?(n+ l)-R (n ) | =  ^ ( n + O - ^ ^  +  ^ i n + l ) - ^ ^ ) ) !  ^  
si 2|7?1(n + l) - jR 1(n)| + |/?3(« +  l ) - ^ 3(«)l S  2-1 + 1 = 3
which completes the proof of Theorem 1.
3. Sections 3—6 will be devoted to the proof of Theorem 2. We start out 
from the indirect assumption that sé^A 0 is a sequence satisfying (2) in Theorem 2. 
First we are going to show that there exist infinitely many integers N  such that
(20)
B(s4, N + j) 
B(st, N) for j  =  1, 2, ....
In fact, if this inequality holds only for finitely many integers N, then there exists 
an integer N0 such that
B{s/, N0) ^  1
and for N ^ N 0 there exists an integer N '= N '(N ) satisfying N '> N  and
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Then we get by induction that there exist integers N0<N1<N2< 
such that
B is/, NJ+1) ( Nj+1 V
B is/, Nj) - {  Nj ) (for 7 = 1, 2, ...).
(In fact, 1V/+1 can be defined by NJ+1= N' iN j ) )  Hence
B(s/, Nk + 1) Jj Bjs/, Nj+1) _  »
£ ( .<  W0) y=o £ (•<  AT,) -  jL{ l Xj ) \ N0 )
so that
(21) B is/, Nk+1) s  ( ^ - )  Bis/, Nj) s  ~  N?+1 >  N3k'+\
for large enough k. On the other hand, clearly we have
-N,
(22) B is / ,N k+1)=  2  I S  2  1 = **+1.
_ a - N k  + la — 1 % sz , a<isf
(21) and (22) cannot hold simultaneously and this contradiction proves the existence 
of infinitely many integers N  satisfying (20).
4. Throughout the remaining part of the proof of Theorem 2, we use the fol­
lowing notation :
N  denotes a large integer satisfying (20). We write e2nia=eia), and we put 
r=e~1,N, z —reia) where a is a real variable (so that a function of form p(z) is a 
function of the real variable a; p(z)=p(re(a)) =  P(a)). We write
f i?) =  2  z“J-7=1
(By r<  1, this infinite series and all the other infinite series in the remaining part 
of the proof are absolutely convergent.)
We start out from the integral
S =  f  1/00(1—z)|2rfa.
0
We will give lower and upper bounds for ß . The lower bound for ß  will be greater 
than the upper bound, and this contradiction will prove that the indirect assumption 
(2) cannot hold which will complete the proof of Theorem 2. 5
5. In this section, we give a lower bound for ß . We write
/ ( z ) ( l - z )
+  oo
=  2  bnz \
n=l
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Then for n—l$ s /, n ^ s í we have b„= 1, thus by the Parseval formula, we have
+  ° °
(23)
/ =  /  1/00(1 ~ z)|V a = f \ 2  bnzn\2d<x = 2  blr in S
o o «=1 "=1
r2N 2  b2n = e~2 2  1 =  N).n^N n^N
n —l $ n —1 C s f
6. In this section, we give an upper bound for ß . By the Cauchy inequality 
and the Parseval formula, and in view of (2) and (20), for all e>0 and for N > N 0(s) 
we have
/ =  / | / ( z ) ( l - z ) V « =  /  l / 2(z ) ( l-z ) ||l - z |< /a  =£
0 0
=§ /  | / 2(z)(l —z)\ (1 +|z|) d<x ^  2 f  | / 2(z)(l — z)| dec =
0 0
= 2 /  |(2  W)2( 1 -z)I da = 2 f  |( 2  R(n)z%  1 -z)I da =  
o J= 1 o n=1
=  2 f  \ +f  ( R ( n ) -R (n - l ) ) z n\ da s  2 ( / | 2  (R(n)~ R {n- l ) ) z fd x )112 =
o n=1 0 n—1
+~ / i +“> \ 1/2
= 2 ( 2  (R(n)~ R ( n - l ) ) 2r2ny 2 = 2 (1 -r2)-— j  2  (*(«)- * (« -  1))2H  =
n =  l  '  1 '  n = l  '
(24) =  2((1 -  r2) 2  S(n  -  1) r2n)1'2 <  2((1 - r 2) +f  S(ri) r2")1'2 =
= 2((1 - e ~ 2'N) ( 2  S(n)r2n+ 2  S ^ r 2"))1'2 ^
n — 1 n = N + l
(0  N + o o  \l/2 +ooi ( 2 ^ w +  2 1 S(n)r2") < 3(S(N ) + N - 1 2  S{ri)r2ny i2iV n = i n = N + l / n=JV + l
3(e(B (sf9 NW  + N -1 2  s ( B ( ^ 9n))2r2")1'2
n= N =  1
3 I e ( 5 «  iV))2 + eiV-1 ^  J ^ O ^ ,  N) (^ )  )
2^ 2 \l/2
2/JI _
=  3e1,2B(stf, N)(l + N~5 2  n*r2")1'2
n = N  + l
1 — e~x = x —-^-T —  ~ x f°r 0 <  x <  1.
since we have
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For 0 < x < l we have
thus we obtain from (24) that for large N,
/  <  3s1/2 B (tf, N) (1 + N~:5 2  n 'r2")1'2 <
n=N+1
<  3e1'2B (tf, N)(l + N~5 2  r fr2")1'2 <
(25) <  3e N )(l + N -5• 24(1 - r,)-*)1/* = 
=  3e1/2£ ( ,<  1V)(1 + 24iV_5l — e~ 2,N) - 5)112 <
since we have
1 — e_* =  x —
<  3ell2B(s/, N) [ l  +  24A M  J l j  j  ; =  15e3'2B{s/ ,N )
. . .>  x—■ r^ =  x ( i —-j)  ^  y  f°r o <  x <  1.
—5\ 1/2
7. In this section, we complete the proof of Theorem 2. By (23) and (25), for 
all e and N > N 0(e) we have
e - 2B(rf, N) s  / <  15e1/25(^/, IV)
But for sufficiently small e (e.g., for e = 3  • 10~5), this inequality cannot hold. Thus 
in fact, the indirect assumption (2) leads to a contradiction which completes the 
proof of Theorem 2.
8. Sections 8, 9 and 10 will be devoted to the proof of Theorem 3. The proof 
is based on the probabilistic method of Erdős and Rényi [1], [2]. The Halberstam— 
Roth book [5] contains an excellent exposition of this method thus we use the ter­
minology and notation of this book. In this section, we give a survey of those nota­
tions, facts and results connected with this probabilistic method which will be needed 
in the proof of Theorem 3.
Let Í2 denote the set of the strictly increasing sequences of positive integers.
Lemma 1. Let
(26) oq, a2, a3, ...
be real numbers satisfying
hence
e - 25 (j/ , N) <  I5e1/2 B(s/, N)
(27) 0 S  oi, s  1 (n — 1, 2, ...).
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Then there exists a probability space (Q, S, p) with the following two properties:
(i) For every natural number n, the event £ (,,)= {sé: ndsd} is meas­
urable, and p(EM) = <xn.
(ii) The events E (2\  ... are independent.
This is Theorem 13 in [5], p. 142.
We denote by q  (sd, ri) the characteristic function of the event E M :
so that
if n^sd  
if n $ s i
A(n)=
j=i
Furthermore, we denote the number of solutions of
(28) ax + ay — n, ax^s£, ay^sé, ax < ay 
by r(ri) = r(sd, n) so that
(29) \R(sd,ri)-2r(s/,n)\ ^  1
(where R(sd, ri) is the number of solutions of (28) without the restriction ax<ay). 
Lemma 2. I f  the sequence (26) satisfies (27) and
Xj = <*j~c for j  & j 0
where a, c are constants such that 0<a, 0<c-= l, then, with probability 1, we have
A(n) ~  ----- n1~c.1 — c
This lemma is a consequence of Lemmas 10 and 11 in [5], pp. 144—145.
The crucial point of the proof is the use of the following result of Erdős and 
Rényi [2]:
Lemma 3. I f  e>0 and the sequence (26) is defined by
(30) ccj = 1 / 2*')-1- 1 for j  = 1, 2, ...,
then, with probability 1,
ri)(^2r(s/, n) + l) <  4 ( l+ s _1) +  l for n > nfie, sd).
See Theorem 2 and its proof in [5], pp. I l l  and 151—152; see also (29).
We shall need also the Borel—Cantelli lemma:
Lemma 4. Let (X , S, p) be a probability space and let F1, F2, ... be a sequence 
o f  measurable events. I f
2  Fj) < + “ »
j=i
then, with probability 1, at most a finite number o f the events Fj can occur.
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See [5], p. 135.
9. For s/£Q, we write




(31) B (s / ,n )  + T(s/ ,n)  = 2  1+ 2  1 = ^ 1 =  ^(«)-a^n a^n a^n
a — l $.s4 t a £ s i  a — l £ jt/ , a € s f  a £ s f
Lemma 5. I f  the sequence (26) satisfies (27) and
+ °°
2  ccj <xj +1 <  + “ . y=i
(32)
í/íí?«, with probability 1,
T « ,  n) <  4 log n for n >  nfsd)
(where n2 may depend on both the sequence (26) ű«í/ sé).
Proof. We have to give an upper bound for p({sd: T{sé, « )^ 4  log n}). 
We write
K  =  2 log «.
Then
r «  ») =  Z  1 =  2 e ( ^ , j - 1 )Q{sí, j)  s  22„
implies that either
a ^ n  j = 2
a — l£.c/,a6 *4
or
holds so that
7 1 « n ) ^  2  e W 2 i - l ) ß K 2 / ) s  A„
lS iS n /2




/ * ( «  f ( 4  ») S  2A„}) ^
— J * ( « : «) S  2„}) +  / z ( « :  7 1 « ,  n) a  A„}) =
= Z  ^ ( «  7 1 «  «) =  <0) +  2  / * ( «  7 1 «  ri) = J}) =d«=An dsAn
=  Z  Un ( d ) +  2  Vn ( d )
d = ^ „
w„(<7) =  * < («  7 1 « , ri) =  </}) =  p({s4\ 2  e «  2 i -  l ) e «  2/) =  rf}) =lá/^n/2
d
= 2  IT CX2i j - lCl2ij(} — a2ij-la2lj)_1 I I  (1 —a2i-la2i)l^/l<...</d^ n/2 ./ = ! l /^Sn/2
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and similarly,
vn(d) = n({st: T2(s/ ,  n) = d}) = Z  qW> 2í) q(s/ ,  2i+ 1) =  d})
l^/<n/2
d
=  Z  I I  «2i, aaí +! (1 -  a2i. a 2 i j  +1) - 1 77 (1 a2ia2£ + l)
l^ /1<...<i<f<n/2 j= l l^/<«/2
so that for any real number x,
(34) £7,(x) =  Z  un{d)xd =  Z  ((1 -  «2i-ia2i) + a2i-i«2i^)
o s d s n / 2  i a i s n / 2
and
(35) *Í00 =  Z  V„(d)X*= 77 ((1 — «2i a2i +1) + “2Í a2i +1 ^ )-0^ d<n/2 1^ i</i/2
By (32), (33), (34) and (35), we have
r ( ^ ,  h) is 22,,}) s  2 ” «„(0 + Z  vnid) =
d ^ A n
2  un(d)ed~xr, Z  v„(d)ed~x»= e“ ;n( Z  uh(d)ed +  Z  vn{d)ed) S
d3*„ dBA„ d£A„ dBA„
S « 'M  Z  un{d)ed+ Z  vn(d)ed) =  e - 21o8"(17„(e) + F„(e)) =
0^ d^ rt/2 0Sd-<n/2
= h~2( 77 (1 +  a2£_ia2i(e— 1))4- 77 (1 +ot2ia2i+i(e— 1))) S
l=s/^n/2 l^i<n/2
S  n -2 77 (1 + a >a>+1(e - l) )  <  n~2 ]J  exp(a,a,+1( e - 1)) =
+ CÖ
=  n“2exp((e — 1) Z  aj aj+i) <  n~2exp(2 V a./a,+i) <  cn~2
l^y-cn j= l
(where c depends on the sequence (26)) since
1 +*  <  e* for x >  0.
Thus we have
Z  /1 ({**/: T {stf, n) ^  4 log «}) <  2  cn 2 < +°°
n = l  n =  l
so that by the Borel—Cantelli lemma (Lemma 4), with probability 1, at most a 
finite number of the events 2\,s/, w)s4 log « (« =  1, 2, ...) can occur which com­
pletes the proof of the lemma.
10. In this section, we complete the proof of Theorem 3.
Let us define the sequence (26) by
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Then by Lemma 3 jwith j — in place of £ j , with probability 1, R(s/,ri) is 
bounded. (In fact, for large n we have
R(s*,n)-z ^ l  + f - p i y  "j + I =  3 + e-1.)
Furthermore, by Lemma 2, with probability 1, we have
^(«) ~ n (1/a)_c
so that, with probability 1,
(37) A (n) >  -  2n(1/2)~‘ = n(1/2)- ‘ 
for n large enough.
By Lemma 5 (note that, clearly, the sequence (36) satisfies (32)), with prob­
ability 1,
(38) T{st, n) <  4 log n 
for n large enough.
In view of (31), (37) and (38) yield that, with probability 1,
B(sJ, rí) = A(n) — T(s/, rí) >  n(1/2)_c —41og/7 =- for n > n3(e, jtf).
Thus, with probability 1, both (i) and (ii) in Theorem 3 hold, so that there 
exists infinitely many sequences satisfying both (i) and (ii), which completes the 
proof of Theorem 3.
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TOTALLY SEPARABLE PACKING AND COVERING 
WITH CIRCLES
G. FEJES TÓTH
Dedicated to my father on his 70th birthday
A system of sets in the plane is said to be totally separable if any two sets of 
the system can be separated by a straight line which is disjoint from all sets of the 
system. In [2], where this notion was introduced, an upper bound was given for the 
density of a totally separable system of congruent convex domains: If for a convex 
domain K of area a(K) f(n )= f(n ,K )  denotes the minimal area of an n-gon con­
taining K, then the upper density of a totally separable system of congruent copies 
of K is at most a(K)/f(4). It was also pointed out in [2] that this bound cannot 
be exceeded if instead of congruent copies of K we consider a totally separable 
system of affine images of K  the quotient of areas of any two of which is at least
' Moreover, the bound a(K)lf(4) is best possible if K is centrally sym-
J t-v J V V
metric.
The definition above implies that a totally separable system of sets is auto­
matically a packing. However, one can modify the definition so that it applies also 
for more general arrangements of sets. We shall say that the system of sets in 
the plane is totally separable if each element S  of contains a subset S ' such that 
the system $fr of the sets S '  is a totally separable packing and (J S=  [J S'.
s(.sr s'e9”
In particular, this definition applies also for coverings, and using an argument 
analogous to the one given in [2] one easily proves a dual counterpart to the result 
of [2]:
Let F(n)= F(n, K) denote the maximal area o f an n-gon inscribed into K. Then 
the lower density d o f a totally separable covering o f the plane with affine images of 
K such that the quotient o f the areas o f any two domains o f the covering is at least
F(5)-F(4) satisfies the inequality f/aF (4)-F(3) 
improved if  K is centrally symmetric.
a(K)
F( 4) The bound
a(K)
m cannot be
In the special case when A is a circle we have the following bounds: If 2? is a 
totally separable packing of circles such that the quotient of areas of any two circles
from ^  is at least —5 tan q.307... then the upper density of SP is at most 3 tan tz/3 -  4 r r  r
tt/4=0.785 ... . If is a totally separable covering of the plane with circles such that
5
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the quotient of the areas of any two circles from is at least  ^ s‘r* ^ =4 — 3 sin 27t/3
=  0.538... then the lower density of <€ is at least n il—1.570... . The bounds 
7i/4 and 7t/2 are attained by the open incircles and the closed circumcircles of 
the squares in a square grid. For packing of congruent circles a stronger result is 
proved in [1].
What happens if we drop the restriction on the size of the circles? Of course, 
in order to guarantee the existence of the upper and lower densities, we have to 
consider arrangements of uniformly bounded sets. Let 9 be the maximal density 
of a totally separable packing of circles of radius less than 1 and let 0  be the mini­
mal density of a totally separable covering with circles of radius less than 1. The 
incircles of the faces of the Archimedean tiling (3, 6, 3, 6) form a totally separable
1 1 ft
packing with density ---- -==0.831... . The circumcircles of the faces of the same
24|/3




It may be conjectured that we have equality in the last two inequalities. How­
ever it is not quite easy to give an upper bound for 9 and a lower bound for 0  better 
than the trivial estimates 0 S 1 S 0 .  The following theorem contains such non­
trivial bounds.




We emphasize the following
Corollary. Let L£ be a set o f countably many straight lines in the plane such 
that the diameter o f each face o f the tiling ST generated by L£ is at most 1. Then the 
upper density of the incircles o f the faces of is at most 0.98 and the lower density of
the circumcircles of the faces o f ST is at least 1.01.
We start with the proof of inequality (1). Let 3P be a totally separable packing 
of circles of radii not exceeding 1. Let S be a square of side-length s and S* a square 
of side-length j + 4 concentric with and homothetic to S. We consider the subset 
£PS of those circles from SP which intersect S. Obviously, these circles are packed 
into S*. To each pair of circles from 3PS we draw a straight line separating these
9 s. min
0 < a < 7 t/4
471 +  12a — 8 sin 2a + sin 4a 
4(7r —2a + 2tan a) 0.979 044
0  -Jc max0<a<7t/4
47t— 12a+ 8 sin 2a —sin 4a 
4(71 —a + sin a cos a) 1.01 158.
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circles and disjoint from all circles of SP. The resulting lines divide S* into certain 
convex polygons; with each circle C from 2PS we associate the polygon Dc from 
this subdivision which contains C. Then the polygons Dc, Cd&s, form a packing 
in S*, thus we have
(3) 2  a(Dc) (s + 4)2.
We shall denote the radius of a circle C by r(C). Let C\ and C2 be two circles 
from 3PS centred at c1 and c2, respectively such that r(C1)^r(C 2). Let tx be a bound­
ary-point of C, and t2 a boundary-point of C2 such that the line t1t2 is a common 
tangent of Cx and C2 and Cx and C2 are situated on the same side of this line. Further 
let sx and s2 be boundary-points of Cx and C2, respectively such that the line 
is tangent to Cx and C2, separates Cx and C2 and intersects the lines txt2 and cxc2 
in the points y  and v, respectively, so that the order of points is y, sx, v, s2 (Fig. 1). 
Write
a =  < i i  cxy.
Fig. 1
Since r(Cx)^ r (C 2), we have 
and consequently 
It follows that
<  í jCí D -  2a+ <s1c1v s  y ,
<  Í! cx v ^  y  — 2a.
(4)
r(C i) r(Ct) in  „ )— = -------=  cos <  sxCxv =: cos ——2a =  sin2a.vcx vc2 \2  )
Hence we obtain the following
Lemma. I f  Cx and C2 are two circles from a totally separable packing, a. is a 
real number from the interval (0, n\4) and for i=  1,2 the polygon Dc, is contained 
in the circle o f radius r(C,)/cos a concentric with Ct then the circles o f radius 
r(C2)/sin 2a and r(C2)/sin 2a concentric with Cx and C2, respectively do not intersect.
5*
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Further we observe that not only y but also its mirror image y' reflected in the 
line c\c2 belongs to DCl. Thus we have
Write
conv({y,y'}UCx) c  DCl. 
h(cc) = n — 2a + 2 tan a ’




Observe that h(ct) is a strictly decreasing function for O S a s  j  taking the value
71 711 for a= 0  and the value ------— for a = —.n + 4 4
For 0 < x <  1 let ^ s(x) consist of those circles from SPs for which - 7 ^ - S  x.
a (AO
“2.7Z
If T&— —-  and the circles C1 and C2 considered above are from 3Ps(x) then71 + 4
we have
(5) «(co . , ,x <  ——  -■ ^  h(ct).a(DCl)
2nWe define a function g(x) for — — -  S  x  S 1 by7T +4
g(x) =  sin2 2a,
where a is the unique root of the equation
h( a) = x
in the interval 0SaS7r/4. Then (4) and (5) imply that the circles of radius 
r(Cl)/\'g(x) and r(C2)/\' g(x) concentric with C1 and C2, respectively do not inter­
sect. This means that the set of circles obtained by replacing each circle C from 
0>s(x) by a concentric circle of radius r(C)/\'g(x) is a packing. Since these circles
2nare contained in a square of side-length j+ 2 + 2 //g (x ) , we have for 71 + 4
S x S l
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We choose a sequence of real numbers xit i=0, ..., n, such that 0 = x 0,
71 + 4
= For we write
and
»I =  2  a(C)
c^ s(jc, . ,)V sW
W( = 2  a{Dc).
Then we have by definition
(7) PiSXjWj.





2  Vi S  (s + 2 + 2 //g(xt _1))2^ (xt _1) 
2  w,- s  (j +4)2.
1 = 1
It follows from (7) and (9) that
2  a(Q  = 2  vi =  »i+ 2  Vi S  X! Wi + 2  vi :S 1 = 1 f = 2 1 = 2
S  Xl[(j +  4)2_ j?  M’i]+  2  Vi S  x J ( i  +  4)2-  2 —1+ 2  Vi =
7 = 2 7 = 2 *- 7 = 2 *7-1 7=2
= *,[(»+4)‘ + i ( ;i - i ) 4
Using (8) we see that
I  fej—s) -=f c - r j  '*+, l  f e s ) ' a
=  (s+2+i ^ b i )  s(JC* - ) (^-3?)
Combining this with the previous inequality we obtain by induction
2  « (C )sx j(j+ 4)a+ i f .  + 2 + -= L = )% (x ,-1) ^ ^ l .
CÍ&S I 7=2 V. KgOC|-i)/ *7*7-1 J
Provided that the numbers xl5 ..., xn constitute a sufficiently fine subdivision
n K (Xi)of the interval (xlt 1) the sum 2 ------ — (*j—*i_i) will get arbitrarily close
7 = 2 *7-1*7
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to the integral J  — dx. Thus we can choose to any positive e these numbers
so that
2 < f ^ d x + e ,
i = 2 X g X i - i  *  X
• Six)
Further we choose s so that (j+ 2+ 2 /|/g (xn_1))2A2<  1 + e. Then we have
Z  0 ( 0  ^  ( l + t f j ^ J n -  /
or equivalently
Ct&s
2  a(C) , i , .
ceä>s S ( l+ s ) 2x ^ l +
a(S)
This means that the upper density of 2P, and thus 9 as well, is at most
K /  'A  '*- dx j . Letting oq be the number from the interval [0,7r/4] for which 
*1
h(x1)= x1 and evaluating the integral we obtain
0 S  j  i [ l +  f  dx j — /z («i) 1 + -^ - J  (sin2 2a — 4 sin2 a) da j =
*i xi
= ----- ~— ~y--------[l + —Í3a1-2 s in 2 a 1 + -^sin4a1]| =n — 2ax +  2 tan ax I n f  4 )J
An + 12ax — 8 sin 2ax +  sin 4aj 
4(71 — 2ax + 2 tan aa)
. . , A , , . 47r+12a—8 sm 2a+sm 4a .A numerical computation shows that mm ----- —---- ----- ----------—  is
o<«<«/4 4(71 —2 a +  2 tan a)
attained by some a from the interval 0.71 <a<0.72 and it is less than 0.979044. 
Now the proof of inequality (1) is complete.
Let now ^  be a totally separable covering by circles of radii not exceeding 1. 
As above, let S be a square of side-length s, further let S be a square of side-length 
s —4 concentric with and homothetic to S. We consider the set 'ds of those circles 
from <6 which are contained in S. By definition we can associate with each circle 
C from a subset C ' such that the sets C  form a totally separable tiling of the 
plane. We write Dc=C'C\§. Then it is clear that the set Dc, C ^ s, is either empty 
or a convex polygon contained in C and we have
2  a(Dc) = ( s -4 )2. 
cves
(10)
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Let f s(x) be the subset of #s consisting of the circles C for which 
We write
a(C)------— <  X
a(Dc)
H  (a) = nn — a + sin a cos a ’
It is easy to check that H(x) is decreasing for 0<a<7t/4, //(0) = 1 and H(7i/4) =
47C AkLet us suppose that x g  é  ^ and let <x=a(x) be the root of the3t: + 2 ‘ 371 + 2
equation x= //(x ) in the interval O ^xS ti/4. We observe that //(x) is nothing 
else but the quotient of the area of a circle and the area of a segment of angle 2(n — a) 
of this circle. It follows that if C^.^s(x) then the circle C of radius r(C) cos a 
concentric with C is contained in Dc. This means that the system i f  of the circles 
C is a totally separable packing. Moreover, these circles can be separated by the 
same lines as the polygons Dc . Since DccC , we can apply the Lemma to the 
circles from i f  and see that the circles of radius r(C)/2 sin a concentric with C, 
C ^ s(x), form a packing in the square of side-length s —2+1/sina concentric
A’Kwith and homothetic to S. Thus defining the function G(x), 1 , implic-
J7C +  2
itly by
G(x) = 4 sin2 a, x  =  H{x), 0 <  a <  it/4
we have
(11) 2  a (C ) ^ { s - 2  + 2/yG(x)YG(x).
C € « s (x)
We choose now a sequence of real numbers x h i=0, ..., n suchthat 1 = x0<  
Au• < = * ! < . ---- —. Further we write x„+1 =  °° and Defining thej7i 4" 2
quantities Vt and ( i= l, .... n + 1) by




we have by definition
by (10)
and by (11)
V ^ x ^ W t  (i =  1...... n+1),
"2 Wt =  (s—4)2 
/=!
2 V i ^ ( s - 2  + 2/fGÖÚ)2
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Using these relations we obtain
n + l
2  fl(Q = 2  v t = v n+1+ Xnwn+1 + 2  k, =1 = 1 1 =  1 1 =  1
and
=  * , U s - 4)2-  2  + 2  k, s  a„ i(5 -4 )2-  2  — 1 + 2  Vt =L i=1 J i'=l <- i=i i=l
k  i A ~ B  r ‘ =(£-5 ) r*+1 fc-s) r‘s
=i f— ------- )  \ ( s - 2 +  . 2 f u f a )  -  k£  v ]  + 2  Í — ------- - )  Vi =U * - i  * J L l  yG(Xk)) K v A  ‘J f i U i - i  aJ  
= Í 5 - 2 + - = £ = ) 2G(xt) í - ^ — - 1 + 2  Í— -------- — I k,.V yG(xk)J  V ATfc — x A,J , = i ( a;_i Ak_xJ
Hence we obtain by induction
2  « ( C )  -  x „ [ ( i - 4 ) 2 -  2  Í í - 2  +  -7^ L = ) 2 G ( x í) ^ ^ ] .
C6«s L <=1 l yG(A()7 AiA;-! J
Given x„ and an arbitrary positive number s, we can choose the numbers 
*i, a„_! and 5 so that the right-hand side of the last inequality is greater than
(1—e)2j2x„ | i -  J A kA -d x j .  It follows that
0 = 4 - /
Denoting by a„ the number from the interval [0, tt/4] for which x„=H{a„) and 
evaluating the integral we obtain
0 S A , | l -  J dx^  = H(oc„) J (1 —cos 2a)2 tfaj =
= ------------ Í ------------ [ 1 —-jí- (12a„ — 8 sin 2a„ + sin 4a„)l =
7i — a„ + sin a„ cos a„ L 471 ’J
471 — 12a„ + 8 sin 2a„ — sin 4a„
4(7t — a„ — sin a„ cos a„)
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~ 47t—12a+8 sm 2a—sm 4a . , „One easily checks that max ---- —---------- :---------- ----- is attained for 0.52 <o<a<7t/4 4(7t — a + sin a cos a)
<a<0.53 and it is greater than 1.01158. This completes the proof of the Theorem.
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ON MULTIDIMENSIONAL UNIVERSAL FUNCTIONS
M. HORVÁTH
Dedicated to Professor L. Fejes Tóth on the occasion o f  his 70th birthday
J. Marcinkiewicz ([1], or [8, p. 118 Theorem 3.3]) proved the following
Theorem A. Let Ot^ A^R, A„—0. Then each F£C[a, b], except for a set of 
first category in C[a, b], satisfies the following property:
i f  f£S[a, b] (i.e. f  is measurable and finite a.e. in [a, b\), there exists a sub­
sequence {A„k} such that
F(x + X„ ) -  F(x)hm --------- 7“--------- = f(x )  a.e. on [a, b].
Later, I. Joó [2, 3] generalized this theorem proving
Theorem B. Let (MAn€R, A„ —0. Then for each F^L1(a, b), except for a set 
o f first category, the following statement is valid:




F(x + X J -F (x )
K
= m
in the sense of the U-metric.
He stated in [3] the problem: does Theorem B remain valid for p s  1 or not?
The investigations of I. Joó were continued by A. Sövegjártó [4, 5], A. Bog­
mér [5, 6] and Z. Buczolich [7]. In [5] A. Sövegjártó and A. Bogmér gave negative 
answer for this problem and Z. Buczolich extended this result for the multidimen­
sional case (when we consider a domain of Rw instead of (a, b)). The author of 
the present paper got an estimate (cf. (1)), which implies the negative answer for the 
question of I. Joó This result was obtained independently from that of [5], [7] and 
is based on a completely different method. Namely, we prove the following
Theorem. Let £2cRN be a domain and fd L l (Q). Denote for e=-0 
{x£Q: dist(.r, dQ) >e}. Suppose that f  is not constant in any direction, i.e.
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification- Primary 28A20.
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there is no nonzero vector e£RN for which f(x+ ee)—f(x )  holds a.e. in ß _ E for any 
£> 0. Then there are positive constants cf >0 and Sf >0 suchthat
( 1)
holds.
f  \ f(x + X ) - f ( x ) \ d x s c f \X\ (A€RW, 0 <  |A| <  Sf )
& -  l i t
P roof. Consider first the case when Q is bounded. Fix a sequence ({?„)c 
cC ’^ fR ''') satisfying the conditions
(a) Qn S 0,
(b) supp Qn c  5  (o, ,
(c) e»(x) = Q„(-x) (xeR N),
(d) f  Q„ = l.
R*
Let 0<(5'<5 be arbitrary numbers. For small k and large n (this depends only on 
<5 and <5') we have
f  \ f ( x + k ) - f ( x ) \ d x  is /  I f  [ f ( y  + k) - f ( y ) ]  Qn (x - y)dy\dx ^
-  /  I f  f ( z ) [Q n(x - z  + k ) - g n(x -z)]d z \d x  =
0-6 0-6
= |A| J\  f  f ( z) ( e ' n ( x - z  + 9k),— \d z
O-Í ÍJ-,5
dx,
where 0 s9 = 5 (x —z, k, n )S l.  
If
cs := 1i^’j 0nf J IJ  /(* )( qÓ(x ~ z + M)> | | f ) * Jx =» 0,
then (1) is satisfied. Indirectly suppose that c{ —0, i.e. there exists a sequence 
|Afc| -*-0 (n is fixed here!) such that
(2) /  /  /O )  (g'n(x -  Z + 9kk), dz dx -*■ 0.
Taking a subsequence, if it is necessary, we can suppose that -prj-*e?£n) (k — ” )•
Then (2) and the boundedness of £2 yield
M*l
/  I /  f(z){Qn(x~ z), ekn)) dz\dx = 0, i.e.
0-6 O.y
0 = f  f(z )  (q'„ (x  -  z), e(0n)) dz =  DeM ( f  f(z )  Qn (x -  z) dz) 
0 - 6 ■ O . f
(3)
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for x££2_s, i.e. jc>—*- J  f(z)g„(x—z)dz is constant in the direction of e^ n). Extracting 
«-*•
a subsequence we can suppose that 
and then
/  I /  [ /O  +  £<?0)  - / ( z  +  eein))] Q„ ( x -  z) dz | dx =§
&-Ó-C °-6'
S  J I / ( z  +  ee0) —f ( z  + eein))| dz — 0 (n — £ >  0 fixed).
ö- í'
/  I /  [ /( z  +  £eo) - /(z )]  f?„ (* -  z) í/z I dx s
^-0-t. &-ó'
-  f  \ f  [ / 0  + ££o) - / ( z  + e4n))] Q„(x -  z) dz\ dx +
G-Ő-c &-6'
+ /  I f  [/(z  +  eekn)) - f( z ) \  q„ (x -  z) dz\ dx ^  0 (n
^ -ó-e &-ő'
the second term of the right-hand side being 0 by (3). It is well-known that
f  [f(z + <Xo)-f(z)]Q„(x-z)dz -»f ( x  + ee0) - f ( x )  ( « - “ ) in
n-o'
Hence (5) implies
f  \f(z+ ee0)- f( z ) \d z  = 0
for each e=-0, i.e ./is  constant in £2_s in the direction of e0.
Consider for a fixed <5>0 the set of the directions in which /  is constant in 
Q-s- This set is not empty by the above arguments, forms a compact set in the unit 
ball of RN and decreases with <5—0, hence there is a “common” direction in which 
/  must be constant in £2; this contradiction proves the theorem in the case of a 
bounded domain.
Suppose finally, that £2 is not bounded. If (1) holds with 
£2(R) := O f l ^ R " :  \\x\\ =§ /?}
instead of £2, then a fortiori it holds with £2. If it is not so then there is a direction 
in which /|n (R) is constant. Repeating the above idea we can find a “common” 
direction e for R — +  <» and /  is constant in this direction in the whole £2, con­
tradiction.
The proof of the Theorem is complete.
Remark 1. The Theorem remains valid if we replace (1) by
o ')  m x + k ) ~ / ( * ) i u n) & c , j a i
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Indeed, we can suppose that £2 is bounded and then
l l /C *  +  X) —f(.X)^Lp(Q) — cp,i) I I / ( x  +  fy ~ f ( x) IIl h o )» 
hence the Theorem can be applied.
R emark 2. The assertion (1') is not true for p =  °° as the step functions show.
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KUGELPACKUNGEN MIT VORGEGEBENEN NACHBARNZAHLEN
G. FEJES TÓTH und H. HARBORTH
Herrn Professor Dr. László Fejes Tóth zu seinem 70. Geburtstag
Eine Packung von kongruenten Kugeln im dreidimensionalen Raum heißt 
n-Nachbarnpackung, wenn jede Kugel genau n Nachbarn hat. Welches ist die kleinste 
Anzahl s„ von kongruenten Kugeln, so daß eine n-Nachbarnpackung existiert?
Da mindestens n+1 Kugeln notwendig sind, folgt i„ =  n + l für n = l ,  2,3 
aus den eindeutigen Beispielen, bei denen die Mittelpunkte paarweise den gleichen 
Abstand haben. Es läßt sich noch leicht zeigen, daß für n = 4 mindestens 6 Kugeln 
notwendig sind, und daß 6 Kugeln nur eine 4-Nachbarnpackung bilden, wenn die 
Mittelpunkte in den Eckpunkten eines regulären Oktaeders liegen. Es gilt also st =6. 
In dieser Arbeit wollen wir beweisen:
Sa t z . Eine 5-Nachbarnpackung von kongruenten Kugeln besteht aus mindestens 
12 Kugeln.
Legt man die Mittelpunkte der Kugeln in die Eckpunkte eines regulären Ikosa­
eders, so ergibt sich damit dann í 5=12.
Für n=6 ist uns nur eine 6-Nachbarnpackung mit 240 Kugeln bekannt, die 
uns Gerd Wegner kürzlich mitgeteilt hat. In einem Dodekaeder sind dabei die Kan­
ten durch 6 Kugeln ersetzt, deren Mittelpunkte ein reguläres Oktaeder bilden, und 
an den Eckpunkten des Dodekaeders werden diese Oktaeder-Kanten durch 3 Kugeln 
verbunden. In der Figur sind die Mittelpunkte der Kugeln und für die Nachbar­
schaften deren Verbindungen angedeutet. Für nSlO ist die Nichtexistenz von 
s„ bekannt (siehe [1], [4]). Auch für n=9 wird vermutet, daß s„ nicht existiert [2]. 
Für n = l  und n—8 liegen keine Ergebnisse vor. Die entsprechende Fragestellung 
für Kreise in der Ebene wurde in [3] behandelt.
Zum Beweis des Satzes betrachten wir eine Packung von Einheitskugeln 
Kx,K 2, ... mit den Mittelpunkten Mlt M 2, ... . Zunächst beweisen wir:
H ilfssatz. Haben in einer Packung von Einheitskugeln zwei Kugeln Kx und K2 
die Kugeln K3, Kx und Kr> als gemeinsame Nachbarn, so können höchstens zwei davon 
Nachbarn von i paarweise benachbarten Kugeln Ks+i sein ( l s / s 4 ) .
Diese Arbeit entstand während eines Gastaufenthaltes des erstgenannten Autors an der Tech­
nischen Universität Braunschweig. Wir danken der Deutschen Forschungsgemeinschaft für die 
Finanzierung.
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Fig. 1
Beweis des Hilfssatzes. Die beiden Kugeln vom Radius 2 um die Mittelpunkte 
M x und M 2 schneiden sich in einem Kreis C, auf dem M 3, M4 und M5 mit Abstän­
den mindestens 2 liegen. Die Halbierungspunkte H 3, / / t und / / 5 der Kreisbögen 
von M 3 z u  M4 ohne M5, von M4 zu M5 ohne M3 und von M5 zu M3 ohne M4 bilden 
ein Dreieck, dessen Seiten ebenfalls nicht kürzer als 2 sind. Die orthogonalen Pro­
jektionen M'r>+i der Mittelpunkte Mg + i von zu K3, /<, oder K:> benachbarten Kugeln 
K5+i auf die durch C bestimmte Ebene E liegen in E nicht innerhalb von C und 
auf C nur, wenn schon M5+i selbst auf C liegt, oder wenn M XM3= 2 und M'ß + i 
in einen der Punkte M 3, M4 oder M5 fällt. Da die Kugeln K5+i paarweise benachbart 
sind, haben dann die Projektionen M3+i von M'5+i auf C paarweise Abstände klei­
ner als 2, mit den einzigen Ausnahmen, daß die beiden ursprünglichen Mittelpunkte 
selbst schon auf C liegen oder im Falle M XM Z—2 senkrecht zu E  über zwei der 
Kugelmittelpunkte M 3, M t oder M h liegen.
Nur von einer der Kugeln K5+i können K3, KX und Kh nicht gleichzeitig berührt 
werden, da schon Kx und K2 die maximal 2 Kugeln sind, die jede 3 Kugeln (K3, 
K4 und K5) berühren können.
Sind nur 2 Kugeln zu K3, Kx und Kh benachbart, etwa Ke zu K3 und zu Kx 
und K-, zu K5, so gilt M3= H 3, und M, liegt auf dem Bogen von / / 4 über M5 zu / / 5. 
Es ergibt sich der Widerspruch >2 (die obigen Ausnahmen können nicht
Vorkommen).
Wenn von 3 Kugeln, etwa Kß, K7 und KH, je eine mit K3, Kx und K5 benach­
bart ist, dann bilden Mß, M'7' und M3 ein Dreieck, dessen Eckpunkte auf die 3 
durch H 3, Hx und H :> bestimmten Kreisbögen von C verteilt sind. Daher können 
nicht alle Seiten des Dreiecks Mß M, M3 kleiner als die kleinste Seite des Dreiecks 
H 3H iH5, also kleiner als 2 sein, was wiederum einen Widerspruch ergibt, da Kß, 
K7 und K3 in den beiden obigen Ausnahmefällen nicht paarweise benachbart sein 
können.
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B ew eis des Satzes. Eine 5-Nachbarnpackung mit s Einheitskugeln hat 5s/2 
Berührpunkte, so daß nur gerade Anzahlen s von Kugeln möglich sind. Da es keine 
6 Punkte mit paarweise gleichen Abständen gibt, kann s —6 nicht sein. Für ä=8 
seien Kx und K2 nicht benachbarte Kugeln. Diese haben wenigstens 4 gemeinsame 
Nachbarn, von denen mindestens 3 mit einer weiteren Kugel benachbart sein müssen, 
was ein Widerspruch zum Hilfssatz ist.
Um auch noch s —10 auszuschließen, betrachten wir 2 nicht benachbarte 
Kugeln Kx und K2 und deren (I) 5, (II) 4, (III) 3 und (IV) 2 eventuelle gemeinsame 
Nachbarn.
(I) Von den 5 gemeinsamen Nachbarn zu Kx und K2 berührt jede der restlichen 
3 Kugeln mindestens 3 im Widerspruch zum Hilfssatz.
(II) Die gemeinsamen Nachbarn von Kx und K2 seien K3, Kx, Kb und Ks. 
Ist Kx noch zu K7 und K2 noch zu Ka benachbart, so können Kg und K10 wegen des 
Hilfssatzes jeweils zu höchstens 2 der Kugeln K3, Kx, Kb oder Ks benachbart sein, 
so daß Ka und Kl0 sowohl voneinander als auch von K-. und von Ka Nachbarn sein 
müssen. Nun können nach dem Hilfssatz die 4 fehlenden Nachbarschaften von Kg 
und K10 nur zu 2 der Kugeln K3, Kx, Kb oder Kg, etwa zu K3 und Kx, bestehen. Das 
wiederspricht jedoch auch dem Hilfssatz, da dann Kl , Kg und K10 jeweils K3, Kx und 
K7 berühren.
(III) Gemeinsame Nachbarn von Kx und K2 seien K3, Kt und K&. Außerdem 
seien Kg und K7 von Kt, sowie Ka und Kg von K2 die weiteren Nachbarn. Wäre K10 
zu 2 der Kugeln K3, Kt , Kb benachbart, so hätten K10 zusammen mit Kx oder K2 
dann 4 gemeinsame Nachbarn, was bei (II) schon betrachtet wurde. Also muß 
Kxo etwa K3 und dann Kg, K7, Ka und Kg berühren. Jede der Kugeln Kx, Kb, Kg, 
K7, Ka und Kg kann nicht zu beiden der Kugeln Kx und Kb, Kg und K-, und Ka und 
Kg benachbart sein, denn berührt als ein Beispiel etwa Kx sowohl Kg als auch K7, 
so haben im Widerspruch zum Hilfssatz alle 3 zu Kx und K10 gemeinsamen Nachbarn 
K3, Kg und K7 einen Berührpunkt mit dem benachbarten Kugelpaar K2, Kt . Ohne 
Einschränkung können die 2 noch fehlenden Nachbarn von K3 unter Kg, K7, Ka 
und Kg angenommen werden. Daher müssen Kt und Kb, Kt und etwa Ke, sowie 
dann Kb und K7 Nachbarn sein. Dann bestehen aber im Widerspruch zum Hilfssatz 
Nachbarschaften zwischen den 3 paarweise benachbarten Kugeln K2, Kt und Kb und 
den gemeinsamen Nachbarn K3, Kg und K7 von Kx und Kxo.
(IV) Nun haben Kx die Nachbarn K3, K4, Kr>, Kg und K7 und K2 die Nach­
barn K3, Kx, Ka, Kg und K10. Die Tripel Kb, Kg, K7 und Ks, Kg, Kxo sind paarweise 
untereinander benachbart, da sonst zum Beispiel Kb mit K2 mindestens 3 gemeinsame 
Nachbarn hat, was schon zu Widersprüchen führte. Weder K3 noch Kx kann 2 
Kugeln eines der Tripel berühren, denn hat etwa K3 die Nachbarn Kb und Ka, so 
sind K3 und K7 nicht benachbart (sonst bilden die 5 Kugeln Kx, K3, Kb, Ke und K7 
eine 4-Nachbarnpackung), und K3 und K7 haben die 3 gemeinsamen Nachbarn Kx, 
Kb und Kg, was schon bei (III) zum Widerspruch führte. Nun muß K3 mit Kt und 
etwa mit Kb und Ka benachbart sein. Auch Kx muß Ks und Ka berühren, da sonst 
Kg und Kb oder Kx und Ka nicht benachbarte Kugeln mit 3 gemeinsamen Nachbarn 
sind. Damit folgen dann die paarweise Nachbarschaften von Kg, K?, Kg und Kxo. 
Jetzt haben aber im Widerspruch zum Hilfssatz etwa die 3 gemeinsamen Nachbarn
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Kx, K2 und Krt von K.s und Kx Nachbarschaften etwa mit den 3 paarweise benach­
barten Kugeln Ks, K7 und Kg.
Damit ist der Satz bewiesen.
Abschließend sei noch die Vermutung erwähnt, daß die Eckpunkte des regulä­
ren Ikosaeders wohl die einzige Möglichkeit für die Mittelpunkte der Kugeln einer 
5-Nachbarnpackung mit 12 Kugeln bilden, also daß das Ikosaeder eindeutig bestimmt 
ist, wie auch für «=3 das Tetraeder und für n=4 das Oktaeder.
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GOTHIC CLASSES OF GROUPOID-LATTICES 
IN THE THEORY OF RADICALS
N. V. LOI and O. STEINFELD
To Professor L. Fejes Tóth on his 70th birthday
It is known (see e.g. [10]) that the absorbent of an element of a groupoid-lattice 
is a common generalization of the notions of the two-sided ideal of a ring (semi­
group) and the normal subgroup of a group. The purpose of this paper is to define 
Gothic sets in a groupoid-lattice and Gothic classes of certain varieties, and to 
study these notions in the context of the general radical theory. For instance, the 
monotony and hereditary properties of a Gothic set can be characterized by a simple 
property of every absorbent of any element of a groupoid-lattice. Furthermore, in 
the cases of rings, groups and modules the Gothic semisimple classes with hereditary 
upper radical classes will be determined.
§ 1. Basic concepts and examples
A set with a binary operation • is said to be a groupoid. A partially ordered 
groupoid (V; ■, =) is called a groupoid-lattice if it is a complete lattice with respect 
to the partial ordering S  and it has the properties
(i) A2S A  for all A£Y;
(ii) If 0 and E are the least and the greatest elements of the complete lattice V, 
then 0 -E = E 0 = 0 .
In this paper V always denotes a groupoid-lattice. The following notion has a 
leading part throughout this paper.
An element B of V is called an absorbent of the element A of V if
(iii) B sA ,
(iv) ABM BAtSB.
Groupoid-lattices were investigated in several papers of the second named 
author (e.g. [8], [9], [10]). Let us recall three important examples for groupoid- 
lattices.
1) The set V of all subrings of an associative ring A is a groupoid-lattice with 
respect to the inclusion and multiplication. From the definitions, it is clear that the 
ideals of A are just the absorbents of the element A of V (cf. [10] example 1). (Later 
we shall say that V = V/4 is the groupoid-lattice of A.)
Research partially supported by Hungarian National Foundation for Scientific Research Grant 
N o. 1813.
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2) Let R be any associative ring and A be any left R-module (briefly module). 
The set V of all submodules of A is a groupoid-lattice with respect to the inclusion 
and the zero-multiplication, that is, if B and C are elements of V then B -C  = 0. 
Thus V is a groupoid-lattice, and each submodule of A is an absorbent of A (G V).
3) Now let V be the set of all subgroups of a group G. It is well-known that V 
is a complete lattice with respect to the inclusion Q . Evidently, G is the greatest 
element and the unity element e of G is the least element of V. If the lattice opera­
tions in V are denoted by A and V, then H AK  is the intersection of the subgroups 
H  and K. Furthermore, H\f K  is the subgroup of G generated by H  and K.
Let [H, K] denote the subgroup of G generated by all commutators [h, k] = 
= h~1k~ 1hk (h d lf k fK ). Then V is a commutative groupoid with respect to the 
binary operation [H , K], and thus V is a groupoid-lattice (cf. [10] example 3). By
[8] a subgroup FT of a group G is a normal subgroup of G if and only if H  is an 
absorbent of the element G of V.
In the sequel, the sign c  will indicate the ideal of a ring or normal subgroup 
of a group. Radicals in the sense of Kurosh and Amitsur will be considered. Let 
us recall that a class R of rings is a radical class, if R is homomorphically closed, 
closed under extensions (i.e. if B and A/B are in R, then also A is in R), and R(T) = 
= 2  W ^ A  and /£R)£R is satisfied for all rings A. One can define radical classes 
for groups and modules analogously. Let us mention that radical classes of modules 
are usually called torsion classes. We shall deal also with the semisimple class of a 
radical class R defined as
Sf R =  {zl|R(zl) =  0}
in the case of rings or modules (for groups R(G)={e} is required). A class S of 
rings or modules (or groups) is a semisimple class if and only if S is hereditary (i.e. 
if /-=a^4$S, then IdS), S is closed under extensions, and under subdirect sums 
(products, respectively). The upper radical of a semisimple class S is determined by 
the operator °U as
MS =  {AI if B is a homomorphic image of A and BdS, then |B| =  1}.
For the theory of radicals we refer to [16] and for torsion theory to [12].
§ 2. Gothic sets
Let V be a groupoid-lattice and A a subset of V. An element V of A will be called 
briefly an A-element. A subset A of V is called a Gothic set, if the following condi­
tion is satisfied:
(A) For every element V of V there exists a uniquely determined A-absorbent 
A (V ) of V, such that if A is an A-absorbent of V, then A S3 A(F). (If one considers 
the usual representation of the complete lattice V as a graph, then condition (A) 
considered in this representation may inspire the denomination Gothic.)
The following two results are immediate consequences.
C o r o l l a r y  1. An element V o f V belongs to the Gothic set A i f  and only if  
A (V )= V .
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C orollary 2. For any element V o f V it holds A(K)=A(A(F)).
The Gothic set A is called hereditary if V€_A implies that every absorbent of 
V is also in A. We say that the Gothic set A has the monotony property if for every 
absorbent W of V we have A (W )^A (V ).
T heorem 3. A Gothic set A in a groupoid-Jattice V has the monotony and the 
hereditary properties i f  and only i f  every absorbent W o f any element V of V satisfies
A (WO = A(V)AW.
P ro o f . First assume that a Gothic set A has the monotony and the hereditary 
properties. Let W  be an absorbent of an element F£V. By the m motonity of A 
we have A(WO =  A(F). Furthermore, since A(W )^ is an absorbent of W it holds 
A ( l f ) s l f .  Hence A (W )^A (V )A W . On the other hand, it is evident that 
A(V)A W is an absorbent of A(F). This fact, Corollaries 1, 2 and hereditariness 
of A imply that A(V)AW  belongs to the Gothic set A. Since A(V)AW  is an 
absorbent of W, too, by A(V)AIV£A and by (A) we get A (V )A W ^A (W ). So 
we conclude A(W) = A(V)A W.
Conversely, assume that every absorbent W  of any element V satisfies 
A(fV) = A(V)A W. Let B be an absorbent of an element A of V. Then by assump­
tion we have A(B) = A(A)AB, whence A (B )^A (A ), that is, the Gothic set A 
has the monotony property. Now we consider an arbitrary A-element V of V and 
an absorbent W of V. In view of Corollary 1 we have A(V)=V. So we conclude by 
assumption:
W= V AW — A{V)AW=  A (W).
By Corollary 2 this fact means that W is an A-absorbent of V. Thus the Gothic set 
A is hereditary.
In order to give a “converse” of Theorem 3 we need a new property of a Gothic 
set A. We say that a Gothic set A is partially left residuated if the following condi­
tion is satisfied:
(R,) Let E denote the greatest element of a groupoid-lattice V. Assume that 
for every absorbent W  of E  and for A(W) there exists a uniquely determined absorb­
ent A(W) : W of E  such that for an absorbent X  of E  it holds X ^A (W ) : W if 
and only if X W ^A (W ).
T heorem 4. Assume that a Gothic set A in a groupoid-lattice V has the monotony, 
the hereditary and the partially left residuated properties. Then for every absorbent W  
o f the greatest element E o f V it holds
ACE) = A(A(W/): W).
P roof. By condition {Rt) there exists the absorbent A (WO : W of E  for every 
absorbent W of E. This fact and the monotony property imply the inequality
A (A (WO: W) =s A (E).
Since A(E) and W  are absorbents of E, we have A(E)W SA(E)AW . In view 
of Theorem 3 this inequality and the monotony and the hereditary properties imply
A(£).W 's A{E)AW — A(W).
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From this relation and condition (R,) it follows
A(E) A(W):W.
Since A (E) is an absorbent of E, this implies that A (E) is an absorbent of 
A((V): W, too. This fact, Corollary 2 and the monotony property imply
A (F) =  A(A(£)) s  A (A (IF): W).
So we have proved A(£') = A(A(1F): W).
A  partially right residuated Gothic set A is defined by means of a dual condition 
(Rr). Theorem 4 and its dual imply
C o r o l l a r y  5. Assume that a Gothic set A in a groupoid-lattice V has the monot­
ony, the hereditary and the (Ri), (Rr) properties. Then for every absorbent W o f the 
greatest element E o f V it holds
A (E) = A (A (IV):W) = A(A(fV): :W),
where A (IV):: W denotes the right dual o f A (IV): W in conditions (Rr).
In the following we shall deal with rings, groups and modules. Let T  denote 
any variety of these algebras. An abstract subclass i f  of ^  is called a Gothic class 
if for every ACT the set VAOSC is Gothic, where V* is the groupoid-lattice of A. 
It may, of course, well happen that and VB (A, BCT) are isomorphic groupoid- 
lattices, but \  A0  ST and VBDST do not correspond to each other, as A and B are 
not necessarily isomorphic.
Let us remark that if T  is the variety of associative rings (or algebras) and ST 
is a subvariety of T, then ST is a Gothic class if and only if it is an A-closed variety 
in the sense of Gardner [3], which means that l,J<xA  and /, JfST  imply I+JiST.
For groups, a Gothic class is exactly a preradical in the sense of Plotkin [6].
§3. Rings
Let ST be any Gothic class of rings and A be a ring, then ST C\VA is a Gothic 
set. Denote SC (A) the maximal (ST fl V/()-absorbent of A for the Gothic set STCN A. 
Notice that for any B ,C £V A, B is an absorbent of C if and only if B is an ideal 
of C. Then obviously ST (A) has the form
ST (A) = I  {/| I  c  A and /£ J$f (1V^}.
The Gothic class ST has the monotony property if for any ideal B of a ring A it holds 
ST(B) g  ST (A), and ST has the hereditary property if A f ST, then every ideal of A 
is also in ST. Theorem 3 implies
T h e o r e m  6 .  The Gothic class ST has the monotony and the hereditary properties 
i f  and only i f  for any ideal I  o f any ring A it holds
ST (I) =  SC(A)(AI.
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a) Representation o f radicals
Let R be a radical class of rings and let A be an arbitrary associative ring. In 
view of Theorem 3.2 in [16] any radical class is Gothic. Furthermore, Corollary 5.3 
of [16] implies that R has the monotony property. From this fact and from Theorem 6 
it follows
C o ro llary  7 (cf. Anderson—Divinsky—Sulihsky [1] and [16] Theorem 13.1). 
The radical class R has the hereditary property i f  and only i f  it holds:
R(7) = R(yf)fl/
for every ideal I o f any ring A.
Let A denote again an associative ring. If B and C are ideals of A, then quotients 
B:C and B::C are also ideals of A. This fact means that the greatest element A 
of the groupoid-lattice has the properties (R,) and (Rr). Thus Corollary 5 implies
C orollary  8. Let A be a ring. I f  is a Gothic class, which has the monotony 
and the hereditary properties, then for any ideal I o f A, it holds
&(A) =  se{& (iy.i) = :/).
Consider again a radical class R and an associative ring A, Corollary 8 has 
the following special case:
C o ro llary  9. I f  the radical class R is hereditary, then for any ideal I  o f a ring 
A it holds
RG4) =  R (R (/):/) =  R (R (/)::/).
This result is similar to [7] Theorem 4 and is a kind of generalization of [2] 
(see also [14] pp. 65—66).
R em a rk . Similarly to Example 1, the set of all subsemigroups with 0 of a 
semigroup S  with 0 is also a groupoid-lattice. Let R denote an ideal-radical class 
of semigroups with 0, i.e. a class which is closed under Rees factor homomorphisms, 
ideal extensions, and is such that if At (i£I) are R-ideals of a semigroup with 0, 
so is their union. Corollary 7 has an analogue for the ideal-radical class R (cf. 
R. S. Grigor [4]). Naturally, Corollary 9 has an analogue for this radical class, too.
b) Semisimple classes, which are Gothic classes
In the following we will show that there exist semisimple classes which are 
Gothic, but not always radical classes. Furthermore, the Gothic semisimple classes 
with hereditary upper radical classes will be determined. The ring A is called hered­
itarily idempotent if P = I  for all ideals I  of A.
P roposition  10. Let S be any semisimple class o f rings. I f  S is Gothic, then 
either S consists o f hereditarily idempotent rings, or S contains every nilpotent ring.
Proof. First, suppose that S contains a non-zero nilpotent ring. Since S is 
hereditary, it follows that S contains a non-trivial zero-ring. Now we will show 
that S contains all nilpotent rings. Since S is closed under extensions, it suffices 
to show that S contains every zero-ring. Indeed, let A be any zero-ring in S. By
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the hereditariness of S there is a cyclic abelian group 7, such that the zero-ring 7° 
is contained in S. Since 7° is a homomorphic image of the zero-ring Z° over the 
integers, it follows Z°$'%fS. It is well-known that for any radical class R either 
Z°€R or Z°C5^R. Thus for R =  ^ S  we get Z°£&’R = S, and hence Z °© Z °ÍS. 
Let us denote
Tx = {(Z, 0)|Z6Z0}; t 2 = {(0, Z)|ZeZ0},
and
A„ = {(nz, hz) |z£Z0}.
Then An is an ideal of Z°ffiZ°€S. Since Tif)An= {0}, i= 1, 2, we have 
T1 + An  ^ T T- ^ a^ + ^ B
-  =  1  1  z=  Z j —  -Í 2 =  5  •
On the other hand,
Z °© Z°   7j + A„ + T2+ A„
A „ A „ A „
This fact implies that Z°ffiZ° is a sum of its ideals, which are isomorphic to
Z°©Z°Z°CS. Since S is a Gothic class, it follows ---- ------£S. Obviously, the ring AJA„
An
z°®z°as an ideal of ---- ------  is also in S. However, we know that AJA„^.Z°lnZa,
whence Z°/nZ°£ S holds for any arbitrary natural number n. Using again the fact 
that S is a Gothic class, and the fact that every zero-ring is the sum of su’orings 
which are cyclic as abelian groups, we can show that S contains every zero-ring.
Conversely, assume that S does not contain a zero-ring. We have to show 
that S consists of only hereditarily idempotent rings. Indirectly, suppose that S 
contains a non-hereditarily idempotent ring. Then by hereditariness of S there 
exists a ring yl£S, such that A2ZA. For a £ A \A 2, let B be the subring of A 
generated by A2 and a. Let us denote K —B/A2. Then B is an ideal of A and K  is a 
zero-ring. Consider the ring D —K®B and
C = {(na + A2)®(na + c)\c£A2, n^Z).
Let (p: C-+B be a mapping such that cp((na+A2)®(na+c)) = na + c. Then 
<p((na+A2)®(na + c)) = 0 if and only if na+c = 0, and this implies na£A2, that is, 
(na + A 2)®(na + c)=0. This fact means that cp is a monomorphism. It is clear that 
(p is surjective, too, hence C is isomorphic to B. We can see easily that C is an 
ideal of D, moreover B+ C  = D. Since B is an ideal of A, the hereditariness of S 
implies B£S. Since S is Gothic, we have Dg S, and consequently K£S, a con­
tradiction. Thus S consists only of hereditarily idempotent rings.
L e m m a  11. Let A be a ring. I f  I, Iit (/£ A) are ideals o f A, such that 7D7{= {0} 




The ring A is called strongly idempotent if every subring of A is idempotent. 
By [13] we have that if A is strongly idempotent, then A is a subdirect sum of 
finite fields.
L emma 12. I f  I<iA, I ?±0 is a strongly idempotent ring, then there are ideals J, 
K o f A such that JAO, J ^ I  and A=J@K.
P roof. Since I is strongly idempotent, it follows by [13] Theorem 3.4 (see also 
[16] Theorem 33.3) that every subring [A"] of /  is a finite field for X^O. By [16] 
Lemma 33.4 /  is commutative. Thus I  contains a non-zero idempotent element e. 
Let J  be the ideal of I generated by e. Then J is a ring with identity e. Let J denote 
the ideal of A generated by J. Since /  is strongly idempotent, J is idempotent. Hence 
the Andrunakievich lemma yields
J  g J = J3 g j t
that is, J = J . Since J  has an identity, J  is a direct summand of A.
L emma 13. Let S be a semisimple class o f rings. I f S  consists only o f idempotent 
rings, then every ring in S is strongly idempotent.
P roof. Let AdS. We have to show that each subring [a] of A is idempotent.
00 oo oo
Consider the direct product [J A of infinite number copies of A. Then © A
1 i i
(where © A is the direct sum of infinite number copies of A), and © A, J[A  6S.
i i i
Let B be a subring of JJA generated by the diagonal element ü = (...,a , ...) of
l
oo oo oo
JJA and by © A. Since © AQB, B is a subdirect sum of copies of A. Hence
i l l
Bd S. Since S contains only idempotent rings, and since homomorphic images of 
idempotent rings are also idempotent, thus B/($A  is also an idempotent ring.
i
Hence [a]?z.BI($)A is idempotent.
i
P ro po sitio n  14. I f  S is a semisimple class, which consists only o f idempotent 
rings, then S is a Gothic class, and °dS is a hereditary radical class.
P ro o f . Indirectly, suppose S is not a Gothic class. In this case, without loss 
of generality we can assume that there is a ring A C S, such that
' A =  Z V M i ^ A  and /^S}.
ÍÍA
Since the class of all hereditarily idempotent rings is a radical class, by the assump­
tion A is a hereditarily idempotent ring. Furthermore since a(6S, we have R ( A) ^  0 
for R = ^ S . Thus R(A) is a hereditarily idempotent ring. This fact and Lemma 11 
imply that there is an index id A, such that R(A) Pi 1 ^  {0}. Since S consists of idem- 
potent rings, and /j€S, it follows by Lemma 13 that f  and also /jfl R(^) are 
strongly idempotent. Hence by Lemma 12 there are ideals J?±0 and K  of
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A such that A=J@K, and 7gR(y4)D/i. On the other hand, by R(A)Q<%S, 
it follows J£°US, and since J-si/iflR ^), we get /6^SPlS={0}, a contradic­
tion. Thus R(T) = 0, and hence yá£S.
Now we have to show that dtS is hereditary. This is equivalent to showing 
that S is closed under essential extensions. Now let A (S  and A be an essential 
ideal of a ring B. Then either R(i?)={0} or R(ő)flT?í{0}. If R(5)^{0}, that 
is, R(B)C\Atí {0}, then using Lemmas 12 and 13, as above, we obtain a contradic­
tion. Thus R(B)={0}, that is, B íS. The proof is complete.
P roposition 15. Let S be a semisimple class, which contains every nilpotent ring. 
I f  °US is hereditary, then S is a Gothic class.
Proof. It is enough to show that if A — 2  {/ilIi<*A and / ;€S}, then AfS.
i t  A
Since S contains every nilpotent ring and hence every zero-ring, Lemma 11 implies 
that there exists an ideal I, of A such that / ; fi R(/l) {0}, whenever R(T) {0}.
Since ^ S  = R is hereditary, it follows / ;nR (T )6^S . By hereditariness of S we get
7 i nR( T) €^SnS  =  {0},
a contradiction. Thus R(A) — {0} and therefore A £S. This implies that S is a 
Gothic class.
Theorem 16. Let S he a semisimple class, whose upper radical is hereditary. 
Then S is a Gothic class i f  and only i f  either S consists only of idempotent rings or S 
contains all nilpotent rings.
P roof. The assertion follows immediately from Propositions 10, 14 and 15.
Theorem 17. I f  S is a semisimple Gothic class, then S has the hereditary and 
the monotony properties.
P roof. By [16] Theorem 8.1 every semisimple class S is hereditary, that is, S 
has the hereditary property. We have only to show that S has the monotony prop­
erty. By Proposition 10 either S consists of idempotent rings, or S contains all 
nilpotent rings. Let S(7) denote the greatest ideal of 7, which is in S, and S(7) 
the ideal of A generated by S(7). If S consists of idempotent rings, then using 
the Andrunakievich Lemma we get
s(7) g s(7) = s(7)3 g s (7)
yielding S(7)=S(7)3. Since S(7)< iT, also S (/) = S(7)3 is an ideal of A.
If S contains all nilpotent rings, then by Andrunakievich Lemma S(7)/S(7) 
is nilpotent and hence it is in S. Since S is closed under extensions we conclude 
S(7)£S, which implies S (7) = S (7). Thus S (7) is an ideal of A. Hence S (/)gS (T ) 
holds in both cases.
R emark 1. Let M be any hereditary class of rings, which consists of idem- 
potent rings. Then by [5] the lowfT radical of M is hereditary, and its semisimple 
class STM contains all nilpotent rings. By Theorem 16, this semisimple class is 
Gothic. Since S does not contain every ring, by [13] (see also [16] Lemma 33.6) it
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follows that S is not a radical. Thus there exist semisimple classes, which are Gothic, 
but not radical.
Remark 2. Since the intersection of Gothic classes is also Gothic therefore the 
intersection of any radical class and any semisimple Gothic class is Gothic. In this 
way we can construct Gothic classes, which are neither radical nor semisimple.
Remark 3. In [3], Gardner considered ^-closed varieties of rings (in our ter­
minology: varieties of rings which are Gothic classes) and proved the following 
result: A non-trivial ^-closed variety Y  of associative rings can contain no rings 
with torsion-free additive groups and consequently Y  is determined by subvarieties: 
Yp={A$_Y\Cas, additive group of A isp-primary}.
§4. Groups
Let be any Gothic class of groups and G be a group. As in the case of rings 
let jS?(G) denote the maximal (Jz?H Vc)-absorbent of G for the Gothic set Jz?nVG. 
Notice that for A, BZXa, B is an absorbent of A if and only if B is a normal sub­
group of A. Thus Jz?(G) is the maximal normal subgroup of G, which contains 
every (üf n v 0)-normal subgroup of G. This fact shows that Jz?(G) is a characteristic 
subgroup of G. Radical classes are examples for classes of groups, which are Gothic. 
It is known (cf. [15]) that every radical class of groups has the monotony property. 
As in the case of rings the analogous results (see Theorem 6, Corollaries 7, 8 and 9) 
can be proved for groups.
Now we will study such semisimple classes of groups, which are Gothic. Let 
us notice that the proofs in the case of groups are sometimes similar to that of rings.
We shall call a group G idempotent if G—[G, G]. As in the case of rings, it 
can be proved that the class of all idempotent groups forms a radical class.
Proposition 18. In the variety o f groups there does not exist a semisimple class 
( Ae), which consists only o f idempotent groups.
Proof. Indirectly, let S be any non-trivial semisimple class, which consists of
idempotent groups, and let G6S. Then the discrete direct product ® G of copies
l
of G is a normal subgroup of the complete direct product f j  G of copies of G.
i
00
For e?±g£G consider the group K of JJG  generated by the diagonal element
1
00
g, ...) and © G. As in the case of rings we can show that K is a subdirect
1
product of copies of G, and hence K£ S. Since S consists only of idempotent groups, 
it follows that every homomorphic image of any group of S is idempotent, hence
so is K/Q G. But A7© G is isomorphic to the subgroup of G generated by g,
i i
and it is commutative, contradicting the assumption that S consists only of idem- 
potent groups.
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P roposition 19. Let S be any semisimple class o f groups. I f  S is Gothic, then 
S contains all solvable groups.
P roof. Similarly to the case of rings in Proposition 10 we can show that if 
S is Gothic, then either S consists of idempotent groups or S contains all abelian 
groups, and hence all solvable ones. By Proposition 18 only the later case is pos­
sible. Thus if S is a Gothic class, then S must contain all solvable groups.
Lemma 20. Let Ih i f  A be normal subgroups o f a group G, such that the subgroup 
id A) of G generated by / ;, i f  A, coincides with G. I f  K is any normal subgroup 
o f G, such that KC\Ii={e} for all if A, then K is an abelian group.
P roof. Since [I, K] ijj KCM for all normal subgroups K, l, the assertion is 
evident.
Theorem 21. Let S be any semisimple class o f groups, whose upper radical class 
is hereditary. Then S is a Gothic class i f  and only i f  S contains all solvable groups.
Proof. By Proposition 19 the proof is similar to the case of Proposition 15 
and Theorem 16.
Theorem 22. I f  the semisimple class S is a Gothic class, then S has the monot­
ony property, too.
Proof. Since for any groups G the subgroup S(G) is a characteristic subgroup 
of G, the assertion is trivial.
R emarks. As in the case of rings we can give examples for Gothic semisimple 
classes of groups, which are not radical. Now we give a concrete example for such a 
semisimple class. Here we would like to thank to Dr. P. P. Pálfy, who has given 
this example:
Let M be a class of groups, such that for any G fM  there does not exist a normal 
subgroup of G, which is finite, non-abelian, and simple. We can show that M is a 
semisimple class, and M is a Gothic class, too. The proof is based on Theorem 21. 
Here we omit the details.
The construction of Gothic classes, which are not radical and not semisimple, 
are similar to the case of rings, by using the fact that the intersection of any radical 
class and semisimple Gothic class is also Gothic.
§5. Modules
In the theory of modules it is usual to call a radical class a torsion class, and 
a semisimple class a torsionfree class. In the sequel we shall use this terminology.
For rings and groups we have shown that there are semisimple classes, which 
are Gothic, but not radical classes. In particular, for the modules this fact is not 
true, that is, if any torsionfree class is Gothic, then it must be also a torsion class. 
We will show this by the following stronger assertion.
Proposition 23. Let A be any class o f modules, which is a Gothic class, and 
satisfies the following condition: (*)
(*) I f  M f A and N  is a direct summand o f M, then NfA.
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The following conditions are equivalent:
1) A(A//A(A/)) = 0 holds for each module M,
2) A is closed under extensions,
3) A is a torsion class.
Proof. The implications 3)=>2)=>1) are straightforward.
1)=>3). Let M  be any module in A and A be a submodule of A. Denote
/  -  {(/, i)\i£N).
Then I  is a submodule of the direct sum MX®M2 of two copies of M, and /  is con­
tained in the diagonal submodule of M X®M2. Since
M  x® M 2  Mx +1 M2-\-I
I =  7 +  1 ’
it follows (MX®M2)/I can be generated by the submodules (Mx + I)/I and 
(M2 +  /)//. Since Mi n /= 0  = M2n / ) we have
M x + I 
I =* M6A3M
M . + I  
I
As A is a Gothic class, it follows (M1©M2)//€A. Now let K denote the diagonal 
submodule of Mx©M2, then K/I is a submodule of (MX®M.2)/I. Since
and
K n (Mx + I)
= {0}
K  (M, + /) M ,©M2
I + I  1
it follows that K/I is a direct summand of (Mx© M2)/T. Since (M1ffiM2)//gA, 
we conclude by assumption (*) K/IdA. Since each homomorphic image of any 
module M  is isomorphic to K/I for some /, it follows that every homomorphic 
image of M  is also in A. Hence A is closed under homomorphisms and A is a tor­
sion class.
Theorem 24. A torsion-free class S o f modules is a Gothic class i f  and only i f  S 
is a torsion class.
Proof. Since every torsion-free class is closed under extensions, and satisfies 
the condition (*) in Proposition 23, it follows by Proposition 23 that S is a torsion 
class. The converse is trivial.
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Abstract
Let nij denote the number o f times the j ih smallest distance occurs among a set S  o f m points 
in Rz. We show that m ^ ljm  and m .^ 5m  and w1+ m ! s6 m . We give a construction with 
24
Introduction
Let S' be a set of m points in R2. We denote by t1 the smallest distance between 
two points, by tj the /th smallest distance and by nix, ... the number of
occurrences of the distance tx, ..., tj, ... resp. In [1] Harborth gave an exact upper 
bound for rrij. In the recent paper we give an upper bound on ntj, namely trijS.'ijm, 
and a sharper bound on m2\ namely We give a construction in which
2 4m2~ - y  m. In the last part we prove m1 + m2^ 6m , for which the lattice of regular 
triangles is sharp.
1
Let us assign a graph Gj to the case of the / th distance: the vertices of the graph 
correspond to the points of the set S, and two vertices are connected by an edge 
if the distance of the corresponding points equals tj. Let dj(v) denote the degree 
of v£S  in Gj. We get the upper bound for ntj, by giving bounds for the degrees 
in Gj.
L em m a 1. For all v£S, dj(v)^6j.
P r o o f . Suppose a vertex v has at least 6 / + 1 neighbours in Gj. Then if we
take the circle of radius tj around v, then there must exist an arc of angle S y
on the circle which contains at least j+ 2  points (including the endpoints of the 
arc). Then this means that there are at least j  different distances smaller than tj, 
between the points on the arc, which contradicts the assumption that tj is the j ih
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification■ P rim ary  5 1D 20 , 52A 37 ; S eco n d ary  05B 30.
Key words and phrases. P o in t  se t, d is tan ces , second  sm a lle s t d is tan ces betw een  p o in ts .
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smallest distance. Furthermore, v can have 6/ neighbours in Gj if the neighbours 
form a regular 6/-gon on the circle of radius tj around v.
From this lemma we get the upper bound:
P r o p o s i t i o n .
mi =  3jm.
In the case j=  1 if we take the lattice of regular triangles we get the upper 
bound asymptotically in the sense that we do not count the deficiency of the bound­
ary points of the set.
2
In this part we prove a sharper upper bound on m2 . By Lemma 1 we know that 
the degree of any point in G2 is at most 12. But one can notice that the neighbours of 
a point of degree 12 must have essentially smaller degree. We call the sum of the 
degrees of the endpoints of an edge the degree o f the edge. We prove for the degrees 
of the edges in G2 the following upper bound:
L e m m a  2. The degree o f any edge of 6 ' ,  is at most 20.
P r o o f . Let uv be any edge of G2', suppose that d2(v)ssd2(u). If d2(v )s  1 0  then 
d2(u)+d2(v)s20, trivially. So there are two cases to consider:
(a) Case d2(v)=12.
We want to show that the other endpoint u has degree at most 8. By Lemma 1 
the neighbours of v in G2 form a regular 12-gon. Let us denote them by ut for 1 
^12, (u1 = u) and the circle around v of radius t2 by Cx. The smallest distance tx 
must be equal to the side of this regular 12-gon, so t1=d(ui, wi+1), obviously. Now 
let us consider ux. Then ux already has some neighbours of distance ia; namely w3, 
un  and evidently v. We draw the circle C2 around ux of radius t2. Let us denote 
by rx the vertices of the regular 12-gon on C2 (some of them coincide with earlier
mentioned points; see Fig. 1). Then on the arc vu3 ^of angle y j  there cannot be
Fig. 1
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any other point than r2 because d(v,r2) = tt and d(v,u3) — t2. But r2 cannot belong 
to the set S  because t, <d(r2, w2)<?2, obviously. Similarly on the arc vun  (of angle 
7O
- jl there cannot be any point of the set S. There cannot be any point except r4 
on the arc u3rx |of angle y j  because d{u3, ri)= t1, and again on the arc r4r5 (of
71 ^angle — I because it would give distance between t4 and t2. But is forbidden because
t1<d(u2, r6)< t2. There cannot be any point s, s ^ r 6 on the arc r5rG because 
t4^ d (u2, s)<d(u2, r6) = t2. This argument goes through symmetrically for the arc
vrs ^of angle . So w4 has at most 8 neighbours of distance t2:
v, u3 = r3, r4, r6, r7, r8, r10, ru = un .
(b) Case d2[v)—11.
(i) First we deal with the case when all the neighbours (1 ^ /S l l )  of v in 
G2 form a regular 11-gon. Let us call C4 the circle of radius t2 around v. Obviously, 
t1=d(ui, ui+1). Let us consider the neighbours of ux of distance t2. We denote by 
C2 the circle of radius t2 around ut . Let us denote by rt ( lS /S l l )  the vertices of
the regular 11-gon on C2 where r2=v (as on Fig. 2). On the arc vr2 |o f angle — j
there cannot be any point sdS  at distance t2 from u4 because d(v,s)<t1 would 
hold. r2 is forbidden because
h =  d(v, r2) <  d(r2, u2) <  d(v, u2) — t2,
because for the corresponding angles of the triangle we have the same inequalities
27t 57t 137:
T T ^  22 < _ 2 T ‘
7
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The next possibility would be the crossing point of the circles C4, C2 but it is an inner 
point of the arc u2u3 so it would give a smaller distance than t1. Symmetrically the
arc vr10 ^of angle 2 • is forbidden. So what remained from C2 is an arc of
1471angle <  -yy-. On this arc the set S  can have less than 9 points, since there cannot
"2.71be a smaller angle than —-, which belongs to t±.
(ii) Secondly, we deal with the case when the w,’s do not form a regular 11-gon. 
Now there exist uh ui + 1 (the Fs are understood mod 11) for which d{ut, ui+l)> t1, 
but then it has to be at least t2. On the other hand for all uh ui+2 pairs d{u{, ui+2) = t2
must hold which means that the angle belonging to tx must be at least 71
<T'
From
this it follows that the only other possibility for having 11 neighbours of v in G2 
is that the Hj’s form a regular 12-gon with one point deleted. Now those u- s which 
are “far” from the missing point can have S 8  neighbours by the same argument 
as in Case (a). So this kind of edges vut have degree ^20.
We still have to check the m ; ’ s  which are “close” to the missing point, as indicated 
on Fig. 3.a, b. In the case when u2 is the missing neighbour of v (see Fig. 3a) a simi­
lar argument as for d2(v )=  12 shows that we have to consider on the arc w4 (of
angle y j  the point r%. But t1< d (r2, w5)< ia which means that í/2(w1)s 9 because
r9 and r12 are naturally forbidden.
Fig. 3
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In the case when u3 is the missing neighbour of v (see Fig. 3b) then again the 
first possible neighbour of ux would be r2, but tx<d(r2, w2)< /2, so r2 is forbidden. 
Since the triangle u2rxu3 is regular, on the arc w3;-4 we cannot have any point 5 because 
d(u2, s)<(x would hold. So this shows d2(ux) ^ 8. From this argument one can see 
that if any other ut is missing the existing points forbid enough points to have the 
inequality for the degree of the edges vut.
T heorem . m 2^ 5 m .
P roof. From Lemma 2 we know that for any edge e of G2 d(e)s  20. Now if 
we sum for all edges eit l ^ i S m 2 of G2 we know the following:
d(ex) + ...+ d (em.) S  20m2.
On the other hand we know:
2j d(et) = 2  W(vj)]2.
.=i 7=1
By the inequality for the algebraic and the quadratic mean for the degrees of the 
points:
2nh = d{vx)+ ... +d(vm) ^  i /  [J(i'i)]2+ ... +[t/(i;m)]2 ^  i / 20m2
m m ~ ! m ~ ) m '
From these we get the desired inequality.
3
We give a construction which gives more second smallest distances than the 
regular triangular lattice, but we do not know what is the best construction because 
what we get is far from the bound proved above. We take the regular hexagonal 
lattice. On every edge of the hexagons we take two more points so that in every 
hexagon these new points form a regular 12-gon (see Fig. 4). The set S consists of 
the centers c\ of these 12-gons and the vertices of the 12-gons. One can easily 




smallest distance t2 equals the radius of the circumscribed circle of the 12-gons. 
For the centers C; we have i/2(c,)=12, and for the other type of points vt, d2{vi) = 6, 
except for those points on the boundary of the figure. So in this construction:
, 3m2 = 3 — m + o(m).
4
Next we give an upper bound for the number of edges of U G2. The fol­
lowing theorem was suggested by P. Erdős:
Theorem. mx-\-m2-^6m.
This theorem follows immediately from the next lemma:
Lemma 3. For every vertex v, d1(v)+d2(v)^  12.
Proof. Suppose d1(v)+d2(v)^ l3 , then there exist two neighbours sx, s2 of 
v in G1UG2 suchthat <1 <30°. Therefore d(s1,v)=d(s2,v )= t1 is impos­
sible, from this it follows that t2> \3 tx. By Lemma 1 we know that dx(v)^6. 
If dl (v) ^ 3 one can easily check that t2^ \ /3t1. So this contradicts the above 
inequality. So we may suppose i/1(r)S2. Then we have to consider the following 
two cases:
Case (a). d2(y)=12.
We saw in Lemma 1 that in this case the neighbours ut of v in G2 form a regular 
12-gon. Obviously, d(uh ui+1) = t1. One can easily check that the radius of the 
circumscribed circle of the triangle vulu2 equals t1. Say s is the center of this circle 
(see Fig. 5). So any other point of the circle C in the triangle vuxu2 around v with 
radius tx is either from ux or from u2 closer than ty. So s is the only possibility in the 






that d(ua, s)=^2tx. So tl <d(u3, s)<t2, which means that s is forbidden. So if 
d2(v)=l2 then d1(v)=0.
Case (b). d2(v)~ 11.
(i) We have seen in Case (a) if d2(v)=12, then d1 (v)= 0. If the 11 neighbours 
of v in G2 form a regular 12-gon with one point missing there cannot be point on 
the circle of radius t1 around v except inside an arc of angle 60°, but this allows 
only one point, so dx(v)^  1.
(ii) If the neighbours u{ of v in G2 do not form a regular 12-gon with one point 
missing, then the w,’s form a regular 11-gon, by Lemma 2 (b). Let us take the circle 
Cx around v of radius t1. If r is a point on Cx in the triangle vu1 u2 then d(ux, r)< t2 
and d(u2,r )< t2 (see Fig. 6). Furthermore d(ux, r) — d(u2, r)= tx is possible only 
for the regular 12-gon. So this means that in this case d1(v)=0. So we finished the 
proof of our statement.
Fig. 6
Remark. If we take the regular triangular lattice we get for all points v in 
the set S  d1(v)+d2(v) = \2, except for those points on the boundary of the figure.
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P. Stäckel [1] hat die Frage nach dem Verhalten einer krummen Fläche in der 
Umgebung eines parabolischen Punktes für analytische Flächen beantwortet, indem 
er (unter Heranziehung des Weierstraßschen Vorbereitungssatzes für reelle Potenz­
reihen von zwei Veränderlichen) bewiesen hat, daß nur vier Fälle möglich sind, 
und zwar, je nachdem die Fläche ganz auf einer Seite der Tangentenebene liegt und 
mit dieser nur einen Punkt bzw. eine ganze Kurve gemein hat oder die Tangenten­
ebene durchsetzt und die Schnittkurve aus zwei sich berührenden Zweigen besteht 
bzw. eine Spitze (erster oder zweiter Art) hat.
Man hat nun stillschweigend angenommen, daß auch bei beliebigen stetig 
gekrümmten Flächen dasselbe gilt (vgl. z. B. [2], S. 48). Wir wollen zunächst durch 
Beispiele zeigen, daß es selbst dann eine unberechtigte Verallgemeinerung ist, wenn 
die Fläche beliebig oft differenzierbar ist.
Zu dem Zwecke fasse man die Schiebungsfläche
z = f ( x ) - C y 2 ( C *  0)
ins Auge. Sei f(x)  eine im Intervalle — stetige Funktion, welche für alle
Werte des Arguments stetige Ableitungen aller Ordnungen besitzt und für x= 0  
gleichzeitig mit ihren Ableitungen erster und zweiter Ordnung verschwindet. Dann 
ist der Anfangspunkt ein parabolischer Punkt der Fläche, in dem die Tangenten­
ebene die .xy-Ebene ist.
1. Sei beispielweise
f(x )  = ^arctg-^- — arc ctg jcj e~il,xt), x ^ O ;  /(0 ) = 0.
Dann hat die Fläche mit der berührenden Ebene des Anfangspunktes eine Kurve 
gemeinsam, die im Anfangspunkt einen Endpunkt bzw. Verzweigungspunkt hat, je 
nachdem C positiv oder negativ ist.
2. Sei nun
f ( x )  = e-(1/x,)sin—, x  0; /(0 )  = 0.
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Dann durchsetzt die Fläche die Tangentenebene des Anfangspunktes in einer Kurve. 
Diese besteht aus unendlich vielen sich gegenseitig ausschließenden Ovalen, deren 
einzige Häufungsstelle der Anfangspunkt ist.
3. Sei
/(*) = e~(F*!) [sin - 1 - 1), x ^ O ;  /(0) = 0.
Es sind hier zwei Fälle zu unterscheiden, je nachdem C positiv oder negativ ist.
d) Ist C positiv, so liegt die Fläche ganz auf der einen Seite der Tangenten­
ebene und hat mit dieser außer dem Anfangspunkt unendlich viele isolierte Punkte 
gemeinsam. Der Anfangspunkt selbst ist Häufungspunkt derselben.
b) Ist C negativ, so durchsetzt die Fläche die Tangentenebene in einer Kurve. 
Diese besteht aus zwei Zweigen, die sich im Anfangspunkte berühren und außerdem 
in unendlich vielen Punkten schneiden. Der Berührungspunkt ist Häufungspunkt 
der Schnittpunkte.
4. Sei
f ( x ) =  e-W*s) sin4 —, x ^  0; /(0) =  0.
Wenn dann C > 0 ist, so besteht die Schnittlinie der Fläche mit der Tangenten­
ebene gleichfalls aus zwei Zweigen, die sich außer dem Anfangspunkt in unendlich 
vielen Punkten berühren. Der Anfangspunkt ist Häufungspunkt der Selbst- 
ber ührungspunkten.
5. Sei
( l  I I  x 2+ s in 8l  Ix j  j
arc ctg sin-----arc tg ——t-t— e *Zsin2i/* sin3 — , x  ^  0, - — ,
X sin 1 /x ) x  kn
= 0, x = 0 ,  - i - ;  k = ± l ,  ± 2 ,.. . .kn
Dann gibt es zwei Fälle, je nachdem C positiv oder negativ ist.
d) Ist C positiv, so liegt die Fläche ganz auf einer Seite der Tangentenebene 
und hat mit dieser unendlich viele getrennt liegende geradlinige Strecke gemeinsam, 
deren einzige Häufungsstelle der Anfangspunkt ist.
b) Ist C negativ, so besteht die Schnittkurve der Fläche mit der berührenden 
Ebene des Anfangspunktes aus zwei sich in diesem Punkte berührenden Zweigen, 
die unendlich viele getrennte geradlinige Kurvenstücke gemeinsam haben. Der 
Anfangspunkt ist die einzige Häufungsstelle dieser Stücke.
Es lassen sich leicht verwickeltere Beispiele ähnlicher Art bilden, wovon hier 
abgesehen werden kann, da schon an Hand der eben betrachteten Beispiele liegt 
es nahe, daß man keinen alle möglichen Fälle umfassenden Satz über das Verhalten 
einer nicht-analytischen Fläche in der Umgebung eines parabolischen Punktes auf­
stellen kann. Man kann lediglich so viel aussagen, daß der Tangentialschnitt von
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Geraden senkrecht zur Schmiegtangenten in der Nähe des Berührungspunktes höchstens 
in zwei Punkten getroffen wird.
Der Beweis verläuft so. Durch die Wahl des betreffenden Punktes P als Anfangs­
punkt und geeigneter Koordinatenachsen x, y, z, kann man leicht bewerkstelligen, 
daß die Fläche in der Umgebung von P durch eine Funktion
z = z(x, .y)
dargestellt wird, die für x = 0  und y = 0 gleichzeitig mit ihren Ableitungen erster 
und zweiter Ordnung, von zyy abgesehen, verschwindet. Dann wird die Schmieg­
tangente in P die x-Achse.
Aus der Voraussetzung, daß der Tangentialschnitt in einer noch so kleinen 
Umgebung des Anfangspunktes mehr als zwei Punkte besitzt, die auf einer der 
j-Achse parallelen Geraden liegen, folgt durch zweimalige Anwendung des Rolle­
schen Satzes, daß der Schnitt parallel der >>z-Ebene, dessen Spur in der berührenden 
Ebene die betreffende Gerade ist, mindestens einen in dieser Umgebung gelegenen 
Punkt enthält, wofür zyy verschwindet. Damit wird man aber zu einem Widerspruch 
geführt, denn, der Stetigkeit von zyy wegen, es eine Umgebung von P gibt, in welcher 
zyy den Wert 0 niemals annehmen darf. Hiermit ist der Beweis erbracht.
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ОБ ОДНОЙ ХАРАКТЕРИСТИКЕ РЕШЕТОК И НЕОДНОРОДНОЙ 
ПРОБЛЕМЕ МИНКОВСКОГО
Н. П. ДОЛБИЛИН
П освящ ает ся Л а сл о  Фейеш Т от у по случаю  его  70-летия
1° -^характеристика решетки. Зафиксируем в евклидовом пространстве Rn 
ортонормированный базис. Введем обозначения:
Л — я-мерная решетка; О — начало координат;
det Л — определитель решетки Л (объем её фундаментальной области);
X =  (* !, xn)e R n;
х= х' (mod Л) означает, что х —х'£Л;
Я(х) =  Я М ;  Я (Л ;х)=  inf Я(х');
$= 1  x  = x (m o d  Л )
Я (Л) = sup Я(Л;х).
Под пустым координатным параллелепипедом Р понимаем открытый 
я-мерный параллелепипед, удовлетворяющий трем условиям:
1) центр параллелепипеда Р лежит в начале О;
2) его грани параллельны координатным плоскостям;
3) в параллелепипеде Р кроме точки О других точек решетки Л нет: 
РП Л =  {0}.
Для решетки Л введем положительный функционал х(Л) посредством соот­
ношения:
2пх"(Л) det Л =  sup v(P),
где точная верхняя грань берется по пустым координатным параллелепипе­
дам. Отметим, что согласно теореме Минковского о выпуклом теле, для 
любой решетки Л имеем и(Л)ё1.
Функционал у (Л) инвариантен относительно линейных преобразований, 
сохраняющих систему координатных осей, например, относительно гомоте­
тий, «гиперболических поворотов».
Характеристика у (Л) была введена в работе [1], где она, обозначенная 
там через S (Л), играла существенную роль при доказательстве теоремы о том, 
что в каждом классе гиперболически эквивалентных решеток существует
1980 M ath em atics Subject C lassification. Primary 10E15, 10E20, 11H46.
K e y  w ords and phrases. Lattices in R", inhomogeneous Minkowski problem, Cebotarev’s 
theorem, empty parallelotopes, minimum of product of non-homogeneous linear forms.
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решетка с «экономным» покрытием (имеется в виду решетчатое покрытие 
пространства R" равными шарами). Этот факт является и-мерным продолже­
нием направления, заданного методом Ремака—Дайсона—Скубенко доказа­
тельства при « S 5 гипотезы Минковского (формулировку см. в п. 2°) о про­
изведении неоднородных линейных форм. Дело в том, что важным компонен­
том этого метода является получение точной верхней оценки для радиуса 
покрытия, соответствующего наиболее экономной решетке в каждом классе 
гиперболически эквивалентных решеток.
С гипотезой Минковского связан и другой вопрос — вопрос об индексе 
«разделенного» параллелепипеда, то есть об отношении его объема к объему 
основного параллелепипеда решетки Л. Б. Н. Делоне [2] показал, что при п — 2 
для любой решетки и любой её трансляции найдется разделенный параллеле­
пипед индекса 1, а при « S 3 в некоторых случаях минимальный индекс раз­
деленного параллелепипеда больше, чем 1. В работе [1] было показано, что 
при любом п минимальный для данной решетки индекс разделенного параллел­
епипеда ограничен константой, зависящей только от п. Игравшая и здесь 
существенную роль ^-характеристика, как мы видим, связана с кругом вопро­
сов, примыкающих к проблеме Минковского. Один из аспектов упомянутой 
связи будет рассмотрен в п. 3° настоящей статьи.
Отметим, что ^-характеристика в некотором смысле двойственна другой 
характеристике — арифметическому минимуму произведения однородных 
линейных форм. Действительно, последняя характеристика на языке решеток 
определяется посредством соотношения
2" д (Л) det Л = inf v(P)
где Р — замкнутый, не пустой (то есть содержащий помимо О другие точки 
решетки Л) координатный параллелепипед.
2° Гипотеза Минковского. Гипотеза Минковского в наших обозначениях 
выглядит следующим образом:
Для любой я-мерной решетки Л имеет место неравенство
Л (Л )ё det Л 2" '
Гипотеза подтверждена только для ий5 [3, 4, 5, а также 9]. Для произ­
вольного п имеется классическая оценка Чеботарева [8]:
Л(Л)== det Л2"/2 '
При больших п оценка Чеботарева последовательно улучшалась во многих 
работах и наиболее существенно в недавних работах Скубенко Б. Ф. и его 
учеников.
Обратим внимание на результат Коула [6]: для любого х найдется такой 
х '= х  (mod Л), что
det Л 
2 ‘х[ >  0, i = l ,  п — 1, и Л(х')
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Этот результат, наряду с более ранним результатом Чока [7], послужил осно­
ванием для следующего обобщения гипотезы Минковского.
Для любого xÇR" и ОёА^л найдется такой х' = х (mod Л), для которого
х[ >  0, i = l , . . . , n  — k и П(х') g  -
При к = п  гипотеза Коула совпадает с гипотезой Минковского. При А^З 
гипотеза остается открытой. Представляется правдоподобным усиление в тер­
минах х-характеристики в её оценочной части:
Я (х')й ^ - d e t A .
3° Обобщение теоремы Чеботарева. В том же направлении, в котором 
гипотеза Коула обобщает гипотезу Минковского, С. С. Рышков предложил 
автору обобщить оценку Чеботарева. Следующая теорема в основном является 
реализацией этого предложения.
Теорема 1. Для любого x0ÇR", O ^ k S n  и е> 0  найдется х = х 0 (mod Л), 
для которого xf>0, i = l ,  . . . , n —k и
yd1 ( Л1)
Я(х) <  ■ 2>/2 det Л  + е .
Доказательство. Для простоты записи будем полагать àetA = l, что 
не влияет на общность задачи. Заметим, что результат теоремы при k —n 
можно сформулировать в следующем виде
Я (Л) ^ i g é d e t  Л,
и он является непосредственным усилением теоремы Чеботарева в терминах 
х-характеристики (х(Л)ё1 по теореме Минковского о выпуклом теле).
Пусть А: — целое, неотрицательное число, О^А^л, х0(ЛС, е>0. Покажем, 
что найдется такая точка х = х 0 (mod Л), что
( 1)  х ± >  0, . . . ,  xn_fc >  0,
кк(Л)
(2) П ( х ) ^ Ц / + е .
Поскольку среди точек Л +х0 всегда найдется точка, удовлетворяющая нера­
венствам (1), то мы можем предполагать, что уже сама точка х„ удовлет­
воряет (1).
Обозначим через t  такое положительное число, что
(х‘2 ~к,2+е)1к =  1.
Отсюда
(3) 0 <  х /<  ^2.
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Пусть для х„ неравенство (2) не выполняется




|х;| <  xxoi, i = 1, п — к,
\xj\ <  xt\x0J\, j  = n - k + l ,  ..., n,
V =  2nxntkn (x 0) >  2 " x " .
По определению x всегда найдется точка а£Л, а^О, координаты кото­
рой удовлетворяют неравенствам:
(5а) |а,| <  xxoi, i =  1, . . . , п - к ,
(56) \aj\ <  xt\xoj\, j  — n — k + l ,  ..., n.
Будем предполагать, что при некотором /£{1, ...,«} выполняется либо нера­
венство
(6а) -jXXgj ^  \ау\ <  xx0J,
если l ^ J S n —k, либо неравенство
(66) y  xt\x0J\ S  \aj\ <  xt\x0J\,
если n —k + l S J ^ n .
Действительно, если для выбранной точки а это не так, то есть, если ни 
одна координата не удовлетворяет ни (6а), ни (66), то найдется натуральное 
га > 1, такое, что с одной стороны, точка 2ша принадлежит параллелепипеду 
(4), с другой, — одна из его координат удовлетворяет соответственно либо 
(6а), либо (66). И в качестве точки а можно взять точку 2та.
Таким образом, предположение о выполнении для а одного из двух нера­
венств (6а) или (66) не ограничивает общность рассуждений.
Обозначим х±=х0±а.
В силу (5а) и неравенства
(7)  X-2 =  xoi±ai  > 0, i =  1, . . . ,  п —к,
то есть первые п—к координат каждой из точек х+ и х~ 
неравенствам (1).
Далее
П X? I J x f  
1 = 1  1=1
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При любом /Ç { 1 , п—к}
Х<н
S  X S  1,
откуда
(9)
и в случае (6а)
( 10)
af0 <  1 - х 2 1 — Æ 1,
*м
“-‘-“•“ -ЗЬЧт)-








- 1  < 1-(х/)2 S i — 4- S 1,аj
'■Oj
- 1  < ! - ( « ) • «
Из неравенств (9)—(13), а также из (7) следует
Я (х+)Я (х-)=  Пi = 1
1- /7 xg, s s2 я/=1 i=l
где
s2 =  max { l - x 2, |1- ( х 02|, l - ( ^ )  }.
Для данной решетки Л значение х фиксировано,
0 -с (х/)2 < 2, 0 < x S  1, 
s2 зависит только от х и /. Поэтому
s2 <  1 — ő(x, í)
где 5 (х, Г) — некоторая положительная константа.
Обозначим через хх ту из двух точек х+ и х~, для которой
Я(хх) =  min (Я(х+), Я(х~)}.
Ясно, что Xj=x0 (mod Л) и
Я(хД <  IJIЯ (х„).
Если Я(х1)> г_", то точно таким же образом можно получить точку
х2 — х0 (mod Л),
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для которой Хц>0, .... x2,„_fc> 0  и
Я(х2) < \s\n(xO.
Ясно, что для данных х0 и t через конечное число шагов получим точку 
х = х 0 (mod Л) для которой
* i > 0 ,  О, Я ( х ) ^ г ‘ =  ^  +  в.
Теорема доказана.
4° Случай х(Л)=1
Теорема 2. Пусть х(Л)=1, тогда
Я ( Л ) й
det Л 
2" '
Доказательство. Без ограничения общности будем предполагать, что 
det Л —1.
Если значение х(Л) =  1 достигается на некотором пустом координатном 
параллелепипеде Р, то параллелепипед — P={xÇR": 2xÇP} содержит фун­
даментальную область и для любой точки x£-i- Р выполняется
n ( x ) s
1
2” '
Менее тривиален случай, когда значение х(Л) = 1 не достигается ни на 
одном пустом координатном параллелепипеде. Тогда существует последова­
тельность таких параллелепипедов {Р;}, что lim »(Р,) = 2".
Пусть £>0. Покажем для произвольного x£R" найдется х '= х  (mod Л)
такой, что Л(х') =
Выберем число у так, чтобы 0<у<1, <5(у)<у и у+<5(у) <  1 +  г, где <5(у) =
= W - y n-
Из х(Л) = 1 следует, что найдется пустой координатный параллелепипед 
Р '  такой, что v{P)—yn и его замыкание Р' не содержит эквивалентных отно­
сительно Л точек.
Пусть Q=--—- Р'. Так как <  1, то О также не содержит экеивд- 
У У
лентных точек.
Рассмотрим С/х—Р' U (ß+x), где Q+x  означает трансляцию параллеле­
пипеда Q на вектор х.
Если Р 'П (б+ х)^ 0 , то
ч + П +eV
ОБ ОДНОЙ ХАРАКТЕРИСТИКЕ РЕШЕТОК ИЗ
Если же Р'П (0+ х)= 0 , то v(Ux) = L Тогда Ux содержит пару эквива­
лентных точек у=у' (mod Л), причем у'£Р' и y'èQ + x. Отсюда P' f](Q+x')^0,  
где х '= х+ у  —у'. Поэтому
где х' = х (mod Л).
Теорема 2 доказана.
Из теорем 1 и 2 вытекает, что гипотеза Минковского справедлива для
решеток с х(Л)Ш—L- и
У 2
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СТРОЕНИЕ КОНЕЧНЫХ ГРАНЕЙ ПОЛИЭДРА цп(т) ПРИ п ё 4
С . С . Р Ы Ш К О В  и  М . X . У М А Р О В
Посвящается Ласло Фейеш Тоту по случаю его 70-летия
1. В геометрии положительных квадратичных форм (ПКФ) существенную 
роль играют два взаимных полиэдра: полиэдр Вороного П(п) и полиэдр ц„(т) 
(см. [1, 2, 3, 4]). В то время как полиэдр П(п) изучен очень подробно до п= 5, 
полиэдр цп(т) только начинает изучаться. Напомним, что полиэдр д„(/и) это 
такая поверхность в пространстве коэффициентов квадратичных форм от п 
переменных, точки которой отвечают ПКФ с арифметическим минимумом 
равным т. Напомним также, что вершины полиэдра цп(т) эти совершенные 
формы, т. е. только среди вершин полиэдра ц„(т) при любом п содержатся 
ПКФ, определяющие решетки, которые дают локально плотнейшие упаковки 
п мерных шаров.
Цель этой статьи — дать рисунки всех конечных граней полиэдра ц„(т) 
при и ^ З  и всех не более чем четырехмерных граней полиэдра д4(т).
Отметим, что результаты для п= 2 и и —3 были известны первому 
автору ещё во времени написания работы [3]. А вопросы создания рисунков 
при п= 4 обсуждались 3. Д. Ломакиной и Майклом Коном (Австралия) во 
время пребывания последнего на стажировке в Москве. Сейчас исследование 
было проведено на совершенно новой основе обоими авторами настоящей 
статьи совместно.
2. Мы рассматриваем квадратичную форму вида f= f(x )= f(x1, х 2, ..., х„) =
=  2, aijXiXj, где Таким образом, пространство EN коэффициентов
i-cj
квадратичной формы имеет размерность N=n(n + l)/2. В пространстве EN 
действует «группа эквивалентности», т. е. группа аффинных преобразований 
EN, порождённых целочисленными унимодулярными подстановками перемен­
ных *1, х2, ..., х„.
ПКФ заполняет в пространстве EN выпуклый открытый конус К, задан­
ный неравенствами Сильвестра. Все полиэдры д„(/я) принадлежат конусу К и 
гомотетичны друг другу с центром гомотетии в начале координат (в вер­
шине конуса К). Поэтому в дальнейших рассуждениях ограничимся полиэд­
ром д„(1).
Из результатов работы [5] следует, что каждая конечная грань полиэдра 
ц„(т) есть грань некоторой максимальной конечной его грани. Таких макси­
мальных конечных граней у полиэдра д„(1) при каждом n ê 2 с точностью
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. P r im a ry  11H 55.
Key words and phrases. Positive  d efin ite  q u a d ra t ic  fo rm s , V o ro n o i p o ly h e d ro n , f in ite  faces 
o f  th e  p o ly h e d ro n  ftn(m).
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до эквивалентности лишь конечное число, все они имеют размерность N —п. 
При n s 4  такой класс эквивалентности лишь один. Одна из максимальных 
конечных граней этого класса эквивалентности задается равенствами аи = 
=а22=а33=аи =1 и неравенствами f(m 1, т2, ..., т^)ш1, где числа mt берутся 
из табл. 4 [3]; (здесь нужная её часть приведена в виде табл. 1) для каждого п 
берутся строки, длиной не превосходящие и, в более коротких строках недос­
тающие значения mt полагаются равными нулю.
Таблица 1
± т ,  1 ± m t II ± т , III ± m i IV
1 1
1 1 1
1 1 1 1
3. Случаи п = 2 и п = 3. При п—2 пространство EN трехмерно, а поверх­
ность д2(1) двумерна.
Проекция полиэдра д20 )  из вершины конуса К на плоскость перпенди­
кулярную оси конуса К изображена на рис. 1 (жирные линии). На том же 
рисунке тонкими штриховыми линиями изображена аналогичная проекция 
полиэдра Вороного П (2), которому полиэдр д2(1) дуален (см. [6], стр. 188).
Рис. 1
Максимальные конечные грани здесь одномерны. Одной из них является 
ребро AB: iP+v^ — uv, u2 + v2 + uv.
Максимальная конечная грань полиэдра д3(1), которую мы обозначим 
через Ф3, ограничена на плоскости а11= а22= а 33=  1, как это следует из вышеска­
занного, неравенствами:
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Рис. 2
/О , 1,0) ё  1, Д  1, о, 1) ё  1, до, 1, 1) ё  1,
/ 0 ,  - 1 , 0 )  s  1, д  1 , о ,  - 1 )  ё  1, д о , 1, - 1) ё 1,
/(U U )  s i ,  Л - Ü .  i ) ë i ,  Л 1 , - 1 ,  i ) s i ,  Л 1 , 1 . - 1 )  s i .
Десятигранник Ф3 в координатной системе а12, а13, а.п — это куб (задан­
ный первыми шестью неравенствами) с отрезанными через одну вершинами 
(последние четыре неравенства).
Многогранник изображен на рис. 2. Тот же рисунок можно было полу­
чить другим способом, а именно, выписав из работы [7] все ПКФ соответству­
ющие вершинам многогранника Ф3 и построив их на чертеже.
4. Случай п —4. Здесь размерность максимальной конечной грани, кото­
рую мы обозначим через Ф6, равна 6. Из дуальности полиэдра Л (4) и д4(1)
(f=xj«xf»x|.x*«x]x4*x2x4.x 3x4
Рис. 3
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следует, что она имеет 17 попарно неэквивалентных граней. Таких граней 
в размерности 0, 1,2, 3, 4, 5 соответственно 2, 2, 2, 4, 4, 3 и мы их обозначаем 
соответственно через
(1) ф;, ф%, ф\, ф\, ф\, ф| ,  ф\, ф| ,  Фз, ф», ф4, ф4, ф4, ф45, ф\, ф\, ф\, ф®
(включив в список восемнадцатую грань саму Ф6). Здесь верхний индекс — раз­
мерность, а нижний индекс выбран так, чтобы Фгк была дуальна грани Fk~r 
полиэдра Л (4) (см. [5]).
ф  = X,2.  X2.  х2. х 2. х, х4 . х , х3 . хЛ
Í . X ^ j . X j Xj
( f .X jX j .X ^ j .X jX ; ,
í . x , x 2.x 3x4
ф32
Ф\: / ( 1 ,  о , - 1 ,  0 )  =  1 ;  / ( 1 ,  0 , 0 , — 1) =  1 ;  / ( 0 ,  1, 0 , - 1 )  =  1 ;
Рис. 4
Ф§:/(1, 1, 1, 1) =  1 ; /(1 ,1 , 0, 1) =  1 ; /(1 ,1 , 1, 0) =  1 ;
Рис. 5
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Так же из дуальности указанных полиэдров следует, что во всех гранях 
многогранника Фв (кроме вершин эквивалентных ПКФ срх) схемы схождения 
граней более высоких размерностей такие же как у шестимерного симплекса.
Пользуясь теми же методами, что при изображении грани Ф3, мы даем 
здесь чертежи всех трехмерных грани полиэдра д4(1) и эскизы центральных 
проекций четырехмерных граней. Рисунки для пятимерных и шестимерных 
граней трудно обозримы, и, следовательно, мало информативно, поэтому мы 
их не приводим.
ф .Х ,Х 4.Х 3Х4
ip ,X 1X1.X jX 1.X3X4
♦•*Л,ХА
Ф3:/(1 , - 1 ,  О, 0 ) =  1; / ( 1 , 0 , - 1 ,  0) =  1; / ( 0 , 1 , - 1 ,  0) =  1;
Рис. 6
Рис. 7 Рис. 8
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?
Ф\-К 1, 1, 1, 1) = 1;




Ф Ь П 1, 1, о, 0) =  1;
/(О, 0, 1, 1) =  1 ;
Рис. 10
На рисунках изображены трехмерные и четырехмерные грани, которые 
определяются несущими плоскостями, заданными системами уравнений ап = 
~ а 22 = а33=аи =1 и, соответственно.
Подчеркнем, что грани Ф\ и Ф° это вершины, т. е. совершенные формы 
соответственно эквивалентные ПКФ
<р0 = Xi+xl+Xs +  xl +  XiXa+XiXs + x ^  +  XaXs +  x^+XaX-i, <Pi =  (р0~х1х2-
На рис. 3—6 ПКФ, отвечающие вершинам именно при указанных уравне­
ниях выписаны полностью. На рис. 7—-10 указан только тип вершины: 1 или 2, 
соответственно.
Кроме рисунков мы даем таблицу 2, показывающую для каждой грани 
(1) сколько граней какого вида в ней содержится. В таблице 2 занумерованы 
числами от 1 до 18, что соответствует номерам граней в приведенной после­
довательности (1). Столбцы занумерованы числами 3—18, которые имеют тот 
же смысл. На пересечении г-ой строки и /-го столбца указано сколько граней 
эквивалентны г-ой грани содержится в /-ой грани.
Авторы рады посвятить эту работу академику Ласло Фейеш Тоту к его 
семидесяти л етию.
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Таблица 2
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
1 1 0 1 2 4 4 2 8 16 4 6 18 60 12 24 200
2 1 2 2 2 4 4 3 6 12 5 6 12 36 10 18 104
3 2 4 12 12 6 24 64 16 24 72 300 60 120 1200
4 1 0 0 2 2 0 8 4 6 12 48 15 24 216
5 0 4 4 0 24 12 18 36 192 60 96 1080
6 6 4 1 12 36 6 9 36 204 30 72 960
7 2 1 0 0 12 0 6 80
8 8 0 3 18 84 15 24 504
9 4 6 6 0 60 30 48 576
10 2 0 0 0 12 0 3 64
11 12 0 3 96
12 0 0 6 48
13 12 10 8 176
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ISOPERIMETRIC DIVISION INTO A FINITE NUMBER 
OF CELLS IN THE PLANE
MICHAEL N. BLEICHER
To Professor L. Fejes Tóth on his 70th birthday
I. History and overview
In its simplest form the Isoperimetric Theorem can be stated as follows: Among 
all plane closed curves of unit length the circle bounds the most area.
This fact has been known since antiquity and was applied by Dido, Princess 
of Tyre, when, legend has it, she founded Carthage in 814 B. C. She was told, accord­
ing to the legend, that she could have as much land as she could surround with an 
ox-hide, whereupon she cut it into thin strips and laid it out in a large circular path. 
We do not know how she used the coastline as part of the boundary.
The earliest known mathematical work on the subject is attributed to Zenodorus 
(c. 150 B. C.) who published a book on isoperimetric problems. We know only 
fourteen of his theorems as reported by Theon and Pappus [9, 13, 23, 29, 36], There 
were some difficulties in these early proofs [9, 31] especially regarding the existence 
of a solution.
Already in Zenodorus’ work the simple theorem above had been generalized 
to results where the choice of optimizing curves had been reduced to special cat­
egories, e.g. triangles, polygons of n or fewer sides, etc. For theorems of this type 
see [6, 19, 22, 30, 31, 37, 38]. As time went by other generalizations of this theorem 
were considered.
These generalizations were still of the type which tried to bound one region, 
but constraints were put on the boundary, for example a part could come from a 
given fixed curve, the flexible part was made of straight line segments of preassigned 
length, etc., or the boundary was required to pass through certain points.
Other types of generalization try to give some measure of how much more 
efficient the circle is in terms of other geometric parameters, e.g. the ratio or dif­
ference of the inradius and circumradius of the figure. Of course, all these varia­
tions have been generalized to higher dimensions, non-Euclidean Geometry, and 
generally to surfaces [1, 3, 4, 5, 8, 11, 12, 14, 21, 24, 25, 26, 27, 32—36].
L. Fejes Tóth has considered the problem of packing a number of convex cells 
of fixed perimeter into a fixed region in such a way as to maximize the total area 
covered by the aggregate of cells, or, dually, a number of cells of fixed area are 
placed in a given region in such a way as to minimize the total perimeter [16, § 26].
Very little seems to be known about the shape of the cells if one wishes to con-
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification- Primary 52A45, 52A40.
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struct in the plane a finite number of cells, each cell with its own preassigned area, 
with the minimal total boundary length.
This is true even though this knowledge might have interesting consequences in 
such diverse fields as physics, geology and biology [10, 15, 39, 40, 43 esp. §2.3.2].
In fact an analogous problem of dividing part of space into cells of equal volume 
in the most efficient way was considered from the earliest times. See, for example, 
the introduction to the subject by Pappus on the habits of bees in constructing 
beehives. However, Coolidge makes a case for spiders being better geometers than 
bees [13]. Coolidge’s position was perhaps strengthened by Fejes Toth’s work [20, 
cf. 7] showing a more efficient construction of a hive, more complicated than a 
beehive. However, there is considerable doubt if optimization is the motivation of 
the bees [2, Chap. 8],
It can be shown that no division into cells of equal area can be as efficient as 
the cells in a hexagonal tiling of the entire plane, but approaches the efficiency of 
a hexagonal tiling asymptotically as the number of cells gets large [17, 18], The 
proof, however, says very little about the actual shape of the cells.
It is known from an unpublished result of A. Heppes that if one has a froth 
in three dimensions, i.e. a collection of cells in three dimensions where there are 
cells surrounded by several layers of other cells, then the configuration which mini­
mizes the total surface area must contain a non-convex cell.
The only work known to the author which investigates the shape of the cells 
obtained when one wishes to divide a given region into a given number of equal 
area cells using the least total arc-length is the monograph by Tomonaga [41]. Upon 
reading this monograph, it seemed that several of these results could be improved 
by using some “well-known” theorems on isoperimetry. To the author’s great 
surprise he was unable to find a reference to these results. After several years of 
querying colleagues and searching the literature, turned up, at best, vague references 
to these results, it becomes clear that even if these results are to be found in the 
literature, a more comprehensive statement and proof in a more accessible place 
are desirable.
Section II of this paper states some known preliminary results which will 
be used.
Section III contains the proof of the main result, namely
Theorem. I f  a network A o f arcs of total arc length L is situated such that the 
complement o f A has n finite components n S l  of given area ratio al :a2: ...:an in 
such a way that the total area is maximized, then:
(1) The arcs are all segments of circles or lines.
(2) Three arcs meet at each node.
(3) The angles at each node are 2n/3.
(4) The number o f nodes is 2(n— 1) and the number of arcs is 3(n — 1).
(5) The sum of the oriented curvature o f the three arcs meeting at each node 
is zero.
(6) The network is connected.
By definition, the oriented curvature is 0 for a line segment, for a circleK
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of radius R such that the inside of the circle lies to the right-hand side leaving the
node and is —J -  if the inside is to the left.K
Section IV contains examples, applications and conjectures, and Section V, the 
bibliography.
II. Known results
The first theorem we use is a general version of the Blaschke Selection Theorem 
[16, 22, 28], namely: Every infinite collection o f uniformly bounded compact sets 
contains a convergent infinite sequence which converges to a non-empty compact 
subset.
Also, convex sets converge to a convex set, Lebesgue measure is continuous, 
and the perimeter (hypersurface area), of the limit is at most the limit of the perimeter 
(hypersurface area) with equality if none of the perimeter coalesces in the limit. 
With these theorems it follows by routine arguments that there are solutions to the 
specific problems considered in this paper. Next, we shall need the classical iso- 
perimetric theorem, stated in section 1.
We shall also use the theorem which G. Pólya calls the stick and string [31, 
p. 183]:
O f all curves of length L joining the end points o f a segment, the unique curve 
which bounds, with the segment, the most area is a circular arc.
III. Proof of the main result
If «=1 the network is a circle by the classical isoperimetric theorem, which 
clearly satisfies the conditions of the theorem.
We note that any pair of the n bounded regions can have at most n— 1 distinct 
components to their intersection, since there are exactly n bounded regions in the 
complement of the network.
/"“N
P roof of (1). Let AB be an arc which is a connected component of the bound­
ary between two regions, RL and R2 and which has no points on the boundary of
other regions. If the arc AB is not circular then there is a point P, strictly between
A and B where no subarc of AB containing P is a circular arc. Since P is on the 
boundary of no regions other than Rl and R2, there is a circular neighborhood N 
centered at P contained completely in Rx U R ,. Let N' be a circular neighborhood
of P with one third the radius of N. Let Ä  be on AP IjN ' and B' be on PBC\N' 
with Ä  jí P and B '^ P ,  and suchthat A 'P Q N ' and P B '^N '. The line seg­
ment A'B ' is within N'Q  ÄjU R.,. The subarc A 'B ' of AB is not circular. Let a
be the signed area bounded by the arc A'B' and the segment A'B' with the area 
in Rl positive and the area in R2 negative. Without loss of generality a s  0. And
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shortest arc which bounds, together with A'B', an area a on the side of RL. By the
upper bound on a this arc is inside N  hence inside U R2. Thus this change effects 
only the area of Rl and Rz. Thus all the regions have the same area as before, but 
the replacement arc is shorter (by the stick and string theorem). Thus the total 
length of the system is less than L, and a dilation of ratio 2>1 is possible enlarging 
the configuration to bring the length back to L. This dilation increases the areas 
of all the regions by the factor A2 so that all ratios are unchanged, which violates 
the maximality of the area. Thus, in a maximal system the arcs are circular. This 
proves (1).
We next prove (3), which immediately implies (2).
P roof of (3). Since a node always has at least three arcs, it suffices to show 
that the angle between two arcs cannot be less than 2n/3. Suppose at a node A 
two circular arcs AB and AC  meet at an angle of less than 2n!3.
The proof is in four steps.
Step (i). If the circular arcs are line segments, then by moving the node slightly 
we can obtain a saving of length in the arcs used. Given any sufficiently small £>0 
we can do this so that the length saved is e. In this process we change the areas of 
the regions involved by an amount of order e2.
Step (ii). The errors introduced by using line segment instead of circular arc 
will not change the facts of Step (i), although the implied constant may change in 
the area changes of order e2.
g
Step(iii). Using length less than — the area changes can be corrected to 
preserve the given area ratios.
Step (iv). A dilation of ratio greater than 1 can be applied to bring the total 
length back to L. This dilation increases the total area while preserving the ratios; 
since if the dilation is of ratio A>1 and the original areas are Ah /=  1, 2, ..., n, 
then the new areas are 22A t, which have the same ratio.
Proof of Step (i). Consider the point N  with three or more rays emanating 
from it, two of which form an angle a<2n/3. Pick points A and B on the sides 
of the angle with NA = NB  (see Figure 1).
Choose P on the bisector of <$ANB so that <APB = 2n/3. Let E, F be 
the intersections of the lines through P perpendicular to AP and BP, respectively 
with NA and NB, respectively. We must show that
(* ) IN A I + 1 NB I >  |TP| + |5 P | +  |A P|.
Since AE is the hypotenuse of A APE,
(1 ) \A E I >  \ A P \ .
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Similarly
(2) |ÄFj >  |ÄP|.
Now <ENP^n/3  and <EPN=n/6, so <lPEN=ß>n/2. Also sm n/6 sin ß
thus |£7V| = |7W| S‘^ 6 - 1 ^ 1 .  Since \EN\ = \W \,
(3) I^WI + l/W l^lTÄ7!.
Combining (1), (2), and (3), we obtain
\AE\ + \BF\ + \EN\ + \F N \> \AP \ + \BP\ + \PN\
which yields (*).
Thus there is a net saving in length which is directly proportional to the length, 
\NP\. If we choose the proper value for |A.P|, the length saving will be e and the 
area change will be of order e2, since the area is proportional to \NP\2.
Proof of Step (ii). Suppose we have arcs of circles of radius Rt and R, emanating 
from the node as sides of the angle a considered in Step (i). On each side of the 
angle there are two possibilities: The arc can go inside or outside the angle formed 
by the tangent rays, figures 2 and 3, respectively.
We take the case where the arc is inside the angle first. Choose A and B on 
the tangent line to the circles emanating from N, as before. Let C be the center of 
the circle from which the arc tangent to AN  is taken. Let D be the point of the circle 
on the radius which when extended, passes through A. Let 0 be the central angle of
the circular arc DN, <^DCN. Thus, for small values of 0, y  MA|.
Let x be a positive constant and s>0. Choose 0 to satisfy xe
T
< 0 < X £ .
tan 9 \AN I
|£W|
Since
0 1 as 0-»O we know that 1 as e—0. Thus if we change from
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step (i) to this configuration we replace PA with PD and AN  with DN. Since 
i?(sec 9 — l) = AD is of order 92 the change in replacing PA by the shorter PD is 
of order e2. Also jR(tan 9 — 9)=\AN\ — \ND\ is of order 02, hence e2. Thus the total 
length saved is still of order e. The change of areas is still of order e2.
In a similar way, we see in figure 3 that \AD\ is of order e2 and thus replacing 
the straight segment by a circular arc will still allow a saving of e in length while 
changing the areas by an amount of order e2.
Proof of Step (iii). We now correct any area changes while using at most half 
of the length saved. Suppose the area changes are less than Ks2. Let Lx and La be 
the lengths of the arcs beginning at N  and bounding the sides of the angle under
consideration. See Figure 4. Let M i be the midpoint of NNi where Ny is the node
at the other end of the arc. Choose a point Q1 on the perpendicular bisector of NNX 
outside the given angle and such that the area of a N1M1Q1 is equal to the area
of A NPD, namely K xe2, K xa K  where NxQx is a circular arc of radius Rx. Thus
\M1Q1\ is of order a2. Consequently, \NXQX\ — \N1M1\ is of order e2. Hence replacing
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Mx Nv by M1Q1 + Q1N1 changes the length by an amount of order e2, while cor­
recting the area changes of the regions bounded by the NNX. A similar correction 
can be made on the arc NN2. Thus for small e > 0, the length used to correct the
g
area changes will be less than — while the area ratios of the regions will be left 
unchanged. Hence some length has been saved.
Proof of Step (iv). Obvious.
Proof of (2 ) .  Since the angles are at least 2 r / 3  there can be at most 3  arcs. 
But if there are only two arcs the point must be on a circular arc separating two 
regions and hence is not a node.
Proof of (4). This follows from Euler’s Formula
V —E + F = 2
in conjunction with F=n+1 and 3V=2E. The last equation comes from the 
fact that the network is trivalent.
P r o o f  of (5 ) .  The first step is to derive formulae for the changes in area and 
arc length when a circular arc on a given chord is replaced by a circular arc of slightly 
larger or slightly smaller radius on the same chord. We use three parameters in 
this process, namely: the radius of the original arc, R, half the central angle of 
the original arc, 9, and the angle cp which is the difference between 9 and the cor­
responding angle for the changed radius, see figure 5 .  Let AB be an arc o f  a circle
9
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with center O and radius R with central angle 20. Let M  be the midpoint of ÁB 
and let AC and BD be parallel to OM with C and D on the arc of radius R'. (In 
this figure we have shown R'>R.) Applying the law of sines to a  BOD we obtain
R' = R . —- .  Let SL denote the change in length from the arc of radius Rsin (9 — (p)
to the arc of radius R' on a chord of length \AB\ — \CD\. Thus
ŐL = 2 R T (9 — <p)sin 9 I sin (9 — cp)
where <p is negative for R' R. Expanding sin 9sin (0 — (p) in powers of (p, we obtain,
( 1) SL = 2R (p(9cot9-l) + 0  (<p2).
We note that 0 cot 0<  1, for 0<0<-^-.
We next calculate 5A. The area of a circular segment with central angle 2a 
and radius r is given by
( s i n  2a'l
(* )  a =  r2[a -----— J.
Thus
u  = ( jy y  (o ■- 9 -  ) -  g  (e .
This can be rewritten
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[ sin 0 "Fsin (0 (p) j anc* sin 2(0 — <p) as a power series in <p we will only
need to be careful with first order terms since (p will ultimately be chosen very small 





sin (9—<p). l+2<p cot 9+ 0 (cp2)
sin 2 (9 — cp) = sin 29 — 2cp cos 20 + O {(p2).
Substituting in the above formula we obtain
SA — — cpR2 [ 1 — cos 20 — (20 — sin 20) cot 0] + O (cp2), 
but the expression in brackets can be simplified to obtain
(2) 8 A =  -  2 cpR2 [ 1 -  0  cot 0] + O (cp2).
Let N be a node at which the total oriented curvature is not zero. Let the cur­
vature of the three circular arcs be xx, x2, x3 where we may suppose xx + x2+ x3>0. 
We may further suppose Xj>0. We wish to replace a segment of each circular arc 
leaving N  by a segment of a different arc having the same chord. We may freely 
choose 0 and (pt for i= l, 2, 3.
There are really six cases to consider since we have assumed >0. These are
(i) *2 = X3=  0
(ii) x 3 =  0 V o
(iii) x 3 =  0 to A o
(iv) x2 >  0 %3 >  0
(V) x2 >  0 x3 <  0
(Vi)
oV(N* x3 <  0.
In this paper cases (iii) and (v) will be written in detail. These illustrate all 
the techniques needed in the other cases. Also Case (iv) is impossible by Theorem 8 
of Tomonaga [39], who observed that in this case replacing part of each arc by a 
line segment is more efficient. The same observation holds for Case (ii).
Case (iii). See Figure 6. Choose Pt on the arc with curvature x,. Further choose
Pi, i =  l, 2, such that the arc PtN  has central angle 20, where 0 is chosen small 
enough that:
1) The circle centered at N containing Px and P2 meets no arcs of the network 
except the three emanating from N,
2) — A =  0 cot0 —1 <  0, and
3) A <  lO^IATslOq + Kij + Xa).
9*
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Let <Pi = sgn (%;)%? z =  l ,2 ,  where we shall determine the positive value of e 
later. Let Ai denote the area of the regions Rt indicated in Figure 6. Replace the
arc NPi i =  l,2 , by the arc obtained through the process indicated in Figure 5 
for the given choices of 0 and (pt . Thus, using (1) and (2), we obtain
dL± = 2ex1(9 cot 9 — 1)
őL 2 = 2ex2(9 cot 0 — 1)
(3)
5AX = +  2 e [0 cot 0 -1 ]  +  O (e2)
SA2 = —2e [0 cot 0 — l] +  0(e2),
where 5Lt is the change in length of the arc PtN and 5At is the change of area from 
the new arc from Pt to N. Hence on the boundary NP1 an area of \SA1\ is taken
from Rj and added to R2 and on the boundary NP2 an area of \SA2\ is added to R3 
and taken from R2. It follows that the change in area A2 is of order e2. We may 
now rechoose P1 so that 0 is changed to 0X on the arc P1N  in such a way that |<5/4j| = 
=  \5Aa\ and 01 =  (l+ae)0 where a is 0(1). Clearly 6LX is now 2eK 1(6  cot 0—1) +  
+  0 (e2) so that 0L1 + áL2 =  2e(x1 + x2)(0 cot 0— l) + 0(e2), where x1 + x2 = x1 + x2 + 
+  x3>0. Thus we have left the area of R2 unchanged but the area of is too large 
by an amount of order e while R3 is too small by an equal amount, while causing 
a net saving in length of SLr + SL2, which is of order e. We can now correct the 
area perturbations by replacing the line segment NP3 by two line segments in the 
following way. Choose a point Q on the perpendicular bisector of P3N  on the side 
which initially goes through R1 at that distance for which the area of the triangle 
A P3NQ  has the desired area which is 0(e) (see Figure 7). The sum |ßyV| + |g /Ja| 
is equal to |7/i’3| + 0(s2), since
______fi2„2
l <  yi2 + ß2e2 <  Z + -^ry—.
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Thus the additional length required is of order e2 while the length saved by replacing 
the circular arcs is of order e. Hence if e is small enough there is a net saving of 
length, which shows the initial configuration was not optimal.
Case (v). See Figure 8.
We choose Plt P2, and P3 as in Case (iii). Again let <pj = sgn (x^exf. Thus, as 
before, we obtain
5Lt = 2eKi(0 cot 0 — 1) i =  1,2, 3
(4) őAi = +2e[0 cot 0— l] + 0(e2) i= 1,2
5A3 — — 2e[0 cot0 —l] + 0(e2).
Fig. 8
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By replacing 9 by 0; i=  1, 2, 3 in the expressions for 5Lh SA; in (4) we can 
get all the area changes to be equal while 9i= (l + ais)9, where = 0(1). For e 
positive and small enough the total length used is reduced by this process since,
6L =  5L1 + őL2 + öL3 =  2e(y.1 + x2 + xa)(0 cot 0— 1) + 0(g2) 
and (x1 +  x2+ x 3)(0cot 0 —1)<0. Thus the original configuration was not the best.
P ro o f  of (6). If the network is not connected, slide two of its components 
until they touch. This point of contact can be considered as a node with more than 
three edges meeting. Hence the configuration, which has the same areas and total 
length as the original, is not best possible by Part 2.
This completes the proof of the theorem.
IV. Examples and conjectures
The isoperimetric configuration for constructing n cells of equal area in the
plane is given in Figure 9 for n= 1, 2, 3. The isoperimetric ratio for the configura­
t e s
tion, I(n)=-—- — , where L is the total length of all arcs and a is the area of each 
cell is also given.
7(1) =  47t 1(2) = /(3) =  2 (n + - ~ )
= 12.566 =  10.109 = 8.59
« = 1  n = 2 n = 3
We also know by standard limiting argument that lim 7(«) = 2( 3 = 3.464, since
n-+oo
the hexagonal tiling is the most efficient and the average length per cell is half the 
perimeter of the hexagon.
If we let 1H(ri) denote the square of the average perimeter per cell, i.e. the square 
of the total length L  divided by n, for a tiling by hexagonal tiles of area 1, then of 
course IH(n) >I(ri) but lim 777(h) = lim I  (rí).
n-*-oo n-*-°o
In his papers [14, 15], L. Fejes Tóth considered isoperimetric divisions in the 
plane by straight line segments. It follows from these works that the arrangement of 
hexagons is the most efficient for the shape they cover.
The conjecture that both these functions are monotone is still open. The follow­
ing table gives the first few values of the functions.
The ratio in the last column of Table 1 is not monotone. It would be interesting 
to know if the lack of monotonicity is a one-time initial occurrence or if it hap­
pens again.
Finally it should be noted that the methods of the above proof also yield the 
results for joining n points by the shortest network [39]. The proof in this case is 
simpler since one does not need to worry about balancing area, consequently all arcs 
are line segments and everything has zero curvature.
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КОМБИНАТОРНАЯ ГЕОМЕТРИЯ И ДИСКРЕТНАЯ ГЕОМЕТРИЯ — 
ИХ МЕСТО В НАУКЕ И В СОВРЕМЕННОМ МИРЕ
И. м .  я г л о м
Д о р о го м у  коллеге Л асло Ф ейешу Т от у к  его  70-летию
Мне уже приходилось писать о месте, занимаемом сегодня комбинатор­
ной и дискретной геометрией [1]; однако, возможно, уместно снова коснуться 
этого круга вопросов.
1° Европейская математика (и даже шире — все европейская культура, 
тесно с математикой связанная, ср. [2] или обсуждение параллелей в развитии 
(европейских) математики и искусства в заключительной части книги [3]) знала 
небольшое число переломных моментов, характеризующихся резкой сменой 
научной идеологии, сменой парадигм в терминах книги [4]: возникновение 
классической античной культуры в VI—V вв. до н. э.; гибель античной цивили­
зации в IV—V вв. и замена её принципально отличным от нее средневековым 
обществом; крах средневековой идеологии в эпоху итальянского Возрождения, 
непосредственно смыкающайея с промышленным переворотом (первой вели­
кой научно-технической революцией) XVII—XVIII вв.; научно-техническая ре­
волюция наших дней, характеризующаяся систематическим использованием 
механизмов (компьютеров) для автоматизации умственной деятельности 
человека, подобно тому, как научный переворот прошлого ознаменовался заме­
ной физического труда человека и животных гораздо более производитель­
ным машинным трудом. В истории математики переломным можно также 
считать XIX в., во многом подготовивший почву для современных исканий; 
среди революционных достижений этого столетия надо упомянуть создание 
математической логики и науки об основаниях математики, совершенно по 
новому поставившие вопрос о самом статусе математической науки и вновь 
приблизившие нас к установкам древнегреческих мыслителей, почти полностью 
зачеркнутых наукой XVII—XVIII вв. (ср., например, [5]), а также создание 
общих концепций множества (и возниковение теоретико-множественного под­
хода к математике) и группы. При этом каждая «общенаучная революция» 
сказывалась на резком изменении сопутствующего ей математического мыш­
ления и, в частности, на (единственно нас здесь интересующем) изменении 
положения геометрии в системе математических наук.
Математика как определенное научное направление, как дедуктивная 
структура, полностью отличная от (возникших примерно в то же время) 
естественных (физика) и гуманитарных (история, филология) наук, сложилась 
в древней Греции в VI—V вв. до н. э. (ионийская и пифагорейская школы) и
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позже (афинская школа Платона и Аристотеля, ещё позже — александрийцы). 
При этом «эталонным» образцом математической системы являлась для древ­
них греков прежде всего геометрия, занимавшая в их науке (и даже шире — 
в культуре) совершенно особое место: так, именно геометрия послужила базой 
создания первой четко структурированной аксиоматической схемы (Евклид). 
Напротив, крушение античной науки явилось, одновременно, периодом заката 
геометрии: в европейской средневековой математике (Леонардо Фибоначчи, 
«косисты»), как, впрочем, и в принявшей от древних греков эстафету научного 
знания арабской (точнее, арабскоязычной) культуре, геометрия ведущего места 
никак не занимала и основные достижения здесь были связаны отнюдь не 
с ней. Характерен также чисто алгебраический характер первых выдающихся 
достижений европейской математики эпохи Возрождения, коими явилось реше­
ние уравнений 3-й и 4-й степеней (Тарталья, Кардано, Ферарри, Бомбелли, 
XVI в.). Достижения алгебраистов XVI в., крупнейшим из которых был Виета, 
подготовили почву (и создали адекватный математический язык, а также 
необходимую символику) для великой научной революции XVII в., начало 
которой было положено, в определенном смысле, «закрытием» геометрии, све­
дением её к алгебре (Декарт, Ферма) и разработкой языка и символики, близ­
ких к современным (Декарт), а завершением явилось возникновение диффе­
ренциального и интегрального исчисления (Ньютон, Лейбниц). При этом харак­
терно, что относящиеся к той же эпохе выдающиеся достижения в области 
геометрии (Дезарг, Паскаль) не были своевременно оценены и даже просто 
замечены (в силу чего основополагающий трактат Б. Паскаля по проектив­
ной геометрии не был никогда напечатан и впоследствии пропал).
Напротив, XIX в. явился периодом расцвета геометрии, что, разумеется* 
никак не было случайным: столь важная для века XX, как понимаем мы сегодня* 
попытка вновь серьезно продумать методологические и общефилософские пози­
ции древных греков и сушиость их подходе к математике (относящейся, по 
выражению Платона, к «миру умопостигаемому», в отличие от «мира види­
мого», коим занимаются естественные науки) вынудила снова обратиться 
к играющей столь важную роль в античной науке и философии геометрии — и 
первым революционным открытием XIX столетия явилось открытие неевкли­
довой геометрии (Гаусс, Я. Бойаи, Лобачевский), необходимое для более глу­
бокого осмысления сущности аксиоматизированной (или математической) 
структуры. И если знаменитый Н. Бурбаки [6] датирует конец столь, относи­
тельно, близкого к нам хронологически и столь далекого идейно «золотого 
века» геометрии «Эрлангенской программой» Клейна (1872), то мне кажется 
более справедливым обозначить этот конец (и конец XIX столетия) появлением 
«„Начал” Евклида XX столетия» — «Оснований геометрии» Гильберта (1899), 
завершивших начатую греками работу по построению строго дедуктивной 
системы евклидовой геометрии и окончательно прояснивших смысл самого 
понятия «математическая структура», пришедщего к нам из Древней Греции, 
но древнегреческими мыслителями все же до конца не осознанного.
2° Если ведущей математической дисциплиной эпохи древней Греции сле­
дует считать геометрию, а с XVII и вплоть до первой половины XX в. эту роль 
твердо занимал математический анализ, то 2-ю половину XX в. вполне можно 
считать веком алгебры, о чем лучше всего свидетельствуют Éléments de Mathé-
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matique уже названного многоголового француза Н. Бурбаки трактующие всю 
математику как систематический анализ всевозможных «математических струк­
тур», которые наши предки, пожалуй, предпочли бы называть «алгебраи­
ческими структурами». [От древней Греции (или от уважения к древней Греции) 
пришло к нам многовековое употребление во многих языках слова «геометр» 
в смысле «математик»; научной революции XVII и следующих веков обязаны 
мы (в нашей стране ещё вполне жизненным) довольно нелепым термином 
«высшая математика», обозначающим дифференциальное и интегральное 
исчисление с приложениями; сегодня же вполне можно ожидать, что наши 
потомки будут употреблять в смысле «математик» термин «алгебраист».] Эта 
«алгебраизация математики» затронула как математический анализ, свиде­
тельством чего может служить, например, вполне «бурбакистский» по своим 
установкам 9-томный учебник [7] (охватывающий, впрочем, в соответствии 
с традицией французских университетских учебников, не один лишь «матема­
тический анализ» в строгом смысле этого термина, но чуть ли не всю (уни­
верситетскую) математику), так — и это нам здесь особенно интересно — и 
геометрию.
В самом деле, дифференциальная геометрия считавшаяся в 1-й половине 
нашего столетия ведущей ветвью геометрической науки, возникла в начале 
прошлого века как «приложения анализа к геометрии», где ударение, пожа­
луй, делалось все же на последнем слове; вершинным пунктом, достигнутым 
этим новым направлением следует считать общие концепции великого геометра 
(и великого физика) Римана, сформулированные на уровне чисто описатель­
ном, фактически — почти без всяких формул [8]. Однако дальнейшая расшиф­
ровка конструкций Римана вскрыла скрывающееся за ними формализованное 
исчисление [9] — и уже на рубеже прошлого и настоящего веков дифференциаль­
ная геометрия во многом приобрела черты громоздкой алгебраической системы 
с упором на формальные манипуляции с многоиндексными символами пре- 
славутого «жонглирования индексами» (ср., например, [10]); ныне же все это 
направление приобрело чисто «бурбакистский» вид учения о «связностях на 
расслоениях». Но и являвшаяся центром всех геометрических устремле­
ний XIX в. проективная геометрия тоже ныне смогла сохранить свой научный 
авторитет лишь ценой полной трансформации, при которой она рассматри­
вается сегодня скорее как глава линейной алгебры чем как раздел геометрии 
(см., например, основополагающий учебник [11]). С другой стороны даже и 
элементарная геометрия никак не смогла уберечься от «алгебраизирования» — 
для примера здесь достаточно назвать темпераментно написанный и не слу­
чайно не содержащий ни одного чертежа учебник [12], автор которого настой­
чиво проводит мысль о том, что элементарная геометрия — это есть раздел 
линейной алгебры, а никакой другой «элементарной геометрии» ныне нет и 
быть не должно. Но даже и принятая в книге [12] векторная аксиоматика эле­
ментарной (евклидовой) геометрии не является пределом её «алгебраизации» 
— так, пользующаяся большой и заслуженной известностью книга [13] начи­
нает аксиоматику геометрии (в частности, и евклидовой) с фразы: «рассмотрим 
группу (5 и систему 0  её инволютивных образующих», а позднее называет 
элементы 0  «точками» и «прямыми» рассматриваемого пространства, а в [14] 
обсуждение аксиоматики геометрии начинается с предложения: «назовем отре­
зок AB произведением точек А и В; это произведение коммутативно, ассо-
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циативно, идемпотентйо и дистрибутивно относительно сложения точек (или 
фигур), понимаемого как их объединение».
3° Присущая нашим дням чрезмерная «алгебраизация» математики, в 
последние десятилетия и годы поддержаная её «компьютеризацией» (или «алго­
ритмизацией»), о чем мы ещё скажем ниже, вполне может вызывать и некото­
рую тревогу. Хорошо известно, что мышление человека представляет собой 
достаточно сложный процесс, в котором тесно соединены (и могут быть 
разъеденены лишь условно) как интуитивная, так и логическая (дискурсивная) 
компоненты (ср. [15]), или как «геометрическая» («физическая») струя, не­
сколько условно сопоставляемая обычно деятельности правого полушария 
головного мозга, так и «алгебраическая» («алгоритмическая») струя, условно 
свяваемая с левым полушарием мозга (см., например, [16]; достаточно схе­
матичное обсуждение математических аспектов этого положения дела дано 
в [17] — ср. также [18]). При этом для человеческого мышления в целом без­
условно необходимы как интуиция, так и логика; как и алгебра, так и геомет­
рия — и игнорирование одной или другой стороны многостороннего процесса 
мышления кажется нам совершенно недопустимым.
Разумеется, разным областям человеческой культуры, как и разным эпо­
хам или разным людям (на чем мы ещё остановимся ниже) может быть при­
суще доминирование той или иной стороны мышления; однако параллельное 
существование, скажем, принципиально алогичного искусства (а алогичным 
является всякое искусство высокого уровня, о чем см. хотя бы [15]) и строго 
формализованной математики (ср. учебник [19]) напоминает нам о важности 
сосуществования (и взаимодополняемости) в человеческой культуре интуитив­
ной и дискурсивной составляющих (причем и в искусстве и в науке на самом 
деле присутствуют обе эти компоненты — различие заключается лишь в их 
«удельном весе»). Аналогично этому совсем не случайным кажется нам частое 
одновременное появление в истории науки и культуры «взаимно дополняю­
щих» пар мыслителей, демонстрирующих принципиально разные подходы 
к процессу познания мира. Так у истоков европейской научной культуры стояли 
трезвый рационалист Галилей (логика) и страстный мистик Кеплер (интуи­
ция), а неевклидову (гиперболическую) геометрию одновременно открыли яркий 
геометр с физическими и астрономическими интересами Н. И. Лобачевский 
и острый логик Я. Бойаи. Но наиболее поучительно с позиций настоящей 
статьи противопоставление столь грандиозных фигур из истории мировой 
культуры как глубокий мистик Платон с ярко выраженным художественным 
мышлением и картинным восприятием Вселенной и строгий логик-рационалист 
Аристотель, стоящий у истоков всей (в том числе — и современной) логики, 
или как физик (и тоже мистик) Ньютон и логик и алгоритмист, рационалист 
Лейбниц (см. по этому поводу [20]).
Необходимость для человеческого мышления как Платона, так и во всем, 
кажется, противоположного ему Аристотеля, как Ньютона, так и Лейбница 
хорошо иллюстрируется всей историей культуры. В Афинах IV в. до н. э. 
Платон определенно доминировал над Аристотелем — и не случайно пер­
вый (и, видимо, мало совершенный) корпус сочинений Аристотеля был состав­
лен через ряд столетий после смерти их автора. Однако уже в период распрост­
ранения в мире эллинистической культуры «маятник истории», пожалуй, кач-
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нулся от Платона к Аристотелю — и не случайно уже в этот период термином 
«Философ» без указания имени в литературе всегда обозначался именно Арис­
тотель (но не Платон!), подобно тому как слово «Поэт» (такие без имени) 
всегда обозначало в древней Греции Гомера. Доминирование Аристотеля над 
Платоном имело ещё более безусловный характер в культуре европейского 
средневековья, когда Платон был практически почти забыт; напротив, эпоха 
Возрождения началась с бурного увлечения Платоном, рукописи которого 
были вновь завезены в Европу после крушения Византии, с создания «Пла­
тоновских академии», являвшихся основными очагами гуманистической куль­
туры. Создание математической логики (XIX в.) снова повысило научный 
престиж Аристотеля; ныне же в европейской культуре наблюдается новый 
взрыв интереса к Платону — и не случайно через книгу [6] проходит непрекры- 
тое восхищение Платоном и явственно ощущающееся скептическое отноше­
ние к Аристотелю (последним, кстати сказать, на мой взгляд вовсе не заслу­
женное). Аналогично этому, если «высшую математику» (calculus) мы безусловно 
получили из рук Лейбница, в то время как относящиеся к этой области знания 
терминология и символика Ньютона известны сегодня, пожалуй, одним лишь 
специалистам по истории науки, то не только прискорбный спор о приори­
тете в открытии дифференциального и интегрального исчисления в свое время 
бесспорно выиграл Ньютон (с чем связана и смерть Лейбница в бедности и 
почти в безвестности), но и, — что, разумеется, является куда более важным, — 
вся наша научная идеология XVII, XVIII и XIX веков шла «путем Ньютона», 
все эти столетия рассматривавшегося как «ученый № 1». Однако уже в XIX 
столетии оказались в определенной степени реализованными столь обогнав­
шие свое время мечты Лейбница о «геометрическом исчислении» и о «логи­
ческом исчислении»; XX же век частично осуществил и центральную идею 
Лейбница (не мало раздражавшую, кстати, видимо Ньютона, которому сама 
подобная постановка вопроса казалась конщунственно недопустимой!) о меха­
низированном устройстве, осуществляющем логические процедуры и помо­
гающем человеку в выполнении умственных операций — компютере (этого 
слова, разумеется, у Лейбница не было, — но сама идея была осознан им 
с завидной точностью и полнотой!). Наряду с этим 2-я половина XX в. при­
несла и полноценное обоснование лейбницевского «исчисления дифференциа­
лов» — в форме нестандартного анализа [21], точно соответствующей, как 
мне кажется, достаточно отчетливым, хоть и в ту пору и вовсе не формализо- 
ваным представлениям Лейбница, а также тоже идущее от Лейбница внима­
ние к «конечным» разделам математики и, в частности, к комбинаторике. 
А современная «компьютерная» эпоха человеческой культуры вполне может 
быть расценена как решительная (хоть, надо думать, временая) победа науч­
ной идеологии Лейбница над ньютоновским духом в науке.
4° Не повторяя здесь сказанное в [1] относительно кажущегося неожиданым 
расцвета в наши дни дискретной геометрии (ср. [22], [23]), развиваемой, в пер­
вую очередь, сильной англо-саксонской школой (покойный Г. Давенпорт, 
К. А. Роджерс, Г. С. М. Коксетер и др.), венгерской школой Л. Фейеша Тота, 
пожалуй, несколько более ограниченной по* тематике и объему работы мос­
ковской школой недавно скончавшегося Б. Н. Делоне, и комбинаторной гео­
метрии ([24], [25]), во многом дискретной геометрии родственной (но только 
имеющей своим «исходным пунктом» не геометрическую теорию чисел как дис-
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кретная геометрия, а «оптимизационную математику» наших дней), укажем, что 
в какой-то мере эти два направления математической науки, столь ярко гео­
метрические по своим задачам и методам, по роли здесь «геометрического 
видения» и по обилию (и необходимости) выразительных и красивых черте­
жей, в значительной степени сосредоточили «правостороннюю компоненту 
мышления» современной математики (в терминах книги [16]), — чем можно 
объяснить и нынешнее процветание этих новых «математических наук», ещё 
раз напомнившее нам о важности всех возможных философских и общенауч­
ных подходов к познанию действительности. В [1] мы говорили также о тес­
ных связях дискретной и комбинаторной геометрии с некоторыми специфи­
ческими чертами современной математики (порожденными «веком компью­
теров» или, напротив, эту эру вызвавшими — вряд ли уместно вдаваться 
здесь в старинный спор о том, что было раньше: яйцо или курица); о подчер­
киваемых также и чисто лингвистически связях дискретной геометрии с совре­
менной дискретной (конечной) математикой и комбинаторной математики 
с переживающей ныне невиданный расцвет комбинаторикой; о тесной связи 
этих направлений науки с вышедшими на авансцену математической мысли 
теорией выпуклых тел, теорией многогранников или, скажем, теорией графов. 
Здесь же мы остановимся лишь на (в [1] обойденых) прямых связях дискрет­
ной и комбинаторной геометрии с современной компьютерной эрой.
Наиболее близко лежащим моментом здесь можно счесть естественность ис­
пользования компьютеров для решения тех или иных задач дискретной и комби­
наторной геометрии — в иных разделах геометрии указать напрашивающиеся на 
«машинное решение» задачи, видимо, гораздо труднее. В качестве простей­
шего — и не особенно глубокого — примера укажу тут на идущую от Л. Фейе- 
ша Тота [26] задачу нахождения ньютоновых чисел (плоских, выпуклых) 
фигур: под ньютоновым число фигуры F понимается наибольшее число 
равных F фигур Fx, F2, ..., F # , которые можно «приложить» к F так, чтобы 
F и Fi имели общие граничные точки, но ни одной общей внутренней точки 
и также любые две фигуры Ft и Fj (где i,j=  1, 2, ..., iFj)  общих внутрен­
них точек не имели. Ньютоновские числа всех правильных и-угольников (где 
3 и ^ 5) были перечислены Бёрёцки [27], а случай и = 5 с помощью 
весьма громоздкого и мало изящного перечисления многих случаев расположе­
ния фигур рассмотрел Линхарт [28]; с помощью же компьютера (ЭВМ) эта 
задача решается куда проще ([29]).
Но, разумеется, гораздо больше оснований для соотнесения дискретной и 
комбинаторной геометрии с современной компьютеризацией науки и жизни 
дают прямые использования основной для дискретной геометрии задачи о плот­
нейших упаковках шаров (или двойственной задачи о редчайшем покрытии 
шарами) в реализуемых на компьютерах задачах численного анализа и обрат­
ное применение компьютерных вычислений для решения этих столь важных 
сегодня для приложений задач. Здесь слова «столь важных сегодня» апеллируют 
к идущему от Шеннона [30] использованию теорем об упаковках шаров к тео­
рии кодирования, огромная научная актуальность которой также тесно связана 
с «компьютеризацией общества»—  и если когда то и создателями и «потре­
бителями» дискретной геометрии являлись, в первую очередь, специалисты по 
теории чисел, то ныне и в той и в другой области чаще всего выступают спе­
циалисты по теории информации и теории кодирования и инженеры-связисты
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(ср. обзор [31], принадлежащий перу выдающегося авторитета в области тео­
рии кодирования и примыкающей сегодня к теории кодирования и также в ком­
пьютерный век весьма важной для приложений криптографии). Наконец, обще­
известна близость к компьютерной тематике комбинаторных задач теории 
графов или теории многогранников (ср. [32]), многие из которых вполне уместно 
отнести к комбинаторной геометрии.
5° Близость дискретной и комбинаторной геометрии к ведущим направ­
лениям современной мысли создали также своеобразное положение, при кото­
ром эти научные направления можно считать интегрированными современ­
ной культурой. На первое место здесь, пожалуй, можно поставить тесную 
связь дискретной геометрии с соображениями симметрии (ср., например, 
книги [22] и [35]), играющими столь важную роль в науке и культуре сегодняш­
него дня (ср. [33]—[39] или предисловие [40] к русскому переводу книги [33]). 
Расцвет дискретной и комбинаторной геометрии не случайно совпал также 
с резким повышением в современной жизни роли дизайна, а в современном 
искусстве — новых направлений, дизайном порожденных или с дизайном тесно 
связанных; при этом близость к дискретной геометрии творчества ряда 
популярных ныне художников (назовем здесь хотя бы французского худож­
ника В. Вазерелли, возможно, не случайно вышедшего из Венгрии, лидиру­
ющей в области дискретной геометрии) сразу бросается в глаза. В связи со 
сказанным в п. 4° уместно отметить также родство анализируемых геометри­
ческих дисциплин с современной орнаменталистикой (ср. глубокую книгу [41]) 
и, особенно, с машинной (компьютерной) графикой. При этом характерно воз­
никновение в наши дни специализированного международного журнала Leo­
nardo, широко затрагивающего вопросы дизайна и, в частности, машинной 
графики; даже внешний облик этого журнала (или специализированных выпус­
ков [42] статей из него) сразу же обнаруживает глубинную связь журнала 
Leonardo с вопросами дискретной (и комбинаторной) геометрии. (Не случай­
ным является также и оформление образцами машинной графики весьма 
современной по своим установкам и пользующейся ныне столь большой извест­
ностью книги [43]; в развивающей геометрическую струю этой книги моногра­
фию [44] включены ряд результатов и задач, прямо примыкающих к дискрет­
ной и комбинаторной геометрии.) Наконец, весьма характерным для нашего 
времени является «феномен М. К. Эшера», взрывоподнобный рост интереса 
к творчеству этого «математического графика», нашедший отражение как 
в обилии посвященной Эшеру (книжной и журнальной) литературы (см., напри­
мер, [39] или [45], [46]), так и в недавнем (1985 г.) международном междисцип­
линарном конгрессе в Риме, специально посвященном М. К. Эшеру (см.[47])— 
а меж тем геометрические истоки творчества Эшера безусловно порождены 
дискретной геометрией. Характерным отражением сегодняшнего интереса к 
дискретной и комбинаторной геометрии является и неожиданная книга [48] 
такого яркого представителя современной культуры как недавно скончав­
шийся американский архитектор и литератор Р. Б. Фуллер (1895—1984), не 
случайно посвященная уже упоминавшемуся выше Г. С. М. Коксетеру и, 
в известной мере, вдохновленная геометрическими трудами Коксетера: обращая 
стандартную постановку вопроса о «геометрическом мышлении» Фуллер ста­
вит в своей книге вопрос о «геометрии мышления» (книга имеет подзаголовок: 
Explorations in the Geometry of Thinking) и пытается найти в геометрических
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конструкциях «коксетеровского типа» истоки умственной деятельности че­
ловека.
В заключении хочется указать, что все вышесказанное подчеркивает 
актуальность относящейся к дискретной и комбинаторной геометрии пробле­
матики для современного преподавания. Это обстоятельство хорошо ошу- 
щают наиболее чуткие к современным веяниям математики и педагоги — здесь 
можно указать на большое место заимствованных из дискретной геометрии 
мотивов в лучших из современных учебников геометрии [49], [50], принадлежа­
щих перу видных ученых (ср. также The Coxeter Festschrift [51]), в книгах и 
статьях такого видного пропагандиста и популяризаторе математики как 
М. Гарднер (у которого можно найти специальные эссе о М. К. Эшере и 
Г. С. М. Коксетере — см. также посвященную Гарднеру книгу [52]) или в одно- 
времененной Коксетером книге [53] (я здесь ограничиваюсь лишь весьма Немно­
гочисленными примерами такого рода). Сложнее обстоит дело с комбинатор­
ной геометрией (о чем см., например, [1]) — и настоящую статью мне хочется 
кончить обращением к венгерской геометрической школе Л. Фейеша Тота 
с призывом продолжить книги [22] и [35] иными сочинениями сходного плана, 
шире затрагивающими вопросы комбинаторной геометрии и, возможно, обра­
щенными к более обширному кругу читателей.
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Let (X, || II) be a normed space, x„ be random variables with elements in X  and 
&n£X  for n = l,2 , ... . The sequence (x„) is assumed to be an approximation of 
the sequence (0„) in the sense that (x„—0„) tends to zero almost surely (or in prob­
ability). Our aim is to find a stopping rule such that the stopped sequence of the 
rv’s (or a function of them) should be near to the stopped sequence of 0„’s.
We are going to deal with two methods, first the method of the independent 
copies and second the sequential method. The essence of the former one consists 
of taking independent copies of the sequence of rv’s, i.e. taking x ^  i — 1, 2, ..., k 
where x ^ \  x<2), ..., x (nk) are iid rv’s for each n = 1, 2, ...; and stopping the sequence 
when the copies are near to each other. The essence of the other method is to stop the 
sequence when the k  last member of it are near to each other. The method of the 
independent copies was suggested by R. Zielinski ([Zl]). This paper is an extension 
and continuation of his results. First we deal with the method of the independent 
copies and give certain extensions of Zielinski’s original results. Then we state appro­
priate results for the sequential method.
The advantage of the method of the independent copies opposite to the other 
is the short time between the beginning of the observation and the stopping. Further­
more some problems proved to be insoluble using stopping times with respect to 
the cr-algebra generated by the sequence itself ([BR]) but solvable using this method 
([Z2]). However, the method has the drawback of the necessity of the great number 
of observations.
Now let us formalize our problem. Let fc£N and denote i=  1,2, . . . ,k  
the z'th of the k  independent realizations of x„, i.e. x^l) i=  1 ,2 ,..., k are iid rv’s 
with the distribution of xn (n — 1, 2, ...). Denote furthermore
( 1 . 1)
(1.2)
Pn05) =  P ( W  - 4 2)ll <5 >  0, « = 1 , 2 , ...
Pn = P (41} =  *«2)) = Pn(8), n =  1, 2, ...o-*-0
(1.3) P =  sup a ,n
?n(<5) = supP(||xn—x||<  Ö) (5 >  0, n = 1,2, ...(1.4)
(1.5) <]n = iinHn(<5) « = 1 , 2 , . . .0-»U
q = sup a,.n( 1.6)
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. P r im a ry  6 0 G 4 0 ; S eco n d ary  62L20.
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Assume that there exists an rk:X k-+ R+ measurable mapping for each &S2 
with the following property
3ci, c2 >  0:
(1.7) c, max
1 S i . J S k
7<»>—a0*! S  rt (a(1), ...» aw) ^  ca max ||a(i)—aW)|
1 S  /, j  ^ k
for every (a(I), aw )£ X k.
This rk might be imagined, for example, as the diameter of the convex hull of k 
points; it will measure whether the nth copies are near to each other.
In what follows we will try to approximate the parameter sequence by a func­
tion of our observations, i.e. we assume we have a gk: X k-*X measurable mapping 
for each &S 2 with the following property
Be >  0:
(1.8) ||gk(a(1), •••, am)-a\\ S  c max ||a(i)-a ||l^i^k
for every (a(1), ..., a(k\  a)£Xk+1,
and we get &n=gk(x(n1\  ..., x (nk)) («— 1, 2, ...). For example we can choose 
gk(a(1), ..., a(k)) = jr  2  fl(i) (the sample mean)/C i—i
or
gk(a(1>, ..., a(k)) — a(1> (projection).
An attempt to make an effort for giving a solution of the problem stated above 
was made by R. Zielinski in [Zl], He suggested the method of the independent 
copies and that it should be stopped whenever
'tWS0. . . . ,x « ) < y
for the first time. More precisely he took
(1.9) t = inf {n s  1: rk(x(k\  ..., x f )  <  ?}, 7 >  0,
which is clearly a stopping time with respect to the sequence of <r-algebras (Jrn)r  
where
F„ = o {x? \ ...,x[k\  n — 1, 2, ....
Naturally, t = t(k,y).
He proved the following
o o
Lemma. I f  for each positive rj the inequality 2! P(||x„ — 0 J  ^  q)<°° holds
n= 1
then t is an a.s. finite stopping time (a stopping rule), i.e. P (/<  °°)=i;
Theorem A. I f  for each positive tj the inequality 2  P(||x„—0 J  £  >i)<°° holds
n= 1
and q — 0 then
Ve >  0 V<5 >  0 V& S  2 37 >  0: P(||0, —0,|| x 5 )  ^  e;
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Theorem B. I f  for each positive t] there exists a positive ß such that the in-
oo
equality 2  P(ll*m—©mil = holds and q<  1 then
m = n
Ve >  0 V<5 >  0 3k  ^  2 3y =-0: P(||0, —0,|| >  <5) S  e.
Note that in the results above the 0„’s are assumed to be constant.
Our results appear in Chapter 1 (independent copies) and Chapter 2 (sequential 
method).
Theorems mentioned above can be interpreted as the statement that t is an 
e-optimal stopping rule when we are looking for a stopping time that minimizes 
P(ll®w—0 W|| ><5) (w is a stopping time. Itis trivial that in the case of lim (x„ — 0„)=On
a.s., the stopping time which has the only value of + °° minimizes this set of proba­
bilities since Pdl©^—©„oil >«5) = 0). We can also comprehend our goal that 
for given e and <5 we look for a stopping rule (and t is just like this) which yields a 
confidence interval of length 2d and of level at least 1 — e.
We consider the e-optimality problem in this way and find weaker conditions 
than Zielinski’s ones in order to guarantee that t is e-optimal. We also deal with the 
interpretation of the e-optimality when we want to minimize E||<$w—0 J | and prove 
that certain conditions imply the e-optimality of t.
Similar considerations are performed in the sequential method case.
0. Preliminaries
The goal of this chapter is to prepare ourselves, to make clear the essence of 
and the relations among different conditions. We will use the * -assumption:
(* ) (X, II II) has finite dimension.
Introduce the following notations with a ('y„) nonnegative sequence of real rv’s 
(and imagine y„ to be | |x „ -0 J ) :
Q„(y) = supP(ym > y )  « =  0 ,1 ,...;
m>-n
Q ( x ) = f  Q0(y)dy  x s O ;
X
Rn(y)  =  P(supym > y )  « =  0 ,1 , . . . ;
m>n
00
R(x)=  f  Ro(y)dy x s O ;
s n(y) = 2  p(ym> y)  « = o, 1,...;
S(x) = f  S0(y)dy x S O .
X
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Obviously, Q„(y)^R„0 )= ss„(y) (n = 0 ,1, ... and j^ O ); 7?0(0);§1; Q(x)S R (x )^  
= S(x) (x^O); all the functions are monotone decreasing in the argument at fixed 
index and in the index at fixed argument.
Now consider the following assumptions (underlined whichare used by Zielinski)
(A) l im j> „ = 0  in p ro b a b ility ;n
(B) \ j y  > 0 :  lim Qn(y )  =  0 ;n
(C) lim y„ =  0 a .s .;n
(D) 0: lim R n( y ) =  0 ;n
( ! ) V y  >  0: 50(y) < » ;
(F) V j > 0  3 / ? > 0 :  R n(y )  =  0 ( n - ^ y ,
(G ) 0 3 j ? > 0 : S n(y )  =  0(n-l>y,
(H) (y„) is uniform ly in teg rab le ;
(I) 0 (0 )  < “ >;
(J) E(supy„) < ~ ;v n '
(K) 5(0) <  oo;
(L) Í E y „ < ~ ;
n = 1
(M) 5(0) <  co.
P roposition  1.
M) (L) => (K) ~  (J) => (1) => (H)
ii
(G) => (E) => (D) o  (C) -  (B) ~  (A) 
(F)
Take into consideration the definitions (1.1)—(1.6) and let
(a) Pn < 1 « = 1, 2 ,...;
(b)
m
lim 2  Pn'R"'W = 0 VL >  0, V(5 >m n = l
(c) lim mpLIR™(>) = 0 VZ >  0, V<5 > 0
(d) p < i;
(c) <7 < l;




(Marked inductions are true only when the appropriate condition holds.) □
Before proving these propositions we state and prove some auxiliary ones.
Proposition 3. Let c, be a nonnegative rv and a be an arbitrary nonnegative 
real number. Then
f Z d P  = f  P (£>s)ds +  aP(£ > n).
<*=»a




f Z d P =  / / ( £ > a K r f P =  f  /(£ >  a)- f  \dsdP =
Si Si Si 0
oo a
= f  f  7(£>s)dPds + f  f  /(£ >  a) dP ds =
a n  o n
oo
= f  P(£ > s)d s  + nP(£ >u) .  □ □ □
a
Proposition 4. Let f  and g be nonnegative integrable real functions on [0, °°)
and
oo oo
/  /(s) ds <o°, f  g(s)ds = oo.
0 0
Then lim inf-^^-=0. □
g(s)
Proof. Supposing the contrary evidently leads to a contradiction with the 
assumptions. □ □ □
Now let x and z be iid rv’s with elements in X  and
p = P(x = z);






P >  0 <=> 3 (a„)r=i <= X: P(x =  a„,) = pn >  0 
Vu(:A(a ^  a„d n£N): P(x =  a) =  0.
In this case P = 2  Pn- □
n=l
P ro po sitio n  6. p —O o x  has continuous distribution. □ 
P ro po sitio n  7. q=0<=>x has uniformly continuous distribution. 
P ro po sitio n  8. p = !-<=>• x is a.s. constant. □
□
P ro po sitio n  9. p ^ q .  □
P ro po sitio n  10. I f  (* )  then p ^ q 2. □
P ro o f  of Pro po sitio n  5. p —P(x=z)= J J I ( u —v) dT(u) dT(v) where /
x X
stands for the indicator function of a set in X  and T  is the distribution of x. The 
inner integral differs from zero if and only if at a definit point a£X T(a)>0. It 
is well-known that there can be only countable number of points in X  with this 
property. Let (a„)”=1 be all the points satisfying T(an) =  pn>0. Then p =
= 2  f  PndT{v)= Z pI  □ □ □
n=I v=*an n=1
P ro o f  of P roposition  6. An obvious consequence of Proposition 5. □ □ □
P ro o f  of Proposition  7. An equivalent formulation of the definition of uni­
form continuity. □ □ □
P roof of Proposition  8. If x is a.s. constant p is equal to 1 trivially. On 
the other hand if p= 1 then by Proposition 5 there exists an a£X  such that P (x = a) > 
>0. But P(x~a)=P(x=a—z) = P2(x=a), thus P(x—d)—\. □ □ □
P ro o f  of Proposition  9 . If p = 0 the inequality automatically holds. Now 
let p > 0, and (a„)“=1c: A be the sequence mentioned in Proposition 5. Obviously
2  Pn — 1 thus there exists an 1V£N such that pN =sup pn. By the definition of
n = l  n
oo oo
q we have pN^q. Multiplying the two inequalities we get 5 =Pjv 2  Pn— 2  Pl=Pn=1 n—l
(the last equality holds by Proposition 5). □ □ □
P ro o f of Proposition  10. If q —0 the inequality holds automatically. Now 
let q >0. By the definition of q for every natural number n there exists a sequence 
(am(«))“ _xc A  such that
(am(n))“ =1 is a bounded sequence since, by q >0, there may be only finite number
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of disjoint subsets | | |jc—am(ri)\\ < -^ -J  • Since Thas finite dimension we can choose 
a subsequence (amk(n))~=1<zX and a point andX  such that hm amk (n) — a„.
Let k  be large enough that \\an—amt( n ) | | . Then P^[|x— 
sp ( ||JC -űmk( n ) | |^ - i - |k n- a m|[( « ) | |) s p ( | |x - űmk(n ) ||< - ir ) Thus
P (ll*—o j - 4 -
By a similar way of arguments (a„)“=1c T  is a bounded sequence so we can 
choose an (a„,)r=1c l  subsequence of it and an T point such that lim ani—a1 i-*-oo 1
and we can prove P(||jc—a|| <<5)Sg for every <5>0. Thus P(x—a)^q  and we have
p = P(x =  z) S  P(x = z = a) = P(x = a) P(z =  a) S  q2. □ □ □
Corollary. I f  (* ) holds then
(1) p = 0 o q  = 0<=> x has continuous distribution;
(2) p=l<=>q = l o x  is a. s. constant]
(3) q2^ p ^ q .  □ □ □
Now we turn to the proof of the main propositions of this section.
Proof of Proposition 1.
(M)<=>(L) Proposition 3 
(M)=>(K) Trivial
(K )o(J) Proposition 3 
(K)=>(I) Trivial
(I)=>(H) Since sup f  y„dP is monotone in a we can use the result of Prop-n Jy n
osition 4 if we divide, using Proposition 3, the expression into two 
parts:
oo
lim sup í  y„dP = lim supf f  P(y„ >  u)du+aP(yn >  a)| S
a-*- oo n J  a-*- °° n Jyn > a a
S  lim inf [ f  sup P (y„ >  u) du +  a sup P(y„ >  a)l =  0.









(B)o(A) Trivial. □ □ □
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(8)=>(f) Proposition 9
(*)(f)=> (8) Proposition 10
(S)=>(e) Trivial








(b)=>(a) Trivial. □ □ □
Note 1. If (A) holds, i.e. (y„) converges to zero in probability then for every 
£=~0 and for every nonnegative monotone decreasing real function /  with the 
property lim f ( x )  = 0 we can choose a subsequence (y'n) of (yn) (depending onX-+CO
e  and / )  such that
Si(e) = Z P  Cv; >  8) = o (/(«))
m>~n
so that (G') holds.
Note 2. If (A) holds, i.e. (y„) converges to zero in probability then (H) is equiv­
alent to the Lx -convergence of the sequence.
Note 3. If (y„) converges to zero in Lx then for every nonnegative monotone 
decreasing real function /  with the property lim f(x )  = 0 we can choose a sub-
X -+  oo
sequence (y'„) of (yn) (depending on/ )  such that
Proof of Proposition 2.
2  Efm =  O (/(«))
m > / i
so that (L') holds.
N ote 4. (H)N=>-(I). Let the probability space be the [0, 1] with the Borel sets 
and the Lebesgue measure and let
7 .W  =
n
log« ’
if 1x S  — n
0 otherwise.
Then (yn) tends to zero a.s. and in Lx, too, and it is a uniformly integrable sequence 
of rv’s. But (I) does not hold.
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The method of the independent copies
Now we turn to the examination of the stopping time t defined in the Introduc­
tion ((I. 9)). The first two lemmas state that t is a.s. finite and has finite expectation, 
respectively. Then the flow of our argument branches as we indicated at the end of 
the Introduction. First we state some theorems related to the probability e-optimal- 
ity then the appropriate ones related to the expectation £-optimality.
L emma 1.1. I f  (x„ — 0„) tends to zero in probability ((A)) then t is a.s. finite, 
more precisely \jk S2 Vy >0: P(/< °o)= 1. □
L emma 1.2. //(E ) holds then t has finite expectation, more precisely V& = 2 
Vy >0: Etc°°. □
P roof of Lemma 1.1.
P = P( fl K (x “\  xj*>) =£ y})
n = l
is in fP fofrí1', ...,x<k))n
^  infP( max ||x'° — ^  y/cf S
n vi m i , j a k " " " 1 '
S ^ in fP d x W -x W lD sy /c O sn
S  2k2 inf P(||x„ —0„|| £  y/2cx) =  0. □ □ □n
P roof of L emma 1.2.
e* = i+  i p(/ > « )  ^  i + Z p(rt ( 4 1). •••,4*’) ^ y )  ==«=1 n=l
(as we have seen just before)
^  1 +2k2 2  P ( |* „ -0 J  £  y/2Cl). □  □ □
n—1
Now we are going to formulate three theorems. All of them set up confidence 
intervals of length 2d and of level at least 1 — e.
T heorem  l.l.A. I f  (xn—0„) tends to zero a.s. ((C)) and each member o f  
the sequence o f rv's has continuous distribution ((f)) then t is e-optimal in the sense
V e > 0  V<5>0 Vfc£ 2 By >  0: P ( ||0 ,-0 ,|| >  5) e. □
If we give up the requirement of the continuous distributions we cannot guarantee 
that t is E-optimal for small k’s :
T heorem  l.l.B. I f  (x„—Q„) tends to zero a.s. ((C)) and (b) holds then t is 
e-optimal in the sense
V fi>0 Vá >  0 3 k  £  2 By >  0: P(|]0, —0,|| >  <5) ^  £. □
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Theorem 1.1.C. I f  the functions gk are projections and furthermore i f  (x„—&„) 
tends to zero ((C)) and none o f  the rv’s is a.s. constant ((a)) then t is e-optimal in the 
sense
Ve>0  V(5>0 3 & s 2  By >  0: P(||xt — 0,|| >  c5) ^  e. □
The next three theorems concern the e-optimality with respect to the expectation. 
They have some additional conditions compared with the appropriate theorems 
stated above.
Theorem 1.2.A. Assume the conditions o f Theorem 1.1.A ((C) and (f)) and 
furthermore (J). Then t is e-optimal in the sense
Ve =» 0 Vk  & 2 By >  0: E\\0t — 0,\\ ^  e. □
Theorem I.2.B. Assume
(i) (F),
(ii) j y  > 0 3« >  0: =  0{Rn{yj).
(iii) (J),
(iv) i?(jc) = o(x-a- 2<tl/« +1),
(v) (d).
Then t is e-optimal in the sense
V e > 0  3 k  =s2 3y > 0 :  E||<$,-0(|| S e. □
Theorem I.2.C. I f  the functions gk are projections and furthermore i f  (xn—0„) 
tends to zero a.s. ((C)), (J) holds and none o f the rv’s is a.s. constant ((a)) then t is 
e-optimal in the sense
Ve=-0 3 k  ^ 2  By >  0: E||x, — 0,\\ S  e. □
Proof of Theorem 1.1.A. Let e>0, (5>0 and k^2  be arbitrary and let 
N  =  inf {n s  1: Rn(ő/c) ^  e/2k}.
n
We have to prove P1+ P2^ e  where
A  =  P (lld ,-0 ,! > i , í s  N)
and
P2 = P (\\Ő ,-0 t\\ ><5,t>A).
Pi ^  P(f ^  N) = P((J {rk{x™, .... *«>) <  y}) ^
« = 1
=  2  p ( max 14° -4^11 <  y/c2)
n = l  ' i S i . j S k
s  2  P(ll*»1)- * i a)l <  y/Ci, .... II42'W21_1)- 4 2W2])II <  y/c2) =  2 pln'2i(ylcj)-
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Since each xn has continuous distribution and N and k are fixed we can choose 
0 small enough such that PxSe/2.
P2 P(sup \\0„-0„\\ >  5) S
n>N
(by the definition of 0„)
P (sup max ||x<° - 0 J  >  S/c) =
n > N l s l s k
=  P( U {fUP 1 4 °  -©»II >  sic}) S1 = 1 n>N
^  &P(sup ||x„-0„|| >  S/c) = kRN(5/c) ^  e/2. □ □ □
n>N
Now we have proved the theorem and the next two inequalities, too:
(1.1) a s  z p m c j ,
n = 1
(1.2) Pi — kRN (0/c).
Proof of Theorem 1.1.B. Let e>0 and 5>0 be arbitrary and let
N = inf{n 1: i?„(<5/c) si e/8, 2  (!/*„<*/.» £/4},
Choose y>0 small enough such that
Z p n / C i ) ^  Í ^ /2]+e/4.
n = 1 n = 1
Then according to (1.1) and the definition of N  and k we have 
Pi ^  2  Plnm + El4 S  e/4+e/4 =  e/2,
n =  l
-  ([jf lv ^ /c )] + *) -  e/4 + £/8 -  £/2- □ □ □
Proof of Theorem 1.1.C. It is the same as the proof of Theorem 1.1.A, the 
only difference is that the multiplying factor at the estimation of P2 does not appear 
so N can be defined as follows
N = inf {n a  1: Rn(S/c) ^  e/2}. □  □ □
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P roof of T heorem  1.2.A. Let e>0 and k ^ 2  be arbitrary.
E 110,-0,1 =  /  ||$, —0,|| dP +  /  10f- 0 f|| d P s
II®,-©,11 Se/3 II ©, —0, II >c/3
^  /  e/3 dP + /  | |$ , - 0 , |  dP =  e/3+ /  (||0, — 0,|| — e/3) i/P =
l|Öt- 0 t || s í /3 l|Őt- ö t l|»e/3 II —0t || >e/3
II Öt — <9t|| oo
= e/3 + f  J l dy dP = e/3 + f  f  1 dPdy =
l|0,-®,||=>£/3 e/3 e/3 B «,-e,||= -)i
- 6 / 3 +  /  P(1 $ , — 0,|| > y)dy =
e/3
— £/3 + /  P ( ||$ ,-0 ,|| >  y ) d y + f  P ( ||$ ,-0 ,||
e}3 L
S e /3 + L P (||$ ,-0 ,I  >e/3) +  /  P (1| $ ,-0 ,1
L
Using (1.2) with iV =  0 we have
E||$, —0,1 se /3+ L P (||$ , —0,|| >£/3) + /c f  Rti(ylc)dy
L
thus
E||$, — 0,|| S b/3 + £ P (1 $ ,-0 ,| =*- e/3)+ ckR(L/c).
By assumption (J) L can be chosen such that the third part does not exceed e/3. 
After L is fixed, by Theorem l.l.A, we can choose a y>0 such that the second 
part can also not exceed e/3 which completes the proof. □ □ □
P roof of T heorem  I.2.B. It is the same as the proof of Theorem 1.2.A, the 
only, however considerable, difficulty arises at choosing the suitable k. The problem 
is similar to the extension of the proof of Theorem l.l.A  to the proof of Theorem
1.1.B but a little bit more complicated. The additional assumptions in this theorem 
with respect to Theorem 1.2. A serve for guaranteeing the correct choice of k. The 
problem is enlighted by the following argument based on the last estimation of 
E ||$ ,—0 ,||: from the third part L is determined by k; then on the base of this L 
and Theorem 1.2.A k  and y are determined. So let 0 be a provisionally nonfixed 
number and define, depending on t], the three numbers:
N  = inf{w & 1: i?„(e/3c) ^/8, j?  Pj(«//ie>-a/*„<•/»«» ^  n/4},
1 = 1
k = [ 4Rn (e/3c) ] ^  1 ’
L = inf {x >  0: ckR(x/c) =  e/3}.
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In order to complete the proof we only have to find an tj >0 for which
n e/3
where L depends on t], of course. Since R is a monotone real function we can take 
its generalized inverse which has the form
— inf {*>0: R(x) ^  y}.
With this terminology we have to find an r\> 0 suchthat
(1.3) R~] [ e \
H [ r, 1H|JL 4RN (e/3c) J
^ - e / 3 c .






then «sJV. Now let
c^n * á  RJeßc) ^  cßn ß 
cßn~ß ^  j//8
npinßlieci> s. rjl4
rj „. 1u = —— np log — 
P16 c«
and b=2/ß. One can easily verify that if u ^ e b then e~"^u~b. It follows that
1
and












imply (1.5). We may assume that cß is large enough, so we can integrate these last 
two inequalities:




1 1„1+2/0 *1,1 + 2  IP
and say: (1.6) implies (1.5). But if r] is small enough (1.6) implies (1.4), too. So we
u
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have got the inequality for N :
(1.7) N A for some A >  0.
By(ii)
Rn(e /3c) S  caN~a S  caA -mrf‘+u>f
so taking into consideration (iv) we can complete the proof. □ □ □
P r o o f  of Theorem  I.2.C. It is the same as the proof of Theorem 1.2.A, the 
only difference is that at the last inequality k does not appear as a multiplying factor 
in the third part so we can use directly Theorem 1.1. C. □ □ □
2. The sequential method
Instead of k independent copies of the original sequence we consider now the 
sequence itself. Let k ^ 2  and y>0 be arbitrary and let
u = inf {« ^  k: rk(x„-k+1, ..., xn) <  y}.
Now u is a stopping time with respect to the sequence of er-algebras (^„) where 
@„ =  (t {x 1, . . . , x „ j  ( « = 1 , 2 ,  . . . ) .  In this case we have to assume that there exists a 
0 £ X  such that lim &„=& in order to guarantee u to be a.s. finite. Furthermore,
n
since we do not know anything about the common distribution of the members 
of the sequence, we need some weak dependence conditions on the sequence to 
assure that the results mentioned in Chapter 1 remain similar.
Now let n£N be arbitrary and introduce the following notations:
X(<5) =  P(ll*„_1- x J  <<5), <5>0;
Pn =  P(*„-l = *„);
p '  =  SHp P n 'n
We define some conditions on p'„ parallel to (a)—(f).
(a') p'n <  1 « = 1 ,2 , . . . ;
(bO lim y  p't'/*»W =  0 V s > 0 ,  V ^ > 0 ;n /=1
(c') lim np's/R»w  =  0 V s > 0 ,  V á > 0 ;
n
(d') /  <  i;
(f ')  p' = o.
Parallel to Chapter 1 we first state two lemmas about the stopping time u (to be a.s. 
finite and has finite expectation, respectively) then we deal with probability e-optimal- 
ity and next expectation e-optimality.
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Lemma 2.1. I f  (x„—0„) tends to zero in probability ((A)) then u is a.s. 
finite (i.e. it is a stopping rule), more precisely
\fk  s  2 V y > 0 :  P(m < ° ° ) = 1 .  □
Lemma 2.2. / / (H )  holds then u has finite expectation, more precisely
V i S  2 Vy >  0: Em <°°. □
Proof of Lemma 2.1. Let k ^ 2  and y>0 be arbitrary and let iV£N such
that
sup |] 0 „ - 0 J  Sy/2ci.
n ,m ^ N —At +  l
Then
P(« = ” ) =  P( fl {rk(Xn-k+i, ■■■, xn) ^  y}) =§n=k
— jnf P(rfc(^ n — +1» •••> xn) — y) —
ä  inf P( max llx,—x,-| S  y/cA S
S  inf 2  P(ll*i~*J Sy/Ci) ^
"sJV l,J=n—k+l
n
— 2k inf ^  Pdlx,-© ,! Sy/4Cl) =  0. □ □ □
neiV/=«-*+i
Proof of Lemma 2.2. Taking the preceding proof into account, for some con­
stant C, we have
Em =  k+  2  P(m >  n) á
n=k
S  C+ 2  P(rk(xn- k+1, ..., x„) s y ) s
n = N
^C+2k2 2  P(l* ,-Ö ,l &y/4c) S
/i = N i= n —k + 1
—  C+2k2 2  P(ll*.-® .1 S y / 4 c 1) < c o .  □ □ □
n = N—Ic + l
Now we turn on to formulate the theorems concerning the probability e-opti­
mality.
Theorem 2.l.A. / /  (x„—0„) tends to zero a.s. ((C)) and (P) holds then 
u is e-optimal in the sense
V e > 0  V<5> 0 Vfcs=2 By >  0: P f ld . - e j j  >  ő) S  e. □
it*
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In what follows we assume (except for Theorem 2.2.A) that our original se­
quence (x„) is m-dependent, i.e. for each n£N the tr-algebras a{x1, ..., x„} 
and a{xn+m+1, xn+m+2, ...} are independent (m is a nonnegative integer).
Theorem 2.1.B. I f  (xn—0 n) is m-dependent and tends to zero a.s. ((C)) 
and (c') holds then u is e-optimal in the sense
Vs >  0 Vc5>0 3 k  ^ 2  3 y > 0 :  P(||0u- 0 J  ><5)==e. □
Theorem 2.1.C. I f  the functions gk are projections and furthermore i f  (xn—0 n) 
is m-dependent and tends to zero ((C)) and none o f the rv’s and its successors are 
a.s. identical ((a’)) then u is z-optimal in the sense
V e > 0  V<5>0 3 k  ^ 2  3 y > 0 :  P(||xu- 0 li|| >  <5) e. D
The next three theorems concern the expectation s-optimality. They are similar 
to Theorem 1.2.A—Theorem I.2.C.
Theorem 2.2.A.. Assume the conditions o f Theorem 2.l.A  ((C) and (f')) and 
furthermore (J). Then u is s-optimal in the sense
V s > 0  V k s  2 3y > 0 :  E ||0I1- 0 J  s= e. □
Theorem 2.2.B. Assume the conditions (i)—(iv) o f Theorem 1.2.B and (d'). Assu­
me furthermore that the sequence is m-dependent. Then u is s-optimal in the sense
Vs >  0 3 k  ^ 2  3y > 0 : E ||0u- 0 J  S £. n
Theorem 2.2.C. I f  the functions gk are projections, conditions o f Theorem 2.1.C 
and (J) hold then u is s-optimal in the sense
V s>  0 3 f c s 2  3y > 0 : E||xu —0„|| ^  s. □
Proof of Theorem 2 .l.A. The proof is very similar to the proof of Theorem
l.l.A . Let s>0, (5>0 and k ^ 2 be arbitrary and let
N  — infin ^  k: J?„_*+1(<5/2c) = s/2Ar, sup 10; — 0,|| S  <5/2c}.
i , j s n - k  + l
We have to prove P[ + P^=s where
Pi =  P(||<9U- 0 U| > S ,u t s N )
and
Pi = P ( l |£ „ -0 J  ><5 , «> A) .
P'l = P(m =  N )  =  P(U {rk(xn- k+1, <  y}) ^
n = k
N  N  [(fc —2)/(m  +  2)]
-  2 p( max ||* j-X j|| < y /c 2) ^  2  II Pn-t+l+i.(m+2)+l(r/c2)
n = < t  n - k  + l S i , j S n  n = k  , = 0
where m =k  if the m-dependence does not hold; so in this case
P l — 2  Pn-k + iil/l0 )^-n=k
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Since N  and fc are fixed now and (P) holds we can choose y>0 small enough such 
that P'i^e/2.
Pt S  P(sup |] <s>„—0 J  >  <5) S
n>-N
-  p (sup f f i L  . h - e . I  >  s/c) s  
^ p(sup max \x ,-0 ,1  >  <5/2c) =n-k+lSiSn
= p( U {sup ||xn_,+1—0 B_|+1|| >  6/2c)} =§
1 = 1 n>N
S  2 ’P(sup||x(l_i+i - 0 n_l+i|| ><5/2c)s
i =  1 n > N
S  kRN _ 4+j(0/2c) S  el2. □ □ □
So we have proved the theorem and the next two inequalities, too:
N  [(fc —2)/(m +  2)]
(2-1) P'l — 2  I I  Pn — k +1 + i(m + 2) +1 (y/^)»n=k i=0
(2.2) P ^ k . R N. k+1(0/2c).
P roof of T heorem  2.I.B. By assumption (c') we can finitely define
M  =  inf {/I ^  1:
[1r « 1HL 2R„(<5/2c) J
*- m +  2 J S  e/4}.
Let f c - (<5/2c)] and N = M + k -  1. This way M=AT-fc+l. Since AT and 
fc now are fixed we can choose y  >0 such that
N [(fc —2)/(m +2)J '  N [(fc — 2)/(m +  2)1
2  I I  Pn-k + l-H(m + 2) + l(ylc2) — 2  I I  Pn-fc + l +  i(m +  2 ) + l +  £/4 Sn = k / = 0 - . ’
So we have
and
n=fc i =  0
(N -k+ l)p 'U k~ 2>/<m+2>t+i+ e/4.
Pi S  Mp
Í [2RmW2c)] 21 
'I  m + 2 J + 1+e/4 S  e/4+ e/4 - e/2
F ii[ i i d m K (ä/2i)ae/2' DDD
P roof of T heorem  2.I.C. The proof is based on inequalities (2.1) and (2.2) 
but in this case in the last inequality fc does not appear as a multiplying factor and 
has the form
P’z s  RAS).
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So if we fix N  such that Rn (5 )S e/2 then we can choose k and y in the required 
manner. □ □ □
P roof of T heorem  2.2.A. The flow of the proof is the same as of Theorem
1.2. A. We can get the last but one inequality by putting N = k—1 and then we have
EflŐ.-ÖJÍ ^ £ /3+ L P (||0 u- 0 J  =- e/3)+2ckR(LI2c) 
where L  is as large as sup ||0„ — 0 J | ^L/c. Then at the estimation of the second
n, m > 0
part we can refer to Theorem 2.1 .A. □ □ □
P roof of T heorem  2.2.B. It is essentially the same as the proof of Theorem
1.2. B. □  □ □
P ro o f  of T heorem  2.2.C. It is essentially the same as the proof of Theorem
1.2. C (refer to Theorem 2.2. A instead of Theorem 1.2. A). □ □ □
N o te  5. We mentioned introducing this chapter that we need some weak 
dependence conditions in order to prove some theorems. But we only used the m- 
dependence. It was for the sake of simplicity: much weaker conditions make possible 
the same argument. There is only one critical point at the estimation of P{ where 
we must take into account weak dependence.
For example consider the strong mixing condition. Let (x„) be a sequence of 
rv’s, J 5; — o-{x1; ..., x,} and &i = a{xi, xi+1, ...} 1,2, .... The sequence is
said to be strong mixing if there is a sequence (q„) of real numbers which monotone 
decreasingly tends to zero and
\P (A B )-P (A )P (B )\^Qn V A G VB£&k+n («, k S  1).
(Many of weak dependence conditions imply this strong mixing one. See e.g. [DP] 
and [S].)
Now suppose m  is as large that gm<e/8. When we are at that point of the 
proof where N  and k  are fixed we can partition the indexes from n—k + 1 to n into
+1 classes, each of them consists of n —k+ 1 +i(m+2) and the succes­
sor. As we have seen we can disregard the argument of p'„. Using (d') and our mixing 
condition successively we get the inequality
Pi = P+ Qm J _  , +  e/8
where
P  =  p '[ (* -2 ) /(m  +  2)] +  l_
This makes possible to prove the theorems (exactly the corresponding theorems of 
Theorem 2.1.B and Theorem 2.2.B).
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AN APPROXIMATION THEOREM FOR 
THE POISSON PROCESSES DEFINED ON AN ABSTRACT SPACE
CZESLAW G Ó ÍD Í. and MIECZYSLAW POLAK
Summary
Let (ß , s í ,  P) be a probability space, and let 9£ be an arbitrary set, S' a ring of subsets o f 3C, 
and n an additive set function on (ÍT ,# ). Let X(E, co), E^S', w £ ß  be a random element defined on 
J^X ß with its values in a measurable Abelian group (G, 0).
The aim of this paper is to give sufficient conditions such that the random element X(E, co) 
has a Poisson distribution with a parameter 1(E) where X is an additive set function on (SC.S'). 
In particular the theorems presented extend the main result obtained by Győrfi [2],
1. Let (G, 0) be a measurable Abelian group, that is, an Abelian group on which 
a cr-field 0  has been selected in such a way that the map (x,y)-*x+y, from GXG 
to G, is measurable for the cr-fields 0 X 0  and 19. Let v be a finite signed measure 
on 0. For any finite signed measure von f  let ||v|| be the norm defined by
(1) IMI = |v| (G),
where |v|(G) is the total variation of v.
Let SR be the system of finite signed measure on *0. It is not difficult to show 
that SR, with the norm defined as in (1), is a Banach space. It may also be showed 
that
(2) sup |v(A) |S  HI S  2 sup |v(A)|
X cC  A t z G
(see I. I. Gichman, A. W. Skorochod [1] for details).
Let 3C be an arbitrary abstract set, S' a ring of subsets of S , and fi an additive 
set function of S '. Further, we assume that for each e>0 and E1.S, there exists 
a disjoint decomposition Et , E2, En of E  with Ei£ S r and ^(F;)<£, / =  1, 2, ... 
..., n. Let (Q, .{/, P) denote a probability space, and X(E, co) be a random element 
taking its values in a measurable Abelian group (G, 0) that is, for each ElS^, X(E, ■) 
is a random variable on (Q, s í, P), and for each co£ ß , A( •, co) is an additive func­
tion on S', i.e.,
(3) X{El -\-E2, ■) =  X(EU -)+ X(E2, •) 
provided £'i n.E'2=0,
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. P r im a ry  6 0 F 0 5 ; S e c o n d a ry  60J75.
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2. The main results. Let X(E, co), E(HF, co£Q be a random element as above. 
Suppose that for each E1,E i^  suchthat E1DE2=9,
(4) P [X{Ej) *  0 , X(E2) * 0 ] ^ C p  {Ex)p (E2),
where C >0 is a constant independent of Ey and E2, and 0  is the null-element of 
the group G.
Let us define
0 <  x(E) = ?[X(E) ^  0],
The idea of the undermentioned considerations is due to T. Lezanski [4],
L e m m a . I f  X(E, co) is a random element satisfying the conditions ( 3 )  and (4 )  
then for every sequence o f disjoint sets E1, E2, ..., E„ there exists a constant C >0 
independent on Elt E2, En such that
(5) 12  <Ej) - t ( 2  Ej)\ ^  C p \ 2 Ej).
7 =  1 7=1 7= 1
P r o o f . The proof of this Lemma will be settled by induction argument. Let 
Ex,E 2f S '  and £j 02^ =  0 then using (4), we have
|t(£J + t(£2) - t(£1+ £ 2)| S  Cp(Ej)p(E2) si CpfE1 + E fi
From (5) and (4), we obtain
\ 2 r ( E j ) - z ( 2 E j ) \  S \ " 2  r (E j)-T (n2  Ej)\ + \zC 2 Ej)+i(En) - x ( 2  Ej)\ s=
7 = 1  7 = 1 7 =  1 7 = 1  7=1 7= 1
Cp2 ( 2  Ej) + Cp ( 2  Ej)p(En) s C p * ( 2  Ej).
7=1 7= 1  7=1
The last inequality ends the proof of the Lemma.
Now let E  be an arbitrary set from ÚF, and let {Ef j — 1, 2, 
a sequence of disjoint decompositions of the set E.
We define
(6) Xi(E) =  lim 2  *(£,-)•
max 0 7 =  1
1—7—
nk\ £^1} be
T heorem  1. I f  the conditions (3) and (4) are satisfied, then Ak given by (6), 
is a well defined additive set function on 3F.
P r o o f . Let {Ej, j = l ,  2 , n} be a disjoint decomposition of E  and let 
{Ej, k = l ,  2 , nj} be a disjoint decomposition of E},j=  1, 2, ..., n, respectively. 
Then
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By our Lemma, we have
\ 2  2  T (Ej) ~  T ( Z  £ 7)! -  c , max ß(Ej)n(E).7= 1 k = l  7=1 l s j ^ n k
Now we will show that the function f  is an additive set function on 
Let E and F be disjoint sets of and let {Ej, Fk, j=  1, 2, nk; A ^l}  be 
sequences of disjoint decompositions of the sets E  and F, respectively. Using the 
Lemma with n= 2, we get
2  [t (Ej) + T (Fj) -  Cp (E))p (Fj)\ =§ 2  * (£7  +  £ 7) =
7 = 1  7 = 1
s  5  [T (ED + t (F‘) + Q| (Epfi (FDl 
7=1
The decompositions of the sets E  and F can be chosen in such a way 
that max u(Ek,)-*0 and max «(F?)-*-0 as A:->■», thus the Theorem 1 is proved.
lS7S»t  1 i s j s n k •" r
Remark 1. If for every sequence of disjoint sets E1,E i£&r the random ele­
ments X(Ej), X(E2) are independent and if, in addition, for each EC__iF, t (E )~  
=  1—exp { — p(E)}, then the condition (4) is satisfied and f (E ) ,  defined by (6), 
is equal to n(E).
Now we assume that {0}£^, i.e., the set that contains only the null-element 
of the group G is element of the cr-field CS.
Let £f(X(E)) denote the distribution of the random element of X(E, • ). For 
each EZ.3F, let us put
(7) & (X(E))=I+ x(E)[Me- I ] ,
where I  is the probability measure whose mass is entirely concentrated at the point 
0£G , and ME is a probability measure such that
(8) M e(0 ) = 0.




(10) M ^E D iD  = [1 M2( { £ M { 2  ( t (EDMsi).
Define
(11) Ge = lim M1({Ej}ik)-
max f i ( E j )—0 
lS7snk
T heorem  2. I f  the conditions (3) and (4) are satisfied, then GE given in (11) is 
a well defined probability measure on (S.
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Proof. The proof is essentially the same as the proof of Theorem 1. In order 
to prove this Theorem it suffices to show that there exists a constant C >  0 such 
that for every pair of disjoint sets £j, E2^ 3F
(12) IIt(Ex + E2)M Ei+£a—r(£j)MEl — x(E2)M eJ  S  Cß{Edp(Ej.
Let us put
m =  t (£ j+ E2) MEi+Et - x  (Ed M El -  t (E2) MEl.
Taking into account (7) and (8), we may write
if A = 0 .
For each A ^O , we define
v(A) = P[X(E1+E2)^A]-P lX(EdeA]-P[X(E2)eA].
It is easy to see that
v(A) S  P[X(EJdA, X(E2) = 0] + P[X(Ed = 0 , X(E2)^A] +
-  P [X {E ^A }  -  P [X{E2)iA]  £  -  2Qi (Edn (E2).
For every A $ 0 ,  we put
x(A) = P[X(E1 + E2)ZA]-P[X(EdZA, X(E2) =  0 ] -P [X(Ex) = 0 , X(E2)iA].
It may be seen that x (A )^ 0  and also v(A )^x(A ). Hence
|v(^)| =§ max [2Cn(Edß(Ed, x(A)].
Therefore
sup |vG4)| S  max [2Cß(Edß(E2), x (G \6 )\.
e<M cG
It is obvious that if (5), then
x (G \0 )  = p[X(e 1+ e 2) Q)-P[X(Ed  *  0 ]+ P  [X(Ed ?± 0 , x (e 2) *  & ]-  
-P[X(EJ  Pi 0]+P[X(Ed Pi 0 , X(E2) pi 0] s  4C/i(Edn(Ed, 
which proves that
(13) sup |v(^)| 4C n (E M E d .
O tA a G
Taking into account (2) and (13) we obtain (12).
It may be showed that GE is a probability measure on (G, &).
Remark 2. Let <5 be a real valued function such that lim <5(x) = 0. Further-x-0
more, assume that for every EZ.2F there exists a constant C >  0 suchthat x (£ ) s  
s Cn(E). If there exists a set such that for every Ef^F
P[X(E)£B]^ fi(E)5(n(E))t
then Ge(B)=0.
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Let X(E,co), .E'6#’, co€ß be a random element with values in a measurable 
group (G, 'S) and satisfying the condition (3).
Assume that
1° there exists C >0 such that for every E£SF
P[*(£) * 0 ] ^  Cfi(E),
2° for any sequence of disjoint sets Ex, E2, . . . ,E n£lF the random variables 
X(Et), X(E2), ..., X(En) are independent.
T heorem  3. I f  X(E, a>), E £ ^ , co£Q is a random element satisfying the con­
ditions 1° and 2°, then
||jäf(^(£))-expA2({£;}i)[M1({£>} l) - / ] | |  =£ 2C 2 / ( E j ) ,
where A2 ({£)}!), M1({Ej}D are defined by (9) and (10), respectively.
P r o o f . The method used in the proof of this Theorem is essentially the same 
as the method given by Le Cam [3].
At first we see that the conditions 1° and 2° imply the condition (4).
Let us put FEj=e\pi:(Ej)(MEj—l), j= 1, 2, ..., n, and let
KEí = rí* Z’inE j)), REn =  "ff* FEj .
7=1 7=1
For 1 -ck<n, we define
*£„ =  ( n *  eEj)* (  rí* &(x(Ej))).
l ^ j ^ k - l  j ^ k + 1
Then for fc=l, 2 , we have
REk*FEk = REk+l* <?(X(Ek+1)).
Now, it is easy to see that
n *  2{x{Ej)) -  u *  eEj =  2  r Ej * ( z ’in E ji)  -  fEj).
Since REj is a probability measure, this implies
|| rí* SC (X (E j))-n* FSj\\ ^  i  \\£e(X(Ej))-FEj\\.
The difference FEj—£?(X(Ej)) can be written
FEj -  <?(X(Ej)) = [e~ W - 1  + t(Ej)] / + t(Ej)(e-<*P-1  )M Ej+
+ e~«En 2  ■ck(EJ)(M Ej)*k/k\.
k = 2
Hence
\\Fe - ^ { X ( E j))\\ sä 2t(£;) ( 1 - c- ^ ) )  sä 2 Cp\Ej).
This proves the desired result.
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Theorem 4. I f  X(E, co), E£tF, coC Q is a random element satisfying the con­
ditions 1° and 2°, then
&  (X  (E)) = exp (E) (Ge—I), 
where X fE), GE are defined in (6) and (11), respectively.
Proof. At first we see that from Theorem 3, we have
||jSP(jr(£))—expA1(£)(CB- / ) | |  =S2C 2  vl\Ej) +
7 = 1
||exp K({Ej)í) [M, ({£,}?) -  / ]  -  exp (E) (C£ -  7)||.
Taking into account the Theorems 1 and 2 it is easy to see that the right-hand 
side of the last inequality tends to 0. This proves the desired result.
3. Special case. In this section, we consider the case where (G, @) is a measur­
able Abelian subgroup of integer numbers. Let X(E, co), E£iF, co£Q be a random 
element taking its values in the set of nonnegative integer numbers and satisfying 
the condition (3). /
Theorem 5. I f  X(E, co), EC S7, atf Q is a random element satisfying the con­
ditions 1° and 2°, and i f  G£( 1)= 1, then
P[X(E) = k\ = exp[— ( £ ) ] (E)/k\, k = 0, 1, ....
Proof. The proof of this Theorem follows from Theorem 4 and from the fact 
that if G£(l )=l ,  then exp X1(E)(Ge — I) has the Poisson distribution with the 
parameter XfE).
The obtained result extends the main Theorem given by Győrfi [2].
A c k n o w le d g em en t . The authors wish to thank the referee for his helpful com­
ments.
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LARGE PRIME FACTORS OF INTEGERS IN AN 
ARITHMETIC PROGRESSION
A. BALOG, J. FRIEDLANDER1 and J. PINTZ
1. Introduction
Among a number of interesting results that have been proved by the Chebyshev— 
Hooley method is the theorem of Ramachandra [13] that, for arbitrary a=-0 there 
exists <5(a)>0 such that the interval (X, X + X “] contains, for all X > X 0, an in­
teger having a prime factor exceeding X,x+Ő. The problem of getting good admissible 
values for ő has since received considerable attention beginning with Jutila [10] 
and most recently from Balog—Harman—Pintz [1].
The analogous problem for an arithmetic progression, which seems not to have 
been discussed in the literature, forms the topic of this paper. Our first result is
T heorem  1. Let a >1/2 and (a,q)= 1. There exists <5(a)>0 such that, for 
all sufficiently large q, there is some m ^X = q i+a with m= a(mod q), and m 
having a prime factor exceeding qx+ó.
There are a variety of ways to attack this problem. The (rather complicated) 
values for 5 obtained here are stated explicitly in Theorem 3, in the final section of 
the paper.
The absence of a non-trivial result for arbitrary ot>0 is due to the absence 
of an analogous result for short incomplete Kloosterman sums. Assumption of 
conjecture R* of Hooley [7] gives Theorem 1 for any a>0. In the case of short 
intervals the Kloosterman sums are replaced by van der Corput sums for which 
non-trivial estimates are known [10],
One conjectures that for any oc>0 we may take á(a) = l. Indeed, for a suffi­
ciently large, Linnik’s theorem on the least prime in an arithmetic progression gives
13á(a) =  l, while Theorem 3 gives only lim <5(a)—- r r -On the other hand the methods
a —°° JO
given here provide a positive proportion of the integers (in the progression) with 
a large prime factor whereas Linnik’s method gives far fewer.
It is well-known that the assumption of the Generalized Riemann Hypothesis 
gives primes <scq2+‘ and thus implies <5(a)=l for a=-l. Moreover, as a conse­
quence of the method of § 5 we are still able to derive a rather strong result from 
the following well-known weaker conjecture.
1 Partially supported by NSERC Grant A5123.
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. P r im a ry  10H20, 10H 30; S e c o n d ary  10H 32, 10G 05.
Key words and phrases. P rim es , sieves, a r ith m e tic  p rog ressions.
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H ypothesis. For any e > 0  there exist c o (e ) > 0 , <y0(s) > 0  such that whenever 
L > qc and q>qa we have fo r  all non-principal characters % (mod q)
\2xW\ <  Lci~m-l^L
T heorem  2. Under the above hypothesis we have <5 (a) =  1 — £ for a >2, that 
is, i f  X ^ q 3+C and q >q0(e) then for all a with (a,q)=  1 there is an m ^X , m = a 
(mod q) such that the greatest prime factor p o f m satisfies p>Xq~e.
The paper is organized as follows. Sections 2 and 3 are preliminary, the former 
introducing the general idea of Chebyshev’s method and reducing the problem to 
a sum over large prime powers, the latter reducing it to a sum over large primes. 
Sections 4, 5, 6 form the heart of the work giving three different treatments for the 
essential sum, each of which is stronger than the others for some range of a. In Sec­
tion 7 we summarize the previous efforts in the statement of Theorem 3 and make 
some concluding remarks about possible improvements for ő.
2. Preliminary reduction of the proof
Throughout the paper e denotes an arbitrary positive real number, not necessar­
ily the same at each occurrence.
Letting A(t,d)=  21 1 we have
js t
j s a ( q )
j = o(a)
(1) Z  log j =  2  2 m  = 2 M d )A (X ,d ) .
j ^ X  j * X  d \j d
j  = a(q) j  = a(q)
The left-hand side is
Y log X + 0(Y),
where throughout, Y = X /q—qx. The right-hand side is
— 2  ^ r - + o ( Y ) +  2  M Q A (x ,d ).
q (d,q) = 1 » d>YdmY
Since 2  — log log we have
d\q d
(2) 2  A (d)A (X ,d) = r  log <7 + 0  (T log log <7).
d=-r
For any d> Y  we have A(X, d )^ 2  and so the contribution to the sum in (2) from 
prime powers d=pk with p ^ Y  is majorized by 7c(T)logT and can be absorbed 
in the error term. For the remaining powers, where p > Y  we have 1 -l-a“ 1.
To complete the proof it suffices to show that for some positive e and <5 with 
p = q'l+s, we have
(3) 2  A (X, pk) log p ^  (1 — e) T log q.
k, p
Y ^ p ^ P
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In view of the trivial bound A(X, pk)SA (X , p), it suffices to have
(4) 2  A{X ,p)\ogp Y\ogq.
t«=psp v.a+1 )
This, however, gives a weaker value of <5 than necessary. We instead show that, for
a >1/2,
(5) Z  M X, P2) «  q " 2
P=~Y «
whence, since, A(X, p k) s A (X ,p 2) for k >2 and since k ^ l + a “ 1, it is sufficient 
to prove
(6) Z  A (X ,p ) \o g p ^ ( l-e )Y \o g q ,
Ysp^P
for an appropriate Ö. The methods for obtaining (6) occupy the major part of this 
work.
3. Multiples of higher powers
In this section we discuss methods for estimating the sum in (5). In the short 
interval problem the analogue of (5) is reduced to the estimation of exponential 
sums which can be treated by van der Corput’s method for any oc>0. Here the 
problem is more difficult but for the case a >1/2 an almost trivial method suffices. 
Writing a typical integer contributing to A(X, p2) in the form kp2, we have
Z A (X ,p * )=  z Sk
p=-T kSX/Y*
(*.«)=i
where we fix, for each k, some k satisfying kk = 1 (mod q), and let Sk be the number 
of integers j  satisfying the conditions:
(7) 0 < jqk + akk S. X  
and
(8) jq  + ak = pi for some prime p0 >  Y.
Since p0S l I,! and since the number of solutions in m of the congruence 
km2 = a (mod q) is -=sc d(q), we have
Z A(X,rt«XY-d{q)(l+XWq-')
p^Y
which gives (5) for a >1/2.
R em a rk . There are less trivial ways of attacking the sum (5); for the most 
part these also fail for small a.
The replacement of (8) by the condition that jq  + ak be a quadratic residue 
modulo every “small” prime allows, if a >1/2, an application of the large sieve 
identity much as in [6, pp. 66—68]. The reduction of (5) to exponential sums (as
12
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done for (6) in § 4) leads to incomplete sums of the form
(9)
which can be treated (see [4]) by Weil’s method but this, too, fails for 1/2. Recent 
progress has been made by Heath-Brown [4] and from his treatment it follows 
that one has (5) for a >4/9.
4. Kloosterman sums and the sieve
In this section we prove:
Proposition. Let £ > 0  and a >1/2 be given. For all sufficiently large q and 
any q, a satisfying a S g < d S a + l - e ,  and R = q e, S = q a, we have
(10) Z  A ( X , p ) S - ^ ± - ( c r - e ) Y .
r«=pss za—1
From (10) we deduce by considering a sufficiently fine partition of the interval [a, a + £] 
that
(11) 2  A (x , p)log p — .f—£| - Flog q f  udu
r < p s p  2 a —1 f
which gives (6), and Theorem 1, with any d such that (a+<5)2—a2< a —1/2.
P roof of (10). Let {Ad|d<D} denote the upper bound Rosser or Selberg 
weights as usually used for an arithmetic progression mod q, having support on 
(a subset of) those square-free integers prime to q, all of whose prime factors are 
< z . We assume z ^ D ^ Y  so that
(12) 2  A (X ,P )^  2  M X, m) 2 ^  = 2  h  2  2  i
R -cp^S  R - ^ m ^ S  d\m d-<D Rd~1< r ^ S d ~ 1 k^X /dr
k = adr(q)
where, again, s means sv= 1 (q). Throughout, r will be restricted to integers prime 
to q. The inner sum over k  may be written as
X
drq
where i j / ( t)=t—[!] —1/2.
x
The main term gives rise in (12) to a contribution
Y z fd^D Cl
= {d-Q)Yq l y ( q ) \o g q 2  f  + 0(D qs) si (2+E)(<i-e)I'log qfiogD,
d Cl
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for all sufficiently large q, if we take say D =z2=qx~e for some positive 6. It thus 
suffices to show that, for 0 >  1/2 andforeachof x = 0  and x —X, we have
(13) 2  b 2d^ D Rd-'-zrS
In fact we shall majorize the 
written as a sum of « lo g  X  sums
(14) 2
X adr I




l drq q i
where T<T'r=2T. For any 0 < d < l / 2 ,  we have
for two functions A (t)— 2  ahe(ht), e(t)=e2ni‘
h*0
B(t) =  A + 2  bhe(ht),
hAO
where \ah\<*:ck, c* =  min "jlj/jjs") • This may be seen by taking
the functions in Lemma 2 of [3] and averaging them as in Vinogradov [15, p. 33]. 
Thus (14) is bounded by
(15) ATd * + 2  chh^ O
y  ( hx /lo^rM 
\d rq  q )\'
To the inner sum over r we apply the estimate
(16) 2 eK)v^r^v, \ (// «  q1/2+‘(b, g)i/»+ (V* Vl) (fe, q)




-=r S T ' d -»
hx
drq
Í2ÍL) «  (? v i+ .(Ä, qy/*+JL(h, ?)j  ( i + \h\x] 
Tq ) ’
whence, after some computation, we see that (15) is majorized by
ATd~1 + q ^+ t+ X iA T )-1 q -^+ '+ X id A )-1 q~2+t + Td-1 q - '* 1.
Finally, the choices D=qa~lli~y (for positive y < a —1/2) and A = T~1q*~1,2y 
ensure that the left-hand side of (13) is bounded by q*~yl3. This completes the proof 
of (10).
12*
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5..Character sums and the Vaughan identity
If a >  1 then we can improve the result of § 4 by using a character sum approach 
instead of Kloosterman sums. We start with a definition.
(17) Definition. Let y be a non-negative constant with the property that for 
any s > 0  there is an a>=cü(e)>0 suchthat
2 1 “ 
I S L
for all non-principal characters % (mod q) and all L ^ q y+e.
In this section we prove
(1 8 )  P ro po sitio n . Let £0 > 0  and a > l  be given. For all sufficiently large q and 
Y =£ R <  2R S  5 q~‘o min (Yq112, Y4/3)
we have




Proposition. Let e0> 0  and a. > 2  be given. For all sufficiently large q and 
Y S R ^ 2 R ^ S ^  Xq~y~eo
2R^p^S
A (X, p) log p = (1 +e0) Y log — .
Our knowledge about y is
L em m a  1 (Burgess, [2]). For any q we have y — 3/8 and for cube-free q we 
have y=l /4.
However, it is expected that
(20) H ypothesis. For any q we have y = 0.
This is just the hypothesis stated in the introduction. It is easy to see that for 
a > 2  (19) is stronger than (18) and it is immediate from (19) that the above hypothe­
sis implies
2  A(X, p) log J )S(1 —e') Y log q, 
r< p sx r‘
which gives Theorem 2.
The other effects of (18) and (19) on <5 (a) will be discussed later. We note that 
the bounds given in (18) and (19) are best possible; in fact, the same considerations 
give the asymptotic formula.
Proof of (18) and (19). After a splitting up argument we are interested in 
getting a good upper bound for
(21) 3T=3T{H)= 2  A tX ,p)\ogp
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where q= l+ e  and Y^H~=X. For technical reasons sometimes we use weighted 
sums instead of .^itself.
(22)
where either
= ( l + e )  2  Mn) 2  w(/)H<n^ rjH 1 = 1
n l= a ( g )
W(l) = Wl(l) =  e ~ W ,  = h = \og*q
or
w(/) =  w2(/) = 1 if i S 77’
0 otherwise.




y x = 2  2  A («)*(«)w (0/(0-I = 1
Computing the contribution of the principal character we get from (22) and (23) 
that for H<Xq~c
(i+ 5e)y  2  ^ + o ( Í 2 l 4Tl '  <P id ) x*X0 '
We obtain (18) and (19) from this by proving that under the given conditions on 
a and H  we have
(24) l 2  \Tt \ «  Yq~\
P(?) X*Xa
We transform the sum over primes into bilinear forms.
L emma 2 (Vaughan’s identity [14]). For an arbitrary function Fiji) and real 
numbers l ^ X ,  X 1/2 we have
2  A{n)F(n) =  2  A(n)F(n) + 22h (n ) \ogm F (m n )-
n^X n^U mn^ Xn^ U
- 2 2  ( 2  t*(d)A(t))F(mri)+ 2 2  A(m)( 2  ß(‘))F(mn).
m n^X  m = dt m n ^X  n=dt
m ^ U 2 d , t ^ U  m,n>-U t>-U
Take
Bx = BX(M, N) = 2 2  2 amX(.m)b„x(n)w(l)x(.l)H^ mn^ tjH l = 1
B!=B*X(N )=  2 2  2 X(m)bnX{n)W(l)X{l)
H-<mn^rjH 1 = 1
and
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where am, bn are complex coefficients satisfying \am\ s \ ,  \bn\S  1; am+0 implies 
M <m S2M ; ^„^0 implies N < n^2N  and H /4 ^M N ^2 H  in Bx, N ^2 H  in 




2  | ^ |  «  log2 q max
1
X*X0 N*v‘ <P(V) x*x„2  \By\ + qc max' A. A TJ__XÍ ___ IJ
1
v*h*hV  (p{q) xf Xa2  \Bt \.
Thus we are interested in estimating the average over characters of general (Bx) 
and special (B*) bilinear forms. We can detect the condition H<mnS.r\H by using 
the Perron integral formula
amtn “x(m) bnn~ux(ri)
- T m1/2 ijl/2
w(0x(0
(tiH)1'2+,t — 7 / 1 / 2 + ' *  
1/2 + it dl -f-
(26)
+ o ( ^ - | Z w ( 0 z(0 |).








(2m/Af)1/2: K  = K{t) = (2 «/TV)1'2




-•/ <*>(?) xfxo 
l1 -flog <7 max
I«|SX, <p(?) 2  \BxJ
and the coefficients of B/<t have the same properties as those of Bx. To prove (18) 
we use the weight w1(l). We need two further lemmas.
Lemma 3. Reflection argument (Jutila, [11]). I f  1 ^ K ^ 2 q ,  h=log2 q, K* =
<7 log6 a , ,— ana y +y0 thenK
\ 2 x W e - ° /K)h\ «  l+ diq) f  
<=i - f r
* y  xd )K  
Ú *  cl/KY/* dx.
Lemma 4. Mean-square theorem (Montgomery, [12]). For any complex num­
bers am we have
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We use the reflection argument for the factor 2 wi(0x0)- Taking II2 =
and for a fixed \z \sh2 *, L ^ H z,
q log6 q 
Hi





c z . t . r  =  222
1 ( M V^2 1
7—r- 2  \By tl «  9cmax max - ^ 1  —7—r- 2  |C, , t|. (q) z tx . L«n»|.|a**l L ) cp(q) 19>(?) x*x<,
Finally we use the Cauchy—Schwartz inequality and the mean-square theorem to get
» B i  |c - ' ” 1 s  U )  ?  ( ^ 1 2 2  K u M f )  «Z^ Zo
Combining this with (28) and (27) we get
1




provided (i) a S l  + lOe 
(ii) H  S  Yqll2~6c
(iii) H Y2aac Ä N =£ -1_ /7-10eH -  H
In estimating 2?* we use £f(l/2+it, x) instead of 2 aml(.m)m 1/2 “■ Instead of
(27) and (28) we have
( H yH ^ '2
_  E l  NL )——— > LS; qc max max max— —-— X <p(q) zfzo T'sxqLsH,\x\*h* T ' + 1
2T ' + 1
x / - 7 - 7  2  l^ ( i /2 + i 0 2 « z ( ”)2« iz(0M < + O (i)• VWl Z^ Zo
We need the following lemma.
Lemma 5. Fourth-moment estimate (Montgomery, [12]). For T ^ 2  we have
2  j \ 2 ( \ l 2  + it,x)\'dt<*zqT\og*qT.
X - T
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(30)
Using this with the mean-square theorem we arrive at
1 ( X  )1/2
—T T  2  li?* I <sc űe max max max —— x  <p(q) xf x„ *' * T'SXqL*H,\x\sht\NL)
( 1 2T'+1 1 \1/4
4 r t T , /  w 2 i ^ o / 2 + < o « r * )  x
( i 2r'+i , si/2r  + 1 J  b ix in tfd i]  X
( 1 2  J  + 1  ,  s l / 4
r+ i /  w ^  C'*(/)I4J +0(1) <<:
provided I J ^ q  which follows from H ^.Yq1,2~5e. These bounds give
(31)
1
v ( q )
2  \B * \« Y q ~ 2E
X^ Xo
provided (i) oc ^  1 + 8s
(ii) H  S  Yq1'2- 5'
(iii) N  =§ Yq~Sc.
We get the required bound (24) by substituting (29) and (31) into (25) provided we
H  Y2have a good choice of U satisfying U2^ Y q ~ 8E, - ~ q SeSU, and H 1/2S ----q8c.Y H
Under the conditions of (18), U—Y ll2q~iE is a good choice.
Next we turn to the proof of (19). We use the simpler weights w2(l) and we 
can assume H ^Y q 1,2~5E‘, otherwise (18) gives the required result. We follow the 
above arguments except that we use (17) instead of the reflection, that is we have 
(cf. (28)) with <y=ai(s0)
From (27) we get (if 3s<co)
1
(32)
. < . > £ '  ^ T r
provided (i) H  S  Xq~
(ii) min (M, N) q.
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For the special bilinear forms we have
1
<?(?) X**o
2T' + 1 I
2  |b; i « o (1) +
The same argument as (30) gives 
1
w i , |s;i * qm  (# ('+t ) n o + f  r  ^ H ' ^ r
provided H 2<Kq1+10e which follows from H ^ Y q 1,2~5c. These bounds give
(33) provided (i) a ^  1 + lOe
(ii) Yq1/2~bc s / i S  Yq1~c
(iii) N  S  Yq~10c.
We get (24) by substituting (32) and (33) into (25) because under the given conditions 
U—Y 1,2q~be is a good choice of the parameter, if a&2+10e.
6. Sieve estimates and if-functions
In this section we combine the if-function techniques of § 5 with the Rosser—• 
Iwaniec sieve to get upper bounds for 2 ^ ( ^  P)- Our main results are the follow­
ing.
(34) P roposition . Let £0>0 and l<a=3/ 2  be given. For all sufficiently large 
q and
q - ‘>Y*l* S Ä < 2 Ä S 5 S  q - 'o Y q 1'2
we have
2  A {X, p) log p S  (1 + 10e0) Y f ]0g^ - dy.




Proposition . Let e0=-0 and a = » l be given. For all sufficiently large 
Yq1/2~‘o SS R < 2R S  S  <  Xq~‘o
2  A(X, p) logp S  (1 + 10e0) log2 S  — log2 R
iö g 7
Y.
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P r o o f  of (34) a n d  (35). Let (Ad|d<D} denote the upper bound Rosser— 
Iwaniec weights of the sieve S(sX, &q, z) with distribution level D. {3?q is the set 
of primes not dividing q.) We have
3r= 3T(H )=  2  A {X ,p)\0g p ^
H-zpsnH
— 0  Te) log H 2  vv(0 2  ! =I — 1 H-<p^ rjH
p lsa (q )
^  ( i+£) iogf /  2  w(0 2  2 ^ i -
1 = 1 H -cn^rjH  d\n
nl=a(q)
= (l+£)log H  2  2  2  w(0d<D H^ md^ rjH 1 = 1
mdl = a(q)
where q and w(l) are defined in § 5. We use again the orthogonality of characters. 
The principal character gives the main term of the sieve and the required results 
follow from
where
<p{q) 2x*xa1^1 «  Y q -
srx = 2  2  2 idX(.d)x(k)w(i)x(i)
d < D  H c d k ^ r j H  1 =  1
and D = YiH~2q~20c for (34), D = Yq~8c for (35). 2TX has the same shape (after 
a splitting up argument) as B* thus choosing vv(/) = w2(/) we get (35) from (33). 
To prove (34) we choose w(l)=w1(l) and now we use the bilinear form [8] of the 
weights ?.d. We have to investigate
2  2  2  2  amx(m)bnx(n)x(k)w(l)x(I)
A f - < m ^ 2 A Í  N < n ^ 2 N  H - < k m n ^ n H  1 =  1
where |am|S l ,  \b„\^l and M, q~Wc. When M N ^Y q~ Sc then collect-H
ing mn (31) gives the required bound. Otherwise at least one of M  and N, say N 
satisfies Y 1'2q~ie^ N ^ Y 2H ~ 1q~10e. Now collecting mk (29) gives the required
bound provided qSe^ Y 1/2q~u which follows from H ^ Y q ll2~12e^ Y 3l2q~12e
as a ^1 . This completes the proof.
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7. Conclusion
Combining the propositions (18), (19), (34) and (35) we get
(36) Proposition. Let 6„>0 and a > l > 5 > 0  be given. For all sufficiently 
large q we have
a-\-d
2  A (X ,p ) \o g p ^ ( l+ £ 0) Y \ o g q f  F(a,ß)dß
q‘*p*q° + ‘ ;
where F(ct, ß) is defined by
Hot, /»)=<
1 <  a ^  3/2 3 / 2 < a ? 2 2 <  a
a S j 8 <  4a/3 a S ^ <  a + y <* = 0 <  a +  y
- i f  4a/3 S  ß <  a +  y . . .
1 1 5a + y  S ß <  a+1 a + y  =2 ß <  a +  1 a + y  ^  ß <  a +  1.
If q is cube-free then 5/8 can be replaced by 3/4 in the last column. Thus 
Theorem 1 is true for all a > l ,  <5(a)<<5*(a) where <5*(a) is defined by
t + S *
f  F (a ,/J)d /J=  1.
a
From Propositions (10) and (36) a simple computation yields
Theorem 3. The conclusion o f Theorem 1 is valid for any a >1/2 and any 
ÖSŐ* where ő* = ő*(a) is defined by
<5*(a)=<
1a2 +  a — ——a
1 « 5  1 4a/
i /  , 3 1
j,
/ a2 -|-----a -I--------a8 64
i f  | < a s l
i f  1 <  a =2 y  
.. 3i f  — <  a S  2 
i f  2 -c a.
Finally we note that there are some possible ways to improve the value <5* (a) for 
a > l.  In using the linear sieve we can compute the contribution of P2’s as well 
(see Balog—Harman—Pintz, [1]) and in bounding the bilinear forms we can use 
the Halász—Montgomery—Huxley inequality (see Iwaniec [9]).
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J. Varlet [5] has introduced the concept of 0-modular lattice and proved that a lattice L  with 
0 (0 is the least element in L)  is 0-modular if and only if there exists in L, no non-modular five element 
sublattice including the element 0. The dual of O-modularity is 1-modularity (1 is the greatest element). 
In this paper, we define 0-modular meet semilattices and prove that a bounded meet semilattice L  is 
0-modular if and only if the lattice F(L)  of all filters of L  is 1-modular. Using this we establish some 
necessary and sufficient conditions for a bounded meet semilattice to be a finite Boolean algebra.
1. Preliminaries
Throughout this paper we shall be concerned with meet semilattices. We use 
the symbols V (join) and A (meet) to indicate the least upper bound and the greatest 
lower bound of a subset when they exist. The least (greatest) element is denoted by 
0(1), when it exists.
A semilattice L with 0 is O-distributive if, for any a,b,c£L, aA b= 0—aAc 
implies aAd=0 for some d ^b , c. A semilattice L with 0 is called weakly 0-distrib- 
utive if for any a, b, c in L,aAb = 0=aAc implies aA(b\Jc) = 0 whenever b \c  
exists in L. A semilattice L with 1 is 1-distributive if for any a ,b ,c£L  
a\/b and aVc exist and equals 1, then a\l(bAc) exists and equals 1. A semilattice 
L with 0 is semicomplemented if for any a£L ( a ^ l ,  if 1 exists), there is b£L, 
b?±0 such that aAb = 0. Dually a semilattice L  with 1 is dual semicomplemented 
if for any a£L (a^O, if 0 exists), there is b£L, b?±l such that 1 is the only upper 
bound of a and b. A semilattice L with 0 and 1 is complemented if for any a in L, 
there is b in L such that aAb=0  and 1 is the only upper bound of a and b. A  semi­
lattice L with 0 is weakly complemented if for any a~cb, there is c£L such that 
aAc=0 and bAc^O. A  lattice L with 0 (1) is 0-modular (1-modular) if for any 
a,b ,c£L , aS.c (a^c) and bAc=0 (b\Jc— 1) imply (a\lb)Ac~a {(aAb)\Jc=a).
An element a of a semilattice L is meet prime if bAcSa  implies i s o  or 
cSa. A  non-zero element x  of a semilattice L with 0 is an atom if for any 
O S y S x  implies 0= t or y —x. Dually, an element x  (x ^ l)  of a semilattice L 
with 1 is a dual atom if x S y S  1 implies x —y  or y — 1.
A filter of a semilattice L is a non-empty subset F of L such that xAy€ F if 
and only if x£F and y£F. The principal filter generated by an element a£L, 
that is, the set {x£L|xSa}, is denoted by [a). When ordered by inclusion, the set 
F{L) of all filters of an up-directed semilattice L  is a lattice called the filter lattice
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. P rim a ry  0 6 -X X ; S e c o n d ary  06A 12.
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of L. The lattice operations in F(L) are denoted by V and H, respectively. A filter 
F of L  is prime if and only if it is a meet prime element of (F(L), Pi). A proper filter 
F is maximal if the only filter strictly containing F is L. In (6) it is proved that a 
bounded semilattice is O-distributive if and only if any maximal filter is meet prime.
Throughout this paper, L  will denote a meet semilattice. All filters of L  are 
assumed to be proper. Set inclusion and intersection are denoted by £  and Pi re­
spectively.
2. 0-modular semilattices
D e f i n i t i o n . A semilattice L  with 0 is called 0-modular if ű S c  and bAc=0 
(a ,b ,c d L ) imply that there exists d in L such that b ^ d  and a—cAd.
Obviously, every modular semilattice is 0-modular. Now we give an example 
of a 0-modular semilattice which is non-modular.
E x a m p l e . Let Lx= {0, a, b, c, d,e, f ,g ,  a0, a l5 a.z, ..., a„, ...} be a semilattice 
as shown in Fig 1. The arrow indicates an infinite chain. Let us observe that Lx is 
not a lattice as e and g have no least upper bound. It can be easily seen that Lx is 







It should be mentioned that our definition of O-modularity coincides with that 
of Varlet [5] in a lattice.
Now we characterize O-modularity as follows:
T h e o r e m  1. A bounded semilattice L  is 0-modular i f  and only i f  the lattice 
F(L) o f all filters o f L is l-modular.
P r o o f . Suppose L is 0-modular. Let Flt F2, F3 be any three filters of L such 
that F!VF,=[0) and F1Q F2. Clearly Ftd(F3C\ F2)Q F2. Let x£F2. Since FXV 
VF,=[0), it follows that 0=,yAz for some ydF^ and z£F3. As x A y < y  and 
yA z= 0, by O-modularity xA y= yA zx for some ZjSz. Observe that z ^ x A y d F i  
and so z ^ F 3C\F2. Now x S x A y = y A z1£F1d (F3C\F2) and therefore F1V(F3PlF2)=  
= F2. Thus F(L) is a l-modular lattice.
Conversely, suppose a S c  and b/\c=0  for some a,b,c£L. Then [b, )V[c, )=  
=  [0) and [ c ) g [a ) ,  so that by hypothesis [c )V ([h )n [u ))  = [a). Consequently a = 
= c/\d  forsome d^b . Thus Lis 0-modular. This completes the proof of the theorem.
We now prove some lemmas to characterize finite Boolean algebras.
L e m m a  1. (a) Every bounded semicomplemented and weakly O-distributive semi­
lattice is l-distributive. (b) Every bounded dual semicomplemented and l-distributive 
semilattice is weakly O-distributive.
P r o o f , (a) Suppose x f y ,  xVz (x, y, z£L) exist and are equal to 1. Let 
x S d and y A z^ v  forsome v£L. Assume that v ^ l .  Since L is semicomplemented, 
we have vAa=0 forsome a^O, a(LL. Clearly xA a= 0—(yAz)Aa. As Lis weakly 
O-distributive, it follows that (űAj )A(xVz) = 0 and s o  aAy=0. Again by weakly 
O-distributivity, 0—aA (xdy)—aA l=a, a contradiction. Therefore 1 is the only 
upper bound of x and yAz. Hence Lis l-distributive.
(b) Let xA y= 0= xA z  and yd  z exists for x ,y ,z£ L .  We have to show that 
xA (yd  z)=0. Assume that xA (yd  z)?±0. Since L is dual semicomplemented, it 
follows that (xA (ydz))dw  exists and is equal to 1 forsome w ^ l, w€L. Clearly 
(wVx) and (ydz)d w exist and are equal to 1. We claim that for any ad L, if 
aSw  and a ^ y ,  then adz  exists and is equal to 1. Suppose a ^w ,y . If m ^ a , z, 
then mSw, yd  z and so m=  1. Therefore a d z — 1. Similarly, adx=  1 and hence, 
by 1-distributivity, ad(xAz) exists and is equal to 1. As xAz=0, it follows that 
a=  1. Thus any upper bound of w and y  is equal to 1. This shows that 1 is the only 
upper bound of w and y. Again by 1-distributivity; wd(xAy) exists and is equal 
to 1. Since xAy=0, it follows that w = 1, a contradiction. Therefore xA (y d z)—0 
and hence L is weakly O-distributive. This completes the proof of the lemma.
L e m m a  2 .  Every complemented 0-modular semilattice L which is also weakly 
O-distributive is a Boolean algebra.
P r o o f . By Corollary 1 of (2 )  (Corollary 1 ( 2 ) :  every weakly O-distributive 
complemented semilattice which is also weakly complemented is a Boolean algebra) 
it is enough if we prove that L is weakly complemented. Suppose a<b for some 
a,bdL. Let c be a complement of a in L. Obviously, aAc=0. If 6Ac=0, then by 
O-modularity a=bAd forsome d^c. Since d ^ a ,c  it follows that d=  1 and so 
a=b  which is a contradiction. Therefore bAc^O  and hence L is weakly comple­
mented.
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L e m m a  3 . Let L  be a bounded O-modular semilattice. I f  F and J  are any 
two filters o f L such that FMJ=[0) and F(jJ= [l), then both F and J  are prin­
cipal filters o f L.
Proof. Suppose F V /= [0) and F f]J—[1) for some F and JdF(L). As 
FV /=[0), we have 0= xA y  for some xC F and y£J. Now we show that F=[x) 
and J=\_y). Clearly [x)C7 F. Let zC F. Since z A x 3  x and xA y— 0, by 0-modu- 
larity, zA x —xAw for some w ^y . Again as w^zAxCF, it follows that w£FC\ 
n/=[l) and so w= 1. Consequently zA x=x and hence zC[x). Therefore F=[x). 
Similarly J —[y). Thus F and J  are principal filters of L.
L e m m a  4 .  ( 3 ) :  In a bounded semicomplemented semilattice every meet prime 
element is a dual atom.
L e m m a  5 . Let L be a bounded semicomplemented semilattice. I f  0  is the meet 
o f a finite number o f meet prime elements in L, then L is dual semicomplemented 
and O-distributive.
P r o o f . We first show that L is dual semi-complemented. Let x  be a non-zero 
element of L. Then, by hypothesis, there is a meet prime element p in L such that 
x ^ p. Since L is semicomplemented, by Lemma 4, p is a dual atom and so 1 is the 
only upper bound of x  and p. Therefore L is dual semicomplemented.
Next we claim that L  is O-distributive. Suppose aAb—O—aAc for some a, b, cC
n
CL. Let us assume that 0=  A Pi (Pis are meet prime elements in L). Observe
i  =  l
that for each i, p ^ a A b  and p ^ a A c ,  so that for each /, pfi[a) or pfi[b)C\[c). 
Therefore each Pi€[u)V([b)n[<:)) and hence [a)V([b)lT[c)) = [0). Consequently, 
0 = aAd  for some d ^b , c. Hence L is O-distributive.
L e m m a  6 . Let L  be a bounded 0-modular semilattice. I f  b£L is a dual atom 
and a A b = 0 for some a^O, a f L, then a is an atom.
P r o o f . Suppose 0 < c S a  for some cCL. As c S a  and aAb=0, by 0-modu- 
larity, c=aAd for some d sb .  Since 0<c, it follows that b<d and so d= 1 
as b is a dual atom. Consequently, c=a and hence a is an atom.
L e m m a  7. Let L be a bounded semicomplemented and 0-modular semilattice. 
I f  0 is the meet o f a finite number o f meet prime elements in L, then 1 is the join o f a 
finite number of atoms in L.
P r o o f . Let L be a bounded semicomplemented 0-modular semilattice. Assume
n
that 0=  A Pu where Pi’s are meet prime elements in L. Observe that by Lemma 4,
i — l
each pi is a dual atom. Since each p ^  1 and L is semicomplemented, there exist 
qi^O, q fiL  suchthat piAqi = 0 for i= l ,  2, ...,n . Also by Lemma 6, each qt
n
is an atom. Now we show that V <7; exists and is equal to 1. Let eg  qt for i=
i=i
=  1,2, ..., n. Then for each /C {1, 2, ..., n), cVp; exists and equals 1. AsL is bounded 
semicomplemented and 0 is the meet of a finite number of meet primes, by Lemma 
5, L is O-distributive and so again by Lemma 1, L is 1-distributive. Therefore c=
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= cV( A Pi) is equal to 1. This shows that 1 =  V • Hence 1 is the join of a finite
1 = 1 i = l
number of atoms.
The following theorem gives a necessary and sufficient condition for a bounded 
semilattice to be a finite Boolean algebra.
T heorem  2. A bounded semilattice L is a finite Boolean algebra i f  and only i f  
L satisfies the following three conditions:
(a) L is l-distributive,
(b) L is 0-modular,
(c) F(F) is semicomplemented.
P r o o f . Obviously, every finite Boolean algebra satisfies the conditions (a), (b) 
and (c) of Theorem 2. Conversely, assume that L satisfies (a), (b) and (c). We first 
show that every filter of L is principal. Let F be a filter of L. Put D(F) =  {x£L\xMy 
exists and is equal to 1 for all y£F). As L is l-distributive, it follows that D(F) 
is a filter of L. Observe that [0) is the greatest element of F(L) and [1) is the least 
element of F(L). We claim that F\/D(F)=[0). If F\/D(F)?£[0), then by con­
dition (c), there is a filter /£F(Z,) such that (F\J D(F))C\J—[1) and J ^ [1). Clear­
ly F fV = [l)  and Z)(F)fV=[l). Since F fV = [l) , it follows that J ^ D (F )  
and so /= [1), a contradiction. Therefore F\/D (F)—[0). Also FflF)(F) =  [l) 
and so by condition (b) and Lemma 3, both F  and D{F) are principal filters. Thus 
every filter of L is principal.
Next we claim that L  is complemented. Let x£L  and (ű(x) =  {/£L'\x\!t 
exists and is equal to 1}). Then by above observation, [x)VF>(x) = [0), [x)(TD(x) =  [l) 
and D{x) is a principal filter of L; say D (x)= tj) for some y£L. Clearly y  is a 
complement of x  in L. Therefore L is complemented.
Now as L is 0-modular, l-distributive and complemented, by Lemmas 1 and 2, 
L is a Boolean algebra. Thus L is a Boolean algebra in which every filter is principal. 
Consequently, L is a finite Boolean algebra. This completes the proof of the theorem.
R em ark  1. We now give examples to show that the conditions (a), (b ) a n d  (c) 
of Theorem 2 are independent.
E xam ple  A. Let S' be the five element non-modular lattice. It can be easily 
seen that S is non 0-modular. It can also be observed that S  is l-distributive and 
F(S) (the lattice of all filters of S) is semicomplemented.
E xam ple  B. Let S be a finite chain with more than two elements. Obviously, 
F(S) is non semicomplemented. It can be easily verified that S is 0-modular and
l-distributive.
E xam ple  C. Let S be the five element modular non-distributive lattice. Clearly, 
S is 0-modular, and F(S) is semicomplemented. Also it is easily seen that S is not 
l-distributive.
T heorem  3. A bounded semilattice L is a finite Boolean algebra i f  and only 
i f  L satisfies the following three conditions:
(i) L is semicomplemented,
(ii) L is 0-modular,
13
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(iii) 0 is the meet o f  a finite number o f meet primes.
P r o o f . Clearly, every finite Boolean algebra satisfies the conditions (i), (ii) and
(iii) of Theorem 3. Conversely, let us assume that L  satisfies the conditions (i), (ii) 
and (iii) of Theorem 3. We first show that every maximal filter of L is a principal 
filter. Let M  be a maximal filter of L. Since L  satisfies the conditions (i), (ii) and
n
(iii), by Lemma 7, 1 is the join of a finite number of atoms in L, say 1 =  V <7; f e ’s
f=i
are atoms in L). As L  is O-distributive (by Lemma 5), M  is a prime filter (see (6)) 
and so qfiM  for some /£ (1, 2, ..., n}. Consequently, M=[qi). Thus M  is a prin­
cipal filter.
Next we claim that L  is complemented. Let x£L . Put T(x)= {y£L\xf'\y=Q} 
and Z>(x)= {y£L|l is the only upper bound of x and y}. If T(x)D D (x)^0  then 
we are through. So assume that T(x)C\D(x)=Q. Let f  — is a filter of L  such 
that D (x)Q J  and / i i r ( x )  =  0}. Observe that by Lemmas 1 and 5, L is 1-distrib­
utive and so D(x) is filter of L. Therefore Now by Zorn’s lemma, ß  has
a maximal element, say F. Now one can easily see that xé. F and F i s a  maximal 
filter of L  (for proof see (4), Theorem 1, (ii)=>-(i)). As F is  a maximal filter, we have 
F=[a) for some atom a£L. As a^O, by (iii) we have a ^ b  for some dual atom 
b£L. Obviously, a/\b = 0 and 1 is the only upper bound of a and b and so 1 is the 
only upper bound of x and b as x£F=[a). Therefore bfD(x)Q F=[a) which is 
a contradiction. So r(x )n i> (x )^0 . This shows that L is complemented.
Again since L is complemented, by Lemmas 2 and 5, L a Boolean algebra. 
Again by dual of Theorem 1 of (1), every filter is a principal filter and hence L is 
a finite Boolean algebra. This completes the proof of the theorem.
The following examples show that the conditions assumed in Theorem 3 are 
independent.
E x a m ple  D. Let S  be the five element non-modular lattice. It can be easily 
seen that S  satisfies the conditions (i) and (iii) of Theorem 3. It can also be observed 
that S  is non 0-modular.
E x a m ple  E. Let S  be the five element modular non-distributive lattice. Ob­
viously, S  is semicomplemented and S is 0-modular. Also it is easily seen that the 
condition (iii) of Theorem 3 is not satisfied in S.
E x a m ple  F. Let S= {0, a,b, c, 1} with 0 < a < c < l  and 0< h < c  be a lattice. 
Clearly, S  satisfies the conditions (ii) and (iii) of Theorem 3. Also S' is non semi­
complemented.
I would like to thank Professor Iqbalunnisa for her valuable suggestions 
in the preparation of this paper.
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ITERATED DIFFERENCE SETS 
IMRE Z. RÚZSA1
1. Introduction
For a set A of natural numbers let
AA = {a — b: a£A, bOA, a >■ b}
its difference set. Stewart and Tijdeman [4] proved that starting with any set of 
positive upper density and iterating this operation eventually we obtain the set of 
multiples of some number q, and this happens at most in
2wlog 3(A)-1
steps (3, d denote upper, resp. lower asymptotic density).
If specially A={a:a=0 orl(m odw )}, then AkA = N ifandonlyif 2 * S m -l. 
Our aim is to prove Tijdeman’s conjecture that this example is extremal.
We introduce also the “density difference set”
id1A = {«: 3(AD(A + u)) >  0}.
It will be convenient to consider Ay together with A. We introduce the notation
Xm =  {xm: x£X),
to distinguish it from
mX — X + ...+ X  (m summands).
Let q(A) be the greatest common divisor of the elements of AA and qx(A) the g.c.d. 
of the elements of AXA. q(A) can also be interpreted as the maximal number q such 
that A is contained in a single residue class modulo q. ql (A) is, however, not the 
maximal q for which A is almost contained in a residue class. E. g. if A consists of 
the even numbers in (22k, 22k+1) and of the odd numbers in (22k+1, 22k+2) for all k, 
then AXA is the set of even numbers, thus qx(A) = 2, but A is fairly equally divided 
between the modulo 2 residue classes.
T heorem , a) I f  {\+2k~'i)3(A)q(A)>\, then AkA = Nq{A). 
b) I f  (\+ 2k~1)3(A)ql (A)>\, then A\A = NqfA).
1 Paper finished when author was visiting the University of Ulm with a fellowship of the 
Alexander von Humboldt foundation.
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Thus, in terms of 3(A), the best possible bound for the number of required steps 
is
(1.1) 2 +  n o g (3 (T )-1- l ) ]
for 3(A)S. 1/2, and obviously 1 for 3 >1/2.
2. Sums and differences
The density behaviour of sums is, due to the work of Kneser [2] (see also Hal- 
berstam—Roth [1]), rather well understood. Namely we know that d(A + B )^  
S d(A) + d(B) with certain well described exceptions. More exactly we have
Lemma 1. Let A1, . . . , A k be sets o f natural numbers, B= AX+ ... +Ak. Either
(2.1) d(B) £  2  d(Ai),
or there is a modulus m such that A, is contained in some af residue classes modulo 
m, B = B '\C  where B' is the union o f certain ß residue classes modulo m and C 
is finite, and
(2.2) ^ 2 » i - ( ^ - l ) .
For our purpose we deduce
Lemma 2. For every set A o f natural numbers we have
(2.3) d(kT) ^  min |i(T )_1, -^y^-d(T)j .
P roof. Apply Lemma 1 with At—A. If (2.1) holds, we are ready. If not, and 
the modulus is m Sq(A), then
d(B) =  ß/m m l/m ^  l/q(A).
If m>q(A), then A is not in a single residue class, thus a;= a> 2 , hence by (2.2)
dW  = w ? *  »  A + ! A^  q q
k + 1 
2 d(A).
No similar result is available for differences; one would at once lead to our 
Theorem. To prove such an analogue seems to be a hard task; certainly Kneser’s 
method does not work.
There is, however, some connection between sums and iterated differences. 
Namely let
DA = A - A  = AA(J(-AA)U {0}
be the complete difference set of A. It is easy to see by induction that
(2.4) DkA = D(2k~1A) = 2*‘- 1Z)(T),
thus any information concerning sums can be utilized. 
We can indeed easily establish the stability of Dk(A).
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Lemma 3. / /  <?-l +l)d(A)q(A)*-l, then DkA = Zq(A).
P roof. Evidently, DkAczZq (q=q(A)). On the other hand, by Lemma 2
d(2k- kA) S  min (<Tl, 2*~*+1 d(A)} >  l/(2g).
Hence for any a=0 (mod q), the sets 2k~1A and 2k~1A+a, both contained in 
Zq, cannot be disjoint. This just means adD(2k~1A), i.e.
ZqczD (2k~1A) — DkA
according to (2.4).
In the sequel we shall find connections between D, A and A1 that finally lead 
to a proof of the Theorem.
3. Complete and density difference sets
AkA generally does not contain all the positive elements of DkA; an analogue 
of (2.4) does not hold. E.g. if l£A  and 5€A, then 8 = (5 — 1)—(1— 5)£D2A, but 
there is no guarantee that 8£A2A. This is, however, a rather exceptional phenome­
non and does not hold for “typical” differences, as we shall see. The concept of a 
“typical” difference will be specified by the density difference set.
Lemma 4. I f  x ,y£A xA, then x, x+y£AfA, andif x> y, then also x —yZAfA.
A reformulation of Lemma 4 is
(3.1) AA1 = A\, 2AX c  A\, Ax czA\.
Pro o f. x £AxA means that there is a sequence S  of positive upper density such
that
S czA , S + x c L
Evidently, A1S c A 1A; we shall see that also
( J iS H x c  AXA
(considering the positive elements only). Let u£ AXS  arbitrary. We have
a  n (a + u+ x ) id ( s + x ) n ( s + u+ x) =  (s' n ( s + w))+.x,
AC\(A + u—x) z> S(T(S+dc+ m—x) =  SD(S+w).
Since 3(SD (S+«))>0 by assumption, these sets have a positive upper density, 
which just means u+x£AxA and u—x€AxA. Now
A1AD(A1A+x) 3  J jS + x
shows x£AfA.
By the assumption y€AxA we get a sequence T  of positive upper density such 
that T<zA, T + ycA , and then a similar argument yields
AXT  c  AXA, AXT  ± y  c  AXA.
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By a theorem of Stewart and Tijdeman [3, Th. 1] the set
z  = diSndjT
has positive upper (even lower) density. Hence so do the sets
Aj^AH idiA+x+y) z> (Z + x)n (Z —y + x + y ) = Z+ x, 
A1Af)(A1A + x  — y )  z> (Z + x)0 (Z + y+ x  —y) =  Z+ x, 




Proof. Qk+kciDQk is obvious. On the other hand, every nonzero element of 
DQk is of one of the forms x, — x, x + y ,x — y, —x —y  with x,y£A kA. By Lemma4 
these numbers always belong either to A\+1A or — Ak+1A, and this shows DQka  
c Q k+1. The statement of the lemma follows by induction.
R em a rk . Though not all positive elements of DkA are in AkA, it is easy to see 
that they are contained in Ak+1A and this yields a bound 1 higher then (1.1). To 
remove this 1 we need these more refined considerations.
4. Iterated density-difference sets
Now we prove the part b) of the Theorem. We shall work with the 
Qk = AkA{J(-AkA)U{0)
of Lemma 5 rather than with AkA itself. Obviously, A \A —Nq is equivalent to 
ßk =  Z?.
By a theorem of Stewart and Tijdeman [3, Th. 5] there is a sequence B0 such
that
AB^rzA^A, d(B0) £  d(A).
The first inclusion is equivalent to D B zQ 1. Now choose an arbitrary u£A1A \A B 0 
if there is any. By u$ AB0 the sets B0 and B0 + u are disjoint, hence for
Bk — B0[J (B0 +  u)
we have d(B1)=2d(B0). Moreover
DBk = DBU+ {0, u, — u} c  Q2
by Lemma 5. Now we repeat the whole process with (Bx, Q2) instead of (B0, Qk). 
Sooner or later this process stops; then we have a Bj such that
d(Bj) -  2Jd(B0), DBj c  Qj+1,
hut the next step is impossible because
(4.1) DBj = QJ+1.
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By (4.1) and Lemma 5 we obtain
QJ+r = irB J ( r s  1).
By (4.1) we have q(BJ)=ql (Qj)=q1(A) (the second equality follows from Lemma 4), 
thus by Lemma 3 we get
QJ+r = D'Bj = Z q fA )  
if
(4.2) (2 '-> + l)2^(fi1)?1( 4 ) > l .
We have to check that if
(4.3) (2k- '+ \)3 (Á )q fÁ )>  1,
then (4.2) holds with r—k —j,  and also that r s l ,  i.e. /< £ . Now if then 
d(Bj) = 2Jd(B0) ^  2k3(A) >  1/qfA), 
a contradiction. Hence (4.2) follows from (4.3) and the inequalities 
d(B0) S  3(A), (2k~J~1+ 1)2J =  2*-1 + 2' is 2k- 1+ 1.
5. Iterated difference sets
Now we prove the part a) of the Theorem. The proof will be quite similar to 
that of the part b) but somewhat simpler. It is based on the following observation:
Lemma 6. For every set A o f integers either AA = A1A, or 3(AA)^23(A).
Proof. Let u £A A \A 1A, if there is any. Then u= a—b with some a,b£A, 
the sets A —a and A — b are both contained in A A and their intersection has density 
0 by a—b$A1A, hence 3 (A A)^ 2 3 (A) immediately follows.
Now consider the sets AkA. Let j  be the first index for which
(5.1) AJ+1A = AXAJA;
by Lemma 6 we conclude
3(AJA) S  2J3(A)
0 = 0  is possible, in that case we mean A°A=A).
With B=AJA, (5.1) means AXB=AB, whence by Lemma 5 we have ArB=A[B 
for all r s l .  Thus, by the part a) of the Theorem that we have already proved,
if
AJ+rA = A\B = N qfB) = N q(A)
(5.2) (2r- k + \)3(B)q(A) >  1
(we used the fact that ql (B)=q(B)=q(A)). Now it can be checked like at the end 
of the proof of the part a) in the previous section that (5.2) holds with r—k —j  if
(2k~1+l)3(A)q(A) >  1.
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A NOTE ON A THEOREM OF P. ERDŐS
K. KOVÁCS
1. In 1946 P. Erdős proved the following theorem [1]: I f / is  a real-valued addi­
tive function, which is monotonically increasing, then f ( j i )—c log n. In the present 
work we shall consider the same problem when /  is a complex-valued function and 
l / l  is monotonic.
For complex-valued completely additive functions we have a similar result. 
We shall prove the following theorem.
T heorem . I f  f  is a complex-valued completely additive function and \ f \  is 
monotonic, then f ( n ) —c log n.
P roof, a) If | / |  is monotonically decreasing, then / =  0. In order to show 
this we have only to observe that if f(a)?±0 then \ f (a k)\= k\f(a )\> | / ( ű)| con­
tradicts the monotonicity of the function | / | .
b) If I / 1 is monotonically increasing and fyé 0 then, similarly to a) we have 
|/(n)|>0 for h> h0.
Let a<b be arbitrary natural numbers with a >  1. If
( 1. 1)
then x lo g a< /lo g h < (j'+ l)lo g a , therefore
log a _ J_ _ log a r  n
log b s log b l s ) '
If t -*■<*>, then
( 1.2)
Since /  is completely additive and
we have
i/xaoi s  \ m \  s  i/(as+i)i,
s | / ( f l ) |  S / | / ( b ) |  S ( 5 + l ) | / ( f l ) | .
Hence
(1.3)
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 10A20.
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Using (1.2) and (1.3) we obtain
\f(a)\ _  log a
1/(6) I log b
for arbitrary natural numbers a, b, different from 1.
So we have \f(ri)\ — c1\ogn  with a suitable cx>0. Thus for arbitrary natural 
numbers a and b we have
\ m + m \  = \f(ab)\ = |/(a)| + \f(b)\.
This means that the values of /  can only lie on the same half-line of the complex 
plane. Hence f(n )= ci \ f  (n)\—c log n.
R emark 1. It is possible to get the same result using the ideas of V. T. Sós’
[2] proof of Erdős’ theorem.
2. For additive functions we can prove the following weaker result.
P roposition. Let f  be a complex-valued additive function.
a) I f  l / l  is monotonically decreasing, then f=  0 .
b) I f  l / l  is monotonically increasing, then there exists a line on the complex 
plane, such that the projection o f f  (n) onto this line is clog n.
We give only a sketch of the proof.
a) We can prove more: If /  is convergent, then / =  0.
(i) If lim f(n ) — 0, then for any a£N lim f  (an) = 0, too.
This implies f(a ) — 0 for all N.
(ii) If lim /(n )= c ^ 0 , then for arbitrary s> 0  and for primes p,q>c(e) 
(p ^ q )  we have
c - e  <  \f(p)\, \f(q )\, \f(pq)\ <  c + e ,
4-771
(2.1) a rc /(p )—arc/(^r) =  —-— + 0(s) (mod2^).
For a fixed prime q>c(e) we have infinitely many pt with the properties above. 
So there will be a set p im of the primes ph such that
arc f(Pim+i) — arc / ( pim) = 0(e),
which contradicts to (2.1).
So we proved, that if | / |  is monotonically decreasing or if | / |  is bounded and 
monotonically increasing, then / =  0, consequently it is enough to examine the 
case |/l-*-°° in b).
b) Lemma 1. Let a denote an arbitrary fixed natural number. I f  and
(a, 0  =  1, then for any s=-0 there exists an i0 = i0(s, a) suchthat
<Pa(ti) = y  + £ for i >  i0,
where cpa(t^ ) denotes the angle between f  (a) and f ( t t) (<pa(h) =  |a rc /(a )—arc/(t)|).
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P roof. In the opposite case the angle opposite to /  (tj) will be an obtuse 
angle in the triangle f(a ), f  (r,), f{atj) for / large enough in view of | / ( / ()| — °°. 
This implies |/(fi) |= H /(id«)l which contradicts to the monotonically increasing 
property of | / | .  (
There exists a line / on the complex plane, that for a suitable sequence pj of 
primes (j= l, the angle oi, (pj) between f(p j)  and /  converges to zero if
!-*oo. We shall prove that the projection / *  of /  onto this line is monotonic. 
We note that for any n£N we have for arbitrary £>0
(a) S  (pa(Pj) + cu,{pj) <  ~ + 2e for j  >  j 0(e, a).
Hence oi,(n)S7i/2 for any n£N.
Lemma 2. I f  n1< « 2 f*(nj)= f*(nj).
P roof. Let us write the cosinus-theorem for the following figure.
I /2(«,P,)I =  I /2(«,)I + 1/2(/>;)I — 2|/ (b,)I \f(pj)I cos [ir—oi,(u,) + O(e)] =
=  \f\rij)\ + \P{pj)\ + 2 \m \\ f{ p j) \  cos [oi,(n,) +  0(e)]
for i=  1,2, where cot(p j)-0 (e )  and (Pj, n,) =  l. In view of |/(«2P/)|=/l(»iP,-)l 
we have
0 S \P (n2p j) \- \P (n iPj)\ =
= | / 2(«2) | - | / 2(«i)I + 2 |/(pj) |{ |/(u2)| COS (oi,(n2) + 0 (e ))- |/(« i)l cos(oi,{nj) + O (e))}.
Using that s can be arbitrary small and \f(pj)\~*°° we obtain |/ (n 2)|cosoi, (n2) s  
— 1/(«i)l cos oi, (n j, consequently
/* (" .) S /*(«!)•
So by Lemma 2 / *  is a real-valued additive function, which is monotonically increas­
ing. Then using the theorem of Erdős we have f*(ri)=c log «.
R emark  2. We can prove, too, that 01,(0)7*71/2 for a ^ a 0. If there exists 
a number d such that oi,(í/ ) = 7t/2 and d is large enough, then there are pt and p2 
primes such that Pi<p2<d and oi,(/i1)<7r/2 and oi,(/i2)<7r/2. Let n, -=PiP2, 
ni :=p1d. Then using Lemma 2 we obtain
/*(A A > S /* (f td ) ,
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but we have clearly
f ( f t )  *
which is a contradiction.
= /*(A/>») and f * ( P i d ) = f * ( Pl ),
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THE CHARACTERIZATION OF COMPLEX-VALUED 
ADDITIVE FUNCTIONS II
K. KOVÁCS
We examined the characterization of real-valued additive functions in [1], We 
can generalize some results for complex-valued functions. Let /  denote a complex­
valued additive function and let ^  =  0 and r2, ..., rk be fixed positive integers 
and let us define
Hn = {/(n+r,), i€{l, k}: |/(n  + ri)| is maximal}.
Let g(n) be an arbitrary but fixed element of Hn. It is possible that H„ has more 
elements and so there are many functions with the given property. Let us examine 
one of these functions, the function g, which is uniquely defined already.
In [2] we have proved two theorems. We can generalize these theorems in two 
directions as follows.
T heorem  1. I f  |g | is monotonically decreasing on a set having upper density 
one, then |g| = c with a constant c£R. To any function h(n) there exists a set A = 
=  {u„}r such that an+1—an>h(n) and i f  |g| is monotonically decreasing on A, 
then |g|=c£R.
Theorem 2. I f  lim g(n)=c on a set having upper density one, then g= c with
n —oo
a constant c£ C. To any function h(n) there exists a set A={a„}r such that an+1 — 
—an>h{n) and i f  lim g(an)—c, then g = c with a constant c£C.
Proof of Theorem 1. a) Let B be a set having upper density one. If
n
i € J c  {1......n}
t,eB
for any «6N to all subset /  and (tu, t v)=  1 if ut±v, then |/ (h ) |> 0  only for 
finitely many tt. Namely if | / ( / , ) |>0 for infinitely many th then to any e>0 
there exists an angular domain with the angle e and the midpoint origo on the 
complex plane, which contains infinitely many / (t,) ( /= q , ...;
n
If £<7t/2 and then \ f { J ]  hJ'ygN is strictly monotonically increasing,
which is a contradiction. J=l
If there exist xt with |^(x,i)| =  c( for /=  1,2, so we have |/(x*)|=Cj 
(x-'ilxi+r-!, ...,Xi+rk}). We show that |g(x)|&c, (x£B) infinitely many times in
1980 Mathematical Subject Classification. P r im a ry  10A20.
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this case, so using the monotonicity of |g] on B it follows |g| =  c =  ci. Since B is a 
set having upper density one, there exists a set (m;)ieN c; B such that ]J m fi B
for any n£N to all subset J  and i....«}
(m„, mv) — 1 for u ^  v and x t m fi B, too, with (xf, mj) =  1.
Thus \g(xim j) \^ \f (x imj)\ = ci, if j  is large enough. □
b) Let A — (J An where 
11=1
A„:= {nqni, i = 1, IJ  qni}
i e / c {
for all and to all subset I  with («, qni) = 1 and (qnu, qnv) = 1 for ut±v.
Using that 77 qni£A  to all subset I, f ( q ni) = 0 if i is large enough. If there
iil
exists an x0 such that \g(x0)\=c?£0, then there exists an x ^ N  with \f(x^)\=c  
and similarly to a) we have
|g(*i qxii)\ ^  \f(x1qxii)\ = c,
if i is large enough. Using the monotonicity of |g| on the set (x1qXli)ieNczA, it 
follows |g| = c.
The suitable rarity can be guaranteed with the suitable choice of qni. □
P roof of Theorem  2 . a) Let B be a set having upper density one.
(i) In the proof we use the following fact from the proof of Theorem 1: To any 
x€N there exists a set N such that xm £B  and J] m £B  for any
j €N to all subset /  and i6ic<i s>
(mu, mv) = 1 for u ^  v, (x, m = 1 for all i£N.
We prove, that for any s> 0  |/(m i)]<£,ifz is large enough. Namelyif |/(m f)| >£ 
infinitely many times, then to any £*>0 we can choose an angular domain 
with the angle £* and the midpoint origo, which contains infinitely many /(m ,) 
( i= ily ...»i„, ...; So | / (  J7 mtj)\ can be arbitrary large, which contra­
dicts the condition lim g(b„)=c, where bn£B.
n -+ oo
(ii) We prove that g = c. Let g(x0) = c0. We show that there exists a set 
n  such that lim g (x.*)=  Cq (and x i °°)«
J J J-*- oo J J
Let us consider the congruence
k
x  = x0 (mod 77 (x0 + rt)2).
Infinitely many solutions of this congruence are in B. So it is possible to choose 
{ c J r c N  such that we obtain (Xj)j£N with
Xj + rt = (x0 +  r,) 1 + Vs
n ( x 0+ rvy  \
x0 + rt J (xo + r,) Vji
for where we choose Vj such that to any fixed i (1 ^ i ^ k )  (Vui, Vsi)=  1
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for u ^ s  and [J Vji£B for any n£N to all subset /.  Let 
J€Jc{ 1 n)
k
j - 1 k
vj =  ntj n  n U + v z2 = 1 a = l \
7 7 ( * o + r v) 2V = 1________
X0 + ra
This choice ensures (Vui,Vsi)= l for u ^s. We can also guarantee with a suitable 
choice of njj that ]J Vj^B  for all fixed i (ls/sA i). Let us assume that we have 
f
already constructed m1, m2, mN. Let us denote the elements ]~[ Vjt with as,
j
1S/S&). The maximum of this asi let be denoted by y. We need to 
find an mN+1 such that
^ s t^ N  + l , i  ^ s i
N k
1 +m N+1 U  /7
n (*<>+rpY 1 , 0=1 1 +FZ
* 0  +  Tz
If (x0 + rv)2
V =  1
Xo + fj
= asi(l + mN+1Dj)£B for all s€{l, 2N —1}, 1 ^  i m k.
Let us consider the numbers of the form asi(l + wiD() for m= 1, x for arbitrary 
choice of x. If all m€{ 1, x} numbers are “bad” for mN+1 then there exists an 
{1, 2N— 1} and an /0€{1» such that aSoio (1 +mDio)$B for at least
X——  —— elements /n€{l, ...,x}. Taking into account that all the elements
(A +1) (2 — 1)
aSoi0(l+m D io) are less then y(l + x max^  D^ ) = :xE this means that
xb ^  xE }
(fc+l)(2" - l )  '
Hence the upper density of B is less than 1, so this contradiction proves the possi­
bility of the choice of mN+1.
So using (i) lim f(VJi)=0  to any fixed i (1^/SAr), consequentlyr—°<>
lim f ( Xj + r,) =  jim /[(x 0 + rf) VJt] =  /(x 0 + r,)I—» y—~
for since (x0+rt, Vj^= 1. Hence lim g(y.)= g(x0). Therefore g(x0)=
=  lim g(yj)=c  for any x„€N. □
b) Let us choose the sequences {wnj}jeN and {«,„■; }j€N for any fixed h€N and 
fixed ig{l, ...,k }  as follows: Let
k
w„i =  mnl, conil = dnil, PnH = 1 + w,
77(« + ry)2
( 1 . 1)
ßa.
j  k
Qnj =  IJ n  a>nill*1=1t=1
y = l
n + rß 
and
y - i  k




mnJ =  1 (mod Qnj) for j  =  2, 3, ~,
(1-2) COnij = dniJ[ { f f  U  Pnß')Qn,J-1+ 1]a = l ß = l
with
dntj = 1 (mod Q n .j- l( 77 FI Pnßc)) f°r j  =  2, 3, ..., ».st=l 0=1
So we have guaranteed that
a) (onij = 1 (mod ai„st) for j  >  /, 1 ^  s ,  i =2 fc using (1.2),
consequently
(1.3) (o3nij, const) = 1 for j  ^  i;
b) P„0a| w„u for u >  a, 1 ^  ß ä k using (1.1), consequently
(1.4) (P„/»a, P„y„) = 1 for m ^  a;
c) (&nit — 1 (mod P,,0a) for a <  t, 1 S i ,  ß ^ k  using (1.2)
and
co„;,|w„a for ( S í , l ^  i ^  k using (1.1)
consequently
(1.5) (cam(, P„ia) = 1  for t ^  a, 1 r=S i, ß ^  k.
Let 4^ be a sequence of monotonically increasing natural numbers such that for 
any fixed «£N and for any fixed /£ {1,..., k)
k
77 u>ni£A, 77 (onijPniJ(LA and n + wnm [J(n  + ry)2£A
j£J C{1....m} yeJc{ 1....m) 7=1
for any m£N with all subsets J. We make the construction of {wnj}^ eN and {cu„,7}yeN 
for any fixed n+j—2, 3, ... for all i (1 ^ i^ k ) .  We can choose the factors mn] and 
dniJ such that the rarity an + 1 — ah> h(n) could be guaranteed. First we construct 
wu  and toin such that Pm , com and Pincoin£A. The rarity can be guaranteed with 
the suitable choice of dm  (1 S/S/c). The difference of the adjacent elements of A 
is greater than dm for some i for these elements and we can guarantee dn i>~h(\), ... 
..., h(3k) already. For a fixed n+ j= z  (z>2) and for an arbitrary fixed v—n— 1, 
n — 2, ..., 1 we have
k
= v + wV'Z- v [J (v + ryY£A
7 =  1
and
H vi {( 77 ( 77 ^vii Pvil)C&vi,z— l Pvi,z — r/ ' At€Tc{l z - v - 1} tercfl z -v -1 )
for all subsequence T  and for all i (lSisA:). With the suitable choice of mVtZ- v 
we have öVtZ- v£A great enough. Then for any fixed i ( l s i s k )  the difference of 
the adjacent elements in the set Hvi is greater than dviiZ- v, namely we have the new 
factor co„itZ- v in all these products. For the other differences we can achieve by
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suitable choices of dniJ and mnj that 
min Hvs+1 — max Hv§s 1 V,  5 +  1 , Z - (1 S s s t - l ) ,
and
m v + l , z - v - l  
2
min H,u+1,1 J v + \ ,  z - v - 1 * v + l , l , z - v - l
and so we can ensure the condition an+1—a„>h(n).
If J] x,£A for all m£N  and all I  and (xu,x v)= l for u ^ v ,  then
(€/c{l....m>
lim f{x ,) — 0 similarly to 2.a) (i). Using the definition of A, (1.3), (1.4) and (1.5)
t-+ oo
we can choose x,:=conit and x,:=co„itPnit (/>2) for arbitrary fixed h£N and 
i (1^/sA:). So we get
(l-6) j™ f(conit) = 0 and lim f(o)nitPnil) = 0,
consequently by (1.5)
(1.7) lim /(/>„,,) =  0.
We prove that g=c. Let g(x0)= co- So with
k
yj = x0 + wXaJ [J(x0 + ryf  we have f t y j  + n) = f(x 0+r,)+f(PXoiJ)
7 =  1
for Using (1.7) we have
Jim /Oy+r,) = f(x ti + ri)
and so
J™ gW  = g(Xo) = c°‘
The sequence {> (;} ;£  n c  A  s o
Jim g(yj) = c = c0
is possible only.
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Let us consider the set L  of complex (or real) valued functions in a real variable 
t which are locally integrable in the interval 0 S /< ~ .  This set is a commutative 
ring with respect to the ordinary addition and multiplication defined by the Duhamel 
convolution.
By a theorem of Titchmarsh on convolution the ring L has no divisors of zero, 
so it can be extended to a quotient field (see [4]). This is the Mikusinski operator 
field denoted by M  (see [3]). M  contains the ring L and also the field of the complex 
numbers.
In this paper we shall deal with the following nonlinear algebraic differential 
equation system being defined in Mikusinski’s operator field:
(1) D(xd = —r 1— H f - y d X i ,  i =  1, 2, ..., n
2  xk k = 1 k*i
where «>1 is an arbitrary integer, the operators xfcM  are the unknowns of 
system (1), D is the symbol of the well-known algebraic derivative (see [3]), the 
at(t), and f ( t )  are locally integrable functions in =», and the y( are given
real numbers.
We assume that the conditions
(2) at 0 i =  1, 2, ..., n,
(3) j t  ai — Qi=1
hold. (2) means that none of the functions at is the zero element of L, (3) means that 
their sum equals to the zero element of L.
If there exist operators x t satisfying the system (1), we say that (1) has an oper­
ational solution. If the xf are locally integrable functions, i.e., x ^ L c zM  for every 
we say that the system (1) has a functional solution. It follows from (1) and (2) 
that X;7Í 0 (j = 1, 2, ..., ri). In the sequel we give simple sufficient conditions guar­
anteeing the existence or non-existence of solutions for (1), moreover, we determine
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the general operational solution of the system (1). The application of operational 
calculus is very useful in the discussion of (1) since, as we shall see, it reduces the 
non-linear problem to a linear one. This fact is the main motivation of the problem 
discussed in this paper.
We assume that the elements and notations of Mikusinski’s operational calculus 
are familiar to the reader (see [3]).
1. On the system of differential equations (1)
Let us consider the system of differential equations
( 1 . 1 )  D ( x d  =  — ^ ------- \ - ( f - y d X i  i — 1 , 2 ,  . . . ,  n,
I I  *k
k = l  
k^i
which can be written in the form
( 1.2) £>(*;) n * k = a i + i f - y d  n x k.k=1 k=1k^i
Obviously, in the ring L, (1.2) is equivalent with a system of non-linear integral 
equations of convolution type. For example, for n — 2 we have
X  t X
f  TX1(r)x2(t — T) d x +  J  f i ( t - x )  J  x1(u)x2(T — u)dudT—yl >
0 0  0
t
• f  ^(^^(/-^di + a^ O = 0,
0
t f t
f  xxi{x)x1 (t-x)dx+ f  f 2(t-x) J  x± («) x2 (t — u')du dx — y2-
0 0 0
t
• f  x1(x)x2(t-x)dx + a2(t) = 0.
0




D ( I I  *k)= 2  (I-Ji )  II xk.k = 1 i ' = l  k = l
F =  I I  xk, f = 2 f » v = 2  fi.
k  =  l  i = l  i = 1
the following linear homogeneous algebraic differential equation is obtained:
(1.4) D ( F ) - ( f - y ) F =  0.
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then the general operational solution of (1.4) is of the form
(1.6) F =  csxe~ys exp
and the latter is a function for c?± 0 if and only if
(1.7) X <  0 and y S  0
(see also Fényes [2]). In the sequel we assume that (1.5) holds. Here s denotes the 
differential operator and e~s the shifting operator. We remark that the existence 
of the operator F does not imply the existence of an operational solution for (1.1). 
By substituting (1.6) in (1.1) we have
(1.8) £>(*■)-(-y e x p ; | - y i+/ j xr i =  0, i =  1, 2, ..., n.
So the following Lemma holds.
L em m a . The system (1.1) has a solution in the operator field i f  and only i f  every 
equation o/(1.8) has a nontrivial operational solution.
Let x pi denote a particular solution of the i-th equation of (1.8). Then the 
general solution is of the form
(1-9) Xi = ßiXph
where ßt is an arbitrary number. The set of the operators xt (/=  1, 2, ..., n) is the 
general operational solution of (1.1) if and only if
(1.10) I i h  = c
holds. This can be seen trivially and is plausible since the general operational solu­
tion of (1.1) contains exactly n parameters.
Non-existence Theorem. Let ——CL and y> 0, moreover, let (2), (3)
hold. I f  there exists an index i such that af t )  does not vanish in the y neighbour­
hood o f the origin, then (1.1) has no operational solution.
P ro o f . Let i be an index for which af t )  does not vanish in the y neigh­
bourhood of the origin. By the above Lemma it is enough to show that
( 1. 11) D(x, ) e x p  |Z í íL A j_ yj + /ij xt = 0
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has no other solution than the trivial null solution. If af t )  vanishes in a á neigh­
bourhood of the origin (0 ^á< y ), we choose an arbitrary non-negative number 
r such that
1 — r <  0
and write (1.11) as




m + (/i-T i)sA_re - (,,- á)s,
h2 — sx re a)s.
Obviously, hx, h2£ L, moreover, does not vanish in a neighbourhood of the 
origin and h2 vanishes exactly in
0 ^  t ^  y — Ö.
Let us assume that there exists an operator
wl5 u 2£ L ,  u x 0, U27i 0
which satisfies (1.12). So we have
and
(1.14)
M2D(n1) - n 1D(na) _  hxux 
u\ ~  h2 u2
h 2u2D(u1) — h2u1D(u2) — hiUiU-z.
Assuming that ux vanishes exactly in the aj neighbourhood of t = 0 and u2 vanishes 
exactly in the a2 neighbourhood of t —0 where al5 a2 =  0, by Titchmarsh’s theorem 
(see [4]) we see that the function
K ux u2
vanishes exactly in 0 ^ t ^ x x+ x2 and the function
h2u2D(ux) - h 2 uxD(u^
vanishes at last in O S /S a1 +  a2 +  y — S. But this is impossible. Contradiction.
Taking into account the well-known shifting property of eys, the theorem can 
be formalized also in another way.
has an operational solution and the conditions (2), (3), (1.5) are satisfied, 
then for every i the operator is a function.
In order to find criteria for the existence of a solution of (1.1) we must assume 
that not only condition (1.5) but also the stronger condition
m - x t ÍL i = 1, 2,(1.14)
t
n
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holds for some real numbers Xt. Here we have
J U  = A.
1 = 1
d:q{ = —  s~*eys ex p
m
By introducing the notation
(1.15)
we write (1.11) in the form
(1.16) A)(xi) - ( ? i+ / i- y i);ri =  0, (i =  1, 2, ..., ri).
If the operators qt are functions and
m iL ,
then from (1.4), (1.5), (1.6) it follows that the differential equations (1.16) have 
non-trivial solutions, and by the above Lemma we can see that the system (1.1) 
has operational solutions.
We distinguish the following cases.
I. A^O and y<0.
By the rules of operational calculus
qi(t)£L, i = 1, 2, ..., n.
Since the functions qt(t) vanish in a neighbourhood of the origin, we have
-€L.
II. A<0 and y<0. 
We write
(1.17) —A =  to —e, to =  1, 2, ...; 0 á £ <  1.
If the functions a^t ) are to — 1 times continuously differentiable and the
dm~1ai(t)
d r - 1
are absolutely continuous, further 
dJat(f)
i =  1, 2, ...,n
dtJ
then in (1.15) we have
=  0, i = 1, 2, ..., n ; j  ~  0, 1, 2, ..., to — 1,
s A{fli(0} =  s - ‘ {ai(m)(0 } .




IQ. y ä O .
For y >0, the functions af t )  must vanish in the y neighbourhood of the 
origin since in the opposite case the Theorem would yield that (1.1) has no solu­
tion. We introduce
bf =  afeAs =  {a f t+>’)}, i =  l ,2,
First let us consider those indices i for which the functions bt vanish in a neigh­
bourhood of the origin. If A&0 then, as in the case I, it can be easily seen that
q£L, ^ L
holds. For 2<0 we obtain the same if we assume that the functions h, (?) are m — 1 
times continuously differentiable and
dt
Let us consider now those indices i for which the functions bt (?) do not vanish 
in a neighbourhood of the origin.





- y < l , h(t)eL
f  iiWltd-*) dt
tx~KL.
Obviously, q f L  for every i. Applying the statement (A) we obtain
Let 0 S A ^  1. Assuming
t
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by the statement (A) we have
<7i(0
€ L .




d mb f t )
d r
= 0, j  =  0, 1, ..., m  — 1
6L,
1 dmb,(t)
t  d r
€ L ,
then in (1.15) we have
ais~xe,s — biSm~c =
so qft )£L  and an application of statement (A) gives that
^ £ L .
Taking into account (1.4), (1.5), (1.6), (1.7), (1.15), (1.16), the following Theorem 
holds:
Existence Theorem. Assume that (2), (3) hold, and let 
■m ~ XiZL, 1 =  1 ,2 ,...,« .
I f  any o f the following conditions holds, then the system o f algebraic differential equa­
tions (1.1) has an operational solution.
(Bj) AsO and y«=0.
(B2) A<0 and y<0, the functions a f t )  are m — 1 times continuously 
differentiable for every i,





—A =  m —e, m =  1 ,2 ,...; 0 s e < 1.
(B3) y^0 . For 0 the functions a f t ) vanish in the y neighbourhood o f the 
origin and either
(Dx) A >  1
or
(DO O s A s l  and ■ £L, i =  1, 2 ,.... «,
or
2 2 0 T. FÉNYES
and
(D3) A<0 and the functions aft+y) are m — 1 times continuously differentiable,
dJ af t+y)
dd t = 0
=  0, j  = 0, 1,2......m - 1 ;  i = l , 2 , . . . , n .
alm’{t+y)ZL, — a\m\t+ y)Z L .
The general operational solution o f  (1.1) is o f the form  
(1.18) x, = A s V - v  exp j /i(0 + ?i(0-A| | ; i = 1, 2, n
where
qt =  — s_AeiSexp m
Z / i ( 0  = /(0 . Z  = v, z  ^i=l i=l 1=1
The numbers 0, are such ihat
É  ßk = C.
k=l
I f  either (Bj) or (B2) holds, then (1.1) has no functional solution.
I f  (B;)) holds, (1.18) gives the general functional solution o /( l .l )  i f  and only i f
Xi <  0 and yt ^  0 i = 1, 2, ..., n.
R emark 1. The differentiability conditions (D3) seem to be very strong, howev­
er, we show that this is not so.
E xample. Let us assume that
V = 0, f(t) = - 2 ,  t s  0,
and for some fixed index i
7t = 0,
aft)  = 1 , t ^  0 
f{ t )  = - \ ,  i s  0
hold. Then
A ,= - l ,
and for this index i we have from (1.16)
A =  - 2 ,
(1.19) £ ( ^ - ( 7 - 4 ) ^  =  0.
Here a f t ) admits derivatives of all orders, but the condition
a(0) =  a \ 0) =  0
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does not hold. (1.19) has only the trivial solution. Indeed, substituting
we have
D { y ) ~ y  = Q,
and it is well-known that the latter equation has only the trivial solution. On the 
other hand, condition (3) is very inconvenient. We want to deal with (1) by rejecting
(3) in a subsequent paper.
R em ark  2. It can be seen that under the conditions given in the Existence 
Theorem every operational solution of (1.1) can be identified with a set of distri­
butions of finite order.
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THE HALL—HIGMAN THEOREM FOR 
MONOMIALLY-CLOSED FINITE GROUPS
ROBERT W. van der WAALL
Dedicated to the memory o f  P. H all (1904—1982)
Introduction
First of all, all groups in this paper are finite. Notations and conventions are 
standard and taken from Gorenstein’s book [1] and from Huppert’s book [3],
The theorem of P. Hall and G. Higman (Theorem B of [2]) has had a consid­
erable influence on the study of simple groups and on certain problems concerning 
modular representations. Nowadays the reader is strongly referred to the recent 
book of B. Huppert and N. Blackburn [4], in which the whole chapter IX is devoted 
to this theorem, and where many applications are given.
The precise formulation of the Hall—Higman theorem is as follows.
T heorem  B of P. Hall and G. Higman [2], Let G be a p-sohable group o f 
linear transformations in which Op(G) = 1 acting on a vector space V over a field 
F o f characteristic p . Let x  be an element o f G o f  order p". Then the minimal 
polynomial o f  x  on V is (X — l)r, where either
(i) r= p \ or
(ii) There exists an integer n0 — n such that /;"<> — 1 is a power o f  a prime q 
and the Sq-subgroups o f G are nonabelian. In this case, i f  n0 is the least such integer, 
then
pn~no(p"o — 1) S r S  pn.
A group T is monomial, if every complex irreducible representation of T  is induced 
by a one-dimensional representation of a subgroup of T. The group S  is mono- 
mially-closed, if S and all of its subgroups are monomial. (Hence all sections of S 
are monomial.) It is well-known, that not every monomial group is monomially- 
closed.
It is the purpose of this paper to show that the second case in the Hall—Higman 
theorem does not occur if G is monomially-closed. (Notice that any monomial 
group is /^-solvable for all primes p; see [3], Theorem V. 18. 6.) The proof of our 
statement follows very closely the lines of the pages 359—363 of [1].
Statement of the theorem and its proof
T heorem  (“Hall—Higman” for monomially-closed groups). Let the mono­
mially-closed group G have the properly that Op(G) = 1, p some prime number. 
Suppose that G acts faithfully as a group o f linear transformations on the vector 
space V, o f finite dimension over a field K o f characteristic p. Let x  be an element 
o f order p" >  1 in G. Then the strong version o f Theorem B of Hall and Higman 
holds, i.e. the degree o f the minimal polynomial o f x  for the action on V is equal to 
p" ( thus the minimal polynomial itself is (X — 1
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P r o o f . Since any section of G is monomial by hypothesis, we argue by double 
induction on the order of G and on dim* V. One has to be careful here, as for 
the induction process only sections L of G for which Op(L) = 1 can be considered. 
Now look at the pages 359—363 of [1] in which the proof of a part of the ordinary 
Hall—Higman Theorem B has been given. By the end of page 359 we may assume 
that K  is algebraically closed. Because of a corresponding reasoning as in the last 
two lines of page 360 and the first thirteen lines of page 361, and replacing the word 
“Theorem 1.1” by the words “ the Theorem” everywhere on the pages 361, 362, 363 
we conclude that the Theorem holds unless
1) either G = CD, where C=Op\G), D =(x ) s íG/C, D acts irreducibly on 
C/C', ( x ^ 1) acts trivially on C'  but non-trivially on CIC', C is a special (/-group 
for some prime number q, i.e. C — $(C )=Z(C ) and C is not abelian,
2) or G=CD, with the same conditions as under 1) but now with C elemen­
tary abelian.
Now, just as it is done on lines 14—34 of page 361, it follows that the Theorem 
is valid in either case unless perhaps G acts irreducibly on V. Thus we assume from 
now on that G acts irreducibly on V.
Suppose that case 2) applies. Then, by the last five lines of page 361 and the 
first five lines on page 362, it follows that the Theorem holds. Notice that the alge- 
braically-closedness of K is used here and observe that the groups G occurring in 
2) are indeed monomially-closed.
Thus from now on we assume that case 1) applies. Then we argue just as it is 
printed on the rest of the pages 362 and 363 after we have made the following altera­
tions, written inside quotation marks.
a )  Delete lines 9, 10, 11 from bottom on page 362 and replace these lines by 
“( X - l  y - . " .
b) The integer rn has to be replaced everywhere where it occurs on the pages 
362 and 363, by
c) Lines 4, 5, 6 from top on page 363 have to be replaced by “r ^ p n~apa=pn. 
So r=pn. Hence the Theorem holds.”.
Next we go through the lines 7—28 of page 363 verbatim. It follows then, that 
the Theorem holds, unless G — CD as under 1), but with C extra special and with 
Z(C)= <P(C)=C'=Z(G). However, it is well-known that G is not a monomial 
group in that exceptional situation. Therefore this exceptional case does not occur 
and so the proof of the Theorem is complete. □
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EQUATIONAL CLASSES OF PARTIAL ALGEBRAS
ISIDORE FLEISCHER
The embeddability of partial algebras, which satisfy (strongly) a set of iden­
tities, in total algebras which satisfy them — [S p. 45 Th. 30] and in improved form 
[F iii] — permits complementing the previous work on equational classes of partial 
algebras with a new HSP characterization of these “strong” equational classes.
A partial algebra is usually taken as a set on which the operations as specified 
by the type of a species of algebra need only be partially defined. A term (polynomial 
symbol [G]) built up from these type operations by formal composition may or may 
not be evaluable when specific elements from the algebra are substituted for its 
arguments. This leads to various possibilities for construing the identity of terms 
in such an algebra: “weak” validity =  whenever both are evaluable they have the 
same value; “strong” (of [F], unqualified in [S]) =  whenever either is evaluable 
then so is the other with the same value; and a still stronger, appropriately desig­
nated “total” (in [BNR]; called “strong” in [FI]) =  both everywhere defined with 
the same value. This last entails of course that the partial algebra is total for all the 
composites of operations used in building up either side of any identity; its equational 
theory is discussed in [FI]; [B] features the embedding of such a partial in a total 
algebra of its corresponding HSP-class while [S] accomplishes this for strong equa­
tional classes; weak validity is in [K], [P], [H], For an (apparently flawed) attempt 
at a comparative survey see [J],
Another option is to construe the algebra’s “type” as comprising the full “clone” 
of terms — thus without specifying certain operations as generators, while retaining 
the original composition of terms as an “operation” internal to this “type”. This 
leads to a more general notion of partial algebra: one in which each term is assigned 
a partial functional action independent of those of any constituent terms from which 
it might be composable (this makes it, in effect, an ordinary partial algebra with 
the terms as operations) — although one will still require term equalities to be 
respected insofar as both sides are evaluable (i.e. “weakly”): a term decomposable 
into subterms whose defined values would compose to determine its value at an 
argument tuple, should have the same value determined by any other determining 
decomposition. Taking then as morphisms the maps which preserve definability 
and value — i.e. the graph — of every term (thus, the usual notion for the terms as 
operations; in partial algebras with generating operations this agrees with the oper­
ational definition) one finds (also in agreement) their kernels to be “weak” con­
gruences for the partial action by each of the terms; conversely, modulo such a con-
15
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gruence there is a well-defined term action, minimal for making the quotient map 
a morphism, and an injective morphism from the so-equipped quotient set to the 
original codomain. Since weak identities pass back to domains of injective morphisms 
i.e. are preserved by “weak subalgebras”, the quotient inherits this type of partial 
algebra structure from the codomain. The quotient modulo an arbitrary congruence 
(for term action) should not be expected to satisfy the term equalities: that this 
occurs in the usual operational case is due to a term’s being defined only if all its 
subterms are, which makes the equalities “strong” — and a quotient map preserves 
strong identities. (It might be noted that the term algebra derived from an opera­
tional quotient — by composing the quotient generating operations to act as the 
partial term functions — is a proper strengthening of the above quotient term 
algebra, in which the smaller quotients of terms act.)
The usual operational algebras are not only “weak partial term algebras” in 
the above sense but even satisfy the “strong” axiom laid down in [F] (which is the 
term analogue of [E]’s “incomplete algebra”): viz, if some decomposition into sub­
terms, having defined values which would compose to determine the composed 
term’s value at an argument tuple, then in any other decomposition which could 
determine the value at this argument tuple were the last subterm defined at the 
values of the next-to-last composites, the last subterm will indeed be defined there 
and take this value. This entails in particular that the partial algebra is composition 
closed, i.e. that a term’s defined values include all those determined by composing 
values of subterms, and is thus more general than the usual operational form only 
in not having all the subterms of an evaluable term evaluable (at the appropriate 
arguments).
Each of the validities is inherited by a specific kind of subalgebra and (surjective) 
homomorphic image (all are preserved by products): Total identities by closed sub­
algebras (i.e. those closed for the action of the terms — operations suffice in the 
usual formulation — insofar as they are performable in the containing partial algebra) 
and by any homomorphic image (indeed a surjective homomorphism is a quotient 
for any totally defined term and quotients preserve strong identities); weak iden­
tities by weak subalgebras (i.e. domains of injective homomorphisms) and by images 
of strong homomorphisms1 (i.e. quotient maps for whose kernel definability is 
saturated — this for the generating operations entails it for all terms in the usual 
partial algebras); strong identities by term images of term quotient maps and term 
“relative” subalgebras (i.e. the structures induced on subsets by letting the terms 
be defined just insofar as their values (for arguments in the subset) are already in 
the subset).
An operational identity may fail to pass to an operational relative subalgebra 
because the disappearance of an intermediate value has resulted in a term no longer 
being defined. (This difficulty does not arise for validity in the sense of Evans.) To 
circumvent this one can restrict to those subsets, call them “convex”, which contain 
with the value of a composite term for arguments in the subset, all the intermediate 
operation values from the containing partial algebra. These subsets include the 
closed subalgebras as well as the subsets which (dually) contain with any operation 
value all its arguments [F' p. 12], which we may dub “initial” .
1 Strong homomorphisms possibly defined on proper subsets have been called “partial” in 
[P] and “ konformisms” in [K].
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The strong HSP characterization may be obtained, in both its term and opera­
tional form, as a consequence of the embeddability of a partial in a total algebra 
of the equational class. The embeddability of a “strong partial term algebra” as a 
term relative subalgebra of a total algebra satisfying all its strong identities is from 
[F iiij; for an operational algebra this was already achieved in [S Th. 30]2 but the 
proof in [F] sends it on an initial subalgebra.
Thus: Every strong equational class is closed for (hence contains besides its 
total algebras every) convex (and even arbitrary term) relative subalgebra; conversely, 
in a strong equational class every operational algebra is a convex (indeed initial) 
relative subalgebra and every strong partial term algebra is a relative subalgebra, 
of a total one in the class.
Consequently a class of partial operational algebras is definable by strong 
equations just when it is closed under products, strong homomorphic images, convex 
relative subalgebras and its members are embeddable as initial relative subalgebras 
in total algebras of the class; for a class of term algebras, just when it is closed under 
products, term quotient maps, term relative subalgebras and its members admit 
embeddability as term relative subalgebras in total ones of the class.
One of the advantages of the operational over the term form is that the iden­
tities valid in a partial algebra are closed for the same transformations as are those 
in a total algebra; thus the same sets of identities will serve to define the class (the 
precautions taken in this regard in [S pp. 41—46] being superfluous). On the other 
hand, not every strong equational class has proper partial operational realizations 
for all its identities: for example, the identity (x\l y) /\y=y  could not hold in a 
partial lattice nor (xy)y~1= x  in a partial group. Indeed, by substituting a non- 
totally defined term for any variable appearing on only one side of an identity, 
one sees that any instance of such a “non-regular” identity entails that the opera­
tional strong algebra in which it holds is total.
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Introduction
There are n ladies each knowing a gossip not known by the others. They 
communicate by telephone, anybody can speak to anybody and whenever 
two ladies talk they inform the other one about all of the gossips they know at that 
time. We should like to give an “economical” sequence of calls such that everybody 
hears each gossip. Two possible definitions of “economical” are:
(i) the number of the calls is minimal,
(ii) everybody hears each gossip exactly once.
(i) was solved independently by B. Baker and R. Shostak [1], R. T. Bumby [3], 
A. Hajnal, E. C. Milner and E. Szemerédi [6], J. H. Spencer (unpublished) and R. 
Tijdeman [13], 2n — 4 calls are necessary and sufficient for 4. Clearly (ii) cannot 
be done for all rís. The set f 2 of feasible n’s was determined in [10]: F2= {1, 2, 4, 8, 
12, 16}U{«: n^20 and 2|n}.
The main aim of this paper is to generalize problem (ii) for conference calls, 
i.e. when each conversation connects k ladies ( k ^ 3). We shall determine the feasible 
n’s for all k with finitely many exceptions. Problem (i) for conference calls was solved 
by J.-C. Bermond [2], D. J. Kleitman and J. Shearer [8] and K. Lebensold [9], the
necessary and sufficient number of calls is —y j  + |^ - j  ^  ar*d
if n ^ k 2. In the second paragraph we examine problem (ii) for directed graphs, 
i.e. when only one of the ladies tells her informations to the other one. Problem (i) 
was solved by M. C. Golumbic [5], F. Harary and A. J. Schwenk [7] in this case, 
2n —2 calls are necessary and sufficient. A complete answer of problem (ii) is also 
available.
To make the description easier we introduce the notion of the joined gossip 
(JG): when after some calls there are some gossips each of them of none of them 
known by each of the ladies, these gossips can be considered further as a single 
(joined) gossip.
The phrase “to organize the conversations” means to give a sequence of calls 
such that everybody hears each gossip exactly once.
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§1
Denote by Fk the set of positive integers for which it is possible to organize the 
conversations by ^-conference calls. Clearly km£ Fk (m=0,1, 2, ...).
L e m m a  1. Suppose n£ Fk, n >  1 and let us consider a sequence o f calls proving 
this property.
(i) Associating each lady to her first partners, we get disjoint k-tuples.
(ii) Associating each lady to her last partners, we get disjoint k-tuples, too.
(iii) I f  n£Fk, «>1 then k\n.
The — trivial — proof is well-known for k  = 2 ([10] or D. B. West [14]); the 
same proof is valid in the case k ^ 3 .
L e m m a  2 .  I f  n£Fk then k —l | n — 1.
P r o o f . Let us consider a sequence of calls proving n£Fk and a fixed gossip 
G. At the beginning G is known by one lady, at the end G is known by n ladies and G 
is told to 0 or k — 1 ladies at each conversation. Hence /c — 1 |n — 1.
P r o p o s i t i o n  1. n£ Fk, « = -  1 =>n=k+xk(k — 1) (x is a non-negative integer).
P r o o f . The solution of the simultaneous congruence system n = 1 mod (k— 1), 
« = 0 m o d (i)  is n= k  mod (k2 — k).
T h e o r e m  1. There exists a bound x(k) fo r  each k such that x^x(k)=>k+  
+ x k ( k —l)dFk. Moreover x (k )^4k2 + 2k.
This theorem will be proved by a series of lemmas.
L e m m a  3 .  s = l +/?(& — 1 ) JG’s ( l ^ p = k )  and mk2 ladies are given. The 
ladies are divided into s groups, Al , A.,, . . . ,A S, |At\ = ati and the members o f 
A, know the ilb JG. Suppose that the following conditions hold:
a )  m ^ ah
b) a ^ m k ,
c) k — \\ai~ aj and k —lfii — m for all l ~ i , j S s .
Then it is possible to organize the conversations.
P r o o f . By induction on m. If m = l then l ^ a ^ k  and k — 1 \a-t — a} for all
S
i , j .  Hence ű; = 1 or consequently at= k 2 implies that a, = 1 p k —k times,
1=1
and at= k  k + l —p times. By Lemma 1 (i), it is possible to organize the conversa-
S
tions. Suppose we are done for m and let m + l ^ a ^ a ^  . . . ^ a s^ ( m + l ) k ,  2! ai —
i= 1
= (m+ l)k2. Let us choose one lady from At for 1S i s p k —k  and k ladies from A, 
for p k —k + l s i ^ p k —p + l .  Each JG is represented in this new group and it is 
possible to organize the conversations. The conditions of the Lemma are fulfilled
5
in the remaining part: if apk- k+1—m + 1 (for the original apk- k+1) then 2  ai —
Í = 1
S ( p k —k+ l)(m+1)+(k —p)((m+1)k)=(m+ l)(k2—k+1), hence a) is true in the
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rest. If apk- k=(m+\)k  then 2  ai=(pk—k+ \) (m  — l)+(Ai— p + 2)((m +  l)k) =
/'= 1
= (m+ \)(k2+k — 1) hence b) is true. Clearly c) is also satisfied. By the inductional 
hypothesis it is possible to organize the conversations in the rest, too.
Lemma 4. I f  O ^ p ^ k + l  then k2+pk2(k — l)£Fk.
P ro o f. The case p —0 and p = k + 1 is trivial. If l ^ p ^ k  then divide the 
ladies into s— l+ p (k— 1) groups, At , A2, As, suchthat \Ai\ = k2 for all /’s 
and let us organize the conversations in each group. We get s JG’s for which Lemma 
3 can be applied.
Lemma 5. I f  lS p S fc—2 then ki +pk2(k—\)€.Fk.
Proof. Let us divide the ladies into 1 + (p+2)(k — 1) groups, Ax, A2, ..., Ak_1, 
, B2, ..., Bk- i , Cj, C2, ..., Ck-i ,  Dk, D2, ..., T)(p_j)(|;_i)+j, such that \Aj\=k3, 
|2?i| =  |Cj| =  |Z>f| = A:2, and let us organize the conversations in each group. After that we 
make k — 1 new groups, Yk, Y2, ..., Yk- k of size k3: in Y} there are k2 ladies from 
Aj for l s i ^ k  — l, k ladies from B{j - 1Hk- p) + 1, ß (^ _1)(k_p) + 2, ..., B(^ j-1^ k- p-) + k- p 
and one from each of the other groups. (The index of Bm must be understood 
mod(A;— 1).) We choose a number j  (/) forall 1S /S& — 1 such that there are k ladies 
from Bi in 3 W  send k — l ladies back to Bt and put k — 1 ladies from C; in Ym -  
Hence we obtain the groups Y{. In Y{ there are k 2 ladies from k —l groups, k 
ladies from k —p groups and one lady from pk groups hence it is possible to organ­
ize the conversations in Y,'. In the rest there are k2(pk+ k—p) ladies altogether, 
in the remaining part of A{ there are k3—(k—l)k2= k 2 ladies, in B, there are k2 — 
— (k—p — l ) k —p=pk + k —p ladies, in Ct k2—l k —(k—2 ) l= k2—2k + 2 ladies 
and in D, k2—k + 1 ladies. Since p k + k —p ^ k 2 — 2k + 2 the conditions of Lemma 3 
are fulfilled in the rest and it is possible to organize the conversations (see Fig. 1).
Lemma 5 in the case /c=4, />= 1, y '(l)=y '(2)=2, /(3 )=  1
Y í Yí Y ’, rest
A m i  i m  m i  m i m i  m i  n i l  n i l i n i  n i l  n i l  n i l 16
A 2222  2222  2222 2222 2222 2222  2222 2222 2222 2222 2222 22 2 2 16
A 3333 3333 3333 3333 3333 3333 3333 3333 3333 3333 3333 3333 16
A 4444 4 4444 7
b 2 5555 5 5555 7
b 3 6 6666 6666 7
C, 7 7777 7 10
Ca 8 8888 8 10
C3 9999 9 9 10
D, 0 0 0 13
Fig. 1
L emma 6 . ki +(k — \)2k2£Fk.
P roof. Let us divide the k* + (k— l)2fc2 ladies into 3k—2 groups, there are 
k3 ladies in At , A2, ..., A2k_3, k2 ladies in Bk, B2, ..., Bk+1 and let us organize 
the conversations in each group. After that we make 2k — 3 new groups, YX,Y2, ...
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Y2k- 3 of size k3: in Yj there are k2 ladies from y4(j_1)(t_1)+1, v40 _1)(fc_1)+2, ... 
..., -^o-ixt-D+k-i* k  ladies from the other A-s. If l S j ^ k  — 2 then in Ys there 
are k  ladies from Bk and one from each of the other B[s, if k — l ^ j ^ 2 k —4 then 
in Yj there are k ladies from B2 and one from each of the other B- s, in the case 
j = 2 k —3 in Yj there are k  ladies from B3 and one from the other Bt’s. Clearly it is 
possible to organize the conversations in each Yj. In the rest there are (k + l)k2 
ladies altogether; the remaining part of A, ( l ^ i s 2 k —3) is of size k3—(k—l)k2— 
— (k—2)k—2k, in Bx, B2 there are k2—(k—2)k—(k— 1)• 1 = k + 1 ladies, in B3 
k2 — k  — (2k — 4) • 1 = k2 — 3k + 4, in 2?4,.B5, ..., Bk + 1 k2 — 2k + 3 ladies. Since k2 — 3k + 
+ 4 ^ k + 1, Lemma 3 can be applied (see Fig. 2).
Y t y 2
L em m a  6 in  th e  case  
Y ,  Y t
k =  5 
Ys Y e Y-, rest
A t 25 25 5 25 5 25 5 10
A 2 25 5 25 25 5 25 5 10
A 3 25 5 25 5 25 25 5 10
A 4 25 5 25 5 25 5 25 10
A 3 5 25 25 5 25 5 25 10
A& 5 25 5 25 25 5 25 10
A  7 5 25 5 25 5 25 25 10
B t 5 5 5 1 1 1 1 6
b 2 1 1 1 5 5 5 1 6
b 3 1 1 I 1 1 1 5 14
B 4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 18
B b 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 18
Btt 1 1 1 1
Fig. 2
1 1 1 18
P ro po sitio n  2 . k2+ x ( k —l)h2£Fk for all x s O .
P r o o f . By induction on x. If 0 s x s 2 k then we are done by the virtue of 
Lemmas 4, 5, 6. Suppose the statement is true when x<x„, x0£2fc+l. Let us 
write x 0 in the form x 0=2 + (2k — l)y + m, j> £l, 0^ni<2/c— 1. Because of the 
inductional hypothesis k2+y(k  — \)k2£Fk and k 2 + (y + l)(/c— \ )k2£Fk. Divide the 
k2 + x 0(k— 1)A:2 ladies into 2 k — 1 groups, M i|= \A2\ =  ... =  \Am\ = k2 + {yF  l)(/c — l)k2, 
Mm+il =  = \A:,k_1\—k 2+y{k — Y)k‘l and let us organize the conversations in each
group. Since \-\-x0(k — l ) S k 2( l+y(k— 1)) iff m ^ k —l+ ( k —l)2y  and 
k2(\ +  (y + l)(fc— l) ) s £ ( l  + x 0(k — 1)) iff 0 ^ m +  {k—\){y—\) are true, Lemma 3 
can be applied.
Lemma 7. Let lS n jS fe - 2 .  Suppose there are (2m + \ )k2 — mk ladies and 
3k —2 JG’s. k — 1 JG’s are known by m+ 1 ladies, one JG by mk+  1 ladies, k — 1 
JG’s by (m—l)k + 2 ladies, one JG by m +k ladies and k — 2 JG’s by (m + 2)k— 1 
ladies. Then it is possible to organize the conversations.
P r o o f . The organization of the conversations can be read from the table of 
Fig. 3. The groups A, are as large as described above. First we choose one lady 
from each of Au A2, ..., Ak and Ak+1, Ak+2, ..., A2k, these ladies tell their JG’s 
to each other. After that we make new groups given by the columns. From those
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ladies whom we have chosen first we order two ladies to the first k —m columns 
and one to others. Each information is represented in each column and clearly it 
is possible to organize the conversations anywhere.
Mil = m + 1 1 1 1 ...1
\Äk-i\ = m + 1 i i 1 . . . i
Mk 1 = mk +  1 1 k k ...k
Mk + ll = ( m - l ) k + 2 1 k k ...k 1
Mlk-l| = (jn — \ ) k + 2 i k k ...k i
Miki = m +  k 1 1 1...1 k
|y^ 2k +1[ = (m +  2 )k  — l 1 1...1 k k .. .k 1 1...1 k
M3k-s| = (m +  2 )k  — 1 i 1...Í k k...'k i 1 ...Í k
k — m m m — 1 1
Fig. 3
L emma 8 . Let l ^ m ^ k  — 2. Then n — (m+\)k2 — mk + 2(k3—k2)^.Fk.
P roof. Divide the n ladies into 3k—2 groups, \At\= ... =  \Ak- m\=k, 
IA-m+il— ••• — l^ 3fc—2!= ^ 2 and let us organize the conversations in each group. 
After that we divide the ladies into two groups given by the table of Fig. 4. In the 
first column it is possible to organize the conversations by Lemma 7. In the second 
column we make k — m —2 groups of size k2 by the following method: we always 
choose one lady from each of the first k —m rows and k ladies from the last m 
rows. We choose k — m —2 times A: ladies and k+m  times one lady from the other 
rows, k ladies are chosen from those rows where the actual size of the remaining 
part of At is the largest. It can be easily seen that finally one lady remains in each 
of the first k — m and the last m groups while the size of the rest of the other 4^4’s 
is between k and k2. (The precise proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 3; the 
method works in the case m —k —2, when k2—(m+2)k + \ = \, too.) After the 
ladies from the first k —m and last m rows tell their informations to each other we 
obtain 2k—\ JG’s and k2 ladies, each JG is known by at least k and at most k2 
ladies, hence Lemma 3 can be applied.
Mil =  k m + 1 k — m — l
Mk -ml =  k m +  1 k —in —l
Mk-m + l| =  k* m + 1 k2—m — \
Mk-il =  k* m +  1 k 2 —m — 1
Mk 1 =  k 2 mk + 1 k 2  — mk — 1
Mk + l| =  k 2 (m — 1) k +  2 k2- m k  +  k -  2
M lk-l| =  k 2 (m — l ) k  +  2 k 2  — mk +  k — 2
Mlkl =  k 2 m +  k k 2 —m —k
Mlk + ll =  k 2 (m +  2) k — 1 k 2  — mk — 2 k + \
Msk-a| =  k 2 (m +  2) k - 1  
Fig. 4
k2 - m k - 2 k +  \
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P ro po sitio n  3. Let lS m S fc -2 . I f  xS3A —2 then (m + l ) k 2—mk + 
+ x ( k 3—k2)dFk.
P r o o f . Let 3A +2áxS3A 2+3A—1. Let us write x in the form x=  
= 5 + (3k — 3)y+p, 0S/?<3A — 3. Divide the (m+ \ )k2—mk + x(k3 — k2) ladies 
into 3k — 2 groups, \Ai \ — {m+ l)k2 — mk + 2(k3 — k2), \A2\= ... = \Ap+1\ — k2 + 
+ (y + l ) ( k 3—k2), \Ap + a\= . . .  = \Ask_2\ = k2+y(k3 — k2) and let us organize the 
conversations in each group. (It is possible by Lemma 8 and Proposition 2.) We 
choose (2m + \)k2—mk ladies in distribution given by Lemma 7 and organize the 
conversations among them. In the remaining part the ladies’ number is divisible by 
k 2. If x ^ 2 k2+(m+1)A+1 then Lemma 3 can be applied. All conditions of Lemma 
3 are fullfilled trivially except condition a) for the rest of Ax: (m+ 1)A2—mk + 
+  2 (A3 —A2) —(m + l)&A~2((m+ 1)A2 —wA-|-x(A3 —A2))—((2m+ 1)A2 —mA)) is equiv­
alent with xs2A2+ (m + 1)A + 1. If 2A2+(m +l)A  + 2 sx s3 A 2+3A—1 then we 
make A2 +  2A —3 groups of size k3: we always choose one lady from A x. We select 
A: — 1 times k2 ladies, k — 1 times A: ladies, A—1 times one lady from the other 
Aj’s, A2 ladies are chosen from those groups where the actual size of the rest is the 
largest and one from those groups where the actual size is the smallest. Finally
(m + 1)A2 — m k+ x(k3 — A2) — ((2m + 1) A2 — mk) — (A + 3)(A — 1) A3 =
=  (x —A2 —3A)(A3 —A2) —mA2 
ladies remained altogether, the rest of Ax is of size
(m + l)A2 — mk + 2(k3 — A2) — (m+ 1)— (A2 + 2A —3) =
=  2 (A3 — A2) + m A2—(m + 2) A — m +2.
Lemma 3 can be applied in the remaining part:
(x — A2 — 3A)(A— 1) — m ^  2(A3 —A2) + mA2 —(m + 2) A —m + 2 —
^  A((x—A2 — 3A)(A — 1) — m)
if 2A2 +  (m + l)A + 2Sx^3A 2 +  3A—1. The size of the other A?s can differ from the 
average size by at most A2 hence the conditions of Lemma 3 hold for these groups, 
too. If 3A2+3AáxS9A2—1 then let us write x in the form x=3A + 5 +  (3A — 3)y+p, 
0^/?<3A  —3. Divide the (m+1)A2 —mA+x(A3 —A2) ladies into 3A —2 groups,
\Ak\ = (m + 1) A2 —mA+(3A+2)(A3 —A2),
Mai = .••=  Mp + il — A2 + (y+1)(A3 —A2),
Mp+al =■•■= Mak-al =  A2 + y(A3-A 2)
and let us organize the conversations in each group. We choose (2m+l)A2—mA 
ladies in distribution given by Lemma 7. After that Lemma 3 can be applied since 
(m + l)A 2 —mA+(3A+2)(A3 —A2) —(w+l)sA(x(A3 —A2) —mA2)A-2 if x^3A2 + 3A 
and the other conditions of Lemma 3 are fulfilled trivially. Finally, let x0^9A2 
and suppose (m+l)A2—mA+x(A3—A2)£F* for all x-=x0. Let us write x0 in the
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form x0=3 + (3k—2)y+p, 0 S p ^ 3 k —2, divide the ladies into 3k—2 groups, 
Mil =  (m + 1) k2 — mk + y(k3 — k2)
Ma| = . . .=  \Ap+1\ = k2+(y+l){k3- k 2),
Mp+*l =  ••• =  M a-.l = k2+ y(k3- k 2)
and let us organize the conversations in each group. Applying Lemmas 7 and 3 we 
obtain (m+l)k2 — mk+x0(k3—k2)£Fk.
Lemma 9. Suppose that there are k + 2(k—l)k2 ladies and 3k—2 JG's. 2k—2 
JG's are known by k2 — k + \ ladies, 2 JG's by k ladies and k — 2 JG's by 2k— 1 
ladies. Then it is possible to organize the conversations.
Proof. The organization of the conversations can be read from the table of 
Fig. 5. First we choose one lady from each of Ax, A2, Ak and Ak+1, Ak+2, ... 
..., A2k, these ladies tell their JG’s to each other. After that we make new groups 
given by the columns. From those whom we have chosen first we order two ladies 
to the first column and one to the others.
Mil = k l 1 1
Mil = k2-k +1 l k k
IÁI = k2-k +1 i k k
Mk+il = k l 1 1 . .1
Mfc+i| = k‘- k  + l l k k. .k
Miki = k*-k + l i k k. .k
Mlk + ll = 2k —1 l 1 1. .1 1 1
Msk-il = 4^1<N i i 1. .1 i 1
1 k - 1 Jt —1
Fig. 5
Lemma 10. k+4(k3—k2)£Fk.
Proof. Divide the k+4(k3—k2) ladies into 4k—3 groups, Mil— M*l = 
=  Msl=  ••• =  M«-»I= ^* and let us organize the conversations in each group. 
After that we divide the ladies into two groups given by the table of Fig. 6. We 
apply Lemma 9 in the second column. In the first column we organize the conversa­
tions among the ladies from Alf Ak+1, ..., A2k_1. Hence we get 3k—2 JG’s and 
3k—2 groups, Bx, B2, ..., B3k_2, |.S1|=:... =  |5*_1|=Ai—1, Mj.| =  ... =  |fi2j._3| = 
=k2—2k+\,  \B2k- 2\ = \B2k- i \= k2—k  and |Ä2t|=  ... =  M3jt_2| = fc2—1. After that 
we make k —2 groups of size k2, we always choose one lady from Bx, ..., Bk_x 
and k ladies from Bk. We select k — 3 times k ladies and k + 1 times one lady from 
the other groups, k  ladies are chosen from those B / s where the actual size of the 
group is the largest. Finally one lady remains in each of Bx, B2, ..., Bk while the
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size of the rest of the other B js is between k and k2. After the ladies from Bk, B 2, Bk
tell their JG’s to each other Lemma 3 can be applied.
A1 k - 1 1
Az kl - 1 1
Ák ic1- 1 i
Ajc + 1 k - 1 k2- k  + 1
A ik-i i - 1 ic2- k  +  l
Aik k - 1 k2- k  + 1
Aik-2 i c - l k2- k  + 1
Aik — 1 k2- k k
Aik k2- 2 k  +  l 2k —\
Aik-3 ic2 — 2 k + l 2k - \
Fig. 6
Proposition 4. I f  x ^ 4 k  + 2 then k+ x(k3 — k2)£Fk.
The proof is the same as the proof of Proposition 3 and we omit it.
Theorem 1 is proved by Propositions 2, 3, 4.
As a closure of the paragraph we mention some open questions.
P roblem 1. Can a linear upper bound for x(k) be given? More precisely, is the 
following conjecture true? * s 2 /c + l ,  x^3k=>k + x k ( k — l)(zFk. (The conjecture is 
true in the cases k —3, 4.)
Problem 2 is originated from G. O. H. Katona.
P roblem 2. For which values o f k l , k2 does a bound n(k1, k 2) exist such that 
it is possible to organize the conversations for all n ^ n (k 1} k2) using kx- and k2- 
conference calls?
Theorem 2 which we state without proof summarizes our results.
T heo rem  2. a) I f  n(kk, k 2) exists then (kk, k2)= 1 and (ki— 1, k 2—1)=1. 
b) n(2, 2k + 1) exists, moreover n (2, 2k + )) = 0(k).
P roblem 3. The ladies communicate by telephone calls. The expense o f  a call is 
x  and the expense o f telling a gossip is y. What is the minimal cost o f a sequence o f 
calls such that everybody hears each gossip? Specially, what is the minimal number 
o f  calls when everybody hears each gossip exactly once?
D. B. West [15] proved that 2.25/1—6 calls are enough if 4|n. The same question 
can be asked for conference calls, too.
A dded in proof. (1) In [12] it has been shown that x ( k ) ^ k 2 + 5k + 2. (2) For 
n£Fk, denote by f k(n) the minimal number of ^-conference calls s.t. everybody
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hears each gossip exactly once. In [11], it has been 
/ 2(n) =  2.25n-6 if 4| n, 
2.25n — 4.5 s f 2(ri) s  2.25/1 — 3.5 if
3k2 —k — 1In [12], it has been proved that f k (n) < —rj—^ —
shown that 
and
n =  2 (mod 4). 
n — k, for arbitrary k.
§2
In this paragraph we discuss problem (ii) of the introduction for directed 
graphs, i.e. when each conversation is between two ladies and only one of them 
tells the gossips known at that time to the other. If A-*B is the first call in any 
sequence of calls then A hears her own gossip. Hence it is worth to examine a weaker 
version of problem (ii): does a sequence of calls exist such that everybody hears the 
gossips of the other ladies exactly once and her own gossip can be heard once more?
T heorem  3. a) A sequence o f calls exists for all ris such that everybody hears 
each gossip exactly once and n — 1 ladies hear their own gossips.
b) There is no sequence o f  calls such that at most n — 2 ladies hear their own 
gossips.
P roof, a) Denote the ladies by Alt A2, ..., An.
Ai ■* A„, A2 -*■ A„, ..., An_1 An, An -*■ An_1, A„ -*■ An_2, . . . ,  A„ -*• A 1 
is a good sequence of calls.
b) Indirectly suppose that n is the least number such that at most n—2 ladies 
hear their own gossips. (Clearly 2.) Let S  be a sequence of calls showing this 
property and A —B the last conversation in S. A knows each information before 
this call, specially she knows B's gossip, B hears her own story. B knows none of the 
other gossips before the A-+B call because she would hear these gossips at least 
twice. Hence all edges joining B and different from A-^-B are of the form B-+C. 
Let us rub out all edges of S joining B. We obtain a sequence T of calls among 
n— 1 ladies. Executing T, 1) everybody hears each gossip; 2) nobody hears a gossip 
twice; 3) at most n — 3 ladies hear their own information.
2) and 3) are true because nobody hears such gossip which she did not hear at 
S  and B heard her own gossip at S'. 1) is true because B did not take part in carrying 
informations out of her own gossip in S. T shows that n is not the least counter­
example hence we obtain a contradiction.
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1. Introduction
For a given interpolatory matrix X={xkn}cz[ — 1, 1] with
( 1 . 1) -1 * „ - i x2„ <  xln S  1, n = 1, 2,
let us consider the uniquely defined interpolatory procedure Kn(f ,  X, x) discussed 
by Krylov and Stayermann [1] for a continuous / ( x )  on [ — 1, 1] (shortly /£ C ) 
as follows
( 1.2)
K„ (/, X, xkn) = f ( x kn), k = 1, 2, ..., n,
(/, V, x j  = 0, k = 1, 2, ..., n, i =  1, 2, 3, 
K„ is a polynomial of degree S  4 n - l .
The question is, as usual, to obtain matrices X  such that the relation
(1.3) lim \Kn( f  X, x)-f(x)\\ -  0
n-+ oo
should hold for any /€C . (Generally, ||/(x)||tflj6]= | / | | [(I,6]=  m ax j/(x )|; if 
[a, £>] = [— 1, 1] we write || • ||.)
If the nodes are the roots of the Chebyshev polynomial P„(_1/2,~1/2)(x)= 
= T„(x)=cosnO, x=cos 9, then (1.3) is true whenever f i c  (see [1]).
Considering other Jacobi parameters, i.e. when the nodes Y={xfc„} are =  
=  {x(kx-ß)}, the roots of the n-th Jacobi polynomial P}*,ß)(x), a, /?> — 1 (see [2, 
Ch. 4]), the next theorem can be proved.
T heorem  1.1 (Laden [3], Knoop and Stockenberg [4]). a) I f  — 3/4^a, —1/4
then (1.3) holds for any fdC. Moreover, i f  a = /?= — 1/4, for a suitable f^C , (1.3) 
is not true.
b) I f  — 3/4^ a, —1/4, the K„ process is a positive operator.
c) For arbitrary a, /?> — 1 and [a, h ]c( — 1, 1),
lim \\K^-ß)( f  x) f i x ) II[a,6] = 0 for any f£C
n— oo
(*<“•« (/, x) stands for Kn( f , X ^ » \  x)).
R emark 1.1. As it is well-known, for the Hermite—Fejér stepparabolas 
Hix'ß)( f ,  x) is the unique polynomial of degree S2n—1 with H {f ' ß\ f ,  xk) =
= f(xk), [HnX'ß)(f>xk)]'=0, where x*:=x&-«) we have
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a) If — l< a , /?<0 then for any /£C
(1.4) lim \ \ H ^ ^ ( f , x ) - f ( x ) \ \ = 0 .
n —°o
Further, if max (a, ß)=0, then for a certain /€C , (1.4) does not hold.
b) The Hjf'M process is a positive operator iff — l< a , /iSO.
c) For arbitrary a , —1 and [a, b]cz ( - U ) ,
lim * )- /(* )II[a,t] =  0 for any /<EC
(see [2, 14.6]).
2. The Kjaa,n process for arbitrary a, /? >  — 1
2.1. In this part we are going to complete Theorem 1.1. Namely we prove as 
follows.
Theorem 2.1. Let — 1 1 be fixed. Then
(2.1) lim l ^ ' - i ) ( / ,x ) - /(x ) ||[fl,1] =  0
n-*- oo
for arbitrary f£C  whenever — l< a <  —1/4 and a — /?<l/2. On the other hand, i f  
ot= —1/4 or a — ß>l/2, one can find a function fd C  for which (2.Í) does not hold.
Using Pft,ß)(x)=(— l)"P„(P,it)(—x) ([2, (4.1.3)]), we can obtain the next
Corollary 2.2. Lei —1< o<1 be fixed. Then
(2.2) lim ||tf<‘- « ( / , x ) - / ( x ) | | = 0
n-*-oo
for arbitrary f£C  whenever —1</?«= —1/4 one? ß — a <1/2. On the other hand i f  
ß s  —1/4 or ß — a >1/2, one can find a function f£ C  for which (2.2) does not hold.
By the above statements one can easily get the next
Corollary 2.3. / /  — l< a ,  —1/4 an<i 0 ^ |a —/?|<l/2, i/ien
(2.3) lim ||L^a,i)(/, x)—/(x)|| — 0 for any /<£C.
n-+ oo
(2.3) does not hold for a certain f£ C  i f  max (a, /J)s  —1/4 or |a — /? | >1/2.
2.2. Remark. If — l< a , /?< —1/4 but |a—/?[=,y, we have not been able 
to prove or disprove (2.3). Our conjecture is that (2.3) holds true even in these cases.
3. Proofs
First we quote some formulas. Sometimes omitting the superfluous notations 
we have by [3, (6)]
(3.1) K„ ( f  x) = 2  /(**)«* (*) It ( * ) : = !  /(**) (x)k=1 k=1
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where lk are the fundamental polynomials of Lagrange interpolation, i.e. if co„ (a) =





h(x) = U>'n(xk)(X -X k) , k = 1, 2, n,
«.<*)= "«(**)
+
(A-At)3 U Kl la>„ (**)n(**) +  10-
\ < ( x ky )2 4 o/:(xky\
t oj'„(xk) ■1 3 aj'n(xk) J
K W ««IV,(^)1■MH, ö>»(a*) J '
+
If co„(x)=F„(“’/!)(x), i.e. when xk= x <k*'(l>, by the differential equation for the 




Mk ( x )  = \ - 2 t k( x - x k) + ^ - i l ( x - x ky  +
+  Sk6 ( lX- ~ x ^  [ 4 ( ^ - ^ ( l  - x t ) -% xk(y+Sxk) ] -
;7 = a  — ß, ö = a + ß + 2, M  — n (n  + 5 — \), 
y+Sxk
tic — 1 + xl
sk(x) =  1 - 2y + f 5 l)Xk( x - x k).1 —xk
To estimate the fundamental polynomials lk we shall use
P ^ n (x) =  ( -  l)" ^ -a)(-x ), Pn( l )~ r f ,
\Pn( x ) \ ~ \ 9 - 6 j \ if 0€[O, n-g] ,  
\P'„(xk) \ ~ k - ' - 3'*n*+*, if 0*€[0, jc —C],
(3.6) 0k~ - j ,  k =  1,2,
0k+i ^ =  o, l , ..., n, 0q =  o, 0n+ i =  x.
k - ^ l ~ 0  + k)(l^ - fc| + 1 ), * =  1 ,2 ,...,» .
Here P„ (a ) = P(„a-ß) (a ) ,  a = c o s  0, xk=x P)=cos 0(k«’P)=cos 0k, Aj=cos 0j 
is the nearest node to a  (for a fixed rí) and 0 < q< k is arbitrary fixed. The symbol
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([2, 1.1]) does not depend on 6, k  and n. (See [2, (4.1.3), (8.9.2)], [5] and [6, 
Lemma 3.2]). Here and later c, c1, c2, ... are different positive constants.
3.1. To prove the direct part of Theorem 2.1, we use the next simple
L e m m a  3 .1 .  I f  for a fixed 2 f c [ — 1, 1] and for each fixed rj with 
we have both
(i) 2  W ( x ) \ s A ,
l* -* fc l S i)
(ii) lim 2  M *)l =  0
holding uniformly in x£[c, d]a[— 1, 1], then
Jim 1 Kn( f  x)-/(x)||[Cjd] = 0 for any fdC.
Here A > 0 does not depend on t).
Indeed, let \ f { x ) - f ( y ) \ ^ £  if \x -y \^ t] .  Then, by 2  Tk(x)=l,  (i) and (ii) 
we have in [c, d]
\Kn ( f  x)-f{x)\  2  l / ( * * ) - / ( * ) l  |rfc(x)| =
k = l
= 2  +  2  — ^ £ + 2 ||/ |ö n =  2^6 when n is big enough
(because Qn— 0) as it was stated (cf. e.g. [3, Theorem A]).
3.2. Let us prove (2.1) if —l< a <  —1/4 and oc — /?<l/2. We use the previous 
lemma. By (3.4), (3.5) and (1 —xl)~1Scnz we get
(3.7)
Mx)l ~ c [ (i -xiy  + (i ~xir-) [ p'(xl)) -
Ä ,  y  *2 f Pn(x) l 4
-  ( 1 - ^ 2)2 \-K(Xk) \  •
By (3.6) and x£[a, 1] we get
2 = 2 .  + . 2lx~xk\>n ;4 a + 2
(  w  n e k ict+6 w  n 6 fc4/J+6'|
l n ^  + , á ' F  ~
(. j 4 a + l  „ 4 a  —4/3 — 2 n \  y . i x - i ß - 2~ jiä + T ^  jlsT+2 Z  *4' +í =  o ( l)  +  c — i ^ ( l + « 4/,+3) =  K D*/ J k = 1 /  j
whenever —3/4< a<  —1/4 and oi—ß <1/2 from where we get (ii). The case 
- 1 <  a ^  — 3/4 can be treated similarly.
To get (i), we use that according to (3.4) and (3.5)
l - x l
( x - x k ) 2 [x -x j3 n2 [x—xt |31
I i - * f ) (i —x‘k)3 + ( i - x i y  J
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By this decomposition we write
2  M *)U í(*) s c( 2 i + 2 » + 2 * + 2 * + Z * ) -
|x - x k|ä l /
Let us estimate Z4, say. If a —r\0=  — 1+e then x * s  —1 +  e whenever |x—x^^t] 
and xd[a, 1]. That means, by (3.6)
y  1* -Kill3 i4 /y \ _  y  ________ Pn(x)________  Ä
\x - X \ sn (1 -XÖ8 k W  ~  X  [^(**)]4l* -* * l( i -* Ö 3 -
^  nix kit+i n2 n6 __
-  CX. (k+j)( \k- j \  + l) n*~
—  C( 2  +  2  2 )  : 4 a + 2 ( L  i ; W | L _ ; | _ l. l \  ~
*-=y/2 j l 2 S k S 2 j  km2 j  J  \ K + J ) \ \ K J \ +  l )
& 1
^ 2 ^ + 7 2 ' t + - ^  7 k = l  7 1 = 1 1 7
2  fc4“-2 s  c, 
k = j
even if a s  — 1/4.
Similar estimations hold for the other sums, too. That means we proved the 
direct part of the theorem.
3.3. Now we prove that (2.1) does not hold for a certain /£C  if a s  —1/4 
or when a —0 >1/2.
a) Let aS  —1/4 and a — 0> l/2 , more exactly ß = — 3/4—e, 0< e< l/4 . 





k ( D I
k = Qn
lMt( i )U J (0  — c6® 2k=en
(n - k y  
(1+**)3
/V/
( l —c ) «  ;4/? +  6
4í Z  -jT-------
i =  c , l
„ 4 / ! +  8
~ « 4 a - 4 p - 2  =  < 5 > 0 .
So by the uniform boundedness principle we were ready. To prove the mentioned 
relation we remark that by (3.5)
2y —2(5 + 1 =  - 4 0 - 3  =  4e,
from where
|s* (l) | S  |1 —3«(1 - jc*)(1 -J e D “ 1! S 2 e ( l + x t) - 1
if 0 is big enough. Then by (3.4)
k ( l ) l  s  |/,| -(1  + 1 Til + 1/,| + 1/4|) s  3(11 Xky  I3" ^ 1
- ^ [ 1+ -rr-
1 1
By
+xk (1+x*)2 ( l + x k)3
3n2(l —x*)—c4 S  c3(n —fc)2 if n/2 S  k S  n —c4,
16*
I
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we have
K (l) | £  c3
e (n — k)2
T  ( i+ * k)3
C5
( l+ * k)3
£  c6 £
( n - k ) 2
(1+**)3
for g n ^ k ^ n  — Ci (where q and c4 are suitably chosen) which was to be proved.
b) Now suppose a=  —1/4+2, 2>0. As above, we shall see that |uk( l) |£  
£2 c7 k 2 if c3SkS fm ,  0< ju< 1. Then
n  f i n  f i n
2  Ia (1)I ^  2 1 |«4( i ) | / i ( i ) ^ c 7A 2  k2\
k = 1 k = c8 k — Cg I
J’.O)
P'n(Xk) ( l - X 2k)
f i n  JV4a + 6 ^8  «
'« 4* 2t= c 8 n K. k=i
from where we get the statement by the uniform boundedness principle.
To estimate wt (l), let us remark that by (3.5) 2y + 2c>—l =4a + 3=42 + 2,
i.e. I jk( l ) |s | l  —(3A + 2 )( l+ x k)_1|e 3 2 ( l+ x k)_1, if /i is small enough. So by (3.4)
|Wjk( l ) |£ | / 3| - ( l  +  |/1| +  |/a|+ | /4|) £ X 1 2 ( l + x k)2 [3«2(1—xjD —c9] —
Cl0[ 1+ l + x k+ ( l + x k)2 +  (1+^)3 ]• 
Here ■ ig .y -j - < i  if xk>0, further 3n2(l — xk)—c9^ c n k 2 
So we can write
|wk(l)| £  ~J^~k2~  4C10 — ^c7k2 if C g ^ k ^ f i n
if c8S&S«/2.
(where fi and c8 are suitably chosen), which was to be proved.
c) If a=  —1/4 and a—ß —^ —e, e>0, we get that Jk(l)=2e(l — xk)/(l +xk) 
from where ik(l)£ s  if \xk\ is small enough, |xk|s 2 2 < l ,  say. Then by (3.4) and
(3.5) Mk( l ) £ y / i2 if |x js 2 2 , n ^ n 0. Now we define a “hat function” f£C  as 
follows
0 if - l S t S  —22 or 22 S  x = 1 
f(x) — 1 if —2 S  x  ^  2
linear in [—22, —2] and [2,22].
Then obviously /(1 ) = 0, but
K M  i) =  2  /(* * k ( i)  >  2  t*(1) =
l*kl —2^  blcl—^
= 2  «*(!)**(!) S  T n2 2  2 >£ C>0 ,  71 £  «0;|xk| \ x k \  — ^
i.e. {K„ ( /,! )}  does not tend to /(1 ). (If a=jS= —1/4, see Laden [3, p. 602].)
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d) If a =  —1/4 and /?=—3/4, by i t (l)= 0  and tkS 0 if xk^  —1/2, we get 
that all the terms in (3.4) are ^0. I.e. wk( l )§ |^ |3(1 — xk)3, say (if xk^  —1/2). If
1 for - 1 ^ x 5  —3/4,
/(*) = 0 for —1/2 S  a: S  1,
linear for — 3/4 s  x  ^  —1/2,
we have that /(1 )= 0 . On the other hand,
Kn(f, i ) =  2 1 / ( * * K ( i ) s  2  /(**)**(i) =
xfcS - l / 2  xk S - 3 / 4
c/z m6 ™4a;4/? + 6
= 2  t*(1)> 2  lhJ3^U )~ 2 T6 z m t i  ~
x k S - 3 / i  x k — —3/4 1 =  1 K '*
, n**-v-* 2  iip =
which completes the proof of our theorem.
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ON THE PROJECTION LATTICE OF G1E*-ALGEBRAS
JÁNOS KRISTÓF
In this paper a new type of C*-algebras will be introduced. I name them GH7*-algebras (i.e 
generalized IF’-algebras) since their class contains the class of W7*-algebras and their properties are 
somewhat close to those of (F’-algebras.
Here the emphasis will be laid on the lattice theoretical aspects concerning GW7*-algebras. The 
mathematical motivation leading to the investigations below will be explained in Section I.
I. Preliminaries
If A is a *-algebra with unit 1 then the set L(A) of projections (i.e. self-adjoint 
idempotent elements) of A can be equipped with a lattice theoretical structure de­
termined by
— a partial ordering S , defined by h ^ g  iff g h ^ h  and
— an orthocomplementation ± ,  i.e. a mapping A —A, h>-+hL defined as 
h^-:= \-h.
Then L(A), equipped with this structure is an orthocomplemented partially ordered 
set. In the sequel L(A) will always be thought of as an orthocomplemented partially 
ordered set whose structure is that of described above.
It is known that L(A) is not a lattice, in general. However, L(A) is always 
finitely additive, i.e. if (e|)i€/ is a finite system of pairwise orthogonal projections in 
A then the least upper bound V of the set (cf|/£/} exists in L(A) and equals
t a
2  eh On the other hand, L(A) is orthomodular in the sense that if g,h£L(A)  
ti i
and g ^ h  then there is a unique element e£L(A) such that e ± g  and e\/g=h  
(ofcourse, e= h—g).
Before formulating the main problem leading to the examinations of the pres­
ent study, we mention that given a bounded orthocomplemented lattice L, a mapping 
p : L —[0, 1] is called a state on L if p assigns 1 to the greatest element of L  and it 
is finitely additive, i.e. for any finite system (e;)ie/ of pairwise orthogonal elements 
of L  we have p(\J e;) =  2  p(et)- If P is countably additive, i.e. the last require- ta lit
ment is satisfied for any countable orthogonal system (e,)ie/, provided the least 
upper bound V ei exists in L, the state p is called u-additive. If p is a state on L 
ia
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and for every system (Cj)í€J of pairwise orthogonal elements of L  we have p( \ /  et) =
i a
— 2  P(ei)i provided V et exists in L, then we say that the state p is completely
16/  ?€/
additive. As for the basic necessary lattice theoretical notions see [1] and [2],
In general probability theory we are currently concerned with orthocomple- 
mented lattices which are the abstract objects replacing the event spaces of classical 
probability theory (see [3], [4], [5]). In the general framework probability measures 
are treated as states on orthocomplemented lattices. In order to build up a meaning­
ful and analytic general probability theory we need such ct-complete orthocomple­
mented lattices which have a great number of cr-additive states.
However, it is well-known that given a unital *-algebra A, the orthocomple­
mented partially ordered set L(A) is neither a lattice, nor a <r-complete lattice, in 
general. So the question arises; which conditions on A provide that L(A) be a a- 
complete lattice such that L(A) possesses a separating set of a-additive states? As 
far as I know this problem is unsolved at present. A partial answer appeared in [6]; 
if A is a Rickart “"-algebra then L(A) is a lattice, moreover, if A is a Banach ' -al­
gebra whose underlying *-algebra is a Rickart “"-algebra, then L(A) is a c-complete 
orthomodular lattice. However, in the latter case even the existence of a single cr- 
additive state seems to be questionable.
In this paper a sufficient condition will appear, assuring not only that L(A) 
be a cr-complete orthomodular lattice but the existence of a separating set of cr-addi­
tive states on L(A) as well.
II. GB/*-algebras
The vector space of the linear forms on the *-algebra A will be denoted by A* 
and the weak a (A*, A) topology relates to the canonical duality between A* and A.
If A is a unital *-algebra (whose unit is always denoted by 1) and P is a set of 
positive linear forms on A then the set { /6 P |/(1 )S  1} will be denoted by P(l). 
Further, assuming that P(l) is non void and a(A*, T)-bounded, || • ||P denotes the 
mapping from A into R+ defined by
(I jc|I p := sup Vf (x*x)  
f  6 F(l)
for all xd A. It is obvious that || • [|P is a seminorm on A; the dual seminorm is 
denoted by || • ||P.
If S' is a subset of A* then the linear subspace of A* spanned by S  and the con­
vex hull of S is denoted by sp(S) and co(S), respectively, while the a (A*, A)-closed 
linear subspace of A* spanned by S and the a (A*, 4)-cIosed convex hull of S is 
denoted by sp (S ) and co (S), respectively. If the elements of S  are || • ||P-continuous 
forms (where P is a set of positive linear forms on A such that P(l ) is non void and 
a (A*, J)-bounded) then the || • [|P-closed linear subspace of A* spanned by S and 
the || • I!p-closed convex hull of S' is denoted by sp(S) and co(S), respectively, 
provided no confusion arises as for P.
If /  is a linear form on the *-algebra A then for every x£A we define the 
linear forms x- / and f  -x  on A as the mappings y*-*/(xy) and y*—f{yx),  respec­
tively. If f^A*  and x,y€.A then x - f  -y stands for (x • f ) - y .
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Definition. The pair (A, P) is called a weak GW*-algebra if A is a imitál 
^-algebra and P is a separating set of positive linear forms on A satisfying
(I) P(l) is non void and a (A*, /^-bounded.
(II) W R+P c P  and x*• P* jccco (P) for all x£A.
(III) X 'P csp (P ) for all x£A.
(IV) A is sequentially complete with respect to the uniform structure defined 
by the a(A, sp(P))-topology.
The pair (A, P) is called a GW*-algebra if it is a weak GtL*-algebra and instead of 
(IIW) satisfies the more restrictive condition
(II) R+P c P  and x* • P 'xacö(P)  for all x£A.
The GW*-algebra (A, P) is called complete if it satisfies
(IV)S A is quasi complete with respect to the uniform structure defined by 
the a(A, sp(P))-topology.
If (A, P) is a weak GW*-algebra then A is a C*-algebra whose C*-norm equals 
||-Up. This is shown in [7], however, here a new proof will be presented (see 
Proposition 1).
If  (A, P) is a weak GIL*-algebra then
— the o(A, sp(P)) and o(A,sp(Pj) topologies coincide in every C*-norm 
bounded subset of A,
— the multiplication in A is left and right continuous on C*-norm bounded 
sets with respect to the a (A, sp (P)) topology,
— the involution of A is continuous in the cr(^ 4, sp (P)) topology.
This statement is verified in [7] Lemma 1 and Lemma 2.
There are two important examples for GIL *-algebras.
Example 1. Let A be a von Neumann algebra in the Hilbert space H  and for 
all z€/7 define f z \A  — C as 7V-<-(7z|z) for every T£A. If P:={fz\z£H} then 
(A, P) is a complete GW*-algebra. Here the cr(A, sp(P)) and o(A, sp(P)) topologies 
coincide with the weak and ultraweak operator topologies in A, respectively. (See [7].)
Example 2. Let B be a cr-algebra of subsets of the set X  and let A denote the 
*-algebra of complex bounded Borel functions on X. Let P be the set of integrals 
arising from positive rr-additive finite measures defined on B. Then (A, P) is a com­
mutative GIL*-algebra. Here the o(A, sp(P)) and a(A, sp(P)) topologies are equal. 
(See [7].)
The first example shows that every von Neumann algebra can be regarded as 
a complete GIL*-algebra while the second example yields a great number of commu­
tative GIL*-algebras that are not *-isomorphic to any von Neumann algebra.
The following lemma makes possible to give a new proof of the completeness 
of a weak GIL*-algebra (A, P) with respect to the uniform structure defined by the 
norm || • ||P.
Lemma 1. Let (A, P) be a weak GW*-algebra, r a positive real number and
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(*i)iei a generalized sequence in A such that \ x ^ r —r f or *€/. I f  x£A and 
Xi~<-x in the a (A, sp(P)) topology then ||.x||Ps2 r .
P r o o f . Obviously, it is enough to prove for the special case r =  1. Let /  be a 
fixed element of P( 1) and /€/. Then we have /(xf.V;) = !I*ill/' = l and
|/ ( ( x -x i)*xi)| =£ Y f ((x- xd*(x- x f )  Yf(xf xt) s  Ix -X íIp IxíIIp, 
i.e. |/ ( ( ;c —xi)*xi) |s ||x ||P+ 1. From this we obtain
f (x*x ) = f ( x * ( x - x i) ) + f ( ( x - x i)*x,)+f(xtxi) rs \(x* • /) (x -x i)| + |x ||P + 2.
Since x*' f£sp(P),  by (III), and (x()<ei is a || • ||P-bounded sequence in A, we 
conclude that (x* • f ) (x , )-~(x*- f )(x) ([7] Lemma 1) thus f  {x*x')^\\x\\P+2. 
This means that ||x||/.^ ||;ic ||i> + 2, i.e. (||x||P —2)(||x||P+ l)sO , thus ||x||Ps2 .
P ro po sitio n  1. I f  (A, P) is a weak GW*-algebra then A is a C*-algebra 
whose C*-norm equals |[ • ||P.
P r o o f . The proof of the nontrivial fact that ||*||P is a C*-seminorm on A 
can be taken from [7] Theorem 1. We have only to show the completeness of A with 
respect to the uniform structure defined by the norm || • ||P. Let Br denote the || • ||P- 
closed ball in A with radius r, for 0. Further, let Vr be the closure of Br in the 
er(A, sp(P)) topology, for r >0. Then Lemma 1 implies that Bri2(zVrj2(^Br (r>0) 
thus (Fr)r>0 is a base at 0 for the || • ||P-topology consisting of o(A, sp(P))-closed 
sets. Since the || • ||P topology is finer than a(A, sp(P)), (IV) results in the sequentially 
completeness of A with respect to the uniform structure defined by || • ||P (see [8] 
Ch. I, § 1, n° 5, Prop. 8).
III. The projection lattice of a weak G'lF*-algebra
In this section we prove that the orthocomplemented partially ordered set of 
projections of a weak 6TF*-algebra is a cr-complete orthomodular lattice admitting 
a separating set of <r-additive states. Moreover, we show that the projection lattice 
of a complete GlF*-algebra is a complete orthomodular lattice admitting a 
separating set of completely additive states.
Theorem 1. Assume that (A, P) is a weak GW*-aIgebra.
(i) I f  (et)fc£N is a sequence o f  pairwise orthogonal projections in A then the series 
^  ek converges in the a (A, sp (P)) topology and its sum (denoted by (a) 21 ek)
k i  N k t t i
equals the least upper bound \J ek o f the set {e?fc |A:€ N} in L(A).
k i  N
(ii) I f  (ek)kf N is a sequence o f pairwise commutating projections in A then the 
product J[ ek converges in the a (A, sp (P)) topology and its product (denoted by
k i  N
(cr) f j  ek) equals the greatest lower bound f\ ek o f the set {ek|/c(;N} in L(A).
lt£N fc£N
(iii) I f  g, h£L(A) then the sequences
((gfc)*%€ N> ( ( h g ) k ) k i N >  ( ( h g h ) k) k e  N, ( ( g h g f ) k í  N
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converge in the a (A, sp(P)) topology and their common limit equals gf\h in the 
partially ordered set L(A).
(iv) L(A) is a o-complete orthomodular lattice and the set P„ := { /  |tu)l/£co (P), 
f { \ )  = 1} is a separating set o f a-additive states on L(A) with the property that to 
every eiL(A ), e^O  there is a state p in Pa such that p(e)=  1.
P roof, (i) Let (ek)keN be a sequence of pairwise orthogonal projections in A
n
and put s„:= 2  ek f°r «6N. Then we have 0 — — ^ n + l — 1 in the *-algebra
fc =  0
A thus ( f ( s n))nén is an increasing bounded sequence of positive real numbers for 
every f£P. By virtue of (IV) we conclude the existence of an element e£A such 
that sn-*e in the a (A, sp(P)) topology showing that the series 2  ek is convergent
K N
in the o(A, sp(P)) topology (and, by the definition, its sum equals e). Since the 
involution of A is o(A, sp(P))-continuous and s*=s„ (niN), the element e is 
self-adjoint. Further, for n, miN, m Sn we have e„ — sme„, thus fixed a number 
n iN  we obtain srnen—een in the o(A, sp(P)) topology, since ||jJ |p^1 (miN). 
This means that e„=ee„ («iN), consequently, sm—esm for all miN. Applying 
again the fact that the sequence (sm)m(N is || • ||P-bounded and sm-+e in the 
o(A, sp(P)) topology, we derive that e is idempotent in A, i.e. e£L(A). On the 
other hand, we already know that en=een (n£N), i.e. for all niN  in L(A).
If g£L(A) is an upper bound in L(A) of the set {efc|A:6N} then ek=gek (A:iN) 
thus sm=gsm for all miN, consequently, gsm—ge in the <r(A, sp(P)) topology 
now gives that e=ge, i.e. e ^ g  in L(A), proving that e equals the least upper 
bound of the set {efc|A;€N} in the orthocomplemented partially ordered set L(A).
(ii) Let (ek)keN be a sequence of pairwise commutating projections in A and
n
put p„:= I [ ek for all n i N. Then we have 0 ^ p n+1S p nS i  in the *-algebra A
Jt=0
thus (f(p„))ni n is a decreasing sequence of positive real numbers for every / i  P. 
Then (IV) implies the existence of an element e£A with the property that />„—<? 
in the o(A, sp(P)) topology, proving that the product f ]  ek is convergent in the
N
<r(A, sp(P)) topology (and, by the definition, its product equals e). Since the invo­
lution of A is a (A, sp(.P))-continuous and pt= pn (niN), we obtain that e*=e. 
For n, mi N, m ^n  we obviously have pm=enpm, thus given a number n iN  
we deduce that e=ene, since \\pm\\P-^\ and pm-~e in the o(A, sp(P)) topology. 
Consequently, e=pme for all miN, thus applying again the || • ||P-boundedness 
of the sequence (/;m)mgN we obtain e—e2, i.e. <?i L(A). On the other hand, we 
already know that e —e„e (n iN), i.e. e^e„ in L(A) for every niN. If g£L(A) 
is a lower bound in L(A) of the set {eJfciN} then g —eng (niN), thus g=pmg 
for all miN. Now pmg-»eg in the a(A,sp(P)) topology yields g —eg, i.e. g ^ e  
in L(A), proving that e equals the greatest lower bound of the set {<?t |/ciN} in L(A).
(iii) Let g and h be fixed projections in A and put
ak •= (gh)k, bk := (hg)\ ck := (hgh)k, dk:= (ghg)k
for every fci N. Of course, all these sequences are || • [|P-bounded. It is easy to see
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that
(1) ak +1 =  dkh, bk +1 =  hdk, ck+1 = hdkh
for all ke  N, thus if we prove that the sequence (dk)k(:N converges in the a (A, sp(P)) 
topology then the equalities in (1) combined with Lemma 2 in [7] provide that the 
other three sequences also converge in the same topology. In order to prove that 
(dk)ken converges in the <j (A, sp(Pj) topology, first we mention that d2j = djdj 
and d2j +1=bj+1bj+1 (jeN) thus dk is a positive element in the *-algebra A for all 
k e N. On the other hand, we have
dv - d v+1 = ( d - h ) g(ghgy)*{(i-h)g(ghgy)
for j e  N and
d2j - i - d 2J =  ( a  -  g) ä ( g h g y - y a i  -  g) h (ghgy-')
for j e N, /VO. This means that 0S í/h 1 - 4  (k£N) in the *-algebra A, thus 
{ f(d k))ken in a decreasing sequence of positive real numbers for every feP . Then 
(IV) yields the existence of an element d in A such that dk-*d in the a (A, sp(Pj) 
topology. Hence we may put a\— lim ak, b := lim bk, c:= lim ck and d\— lim dk,
k k k k
where the limit operations relate to the a(A , sp (Pj) topology. With regard to (1) 
we have
(2) a = dh, b =  hd, c = hdh.
It remained to show that a=b = c= d  and this element is just the greatest lower 
bound in L(A) of the set [g, h}. Since dk = dk and ck — ck (keN) and the involu­
tion of A is a(A, sp(P))-continuous, the elements d and c are self-adjoint. If k, ne N 
then dkdn = dk+n and ckc„ = ck+„, thus applying twice the |] • ||P-boundedness of 
the sequences (dk)keN and respectively, and the definitions of d and c, we
obtain that d2 = d and c2=c, i.e. d,ceL(A ). If k ,m ,n eN, then dkcmdn = dk+m+n+1 
and ckd,„cn=ck+m+n+1, hence applying successively three times the ]| • ||P-bounded­
ness of the sequences (dk)kiN and (cfc)4£N, respectively, and the definitions of d 
and c, we deduce the equalities dcd=d and cdc=c. These equalities result in the 
following ones: (d—cd)*(d—cd) = 0 and (c—dej*(c—dc) = 0. Since the involu­
tion of A is proper, it follows that d=cd and c=dc. Taking the adjoint of the 
second equality we arrive at d=c. Finally, we prove that d=g/\h in L(A). Since 
dk=gdk and ck=hck (keN, k^O), taking the limits in the a(A, sp(Pj) topology 
we obtain d=gd and d=c=hc=hd, i.e. d ^ g  and d ^ h  in L(A). If eeL(A) 
and g= e, fise  in L(A) then we have e=eg=he=eh, hence e=dke (ke N). 
Taking the a(A, sp(F))-limit of the last equality; e—de, i.e. d ^ e  in L(A). This 
shows that d=gt\h in L(A). Finally, by (2), we have a — dh — d and b=hd=d, 
thus the proof is completed.
(iv) With regard to (i) and (iii) and the orthomodularity of the orthocomple- 
mented partially ordered set L(A), we deduce that L(A) is a cr-complete orthomodular 
lattice (see [2]). The elements of the set Pa'—{f\uA)\ f^ ^ (P )^  / ( ! ) = ! }  are states 
on the lattice L(A), evidently. If (ek)kiN is a sequence of pairwise orthogonal pro­
jections in A then, by (i), we have V ek=(a) ^  ek- If /£co (P) then /  is a || • ||P-
fc e n  fceN
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continuous linear form on A (see [7], Theorem 1), thus / ( V  ek)= 2  /(**)>
*€N Icfc N
proving that f\u.A) *s a ^-additive state on L(A) for all fdco (P), /(1 )= 1 . If 
g,hdL(A) and gUh then there is an element /  in P such that f { g ) A /(A). Of 
course, 0, i.e. / ( 1 )^ 0  and the restriction of the linear form / ' : = / / / (  1) 
to L(A) belongs to Pa and f '(g )A f'(h ) . This means that even the set
P:={/lz.(a)l/€P ,/(l)=  1}
separates the points of L(A). If edL(A), e^O  then there is an element /  in P with 
the property f(e )  AO. Then the restriction to L(A) of the linear form / ' : =  
=  (e*• / •  e)/f(e) is in PCT and the state p := / ' |LU> satisfies the equality p{e)= 1.
Theorem 2. Assume that (A, P) is a complete GW*-algebra.
(i) Let 1 be a right directed preordered set and (ef)i€ j a family o f projections in 
A with the properly that i, i f  I, i = i' implies etS e v in the lattice L(A). Then 
lim et exists in the a (A, sp(P)) topology and equals the least upper bound \J et
1 i d
o f the set {e,|i€/} in L(A).
(ii) IJ (<?,); is an arbitrary system o f pairwise orthogonal projections in A then 
the generalized series j f  et converges in the o(A, sp (P)) topology and its sum
i d
(denoted by (cr) 2  ei) equals the least upper bound in L(A) o f the set {<?;!/£/}. 
i d
(iii) The projection lattice o f A is a complete orthomodular lattice and the
set Pc:= { / |í.m)I/£cc>(/))j / (1 )=  1} is a separating set o f completely additive
states on L(A) with the property that to all e£L(A), e^O there is a state p in Pc 
such that p(e)— 1.
Proof, (i) Iff£ P  then (/(e,))ie/ is a right directed family in the compact 
interval [0, / ( l ) ]  thus lim f { e t) exists in R. Consequently, (et)iel is a generalized
Cauchy sequence with respect to the uniform structure defined by the a (A, sp (Pj) 
topology. Since the set {cf|/£/} is o(A, sp(P)Vbounded, the quasi completeness 
of A in the uniform structure defined by the o{A, sp(P)) topology now gives that 
e:=lim et exists in the o(A, sp(Pj) topology. The a(A, sp(P))-continuity of the
involution of A implies that e is self-adjoint. If i0£ / is fixed then cio=c,eio for 
id I, i0S i, thus applying the || • ||P-boundedly left continuity of the multiplication 
of A in the a (A, sp(P)) topology, we obtain eio—eeio for all /„€ /. Repeating the 
former reasoning we find that e=e2, i.e. edL(A). On the other hand, etS e  for 
all idL Suppose that gdL(A) and e ^ g  (idl)- Then ei—gei (idl) and taking 
the limit in the <r (A, sp (Pj) topology we deduce e~ge, i.e. e ^ g  showing that 
e— V e{ in the lattice L(A).
i d
(ii) It is an immediate consequence of (i).
(iii) The completeness of the orthomodular lattice L(A) follows from (i). Let 
(eJiei be a family of pairwise orthogonal projections in A. According to (ii), the 
series 2  ei is summable in the o(A, sp(P)) topology and its sum equals V et.
t d  . . .  , €/
The system of finite sums of the family (e,)(€/ consists of projections in the C*-algebra 
A, thus it is C*-norm bounded. Since the o (A, sp (Pj) and o(A, sp(P)) topologies
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coincide in every C*-norm bounded subset of A, given a linear form f£co(P), 
/ ( 1)=1, we obtain / ( V  e ,)= f(ja ) 2  ei ) = 2  f ( ei)> i-e- / I lU) is a complete-
l i l  / € /  H I
ly additive state on L(A).
We have seen in the proof of (iv) of Theorem 1 that the set P separates the 
points of L(A) and, of course, P c P c. Since (A, P) is a GIL*-algebra (i.e. it satisfies 
(II) instead of (IIW)), the linear form • /  • e)/ f(e )  introduced in the proof
of the last assertion in Theorem 1 now belongs to co(P), thus our present assertion 
is proved.
IV. On the countable summability of partial isometries in GlT*-algebras
Here we remind of certain elementary notions from the theory of ^-algebras; 
the details can be found e.g. in [6],
Let A be a unital *-algebra. The element w of A is called a partial isometry if 
both w*w and ww* are projections in A. If the involution of A is proper then w€A 
is a partial isometry if and only if w*ww* — w*, or equivalently, ww*w=w. A 
family (w,)i€i of partial isometries in A is called orthogonal if for all i,j£ I, iA j 
we have w * w i w * W j  =  0 = w i w f w J W j .  We say that the partial isometries are (count­
ably) summable in A if for every (countable) orthogonal family (n>f)l£/ of partial 
isometries in A there is a partial isometry w in A with the property that w*w — 
=  V w*wi and ww*= V wtwf in the partially ordered set L(A) and wwfwi=
iCI <€/
— Wi=WiW(w (/£/).
If g, h£L(A) then the projections g and h are called equivalent if there is a 
partial isometry win A such that g —w*w and h=ww*. We say that the equivalence 
o f projections is (countably) additive, if given two (countable) families (gi)iiI and 
(bOia of pairwise orthogonal projections in A, the equivalence of gt and /i; for all 
/€ /  implies that the projections V gt and V are equivalent, provided the least
HI HI
upper bounds exist in the partially ordered set L(A).
It can be shown without difficulty that the (countable) summability of the 
partial isometries implies the (countable) additivity of the equivalence of projections. 
However, it is not known, whether the equivalence of projections is countably addi­
tive in a C*-algebra whose underlying *-algebra is a Rickart *-algebra (see [6]). 
For the case of weak GW*-algebras we have an affirmative answer as follows.
P ro po sitio n  2. I f  (A, P) is a weak GW*-algebra then the partial isometries 
are countably summable in A and, consequently, the equivalence o f projections is 
countably additive.
P r o o f . If w is an arbitrary partial isometry in A and/ a positive linear form on 
A then
iy (w)|2 =  |/(w*)|2 =  |/(w*(w’w*))|2 = f(jww*)* ww*)/(w*w) =
(3)
=  f(ww*)f(w*w).
Let there be given an orthogonal sequence (wJ ^ n of partial isometries in A. Com­
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bining Theorem 1 with the inequality (3) we easily deduce
2  l/(w*)| 2  f M V ' n ”> k)112 S*6N teN
s  {2 f(wkw*k))ll2(2 fiwtwjy1* = / (  v *k<Vf{ v w’*kwky
* € N  * € N  * £ N  (i €N
for all /£P . From this it follows, by (IV), that the series 2  wk converges in the
JcfcN
a (A, sp (P)) topology; let w denote its sum.
Since (wk)kiN is an orthogonal sequence of partial isometries in A, we have 
wkwkw*w„=0 (k, n(_N, k ^ n )  thus it follows that 0 =  wk(wkwkiv*w„)w* =  (wkwkwk) 
(w*w„w*) = wkw*, and similarly, wkwn=0 (k, ?i£N, k^n ). Fixed a number /i£N, 
we obtain (a) 2  wkwt = Wnwt  and (o') 2  wt wn=wt wn f°r all «€N. On the
üéN fc£N
other hand, in a pre-C*-algebra the norm of a partial isometry is less than or equal 
to 1, hence the sequences (vvt)4€N and cN are || • ||P-bounded. Then the left 
|| • ||p-boundedly o(A, sp(F))-continuity of the multiplication of A combined with the 
results in Theorem 1 yield {a) 2  wkwn—wwn and (o') 2  wt wn = w*wn («€N), thus
It€N *£N
wwí = wnwí and w*wn=w*wn (n£N), i.e. ww*wn- w nw*wn = w„w*w=wn (h€N) 
and also V wnwn=ia) 2  WnW% = WW* and V wnwn — (a) 2  wnwn~w*wi showing
/i£N /i£N /i£N n€N
that w is the partial isometry in A whose existence is claimed.
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NON-ADAPTIVE HYPERGEOMETRIC GROUP TESTING
F. K. HWANG and V. T. SÓS
Abstract
In a hypergeometric group testing problem we have a set o f n items known to contain exactly 
d  defectives. The problem is to identify all the defectives through group testing with a minimal 
number of tests where a test consists o f a specified subset o f the items and has the outcome pure 
if none of the items in the subset is defective and the outcome contaminated otherwise. A testing 
procedure is called non-adaptive if all tests have to be specified simultaneously. We translate this 
group testing problem into an extremal problem for set-systems and give estimates for the size of 
the extremal systems.
1. Introduction
In a hypergeometric group testing (HGT) problem we have a set of n items 
known to contain d defectives and n—d good items. Any subset of the n items 
can be pooled for a test with two possible outcomes: the subset is pure if it contains 
no defectives and the subset is contaminated otherwise. The objective is to identify 
all the defectives using a minimal number of tests. In this paper “minimal” is defined 
as to minimize the maximum number of tests required (the worst-case number 
of tests).
A group testing algorithm is called sequential if the tests are given sequentially, 
that is, the decision of which subset to test currently may depend on the outcomes 
of tests already performed. A group testing algorithm is called non-adaptive if all 
tests have to be specified simultaneously, thus banning any possibility of using 
feedback information from tests. Since any non-adaptive algorithm can also be 
used sequentially, it is clear that the sequential algorithms should be expected to 
perform better than non-adaptive algorithms in general. 1 he line between sequential 
algorithms and non-adaptive algorithms has not been clearly drawn historically; 
hence the group testing literature consists almost exclusively of sequential algo­
rithms owing to their better performance as far as the number of tests is concerned. 
However, with parallel processing a possibility in many potential applications of 
group testing, one should no longer ignore the potential advantage of time saving 
in non-adaptive group testing. The purpose of this paper is to call attention to this 
fact and to provide some exploratory results in this direction.
17
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2. The group-testing problem and some extremal problems for set-systems
Suppose S is the set of n items which contains d defective elements. To design 
a nonadaptive HOT for finding the defective items we need a system ST = {Tl , ..., Tt) 
of tests which satisfies the following:
for any l — {/|rf is contaminated} there is exactly one J-tuple D=  {m15 u f f S  
so that
DOT, * 9  for i€ /
and
£>07} =  0 for i$7.
For given n and d let cp(n, d ) be the minimum number of t so that there is a 
system {Tx, ..., T,} which satisfies this condition. Our main result yields
(1) c fd )  log« <  <p(n\d) <  c2(d)\ogn
where cl5 c2> 0 depend only on d. The lower bound follows from the simple Propo­
sition 1, the upper bound follows from Theorem 3.
First we reformulate the problem in a dual form. This yields to different extremal 
problems for set-systems.
Now let S={uj, un} be a set of n elements, ST = {7}, ..., T,} be a family
of subsets of S. Define the dual family
<g= {Cl . - .C J
by
Ci =  {jW fT j}, i = 1, n.
Observe that for given defective elements ut , ..., uid a test Tj yields “con-
i
taminated” iff j£  1J  Civ. So
V =  1
i
/ =  {j \Tj is “contaminated”} =  |J  C/y.
V =  1
This leads to a reformulation of the problem.
D efinition  1. Let # =  {C1, ..., C„} be a family of subsets of S. is a d-Sidon 
family, if all the d-term unions are distinct:
(2) U c ik *  U CJkfc=l k=1
if {i*i? •••»
P roposition 1. £T={T1, ..., T,} is a system o f tests o f a parallel HGT, iff 
the dual system eé= {C 1, ..., Cn} is a d-Sidon system.
P ro o f . Suppose
u  c ik -  U Cj,k = 1 k = l
but (ij, ..., {/x, ...,/d}. Then the test outcomes are identical whether
D — {uh, ..., MfJ  or D=  (ma , ..., Ujj. Thus ST fails to identify the defectives.
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Now suppose that is a J-Sidon family. Then the set
{j: Tj has a “contaminated” outcome}
corresponds to a unique (/-element set {w^ , uid} which is the set of defectives.
Corollary 1. For any parallel HGT-system 2T = {7\, .... T,} on n-elements 
with d defectives
This gives the lower bound in (1).
So we arrive at a dual form of the original problem which is an extremal problem 
for set-systems.
Problem 1. Let t, d be given positive integers. Let f( t ,d )  denote the maxi­
mum cardinality of a (/-Sidon system on a t element set. Determine f ( t ,  d).
Recently Busch et al. [1] studied a stronger version of parallel HGT-systems, 
the (/-complete designs.
D e f in it io n . The family ST= {7’1, ..., T,} is called a (/-complete design if 
for any d subscripts {q, ..., id)
(4) U { 7 j | U  Civ} -  S \ K , . . . ,  uit).
V =  1
Remark. By Proposition 1 a (/-complete design can be used as a non-adaptive 
HGT when the number of defectives is d. T o find the defectives is very simple:
D = S -  U {T j \ T j  is pure}.
Proposition 2 gives a characterization of (/-complete designs.
Proposition 2. Si = {7\, ..., T,} is a d-complete design ifffor any d subscripts
{/j, ..., id}
(5) Cj $  U Cik i f  j$ iä}.
k= 1
d- 1
Proof. Suppose Cxg  (J Ck. Then
k=2
{Tjlji Ú Q} — U{r; |j(f (j Ck} §  {ud+2 , ..., u„} ^  S {m2) ..., ud+1}.
k= 2  k= 1
Hence T  is not a (/-complete design.
Now suppose (5) holds. Then for any choice of distinct /„, /'i, .... id there 
always exists a Tj such that
“i£T j
but
for k = l , . . . , d .
17*
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Thus




The original HGT problem leads to the question what is the minimum number 
of sets in a c/-design on n elements.
By Proposition 2 this yields to the following dual problem:
Problem 2. Let t, d be given integers. Denote by g(t, d) the maximum car­
dinality of a system %> = {C1, on t elements which satisfies (5). Determine
g(t, d).
A system cß={C1, ..., C„} satisfies (5) if
(6) ic ,n c ,i  < i | c f| vi *  j.
So we arrive to
Problem 3. Let t, d be given integers. Denote by h(t, d) the maximum car­
dinality of a system <6= {C\, ...,C„} on t elements which satisfies (6). Determine 
h{t, d).
Now we have three extremal problems for sets systems. Since the restriction
(6) is stronger than (5) and this is stronger than (2), we have
(7) h ( t ,d ) ^ g ( t ,d ) ^ f ( t ,d ) .
In Theorem 3 we prove
(8) h (t, d) >  c*
where c > l  depends only on d. This proves in (1) the upper bound for cp(n;d): 
Theorem 3.
P r o o f . We use a sort of greedy algorithm to prove the theorem.
Let S  be a ^-element set, r— Í, . Put k = 4dr, m = -- k=4r and [S']L(4drJ d
k —
= {A\AczS, \A\=k}.
Choose A^IS]* arbitrarily. Delete all k -sets of S which intersect A1 in at 
least m elements. I.e., let
ÜSr = {S[5e[S]fc, IfiD ^I ^  m}.
We define the sets At and the families Bt inductively. Suppose we have already
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Alt Av, 36u  .... 36y. Then choose
Ay + 1i[S]k\ U  36,
i-=I
arbitrarily. Define
39v+1 = (5|5<E[S]*\[J 3 »  |5 n ^ v+1| S  m).
i=1
We proceed as long as we can. Suppose Alt ..., AM have been chosen this way. 
Since
™ « i ( »
we certainly can continue unless
- ( » o p
Put (* _ /) •  Obviously
(9)
and for 3r^i< k= 4dr




By (9) and (10)
bt- x i( t—2k+i) ~  3 (4d)2 — 8d + 3 3 '
Ü ) Ü : ü - s á i f - ' w ' '
This means the above algorithm leads to a family s4={Als ..., AM}, which sat­
isfies (6) and
m4 (i+w )’(4 d)2
By Corollary 1 and Theorem 3 we have 
Corollary 2.
(log(l + d -1))-1log« <  <p(n,d) <  2 (log l+ (4d)-2))-1 log n.
Remark. A more careful computation would give a better constant instead of
4. We do not see how to diminish the gap between d~x and d~2.
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Some open problems
1. We considered three different problems for set-systems. We have the trivial 
inequalities (7). What can be said on
g(t, d) 
h(t,d)
resp. f(U d)  ,  
g if,d ) '
2. Is it possible to give an explicit construction for a “large” system which 
satisfies (2) resp. (5) or (6)?
Historical remarks
JÍHwang [8] gave a sequential HGT algorithm with t= d  log2-^ - tests. Since
sequential HGT algorithms also obey the inequality (with a different argument) as 
given in the Corollary of 1 heorem 3, Hwang’s algorithm is asymptotically optimal 
for fixed d and large n.
For d— 2, the best sequential HGT algorithm so far was given by Chang, 
Hwang and Lin [2]: For 4,
_ f[43 • 2W2)-51 — 1 for t even,
" ~  l[31. 2Ct—1/2)—41 — 1 for t odd.
Freidlina [6] considered the non-adaptive HGT problem but did not require 
that all defectives be identified. He gave a construction for a non-adaptive algorithm 
in which each test consists of a set of random items with the probability of each
item being included being q. He showed that for q—\ — 2~1/d and /=s(l + c) log2
then the probability of such an algorithm identifying all defectives is at least 1—A 
where e and A are arbitrary numbers in (0, 1).
Shapiro [10] and Fine [5] studied a different version of HGT called the “counter­
feit coin” problem in which each test reveals the exact number of defectives con­
tained in it and the number of defectives is unknown at the outset (of course it can 
be found out in one test). Söderberg and Shapiro [11] gave a non-adaptive algo­
rithm with t—0(n/logn). Erdős and Rényi [4], and Lindström [9] proved that 
t—n/log4 n) in an asymptotically optimal parallel algorithm for the counterfeit coin 
problem and gave a construction for such an algorithm.
A criticism of the HGT model is that in real applications one usually can det­
ermine only an upper bound but not the exact number of defectives. Now we know 
that a non-adaptive HGT algorithm or a (/-complete design can also be applied 
to the case where only an upper bound d is known for the number of defectives. 
This is so because (2) implies
Ű Q v *  Ú Cu  if 1
V = 1  V — 1
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and
{l'l, . . . ,!* }  t6 { j i ,  . . . , j i }.
A dded  in proof. Theorem 3 was proved independently by P. Erdős, P. Frankl 
and Z. Füredi [13J.
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ON 3-SKEINS IN A 3-CONNECTED GRAPH
A. K. KELMANS
1. Introduction
H. Whitney has introduced and investigated [1], [2] the concept of cyclic 
isomorphism of graphs. A k-skein isomorphism of graphs [3] (see also 2.6 here) 
is a certain generalization of the concept of cyclic isomorphism, and the natural 
question arises when a k-skein isomorphism of graphs is induced by an isomorphism 
of the graphs.
2. Basic notions and notations
All the notions and notation used but not defined here may be found in [4],
2.1. Let G be an undirected graph without loops or multiple edges, VG be 
the set of vertices and EG be the set of edges of G. A k-star is a graph with k edges 
incident to a common vertex. K„ is a complete graph with n vertices.
2.2. A graph G is k-connected if G has at least k+  1 vertices and upon removing 
any k — 1 vertices from G the resulting graph is connected.
2.3. A chain T  will sometimes be denoted by xTy or [xTy] to identify x and 
y  as the end-elements (vertices or edges) of T. A subchain of T with end-elements 
p and q is denoted by pTq. Let (xTy) and (xTy] chains without x, y  and without x, 
respectively. A vertex of (xTy) is called an inner vertex of T.
2.4. A thread of G is a maximal chain of G (by inclusion) whose inner 
vertices are of degree 2 in G. Two graphs are called homeomorphic if they may be 
turned into isomorphic graphs by changing the length of their threads.
2.5. The union of kS  1 chains of G is called a k-skein [3] if they have common 
end-vertices (the terminals of the chain) and no pair of them has an inner vertex in 
common. In other words a k-skein is a homeomorph of the graph with two vertices 
and k parallel edges. A k-skein Z  will sometimes be denoted by xZy to identify x 
and y  as the terminals of Z. Put Wk (G) = {A Q EG: A is the edge-set of a k-skein in G}.
2.6. A one-to-one map e: EG-+EF is called a k-skein isomorphism of G 
onto F if AOVk(G) o  e(A)dWk(F). Since a 2-skein is a cycle, a 2-skein iso­
morphism is called a cycle isomorphism.
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 05C40. 
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2.7. A cut of a connected graph G is a set K  of edges of G such that G—K 
is disconnected but G—K ' is connected for any K 'a K . A k-cut is a cut with k 
edges. Given a partition (X , Y) of VG put E(X, Y)= {(x,y)£EG: x£X, y£Y}. 
If K  is a cut of a connected graph G then G—K has exactly two components Gx 
and G2. It means that K induces the partition (VGX, VG2) and K=E(VGx, VG2).
2.8. Partitions (Xlf X2) and (Y1} Y2) of a set V are said to be transversal if 
XiC\Yj9i 0 for any i,j£{  1,2}, and parallel otherwise. Cuts K=E(X1, X2) and 
R = E (Y j, Y2) in G are transversal (parallel) if the corresponding partitions (X1} X2) 
and (Yx, Y2) of VG are transversal (parallel).
2.9. The set SX(G) of edges of G incident to a vertex x  is called the vertex star 
of X. Put
#>(G) = {SX(G): x£VG},
£Yk(G) = {A Q EG: A is a k-star}, 
y fk(G) = {A Q EG: A is a k-cut of G} and 
«*(G) -  Jfk(G)UtYk(G).
2.10. Given distinct A, B, C(0%k(G) we say that B is between A and C and 
write (A BC)k or (CBÄ)k if (1) there is a k-skein Z  in G suchthat A, B, C ^ E Z , and
(2) for any /c-skein T in G, A, C Q E T  => BQET.
3. Preliminaries
R. Halin and H. A. Jung have proved [3] the following
T h e o r e m . A k-skein isomorphism o f two (k + \)-connected graphs, k s 2 , is 
induced by an isomorphism o f  the graphs.
It is easy to see that the same assertion for 2-skeins in 2-connected graphs is 
wrong [2]. Obviously, every permutation of the edge-set of Kt is a 3-skein auto­
morphism of Ki but not every such map is induced by an automorphism of KA. 
In [3] we read: “... we were not able to find more complicated examples in the case 
k —3, nor could we find for 4 an example of a k-skein isomorphism of k-vertex 
connected graphs which was not induced by an isomorphism.”
Here it will be proved (see Theorem 4.4) that no other example of this kind 
exists for 3-connected graphs. We will see that a 3-connected graph G is uniquely 
defined up to isomorphism by W3(G).
The basic idea is to show that the set iV(G) of the vertex-stars of a 3-connected 
graph G can be obtained from the collection W3(G) of the edge-sets of its 3-skeins. 
The same idea has been used in [5] to give a simple prove of the Whitney theorem 
on cyclic isomorphism of 3-connected graphs.
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4. The main assertions
Theorem 4.1 (see 5.5). The following conditions are equivalent:
(a) G is a homeomorph o f a 3-connected graph,
(b) G has no isolated vertex, has at least two 3-skeins, and four edges o f G belong 
to a common 3-skein in G iff the threads o f G containing these four edges do not form a 
homeomorph o f a 4-star.
C o r o l l a r y . A cubic graph is 3-connected i f  and only i f  any four edges in the 
graph belong to a common 3-skein.
T h e o r e m  4.2 ( s e e  6.6). Suppose that G is 3-connected, |FG js5 (that is G A K J . 
Then A is a 3-cut o f G i f  and only i f  for any 3-skein Z  o f G \ A fi EZ | ^  1.
T h e o r e m  4.3 ( s e e  7.4). Suppose that G is k-connected. Then B is a k-cut o f  G 
distinct from a k-star i f  and only i f  B is a k-cut and there exist two edge-sets A and 
C in G such that each o f A and C is a k-star or a k-cut and B is between A and C 
(see Definition 2.10).
Theorem 4.4 (see 8.3). Suppose that G is 3-connected, F has no isolated vertex, 
I VF\ ^5, and e: EG-*EF is a one-to-one map such that A t lV f G)<=>e(A)£ W3(F). 
Then an isomorphism o f G onto F exists and the only one which induces e.
5. 3-skeins presentation of the vertex-stars with a  4 edges 
in a 3-connected graph
L e m m a  5.1. Suppose that G is 3-connected, A and B are disjoint cycles in G and 
u, v£EB. Then A, u and v belong to a common 3-skein in G.
P r o o f . The lemma follows immediately from the fact that by the Menger 
theorem in G there are three disjoint chains between A and B. g
L e m m a  5.2. Suppose that G is 3-connected, cycles A and B in G have only one 
vertex x in common, u, vdEB and v is not incident to x. Then in G there exists a 
3-skein containing A, u and v.
P r o o f  Let u=(s, t), v—(p,q) and the chains xBuu and xB°v in B do not 
contain v and u, respectively, and the chain tB'q in B does not contain x, u and v. 
Let e=(x, y)£E{xBvv) be the end-edge of the chain xBvv. By the lemma’s hypoth­
esis x ^ p .  Therefore e ^ v  and V=V[yBvq] has at least 2 vertices. In AUB  
there are two disjoint chains from V to A '—A\J[xBu t], namely [yex] and [qB't] 
(may be q — t, so that qB^t— {q=t}) (see Fig. 1). Since G is 3-connected, by the 
Menger theorem and the Ford—Fulkerson theorem [5] in G there exist three chains 
afCibi, /= 1 ,2 , 3 with the following properties: (1) CjCKFU-T')— {ah h,}, a ^ A ' 
and bfiV, (1) axCxbl = xey, (3) b2=q, b3eV[yBvq )= V -q , t£{a2, a3), x$  {a2, a3}, 
and (4) the chains Cf, i =  1, 2, 3, are pairwise inner disjoint.
Suppose that t=a2 (Fig. 1). If a3£(xBus], then the cycle b3C3a3Bua2C2b2Bvb3 
contains u and v and has no vertex in common with A. By Lemma 5.1 A, u and v 
belong to a common 3-skein in G. If a3£A—x, then AU (a3C3b3Bv b2C2a2Bu x) 
is a 3-skein containing A, u and v.
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Suppose instead that t=a, (Fig. 2). If a.f(xB u.?], then the cycle
b3C3a3 Bu a2 C2 b2 Bv h3
contains u and v and has no vertex in common with A. By Lemma 5.1 there exists 
a 3-skein in G containing A, u and v. If a ^ A —x, then AU(a2 C2b2Bvb3C3a3Bux) 
is a 3-skein containing A, u and v. |
5.3. Obviously a 4-star does not belong to a 3-skein.
Lemma. In a 3-connected graph any four edges which do not form a 4 -star belong 
to a common 3-skein.
Proof. Obviously, any 3 edges in a 2-connected graph belong to a common 
3-skein. Suppose that a set E={el , e2, e3, of edges of a 3-connected graph G 
does not form a 4-star. If some 3 edges from E  lie on a common cycle, then obviously 
E  belongs to a 3-skein in G.
Suppose that ex, e2 and e3 belong to distinct threads 7\, T2 and T3, respectively 
of a 3-skein pZq = Tl {JT2VdT3. Since G is 2-connected, there is a chain xTty in 
G such that e46£T4 and ZC\Ti — {x, y}. If x and y  belong to no common thread 
in Z  or if for some 16 {1,2, 3} x, y£T; and e, $ xTty, then Z U T i obviously has 
a 3-skein containingE. 1 herefore we suppose that x, y£Tx and e1£xT1y. If {x, y}A  
5^  {/b cl)' then by Lemma 5.1 or by Lemma 5.2 and the fact that E  is not a 4-star G 
has a 3-skein containing E. Now suppose that {x,y}={p,q}, so that 7\U 7  ^U 
U FgU jT4=  F is a 4-skein. Without loss of generality we may assume that E T {e4}. 
Since G is 3-connected, there is a chain aPb in G such that FDP= {a, b}, aCf pTAq) 
(a€(pT4eJ, say) and b£F—T4 (b£(pTxq), say). If b£(exTxq) then FUP  obvi­
ously has a 3-skein containing E. Now b£(pT1e1). Since E is not a 4-star, by Lemma 
5.2 G has a 3-skein containing E. |
Lemma 5.4. Suppose that G is not a homeomorph o f a 3-connected graph and 
not a 4-star. Then there are four edges in G which do not form a 4-star and do not belong 
to a common 3-skein.
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that G is a homeomorph 
of 2-connected graph. Since G is not horn 3-connected, there are subgraphs A and 
B such that G = A ]JB , EADEB = Q, VADVB=  (x,y), and A (B) has two edges 
ax and a2 (bx and b2) incident to x (y). Then the edges au a.,, bx and b2 do not form 
a 4-star and obviously cannot belong to a common 3-skein in G. |
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From Lemmas 5.3 and 5.4 there follows
Theorem 5.5. The following conditions are equivalent:
(a) G is a homeomorph o f a 3-connected graph,
(b) G has no isolated vertex, has at least two 3-skeins, and four edges o f G belong 
to a common 3-skein iff the threads o f G containing these four edges do not form a 
homeomorph o f a A-star.
From Lemma 5.3 there follows directly
Lemma 5.6. Suppose that G is 3-connected. Then A is a vertex-star o f G with S 4  
edges iff A is a maximal (by inclusion) set o f edges o f G such that any four edges o f  
A do not belong to a common 3-skein in G.
5.7. Obviously, B is a 3-star but not a 3-cut of G iff B belongs to a vertex-star 
with S4 edges.
6. 3-skeins presentation of 3-cuts in 3-connected graphs
Lemma 6.1. Suppose that G is 3-connected, A is a subgraph o f G with two com­
ponents one o f which is a chain with one edge aelb and the other is the chain x1 e2 x2e3 x 3 
with two edges. Then there exists a 3-skein Z  in G such that \EAC]EZ\ — \.
P ro o f. Since G is 3-connected, there are three inner disjoint chains aTxx x, 
aT2x2 and bT3x3 connecting {a, b) with {xa, jc2, x3} (Fig. 3). Since G is 3-con- 
nected, there is a chain x x Py'm G such that / >n(7’1UT,2U7’3)=  If y£T l \JT3
then the 3-skein PU TjÜ TaU ^ has only one edge e2 in common with A. There­
fore suppose that y£T3. Since G is 3-connected, there is a chain pCq in G such 
that q£{b, x3} and CC](Ti (JT2UT3[JP)—{p, q}. Since the cycles x1Tlae1bT3yPxl 
and x1T1aT2x2e3x3T3yPx1 have only one edge in common with A (el and <?3, respec­
tively), the subgraph f fU T o U T ffPÖCUA has a 3-skein Z such that 
\EZftEA \= \. I
Lemma 6.2. Suppose that G is 3-connected, E is a set o f three pairwise non- 
adjacent edges in G and G—E is connected. Then there is a 3-skein Z  in G such that 
\EDEZ\ = l.
P roof. Let E= {e±, e2, e3} and el=(xt,y i) , i= l ,2 ,3 .  Since G—E is  con­
nected, there is a chain x1T1y1 in G such that LT)£T1=0, Since G is 3-connected,
Fig. 3
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there are three pairwise disjoint chains (x2 P;Z;), i= 1,2,3, in G from x2 to Tt . 
If some two chains of P, do not contain e2 and e3 then we are done. Otherwise let 
e2fP 2 and e3fP 3 (Fig. 3). Put P = P U P iU P iU P 2UP3. Since G is 3-connected, 
there is a chain y2Cp such that Bf]C=  {>’2, /;}. Since the cycles x 1e1y1T1x1, 
x 2e2y 2P2z3T1z1PiX2 and x 3e3y3P3z3Tlz1P1x 2P3x3 have only one edge in com­
mon with E (e1, e2 and e3, respectively) the subgraph B'JC  has a 3-skein Z such 
that |£ n P Z | = l . ' |
L e m m a  6.3. Suppose that G is 3-connected, S is a 3-star in G and G—ES is 
connected. Then there exists a 3-skein Z  in G such that |P5TTPZ| =  1.
P r o o f . Let x be the vertex of degree 3 in S  and e=(x, y )fE S . Since G—ES 
is connected, there is an edge u = (x, z )^E S  in G. Since G is 3-connected, in G—x 
there are two inner disjoint chains zT±y and zT2y. Then the 3-skein (zuxey) U P4 U P2 
has only one edge e in S. f§
L e m m a  6.4. Suppose that G is 3-connected, \VG\^5 (that is G ZK 4) and A 
is a triangle in G. Then there exists a 3-skein Z  in G such that |PZf1PZ| =  l.
P r o o f . Put VA = {x4, x2, x3J and let x£VG —VA. Since G is 3-connected, 
there are three disjoint chains (xP,xf], /=  1, 2, 3, such that T f] P ;= x;. Since 
Ga K4 and G is 3-connected, there is a chain pCq in G such that C n ^ U  P2UP3) = 
= {p, q). It is easy to see that ^U TjU PaU PsU C has a 3-skein Z  such that 
\EZC\EA\ = l. 1
L e m m a  6.5. Suppose that G is 3-connected, |FG |^5 (that is G Z K.x) and P is a 
chain with 3 edges in G. Then there exists a 3-skein Z  in G such that \EPT\EZ\ = l.
P r o o f . Let P= x1e1x2e2x3e3xi . Since \VG\^5, there is xdG —P. Since G is
3-connected, there are three disjoint chains (xP;t/]> *=1,2, 3, suchthat P f1 Ti={U}.
We have two alternatives (up to notations): (1) T=x1; t2—x2 and t3= x3, and 
(2) *i=x1, t2- x 2 and t3= x 4.
Case (1). Since G is 3-connected, there are two disjoint chains (xi C1y1] and 
(x4C2y 2] suchthat Cj0 (^11  P2UP3)= P |. Then P iJT fJT .lJT fJC fJC ., obvi­
ously has a 3-skein Z containing only one edge from P (Fig. 4).
X
Fig. 4
Case (2). Since G is 3-connected, there is a chain xxCy in G such that 
C n (P 1UP2UP3U P)=y. If y6PiU P2UP3 then A= PU 7\U P2UP3UC has a 
3-skein containing only one edge from P. Therefore suppose y = x 3. Since G is 
3-connected, there is a chain pRq in G such that Rf\A=  {p, q) and p£[x4P3x). 
Then A C R  contains a required 3-skein (Fig. 5). |
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Fig. 5
Theorem 6.6. Suppose that G is 3-connected, | VG\ S 5 (that is G x K J . Then 
E is a 3-cut o f G i f  and only i f  \EC\EZ\X 1 for any 3-skein Z  o f G.
Proof, (pi) Suppose that G—E is disconnected. Since each edge of a 3-skein 
Z  belongs to a cycle of Z, we have \EG\EZ\X\.
(P2) If G -E  is disconnected and |£ | = 3 then the 3-connectivity of G implies 
that the edges of E are either pairwise non-adjacent or have a vertex in common 
(that is they form a 3-star). Therefore from Lemmas 6.1—6.5 it follows that if 
\EV\EZ\X\ for any 3-skein Z then G — E is disconnected. g
7. 3-skeins recognition of the star 3-cuts and the matching 
3-cuts in a 3-connected graph
Lemma 7.1. Suppose that a minimal cut o f G has an odd number o f edges. Then 
any two minimal cuts o f G are parallel (see Definition 2.8).
Proof, (pi) If (Xl , Xfi and (7 l5 Y2) are transversal partitions of VG then
2  {|£(*iDYj, V G -(X tnYj))\, i j € {  1,2}} -  2|E{XU X2)\ + 2\E(Ylt Y2)\.
Now suppose that E(Xx, X2) and E (YX, Y2) are minimal cuts of G with k  edges. 
Then from the equality it follows that E ^ X ^ Y j,  VG—(A^flXfi) is a minimal cut 
for any 1,2}.
(P2) k = \e (x x, x 2)\ = v G - ( x 1r \Y $ \+
I E(XX n  Y2), v G - ( x l n  y2))\ -  2  \e (x x , x 2)\ = 2k -  2  \e (x x , x 2)\.
Therefore if E(Xx, X2) and E(YX, Y2) are transversal and minimal then k is even. g
Theorem 7.2. Suppose that G is k-connected and k is odd. Suppose also that 
A, B, C^Mk{G) (see Def. 2.9) and there exists a k-skein xZy in G containing A, B 
and C. Then one and only one o f the relations (ABC)k, (BAC)k and (AcB)k is true.
Proof, (pi) Since A is a cut of G, we have A=E(AX, Ay). Since AQ EZ, 
we obtain x£Ax, y£Ay. Also B —E(Bx,B y) and C —E(Cx,C y) and x£BxC)Cx 
and y€ByC\Cy.
(p2) By Lemma 7.1 A, B and C are pairwise parallel. Therefore we may assume 
without loss of generality that AxczBx . Since C is parallel to A and B, and since
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x£ A x C\Bxr\Cx, we have the following 3 possibilities:
(1) Ax czBx czCx, (2) Ax c:Cx c  Bx and (3) Cx a A x czBx.
(p3) Obviously, for any k-cut K=E(X, Y) and a 3-skein aTb
(* )  K  ^  ET o  (a£X, b£Y) or (b£Y,aeX).
Suppose that Ax<zBxczCx. If a 3-skein aTb contains A and C then by (*) a£Axf) 
DCX = AX and b€AyDCy= C y. Therefore BQET. It means that (AgC \ .  Let 
u£Bx—Ax and vYCx — Bx. Since G is k-connected there are k-skeins xPv and 
yQu. Obviously, A ,B Q E P  and C%EP that is not (AcB )k, and B,CQ EQ  and 
A ^ E Q  that is not (BAC)k.
In the same way we have in case (2) (AcB)k and in case (3) (CAB \ . g
T heorem  7.3. Suppose that G is k-connected. Then B(LXTk(G)—£Pk(G) ( that is 
B is a k-cut but not a k-star) i f  and only i f  B£Xfk(G) and there exist distinct 
A,C€Jt*k(G)Uyk(G )-{B } such that (ABC)k.
P r o o f , (pi) Suppose that B is a k-cut of G but not a k-star. Choose two vertices 
a and c in distinct components of G—B. Since G is k-connected, there is a k-skein 
aZc in G and BQEZ. Put A = S aC\Z and C = Sc(~)Z. Then, obviously, (ABC)k.
(p2) Suppose that A, B, C €X/?k(G)USPk(G) and (ABC)k. Then there is a k-skein 
xPy  in G such that A, B, C ^ E P .  Suppose the contrary: B=E(BX, By) is a 
k-star that is Bx={x}, say. Since A, B,CQ EP  we have A or CfXTk(G)—ifk(G) 
(A, say). Then A=E(AX, Ay), x^A x, y€Ay.
Suppose C^STk{G) that is C = Sy. Since A ^ B  there is z£Ax— x. Suppose 
C£JYk(G)—£Pk{G). Then C —E{CX, Cy), x£Cx, y€Cy. Since G is k-connected, each 
cut of G with k edges is a matching. Therefore there is z£AxC\Cx—x.
Since G is k-connected, there is a k-skein yQz, and A , C f  EQ but B fE Q . 
This contradicts to (ABC)k. |
R e m a r k . For odd k Theorem 7.3 follows in fact from Theorem 7.2.
8. A 3-skein isomorphism of 3-connected graphs implies 
an isomorphism of these graphs
8.1. Thus 5.6, 5.7, 6.6 and 7.3 give a procedure for obtaining the set £f(G) of 
vertex stars from the collection W3(G) of the edge-set of 3-skeins for a 3-connected 
graph G ^K i. Therefore we have
T h eo rem . Suppose that G and F are 3-connected graphs, | VG\^5 (that is 
GA^KJ and e: EG-»EF is a one-to-one map such that A f IV3(G) i f  and only i f  
e(A)d IV3(F). Then an isomorphism v: VG-+VF o f  G onto F exists and the only 
one which induces e.
The uniqueness of an isomorphism which induces e follows from the fact that 
G has no isolated edge.
Below (see 8.3) we give a strengthening of the theorem showing that it is suffi­
cient to require 3-connectedness only for one of G and F.
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Lemma 8.2. In a 3-connected graph G for any two edges ex and e2 there exists a 
3-skein Z  such that e fE Z  and e2$EZ.
P roof. Let et=(xt, y;), i= l ,2 .  If in G—e2 there is a 3-skein x 1Ty1 then 
TUex obviously contains a required 3-skein. Otherwise ex and e2 belong to a 3-cut 
R— {ey, e2, e3), e3=(x3, y3). We may assume that x x, x 2 and x3 belong to a common 
component in G—R. Since G is 3-connected, R is a matching and in G — e2 there 
is a 3-skein jcx Px3 containing ex and e3. |
C o ro lla ry . Suppose that G is a homeomorph o f a 3-connected graph. Then 
A is the edge-set o f a thread in G i f  and only i f  A Hi EZ  =  A or 0 for any 3-skein Z  in G.
T heorem  8 .3 . Suppose that G is 3-connected, F has no isolated vertex | VF\ £ 5 ,  
and e : EG -*EF is a one-to-one map such that A£W 3(G) i f  and only i f  e(A)(z fV:i(F). 
Then an isomorphism v: VG-<- VF o f G onto F exists and the only one which induces e.
P ro o f. Since e is a 3-skein isomorphism of G onto F and since G is 3-con- 
nected and therefore has at least six 3-skeins, by 1 heorems 5.5,6.6, 7.3 F is a homeo­
morph of a 3-connected graph. Since each thread in G has exactly one edge, by 
Lemma 8.2, each thread of F has exactly one edge. Therefore F is 3-connected. Now 
the theorem follows from Theorem 8.1. |
The results were reported to the All-union seminar on graphs and hypergraphs 
(Odessa, September, 1980) and briefly stated in [7].
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WEAK CONVERGENCE OF RANDOM SUMS TO INFINITELY 
DIVISIBLE DISTRIBUTIONS
K. S. KUBACKI
1. Let (X„k) (fcs 1, Hä 1) be a doubly infinite array (DIA) of random variables 
(r.vs) defined on a common probability space (Q, 2F, P ). Assume that (Xnk) is adapted 
to an array ((Fnk) ( fc sO .n a l)  of row-wise increasing sub-c-fields of 5F, i.e. X„k is 
.^-measurable and 3 • ^„0 need not be the trivial tr-field (0, Í2}. We put
S„k = ^  XnJ, k  S  1, n S  1.
J= i
Recently, several papers have appeared which are devoted to the study of the 
limit distribution of S„Nn as«-*"», where {A„, n s  1} is a sequence of positive inte­
ger-valued r.vs defined on the same probability space (Q, P ). There have been 
two basic problems on the field. One is when a limit theorem is already given 
and the question is about the optimal conditions ensuring that the same theorem, 
or a mixtured version of it, remain true with random indices (see, e.g. [11], [8], [2], 
and their references). The other problem is to prove directly random-sums limit 
theorems, and to determine the class of possible limit distributions. Of course, 
the conditions ensuring the random limit theorem ought to be reduced to the classical 
ones when N„=n. However, there are (X„k) such that SnNn satisfies the random 
limit theorem whereas Sm does not weakly converge (see, e.g. [10], Example 1).
The latter problem has been considered by many authors. The case when 
Nn,X ni,X n2, ... are independent r.vs has been investigated in [11], [8] and [10], 
while the case when N„ are stopping times has been investigated in [9], [1] and [4] 
(see also references in these papers). A general case, when Nn need not be (for every n) 
independent of or a stopping time, has been considered in [5] under the assump­
tion that Xnk have finite conditional variances.
The aim of the present paper is to consider the general case without any assump­
tions about the existence of moments of the r.vs *nk-
In the sequel we use the notation
E k - l ^ n k  =  E ( Z „ k l - ^ n . k - l ) ’ P k - l ( ^ n k )  =  P O ^ n k l ^ n . l t - l ) "
Throughout, 1(A) denotes the indicator function of the set A, and the various kinds 
of convergence, in Lp norm, in probability, and weak (in distribution) are denoted 
by and —», respectively. All equalities and inequalities between r.vs
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Prim ary 60 F 0 5 ; Secondary 62E20, 60E 15.
Key words and phrases. W eak convergence, ran d om ly  indexed partial sum s, ra n d o m  lim it
theorem s, stop p in g  times.
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are considered in the sense “with probability one”, and all limits are taken as n-* <», 
unless stated otherwise.
We put
(1.1) A(t) = exp +  f  (exp (itx) - 1  - ^ r ~  dK(x)^,
where y is a fixed real number, and K is a bounded and nondecreasing real function 
such that K (— oo)—0. Then A is the characteristic function (ch.f.) of an infinitely 
divisible distribution in the Lévy—Khintchine representation (see, e.g. [7]).
The following routine lemma will be useful throughout this paper.
Lemma 1 ([5]). Let (Xnk) be a DIA of r.vs adapted to an array ( , ^ n k )  o f  row-
wise increasing sub-o 
such that
-fields, and let {N„} be a sequence o f positive integer-valued r.vs 
fiNnC O  =  i f  E/-iexp(itX„j) —* A(t),(1.2)
for some t, implies
J  —1
(1.3) E(exp ( i /S ^ ja X W )-1) -  1,
where
Nn N„
s;Nn =  AX  /X ( 0  =  n e4_! exp (itx;k)L — 1 V— 1
and
Xnt = Xnkl{\fnk(f)\ £  \A (01/2). 
Then, under (1.2), E exp (itSnNn)-*A(t).
R e m a r k  1. One can easily prove that (1.2) implies (1.3) for example in the 
following cases:
(a) Nn is for every n independent of {Xnk, k £  1}, and Jr„o={0, ß}, d?nk~  
{A^i, ^n2) •••> X„k}',
(b) N„ is for every n a stopping time w.r.t. {J5^ ,  k £  1};
(c) Xnk — yik for every je and all n, and iV^—► oo j
(d) P(fc„ — Nn = r„) 1 and max cc(3?„k, sdnk)  -  0,knsksrn
where sdnk—U), Q, {N„=k}, {N„7±k}\, k„Sr„ are positive integers, and a {JF, sd)= 
— sup { |P (5nC )-P ( f i )P (C ) | :  Bid?, Cisd).
The proof of Remark 1 is based on the fact that for every n the sequence 
Z£=exp ( itS Z M K t))-1- 1, k £  1, forms a uniformly bounded martingale w.r.t. 
{d?nk, k=  1} such that EZk = 0, and is not detailed here.
2. Let (z„k) (k £ l, n £  1) be a DIA of nonnegative r.vs such that 
|E fc -A /( |X J  t„*)| <  co for every k and all n.
We put
ank — ^k-lX„kI(\X„k\ S  z„k), Ynk — X„k — a„k.
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What we consider to be the basic random limit theorem for partial sums of 
dependent r.vs, can now be formulated as follows.
T heorem  1. Let (Xnk) and {vV„} be as in Lemma 1, and assume that
(2.1) m ax P jt-if lT J  S  e)-~ 0, for all e >  0,l^k^Nn
(2-2)
(2.3) 2? E4. x I(Ynk == y) -P~ K(y)
for every point y o f continuity o f K and for y=  ±  and
(2-4) z L k  + t k - i - r ^ A - y .
fc =  l  t  1 +  *nk J
Then SnNn weakly converges to an infinitely divisible distribution, whose ch.f. A is 
given by (1.1).
Theorem 1 extends the main result of [5], Theorem 1, to partial sums of depend­
ent r.vs such that their first moments need not exist.
In the special case when the DIA (Xnk) is “conditionally infinitesimal”, i.e.
(2.5) max P ^ f lA J  ä e ) - 0 ,  for all e >  0,l^k^Nn
and xnk=x, where t is a positive constant, Theorem 1 yields
T heorem  2. Let (Xnk) and {A„} be as in Lemma 1, and assume that (2.3), (2.4) 
and (2.5) are satisfied. Then SnNn weakly converges to an infinitely divisible distribu­
tion, whose ch.f. A is given by (1.1).
One can see that in the special case, when Nn is a sequence of constants and 
for every n the r.vs Xnl, X„2, ... are independent, (2.3) and (2.4) with xnk=z are 
just the conditions that are necessary and sufficient in order that SnNn —* X, where 
A has ch.f. A (see, e.g. [6], p. 309). In the case when for every n the r.vs N„, ^«1» •••
are independent Theorem 2 reduces to Theorem 6.1 of [8]. Moreover, under the 
assumption that N„ is a sequence of stopping times Theorem 2 is the 1-dimensional 
analogy of Theorem 1 from [1]. Of course, in all these cases (1.2) implies (1.3). 
As simple consequences of Theorem 1 we also get:
C orollary  1. Let (Xnk) and {A,,} be as in Lemma 1, and assume that (2.1), (2.2) 
and (2.4) are satisfied, and that
N„
2  E*-i
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where D is a positive number, and for every real y
(2.7) 2  Ejt-i - r p L -  I(Ynk arc *8 0 *k=i l +  2 re
77zen iSnNjj weakly converges to the Cauchy distribution with ch.f. A(t)=exp (ity — D\t\).
C orollary 2. Let (Xnk) and {vV„} be as in Lemma 1, and assume that (2.1), (2.2),
(2.4) and (2.6) are satisfied with y = D, and that
(2-8) 2  E*-i - r ^ r  I(\Ynk-1 | S e ) -*  0, for all e >  0.
k = l
Then SnNn weakly converges to the Poisson distribution with parameter X—2D.
Corollary 3. Let (Xnk) and {iV,,} be as in Lemma 1, and assume that (2.2), (2.4) 
and (2.6) are satisfied, and that
(2.9) 2 E t . 1- ^ - 7 ( | r j £ £) ^ 0 > for all £ >  0.
k=1
Then SnNi weakly converges to the normal distribution JT(y, D) with mean y and 
variance D.
It is easy to verify that (2.9) is equivalent to
(2.10) 2  P * - i( |y j  S  e ) i  0, for all £ >  0.k = l
Now we see that in the special case, when {/V,,} is a sequence of constants and T„k=0, 
Corollary 3 reduces to Theorem 2.3 of [3].
From Corollary 3 one can deduce the following random version of the “normal 
convergence criterion” (cf. [6], p. 316).
C orollary 4. Let (Xnk) and {A^n} be as in Lemma 1, and assume that
(2.11) 2  Pfc_ i ( |Z J S £ ) - p^ 0 , for all £ >  0,
k=1
(2.12) 2 E k- iX nkI ( \ X J ^ T ) - ^ y ,
k=1
(2.13) 2  {E*-i*n2fc/ ( l * J  S  z ) -E l^ X nkI(\Xnk\ == t)} —*• D,
fc=1
where t > 0  is finite and arbitrarily fixed. Then S„Nn -~ J f{y , D).
In the special case, when {iV„} is a sequence of stopping times, Corollary 4 
reduces to Theorem 2.1 of [4].
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3. In order to prove Theorem 1 we need the following auxiliary results. 
Lemma 2. (2.1) holds i f  and only i f
(3.1) dnN =  max Et-! — 7^ -2-  - -  0.v " i s k s N n  * 1 1+ T nt
Furthermore, (2.1) implies that
(3.2) bnN = max
N "  I S  k S N „ i+ y ,2nk
0.
Proof. Obvious.
Proposition 1. Let (Xnk) be a DIA o f r.vs adapted to an array (J^t) o f row-wise 
increasing sub-o-fields, and let {/V„} be a sequence o f  positive integer-valued r.vs sat­
isfying (2.1), (2.2), (2.3) and (2.4). Then (1.2) holds.
Proof. For every t let us define 
h,(x) =
The function h, is continuous and bounded (i.e. there exists a constant L=L,=-0 
suchthat |/i,(x)|sL, for all x). Thus,
^exp (itx) — 1 —
itx \  \ + x 2 for i ^ O ,
l +X2) X2
for x  = 0.
(3.3)
max lE^expOiF,,*) —1| =  1 s k s N „
—- max
! S k S N „




— \t\bnN„FL,dnNn — 0,
as (3.1) and (3.2) hold.
Furthermore, from the Taylor series it is seen that
2  |1 0 g (l+ Z nlk) - z J  ^  2  lZnJ2-
li=l k=l
This with z„k= Ek_x exp (itYnk)— 1, by (3.3), yields for fixed t
Mű = I 2  log E*-iexp(itY,*)- 2  (Et - iexp(itT„*))| ^
k = 1 k = 1
Nn Nn( Y  y V
S  2  I Efc-i exp (i/y'nfc) —1|2 == F 2  E*.! - j - i r  +  
*=1 k = l V t+I„kJ
+(2\t\LtbnNK+LfdnNn) 2  E*-x *  i  o,*=i t +
as (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3) with y=  + °° hold.
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Since
l°SfnN nQ) =  2  \ ank + Ek_1 ~j_ , ”y 2 } + 2  E*-l ^ 1  (Y„k) "f "y2 +^ n>
fc=X *■ k = l
then for the proof of (1.2) it is sufficient to show that
(3.4) K = 2 *  k- ih t( Y J - ^ P-~  f  h,(x) dK(x)..
k = l 1 ■+* Y ' Jl r *nk
For arbitrary positive sl9 e2 and e3, choose an integer m sufficiently large and 
subdivision x0<Xi< all continuity points of K, so that
I m ~L°° ,
|ß(w)| =  | /  Ä,(*)dA'(jc)| < e x,
J —1 — oo
max <  e2, |ft,(jfj) — ft,(x_y_i)l <  £3»l^j^m j j
and
(3.5) K(x0) + K( + ~ ) -K (x m) ^ e s.
(We recall that K is a bounded and nondecreasing function such that K (—°°)= 0, 
and that — °=> and xm-*- +  °° as w -*-<».) Then, it follows that
|C„(m)| = 2  2  ^k-lKO^nk) ' r nk
k=1 i =1 1+ Y,nk
■ I ( X j - i  <  Ynk S  X j ) -
n rn y ,
~  2 2 ^t (x j - i )  E j t — 1 .  1 y 2  i (x j -  1  ^  Y„k =  Xj)k= 1  J = 1  1  T  I  nk £3 2  E*_1«1=1
IA.0»)l = k -  2" < 7„t s x j
I fc=l
( N „  y  2 JV„ y 2
2  E»_J 7(7„k S *„) + 2  E*-i T  "*
k=1 l ~rlnk * = 1  t + 7„2*
2 E » . I - ^ r / (y„t s x j ,
£ = 1 y
where the last factor on the majorant side converges in probability to A'(x0) + 
+  K(+  <*=)—K(xm), which is less than e3 by (3.5).
Thus, by the relations given above, we obtain
2 ^ - i h , ( Y nk) - r ^ - =  f  h,(x)dK(x) + B(m) +
1— 1 1 • / ^*=1
m  [  N n  y  2 1
+  2  K ( x j - 1) I 2  Ejt-i ; " y 2 I ( x j - i  <  —  * / )  — ( K ( . x j ) — - K T * y - i ) ) f1=1 U=1 J +
+  C„(w)+Z)„(m),
which, by (2.3), gives the desired result (3.4).
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The proof of Theorem 1 is easily based on Proposition 1 and Lemma 1 and 
is not detailed here.
In order to prove Theorem 2 we need the following auxiliary results.
Lemma 3. Under (2.1) and (2.3) with y — +  °° (2.2) is equivalent to
(3.6) 2IE *-iexp(hT nk) —1|2— 0.
it=i
Proof. From the proof of Proposition 1 it follows that (2.2) implies (3.6). 
The reverse implication can be proved similarly.
Lemma 4. Suppose that (2.5) holds, and that znk—z, where z is a positive con­
stant. Then
(3.7) max |a„fc| 2L 0
1 S * 3 N „
and there is a constant M  depending only on % and t such that for every k  and all n
(3.8) |Ek_ie xp (itYnk) — l\ s  
Furthermore, in this case (2.1) holds.
Proof. From (2.5) it follows that for every 0< e<T
max |a„J <  e+z max Pt _1(|A'„J S  e)-^ *- e,
1 S k s N „  1 S k s N n K 1VI
which states that (2.5) implies (3.7). Furthermore, one can see that (2.5) combined 
with (3.7) implies (2.1). Thus, for the proof of Lemma 4 we wish to show that (3.8) 
holds. To this end we note that by a routine technique of subsequences we can 
assume that
z
(3.9) \ank\ ^  — for every k and all n.
Obviously, there is no loss of generality, because if (Xnk) does not satisfy (3.9), then 
we can set Xnk—X„kl  ^ . Then (Xnk) will form a DIA of r.vs adapted to
(3Fnk) and, by (3.7),
P(Ui {Xnk X .?„*}) — P =*• j -*■ 0
and
P (U  {fnkO) X 77 Ej - i exp(itX„j)}) S  P ^m ax |a„n| > y )  -  0.
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Furthermore, (2.5) holds with *„t replaced by and
— T) — űn t^ lűntl — Önki
Et-1
1je11je önt —^„t/(i «nt1 S -
Ynk F ynt '(lönti1 i + a " cfc-1 l+^nl
Y„l n 2t , r K tl1«■g+»-H
iH cfc-i 1+l^nl
Efc-i exp (it?nk) -  1 =  (Et_1 exp (itYnk) -1 )  /  ( | a j  si y j ,
from which we conclude that (2.1)—(2.4) and (3.6)—(3.8) hold with Ynk replacing 
Y nk, enabling use to be made of property (3.9). Alternatively, we will prove Lemma 4 
(and later on Theorem 2 and Corollary 4) as it stands and assume also that
(3.9) holds.
We see that
IEfc_i exp(itYnk) — 11 si [Et-! {exp(itYnk) - 1 - itYnk}I(\Ynk\ si t ) |  +  
+ 1Et-i {exp (itYnk) — 1}/(|L„fc| >  + si t)| S
S j t ' E ^ Y f j Q Y J  S t)+2Pt. 1( |y j > t)+
+ \tEk- 1Ynk{I(\Y J  si x ) - / ( |Z J  si x )} | +  |/Et _1r Bjt/( |J fJ  si t ) | ,  
where the first and the second terms are less than
1 m + z* )E k_v




*_1 1 + Y„\’
respectively. Moreover, we have
|E ) i - i T rnfc/ ( | A rnk| ?== t ) |  =  \ o nk ~ a nk ^ k - i ( \ Y nk\ — t ) |  =
(3-10) z ( z \
— \ank\^k-l(\Ynk\ >  z) =! — P*-i jj7nk| = y j
and
\£k- iY nk{I(\Ynk\ si z ) - I ( \X nk\ si t)}| si 
^  E * -i|7 J  / ( y S  |7 J  Pfc —! [\Ynk\ S  y )  ,
(3.11)
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as (3.9) holds. Hence,
|Ei_1exp(itfn* ) - l |  ^
S y / 2 (  1 + t 2)  +  2 ( 1 + t | / | )
which gives (3.8).
P ro o f  o f T heorem  2. We need to show that the assumptions of Theorem 2 
imply (1.2). To this end it is sufficient to prove that (2.1) and (2.2) are satisfied. 
From Lemmas 2 and 4 it follows that (2.1) holds, and that
i.e. (3.6) is satisfied. Hence, and by Lemma 3, we get (2.2).
Corollaries 1, 2 and 3 easily follow from Theorem 1 (see also [7], p. 93). In 
order to prove Corollary 4 we need the following auxiliary results.
Lemma 5. (2.11) implies (2.10).
P r o o f . By k -measurability of ank we obtain for every e>0
But
as (3.7) holds. Hence, we get the desired implication.
L emma 6. (2.6) and (2.11) imply that
(3.12)
P r o o f . W e n o te  th a t  fo r  every  0 < s < r
S  eEt - 1-r^ r +(T + l)Pt _1( |T J  ==£).
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Hence, using (3.10) and (3.11), we get for every
2  Efc-i ~rfc=i i
[ nk
+ yn2i
N" Y 2, (  t  N "— E 2 Efc-l . "y2 + 1+T +T  +  ^ -  2 Pfc-ld^ nkl — e).
f c = l  1 + - ' n f c  S 4  4  > k = 1
which by (2.6) and (2.11) gives (3.12).
P roof of C o ro llary  4. Taking into account Corollary 3 and Lemmas 5 and 
6 we only need to show that (2.6) is satisfied.
First we note that for every k and all n
E ^ Y f j Q X J  s  t )  =  V a r ^ j XnkI(\Xnk\ s  ^ - a ^ P ^ Q X J  >  t) ,
where Vari _1Zrt=Et _1Z®fc- E |_ 1Zat. Since by (3.9) and (2.11)
2  < & P * - i ( l* J  >  t) ^  2  P * - i ( l * J  S  t) —*■ 0,
fc=i fc=i
then
(3-13) 2 ^ - i Y n\I(\Xnk\ ^ r ) ^ D ,
k = 1
as (2.13) holds. But (cf. 3.11))
jEfc_ iYZk{ W nk\ ^  t) - / ( | Z J  S  t)}[ ( y ) 2pk- i  ( i r j  ^  j ) .
Hence, and by (2.11), we get
(3.14) 2 E s- i 7 i / ( | 7 J s i ) ^ A
k=l
Moreover, by (2.11), we have for every g e t
I 2  Ek-iY?kI(\Ynk\ == t) -  2  £k-iY nlI(\Ynk\ s  e)| s  t2 2  P/k-iO^J £  *0— 0,
k = l k=l fc=l
and the same is true for every e=*t; suffices to interchange e and t on the majorant 
side. Thus, using (2.11) and (3.14), it follows that
( 3. 15) 2  Ek_ i  Y„l 7(| Y J  S  e )  -Z  D, for all £ >  0.
k=l
Since for every e> 0
I Nn Nn Y 2,
i I 2 2 Efc_iT„2t /(|T„kl =  e) =  2  Efc-i . " 2 St + e  k=i
^  2  Ek- iY n2kI(\Y J  = £) +  2  P * - i ( | y j  S  £),
fc=l fc=X
then (2.11) and (3.15) imply (2.6).
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ON APPROXIMATION BY BERNSTEIN-TYPE OPERATORS: 
BEST CONSTANTS
HEINZ H. GONSKA and JUTTA MEIER
1. Introduction and results
In recent years the problem of determining best constants in quantitative con­
vergence theorems for Bernstein operators has attracted more and more interest, 
the most striking results being due to the work of several Dutch mathematicians 
(cf. our list of references). The most interesting problems in this field were those of 




nVs /e m u  Oh (f, « - 1'1)
/  & constant
d := sup supow   ^ K / rf —1/2\ 9
n € N  f € C '[0,1] G > l ( /  ,  Yl 1 /2 )  f  v* linear
Bn: C[0, l ] 3 / ~  2 / ( ^ ) { l ) e ' í ( e o - e ir - k£ n n[0, 1]
is the n-th Bernstein operator, where co1(f, •) is the first order modulus of con­
tinuity of a function f£C [0, 1], and where •) denotes that of the first
derivative/ '  of a C'[0, l]-function / .  Moreover, et is defined by ei(x):=xl for all 
x€[0, 1] and i= 0, 1.
The above mentioned problems were solved by P. C. Sikkema [24], [25], who
proved that c is equal to % 1.089887, and by F. Schürer, F. W. Steutel
j o 3 2
[19], [20], [22], who showed that d= 0.25.
Similar but somewhat weaker results, with respect to the constants c and d, 
can be obtained from general quantitative convergence theorems for positive linear 
operators, as shown by R. G. Mamedow [10], O. Shisha, B. Mond [23], R. A. DeVore
[1], [2], B. Mond [13] and one of the authors [5], [6] among others.
For example the application of B. Mond’s result to the sequence of Bernstein 
operators gives the inequality
\ \ B n f - f U ^  « -1/2) for any /€C[0, 1];
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. P rim ary  41A 44, 4 1 A 3 6 ; S e c o n d ary  41A 25, 41A 10.
Key words and phrases. B e rn s te in -ty p e  o p e ra to rs , b e s t c o n s ta n ts ,  c o n ca v e  m o d u lu s  o f  c o n ­
tin u ity .
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moreover, the combination of Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 2.3 in [5] yields the estimate 
W B J -fU  ^  for all / 6 M 0, 1].
In view of the above discussion it is desirable to have quantitative assertions 
for general positive operators L  of (at least) the Bernstein type (i.e. operators L, 
mapping C[a, b] into C[a,b] and satisfying the additional conditions L e -e ^  for 
i= 0 , 1) which at the same time give best constants. It is the aim of the present 
paper to prove such theorems in order to bridge the gap between special results for 
Bernstein operators and general theorems for approximation by positive linear 
mappings. This will be achieved by using the least concave majorants of coi(/, •) 
and co1( / ' ,  •) (denoted by co*(f, •) and ■), respectively) and a certain
^-functional Q (f, ...) which have already been employed for similar purposes by
J. Peetre [16] and one of the authors [5],
The use of these tools leads to simple proofs and the values of the best con­
stants are determined with the aid of functions playing a crucial role in approxima­
tion by positive linear operators in general. So it once more becomes apparent 
what an important role the least concave majorant of the modulus of continuity 
of a function plays in statements about the magnitude of the approximation.
2. Basic estimates
Suppose co: [0, oo M O , °°) is a modulus of continuity, namely a function sat­
isfying the properties (see e.g. G. G. Lorentz[9]) a) co(h)-+ 0 for h-+ 0, b) co is 
increasing, c) co is subadditive, i.e. co(h1+h2)^co(h1) + co(h2) for all (hl , /i2)€[0, °°)2.
The least concave majorant co* of co is given by the equation (cf. J. Peetre [15], 
see also R. T. Rockafellar [17], p. 36)
co*(0 =  su p íj^  AjCoOiMeN, = S  0}, i£[ 0, °°).i=l i=l 1=1
Both functions are related by the inequalities (see J. Peetre [14])
co(J) =  co*(f) rf 2co(i), ( £ 0 .
If / :  C[a,b]~R  is a continuous function, the modulus of continuity of /  given by
coi(/, •): [0, »-*■ ®i(/, h) = sup {|/(x)-/(*+<5)l}
lílsftx,x+ h£ [a, b]
is a modulus of continuity as defined above. Its least concave majorant coí(/, •) 
will be very important in what follows.
We now sketch briefly how the functional Q: C[a, b]XR+-*R+ mentioned 
above is constructed. Let E  denote a real vector space, U a subspace of E, and p 
and p seminorms on E  and U, respectively. We define K: R2+X £-*R + by
K(h, h , / ;  (E,p), (U,p)):= inf {p (f-g )+ h p (g )+ t2p(g): g€ U),
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and K: R +X2?—R+ by
(E, p),(U, p)):= inf { /> (/-g) + tp(g): g£U}.
We write for the sake of simplicity R(ti, t2, f )  and K (t,f), respectively, if it is 
clear what (E,p ) and (U, p) are. It is readily verified that for fixed (/l5 t2) the 
functional K(t1, t2, •) is a seminorm on E\ thus it makes sense to use it as the 
seminorm p when defining K(t, •).
We now consider the spaces Cl[a,b], /£{ 1,2}, of /-times continuously dif­
ferentiable functions defined on the finite interval [a, b] with the seminorms || • 
where •(,) denotes /-fold differentiation. Then, for fixed tu  t2, the seminorm 
R(tit t2, f \  {Cfa, b], || ■ 1^)||00), (C 2[a, b], || • (2)||„)) may be used in the definition of
Ű ( / ; í , í i , í 2) := ^ , / ; ( C [ í i ,H I M W  (C'[a,b], R(fu tu  ■))), t *  0, f£C[a,b\.
The following assertion is a partial improvement of an estimate contained in [6],
Theorem 2.1. Let Í2 be defined as above. Then the following inequalities are 




2 < ( f ,2 t ) ,
/{min (1, tj) • | | / , |U + ( l+ /1)Zto.i](/i)j««í ( / ' ,
where X[o,i] denotes the characteristic function o f  [0, 1], co*(f •) is the least concave 
majorant o f ( o f f  •) and (ii) is valid for /€ C '[a , b\ only.
Proof, (i) Putting/ 2= 0  ( / 2£ C2[a, b]), the definition of £2 gives immediately
Q(f-1, tu  t2) ^  inf {I/-A IU  + /||/i 'll~ : A£C'[a, b]} =
= K (t,f ; (C[a, b], || • |U), (C'[a, b], || • (1»|U)),
the latter functional being equal to cof ( f  21) (see J. Peetre [141, B. S. Mitjagin,
E. M. Semenov [12]).
(ii) If /  is continuously differentiable, then the definition of £2, being a special 
Ai-functional, gives
Q(f> t, Lt tj) — t K(t1, t2,f) .
Several properties of functionals K  were investigated in [4]. In particular, it was 
shown that two functionals K and K constructed with the aid of the same pairs 
(E,p) and (U, p) are related by the inequality (see [4], Lemma 1.2, (ii))
& {h ,t» ,fl (E, p), (U, p)) ^
S  min (1, tj) •/>(/) + ( 1 + /j)X[0,i](h)K , / ;  (E, p), (U, p)j , f , t2 £  0.
19
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Putting (.E,p)=(C1[a, b], || - (1)|U), (U, p)=(C2[a, b], || - (2)|U) for the moment, we 
obtain
t£ (h , h , / )  ^  íjm in(1, t j - | | / /||oo + ( l + t 1)X [o ,i]O iK (j^-. /)} •
As in part (i) of this proof, we have
4 t T ^ ’ / ;  I  - < 1 ) » - .  ( ^ * [ 0 ,  f t ] ,  I l - ( 2 ) I U ) ) )  = y t ü í ( / ' , T ^ ) .
Inserting this in the above estimates we arrive at assertion (ii) in Theorem 2.1. |
C o ro llary  2.2 (H. Gonska [6]). I f  £2 is defined as above and ( /; t, tlt t2)d C[a, h]X
1
« ( / ;  t, h , h) S
X R +, then we have
(i)
(Ü)
(ii) being valid for /6 C 1 [a, b] only.
This is an immediate consequence of min (1, t2) ^  tu  (1 + G)Xco,n( i^)—2 and 
i 1.
-coiCy, 20,
t t i i r u + t c o u r ,  212\
i
i + ti
The following theorem which will be needed below was proved in [5].
Theorem 2.3 (H. Gonska [5]). Let L: C[a, b] — C[a, b\ be a positive linear op­
erator satisfying Le0=e0. Then for any ffC[a, b] and all x€\a, b] the estimate
holds. The estimate remains true i f  one or more o f  the three "differences” occurring 
on the right side are replaced by majorants such that the quotients remain finite.
Thus, by combining Theorems 2.1 and 2.3, it is easy to arrive at estimates for 
|L (/, x )—f(x)\ containing ofi(f  •) and o>í(/', •)> respectively. 1 he great advan­
tage of this combination is due to the fact that in both cases we obtain optimal 
constants, as will be seen below.
3. Optimal constants in the approximation of arbitrary continuous functions
Theorem 3.1. Let L: C[a,b\-+C[a,b] be a positive linear operator satisfying 
Le0 — e0. Then we have for any f£  C[a, b] and all x£[a, b\:
\L (f, x ) - f{ x )I ^  (o t{ f L C K -xl, x)).
I f  the function ffC [a, b] possesses a concave modulus o f continuity co fif •), we have 
\L (f, x )-/(x )| S  co^f, L C K -xl, *)).
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The proof is an immediate consequence of Corollary 2.2 and Theorem 2.3. 
In the case of Bernstein polynomials the paper of F. Schürer, F. W. Steu-
tel [19] gives more information on the majorant occurring on the right side in the 
above estimate.
Example 3.2. For the n-th Bernstein operator B„, for all /£C[0, 1] and every 
x(:[0, 1] the following inequality holds:
x) - / 0 ) |  ^  cot ( / ,  §  (« -  r) ( ” ) x '+ \l  -x )* - 'j ,
where r:=[nx] denotes the largest integer not exceeding nx.
P r o o f . F. Schurer and F. W. Steutel proved the equality
B„(\ei~x\,x) = - ^ - ( / i - r ) ^ j x r+1( l - x ) n- r
where r is defined as above. 1
The following considerations will show that the constant 1 occurring on the 
right side of the estimate of Theorem 3.1 cannot be replaced by a constant c, c d .
Theorem 3.3. Let L\ C[a,b]^~C[a,b] be a positive linear operator satisfying 
Le0=e0. Then for every b] there exists a function f xdC[a,b] so that the
equality
IL ( fx, x ) - f x(x)I =  a>l(fx, Lflifj-xl, xj)
is fulfilled.
P r o o f . We put := |i—jc| for a ^ t^ b .  Then we have for the modulus of
continuity co f f x, • ) off x:
(o f fx, h) — min [h, max {b—x,x  — a}} for each fc£[0,h — a].
Thus, m1( f x, •) is a concave function. Furthermore we have
\L (fx, x ) - f x{x)\ = \L(fx, x)—0| =  iLdcj-xl.x)! =
=  co^fx, T (|c i-x |, x)) = (o?(fx , L ^ - x l  x)).
The next to the last equality holds, since we have, because of the positivity of L 
and the condition Le0=e0:
L{\ex—x\, x) S  L(max {b—x, x — a}, x ) =  max {b -x , x —a}.
With this the considered equality results from the above representation of col ( f x, • )• 
The last equality follows from the fact that cOi(fx, •) is concave. This completes 
the proof. |
E x a m p l e  3.4. In the estimate o f  Example 3.2, namely
IBn( f  x ) - / ( x ) |  S  m \  [ / ,
19*
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where r=[nx], the constant 1 appearing before eo^  ( / ,  ...) cannot be replaced for 
any x€(0, 1) and any «GN by a constant c<  1.
Obviously, the points x= 0  and x= l play a special role, since in those cases 
zero occurs on both sides of the inequality in Example 3.2.
Whereas we have treated in the above optimal constants for pointwise esti­
mates, we now turn to uniform statements. For this we once more refer to the report 
of F. Schurer and F. W. Steutel [19], where the authors prove the following
Lemma 3.5 (F. Schurer, F. W. Steutel [19]). For the functions Sn(x), defined for 
every x£[0, 1] and all n£ N by
Sn(x):= n - W fr - r )  [") xr+10  - x ) n~r (r = [nx]) 
the following inequalities are valid:
1  = isiiu > ||s3|U > USslU >•••»
4 /2
27 =  IIS2L > I I 5 v
Making use of Lemma 3.5 the following theorem results:
T heorem 3.6. I f  (B„) n6N denotes the sequence o f  Bernstein operators and i f  for 
fd  C[0, 1] the symbol co*(f, •) denotes the least concave majorant o f its first order 
modulus o f  continuity, then
sup sup WBn f- f \ \~
n € N  /€ C [0 ,1 ]  J _ n _  1/2j
= 1.
/^ co n stan t
P r o o f . As proved in Example 3.2 we have for n€N ,/£C [0,1] and O S x ^ l, 
( r  =  [n x ]):
IBn(f, * ) - / (* ) I =§ cot (/, f i ( n - r )  ( " )  ^ +1(1 =
=  co t( f , 2n~1,2S„(x)) S  cot(f, 2n~1/2 sup ||5„||„) =  cot i / . y « _1/2) >
the latter estimate arising from Lemma 3.5.
It remains to show that there is an nO.N and an / n£C[0, 1] which give equality 
in the above inequality. The nice thing about this proof is that we can choose n= 1
and / 0=  é?!-y .
As it was discussed in the proof of Theorem 3.3, f 0 possesses the concave mod­
ulus of continuity co1( f 0, •) given by cofifi, /i)=min j/i, y j  for O ^ h ^ l .  Thus,
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co*(f0, ' ) =cui(/o> •)• In view of the above representation of to, ( f 0, •) for «=1 
we have ^ /0, y  n_1/2] =  y  •
Since the graph of B ,f0 is the straight line connecting the points (0 ,/0(0))= 
= i°, y )  and (1,/0(1)) = [l, y ]  one also has ||ß i/0- / 0|U = y . This proves the 
above equality. |
The foregoing discussion also shows the validity of the following
Corollary 3.7. (i) Suppose that the function f£  C[0, 1] possesses a concave 
first order modulus o f continuity c o f f  •)• Then we have
II5 » / - / I I  ~  ^  ( / .  y « " 1 / 2 )  •
(ii) For any n£N, f£C[0, 1] the estimate
\Bnf - f U ^ 2 ( o , [ f i  y n~w)
holds.
Obviously, these two estimates cannot be obtained by applying P. C. Sikkema’s 
result [23], [24] which would yield
\\Bnf-fU ^  2- 4306+ 837/6 5832 oh (f,  y « " 1/2) ^  2.17911A Ico, ( / ,  y  « " 1/2) .
4. Optimal constants in the approximation of continuously differentiable functions
In this section we shall prove estimates analogous to the ones given in Section 3. 
As far as pointwise assertions are concerned we have
Theorem 4.1. Let L: C[a, b] —C[a, b] be a positive linear operator satisfying 
Lei=el (i= 0,1) where ei is the i-th monomial, and x£[a, b]. Then fúr alt f ^ C l[a, b\ 
the estimate
IL ( f  x ) - f{ x )I S  1  L f a - x ) 2, Xyi*col(f', L ( ie ,-x ) \  x f-2).
holds.
I f  the function f^ C l [a, b] possesses a concave modulus o f continuity ( o f f ' ,  •) 
it simplifies to
I H f ,  x ) - f ( x )  I s  y  L { (e ,-x ) \ x ) ^ ( o f f ’, L ({ e ,-x ) \  x f 2).
Proof. We make use of the remark terminating the formulation of Theorem 2.3, 
replacing the quantity L(\e, — x\,x)  by its majorant L((e,—x)2, x)1/2. The pos­
sibility of doing so is a consequence of the Cauchy—Schwarz inequality. Moreover,
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because o f L e ~ e t (i= 0,1) the second parameter \L(el—x, x)\/LQei~x\, x )  in Q 
is equal to 0. Thus Theorem2.1 yields the above assertion. |
It is well-known for Bernstein operators that BMej,—x)2, x)= --------- - .  This
n
is used in
E xam ple  4.2. For the n-th Bernstein operator B„, all /€ C 1[0, 1] and every 
x6[0, 1] we have
W f .  x)-f(\s  .
We shall show in the sequel that the constant occurring on the right side in 
the estimate of Theorem 4.1 cannot be replaced by a constant c < y -
T h e o r e m  4 .3 .  Let L : C[a,b]-+C[a,b\ be a positive linear operator satisfying 
Le■= (?; fo r  i£ {0 , 1}. Then for the second monomial e a we have
\L(e2, x ) -e a(x)| =  y i ( f e - a ) 2, x)1,2co$(e'2, L f a - x f ,  x)1/2).
P r o o f . Since e2=2ex, the function ( o f e f  • )  given by co1 (e2, h) = 2h for 
0S h ^ b —a is concave. Thus o f  (el,, ■ )=co1(e2, •), and the right side in the inequal­
ity in Theorem 4 .1  is equal to Z , ^  —x)2, x).
The same quantity occurs on the left side in that inequality, which is easily 
verified using the fact that Let= et for {0, 1}. g
E x a m p l e  4 .4 .  In the estimate of Example 4 .2  concerning Bernstein operators, 
the constant — cannot be replaced by a constant c < y ,  except for the points 
x = 0  and x =  1.
We now consider uniform assertions. The main result in this direction is 
T h e o r e m  4 .5 .  For the sequence (B „ )h£N o f Bernstein operators one obtains
sup sup
«eN/gcJio.u
/^ l in e a r
n^\\Bnf - f U
P ro o f . This proof is again a consequence of the concluding remark in Theo­
rem 2.3. From Example4 . 2  we first arrive at ( O s x s l ) :
which leads to
\Bn(f, x)-/(x)| == y(X(‘n X)]' of [ / ' ,  ( x(1/; X))1,2j ,
\\Bnf - f \ L  ^  jn - ^ c o t  ( / ' ,  ~ « - 1/2j ,
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where, of course, linear functions / (i.e. I(t)=at+b) may be excluded from the 
discussion. This gives the “S ’’-statement. In order to prove that equality holds
we may take the function /€ C '[0, 1] with /( /)  = y ]  • Because of J \ t)= 2 t— 1,
the modulus of continuity co ff', h)—2h is a concave function which guarantees
o)i(J',h)=co1(j‘',h). Thus euj ( / ' ,  y n ~ 1/2j =  n -1/2.
Arguing as in the proof of Theorem 3.6, we get /IU =  1/4 since the
graph of B1f  is the line connecting the points (0, 1/4) and (1, 1/4). Thus we have
l -1/2||51/ | | 00/coí ^/, y  • l -1/2j = 1/4, which proves Theorem 4.5. |
Theorem 4.5 immediately implies the following
Corollary 4.6. (i) I f  the function f£  C*[0, 1] has a concave first order modulus 
o f continuity o f its first derivative co1( f ' ,  •) the uniform estimate
\\Bnf~fU ^ j  *~1/2<»i ( / ' ,  j  « - 1/2) , «€N,
holds.
(ii) For any /€ C 1[0, 1] we have
\\Bnf - f U  S  ( / ' ,  y " ~ 1/2)> »€N.
Remark 4.7. The foregoing result should be compared to Theorem 5.1 in the 
paper [22] of F. Schurer and F. W. Steutel. While the estimate in Corollary 4.6 (i) 
cannot be obtained from their assertion, the one in 4.6 (ii) is also an obvious con­
sequence of Schurer’s and Steutel’s theorem. However, they only treated the par­
ticular case of Bernstein polynomials, while our inequalities with optimal con­
stants arose from general theorems for the approximation by positive linear operators 
of Bernstein-type.
5. Concluding remark
As proved in 1979 (see [4], p. 104),
sup sup
nCN /6C[0,1]  
/y í  linear
lB n f - fU
co2( / ,« - 1/2)
3.25,
where co f f ,  •) denotes the second order modulus of continuity of / .  As far as we 
know it is an open question whether the constant 3.25 is optimal in this sense. Since 
we do not think so we would be grateful for any comments on this subject.
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1. Introduction
In this paper we consider partial M-endomorphisms of M-groups and seek 
conditions under which these mappings could be continued to total ones. Condi­
tions analogous to those obtained by B. H. Neumann and H. Neumann [5] are 
necessary and sufficient for embedding an M-group with a partial M-endomorphism 
p: A-*B(A< mG, B < mG; < m is read “M-subgroup of”) into an M-group G* with 
an M-endomorphism p* whose restriction to A is p. For this end we use the gen­
eralized free product of M-groups.
Then necessary and sufficient conditions for the simultaneous extension of any 
well-ordered number of partial M-endomorphisms of G to total ones of some super­
group G*>G are given. All the results obtained hold also true for M-modules and
M
N-rings where M is a ring and N  a near-ring.
2. Single extensions
Let M be a set of operators and for each i in some index set I, let Gt be an
*
M-group. If, in the free product ]J Gt, we define an operation m[f\=[mf] for 
every m in M  and every class [ /]  of words equivalent to
f  Sai• ■ • • • • San 5 Saf ^ j »*
then /7  Gj becomes an M-group. If each Gt contains an M-subgroup I f  which is 
M-isomorphic to a fixed M-group H, then as in [4] we can define the free product 
G of the Gt with H amalgamated and with m[ f]=[mf], G is again an M-group. 
The following proposition characterizes G. As for its uniqueness see [3].
Proposition 2.1. For embeddings yt: / / — the following two conditions hold:
(1) There exist M-monomorphisms (7;: G,-*-G such that aih=0)yj-
(2) I f  A is an M-group with M-homomorphisms (pt: Gt-*A satisfying (Piyi—(PjJj 
for each i , j  in 1, there exists a unique M-homomorphism xjr. G-+A suchthat oitp = q)i 
for each i.
Theorem 2.2. Let G be an M-group, A < MG, B < MG and p: A —B a partial 
M-endomorphism o f G. For p to be totally extendable to an M-endomorphism p*
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. P r im a ry  20E 06 ; S e c o n d a ry  20K 35.
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o f an M-group G*>G, it is necessary and sufficient that there exists an ascending 
sequence LX< L 2< ... o f normal M-subgroups o f G such that
(2.1) (Ln+1f]A)q = LnC]B.
The proof of this theorem runs along the same lines as in [5]. As for necessity 
we have only to remark that if G* with the required properties exists, G = G1, 
G1p*=H1 and {Gx, H^)—G2 then G2 is an M-group for if g= x1x 2...x„ is an 
arbitrary element in G2 then for any m in M
mg — m(x1x2...x„) = (mxx)(mx2) ...(mx„)
since each xt is in G*. From the fact that G, and H1 are M-groups then mxt is in 
G, or H i according as x, is in G, or //, and hence mg is in G2. If fit is the restriction 
of q* to Gx then the kernels of q and qx are M-subgroups and the kernels K* of 
the powers q*n are M-groups for if k is in K* then (mk)q*n=m(kq*n)=m  1= 1 
and ink is in K*.
To establish the sufficiency of the conditions, we need the analogues of 
Lemmas 4.1—4.3 in [5]. To this end we first prove the following lemma.
L emma 2.3. Let K be a subset o f an M-group G and let
K G = D iN '^ G : K  <  Na)
IX
be the normal closure o f K in G. Further let
KÜ = f)(Iß^MG: Iß)
ß
be the smallest normal M-subgroup of G containing K. I f  K is an M-subgroup then 
Ka = KGM.
P roof. Let K  be an M-subgroup of G. Obviously, KG< K (f . Also we have 
K G =  { n  gr'kigr. g fG , k£K ).
finite
If x£K G, m£M  then x = ] J g r 1kigi and
i
mx = JJ (wgf^Cmk;) (mgj)
i
= II (mgd~l (mkj imgjeK0.
i
Thus KG is an M-subgroup of G, and since it is normal and contains K then KG=Iß 
for some ß and ICfr-^K0.
Applying this lemma we obtain the analogue of Lemma 4.1 in [5], Using the 
universal property of Proposition 2.1 we prove the following lemma which is the 
analogue of Lemma 4.2 in [5],
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Lemma 2.4. Let P be the free product o f two M-groups Q, R with an amalgamated 
M-subgroup S  and U be a normal M-subgroup o f G. Then
(2.2) UPD Q = U,
(2.3) (t/ns)Rn s =  u u s
are equivalent and imply
u pr\R = ( u n s ) R.
P ro o f. That (2.2) implies (2.3) is similar to the proof in [5]. Assume (2.3) and
consider the M factor groups Qx=Q/U and Rt= R /(lir \S )R. One easily shows 
that the two isomorphic subgroups
Si = (SU U)/U <  ß i,
s; =  s u ( v n s ) R/ ( [ /n s )R < r x
are M-subgroups and M-isomorphic under the mapping cp defined by <p(sU)=
= r ( t /n s )R.
The free product Pi={Q i*Ri\ Sj=  Si} is an M-group with M-homomor- 
phisms:
9T- Q  -  P i ,  Q<Pi — Q i
and
tp2 • R Px, R(p2 =  P-i'
Let S^-Q  and y2: S-»R be M-embeddings. Then syicpi — sU^Si and sy2(p2— 
=  j( t /n S ')R€S'i. Since in P1? sU is identified with s(U r)S)R then yi(Pi — y2(p2- 
Thus by Proposition 2.1 there exists a unique M-homomorphism 0: P-^P1 such 
that <pl = al0 and (p2—o20 where olt a2 are the M-embeddings. At this step the 
proof of Lemma 2.4 may be completed as in [5].
The analogue of [5], Lemma 4.3 now follows and this enables us to construct 
G*m>G  with a total M-endomorphism p* whose restriction to A is p.
3. Simultaneous extensions
For the simultaneous extension of two (or more) partial M-endomorphisms 
to total M-endomorphisms of one and the same M-supergroup, the necessary and 
sufficient conditions of Theorem 2.2 now involve the semigroup freely generated by 
the given partial M-endomorphisms. In case of two partial M-endomorphisms p, 
v of an M-group G the construction of the extension group G*M>G  follows, under 
similar conditions, the same lines as in [2] making the required alterations due to 
the fact that G is an operator group. In this case we extend p and v alternatively 
and indefinitely to obtain the sequence of extensions
Gi G2 -c m ...
and the extension group G* will then be G*= |J  Gf with p*, v* defined in the usual
( = i
manner that makes them M-mappings.
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By a classical procedure of transfinite induction we obtain necessary and suffi­
cient conditions for the simultaneous extension of any well-ordered number of 
partial M-endomorphisms as follows.
T heorem  3.1. Let G be an M-group and for every A in some well-ordered set A, 
let ji(A): AX^ -BX(AX< MG, Bx < MG) be a partial M-endomorphism o f G. Then there 
exists G*M> G with M-endomorphisms p*(A) extending p(X) for every A in A i f  and 
only i f  for every o in the semigroup I ,  freely generated by all p(X), there exists an 
M-normal subgroup La o f G such that
(3.1) La <  Laa.,
(3.2) L ^ C lA x  is the kernel o f p{X),
(3.3) (L ,WanAx)p(X) = L aHBx 
for every a, a’ in I  and every A in A.
The following corollaries give sufficient conditions for the existence of the 
prescribed embeddings in certain special cases.
C orollary  3.2. It is sufficient for the existence o f G* that there exists for each 
AG A, a non-decreasing sequence
L1(A )<L2(A )<...<Z,„(A )<...
o f M-normal subgroups o f G such that
(3.4) L fX )0 A x is the kernel o f p(L),
(3.5) (Ln+fiX){fiAx)p(X) =  LfiX)CBx,
(3.6) Ln(L)f)Bx. =  1 
for all A, A'(^A) in A.
For if we set
^lin(X)a — Lß»(X) — Ln (A)
for every A in A, a in I  and n= 1, 2, ... then conditions (3.1)—(3.3) will be satisfied.
Corollary 3.3. I f  Q is a subset o f A such that for every co in (2, p(co) is more­
over a partial M-automorphism of G, then it is sufficient for the existence o f G* that 
the sequences o f Corollary 3.2 exist for every A in A — Q such that conditions (3.4)—
(3.6) are satisfied for every A in A—12 and A'( A) in A.
For if, for every co in £2, we set
Lfco) = Lfco) = ...=  L„(co) =  ...=  1 
then conditions of Corollary 3.3 will be satisfied for every A in A.
C orollary 3.4. I f  for every A in A, p(X) is a partial M-automorphism o f G 
then G*m>G with total M-automorphisms p*(A) extending p{/.) always exists.
This follows immediately from Corollary 3.3 by setting Ln{).) = 1 for all A 
in A and n= 1, 2, ... . This result had been proved differently in [3], Theorem 4.1.
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4. Abelian extensions
Finally we remark that if G is abelian, a partial M-endomorphism of G is always 
extendable to a total one. If in our construction we use the generalized direct product 
instead of the free product then the resulting extension group G* will come out to 
be also abelian. Applying transfinite induction as in [2] we may prove the following 
result.
T heorem  4.1. I f  for every X in a well-ordered set A, the abelian M-group G 
possesses a partial M-endomorphism p(X), then there exists an abelian M-supergroup 
G*>G with M-endomorphisms p*(X) extending p(X) for every X in A.
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WALKING IN FINITE DIRECTED GRAPHS
M. BOGNÁR
The centers of the old towns are mostly full with one-way streets and the traffic 
directions of the streets are always chosen so that each point of the town should 
be connected by one-way routes with each other one. Now what is a good wandering 
method for a driver who has never been before in this town and has no map from 
the town to reach a given point of the center starting from another one.
In the language of the theory of graphs where the terminology and notations 
are taken from [1] the problem may be formulated as follows.
Given a finite directed strongly connected graph G = (X, U) with at least 
one arc, what is a good algorithm to obtain a path in G including all the arcs of G? 
We have the following
T heorem . Consider the following algorithm.
Let ux be an arbitrary arc o f G. Suppose that n is a positive integer and for lS i'S «  
the arc ut has already been taken such that
/i„ =
is a path in G. Let x„ be the terminal endpoint o f pn. Now select u„+J such that among 
the arcs with initial endpoint x„ it should appear a minimal number o f times in p„.
Now let m be the order o f G and let k be the maximum o f the outer demi-degrees 
o f the vertices. Let
s(m ,k) — k + k2 +... +  km
and
t(m, k) =  s(m, k) — km + km~1.
Then each arc o f G appears at least once in any path in G formed by the given algo­
rithm and being o f the length s(m, k). I f  in addition G has no loops then s(m, k) can 
be replaced by t{m, k). Moreover, these upper bounds s(m, k) and t(m ,k) are strict.
P roof. First for any arc u of G let x +(u) denote the initial and x*(u) the terminal 
endpoint of u.
Next for any path
/  =  k ......«;)
20
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in G and for any arc u of G let
(1) «^(u) =  |{í'€ {1, ...,r}/uí =  «}|.
Moreover for the path /T and for any vertex x of G let
(2) aM-(x) =  min {a„.(H)/x*(w) =  x}
(3) ßn'(.x) = 2  °V(M)-
x t (u)=x
If  in addition u' is an arc o f G with x*(u')=x then we have obviously
(4) v i i O S ^ W  +  l .
Moreover one clearly has
(5) 2 ß A * )  = r-
x i X
In the sequel a path in G is said to be regular if it is formed by the given algo­
rithm.
Let
/ t  =  ( « ! ,  . . . ,  Un)
be a regular path in G. Let
k' = k + 1.
1° Let u and u be arcs of G with the same initial endpoint x. Then
-  L
In fact for /= 1, n let
fl'i = (« !,
nl is obviously a regular path, too. Moreover we clearly have
IV1(u) _ a /<i(“')l S  1.
To prove the given inequality we proceed by induction.
Suppose that 1 < /S n  and that
holds.
If  olm> Ju)=aM[ i (w') then we have obviously
^  L
Considering now the case <xMr  ^(u) aM’ i (u') there is no loss of generality by 
supposing
“^ -i (“O = «„;_,(«) + 1
and thus
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Hence by the regularity of /i(' we have mV m, and this implies
«„;(«') =
Now in the case u=ut we have a^/(«)=a#I' t (n)+ l which yields a/1'(«') = 
= aßfu )  and if u^u-, then aM>(u)=au' fu )  and thus aM’(u')=aM'(u)+ 1. In both 
cases one clearly has
K ; («)-«„; («01 ^  1-
The inequahty
|aM(n )-« /,(«0l =  la^  («)“ «/,; («01 S  1
has been proved.
2° Let x be a vertex of G and u an arc of G such that x* (u)=x. Then for any 
positive integer q
a„(«) <  q
implies
/?„(*) < fc 'i- l .
In fact for any arc u' of G with initial endpoint x and distinct from u we 
have by 1°
«„(«0 S  q
and thus
ßn(x) <  ?+ (/e '-2 )?  = (fc '- l)?  S  k 'q - l
indeed.
3° Let u and u! be arcs of G such that x*(u')=x*(u) and let q be a positive 
integer. Then by 2° and (4)
implies
a„(«) <  q
aM(«0 <  k'q.
4° It is immediate from 3° that for any path n'=(u'x, ..., u'r) in G and for 
any positive integer q the relation
°U«r) <  q
implies
a„(«i) < k '^ q .
5° Lemma. I f  the given regular path ß in G is o f  the length mk'm then it includes 
all the arcs o f G.
P roof of the lemma. Suppose the existence of an arc u of G not appearing in 
H ,  i.e. for which
<*„(«) < L
Let x be the initial endpoint of u and let x' be an arbitrary vertex of G.
If x = x ' then we have by 2°
J?„(x') <  £ ' -  1 <  k'm.
20*
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Suppose now x '^ x .  Since G is strongly connected there is a path ß '—(u[, ..., u',) 
in G with initial endpoint x ' and terminal endpoint x  and of the length /S m -1 . 
Let ß"=(u[, ..., u't, u). ß" is a path in G of the length less or equal than m. Hence 
a(i(w)= 0<  1 implies by 4°
a„(«0 <  k"”- 1- 1 = k'"1- 1.
Consequently, since u[ is an arc of G such that x*(«i) =  x' it follows by 2°
ßß(x') «= k'k""-1- !  <  k'm.
Hence for each vertex x ' of G one has ßß(x')< k'm and thus
2  ßß(x ') < mk'm-x'ex
Therefore by (5) we have
n <  mk'm.
The length n of path ß is less than mk'm which proves the lemma.
6° The regular path ß= (ux, un) in G is said to be critical if it includes all 
the arcs of G and 1.
Now to prove the first two statements of the theorem by Lemma 5° 
we need only to show that if the given path ß is critical then the length of it is at 
most s(m, k) (/(m, k), respectively).
Suppose in the remainder of the proof that the regular path ß = (u1, 
is critical.
For i= l ,  ..., in let us define the vertex x ‘ and the positive integer r(i) in a 
recursive way as follows.
Let r(l)=n  and let x1 =  x;)c(Mf(1)). Suppose that 1 < iS m  and that the vertices 
x1, x1-1 have already been defined. Let ur(i) be the last member in the sequence
ß incident into the set {x1, . . . ,x '-1} and r(i) the index of it. Let x‘=x* (ur(i)). 
1 hus we have obviously
(6) X =  {x1, . . . ,x m} 
and
(7) r(m) r (1).
Now for i= l,  ..., m let
ßi = (tq, ..., Mr(0)
and if /-(;)> 1 then let
Hi  =  ( « 1 ,  • • • ,  « r ( i ) - l ) -
ßi and ßl are regular paths in G and for l^ /< m  ß- is still defined.
Observe that for 1 according to (7) we clearly have
« ^ ( « r U ) )  <  » „ O r O - ) ) -(8)
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Moreover for any arc u of G and for 1= 1, m one has
(9) <*„,(«0 = <*„(«)•
If in addition x^(u)—x ‘ then we have obviously
(10) «„,(«) =  a„(w)
and if the condition u ^ u r({) is also satisfied then r(i)>- 1 and we get
(11) txu>(u) = a„(u) 
and
(12) a^ ( Mr(i)) <  «„ («*«))•
7° We now show that for i= 1, m and for any arc u of G with initial end­
point x 1 we have
«„(«) ^  kl~ \
In fact let /=1. Since the path /; is critical it follows for u=ur^ = u n
(h )  «„(«) = 1 ^  fc1- 1.
Now let u' be an arc of G with initial endpoint x 1 and distinct from ur(l). Then by 
(12) and (13) we have a^ 'i («r(i)) =  0 and thus by 1° one obtains Taking
also (11) into account we get
«„(«0 ^  1 =  k1“1
as required.
Suppose now that the assertion is true for /=  1, q— 1 where qSm . We 
first show that
(14) «„(«,(,)) S  k<~\
Let xJ be the terminal endpoint of ur{q). Then j< q  and thus by the induction 
hypothesis for each arc u with x*(u)=xJ we have
(15) <xß(u) S  fc7" 1 sS fc«“ 2, 
consequently by (9) we get
(16) <*„„(«) S  fc«"2.
However, by (8) and (15) one has
«„„(«rU)) <  aM(«rU)) S  fc«“2 
and thus taking also (16) into account we get
ß ßq( x 3 )  <  k k « -2 =  fc«-1
which implies by (10) and (4)
<*„(«,-(,)) =  <*„,(«,■<,)) ß ^ x ^ + l  — fc«"1.
The inequality (14) has been verified.
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Now let u be an arc of G with initial endpoint x q and distinct from ur(q). Then by 
(12) and (14) we have oy (wr(9))<&4-1, consequently 1° shows that all>(u)^kq~1 
and this implies by (11) the required
aM(M) S kq~ \
8° The preceding segment shows that for /= 1 , ..., m we have
(17) ß ^ x 1) S  kW-1 =  kl 
and thus by (5) and (6) we get
m
n=  2! ßn(x ') — k+ k2+... + km =  s(m, k).
i —l
Here the first statement of the theorem has been proved.
9° Suppose now that G has no loops. The order of G is in this case obviously 
at least 2. For proving the inequality n^t{m , k) by (17), (5) and (6) we only need 
to show that
/?„(xm) S  km- \  *
First observe that for an arbitrary path ji' in G and for each vertex x of 
G we have
(18) M * ) s (  2  «m'(« ))+ 1-
x*(u)=x
Next, x* (ur(1))=xl?f-xm shows that
(19) /U *'")= j3/,i (x'").
Moreover we have obviously
a^Or(l)) =  0.
Observe also that for i=2, m — 1 one clearly has
**(«,(■)) ^  xm.
These latter two relations show that for i= l ,  .... m—1 there are at most (k— 1) 
arcs u in G satisfying the conditions
x*(w) =  x ‘, x*(u) = xm and oc^ 'OO ^  0.
Accordingly, since G has no loops it follows by (19), (18) and 7° that
2  <V (« ))+ 1 S  (fc —1) • 1 + ... +(/c — 1) • km~2+ l — km- q
x*(ú)=xm 1
as required.
Also the second statement of the theorem has been proved.
10° We are going to prove that the upper bounds s{m, k) and t{m, k) 
are strict.
First for k= l, 2, ... we construct an infinite directed graph Gk.
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Let x x, x 2, ... be distinct vertices. Moreover let ux,u 2, ... and u[, u'2, ... 
be distinct arcs such that for /'= 1, 2, ... and r=  1, ..., k the relations
X*(w*(I-l) + r) = **(wi) = x t ,
**(W*(i-l)+r) =  *1
x*(ui) = x i+1





X ( \ ,k ) = { Xl},
U (l,k) = {«!, . .. ,u k}
and for m = 2 ,3 ,... let
X(m, k) =  {x1( . . . ,x m},
U(m, k) =  ({«!, . .. ,u mk} \{ u k,u u , ...,u'm- 1}
and
U'(m, k) = U(m, k ) \{ u x, u2, ..., uk. x).
Thus for k = l  we have
U(m, k) = U\m,  k).
In such a way the subgraphs
<j(m, k) =  (X(m, k), U(m, k))
and
G'(m, k) =  (X(m, k), U'(m, k))
of Gk (the latter one is only defined for 2) are strongly connected directed 
graphs they have the order m and the maximum of the outer demi-degrees of their 
vertices is k. Moreover, G'(m, k) has no loops.
For m = 3 and k —2 G(m,k) and G\m, k) are drawn below.
We are going to construct regular paths n(m, k) and n'(m, k) in G(m,k) 
(G'(m, k), respectively) of the length s(m, k)— 1 (/(m, k)— 1, respectively) not includ­
ing all the arcs of G{m, k) (of G\m, k), respectively).
(a) If k=  1 and m s2  then let
H(m, 1) =  n'(m, 1) = (« Í ,..., u'm. j).
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This path is regular, it is of the length s(m, 1)— 1 =  t(m, 1)—1 and fails to include 
the arc um of G(m, 1 )—G'(m, 1).
(b) Let fci=2. Let
/r(l, k) =  (uk, Uk.j) .
(i(l, k) is a regular path in G (\,k )  of the length j( l ,  fc)— 1 not including the 
arc uk of G(l,fc).
Now suppose that the regular path p(m, k) in G(m,k) of the length s(m, fc) — 1 
has already been constructed, it is of the form
H(m, k) = (»!, ..., m*)
where x*(u*)=xm and it fails to include the arc umk of G(m, k) and let 
n(m + \, k) = («!, ..., u*, ui,, umk+1, uk, ...,«*,
p(m,k) 1 /i(m, fc)
um 9 • • • 5 +  ( k  -  1 )  5 ^ 1  9 • • • 9 M  9 U m  ) •
2 k - 1  n(m,k) k
Then ß(m + \,k )  is clearly a regular path in G(m+ 1, fc), its first arc is uk, its 
terminal endpoint is xm+1, it fails to include the arc w(m +1)k of G(m+ 1, k) and it 
is of the length
k(s(m, k) — l) + 2(/c—1)+1 =  s(m + l, fc) —1.
E.g. n(3, 2)=(uj, ui, u3, uu ui, u'2, w5, ux, ui, u3, ux, u[, u'2).
(c) Let
ß (2, fc) — (ux, uk+i, u1, . . . ,  ux, uk+ k^^1-), M]).
'T '* k^l 'k
ß’(2, k ) is a regular path in G'(2, k), it fails to include the arc u2k of G'(2, k ) and 
it is of the length i(2, A:)— 1.
Now suppose that m ^ 2  and the regular path ß'(m, k) in G'(m,k) of the 
length t(m, fc)— 1 has already been constructed, it is of the form
ß \m , k) =  (ui, . . .,u ’m_x)
and it fails to include the arc umk of G'(m, k) and let
ß'(m + \, fc) =  (uj, u'm_x, u u mk+1,
l '
uj,  . . .  , um- 1 , U m , . . . ,  um, U m k  + (k
2 k - 1
uj, ...,u '„ -i, ui,).
fi'(m,k) k
Then ß'(m + 1, fc) is clearly a regular path in G '(m +1, fc), it is of the form
ß'(m + l, fc) =  (ui, ..., u'm)
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it fails to include the arc w(m+1)k of G'(m+ 1, k) and it is of the length 
k(r(m, k) — l) + 2(/c —1)+1 =  t(m + 1, k) —1.
E.g.
k- (3> 2) — (mi> ti3, Ui, u2, W5, Ui, u3, uk, u2).
(d) Observe finally that for m—k=  1 the upper bound $(1, 1)= 1 is strict 
indeed.
Hence for each couple (m, k) of positive integers the upper bound s(m, k) 
is strict and for each couple (m, k) of positive integers where m ^ 2  the upper 
bound t{m, k) is strict as well.
1 he proof of the theorem is complete.
11° A finite directed strongly connected graph G of order m with at least one 
arc and being such that the maximum of the outer demi-degrees of its vertices is k 
is said to be critical if either m = k=  1 or there exists a regular path in G of the 
length s(m, k)— 1 (if G has no loops then of the length t{m ,k)— 1, respectively) 
not including all the arcs of G.
And now we can establish the problem of characterizing the set of critical 
graphs.
The problem can be easily solved.
For k=  1 the only critical graphs are the G(m, 1)—s and there is no other 
critical graph of this kind.
For k ^ 2  we can replace in G(m,k) the arc umk by an arc u*k such that 
ar|d x*(u*nk) is an arbitrary element of X(m,k). Ihus we have got 
all the critical graphs of this kind.
If in addition we require that the graph in question has no loops then beside 
the preceding modification each loop Uj of G(m, k) must be either omitted or 
replaced by an arc u* incident out of vertex x x and incident into vertex x 2. Thus we 
clearly obtain all the critical graphs without loops.
R e m a r k . We do not know whether there exists a better simple algorithm 
solving the same original problem.
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DECOMPOSITIONS OF GRAPHS INTO COMPLETE 
SUBGRAPHS OF GIVEN ORDER
E. GYŐRI and ZS. TUZA
1. Introduction
The best known result of extremal graph theory is Turán’s theorem. For 
n = t(k—l) + r, 0 ^ r ^ k —2, let Tk_l n denote the complete (k—l)-partite graph of 
n vertices such that r color classes contain t+ 1 vertices and k —r— 1 color classes 
contain t vertices. Then
h - i ,n ‘— \F(Tk- \ ,  n)\
n ( n - t ) - r ( t+ l )
2
and Tk_l n does not contain any complete subgraph Kk of k vertices. Túrán [10] 
proved in 1941 that any other graph of n vertices with at least tk_ljn edges contains 
Kk as a subgraph. (The case k = 3 was proved already in 1907 by Mantel [7].) Erdős, 
Goodman and Pósa [3] (for k=  3) and Bollobás [1] (for k ^ 4 )  extended Turán’s 
theorem in some sense. Their results can be formulated in the following form.
T heorem  A. The edge set o f  every graph o f n vertices can be decomposed into 
at most tk_i>n edge disjoint Kk s and edges. I f  k>3 then Tk_ln is the only extremal 
graph. For k = 3, the complete graphs Kt , K& and the graphs K2x„ (n— 1, 2, ...) are 
the extremal graphs.
Stronger extremality of Túrán graphs Ti>n was proved by Chung [2] and Győri 
and Kostochka [4]. For any graph G, let
p(G) =
m m
= min { 2  |F(G,-)|: Gjs are edge disjoint complete subgraphs, (J E(Gj) =£'(G)}.
i= l 1=1
The following theorem was proved in [2] and [4].
T heorem  B. For any graph G o f n vertices,
p(G) -  [yJ= 2h-n
and equality holds only for T2 n.
In this paper, we prove the still stronger extremality of Túrán graphs Tkt„ 
(k^3). Actually, we improve Theorem A for 4. For an arbitrary graph G, let
Research partially supported by Hungarian National Foundation for Scientific Research 
Grant N o. 1812.
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Pk(G)=m in { 2  |F(G,)|: G,’s are Kk’s and edges, IJ E(Gi)=E(G)}. Naturally,
i = l  i = l
if G is Ä^-free then pk(G)=2\E(G)\ and, in particular, pk(Tk_ln)=2tk_lt„. The 
following theorem states that 2tk_hn is the maximum of pk{G) for graphs G of n 
vertices.
Theorem 1. I f  fcs  4 and G is an arbitrary graph o f n vertices then
Pk(G) —  I , n
and equality holds only for Tk_ln .
Covering the complete graph KBm_2 by edge disjoint triangles (K3 s) and edges, 
the edges used in the cover form a subgraph such that the degrees are odd. But 
this subgraph cannot be a 1-factor because the number of edges in the complement 
of a 1-factor is (3m —2)(6m—2) which is not divisible by 3. Thus we have to use 
at least 3m edges and so it is easy to see that
Pz (^6m — 2) — I E(KBm — 2)1 T 3 m =  2t2>6m-2'hl- 
For k=  3, we prove the following
9
Theorem 2. For any graph G o f n vertices, p3(G )<—  n2.
From the proof of Theorem 2, it will be seen easily that the argument can be
9 3 7improved to obtain the slightly stronger inequality n3(G)S—— n2—— n + -— +o( 1).
16 16 16
However, we did not find it worth giving the numerical details of computation 
because we conjecture that this stronger estimate is still far from the best 
upper bound.
Conjecture. For every graph G of n vertices, p3(G)S-^ n2+0(n).
We note that the not necessarily edge disjoint (edge) coverings of graphs also 
have an extended literature. References of such results can be found in [11].
N otation. For a real number x, |xj and fxl denote the maximum integer not 
greater than x and the minimum integer not smaller than x, respectively.
Graphjneans simple graph without loops and multiple edges. As usual, V(G), 
E{G) and G denote the vertex set, the edge set and the complement of G, respec­
tively.
For V0czV(G), G(V0) and G—V0 denote the subgraphs induced by V0 and 
by V(G)—V0, respectively. If V0={v} then we write G — v instead of G — {t}. 
For E0czE(G), G—E0 denotes the graph with vertex set V (G) and with edge set 
E (G )-E 0.
For v£V(G), the degree of v is denoted by dG (v) or sometimes simply by d(v) 
if it does not cause any misunderstanding. The neighbourhood N(v) of v is the set 
of vertices connected to v and so |A7(^ )| = z/(zj).
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2. Decomposition into complete subgraphs of given order a  4
For proving Theorem 1, the main result of our paper, we need the following 
deep theorem of Hajnal and Szemerédi [5].
Theorem C. Let G be a graph o f n vertices such that the degree o f every vertex 
in G is at least d. Then there exist vertex disjoint complete subgraphs Gl , ..., G„_d
n — d
o f G such that ( J  F(G,)=F(G) and the numbers o f the vertices o f the subgraphs G;
i=I
differ from each other by at most one, i.e., |F(G,)[ is or / 0/' 1 — *—
S.n—d.
Proof of Theorem 1. We prove the theorem by induction on n. If n< k  then 
the statement holds obviously because then Tk_l n= K„. Suppose that Theorem 1 
holds for graphs of at most n— 1 vertices. Let n— l = t(k— l)+ r, 0 ^ r ^ k —2, 
/S i .  Then
2tk- i ,n- 2 tk- lt„-i = 2(n — t — 1) =  2(/(fc-2) + r).
Consider an arbitrary graph G of n vertices and let x be a vertex of G with 
minimum degree, da(x)=d. If d is relatively small then the induction step can be 
done easily as follows. Suppose that d ^ n —l — t, then
pk(G) ^  2d+pk(G -x )  S  2(/(/c-2) +  r) +  2t*_li„_1 = 2tk. hn
with equality if and only if d= t(k— 2)+r=n— t— 1 and G — x= Tk_ln _1. Butin 
this case |£"(G)| = ik_x,„, therefore pk(G)<2tk_lin unless G is Kk-free. Thus, Turán’s 
theorem implies G=Tk_l n.
From now on, suppose d ^ t ( k —2)+r+l = n—t.
We will prove that pk(G)<2tk_lin in this case.
By the minimality of d(x), the degree of every vertex in G(N(x)) is at least 
2d—n. Applying Theorem C to G(N(xj), we obtain that there exist vertex dis-
n —d
joint complete subgraphs G1,.. . ,G n_i in G(N(x)) such that [J V(Gj)=N{x)
i = l
and |F(Gi)| =  [— or — —^\{i=\,2,...,n—d). N o w  I n—d I n—di
d ___ t(k—2) + r+ l  , ,,
T  — /C z ,n — d t
so if |F(G,)|<A:—1 then |F(G,)[ = &—2 (/= 1, ..., n — d). Now we distinguish 
between two cases according to the orders of G fs.
Case 1. There exists at least one Gi with \V(G^)\ = k —2.
We may suppose that |F(G,)| — k — 1 for /= 1 ,2 , ...,p  and |F(G,)| =  /c—2 
for i=p+  1,p+2, ..., n—d where p ^ n —d— 1. Then d= p(k—\)-\-{n—d—p)(k — 2) 
which implies that
( 1) p = d (k— 1) — n(k — 2).
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Then the edges incident to x  can be covered by p  edge disjoint Kks (G(V (G;)U {x}) 
for /=  1, 2, ...,/?) and (n—d—p)(k—2) edges. The sum of their orders is
kp + 2(n — d —p )(k—2) = n (k —2)2 — d(k2—3k)
= (r+ l) (4 -k )  + 2 tk -4 t  55 2 t(k -2 )  + 2r
by the assumption d ^ n —t.
It follows by the induction hypothesis that
pk(G) ^  2 t(k—2)+2r+pk(G—x  —"\JE(G,)) S
i=1
S  2t(k-2)+ 2r+ 2tk =  2tk_hn.
From here, it is easy to see that pk(G) is strictly smaller than 2tk_lt„: equality would 
hold only if d=n—t, k —4, r=  0 and G—x = T k_l n_1. Then every vertex has 
degree n— t— 1 in G—x, therefore each of them is adjacent to x, by the minimality 
of dG(x). Consequently, n— t= d= n— 1, t— 1, n=4, G = Ki and so pi (G)=4<2t3>i.
Case 2. |F(G,)|sA:—1 for /=  1, 2, ..., n—d.
Now
d S ( f e - l ) ( n - d )
n—d
by the equality £  \V{G)\ — d. Let
i=l
(2) d = s ( k - l )  + q, Ö S ? S )c -2 .
Then s ^ n  — d ^  1 by the previous inequality and s ^ t  by d ^ n —l. The minimum 
degree in G(N(x)) is at least d—(n—d )^ d —s and so, according to Theorem C, 
there exist vertex disjoint complete subgraphs Gj, ..., G’s of [d/s] or \d/s] vertices
in G{N(x)) such that (J V(G-)=N(x). Then
i  =  1
\V(G'd\ S Ld/sJ s f c - 1  (/ =  1, 2,..., s)
by (2), i.e., there exist vertex disjoint complete subgraphs G'{, ..., G" of k — 1 
vertices in G(N(x)). Thus the edges incident to x  can be covered by s edge disjoint 
Kk s (G(V(G")U{x}), i=1, ..., 5) and q edges. The sum of the orders of those
S
complete graphs is ks+2q. Let G0=G—x — U E(G"). Using the inequalities A:S4,
i = l
iS f ,  q ^ k —2, r^O  and that q ^ r  if s=t, we obtain by the induction hypo­
thesis that
(3) pk(G) ^  ks + 2q+pk(G0) (2fe-4)i+2r +  2tt _1,n_1 =  2tk_lyn
with equality only if k —4, G0= 7 ’t _1>„_1 and either s—t, q=r (and so d—n— 1, 
G=K„) or s= t— 1, r=0, q = k — 2 (and so d= n— 2).
In the first case G—x= K n_k and it is easy to see that G=K10 and there can 
be found five edge disjoint K^s implying
Pi(.K10) — 50 <  2t3 i0 — 66.
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In the second case, d= n—2, i.e. there exists a vertex y(zV(G—x) such that 
xy$E(G), y$N (x). Then y  is not covered by the subgraphs G'i, ..., G" and by 
the edges incident to x. Thus dG (y)=da(y). Now dafy )= n —2 by the minimality 
of da(x) and by V(G0)—n— 1. On the other hand, as there exists a z£V(G'f)
with dGo(z)Sn—4 ^ d Go(y)—2. Since the degrees of the vertices of T3 n_1 differ 
from each other by at most one, the contradiction G07 ±T3n_x follows.
Thus we have proved that strict inequality holds somewhere in (3) which com­
pletes the proof of the theorem. |
3. Decomposition into triangles
In this section we prove Theorem 2. We derive it from the following stronger 
theorem. Define
0, if n =  1 or 3 (mod 6),
4/3, if n =  5 (mod 6),
n/6, if n =  0 or 2 (mod 6),c(n) =
n/6+1/3, if n = 4 (mod 6).




n—2 (pairwise) edge disjoint triangles.
Moreover, we have
Proposition 4. Let t(G) denote the number o f  triangles (subgraphs isomorphic
to K3) in an arbitrary graph G o f n vertices. Then G contains at least
edge disjoint triangles.
t{G) c(n) 
- 2 "  (")
t(G)
Proof of Proposition 4. It has been proved by Spencer [9] that in the complete 
graph Kn of «vertices there can be found a (partial) Steiner system S„ of =  y  —
— c(n) edge disjoint triangles.
Let G be a graph of n vertices and denote by T the set of triangles of G (then 
|T| = f(G)). For an arbitrary permutation n of V(G), put r„=|Tn7i(Sn)| where 
ti (S„) is the image of S„ after applying n.
Observe that for each pair T, T ' of triangles satisfying T and T'czKn 
there are exactly 6(n—3)! permutations such that T —n (T j  and this number 
does not depend on the choice of T and T'. On the other hand, S„ contains sn of the
triangles of Kn, therefore the average value of tn is t(G)sJK J. Consequently,
there exists a n for which 7r(SJ contains at least /(G)j„/^J edge disjoint triangles 
of G. I
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Proof of Theorem 3. If m ^ n 2/4, the expression is not positive and we have
nothing to prove. Otherwise, if n2/4< m ^ i-jj, a result of Moon and Moser [8]
states that G contains at least l(G)^(4m2—mn2)/3n triangles, therefore Proposi­
tion 4 implies the validity of our theorem. |
Proof of Theorem 2. The statement is obvious for 5, so assume «>5.
Moreover, p3(G)^2m=2\E(G)\, therefore we may suppose n2/4<m = •
If E(G) is decomposed into K3 s and K2’s, the edges of K3 s are counted once 
in p3(G) while the other edges are counted twice. Therefore, if t0(G) denotes the 
maximal number of edge disjoint triangles in G, we have
p3(G) = 2\E {G )\-3t0(G).
Put qn—(n2—2n — 2)/{n2—3n + 2), then l<<jr„-=:4 for every « a 5. Now Theorem 3 
gives t0(G )^m (4m —n2)qJ3n2, therefore putting r=m/n2 we gain
p3(G) = 2m — m(4m — n2)q jn2 = n2r(2 + q„ —4qnr) ^
4 q„
ri*_
16 U„ + 4 + I
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LIMIT THEOREMS FOR ERDŐS—RÉNYI TYPE PROBLEMS
E. CSÁKI, A. FÖLDES and J. KOMLÓS
Introduction
A simple theorem of Rényi says that the length of the longest run in « tosses 
of a fair coin is about log «/log 2. 1 his was generalized to excessive blocks by the 
Erdős—Rényi [4] laws of large numbers. A block 2?i=(A'i, Xi+1, ..., Xl+m_x) of
J i + m - l
the i.i.d random variables Xlt X2, ... is called excessive if the average — £  Xj
r« j=i
is greater than x, where x  is some number greater than EA\. Erdős and Rényi have 
shown that the length m of the longest excessive block of Xlt X„ is around 
/(x)log «, where f( x )~  — 1 /log q(x) and q(x) is the so-called Chernoff function. 
(An important property of this f(x)  is that it determines the distribution of X1 
uniquely.)
This law of large numbers has been extended to a limit theorem by Komlós 
and lusnády [8]. Ihe complication in the proofs was caused by the fact that near-by 
blocks are strongly dependent. This dependence is measured by p —p(x) a func­
tion determined by the distribution of Xx.
The method used applies in numerous other situations; the purpose of this 
paper is to rephrase this method into an explicit “cookbook recipe” and to illustrate 
it by three examples.
Another Erdős—Rényi type problem was solved by Csáki and Földes [1]: The 
block Bi is called an a-tube, if |S ,— S,_i|<a for j= i, i+ 1,..., i+ m — 1, where 
Xlf X2, X„ are independent Bernoulli variables and SJ= X l+X2+ ... + Xj. Then 
the length of the longest a tube is around c(a) log «, where c(a) is determined by 
the distribution of X , . Here we extend this theorem to a limit theorem.
Révész [9] proved that the longest monotone block (Xt-<Xi+1-< 
of uniform variables X1, Xn has a length around log «/log log «. This will 
also be extended to a limit theorem.
As the simplest example, we will apply the Main Lemma to the original longest 
run problem (which was earlier extended to a law of large numbers by Erdős and 
Révész [5]).
The Main Lemma together with standard Borel—Cantelli type arguments yield 
also upper and lower classes for the random variables concerned. We state these 
results without proofs since no new idea is needed. For the proof of similar results 
we refer to Erdős and Révész [5], Guibas and Odlyzko [7], and Samarova [10].
Research partially supported by Hungarian National Foundation for Scientific Research 
Grant No. 1808.
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Prim ary 6 0 F 0 5 ; Secondary 60F15.
Key words and phrases. L im it distribution, w eakly dep en d en t b lock s, longest head run, m o n o ­
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§ 1. The Main Lemma 
The general model
Let X x, X2, ... be a sequence of independent random variables, and let 
denote the u-algebra generated by the block of variables X„, Xn+1, Xn+m_1.
We will deal with a sequence A„tm of events, where A„fm^ ^„pm. We will often sup­
press m in the notation and write An for A„tm.
Since A„ is determined by X„, ..., X„+m_1, the events Ani and A„z are inde­
pendent if \nx — n2| = w, but the dependence of “neighbouring events” makes the 
investigation of the sequence A„ interesting. This dependence is reflected by the 
constant p in the Main Lemma. Our main goal is to find good approximations to
n
the probabilities P(U  A )= l — PCA---A); in other words, find the limit dis- 
( = 1
tribution of the random variable rm=first n such that An occurs.
The Main Lemma. Although the lemma (implicit in Komlós—Tusnády [8]) is 
simple algebra, it is the main tool in establishing limit theorems for the above problem. 
We first state it in a limiting form, then a finite version.
Since in most applications the sequence of events A„=A„,m is stationary for 
every fixed m (i.e. P(A,1+dAiz+d ...A ik+d) is independent of d), we first state the 
lemma for stationary events.
We adopt the convention that P(AiAi+l...AJ)= l  if /< /.
M ain Lemma (stationary case, limit form). I f  for any fixed m, An is station-
ary, and
(0 p = lim lim P(At ... A M i) >  0k~*oo m—oo
(Ü) lim sup 2! P(AIA) — om m
(iii) lim (mP(A)) =  0m-*oo
then
P(Ä ••• ÄMl) _lim ---“7=----- =r-— = p
m~ ~ P(A2...A n)
unifonnly in n. Consequently, i f  n(m) satisfies lim n(m) P(A1)=X, then (i)> (ü),
m-*-oo
(iii) imply
lim P (Ä Ä ---Ä (m)) =  e~pX.
Remark, (ii) and (iii) are technical conditions, the essential task is to determine 
the number p in (i). If we want to use this limit theorem for getting strong laws, 
we have to worry about its range; i.e. to see whether we can replace A in the lemma 
with A(m), where A(w) diverges to infinity or converges to 0 at a certain rate. To this, 
we need the following finite form of the lemma (which, of course, will imply the 
original limit form). Another flexibility of this finite form is that we have the free­
dom of choosing k as an appropriate function of m (e.g. k=m/2); while in the
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limit form k  was kept fixed as m approached infinity, e will denote sufficiently small 
(in terms of p) positive numbers, and m is thought to be fixed.
Main Lemma (stationary case, finite form). Assume that A„ is stationary (m is 
fixed), and there is a number p, 0-=/?Sl, such that the following three conditions 
hold for some k<m, e> 0:
(SI) \P(A2...A k\Ak) -p \
(SII) k^i^2m
(Sill) P(^i) -= e/w.




g - ip + lO e IN P G ip -a m P IA ,)  <  P ( / 4 1 _ <  g  -  (p  - lOeJ/VPM,) +  2mP(X1)_
The above lemma can easily be extended to non-stationary events, and we are 
going to prove the lemma in this last, most general form.
Main Lemma (non-stationary case, finite form). Assume that there is a number 
p, 0 < p ^ l ,  such that the following three conditions hold. For some k< m , £=»0, 
and all n, m < n^N :
(NI) |P ( ^ - , 1 , - a ... Än. k\An) - p \  <  e
(Nil) 2  <  8n—2m <i<n—k
(NIII) max^ P(A,) <  e/m.




PU i ... An-i)
<  1 e
- ( p + lO O A - 2  I  P(A,) e ‘-1 P (Ak... An) <  e -b -10*)»-
A =  2  p (^)-
i= m  + 1
Proof of the Main Lemma. Let n —Im+r (0S r< m ) and denote 
Ei = A1A2...A n- mi (i — 0, 1,..., /).
21*
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Suppose first that 1^3. Then by (NI)
P(Ai... A„-x\A„) P(^4i ••• A„-imA„_kA„_k+1... An_1\An)
( 1. 1) P(y4x ... A„-1)
P(Al- A' - 2m) P(Än-k ...Ä„_1lAn)
P(Ai ••• An-])
P(E2)
O  + <0--  P (A ,...An) V "-k -  " -11 P(£0)
On the other hand
P(A]... An-x\An) = P(A]... An- 2mAn- kA„-k+1... An-i\An) —
2  P(Ak ... A„-2mAjA„-kA„-k+1... An-i\A„) ^
n — 2 m < j< n —k
= P(Ak A„-2m)P(A„-k ... A„-i\An) — 2  P(Ai... A„-3mAj\A„).
n —2 m < j ^ n —k
Hence by (NI) and (Nil)
P (Ä1...Ä „ -1\A„)
( 1.2)
P(A]... A„-k) PiAx-.-An-]) 
, . P (E3)
P(£2) P(E3)
(p ~ e)- r m e
P(Eo)
Now we show that P(E2)/P(E0) and P(E3)/P(E0) are around 1. This part of the 
proof (quoted from Komlós—Tusnády [8]) can be considered as an early version 
of the combinatorial Lovász’ Lemma (see Erdős—Lovász [3]). We start from the 
inequality





s P ( £ i+1) - P ( £ i+2) 2  P (T ,)i-P (£ )+1)-£P (£1+2)
n — m(i+l)<y=w — mi
P(£,|£i+1) ^ l - P(£i+1|£i+2)
P(F \ 2m 1
P(E,-i\E,) =  S  PiE,-]) S  1 - 2  P(Aj) >  1 - 2 b ^  j
for , from (1.3) we have by induction on /, the inequality
whence
(1.4)
P(£i|£,-+i) = j  for all i,
P(£i|£ í+1) ^  1 —2e for all i.
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(In what follows we will have various inequalities which hold if e is small enough.) 
All of these hold if £<£„=-^-. In particular
(1.5) p(e 2)/p(e0) = P O ^ izy p c^o ) S
and similarly
(1-6) P(£3)/P(£„) ^  (T- ^ j  •
if e<e0. Now from (1.1) and (1.5) we have
P (e 2)
1
(1 — 2e)2 
= 1 + 7e
1 + 5e
P(£0)
if e<e0, and from (1.2) and (1.6)
P(E,)
(p+e) <  (l + 5e)(p + e) <  p + 7e
p - E -
P(£o)
£ >  p — 8 — (1 +7fi)fi => p — 3fi
if £<£0, proving the first statement of our lemma, if 3.
Consider now the case /<  3. Then we have by (NI) and (NIII)
P ( Ä XÄ 2 . . .  Ä n - i \ A n)  __ P ( Ä „ - k . . .  p + E
P ( Ä , . ~  l - P ^ U . - . U An_J  1-3£ P+IS
if £<£„.
On the other hand (adopting the convention that Aj=0 for y’SO)
P(Ai... An-i\A„) £  P(Ax... /4„_2m ... An_1|y4„) —
— 2  P(Ai... Ä„-imAjA„-k ••• £  P(^?i... Ä„-2m) (P ~ e ) ~ £•
n-2m<j-<n—k
Hence
P (I1 - ^ . - 1M.)
P(Ai ... ^n-l)
: p - £ - 1 —3e p —3e
if £<£„, which proves the first statement when /<3. To prove the second state­
ment of our lemma start from the identity
P(A, ... AN) = P(Ax... Z J  n  (1 -K A n l*i -  .4„-i)).
n = m + l
Then we have (using 1—x ^ e ~ x)
p(äx-.äj n [l-P(pa'Äz1Ä) ) =B=m+n r(A1 ...A n- 1) /
=  p (^i ■ • • Am) n  Í i —n=m+l'■
P(Äl . . .A n. l\An)P(At)
P ^ l - ^ - x ) )«
-  X  , ( p - 3 t )P U „)
^  ß  n * m + 1 %
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To get the lower bound apply the inequality
l - x S r M ', O s x s j ,
Using (NIII) we get for £<£„;
P (Ax... An) S
S ( 1 - P ( U  Aj)) exp { — Í  {(p + 7e)P(y4„) + (p + 7£)2P2(^iV)}} s
j = l  n—m + l
S  ( 1 -  1  P (^;))exp{- 2  i(P + 7e) P(A„) + (p + 7e)2£P(A„)}} S
j = 1 n = m + l
S  exp{— 2  P ( ^ ) - ( Í  PUj))2} exp{- J  P(/l„)(/>+10£)} S
j = 1 j = 1 n —m + l
= exp {~2ß i p(Aj)~(P +  10s)A}.
§ 2. Two simple examples
1. To illustrate how the lemmas work, we first choose the simplest possible 
example, that of the original longest run problem. Let X„ be a Bernoulli sequence, 
P(Arn= l ) = a ,  P(T„= — 1)— 1 —a. If A„=Anm stands for the event Xn= X n+1— 
— ■■■= Xn+m-i=  1, then
P(A„) = am, P(Ä2.,.A k\A1) = P(Xm+1 = - l ) = l - a, 2 s k S m
thus p=  1 — a. Conditions (ii) and (iii) follow from the formula
w = r
for 2 =  i S  w 
for i =- m.
Thus, the Main Lemma leads to the following limit distribution for xm, the 
initial index of the first run of length m :
lim P(rm >  Xa.~m) = e_(1_a)A.
O f course, this can also be obtained easily from the well-known explicit formula 
f o r  P ( T m > 7 l ) .
The application of the finite form of the lemma with k=m, e—2mam, and 
standard arguments (Borel—Cantelli lemma, Chebyshev’s inequality) lead to the 
following strong laws of large numbers:
P |r m <  <p(m) ” ^ for infinitely many mj =  1 or 0(2. 1)
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according to whether (P (m) *s divergent or convergent, and
(2.2) p |rm =» <p(m) “ -  for infinitely many mj = 1 or 0
according to whether e~'p(m) is divergent or convergent.
Hence, for m(n), the length of the longest run up to n, we have with prob­
ability 1,
m(n) S  [/(«)—ej for n >  nu(a>)
(2.3)
m(n) <  r/(«)+£l for infinitely many n,
where /(n)=(log n—log log log ii+log (1 — a))/log (1/a) and [.], M stand for the 
floor and ceiling functions, respectively (rounding down, rounding up).
The above statements are known and can be found in the quoted papers of 
Erdős—Révész [5], Guibas—Odlyzko [7], Samarova [10].
2. Longest monotone block:
■d„m = {X„ <  X„ + 1 <  ... <  +
where X( are i.i.d. uniform random variables. We have, for 2 ^ k ^ m ,
m
m + 1P (I2. . .^ M 1) =  P(Am+1<  X JA 1) =
thus p= 1. (ii) and (iii) are easily checked.
The Main Lemma implies
lim P(tm >  2m!) =  e~x.
m-*- oo
The finite form (k= m , e=l/w ) leads to the strong laws (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3)
0C~m . . 'with —----- replaced by ml, and f(n) by the inverse of the (continuous) n=m\.
1 — a
§ 3. The tube for simple symmetric random walk
N o w  consider i.i.d random variables Xt , X2, ... with the distribution 
P(*i =  +1) =  ?{Xx =  -1 )  =  1/2,
and put S0=0, S ,= 3^ + ... + Xi ( is l) .  Let the events Aj be defined by 
Aj = { max ISy+j — Sy-il <  a} ( j  =  1,2,...)
where m and a are integers. The block {Xj, XJ+1, ..., XJ+m_l} if Aj holds is called 
an a-tube of length m. From a formula (see Ellis [2]) it follows that
1 2a-1 
® fc = X
( kn 1* . kn
, kn
l+C0Ss 1-(-!)*)
lCOS 2a >} sin 2 . kn l 2 Jsin 2a
(3.1)
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and that (see Csáki and Földes [1]):
(3.2) Kx (cos^j j ) S  P (-ß  <  Sk <  a, k = 1 , m) K2 (cos
with positive constants K1, K2 depending only on a+ß  but not on m. 
Denote further
Tm =  min [n: max |5'n+i-5 '„_1| <  a)
v„ =  max(m: min max \Si+i — <  a),
v l = j S n  O S i s m - l  J 1 ' '
i.e. v„ is the length of the longest a-tube starting not later than n.
In Csáki and Földes [1] it was shown that with probability 1 for large enough N,
min max |5 /+i — 5,1 =  [a(c)l
O S j S N - a N O S j S a N J J
where aw=[clogAT] and y.(c) is defined by cos (n/(2oi.))—exp (— 1/c), if a(c) is 
not an integer. Moreover
min max |S ,+1 — S.-lOSjSN-aN OSjSaN J 1
takes the values a(c)—1 and a(c) infinitely often and all other values only finitely 
often if a (c) is an integer.
To verify the conditions of the Main Lemma (stationary case, finite form) we 
prove our




P(A2... Äk\Ad~ -j < K M + W q?-1)
Ä .  r' (A iA l) * K‘ ((C0S £) +1(cosíí)kS
P(Ti) <  K2(cosä
with some constants K2, K2, 0, O<0X<1, 0< q2<1.
P r o o f . Let T  denote the first return to zero of the random walk Si, S2, . . . .  
Then we can write
P(T2 ... Äk\Ai) = 2  P(A2 ...A k,T  = 2j\A1) + P(A2...A k,T > k \ A 1) =
0<2 j^k
= 2  P(Ä2J, T = 2 j \A i ) -  2  P((A2Ö ...U A k)Ä2J, T=2j\Ai)+
0 < 2 j S k  0 < 2 j S k
+ P(Xt . . .Ak t T > k \ A j ) .
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Hence
Q — |P(-^ a ••• 2  P(^ 2Jy T — 2j Mi)| —
s  P(r > k\Ad+ 2  2  P(AiÄ2J, t  =  2/MO.
0-cijmk i = 2
It is easy to see that
P(A1AiÄ2J, T  =  2/) S
S  2P(—a <  S', <  a, l = k, — a <  S', <  a — 1, / =  fe+1 , m) á
m—k
““•■(H?)(cos2 ^ t)
for 2S i ^ k ,  and since P^OfeATj ^cos 2 - j , we have
0-z2jSk i = 2
Obviously
2  2  P(^ i^ 2yj T — 2/ Mi) —
cos 2a — 1
cos 2a






with some constants ^ > 0 ,  0 < ex< l  and 0<£>2<1.
Furthermore
2  P (lw, r  = 2;M0 = 1- P ( r >  fcMi)- 2  p (^v , r  = 2yM0 =
o-=2>sit o-c2jmk
p(a 1a 2J, r  = 2j)
=  i - P ( r  >  fcMO- 2 p / . v  - •0-c2 j&k *\Ai)
It is easy to see that
P& M V, r  =  2j) =  P(|S,| <  a, / =  1,.... 2j, T  = 2j)P(A1)
therefore
2  P(I2J, r  = 2jM1) = i-PO’=>fcMi)-0<21/sSk
-P ( |S , |< a ,  / =  1,2...... r )+ P ( |S , |< a ,  I =  1,2, T  =* k).
The event {|S,|<a, 1= 1, 2, T) means that the random walk returns to 
0 before reaching + a  or —a and this has the probability (a— l)/a. On the
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other hand,
P(|S,I < a ,  l = l ,2 ,. . . ,T ,  T
2  P(0 <  S', <  a, l =  1, k)
Combining these estimates, we get (3.3). 
To get (3.4) we can easily see that
2  P (^M i)=  2fcSiS2m k^i^t 2m
P ( A 1A d  
PUi)
+ /c ,m (c o s 2 )  s r | » s L ) m
Finally, (3.5) follows from (3.2).
In order to obtain limit distributions and upper and lower classes for t„, and 
v„, we note that from (3.1) one obtains







. n a sm—— 2a
if m + a —1




For fixed integer a, let m run through either even or odd integers so that m + a—1 
be even. Then from Lemma 3.1 by choosing k=m/2  and from the Main Lemma 
one can easily obtain that for large enough m,
exp 2Nq" - (1 + Qm) — PO^Tjä... An) ^  exp
a“ sin 2a
2Nq" ( i - n
a‘sm 2a
with some 0<£<1.




(A) lim P 12ßmr,\ le nzm <  xa2 sin =  1 - e - x, 0
(B) Let n(m) be an increasing function o f m ,  such that n (m) Q m is increasing. Then 




2 "  exp 2  n ( m ) e "
a2 sin
2 a
< o o  o r  =  ° ° .
P(tm <  n(m) i.o.) =  0 or 1 
2 ” n(m)Qm or =°°.
Here 2 '  tneans that m runs through even or odd integers so that m + a — 1 should
m
be even.
(C) p (v„ -  2 [ y  log «] <  sj =  exp
where c= — l/(log q)= — 1 /^log c o s^ J  and s runs through even or odd integers
according as cc— 1 is even or odd. {x} denotes the fractional part o f x.
(D) Let m(n) be an increasing function o f n, taking on even or odd integers accord­
ing as a — 1 is even or odd. Then
2 Qs —2{c/2 logn}
+  0 ( 1),
orsm 2a
according as
P(vB =» m(ri) i.o.) =  0 or 1 
2  Qm(n) <  00 or =°°.
Furthermore for any e>0 with probability 1, 
v„ <  f/(n) + ela-x i-o.
where
v„ <  l/O O -eL -i f-o.,
log h—log log log 7i +log (2/(a2 sin (n/2ix))) 
log (1/e)
Í -la_i means rounding up to the nearest even or odd integer according as a —1 is 
even or odd and I • ]„_! means rounding down to the nearest even or odd integer accord­
ing as a — 1 is even or odd.
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ON THE CONTROL OF STRONGLY NONLINEAR SYSTEMS I
V. KOMORNIK
One of the most interesting problems of optimal control theory is to obtain 
necessary conditions for the optimality. We are interested in problems where the 
state equation is a partial differential equation. The first monograph in this field 
is due to J. L. Lions [8], In this book well-posed linear problems are studied. Anot­
her, recent monograph [6] is consacrated to the control of ill-posed, nonlinear prob­
lems. Such problems often occur for example in chemical and biological investiga­
tions.
In the case of ill-posed problems the general purpose is to derive necessary con­
ditions of the same type as for well-posed ones. However, the methods are generally 
very different. The method of Lions [6] is very effective if the nonlinear term of 
the state equation has polynomial growth but it is not directly applicable for more 
general (e.g. for exponential) nonlinearities. The aim of this paper is to develop the 
method of Lions to become applicable for far more general nonlinearities. Thus we 
will solve a problem raised in [6].
We show that after having changed (slightly) the usual cost function, practically 
no growth condition is needed to derive necessary conditions. In the polynomial 
case the two cost functions are very similar but in the general case they may be very 
different. The new cost function seems to be more adequate to the state equation 
and is not more complicated than the old one. Another advantage of our approach 
is that this make possible to avoid the Lp 2) regularity theory of the solutions of 
the state equation in many cases (one can compare in this direction the main result 
of this paper with Theorem 3.2.1 in [6] in dimension 3).
In this note elliptic problems are considered. Parabolic and hyperbolic systems 
will be investigated later, in [9] and [10].
Our notations are the same as in [5], [6] or [8]; in particular lVm,y(Q) denotes 
the Sobolev space of real functions fd L y(Q) having all partial derivatives (in dis­
tributional sense) of order in Ly(Q)\ W/J’’y(fi) is the closure of C“ (ß).
Throughout this paper let Í2 denote a bounded open set in R" (n£N) with the 
boundary r  of class C~ and let / :  R->-R be an arbitrary function of class C 2. 
Fix the numbers l< a <  <x>, 1 </?< oo, AT>0 arbitrarily and put for brevity 
y— min {a, ß}. Let zd£ Lx(Q) be arbitrarily given and let t/ad be a non-void convex,
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 93C20; Secondary 35J65. 
Key words and phrases. Elliptic differential equation, distributed control.
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closed subset in LP(Q). Furthermore we put
(1) J(v> z) =  “  \\f(z) ~ zdib(n)+ jf M i s w
A pair (v, z) is said to be admissible if
(2) v£Uai, z£WZ-v(Q), /(z)€L«(ß) and Az+ f(z) + v = 0.
We shall assume that
(3) there exists at least one admissible pair.
This is satisfied for example if U3á = LP(Q).
A  pair (w, y) is said to be optimal if it is admissible and if
(4) J(u, y ) =  inf {J(v, z): (a, z) is admissible}.
The first result of this paper is the following
T heorem  1. There exists at least one optimal pair. |
Given an open subset to of ß  we denote by <2>(a>) the set of extensions by 0 







there exists v0d C/ad and a non-void open subset co of ß  
such that v0+ £/(oj) cz Uil(i.
Under these assumptions we prove the
Theorem 2. To any optimal pair (u, y) there exists a triplet (u, y, p) such that
(7) w et/ad y e w 2- y ( Q ) n w 0^ ( Q ) ,  p e w ^ ' ( Q ) n w 01-x' ( Q ) ,
(8) Ay+f(y)+u = 0,
(9) Ap + f\y )p  + 1 f( y )  -  Zd)]*“ 1 sgn (f(y ) -  zd)f'(y ) =  0,
(10) f i p  + N lu ^ - 1 sgnu)(v-ü) dx S  0, Vt?€C/ad.
R emarks. Theorem 2 solves a problem raised by J. L. Lions in his book [6] 
(Chapitre 3, Paragraph 16, Problem 25) for the case f ( x )—ex. In view of this 
theorem, to find the optimal pairs it is worthwhile to seek first the triplets (u, y, p) 
satisfying (7)—(10).
The author is grateful to J. L. Lions for the fruitful discussions.
Before turning to the proof of the theorems, for the reader’s convenience we 
recall an important proposition on the weak solutions of the Dirichlet problem.
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P ro po sitio n . Let us give two functions f ,  gdLl‘(Q) (1 < / i <  °°) and assume that
(11) f fA ^ d x  =  fg £ d x ,
fl fl
Then /£IL 2’i‘(ß )fW J'',(ß) and
(12) ll/ll»,!-<‘(n) — C||g||L«(o) 
where C is a constant.
P roof. It follows from the (deep) regularity results of S. Agmon, A. Douglis 
and L. Nirenberg[2] that there exists f* £ W 2-11 (Q)PiWl'11 (Q) such that (11) and
(12) hold true for /*  instead o f/ .  Then / — /*£Z."(ß) and
/  ( / - /* )  dx =  0, V£eH/2'"'(ß)fWo1,"'(ß)-
Si
Furthermore, applying again the above regularity theorem, there exists ££ W2,ß’(Q)r\ 
f) Wl’ß’ (ß) such that
^ “ i z - r r - H g n  ( / - /* ) .
Therefore J  \ f —f* \l‘dx=0 whence /= /*  and the proposition is proved. |
si
P roof of T heorem 1. Let (vk, zk) be a minimizing sequence o f  admissible pairs, 
i.e. such that
J(vk, zk) inf {/(t>, z): (v, z) is admissible}.
Then by (1), (2) and (12) the sequences
11^*111^ (0)» ll/(zt)!l L%o), l^*|[ir‘-v(n)
are bounded. Passing, if it is needed, to subsequences, we may assume that
(13) vk -+ u weakly in L^Q),
(14) Zk — y  weakly in PF2,1'(ß).
It follows from the Rellich—Kondrasov theorem that the imbedding IF2,y(ß )c  
c L 1(Q) is compact; therefore (14) implies that
(15) zk -+ y  strongly in Lx(ß) 
and then by the Riesz lemma we may also suppose that
(16) Zk — y  almost everywhere in Q.
Now f ( z k) is bounded in L“(ß) and f ( z k)-»f(y) almost everywhere in ß , therefore 
by Lemma 1.3 in [4], Chapitre 1
(17) f ( z k) —/(y ) weakly in La(Q).
It follows from (13), (14) and (17) that (w, y) is admissible (we note that i/ad is
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weakly closed) and that
J (u>y) = lim J (vk > z*)>
i.e. (w, y) is an optimal pair. |
P ro o f  of T heorem 2. The proof will be divided into several parts. Let (u, y) 
be an arbitrarily fixed optimal pair and put for each e>0
J e(v, z )  =  M lí*(fl) +
+ “  IMZ + f(z) +  wlllv(n) + — IIz — y\IIL’’(o) +  ~ß IIv ~  “ !li*(U) •
A pair (y, z) is called e-admissible if
(18) veUad, z€fP2li(i3)niPo1,y(ß) and /(z)€L«(Q).
It follows from the proposition that every admissible pair is also e-admissible. 
A pair (ue,y e) is called e-optimal if it is e-admissible and if
(19) Je(uc, ye) =  inf {/£(e, z): (v, z) is e-admissible}.
L emma 1. For each e > 0  there exists at least one e-optimal pair (uc, yd- 
P r o o f . One can repeat the argument used in Theorem 1. |
Let us fix for each e> 0  and e-optimal pair (uc,y e).
L emma 2. The following relations holds true as e tends to 0:
(20) ue -► u strongly in Lfi (Q),
(21) ye — y  strongly in W 2-y (Q) D fV fy (Q),
(22) f ( y c)  -+f(y) strongly in La(Q).
P roof. It follow s from  th e  obvious relation
(23) J f u E, yc) ^  Jt (u, y) = J(u ,y)  
that the sequences
KlliAn). II/(A)I! II Te IIW*■•’'(ÍJ)
are bounded and that
(24) ^ Je+ /(y £) + w£ -  0 strongly in U{Q).
Therefore every subsequence of (ue,y t) has another subsequence such that
(25) ue — ü weakly in Lß(Q),
(26) y£ y weakly in W2,y(Q) fl W f y (Q),
(27) ye y  almost everywhere in Q,
(28) f ( y c) -~f(y) weakly in La(Q).
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It follows from (23)—(26), (28) that (ü, y) is admissible and 
J{u,y) S  Hm J(uc, ye) =S Hm J fu E, ye) ^  J(u, y).
Being (u, y) optimal we conclude
J(ű, y) = lim J(uc, ye) = lim Jc(ut , y£) =  J («, y )
whence
(29) ue — u strongly in LP(Q),
(30) ye -*■ y  strongly in L y(Q).
(25), (26), (29), (30) imply
(31) ü — u, y = y.
Furthermore (28), (29) (or (25)), (31) and the relation UmJ(uc,y e)= J(u,y) 
imply (22).
Finally, (24), (29) (which is identical with (20)) and (22) imply
(32) A y ,- » - f ( y ) - u  strongly in U(Q).
Using the proposition, (30) and (32) yield (21). |
Lemma 3. The following relations hold true as e tends to 0:
(33) y, — y strongly in C(Q),
(34) f ( y e) - /G O  strongly in C(Ü),
(35) f '( y E) - / 'O ')  strongly in C(fl).
P roof. By the Sobolev imbedding theorem and by property (5) W2,y(Q 
cC (ß ), therefore (21) implies (33). (34) and (35) hence follow because /  and 
are locally uniformly continuous. |
Let us now set
P* = -J Mj'e +/(>'*) + M«ly“1 sgn (Ay, + f(yt) +  «„),
then pc£Ly'(Q) for all e>0.
L emma 4. For any £€ W2,*(Q)r\ Wq,,x(Q) we have
f  p£(d£+ /'(y£){)+ |/0 -£) - z <i|“' - 1 sgn ( f(y E) - z d) f '( y E)i+
+ \yt - y \ 7~1sgn(yc- y ) ^  dx = 0.
Proof. By the optimality of (w£,y £) we have
lt-o =  o
22
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provided that this derivative exists. And this is true, because, using Lebesgue’s 
dominated convergence theorem we obtain
ye+ tO -Je(uc, j e) _  i r dx |=  -  / -  
a aJ
_L r M (a  + +/(A + f<Ü) + ««I* -  |dye + f  (y£) + wE
+ ye , / -dx +
+  1 / ^ • ■yV d x -  f  \ f (ye) -  zdI*"1 sgn(/(y£) - zd) / ' 0 0 § +
+  j  Ma +ZCa Í +  ^ P “ 1 sgn (dA + /O e) +  W£)(d£ +f'(ye)£) +
+ \y£ ~ y ^ 1 sgn (ye - y) £ dx 
and the lemma is proved. |
Lemma 5. For any v£ U.id we have
J sgn uE)(v—uE) + \uc — u\ß~1 sgn (uE—u)(v—uE) dx ^  0.
ß
Proof. By the optimality of (uE, y e) we have
j^Je(u e+ t(v -u E), J £)|(=0 aO
if this derivative exists. (We cannot say more in general because ue may be eventually 
a boundary point of U.ld.) Taking into account that the sequence ut is bounded in 
Lß(Q), by Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem we obtain
Jc(ue + t(.v-uc), yE) - J E(uE, yE) _  r \uE + t(v -u c)\ß- \u E\ß= i l  f -
ß J
1 r + /(> ’«)+ »E+ '  (« -  w£)ly -  |dy£ + /  (yE)+ uE
-dx+
+ - /ye n
1 f \ue- u  + t( v -u E)\ß- \u E- u \ß
■ dx +
+ Jß Iß a
d x -  y’A |w /-1(sgnw£)(i>-w£) +
+  — |dy£ + f(ye) + M£r _1 sgn (Ays + f ( y E) + ut)(v -  w£) +  \uE- sgn (u, - u ) ( v -  uE)dx
and the lemma is proved. |
Lemma 6. The sequence pE is bounded in L y'(Q).
Proof. Assume on the contrary that
(36) Ia IIlhq) — 00
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for some subsequence. Being the sequence -— —5----  bounded in Ly'(Q), it is also
II P e l l  LV'fS))
bounded in IT2'*'(£>) by Lemmas 3, 4 and by Proposition. Applying (5) and the 
Rellich—Kondrasov theorem there exists therefore another subsequence such that
(37) ü—f*------ - q strongly in Z/(Q).
WPAiS'm
Passing to limit in Lemmas 4, 5 and using (20), (33)—(37) we obtain
(38) f  q(AZ+f'(y)l;)dx = 0, V ^ W 2^ (Q )0W ^(Q ),
.Q
(39) f q ( v - u ) d x ^ 0 ,  \Jv£Uad.
si
(6) and (39) imply q = 0 in co. Therefore, applying a unicity result of W. O. Amrein, 
A. M. Berthier and V. Georgescu [1], from (38) we conclude q = 0 in Í2. But this 
contradicts to (37) whence IMUv-cn)— 1. |
Now we are ready to prove our theorem. Applying Lemmas 2, 3, 4, 6 and 
Proposition, there exists a subsequence pe such that
(40) pt -+p weakly in W 2’*'(Q)nH/0hx'(Q).
Now (7) follows from (21) and (40) while (8) is obvious because (u,y) is admissible.
(9) and (10) follow from Lemmas 4, 5 if we pass to limit and use the relations (20), 
(33)—(35) and (40).
The theorem is proved, g
R emarks, (i) It is not necessary to apply the strong unicity result o f  
W. O. Amrein, A. M. Berthier and V. Georgescu. Indeed, being f'(y)£C (Q ) and 
qd B/2,a'(í2)n lTj'a'(fí) (by the proposition) a classical unicity result is also suffi­
cient for our purposes.
(ii) The special case p=2  of the proposition is much easier: instead of the 
results of S. Agmon, A. Doughs and L. Nirenberg it is then sufficient to use the 
regularity results only in the Hilbert space case. It is much more simple, see e.g.
[3], [4], However, this restricts our investigation to the case y—2, i.e. (in view of 
condition (5)) to the case n^3 .
(iii) The condition (6) (due to J. L. Lions) may be replaced by other condi­
tions, for example by Uad — {v£Lp(Q): v ^ 0  almost everywhere in fl} (this is due 
to F. Murat) or by 0£Uad and ||zd||L«(n) is sufficiently small (this type of condi­
tions is due to P. Rivera); see [6], pp. 327—328. It is then natural to ask whether 
Theorem 2 remains valid without any further assumption on Uad. In view of some 
recent results of M. Ramaswamy [7] this does not seem to be true.
22*
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OPTIMAL ALLOCATION OF TREATMENTS IN BLOCK DESIGNS
C. ST^PNIAK
Abstract
Possible allocations of treatments in the block designs with fixed or random block effects are 
compared by estimation of the general mean and treatment effects. It is shown that the orthogonal 
allocation is optimal.
1. General background
Consider models where the expectation of an observable random vector X 
depends linearly on several parameters, but only some of the parameters are of 
interest. The assumption can be written in
(1.1) EX=Aa + Bß 
and
(1.2) C o \X = V y,
where A and B are known matrices, a and ß are unknown vectors of parameters, 
while Vy is a symmetric non negative definite matrix depending on a parameter 
yZr. It is assumed that the parameter a is of interest while ß and y are nuisance 
parameters.
We shall say that a random vector X  is subject to the linear model 
L(Aix + Bß, Vy\y£r) if the conditions (1.1) and (1.2) hold. The usual block design 
with fixed or random block effects defines such a model. If F— {y0}, i.e. the case 
of known covariance, we may write L(Aoi+Bß,V) instead of L(Atx+Bß, Vy\y=y0). 
Similarly, in the case when the all parameters of the expectation are of interest, we 
may write L(Aa, Vy\y£r) instead of L(Aot+Oß, Vy\ydr).
Suppose X  and Y are subject, respectively, to the linear models
L iA ^+ B .ß , Vy\y tr )  and L(A2ot+B2ß, Wy\y^r).
We shall write LiAyOt+Biß, Vy\y£r)'?-L(A2cl+B2ß, Wy\y£r) if for any function 
iß of a  and for any unbiased estimator b'Y  of iß, provided a such exists, there is 
an unbiased estimator a!X of iß such that Var (a'A ')sVar (b'Y) for all possible 
values of a, ß and y.
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The ordering >- will be used to the comparison of the allocations of treatments 
in the block designs with fixed or random treatment effects. For some results in 
this case see Kiefer [3], Stepniak [5] and Stcpniak, Wang and Wu [8].
Throughout this paper the usual matrix notation will be used. Among others 
if A is a matrix then A' and A~  will denote, respectively, the transposition and a 
generalized inverse of A. For any two symmetric matrices A and B the symbol A ^ B  
means that A —B is non negative definite (n.n.d.). Moreover, the symbol Rn stands 
for the «-dimensional Euclidean space represented by the column vectors.
2. The results
Consider an allocation of v treatments with replications tu  tv in & blocks 
of sizes bk, ...,bk, where £  h—2  bj=n. It will be convenient to order the n 
observations in the way “block by block” and to identify the allocation with a matrix 
D = (dij) of nXv defined by
rl if the i-th observation refers to the j-th treatment, 
lO otherwise.
The allocation D may be considered in the block design with fixed block effects, 
corresponding with the model
(2.1) L([lJ.D]a + Bß, yln\y =» 0)
or in the block design with random block effects, corresponding with the model
(2.2) £([1„|D]«, V(y0, yi)\y0 >  0, Vl S  0), 
where 1„ is the column of n ones,
B =  diag(ltl, ..., l4k)
and
v{y0, Vi) =  yoh+yi diag(lfcli*x, ..., i ikl£t).
The parameters a=(/i, al5 ..., ac)' and /? =  C/?i, ..., ßk)' in the model (2.1) refer 
to the general mean, the treatment effects and the block effects, while in the model
(2.2) the block effects are represented by the variance component .
We shall say that an allocation D0 is at least as good as an allocation D in the 
block design with fixed block effects if
(2.3) L([l„ : D0]oc + B0ß, yl„\y >  0) >  L((l„ : D]«+Bß, yl„\y >  0).
Similarly, D0 is at least as good as D in the block design with random block effects if
(2.4) L([ 1„ ; A>K V0(yo,yi)\y0 > 0 ,y 1 s 0 )> -  L([l„ = D]a, V(y0, >  0, yk S  0).
Let 2  be a class of allocations. An allocation is said to be optimal
within Q> in the block design with fixed/random block effects if the condition (2.3)/(2.4) 
holds for all DdS).
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Some another criterions of optimality as A-, D- and £-optimality were con­
sidered by several authors, among others by Kiefer [2]—[4], It is known that the 
optimality defined above implied A-, D- and £-optimality.
To each allocation D corresponds the incidence matrix Nd=D'B. An alloca­
tion D is said to be orthogonal if ND = ^ tb ' ,  where t= (t1, ..., tv)' and 
b=(bu  ..., bk)'.
Denote by @(tk, ..., tv) the class of possible allocations of treatments with 
replications tlf t0 over all possible blocks with total capacity 2  t(, i.e. 
for all k s 2  U and for all bx, ...,bk such that 2  bt= 2  h- Let D0 and D be 
members of 2 ( t lt ..., tv). A necessary and sufficient condition for (2.3), given by 
Kiefer ([3], p. 288), is
A'0A0-A '0B0(B'0B0)-B'0A0-A 'A + A 'B (B 'B )-B 'A  £  0, 
where A = [l„ • D]. Thus we get immediately
Lemma 1. For any D0, DZ3)(t1, ...,t„) the allocation D0 is at least as good 
as the allocation D in the block design with fixed block effects i f  and only i f
is n.n.d.
Now consider the allocations D0 and D in the block design with random effects.
Lemma 2. For any D0, D^S>(t1, ..., tv) the allocation D0 is at least as good 
as the allocation D in the block design with random block effects i f  and only i f
Hd(q) £  HDo(q) for all q  £  0,
where HM=N„<B“g . . . . . - p T - - )  K -
Proof. It follows from a result of Stepniak and Torgersen [7] (see also St^pniak
[5], [6]) that a necessary and sufficient condition for (2.2) is
(2.5) [ ^ ]  v -H 7o, yi)[in : A > ] - [ ^ ]  r - H v o , ^  o
for all yo> 0  and ViSO. As
v  1^ 0,yi) = ^ [ /n_ediag(T T M  1‘l1*1’ ‘" ’T + ^ e  lfcfc 1*0 ]*
where e=yi/y0, the condition (2.5) is reduced to
■VvHDV X H p ]  \K H DX % H DA
h d k  i h 'd j £ 0 .(2.6)
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Thus we only need to show that, for any two symmetric matrices A1 and A2 
of dimension vXv, the condition A1—A2^ 0  is equivalent to ß 1—ß 2=0, where
r v,A ,ik
L A i\v At \
i =  1,2.
If B1—B2^ 0 then A1—A2^ 0  evidently. Conversely, if Ak—A2=0 then, for any 
vector x of vX 1 and for any scalar xn we get
[x 0 , x  ] ( ^ i — B2) =  (xoK~bx ')(A i—A 2)(x0lv+x) = 0 .
This completes the proof, g
T h eorem  1. Any orthogonal allocation D0 o f  v treatments with replications 
h , ..., tv is optimal within the class S>(tj, ..., tv) in the block design with fixed block 
effects.
P r o o f . It follows from the definition of the orthogonal allocation that
where t= (t1, ..., tv)'. On the other hand, by definition of 3> we get t—ND\k to 
each Thus, by Lemma 1, we only need to show the condition
(2.7) ndiag 1 * 1 ^ 0
for all D£3>. The condition may be easily obtained from the following result of 
Farebrother [1]: For any matrix A of kXk,  for any vector x of kX  1 and for any 
positive scalar c the matrix cA — xx ' is non negative definite if and only if x'A~1x=c. 
This completes the proof. £
Now consider the problem of optimal allocation of treatments in the block 
design with random block effects. Denote by £&(tlt ..., tv; bx, ..., bk) the class of 
possible allocations of v treatments with replications q , ..., tv in k blocks of sizes
1Íbi, . .. ,b k. We shall restrict our attention to the case bk= ...=bk= -r .
K
Let t f f  be integer for i=  1, ..., v. Then there exists an orthogonal allocation 
D0 with the incidence matrix NDt=(niJ), where nij= ti/k.
T heo rem  2. The orthogonal allocation D0 is optimal within the class
n n \
in the block design with random block effects.
P r o o f . The Theorem follows immediately from Lemma 2 and from the result 
of Farebrother, mentioned above. I
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R em ark . The assumption £* = ...= £ > *  is substantial. To see it consider two 
allocations D0 and D with the incidence matrices
N -  = Ü «] “ d "» = [? ?]•
respectively. Then
i^)o(O) =  10 [2 4], tfa(0) = 2 [* *]
and the condition Hd(q) ^ H Do(q) is not satisfied. Thus, by Lemma 2, the alloca­
tion D0 is not optimal because it is not at least as good as D.
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EXPECTATION IN METRIC SPACES 
R. PICK
We have been working for a while on the following problem: Let tlt ti , ... 
be i.i.d.r.v.-s of exponential distribution with paraméteri, and set T ~ t 1+ t2+ 
Suppose that at time Tk a point Pk is settled on the unit sphere S, the points Pk, P2, ... 
are i.i.d.r.v.-s of uniform distribution on S, furthermore the tr s and Pt-s are inde­
pendent. Each of the points Pt generates a process vUJ; Qitj similar to the process 
tk, Pk but these processes have only finite number of elements Vt and the generated 
points Q,j on S follow the cosine law with center Pt. We do not know the para­
meters of these processes, and we are able to observe only the points QitJ at the 
time Tl'j= T i+viil+vt'2 + ,.,+Vij of their appearence. The problem is to estimate 
the process {(Pk, Tk, Uk); k — 1, 2, ...} where Uk is the time of extinction of the 
process generated by Pk. To the solution of this problem we would like to apply 
the Kalman-filter technic, which works with conditional expectations.
What makes the problem rather sophisticated is the fact that the target of filtra­
tion, i.e. the system constituted from the simultaneously existing points Pt is not 
an Euclidean space. That is why we extend here the concept of mathematical expecta­
tion to the case of metric spaces. Such extensions were considered previously by 
Hans [3], Sverdrup—Thygeson [5] and Grenander [2], Hans has introduced the con­
cept of generalized random variable and extended the concept of mathematical 
expectation to Banach spaces. Sverdrup—Thygeson gave a definition similar to 
ours and proved an a.s. theorem on the empirical expectation. Grenander continued 
the investigation of Banach space valued random variables. We shall prove here 
continuity of expectation with respect to the Prohorov metric under a suitable 
moment constraint.
We would like to emphasize that our result does not give a direct solution to 
the problem described above, it only represents a step that appears necessary towards 
such a solution.
Let (£2, sd, p) be a probability space, (X, d) a metric space, and let <r-algebra 
S3 in X  be generated by open subsets of X. Let y  be a generalized random variable 
from (£2, sd, jx) to (X, 3$) with probability distribution P on (X, S3).
Assumption 1. (Property of the space X.) Every closed and bounded subset of 
X  is compact.
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Assumption 2. (Property of the variable y.) There exists xQ£X  such that 
f  d2( y ,x 0)dP<°°.
X
D efinition. Let V(x)= j  d2(y, x)dP(y), i.e. V(x) is the expectation of the 
x
r.v. d 2(y, x) for fixed x£X. Let us define in the metric space X  the expectation of y  by
Ey = {x£X: V(x) = inf V(t)}.
Thus the expectation is a subset of X. If X  is an Euclidean space then Ey  is the expec­
tation in the usual sense.
Example. Let A'be a two-dimensional Euclidean space with distance d(x, y) = 
— max {lx;— y,|} where x;, y t are coordinates of x and y, respectively. Let P be uni­
form distribution on the Cartesian product of the sets {(—3 c*!«: — 2)U(2<x1<3)} 
and { —1 < x2< 1} . Then Ey  is the Cartesian product of the sets {xj — 0} and 
{ —l-=x2-=l}. This example shows that Ey need not be a single point.
Lemma 1. Let Assumption 2 be satisfied, then the function V(x) = Ed2(y, x) is 
continuous.
P roof.
|F(x)-F(x„)| ^  f  \d2( y ,x ) - d 2(y ,x 0)\dP rá
X
=  f  ((2d(y, Xq) + d (xqx))) d(x0,x)dP -  2d(x0, x) f  d(y, x0)dP + d2(x0, x). 
x x
Using Assumption 2 we have that F(x)->-F(x0) if x~*xn. From the above argu­
ment it can be seen that Ed 2(y, x)<°° for arbitrary x£X. Thus Assumption 2 
implies that F(x)<°° for arbitrary xf^X and we can substitute x0 in the above 
argument with an arbitrary x.
Lemma 2. Let Assumption 2 be satisfied, and D%=Ed2(y, x0). Then
(1) Ed2(y, x) ^  (d(x, x0) —D0)2 for any xd X  suchthat d (x ,x0) ^ D 0. 
Proof. The triangular inequality implies that
d(x, x0) = Ed(y, x) +  Ed(y, x0) S  YEd2(y, x) + (Ed2(y, x0) 
which in turn implies (1).
Remark 1. If D2=Ed2(y, x0)<°° for some x0dX, then by Lemma 2, d(x, x0)>  
>kD 0 implies Ed2(y, x)>[(& — 1)D0]2. In applying this for k —2 we get that Ey 
is contained in the sphere of center x0 and radius 2D0.
Corollary of Lemmas 1 and 2. Assumption 2 implies that V(x) = Ed2(y, x) is 
bounded and uniformly continuous in any compact subset o f X. I f  Assumption 1 holds, 
too, then V(x) has a minimum value, thus Ey is not void.
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Let y and z random variables in (X, cl) with distributions P and Q, respectively. 
Let us denote the Prohorov distance of P and Q by L(P, Q), and the e-neighbour­
hood of a set H by He. Let us remember that the Prohorov distance is defined by
L(P, Q) =  inf {ő: P(F) <  Q(FS)+Ö for all closed F ez X}.
Further on we need the corollary of Theorem 11 of Strassen [2]:
Let (X, d) be complete separable metric space. Then
L(P, Q )  = inf {5: there is a probability measure R in X x X  
with marginals P and Q such that R(d(x, x') >  S) <  <5}.
L e m m a  3 . Let Assumption 1 be satisfied. Then (X, d) is complete separable 
metric space.
Proof. According to the Assumption 1 every closed ball is compact. Thus the 
unit ball is complete and separable. This implies, that the space X  is complete and 
separable because necessarily every Cauchy sequence is part of an enough big ball.
L e m m a  4 .  Let (X , d )  be a metric space satisfying Assumption 1. Let y and 
z be random variables in {X, d) with distribution P and Q, respectively.
I f  for a ö such that 0<<5-= 1 we have
(i) L(P,Q)<<5
and there is a K<°° such that for some x0£X  
Ed4(y,x0) <  K  
Ed4(z, x0) <  K
\Ed2(z ,x )-E d 2(y,x)\ <  AS,
d (x, x0) <  fK \ A = 8 f K + 4 \ k .
Proof. According to Lemma 2 we can use Corollary of Theorem 11 of Stras- 
sen’s. Hence if L (P, Q)<<5 a joint distribution R of the random variable (y, z) 
can be given in the space X x X  such that R(i/(y, z)><5)<<5.
Then
\EcF(z,x)-Ed2(y,x)\ ==
^  J  \d2(z, x )—d2(y, x)\dR+ j  d2(y, x)clR+ f  d2(z,x)dR = Jx + J2+J3.
d(y,z)-cd d(y,z)>-0 d(y,  z ) ä i
Here for the first term we have
-= i5(Ed(z, x) + Ed(y, x)).
We can estimate the next term in the following way
J$ =  [Ed2(y, x)l(d(y, z) >  <5)]2 ^  Edl(y, x)R(d(y, z) >  Ő) ^  16KŐ 
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Here the triangular inequality implies that
4 _
Ed*(x, y) -c 16K if d(x, x0) -=
and the estimation of / 3 is similar. Summing up our estimations we get
\Ed2(z ,x )-E d 2(y, x)| & 4<5 ]/K+%fd <5(4 + 8 fK ).
T heorem. Let Assumption 1 be satisfied and y be an X-valued r.v. with distribu­
tion P such that Ec/'(y, x0) < K for some x f X .  Then to any £>0 there exists d>0 
such that for another r.v. z with distribution Q satisfying Ed4(z, x0)<Af, the con­
dition L {P, Q)<<5 implies Ezcr(Ey),,.
Proof. Let e>0 be fixed. Assumption 1 and Remark 1 imply that for the
quantities D\= inf Ed2(y, x) and xHEy)'
D2 =  inf Ed2(y, x)
x £ X
one has D\ >  D2.
Let A be the same constant as in Lemma 4 and let <5 be defined by 5 = { I f  — D2)/2A. 
Then for this S and for any Q meeting the conditions of the theorem, Lemma 4
4 _
implies that for any xE Eyc-jx: d(x, x0)< 4  ]lK} we have Ed2(z, x )^ D 2 + őÁ<D2 
which results in Ezc(Ey)s.
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ON THE DECOMPOSITION OF A LATTICE-REGULAR MEASURE 
WITH RESPECT TO A MAPPING
P. GRASSI
A generalization of a measure decomposition theorem is presented. Measures 
defined on locally compact topological spaces are now considered in the more 
general lattice setting and a decomposition is obtained via a lattice continuous 
mapping from one lattice space into another. The noted topological application, as 
well as others, are immediate consequences.
1. Introduction
Our principal aim in this paper is to generalize an important theorem of Herz [7] 
to an abstract lattice-regular measure situation. The theorem of Herz has been 
utilized by Bauer [3] to investigate conditions under which a continuous map between 
locally compact spaces will be conservative. Here, we consider a map T : X —Y 
wirre X  and Y are arbitrary sets, Lt and L2 are lattices of subsets of X  and Y, respec­
tively, and T is Lx—L2 continuous (see below).
If v€Mr(L2), the (x-smooth L2-regular measures on A(L2), the algebra gen­
erated by L2, we seek conditions for v so that v can be represented as the sum of 
an induced measure /tT-1, jit Mr(Lx), and a suitable v'£M«(L2). Specific top­
ological choices for X  and Y and the lattices Lt and L2 yield Herz’s result. How­
ever, it will be clear that many other choices are possible. In particular, we show 
how these ideas yield quite readily a new proof of an important result of Hardy 
and Lacey [6].
We begin with a brief review of the lattice and measure theoretic terminology 
used throughout, and then proceed to a consideration of extending and restricting 
lattice-regular measures. The main treatment of the decomposition theorem then 
follows with several applications.
2. Notation and terminology
L will always denote a lattice of subsets of some abstract set X. Without loss 
of generality, we will assume that X  and 0 belong to L. L is a ö-lattice if L is closed 
under countable intersections. A(L) and a(L) denote the algebra and u-algebra 
respectively generated by L, and <5(L) will represent the lattice obtained by taking
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Prim ary 28A 60; Secondary 28A 32.
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the collection of all countable intersections of elements in L. L is said to be countably 
compact provided that whenever X  is covered by countably many sets, of the form 
L'i, L f i L, there exists a finite subcovering. If Lxc L 2 where both Lx and L2 are 
lattices on the same set X, L2 is Li countably paracompact provided that whenever 
jL;|0, L f i L2, there exist L fiLx such that L;cZ- for each i and Z -1 0 .
M r (L) will denote the collection of all finitely additive, positive and finite 
valued, L-regular measures on A(L), and M R(L) will represent those members of 
M r (L) which are <r-smooth on A(L). We will often assume that a measure p£M aR (L) 
has been extended to o{L) without any change of notation. It is also noted that if 
p£M R(L) then p is <5(L)-regular on <r(L). The outer and inner measures of pdM R(L) 
will be written p* and p*, respectively.
Further notation consistent with the above may be found in Bachman and 
Sultan [2] and Grassi [4],
3. Regular measures on sublattices
We begin by considering conditions for which c-smooth, lattice-regular measures 
on X  may be restricted to a lattice determined by suitable subspaces of the lattice 
space while preserving the regularity. We will also attempt to extend the regularity 
from subspaces of X  to the whole space.
Lemma 3.1. Suppose p£M R(L) and B£cr(L). Define p0(BC\E)=p(BC\E) 
where E€o(L). Then pü£M r {BC\X).
Proof. Clear. |
In order for the converse of Lemma 3.1 to be true we must take B£L as we 
see in the following lemma.
Lemma 3.2. Suppose p0£ M r (BC\L) and B£L. Define p(E)=p0(BC\E) where 
Edo(L). Then pdM aR{L).
Proof. If AfA(L), there exists L fL  such that p0(B C) A )—p0(B C\ L)< e, 
BC\LczBC\A. But p(A) — p(BC\L)=p0(BnA )— p0(Br\L)<E and BClLczA. Since 
BC\L£L  it follows that pfM^CL). |
D efinition. Suppose B a X . B is p-thick if p*(B)=p(X) where p£M R(L).
The following measure is thus well-defined. (Cf. Halmos [5].)
Lemma 3.3. Suppose p£M R(L) and assume B is p-thick. Define p0(BC\E)= 
= p{E) where Efa(L). Then p0fM R(BflL).
Proof. Clear, g
We note that if B is /r-thick then pt (B’)=(). Therefore p*(BC\A) = p(A) — 
= p0(B nA ), A€<r(L). We state this result formally.
Lemma 3.4. Suppose pdM R (L) and assume B is p-thick. I f  p0 is as in Lemma 3.3. 
then p0=p* on cr(B PlL).
We now show that for any subset W of X  and for a given measure p£MR(L), 
we can construct a measure v on a subspace of X  on which W is v-thick.
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L emma 3.5. Suppose /i€MjJ(L) and L is a 8-lattice. Let WczX. Then there 
exists B£o(L) and a measure v£Mr (BC1L) such that W is v-thiclc.
P roof. Since p is L-regular on cr(L),
p*(W)=  inf p ( L \  L i L.tr C.L
Therefore,
p*QV)= lim p(L'„) = p ( n  L'n)n~+°° n =  1
where W<zL'n, L'n\ and Lni L. Let B=°f\L'n. Define v{BnE)=p(BD E),
E ioiL). By Lemma 3.1, v€M^(BflL). Also, since WczB, v*(W)=p*{W)=  
= p(B)=v(B). I
Assuming the conditions of Lemma 3.5 are satisfied, let us define a measure 
v„ on a(IVflL) as follows:
v0(W n E ) = v(Bf)E), E ia (L).
By Lemma 3.3, v0iM Í(W C 1L). Since p*=v* on all subsets of B, p*=v* on all 
subsets of W. But v*=v„ on a(W HL) by Lemma 3.4. Therefore, p*=v0 on 
o(W HL). Summarizing we have:
L emma 3.6. Suppose p iM ^{L) and assume L is a 8-lattice. I f  W c z X  then 
P*\wnLÍMZ(WnL).
Our final result of this section investigates the relationship between a given 
outer measure on some lattice and the outer measure obtained by restricting the 
given measure to a sublattice.
L emma 3.7. Suppose Lj and L2 are both lattices on X  and assume L1c L 2. Let 
v£Mr (L2) and v|Ll=/r. Then
1. v*^p*
2. v*=p* iff p* = v on L '.
P ro o f . 1. Clear.
2. If v*=p* then clearly p*=v on L2. Suppose p*=v on L2.
v*(S) =  inf ^£A (L 2).
S c  "  A .  i= 1i-l
Since v is L2-regular, for each ^,£A(L2) there exists L',£L2 such that 
S v(Z.;)-£/2', AicL'i. Thus,
v*(S)+£S Í v ( z l f) S  l v ( L 0 - e
Í-1 i=l
for some sequence of sets {A ,},




v* (S )+ 2 £ s  2  K A ) =  2 A  (A ) s  A (  Ü  A )  s  A (  Ü A,) s  p*(S).i=1 i = l i=l i=l
Combining this result with that of part 1 we see that v*=n*. |
4. The decomposition theorem
In this section we prove a general decomposition theorem which states that 
if T: X-~Y  is Lx—L2 continuous then under the stated conditions, a measure 
v£M r (L2) can be expressed as the sum of the measures pT~x and V, where Lx)
and fiT ~ x, v'fMg(L2). We will also show that V vanishes on a certain class of 
subsets of Y.
D e f in it io n . Let T : X —Y  where Lx and L2 are lattices on X  and Y, respectively. 
T  is Lx—L2 continuous if T _1(L2)GL1 for each L2€L2.
We begin with some preliminary results.
Lemma 4.1. Suppose T: X —Y. Let v£M£(Z.2) and let {Sa} be a class o f sub­
sets o f  Lx such that T S f Y 2 for all a. I fS  equals the o-ring generated by {7W,} and 
i f  a= su p v (£ ), then:
l BSc<7(L2).
2. There exist T?x, . . . ,Bn, ... such that lim v(Bn) = a and v(B0)—a where
n -p + o o
oo
Bü— U Bt and each B f S .
3. I f  L2 is a 5-lattice define v0(E)= v(EnBo) and v'(E)=v(EC\B'ü), E ^a(L2). 
Then v0, v fM £ (L2) and v=v0+v'. Furthermore, v'(TSx)= 0 for all a.
P r o o f  1. Follows immediately from the fact that
{TSJ c  L2 c  ct(L2).
2. Clear.
3. Let E£o{L2) and let e> 0  be given. Then v(E)— v(L)<e for some L cE , 
L€L2. But v0(E)— v0(L)=v((Er\B0)— L)s v (E)—v(L)< e. Therefore v0£M r (L2). 
Similarly, v'^M r (L2). Also,
v(E) = v(EC](B0[JB^)) = v(Ei]B0) + v(Er\B^) =
=  v„(£)+v'(£), Eeo(L2).
Suppose v'(TSx)=v(TSar\B'0)> 0. Let A = B0U T S ^S . Then A=B0U(TSaC\B'0) 
and hence v(^4)>v(50), a contradiction. |
Lemma 4.2. Suppose v /M J  (L) and v„fv. Assume v„(X)<c for all n and for 
some constant c. Then v£Mjj(L).
P r o o f . If ^4£A(L) then clearly v(A) is finite. Let £>0 be given. Then vn(A)— 
— v„ ( L „ ) < £/ 2 ,  L„^L, LnczA for all n. Let B= {J L„. We assume L„\B. Then
n— 1
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B£.o{ L) and vn(A)—vn(B)<e/2, B e  A. Therefore, lim (v„(A)—v„(B))=v(A)—
— v(B)^e/2. But v (B )-v (L N)<e/2 for N  large since v is cr-smooth on <r(L). Thus 
v(A)— v ( L n ) < e  and LNa A . f
L emma 4.3. Suppose T: X-»Y. Assume T  is Lx—L2 continuous and L2 is a 
6-lattice. Let p£M£(Lj) and L2). Suppose {Sa} is as in Lemma 4.1.
I f  there exists a set S<£ {5,} such that p (X )—p(S)< e then using the notation o f 
Lemma 4.1, (pT~1)0= p T ~1 and {p T ~ f=  0.
P roof. Let B0 and S be as in Lemma 4.1 and let a=pT~1(B0). Suppose 
Then a ^ p T ~ 1(T S )^p (S ). Therefore, p(X)—a ^p (X )—p(Se)<e for 
some S£e{Sa} and hence p(X)=a. Let ££<t(L2). (pT~1) \E )= p T -1{EC\B'0) ^  
^ p T - '(B Z )= p T - '(Y ) -p T - l (B0)= p (X )-a = 0 . Therefore, pT~'= (pT~ ')0. |
D efinition . If ju€M«( L), pis supported by fFCir(L) if p(W )=p(X).
L emma 4.4. Suppose T: X —Y is Lx—L2 continuous where L2 is a 8-lattice. 
Let {Sj,} and S be as in Lemma 4.1 and let q£M r (L2) where q is supported by IV£S.
Define Rn= \J Sh Sfi {S',,} and Ra, = \J S t. Finally, assume that for each Rn
i=i i=i
and for each v€ M r (77?„|TL2) there exists M ]J(/? „ n L 1) such that v=XT~1. 
Then Q—p T -1 for some p£Mr (L]).
Proof. Clearly, W c \ J  TSi for some sequence {S;}, Sfi{Sx} and hence o
i = l
is supported by 77?«,. Consider e„=elyj!„nL2- From Lemma 3.1, Q„£MR(TRnr\L2). 
Since Q(TRa,C\E)= q ( E ) ,  q„í q . By assumption there exists pfiM^(R„C\'L1) such 
that en= PnT~1- If fin(É)=pn(R„r\É), É£o(Lt), then from Lemma 3.2, LJ.
Let p be such that ß„\p. Now Q(TRoa)^Q n(TRn) = pnT - 1(TRn)ezp„(Rn)= iln(X). 
From Lemma 4.2 it follows that p£Mr (Lj). Furthermore, if £Co-(L2), q(E)= 
= Um Qn(E )= pT-'(E ). In—oo
The following result is due to Bachman and Sultan [1] and is needed in the 
sequel.
L emma 4.5. Suppose L, and L2 are lattices on X  and suppose Lj CL2. I f  L2 
is Lx-countably paracompact or i f  L2 is countably compact then any p £M r (LÍ) 
extends to v<zMj[ (L2).
The following decomposition theorem generalizes a theorem found in Herz [7],
T heorem  4.1. Let T: X-+Y be Lj—L2 continuous where L2 is a 8-lattice and 
let {S*} be a class o f subsets o f L, which is closed under finite unions and such that 
TSX£L2 for all a. I f  SflLj is S(TT^HLa) countably paracompact or i f  SflLj 
is countably compact for all S€{Sa} then for any v£M r(L2), v—pT~1+ v' where 
p T ~ \ v fiM z (L2), pfM Z iU ) and v\T S)= 0  for all Se{Sa}.
P roof. Let v£M r (L2). From Lemma 4.1, v=v0+v' where v0, v'£A/r(L2) 
and v'(T5)=0 for all {S’*}. If B0 is as in our previous discussion, v0 is supported 
by B0. Consider T restricted to S and let t€M k(TSITL2). Define qT~1(B )= t (B), 
B£a{TSCIL2). Clearly, e€M «(Sn7’_1(L2)). From Lemma 4.5 it follows that q
23*
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can be extended to ).£M"i (SC\'Ll). Therefore, I T  1= z  and thus from Lemma 4.4, 
v0—juT-1 for some / .  |
C o r o l l a r y  4.1. Suppose T: X—T is Ly —L2 continuous and onto where L2 
is a 5-lattice. Suppose AT {Sa} where {Sa} is as in Theorem 4.1. I f  S 
is S D 7’_1(L2) countably paracompact or i f  S i)  L t is countably compact for each 
ST {S’*} then v=pT~l for any vfM ^(L 2) where
P r o o f . V(TX)=V(Y)=0. The proof now follows immediately from Theo­
rem 4.1. y
Let Fx and Fy denote the closed sets of the 7Vtopological spaces X  and Y, 
respectively, and let Kx and Ky, respectively, denote the lattices of compact sets of 
X  and Y  in the topological sense. (We note that this particular setting is that given 
in Herz [7].)
C o r o l l a r y  4.2 (Hardy and Lacey [6]). Suppose T . X ^ Y  where X  and Y are 
compact Hausdorff spaces. I fT  is continuous and onto then v = pT~1 for any v€ A/jJ (Fy), 
where p^M ^(F x).
P r o o f . Let L ^ F *  = KX= {Sa}. L2= F y= K y. The result follows immediately 
from Corollary 4.1. |
In conclusion we note that we may obtain a somewhat more general result 
than that of Corollary 4.2 since Y  need not be compact. In this case simply let L2 =  
=  Kyc F y.
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RINGS IN WHICH ADDITIVE MAPPINGS ARE MULTIPLICATIVE
S. DHOMPONGSA and J. SANWONG
In [4] Sullivan raised the problem of determining all rings R that satisfy the 
property: every additive mapping from R into itself is multiplicative; we shall refer 
to this property as property (A), and note in passing that if a ring R satisfies the 
property: every multiplicative mapping from R into itself is additive, then R can 
be highly non-trivial (see [2]).
Our first aim in this paper is to show that near-rings with an identity and prop­
erty (A) are isomorphic to Z2. After doing this we consider the situation when an 
identity is not assumed.
Recall [3] that a (right) near-ring is a set R with two operations +  and • such 
that (R, + ) is a group, (R, ■) is a semigroup and • is right distributive over + .
Theorem 1. I f  R is a near-ring with identity 1 and property (A) then R — {0, 1}.
Proof. The map f(x )= xa  is additive and so xya=xaya for all x, y, a£R. 
In particular, y0=ly0=0j>0=0 (since 0z=0 for all R) and a=a2 for all 
a£R. Hence —1 = (—1)2=1 and so x + x = 0  for all x£R. Thus, — x = x =  
= x (— 1) • 1 • (— l)= x (— 1) and so (see [3], Proposition 1.109(a)) the operation + 
is commutative. We can now regard R as a vector space over Z2 with scalars written 
on the right (we thank Dr. N. Punnim for this observation). Suppose |R |>2, fix 
ű€ R \{ 0, 1} and choose a basis B for R such that 1 ,a£B  (see [1], Ch. 9). Now 
let /( l)= a , f(a)=  1, /(x )= 0  for ail x £ ß \{ l ,  a) and extend /  to a linear trans­
formation from R into itself (again with scalars on the right). Then /  is additive 
and property (A) implies 0= /(0 )= /[(l + a)a]= l + a, a contradiction.
We now consider near-rings without identity: unfortunately, to obtain any 
satisfactory result in this situation we must assume the near-ring is in fact a ring.
Theorem 2. I f  R is a ring without non-zero nilpotents but satisfies property (A) 
then |R |^2.
Proof. The map k (x )= x + x  implies xy+ xy= 0 for all x, y£R  and so 
x2 + x2= 0  for all x€R. Hence (x+x)2=0 and so x + x = 0  for all x€R. Also, 
using the map k(x)=ax  for each fixed a£R, we obtain x3= x4 for all x£R.
Note that we can again regard R as a vector space over Z2. Suppose there exist 
distinct e1, e2£ R \Q  such that c1e,2^  span {eu e2} and choose a basis B for R
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 2 0M ; Secondary 20M 25.
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such that e1,e2,e1 e2£B. Let f(e í)= f(e2)=el , f(e 1e2)=e2 and /(x )= 0  for all 
x C ü 'x fo , e2,e le2}. Since the linear extension of /  to the whole of R is additive, 
we have el=f(e1)f(e2)= f(e 1e2)= e2. Since 0=(<??+ef)2, we have el+e2~0. Hence 
exe2—e2, a contradiction. Hence we may suppose exe2(z{0, elt e2, e1+e2} for dis­
tinct ex,e 2£ R \ 0. We choose a basis C for R such that e1,e 2£C. If ele2=e1, 
let g(ei)= e1,g(e2)=0 and extendg to a linear map on R. Then 0=el0=g(el)g(e2)= 
=g(exe2)=g(e 1)—e1, a contradiction. If e1e2=e1 + e2, let h(e1)=h(e2)=e1 and 
extend h to a linear map on R. Then 0=e1+e1 — h(e1) + h(e2)=h(e1 + e2)=h(e1e2)= 
= h(e1)h(e2)=el, a contradiction. So, we can now assume exe2=0 for all distinct 
e i,e 2€ R ' \ 0; in particular, for such ex, e2 we have e1(e1+e2)=0 and so ej=e1e2=0 
which is impossible. Hence, |i? |^ 2  as required.
If  we now consider rings that possibly contain nilpotents and satisfy property (A), 
the most we can establish is the following.
T heorem 3. I f  R is a ring that satisfies property (A) and contains an element 
satisfying a3^  0 then R is commutative.
Proof. By considering the additive maps f(x)= ax, f(x )= x+ x, / ( x )= x +ax 
and f(x )= x+ xa  for each fixed a£R we obtain axy = axay, xy +  xy = 0, and 
xya=xay=axy. Consequently,
x H y 3 = x4+ y 4 =  (x+y)4 =  (x+y)3 =  x3+ y 2x + x 2y + y 3
which implies x2y= y2x. We choose, by Zorn’s Lemma, a maximal ideal M  of R 
so that a3$M. Thus M  has the property: x3y3£M=*x3£M  or a3y 3£M. For 
suppose x3y3£M  and x3$M. Then M + Rx3 is an ideal containing M U{x3} 
(since (x3)2= x3) and so a3£M + R x3. That is, a3—m + rx3 for some m fM , r£R 
and then a3y3—my3+rx3y 3^ M . Now fix bZR and define cp by: cp(x)—0 if x3€M 
and f(x )= b 2 if x3$M. If x 3, y3£M, then (x+y)3= x 3+y3£M and cp(x+y)— 
— 0 —cp(x) + (p(y)', if x3€M, y3$M, then (x+y)3$M and (p(x+y) = b2 = <p(x)+ 
+ cp(y); if x3, y3<{M, then a3x3y 3$M  (otherwise, a3x3y 3£Af=>y3£M  or (a3)2x 3£M=> 
=>a3x3€Af=*x3€M or a3=(a3)2£M, a contradiction). But x3y3(x+y)3=0£M  
where a3x3y3|M . Hence (x+y)3£M and so in this case we have <p(x)+ (p(y)= 
—b2+b2= 0—(p(x+y). That is, cp is additive. Now since M  is an ideal and a3$M, 
we have a,a2$M  and so, by property (A), cp(a2)—(cp(a))2. That is b2=(b2)2 for 
all b£R. Hence,
(x+ y)2 =  (x+y)4 - x4+ y 4 =  x2+ y 2 
for all x, y€R and we conclude that xy=yx for all x ,ydR.
Acknowledgement. We are grateful to Dr. R. P. Sullivan for his helpful guidance 
during the preparation of this paper.
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Dragomirescu [1] considers a class of pseudo-quadratic programs of the type
(1) Min <p(c'x, x'Vx) (xGAf),
where c is a given n component (column) vector, V is a given «X« positive definite 
symmetric matrix, and X  is the polyhedron
(2) X  = { A x ^ b ,  0}.
By assuming (p=cp(u1, u2) to be convex on X, and cp to have continuous partial 
derivatives <pUl, cpU2, and tpu > 0, he shows that (1) is equivalent to the parametric 
quadratic programming problem
(3) Min (Ac'x+x'Ux), (x<EX), 
where A is a real parameter.
Indeed, the problem (1) is equivalent to problem (3). However, Dragomirescu’s 
[1] procedure for solving (3) is in error, and he solves his numerical illustrative 
example incorrectly. He considers the problem
(4) Min (A ( —4xx—6x2) +xj+2x1 x 2 + 2x1}, 
subject to
(5) Xx+x2 S. 2, 7>xi +2x2^ 3 ,  xb x2 ä 0 ,
and obtains the solution A= 1/11, xx= 1, x2=0. The correct solution to the problem
is A= 1/5, Xj — 1, x2=0, which yields the minimum y .  Dragomirescu [1] obtains
, . . , 7the minimum to be — .
Our purpose in this paper is to give the correct solution to (4). We use the 
methodology of vanishing Jacobian theory, see e.g., Stewart [2], pp. 178—192, which 
is given in the next section, and Section 3 solves (4).
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 90C.
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2. Vanishing Jacobian theory
In the simplest case of vanishing Jacobian theory, we have n functions, 
(Pi, cp2, ..., <pn of n variables each, and it is required to find a critical point of <pl5 
under the restrictions
(6) PiO'i, —, y n) = i = 2, ..., n,
where at are known constants. From (6) we observe that we have only one inde­
pendent variable, say y l9 and hence the first order conditions are
(7) yd(Pj_dyi_ = 
1=1 dyt dyx
j  = 1 ,..., n.
On eliminating (n— 1) quantities dyjdyx, ..., dyjdyu  from (7), we find the elimi- 
nant Jacobian to be
(8)
d(Pi (hpi
dyi " ' dy„
dcpn d(Pn
dyi dy„
Thus a solution y0 of (8) and (6) is a critical point. Now the second order conditions 
are obtained as follows. Note that





, _  ^  d2(pk dyi dyj 
'k i j =l dyidyj dyk dyx ’
k = 1,
Similarly, from (6), we find that
n.
(ID l i + Z  aj=2 dyj
dept d2y
dy\f  = 0,
=  2, , n.
On eliminating d iyJldy\, j= 2 ,  ..., n from (9) and (11), we find d 2(pjdy\ to be
( 12)
,  dcpx d<Pi d(p2 dcp2
1  dy  2 • ' dy„ j dy2 ‘ ' dyn
3  d(p»
"  dy  2 •
dcPn d(p„ d<P„
' dyn dy2 ' ' dyn
We note that the numerator of (12) is fixed, and once the sign of this numerator is 
determined, the sign of (12) is the sign of the denominator of (12). This denominator 
is the cofactor of dipjdyx in (8).
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The critical point y0 establishes an optimal relationship between the functions 
9ii <P2> •••> 9m which may be explained as follows. Let 9i(y0)=^i- Then consider 
the inverse optimization problem
(13) optimize (pt(y), 
subject to
(14) <pj(y) =  a j ,  j  =  1, n, i ? i j ,
and note that (13) will have either a maximum or minimum at y0. The nature of 
this extremum is determined by the sign of d2(Pildy\. This sign is the sign of the 
cofactor of dcpjdyi in (8).
We now proceed to solve (4).
3. Numerical example
Dragomirescu [1] shows that a solution to (4) satisfies
(15) X! + x:2+x:3 = 2, hx^ + lXi = 3 ,  x  S  0.
An arbitrary solution to (15) is
(16) x =  [1,0,1]', 
and a general solution to (15) is
(17) x =  [1-21,31,1-1]',
we determine l such that (17) is optimal to (4). Our three functions are
<Px =  2 ( — 4 x x—6 x 2)  + x \  + 2x l x 2 +  2 x \
(18) (pi = * ! +  X2 +  X3 =  2
(p3 = 3 x 1 + 2 x i - 3.
The Jacobian equation of (18) is
(19) 5A— Xi~ 4x2 = 0. 
On substituting (17) in (19) we have that
(20) 5A -1 + 101 =  0, 
and this yields
(21) A = 1 —10/ 5
On substituting (21) and (17) in (4) we obtain
(22) Min {30l2 + 8 l+ 1/5}, I S  0.
Now, we note (22) increases with t and hence 1=0 yields the unique minimum, 
and hence from (21) A= 1/5 and from (15) xx=  1, x 2—0, x3= l.
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ON THE RADEMACHER—MENSHOV THEOREM 
IN VON NEUMANN ALGEBRAS
S. GOLDSTEIN and A. LUCZAK
Introduction
A great deal of work has been done lately to generalize to the context of von 
Neumann algebras various theorems of probability theory. The aim of the paper 
is twofold. Firstly, we prove a non-commutative version of the Rademacher— 
Menshov theorem, a fundamental result in the theory of orthogonal random vari­
ables. We think that in operator algebras “orthogonality” is a more natural con­
cept than “independence” (cf. [1]). Secondly, we try to demonstrate that there may 
be many ways of defining “almost sure” convergence for operators, especially when 
it is natural to formulate a theorem to be proved for some //-space over a von Neu­
mann algebra rather than for the algebra itself. More precisely, let M  be a von Neu­
mann algebra with a faithful normal state q. Following Kosaki [4], we consider, 
for each 0£[O, 1], the imbedding rjs : M —M* given by tje (x)=aQ_is (x) q and 
define LP&(M, q) as the p-\h complex interpolation space for the pair of Banach 
spaces M+). This procedure gives a one-parameter family of //-spaces
and the usual definition of almost uniform convergence of operators (which is a 
suitable replacement for the almost sure convergence in the non-commutative case) 
seems appropriate only for 0  =  0. In the sequel, we formulate all the results in 
two versions, called respectively “left” and “symmetric” which correspond to the
cases 0  = 0 and 0  = y . In the left version, we put no restriction on the algebra
M  and prove the Rademacher—Menshov theorem for orthogonal sequences of 
vectors taken from the closure in L2{M, q) of the self-adjoint part Msa of the alge­
bra. In the symmetric version, we manage to prove the theorem for arbitrary ele­
ments of L2(M, q), at the expense of requiring the pair (M, o) to satisfy some 
additional condition which we call, by abuse of language, the “fci-boundedness” of 
M. This condition is satisfied, if the state q has bounded density with bounded inverse 
with respect to a n.s.f. trace on M.
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1. Preliminaries and notation
Throughout the paper, M  is a er-finite von Neumann algebra with a normal 
faithful state q . We assume that M  acts, in the standard way, in a Hilbert space 
H  with a cyclic and separating vector f  such that Q(x)=(x£a, <!;„) for x in M. 
Furthermore, J and A are the modular conjugation and the modular operator, 
respectively, both canonically associated with (M, H, c0) ; (a,: R) is the modular
automorphism group of M  defined as o,(x) — Alt xA~u for x  in M. M 0 stands for 
the set of entire elements of M  for the group (a,), i.e. the set of these elements x 
of M  for which the function t —cr,(x) has an entire analytic continuation. In par­
ticular, M 0 is strongly dense in M.
and SP^  are the cones (M+ f ) ~  and (AViM +f ) ^ ,  respectively. For f  tj 
in H, we write ^ r j  if tj— ^SP '0' ■
M sa is the set of self-adjoint elements of M  and we put Hsa=(M sa^ 0)~.
To simplify the notation, the element xJxJ is denoted by x. Let us note that, 
for x, y  in M  (or M'), xy= xy .
For each vector \  in H, we define two normal functionals (o, and q>i by:
<ö{(x) = ( x f  0 , x£M,
<pt (x) = (A1,ix£ 0, f ) ,  x£M.
The functionals <p^ were used by Kosaki in [5].
Proposition 1.1. For each x in M,
(OA''*xS0 =  <Pxi0-
Proof. For an arbitrary y  in M0, we have
<P«00 )  =  (d1/4y£0, xJxJlo) =  (ff-j/iO)?», JxJxlo) =
= x f )  = (A ^ y A -^ J x * ^ , x f )  =
= (yA ~1,iJJA1,2x^0, d 1/4x£o) = (yd1/4x<J0, d 1/4x£0) = (oAiux^(y).
Since M 0 is dense in M, the assertion follows. |
The following form of the Cauchy—Schwarz inequality will be useful in the 
sequel:
Lemma 1.2. For arbitrary ...,£„ in H, we have 
t«íi+...+ín = wK l+ -  +  Cüí„)-
The next proposition establishes the properties of the cone SP ^  we shall need 
throughout (see [9], Sec. 10.23, 10.25).
Proposition 1.3. (i) &t, = {x£0: x€M}~,
(ii) SP^  is invariant with respect to J,
(iii) SP^  is self-dual, i.e. 0 ^  =  {£€//: i f  t])=0} for each r]£2P,
(iv) the mapping is bijective.
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From (iii) it follows, in particular, that q>i belongs to M i  for £ in .
For x  in M, <( in H, <p in M*, the symbols ||x||, ||£||, M  denote the usual norms 
in M, H and M¥, respectively. These ones are used while proving theorems in the 
“left version”. The “symmetric version” uses the following “norms”.
Definition 1.4. For x  in M, £, in gft and cp in M i, we define ||x||2, ||<f||o» and 
IMU as follows:
N *  =  M1/4*6>ll;
IIillco =  inf {c: £ ^  c£0};
Iloilo» =  inf {c: (p = cq} where inf 0 = +«>.
It is easily seen that || • ||2 is a true norm given by the inner product (x, y)%= 
= (Allix£0, A1,iy^0). Moreover,
M l  =  (^ 1/4*<m>, ^ 1/4*£o) = (JA '^ x i0, J ^ )  =
= (x*i0, Jx^a) = (xJxt,o, £0) =  (x<Üo, io)-
The “norms” || • IU in 0 ^  and M i  are positively homogeneous and sub­
additive.
Proposition 1.5. (i) For an arbitrary x  in M +, ||d1/4x^0||oo = ||x||.
(ii) For an arbitrary £ in g f t , ||^{||oo=||ilU.
Proof, (i) Since xS||x||, we have d 1/4x{0^ l |x | | a n d ,  thus, ||d1/4x{0||«,^ 
S||x||. Putting c==|M1/4*£oll-> we have d 1/4x^0Sc{0 and, consequently, for each 
y  in M,
(^1/4*£o, A'l*y*yZo) S  c(£0, A'/*y*yZ0) =  c||K0||2 =  c\\JyJQ\\
On the other hand,
(zP/4x£0, A'H y'yQ  = (x£0, Jy*JJyJZ0) = (xJyJt;0, JyJQ .
Taking into account the relation JM J= M ' and the density of M '£0 in //, we 
obtain that ||x||Sc.
(ii) Assume that (Sc£0. Then, for y  in M +,
<Pi(y) =  (^1/4Xo> 0  = (d1/4y^0> c£0) = cg(y),
thus (p$ = CQ.
Now, if (p$—cq, then there exists h in M'+ such that (pi (y)=z(yh^0, h^0) for 
y  in M, and ||/i||S^c. Put x —Jh2J, t] = A1,ix £0. Then
<pn(y) = (d1/4X 0, A ^ M J Z 0) =  (yZo, A ^JhM Q  =
=  0£o, h2£0) = (yhl;0, h£o) =  <pt (y).
Since d 1/4M<(0 is dense in H (A1/iM +^0 is dense in and — 0 ^ ) +
+ i(0 ^  — 0 ^  )), the equality cp^=(pi yields £=ri, that is, ^ = d 1/4x^0- It follows 
that hence (p^CQ if and only if <( S c i0, which proves (ii). |
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Now, we are going to introduce the notion of the ll-boundedness of the alge­
bra M.
An element x of M  is said to be analytic in the vertical strip
{a£C: — £x S  R e a S  e2} (0 2Í £j , 62 <  °°)
if there exists an M-valued function F, defined and ultraweakly continuous on the 
strip and analytic inside the strip, such that F(it)=<j,(x) for t in R. For each a 
from this strip, we put cr_ia(x)= F(a). For a in C and x in M, we write x^S)(na) 
if x is analytic in some vertical strip containing ioc.
D efinition 1.6. Algebra M  is said to be -bounded if A fc^(cr_ i/4).
We shall now define three types of almost uniform convergence. The first one 
is well-known and was widely used, e.g. by Lance in [6] and [7], in the context of 
the algebra M  itself, and by Gol’dstein in [3], in the context of the space //, as below. 
The next two refer to the “symmetric version” and seem to be appropriate, though 
a little bit sophisticated, counterparts of the first.
D efinition 1.7. In all those definitions the first part is the same and reads: 
“For each e=>0, there is a projection e in M  with o(<?)> 1 —s such that so 
we shall not repeat it each time.
(i) £„-<-<!; almost uniformly (£„, ££//) if e(gn — f ) ~ x„^0 for some x„ in M  
and | |x J - 0 ;
(ii) c It-almost uniformly (£„, £€//) if e£t^((r_i/4) and
Ik -  i/4(e)co4n -  4ff J/4(e) || «,--0;
(iii) x„->-x t| -almost uniformly (x„, x£M) if ||e(x„—x)'^0||o=->-0.
The following propositions make the above definitions clearer.
Proposition 1.8. Let M  be a \\-bounded von Neumann algebra. Then x„-*-x 
tf-almost uniformly i f  and only i f  d 1/4x„^0—zl1/4x^0 4-almost uniformly.
Proof. By definition and Propositions 1.1, 1.5 (ii), we have d1/4x„^0-^ -zl1/4x^o 
tf -almost uniformly if and only if
l k - i / 4 k ) ® d 1 / 4 ( x „  — l l ® J , / 4 e ( x „  —  x ) í J i “
=  \ (Pe(xn—x ) - { 0 l l  ~  =  I k f c  ^ o l l “ »  ~ * ■
that is, if x„ — x t| -almost uniformly. |
Proposition 1.9. Let M  be a \\-bounded von Neumann algebra. Then x„—x  
fc|-almost uniformly if, for each £>0, there is a projection e in M with q (e) => 1 — e 
such that ||«ri/4(e(x„—x))||—0.
Proof. By Proposition 1.5 (i), we have
||e(x„-x)/e(xn-x )7 ^ 0|U = ||d1/4<TlV4(e(xn-x))(Ti/4(e(xn-x))*fo||co =
=  | | o - i / 4 ( e k n - x ) ) | j 2
and the assertion follows. |
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2. Maximal theoremsI
The following immediate consequence of the maximal ergodic theorem from 
[3; Th. 1.2] is a basic tool in proving various theorems on almost uniform con­
vergence :
Theorem 2.1. Let {x„}“=1 be a sequence o f  positive operators from M  and {e„}”=1 
— a sequence o f  positive numbers. Then there exists a projection e in M  such that
e ( f ) ? l - 2  2 i V W  and \\exne\\^2en fo r  n=  1 , 2 , . . . .
n = 1
Now, we shall prove a “symmetric” version of this theorem.
Theorem 2.2. Let {x;}i€/ be a family o f  operators from M and {e flier — a family 
o f  positive numbers. Assume, moreover, that M is b, -bounded. Then there exist a posi­
tive constant c and a projection e in M, such that II <?-?,■ £0||o= =  c£i for each i£ l and
IkllSsl - i  e r1 W i ­fe r
The proof of the theorem will be an outcome of several lemmas.
Lemma 2.3. {x£0: x<E
P ro o f . The set M£0 with the multiplication (x£0) ( } f0)=xyt;0 and the involu­
tion (x^0)# =x*^0 is a left Hilbert algebra. Let be the Tomita algebra associated 
with M£0 (see [9], pp. 298, 300).
Take an arbitrary x  in M  and choose x„ in M 0, such that
(i) x „ -x  strongly;
(ii) x*-+x* strongly;
(iii) \\xn\ m x \ \  for n=  1, 2, . . .
(cf. [9], Cor. 2, p. 303).
From the properties of ST we have JA1^ x n^ 3 T , n=  1, 2, ... . Let y„£M  be 
such that ynZ0=JA1,*xnl;0. Then
A ™ y M  o =  ( A ^ y * Q ( A l'* y J  0)  =  (x n^ ) ( J x nQ  =  x„£0,
(see [9], Th. 10.20, p. 298). Conditions (i), (ii), (iii) yield xn£,0-~x£0 (in norm) 
and, consequently, d 1/4y*}’„{0—x£0. On the other hand,
W y M - y t y M l *  = ||d -1/4(xn- x  j í 0i* =
-  W A - ' H j ^ - x M *  = \\JA ^(xn- x J U f  =
= M1/4(x „-x mKoli2 =  (d1/2(xn—xm)£0, (x„ — xm)^0) =
=  (/(x n- x m)ío, (*Z-*2i)fo) -  0 as n, m 
since, by (i), (ii), (iii), x ^ 0-x * ^ 0-
Thus 0 tends to some d 1/4 being closed, so we infer that d 1/4^  =
=x£0, which ends the proof. |
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L em m a  2.4. I f  the algebra M  is b, -bounded, then, for each projection e in M, 
there is a positive constant c such that ec0 ^  c£0, i.e. ||#?oll
P r o o f . On account of Lemma 2.3, e£0£3i(A-1,4‘) and, consequently,
e£0 = A ^ A -1/««0 =  ji/4 (j- i/4 eji/2ezi-i/4)^o =  ^ 1/4|<T_i/4(c)|2i 0-
By Proposition 1.5 (i), we have ||c^0IU= Ik-wOOII 2<oo, which establishes the 
claim. B
L em m a  2.5. Let {x;}ig/ be a family o f operators from M  and {£;}ie/ — a family 
o f  positive numbers. Let us further assume that there exists t] in 2P^ , ri = ^ 0, such 
that, fo r  an arbitrary £ in 3P^, £,=*],
(* )  (xito, (?) S  e,(io, 0  for each i£l.
Then there exists a projection e in M such that
IMII S  (e0, rj) and e x f0 ^  for each i£I.
P r o o f . Let e be the support (in M ) of the functional co,. Then eSP^  is the 
closure of the face generated in SP^  by rj (see [2], Lemma 4.5). Hence ||e|ll =  (ef0, £o) — 
S(eij, £<>)=('?> ío); moreover, condition (*) holds for each element of S3P0,. Thus, 
for an arbitrary £ in SP^ , (x ^ q, ec;)s £;(£„, eg), which gives e x f n^e,e£,0 for 
í€7. I
L em m a  2.6. Let {x;}i€J be a family o f operators from M  and {s,}i€J — a family 
o f  positive numbers. Then there exists an element ij in Sp'®', t]^g0, such that
(i) for each g ^  n, (X,g0, 0  ^  0 ,  *€/;
(ii) « o , v ) s i — 2 <Sr 1|x lyi.
i d
P r o o f . We can assume that £f  1ll-xilll<  °°- Consider the space H ’ with
ííi
the product topology where H  is endowed with the weak topology. Put 
2 =  {ttd ietZH 1- for i£I,
i d
where the sum 2, 's convergent in the weak sense. S£ is compact in H 1 because
i d
the set {ZdSp'0' : g ^g 0} is closed and bounded in norm in H. We have
2 <üi) s  2 ! £r 1(xito,Zo)=  2  £ r1ll*il l < ~
i d  tei  i d
and, consequently, the function g: LP—R defined as
g m i d )  =  2  er W o ,  Z d - 2  (Í0, «
i d  i d
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is continuous on J$f. Let (tu)iSi be a point in jSf in which g takes its greatest value.
Then g((ru),u ) s 0. Put tH = U ~2 *U- Then r \ ^  and
m
We shall show that conditions (i) and (ii) hold. Take arbitrary and /„£/.
Let £i=r\i for iV/0 and £io—r]io+£. Then (£()i€/ belongs to JS? and, therefore, 
g ( ( £ i ) , e i ) - g ö d i é i ) *  which proves the inequality in (i). Moreover,
( £ o *  n) =  i  -  2 « 0 ,  *ii)s  1 -  2 erHXitit» -
H I  H I
S  i - 2 « f 1( * , f o .« =  1 - Z « r 1l*.«5,
H I  H I
which completes the proof. |
The proof of Theorem 2.2 is now an immediate consequence of Lemmas 2.4, 
2.5 and 2.6.
3. Sufficient condition for almost uniform convergence
We shall now prove a theorem on almost uniform convergence in H and its 
symmetric version.
Theorem 3.1. Let {£„} be a sequence of elements from Hsd such that 2  II£J2<
n = 1
Then £„-*0 almost uniformly.
Proof. We choose operators x„k in Msa such that £.„=2 xnkZo f°r n = L 2,...
*=i
(the series is convergent in norm in H) and ||x„k<^0|| ^ 2 -t+1 ||£J for all k and n.
Let us take positive numbers 5„ such that c5„--0 and 2  i^T1 ll£J2< Put 
enk= 2 - k+'ön. Then
2  K W n k )  = 2  e i ' l X a W *  Í 4 - ‘+12‘- V I U '  =
n , k = 1 n , k = 1 n , k = 1
= 2 Í á - 1« U 2 < - .
n = l
oo oo
Given £>0, take iV such that ^  2  enkX Q(xlk)<el2. From Theorem 2.1 it fol-
n = N k = l
oo oo
lows that there is a projection e in M with Q(e)^ 1—2 2  2  ei*1eW *)>  1 —e
n = N k = 1
and \\exJlke\\s2enk for n^N, k=  1 ,2 ,... .  Hence \\exnk\\s \2  e]Jk for n^N, 
k=  1 ,2 ,... and, for «siV,
i  \\exj ^ 1/2 2  = n  2  (2-t+1^)1/a = 2/0/2-
k = l  Jc= l k = 1
24*
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Thus, for n ^N , the series 2  exnk is convergent in norm to some operator x„
k = 1
in M  and, consequently, 2  ex„kC0 is convergent in norm in H to xn£0.
k = 1
On the other hand, eC,n=e 2  xnkC0', therefore e^n=x„^0. Moreover, |[x„||
k=1
= 2  \\exnk\\ “"O as which finishes the proof. §
*;=i
Theorem 3.2. Let {<!;„} be a sequence o f elements from H  such that 2  l!£JI2< °°-
#i =  l
Furthermore, let us assume that M is tj -bounded. Then 0 almost uniformly. 
Proof. P u tr,n= (£„+ /£ n)/2, £„= (£„-JQ /2L  Then Í l |» 7„||2< - a n d  Í l l U 2< ~ .
#1 = 1 #í = l
By virtue of the equalities Jqn=t]„, /£„=£„, there exist decompositions r}„ = r\+— tj~, 
C n = C n ~ C n ',r if ,r i- ,^ ,^ -^ ^ ,r i+ ± r i- ,^ ± C n  for «=1,2, ... . Hence
2  lk T +  1  i»í.T+ Í  IIC„+I12+ Í  1C«2
#i=l # i= l ## =  1 # i= l
On account of Lemma 1.2, the tf -almost uniform convergence of the sequence 
tji, tii, Ci, i f  hz, e ,  ••• yields the It-almost uniform convergence of the
sequence {£„}. Therefore, we can assume, with no loss of generality, that 
for all n£N.
Now, the proof follows the lines of that of Theorem 3.1. We take x nk in M +
suchthat £„= 2  Av*xnk£0 and \\xnk\\ltS2~k+1 | | f j  for all k and n. ön and enk are 
a= i
defined as before. Given e>0, there is an N  such that 2  2  Znk[\xnk\\z<£-
n = N k = l
From Theorem 2.2 it follows that there are a positive constant c and a projec­
tion e in M, such that
e ( e ) ^ \ \ e \ \ l * l - 2  2 ^ k \ \ X n k \ \ l > l - e
n = N  k=1
and
||ö>a1/*e*nkí0||~ =  ||9>ís„kí0IU =  B « r tío l-  =  C£n k 
for n ^ N , k — 1, 2, ... . For x  in M +, we have 
(a- ,/4(e)to{llffV4(c))W =  u a ie)in(x) = to -  (x) = (ok*f1 a -i/«Se) * Xnk^O j27
(x) =§
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But, according to the inequality <j?(x) |^|(p|U£>(x) for <p£(M*)+, x€M +, and 
the preceding estimation, the last expression can be estimated as follows:
(2 K ^ * „ k<„(*)]1/2)2 ^ ( Í [ « ^ '^ kíűIU0(x)]'/2)2 -*=1 k=1
=  ( 2  =  cq(x)( 2  Elk f  =  ce(x)T  2 TöSn.
/t =  l  k = 1 \ \ 2 — \ )
Hence ||o-_i/4(c)a)ino-i/4(^)||00^ [ 2 / ( / 2 - l ) 2]c<5n — 0 as n-°=, which proves our 
assertion. |
4. The Menshov inequality
Now, we shall prove two versions of the Menshov inequality, slightly modified, 
so as to apply it to “nearly” orthogonal operators.
Theorem 4.1. Let xl5 . . . ,x 2» belong to Msa. Assume that \q(xjXÍ)\=c for
k
some non-negative constant c, l S i , j ^ 2 n and put sk = 2  x i- Then there exists an
i =l
operator t in M + such that
(i) s% ^  t for k — 1, ..., 2";
(ii) Q (t) S  (n + 1 )2 22n c.
m
Proof. Let xhm= 2  x i for 0 s/< m S 2". From the inequality (z4+ ... +zh)2^
i=l+l
^ h ( z l+ ... + zl) valid for any positive integer h and z1, . . .yzh from Msa we 
obtain that
S2 =  ( f l  +  l ) 2 [xŐ,2,'  +  ( ^ ;0,2"_ 1 "l'-X:Í " ~ 1, 2 " ) F ( X o ,2 " - 2 +  ^ Í ' ' - , .2 .2 " _ *"l” 7C|.2n-Í3 .2n-2  + X 3 . 2>2 " ) +  •••
. . .  + ( X q1i  +  X j j 2 +  •••  + ^ 2 " - l , 2 " ) ]
for k — 1, ..., 2”. Let t be the operator occurring on the right-hand side of the 
above inequality. Since
eOo,2-) 2  lö(*f*i)l ^  22nc,
i.j=l
e(xg,2»-i+x|n-i,2") s  2  \e(XjXi)\ tS2inc,
i , j  = 1
ßC*0,l +  * l ,2 + •••+ * in-l,2") — 2  \8(Xj Xi)\ — 22"c,
i , j  = i
therefore £ > (r )S (n + l)222nc, which completes the proof. |
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T heorem 4.2. Let x lf ..., x2» belong to M. Assume that |(x;, xj)2\^ c  for some
k
non-negative constant c, 1 ^ i, j S 2", and put sk = 2  x t- Then there exists a vector
i = l
t] in such that
(i) sk£0 ^ t]  for k =  1, .... 2";
(ii) (i7^0) s ( «  + l)222"C.
Proof. Let us define the operators xUm as in Theorem 4.1. For x, y  in 
M, we have xJyJcf)+yJxJin s  x£0+ fc0 because x<f0+ y£0—(JxJy£0+ JyJx£0) =
= J (x —y )J (x —y)£0>^, and as a consequence, for an arbitrary positive integer 
A and z1, . . . , z h from M, the inequality (z1 +  ...+z„)‘ i 0sfi(z1+ . . . + z ^ 0 holds. 
From this inequality it follows that
Sk £o =  (« +  l)[Xo2n-b(Xo, 2"-1 H“Xjn-l>gn) "|-(Xo, 2"~2 +  X^-S, 2n-l +  X2" -1_ 3.2n-S + X3. 2*1-2, 2") +
+  . . .  +  ( x 0 1 +  Xl i 2  +  . . .  +  X 2" - l , 2 " ) K o
for k=  1, ..., 2". Let rj be the vector occurring on the right-hand side of the above 
inequality. We have the following estimations:
2n 2n 2n 
(xo, 2 "Zo, fo) = (( 2  X, y  £0 , £0) = 2  (XiJXjJZo,  £„) = 2  (Xi, Xj)2 =2 22nc,
i = 1 i, j =1 1,7=1
((-*0,1 +  -*1,2 +  . . .  +  X2" - l ,2 " )£ o >  £0) — 2 2"C 
and the assertion follows. |
5. The Rademacher—Menshov theorem
This section is devoted to the non-commutative Rademacher—Menshov theo­
rem in the “left” and “symmetric” setups. We begin with a classical lemma which 
can be found, for instance, in [8], Th. 2.2.1, p. 16.
Lemma 5.1. Let {£„} be a sequence o f pairwise orthogonal vectors from some
Hilbert space, such that 2  (log2«) ||<?„||2-= °°. Then 2  2  ]I£J2<°°-
n—1 n — 1 k = 2"+l
Theorem 5.2. Let {£„} be a sequence o f pairwise orthogonal vectors from Hsü.
oo oo
I f  2  0°g2 n) l!^lt2<  °°, then sn= 2  £i converges almost uniformly.n=l i—1
Proof. Let us choose xn in Msa such that ||x„<i;0 — £ J < 2 - " and define
oo oo n
n^ 2  Qn 2  0» Pn 2  ^i‘i=n+1 i=n+l t=l
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For sufficiently large k  and i , j  such that 2'1<(',y's2k+1, we have 
l<?(*y*i)l ^  K*(ío,JCyío-{y)l +  l(*iío-í«, f,)l +  l(í«. t j )I S  
— IIX, foil \\xj f 0 -  í J  +  II X, £0 -  ill IIÉ/II —
^  +  <  2 - ' + 2--' <  2l-2k for i * j .
c (a ® s2 -* + |{ lI«.
By virtue of Theorem 4.1, there exists a sequence {/*} of operators from M+ such that 
(i) (Pn~P*)2 -  h for ? < ) i S  2k+1, k -  1,2,
00 2e(tk)<°°.k=l
Assertion (ii) follows from the convergence of the series
Í ( / c + l ) 2[22‘2 i-2k+ * £  2 - ]  and Í ( fc + 1 )2 * £  UtV-* = 1 i=2*+l k=l i=2*+l
oo oo
We have ||r„—<7„||2<  °° and from Lemma 5.1 it follows that 2  ll/'a"ll2< 00 and,«=1 n=l
accordingly, j?  ||?2<.||2<  °°-
n = 1
Now, we form a sequence {£„} having the following terms:
r i-q i ,  r2- q 2, t\l2U, ?2>, r3- q 3, r4- ? 4, t\l2^0, q2», 
rh~qsi r&~q6i ri~qTi ra~qs^ t\!2£oi ?2* »••••
oo
From what has been said before it follows that 2  IICJ2< °°; hence 0n = l
almost uniformly. Given £>0, there is a projection e in M  with e (e)> l — e and 
eC„=ynZo for some yn in M, | |y j —0; in particular, \\et]J2\\ —0. For sufficiently 
large n, we can write
ern = e(rn- q n)+ e q ^+ e (p ^ -p n)^0
where 2'1< « s 2 k+1. Since all the three summands on the right-hand side belong 
to M£0, therefore ern belongs to M£0 for sufficiently large n. Let us observe that
\\e(p#-p„)V = \\e(P2*-pn)2e\\ S  |K e || =  ||eti/2||2.
Thus the convergence £„-*-() almost uniformly yields the convergence r„-+0 almost 
uniformly, which finishes the proof. |
Theorem 5.3. Let M be a ti-bounded von Neumann algebra and {£„} a sequence
oo oo
o f pairwise orthogonal vectors from H. I f  2  0°g2 n) ll£J2< °°> then i„=  2  £i
n=1 i=1
converges -almost uniformly.
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P r o o f . Let us choose x„ in M  such that ||d1/4x„£0 — < 2 - " (which is possible 
because and 3?  ^= A 1/iM + £ ö )  and define
rn =  2  ?» =  2  A^XnZo,
i=n +1 i=n + l
n
Pn = 2  Xf
i=1
Similarly as in the proof of Theorem 5.2, the estimation of |(xf, jcy)2| and Theo­
rem 4.2 allow us to form a sequence {rjk} of vectors from Sfi ^  such that 
(0 (pn-Pt*Y£o = *lk for 2‘ < « S 2 ‘+1, k =  1 ,2 ,...;
00  Z
k =  l
Again, we build the sequence {£„} as in Theorem 5.2, the only difference being that 
instead of lk12 £0 we take vectors 0 k from 0^  such that (pVk=co0k. We have 
2  IICJ2 < °° because | |0 J 2= c j0k(l) = <p,,t (l)=(£o, tjk) and, consequently, Cn- 0n = 1
t| -almost uniformly. We can write
ff-i/4 (e) r„ = a^i/i(e)(rn~ q n) + a .  (/4 (e) q2*(e) + cr- i/4 (e) Al!i(p ^~  pn) £0
where e is the projection, chosen for given £>0, as in the definition of tl-almost 
uniform convergence of the sequence {£„}. Since the terms rn—qn and q2>< occur 
in the sequence {£„}, therefore
!l®<T.i/4(e)(rn —9„)||oo -*■ 0 and [jCU(T_,/1(e)92l<ll“ 0.
On account of Lemma 1.2, it is enough to show that
llC°ff_|/4(e)<Il/4(l>2lc-I>n)ioll00 ”*■
We have
ll<Uff_ i/1(e W /*(P2>t-pn)ío!l“  =  ll£0a l/4 e(p2k - p n) io i“  =  ll<<C,e(P2>‘- P n) ''?o ll“  — ü Vtoljl  ~  • 
Furthermore,
<Pe„k(y) = (d1/4y^o, eqk) = (eJeJcr_i/i(y)^0, ijk) =
= (eAMyA-V'JeZo, r,k) = ( e A ^ y A ^ 0, qk) =
=  ( ^ 1/4ff,74(e)>’ff-i/4(í0£o, * h )  =  ( a - n i ( e ) < P ^ n Á e ) ) ( y )  =  ( a _i/4(e)ai0ka i/4(e))0 )  
for each y£M; hence
ll<P«^klloo =  ||o-_i/4(e)ct»öfccr,/4(c)||00 — 0 as k -«>
because the 0 ks occur in the sequence {(„}. We have thus obtained 
||<T-t/4(e)c»rii<ri/4(e)||» -  0 as n -  0, 
which proves our theorem. |
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CATEGORICITY OF SIMPLICIAL COMPLICES
R. GUREVlC
One can regard simplicial complices as models of the similarity type consisting 
of the relations {jPf}igl with the intended meaning Pj(x0, xt)=  “x0, x( are 
the vertices of an /-simplex”. Let L be the corresponding first order language. Top­
ologists often subdivide the simplicial complices which represent their polyhedra. Note 
that a simplicial complex is locally finite if  and only if its space is locally compact 
(see any reference book on algebraic topology).
From [1] it is clear that there are many natural geometric properties which 
are not expressible in L even for finite connected simplicial complices. In many 
instances, however, the elementary equivalence o f infinite simplicial complices implies 
their isomorphism.
Proposition 1. Let A be a countable locally finite simplicial complex and let 
each infinite connected component o f  A have d im > l. Then there is a subdivision B 
o f  A such that for any locally finite C with d im > l for each infinite connected com­
ponent o f  C and having at most countably many isolated points C = LB implies that 
C is isomorphic to B.
Proposition 2. Every connected locally finite simplicial complex A possesses a 
subdivision B such that for every connected C i f  C ^ LB then C is isomorphic to B.
Let A be a simplicial complex. A tail is an infinite sequence o f vertices
such that P i(xi,y)  iff y = x i_1 or y = x l+l for every y  and i'S l. The corre­
sponding notion for a polyhedron A1 is a proper embedding [0, 1) —A which is 
open on (0, 1).
Proposition 3. Let A be a countable locally finite simplicial complex without 
tails. Then there is a subdivision B o f  A such that for any locally finite C without tails 
and with at most countably many isolated points i f  C = LB then C is isomorphic to B.
Consequently, each locally compact separable polyhedron possesses a “categor­
ically” triangulable strong deformational retract.
Remark. The condition on local finiteness cannot be dropped.
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. P r im a ry  03C 35, 0 3C 20 ; S eco n d ary  57Q 05.
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Lemmata
A  monomorphism M -*N  is called an elementary embedding if the image of 
M  in N  is an elementary submodel of N.
Lemma 1. Let Q Q R  be an elementary embedding o f  simplicial complices and 
assume that Q is locally finite. Then either Q is a connected component o f R or it is 
the union o f  some connected components.
Proof. Straightforward.
Lemma 2. Every simplicial complex A has a subdivision B such that every edge 
o f  A is divided, and for every n
(1) the number of edges o f A divided into == n parts is finite,
(2) the number of  d im > l B-simplices with all vertices incident to ^n  simplices 
is finite.
Proof. Subdivide the edges of A to satisfy (1). Let k >  1; assume that the 
subdivision of the k — \ -simplices is done. For every L-simplex s of A take its bari­
center bs and join it with the subdivided ds.
Lemma 3. I f  A is locally finite the subdivision in Lemma 2 can be chosen to satisfy 
the additional
(3) all bridges in B have different lengths (a bridge is a finite sequence x0, . . . ,x m(m >  1) 
o f  vertices maximal with respect to the property that Pfixh y) holds iff y = x i_1 
or y  =  xi+1 for every vertex y and l^ i^ m  — l; m is the length o f  the bridge),
(4) let u (x) — card { y : P fx , y)}, let us call x a maximal vertex iffor every y Px (x, y) 
implies u(x)>u(y); then every dim =-1 connected component o f B contains 
exactly one vertex v such that v is maximal, v is incident to a d im > l simplex 
and u(v) is prime; and the primes corresponding to those vs are different for 
different d im > l connected components o f  B.
Proof. Subdivide first the edges which are not contained in dim >  1 simplices 
of A to satisfy (1) and (3). Notice that for dim (s)= -l
u(bs)  =  £  {the number of new B-vertices on ^4-edges of s}+
+  2 dim(S) + x _ 2 _ j d i m ( s )  +  l j
Fix an enumeration o f the dim=* 1 connected components of A; let C  be the 
first not treated yet. Let 1 and s—(x0, ..., xk) be a maximal simplex in C, i.e. 
for no y  Pk+i(y, x0, ..., xk) holds. In view o f the above formula for u(bs) divide 
the edges o f .v into sufficiently many pieces to ensure the maximality of bs in B and 
to make u(bs) a prime greater than the other primes produced so far. Fix an enumera­
tion o f  the remaining edges o f all dim > 1 simplices o f C  and proceed as follows. Take 
the first edge not divided yet, (x, y), let ^ , ... be all the maximal C-simplices containing 
(x, y). Divide (x, y) into sufficiently many pieces to ensure the maximality o f {bSl}i 
having chosen the number o f pieces so that if  all but (x, y) edges of st were already 
subdivided then u(bs.) will be composite. To ensure (1) and (2) it suffices to claim 
that the number of pieces into which (x, y) is divided must be greater than those 
numbers for the edges o f C already divided and greater than the prime chosen 
for C.
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Proofs of the propositions
The isomorphic ultrapowers theorem of Shelah [3] states that if M, N  are ele­
mentary equivalent models then there exists a set S  with an ultrafilter F on it such 
that the ultrapowers T1FM  and FIf N are isomorphic. All three propositions are 
easy consequences o f Shelah’s theorem, their proofs almost coincide. Below I shall 
use also the fact that the model M  is naturally ( “diagonally”) embedded into its 
ultrapower TIFM.
Let A be a locally finite simplicial complex and let B be a subdivision as given 
in Lemma 3. Let C = LB and h FC  be isomorphic to n FB. Assume that F is a 
non-principal ultrafilter. Then by Lemma 1 the image im(2?) of B in TIFB is a 
union of some connected components of n FB and by (1)—(3) im B contains all 
the locally finite components with d im > l, all finite components with d im = l, 
and all bridges o f T1FB. (im (B ), of course, can be larger.) Propositions 1, 2, 3 now 
give that im (C) is just im (B) (except in a degenerate case in Proposition 2).
Proof of Proposition 1. In this case im (2?) — {the isolated points}= the union 
of all locally finite d im > l components plus all finite dim =  l components of 
n FB. Consequently, by Lemma 1 (and the condition of the proposition) we have 
im (C) —{the isolated points} =  a union of some connected components o f im (B). 
On the other hand, by (3), (4) we have im (C )i5Ím (B)— {the isolated points}. 
(Note that every finite simplicial simplex with d im = l contains bridges.) The 
number of isolated points im (B) and im (C) must clearly coincide.
Proof of Proposition 2. Consider first the case d im (y l)> l. Then also 
d im (C )> l and im (B) is the unique dirndl locally finite component of f lFB. 
Consequently, im (C) =  im (2?). Now let dim(/I) =  l. If B contains a bridge then 
by (3) C must contain a bridge o f appropriate length whence im (2?) Him (C)?í0 
and by Lemma 1 then im (C )= im  (2?). If B contains no bridge then A is a bouquet 
of tails, i.e. is a union o f n £ l  different tails {x;j};g0, 1 = ./= « , such that the xn/s  
coincide. For C connected one can easily express “C is a bouquet of n tails” by a 
countable conjunction of L-sentences.
Proof of Proposition 3. In this case im (C) — {the isolated points} is the union 
of some components of im (B) and by (3), (4) we have im (C) — {the isolated points}=  
=im  (B) — {the isolated points}, and of course B, C must have the same number of 
isolated points.
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A 3-PART SPERNER THEOREM
P. L. ERDŐS and G. O. H. KATONA
1. Introduction
Let A" be a finite set o f n elements and let Jr c 2 x be a family of different sub­
sets o f X  such that every pair of members F1, F2 o f  SF ( F ^  F2) satisfies FX4:F 2. 
Sperner [6] proved that in this case
(1) | F | S
If the inequality is realized by equality then either
(2) &  =  { f c l :  |F | =  [ y j }  or
&  =  { f c A": |F | =  [ y | j  if n =  1 (mod2).
Kleitman [5] and Katona [4] independently proved: If X  is divided into two 
disjoint parts (X=X1\JX2, X1C\X2 =  0) and the family SF contains no two dif­
ferent members Fx, F2 such that:
(3) Fx c  F2 and F2\ F 1 c  Xt ( i =  1 or 2)
then (1) holds.
By an analogous way, the more-part Sperner problem can be defined. Let X 
be a finite set o f n elements and L = L 1U ...U L M where Xtr\Xj=0 (/Vy). The 
set <z2x of subsets o f X is an M-part Sperner family, if no two members o f  3F 
satisfy:
(4) Fx c  F2 and F2\ F 1a X i for some i€ {1 ,..., M).
As it is shown in [4], if A /s 3 , then inequality (1) is not true for every AZ-part 
Sperner family 3F. Füredi [2], Griggs, Odlyzko and Shearer [3] found good asymptotic 
results for the maximum size o f Af-part Sperner families. But the exact value is not 
known even for M=3.
The aim o f this paper is to determine this exact maximum size for the very 
modest case M =3  and 1X3! =  1. Exactly, we prove
Research partially supported by Hungarian National Foundation for Scientific Research 
Grant No. 1812.
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T heorem  1. Let X = X l \JX2}JX3 be a partition, where \X1\=n1^ \X 2\= n 2, 





max {1S' \ : S' is a 3-part Sperner family} 
if  nx ^  n2 (mod 2),
if  nx =  «2 =  1 (mod 2),
n — 1 
n— 1
/ /
« X «1 «2 « 2)
«1 +  2 - «1 «2 +  2 — « 2{{ 2  J l 2 * 2 / 2  j j
if  «j =  n2 =  0 (mod 2).
In the proof, the next theorem of Griggs, Odlyzko and Shearer [3] has a funda­
mental role. (A new proof o f this theorem and a generalization of it to the extreme 
points o f  the polytop o f the M -part Sperner families can be found in [1].)
T heorem  (GOS [3]). There is an M-part Sperner family S' such that
IJ^ I =  m ax{|Jzr/|: S7’ is an M-part Sperner family}
and F^S7 implies that all sets G e l  satisfying
\ F n x j \  =  \ c n x j \
for all j  (1 ^ jr^M) belong to S7.
2. Proof of the main theorem
Let S7c.2x be a family o f subsets o f the set X = X 1\JX3\JX3. The 3-dimen-
sional matrix P (^)=(P i1,t2,ia(&r)) ij=  0, ..., iij is called the profile-matrix o f S', where
(6) =  \ {F & :  dj\FC\Xj\ =  ij}\.
According to the theorem o f Griggs, Odlyzko and Shearer there is a maximum
sized 3-part Sperner family S' such that
Let J=  {0'i, i2, i3): / ’i1>{,,ij^0}. Then according to the definition o f the 3-part 
Sperner families the set J  is a partial transversal, that is, if (/j, i2, i3), (if, i2, i'3)£ S  
and they are identical in at least two components; then (if, z2, z3)= (if , i’2, i3).
To the proof of Theorem 1 we need several lemmas. It is easy to see that the 
projection o f a partial transversal (it is an (nx+  1)X(«2+ 1)X2 matrix) into its
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(«!+  1)X(«2+ 1) “face” has at most 2 elements in each row and each column. This 
justifies the following definition. I d  {1, ..., m}x  {1, ..., t} is a partial 2-transversal 
iff no column or row contains more than 2 elements o f I. Let the values . . .S a „ S  1, 
£> !^ ...S b „S l be fixed. We will consider the matrix (aibJ)1gigUilgJSv. The partial
2-transversal I will be called optimal iff 
1) it maximizes
(7) 2  “ibji.iil
among all partial 2-transversals;
2) It minimizes
(8 ) 2  0 + ; )
t u t u





among all partial 2-transversals satisfying 1) and 2).
In the proofs o f the lemmas the following 3 transformations o f partial 2-trans­
versals will be used.
Transformation I. If 7 contains at most one element in the z-th row and at 
most one in the y'-th column, add ( i,j)  to I. This transformation increases (7).
Transformation 2. Move the element (z',y')£/ into (i,k) if k < j  and the /c-th 
column o f I contains at most one element, or move (z',y')£/ into (/,_/) if  / < /  and 
the /-th row contains at most one element. This transformation does not decrease
(7) but decreases (8).
Transformation 3. Let z'</c and y < /. Suppose that (/, /), (k ,j)£ l. The trans­
formation changes I for / ' = ( / — {(/, /), (&,y)})U {(z,y), (k, /)}. It does not decrease
(7) because
2  aibj~  2  atbj =  aib j+ a kbl - a ibl - a kbj =  (ai - a k) ( b j - b l) ^ 0 .  
V.JKV V.IKI
It does not change (8), but it increases (9):
2  i - J -  2  i ' j  — ij +  kl — il — kl =  ( i - k ) ( j - l )  >  0 .
The following lemma is an easy consequence.
L emma 2 .1 . Transformations 1—3 cannot be appliedfor an optimal partial 2-trans- 
versal.
In what follows, we will study the structure o f the optimal partial 2-trans­
versals.
L emma 2.2. An optimal partial 2-transversal has non-increasing number o f  ele­
ments in the rows (columns).
25
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P r o o f . The number o f elements of I in the /-th row (column) is denoted by 
Qi (xi) (0 =  0,=2 , 0 sX j^ 2 ). Suppose that i < /  and Qi>Qj. Consider an element 
( i,k )£ l. Transformation 2 with (i,k )—(j,k )  could be applied contradicting 
Lemma 2.1. |
L emma 2.3. Let u=v. An optimal partial 2-transversal satisfies Qx = . ■■ =  £>„-x = 
=  xx = ... =  xu_x=2 and either Qu= x u= 2 or qu—xu=  1.
P r o o f . Suppose that /  is optimal, consequently it satisfies the conditions of 
Lemma 2.2.
C„=0 implies | / |  =  2u — 2. Hence x„<2 follows. Transformation 1 could be 
applied with (u, u). This is a contradiction by Lemma 2.1. qu^  1 is proved. 
xu^  1 can be seen in the same way.
Suppose that Qu—xu=  1. Let gu-.x= l .  Either (u, u)$I  or (w— 1, h) $ 7 holds, 
so Transformation 1 could be applied with one o f them, contradicting the optimality 
o f I. This proves qu_x—2 and xu_x—2 can be proved analogously.
Suppose now that one o f  qu and xu equals 2. Then \I\ — 2u, thus all q’s and 
x's are equal to 2. |
L emma 2.4. Let u<v. An optimal partial 2-transversal satisfies Qx =  ■■■—Qu=  
= x 1 =  . . .= x u_1=2, xu+2= . . . = x v= 0  and either xu= x u+1—l or xu =  2, xu+1=0.
P r o o f . Suppose that I  is  optimal, consequently it satisfies the conditions of 
Lemma 2.2.
q u ^  1 implies | / |  ^  2 m — 1. Hence xuS  1 and xu+1^  \ follow. One o f (u ,  u )  
and (u ,u+  1) is not in I, thus adding it to 1 by Transformation 1 it leads to a 
contradiction. q x=  . . . = q u = 2  is proved.
U  V
If xu= 2  then |/I — 2  Qi — 2 u =  2  xt implies xx =  . . .= x u=2, xu+1= . . . —xv=0.
i = 1 i=l
Suppose now that xu=l. It implies xu+x=l. However, yu_x=\ leads to a 
contradiction. Indeed, (/, u +  1 ) £ /  holds for some /. Transformation 2 can be used 
with (/, w + l) and with either (/, u) or (/, u— 1), because both ones cannot belong 
to /. Hence we have x„_1= 2 .  xu+2= ...= x v= 0  trivially follows. |
L emma 2 .5. Let u^v, and l ^ y ' c u — 1. Suppose that I is an optimal
partial 2-transversal and its subset A (zl satisfies the following conditions:
A contains at most one element in the ith row, at most one in the jth column and
(10)
at most one in the ( j +  l).v? column,
and
(11)
I —A has no element o f the form  (/, k), k <  j  or 
CI J )» or ( m , j+ 1), m <  i.
Then either (i ,j)d l  or (/,_ /+ 1 )£ / holds. The roles o f  the rows and columns can be 
interchanged.
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P roof. We use an indirect way. Suppose that
O 'J H / and (/,_/+ 1)6 /.
Lemmas 2.3, 2.4 and (10) imply the existence o f  an (/, k)£ l—A. kA i, i+  1 by the 
assumption. On the other hand, (11) results in j+ \< k .  The same arguments 
show the existence o f an ( s ,j)£ l—A and a (/,./'+ 1)6 /—A where s, / > /  can be 
assumed. We distinguish 2 cases:
(i) s=t. The /'-th column contains two elements of I: (s,j)  and (j ,y '+ l). 
Therefore we have (j, k)$L  Transformation 3 can be applied for (/, k) and (s ,j) . 
This contradiction proves the statement in this case.
(ii) sA t. (s, k) and (/, k) cannot be both in /. Suppose e.g. that (s, k)$L  
Transformation 3 can be applied for (/, Ac) and (s,j), again. This case is also 
settled. I
Lemma 2.6. Let u, v^2 . I f  I  is an optimal partial 2-transversal then 
(1, 1), ( 1, 2), (2, 1)£7.
P roof. Suppose that 4 and apply Lemma 2.5 with A — 0, / — 1, j= l .
Either (1, 1)6/ or (1 ,2 )6 / can be stated. We distinguish these two cases.
a) (1, 1)6/. Apply Lemma 2.5 with A={( 1, 1)}, i= l,j= 2 .  Two subcases are 
distinguished: aa) ( 1, 2)6/, ab) (1, 3)6/, (1, 2)6 L
aa) (1 ,2 )6 /. Lemma 2.5 can be applied, again, with A ~ {(  1, 1), (1, 2)} i— 2, 
j=  1. If we obtain (2, 1)6/ we are done. Suppose that (2 ,2)6/, (2, 1 )6 /. By 
Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4 there exists a (k, 1)6/, k > 2. Transformation 3 can be applied 
with (2,2) and (k , 1) because (k, 2)6 /. This contradiction proves the lemma in 
this case.
ab) (1 ,3 )6 /. Apply Lemma 2.5 with A =  {(1, 1), (1, 3)}, /= 2 , j — 1. Two sub­
cases will be distinguished:
aba) (2, 1)6/. We may continue: either (2, 2 )6 / or (2, 3)6/. In the first case 
the change o f (2, 2) and (1, 3) (Transformation 3) leads to the desired contradic­
tion. In the latter case there is a (k, 2)6 / (A;>2) by Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4. (k,2) 
and (1,3) give the contradiction.
abb) (2, 2)6/, (2, 1)6 /. Transformation 3 with (2, 2) (1, 3) gives rise to a con­
tradiction unless (2, 3)6/. In this latter case there is a (k , 1)6/ (/c>2). The applica­
tion of Transformation 3 for (k, 1) and (2, 3) settles this case.
b) (1 ,2 )6 / but (1, 1)6/. By Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4 there are (k, 1), (/, 1)6/ 
(k, /=> 1, k^Al). One o f (k, 2) and (1,2), say (k, 2), is missing from /, therefore 
Transformation 3 can be applied with (k, 1) and (1, 2). A contradiction.
The cases when i? S « = 2, 3 can be proved similarly.
Lemma 2.7. Let u, v^3. Suppose that I is an optimal partial 2-transversal and 
(1, 1), (1, 2), (2, 1)6/, (2, 2 )6 /- Then (2, 3), (3, 2), (3, 3)6/.
Proof. Suppose that u, v^5 . Use Lemma 2.5 with A = {(\, 1), (1, 2), (2, 1)}, 
i=2,j=2. (2, 2) is not in /b y  the assumption, thus we have (2 ,3)6L Apply Lemma 
2.5 now with /4 =  {(1, 1), (1, 2), (2, 1), (2, 3)}, (3, 2) and (4, 2). If (3, 2)6 /  then 
Transformation 3 could be used for (2, 3) and (3, 2) except in the case (3, 3)6L 
The statement is proved in this case.
25*
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I f  (4, 2 )£ / then (4, 3) £ /  can be supposed, again by Transformation 3. The 
third row contains at least two elements, therefore there exists a (3, k)£l satisfying 
k > 4. (4 ,k )$ I  is obvious, thus Transformations is applicable with (4 ,2) and 
(3, k). This contradiction proves the lemma for u, v^ 5 .
The cases v ^ u =  3, 4 can be proved similarly. |
L e m m a  2 . 8 .  If u = \^ v  then the optimal partial 2-transversal I  consists o f  ( 1 ,  1) 
and ( 1 ,  2 ) .  I f  u = 2^ v then / = { (  1, 1),  (1 ,  2 ) ,  ( 2 ,  1 ) ,  ( 2 ,  2)}.
The proof is trivial.
It is easy to prove by induction, using Lemmas 2 . 6 — 2 . 8 ,  that the optimal 
partial 2-transversal consists o f blocks
1 1  1 1 0
1 1  1 0  1
0  1 1
along the diagonal (/, i) and it might end with an
11
if exactly one row remains at the end. Not making any additional condition on 
the a’s and b's nothing else can be said about the blocks. However, we want to use 
these results for binomial coefficients. They are ordered in natural order, therefore 
we have equal pairs among them. Under this condition the structure of the optimal 
partial 2-transversal can be described rather well.
First we investigate some further transformations.
Transformation 4.
1 1 0  0  0  1 1 0  0  0
1 0 1 0 0  1 1 0 0 0  
0 1 1 0 0 - 0 0 1 1 0  
0  0  0  1 1 0  0  1 0  1
0  0  0  1 1 0  0  0  1 1.
It is understood that this transformation is made somewhere along the diagonal 
(/, i)  o f  the matrix (ar bj). Denote by CjS ... =  c6 and d ^  ...isd5 the values a, 
resp. b corresponding the rows and columns, resp. The values of the subsums what 
these submatrices give from 2  aibj are
a . j t a
Ci d1 +  c1d2 + c2d1 +  c2d3 +  c3d2 + c3d3 + ci di +  ci d5 +  c3di + c3ds
and
ci d± +  c1 d2 +  c2 di +  c2 d2 +  c3 d3 +  c3 +  c4 d3 +  c4 d5 +  c5 d4 +  c5 d5.
An easy calculation shows that the second sum is less than or equal to the first sum 
under the assumption c2—c3, d2—d3.
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We say that the transformation is non-increasing. The constant and non-decreas­
ing transformations are defined analogously. Easy calculations show the following 
lemmas.
L e m m a  2.9. Transformation 4 is non-increasing i f  c2= c3,d 2= d 3, non-decreasing 
i f  c3= c 4, d3= d 4 and constant i f  c2 =  c3, d3 =  di or c3= c4, d2 = d3.
L e m m a  2.10. Transformation 5 which is defined by
C l 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
c 2 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
C 3 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
C 4 0 0 0 1 1 0 ^ 0 0 1 1 0 0
C5 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1
C6 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1,
di d2d3d4d3d3
is non-increasing i f  c2 — c3, c4 =  c5, d2= d 3, d4 =  db, non-decreasing i f  c3 =  c4, d3= d4 
and constant i f  c2 =  c3, c4 =  c5, d3 = d4 or c3 — c4, d2= d3, d4= d h.
L e m m a  2.11. Transformation 6 which is defined by
C l 1 1 0 0 'O’ l 1 0 0 '0
c2 1 0 1 0 0 l 1 0 0 0
c3 0 1 1 0 0 “*■ o 0 1 1 0
C 4 0 0 0 1 .1. 0 0 1 1 .0
di d2d3d4^5
is non-decreasing i f  c3= c 4, d2 =  d3, (d4—d5) or c2 =  c3, d3 — d4 or c3 =  c4, d3 =  d4.
L e m m a  2.12. Transformation 7 which is defined by 
c4 1 1 0  0  1 1 0  0
c2 1 0  1 0 - 1 1 0 0  
c3 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1
d\ d2 d3 d4
ls constant i f  c2 =  c3 and d3—d4.
L e m m a  2.13. Transformation 8 which is defined by
1 1 0 o ' 1 1 0 o '
1 1 0 0 -  1 0  1 0
0  0  1 .1 0  1 1 0 .
is non-decreasing i f  c2= c 3 and d2—d3.
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Using the above transformations we are now able to describe one o f the optimal 
partial 2-transversals. We know that an optimal partial 2-transversal consists o f  
2x2  and 3 x 3  blocks. It is called superoptimal iff (i) it minimizes the number 
of 3 x 3  blocks and (ii) it minimizes the sum o f the coordinates of the starting 
points o f  the 3x3  blocks among all optimal ones satisfying (i).
Lemma 2.14. Lei « = n 1+ l s « 2+ l= !)  and suppose that űj = ... S űu and 
b1^ . . . ^ b v are the binomial coefficients and , resp. Then the superoptimal
partial 2-transversal consists o f  2X 2  blocks with two exceptions. I f  nj= «2 =  0 (mod2) 
then the first block is a 3 x 3  one. A t the end o f  the diagonal a block o f  the form  1 or 
1 1 can occur.
Proof. Suppose that I is a superoptimal partial 2-transversal. Three cases will 
be distinguished in the proof.
1) nx^ n 2 (mod,). Transformations is constant by Lemma 2.10. It decreases 
the number o f  3x3 blocks. This proves that 7 cannot contain two neighbouring 
3x3  blocks.
However, Transformation 4 is also constant in this case (Lemma 2.9). Applying 
it backwards, it decreases the sum of the coordinates o f starting points of the 3x3  
blocks. Therefore I cannot contain a 3X3 block following a 2X 2 one. Hence 7 
can have at most one 3x3  block, at the beginning only.
We prove now that even this only one 3 x 3  block is excluded.
11) n i< n2=0  (mod2). As ny-\-\ is even, 7 ends with a block o f the form 11. 
Transformation 4 is constant in this case, we may move the 3 x 3  block toward the 
end while I remains optimal. Finally we arrive to the configuration of the left-hand 
side o f  Transformation 6. This is non-decreasing, but it decreases the number of 
3 x 3  blocks. 1 was not superoptimal. This contradiction proves the statement for 
this case.
12) n ,< n 2 =  l (mod2). n j+ 1  is odd. We can repeat the argument o f  case 
11), but Transformation 7 should be used in place o f Transformation 6. 7 cannot 
contain any 3 x 3  block in this case.
2) n ,= n 2=  1 (mod 2). Consider a 3x3 block Bl following a 2 x 2  block. 
Transformation 4 can be applied backwards unless the coordinate o f its starting 
point o f  Bl is odd. Thus we may suppose that this is the case. If Bx is followed by 
a 3 x 3  block then Transformation 5 gives rise to a contradiction. Denote by B2 
the first 3 x3  block occuring after B1. It is easy to see that the coordinate o f the 
starting point of B2 is even. The converse of Transformation 4 leads to a contradic­
tion. Therefore 7?, cannot be followed by a 3 x3  block.
The first two blocks cannot be 3x3 ones because o f Lemma 2.10. If the first 
block is a 3x3 one then the first other 3x3 block following it (= B J  has an even 
starting coordinate. This contradiction proves that there is at most one 3X3 block 
in 7 and its starting coordinate is odd.
Suppose that there is a 3 x 3  block. By Transformation 4 we can move this 
block until the end and 7 remains optimal. nx+  1 is even, thus the end looks like the 
left-hand side of Transformation 6. Lemma 2.11 gives the contradiction. 7 cannot 
contain any 3x3 block in this case.
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3) n,=n2 = 0 (mod2). If the first block is a 2X 2 then Transformation 4 can 
be used backwards for the first 3x3  block, with a contradiction. However, all 
blocks could not be 2x2  because otherwise Transformations would lead to a 
contradiction, using it backwards. (If «x< 5 , this argument does not work. For 
«x=2 and 4 Transformation 8 can be used.) This proves that the first block has 
to be a 3 x3  one. Disregarding the first block, the rest can be treated like case 2). 
In this case we obtained that the first block is a 3x3 one, all other blocks 
are 2X 2. |
P roof of T heorem  1. First we prove that max {|#"|: 3F is a 3-part Sperner 
family} cannot exceed the values given in the theorem. This maximum equals (by 
Theorem GOS)
0« "“ 2  (?)(?) (I)
where we sum over (/, /, k)£J  and the maximum is taken over all partial trans­
versals J  in { 0 ,. .. ,n 1} X { 0 ,. . . ,« 2} x { 0 , 1}. It is easy to see that the set 
/= { ( / ,y): (i,j,k )£ J )  is a partial 2-transversal in {0, ..., n j x  (0, ..., n2}. There­
fore (12) can be upperbounded with
<13> “ *<?.(')(?)
where the max runs over all partial 2-transversals I. (13) can be determined by 
Lemma 2.14.
1) One of nl and n2 is odd. Denoting by at and bt the respective binomial co­
efficients, (13) can be expressed as
(14) 2 ( ai +  ai+i)(.bi+ b i+1) 2  aibi+  2  ffi&i+i+ 2  ai+ib,-
1=1,2 ,... i= l ,  3 ,... 1=1,8 ,...
If n1 is odd then
and
ai —ai+i 0 = 1, 3, ...) hence
2  aib i+ i=  2  ai+ibi+ i=  2  ai bt 
1 = 1 ,8 ,.,. 1 = 1 ,8 ,... 1=2,4 ,...
2  a i + i b i — 2  a i b i
1=1,3 ,... 1=1,3,...
follow. Substituting these into (14) we obtain 2 21 aibt- The case when n2 is
1=1,2,...
odd can be obtained in the same way.
Let «j be odd and n2 be even. Then














«2 +  2
2 U j 2 2 2 2
«1 «2 «X + «2
+ «x + 3 « 2 -4 +  . . .= «, +  «2-1
2 2 2
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Multiplying it by 2 we obtain
«l + «2+l n
«l + «2 + 1 = n
2 U J
The case when n2 is odd and nl is even can be treated analogously. 
Finally, if щ=п2 = 1 (mod2) then
«1
« i - l
«2





«2 -1 +  . . . =
« l + « 2 
«1 +  «2 _
Л- 1
Л- 1
2 2  J 2 2 2 2
proves the upper bound in this case.
2) « i= «2=0 (mod 2). Lemma 2.14 gives
« i  b i  +  ö i  è 2 F  «2 b± F  «2 F  а з ^ 2 T  « 3 bÿ +
+ 2  (a i + a i+i)(bi + bi+1) =
i = 4 ,  6 , . . .
=  а 1Ь1 +  а 1Ь2 +  а2Ь1 +  02Ь3 +  а 3Ь2 +  йзЬз +  2 2  a ibi =
i= 4,5,6,...





«1 «2 «1 «2 «1 «2
«1 «2 + «1 «2+2 + «! —2 «2 - 2 «! — 2 «2 +  2




« 2 - 2 +
«1
« 1  +  2
«2
«2  +  2
«1
«1  +  2
\
« 2
« 2 - 2 + 2
«1  +  «2  
«1  +  «2
2 2  J 2 2 2 2 2
« — 1 «1 «1 « 2 «2 ]
=  2 « - 1 - «1  +  2 - «1 « 2  +  2 - « 2
2  J 2 2 2 U J J
We have proved that the right-hand side in the theorem is an upper bound. 
We need constructions proving the equality.
It is easy to check that the following families are 3-part Spemer families and 
their size is optimal:
^  =  \F\ = ”1+”2 - ■ , |W3n F | = o } u
U { f :  lA^PlFI — IJFxflFI =  , |Л Г,П Л  =  l }
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if  nx is odd, n2 is even,
^  =  { f : \f \ =  ” 1 + ” 2-— , | j r , n F |  = o } u
u{f: i^nFi-i^nFi = Wl~"1+1, |z3nf| = i}
if nL is even, n2 is odd,
J^ =  { f : | F | = Ü 1 ± ^ ,  |^ 3 n F | = o } u  
U {f: l^nFI-l^nFI = lA^riFI = 1}
if both nx and n2 are odd and finally
^  = {F: |F| = \X1H F \ ^ ^ t -J-+1, |A^nF| = o}u
u | f : \X1K F \ = ! ± ,  IJT.nFI = - ^ - 1, |^3nF| = o}u 
u | f : I^D FI = y + 1, IJT.riFI = -^ , |z3nF| = o}u 
u {f : I ^ D F I - l ^ n F I  =  - ^ p - ,  |Z3n F |  = l}
if both n1 and n2 are even. |
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SOME REMARKS ON INFINITE SERIES
P. ERDŐS, I. JOÓ and L. A. SZÉKELY 
Dedicated to Professor K. Tandori on the occasion o f  his 60th birthday
In the present paper we investigate the following problems. Suppose 0 
for n s  1 and 2  an= °°-
n=1
N° 1. Does there exist a sequence o f natural numbers No= 0 , Nt/<=°, such 
that it decomposes the series monotone decreasingly:
+ 1 + s
(1 ) 2  c t j ^  2  a j  0  =  0 , 1 ,2 , . . . ) ?
J = N ,+1 J  =  N I + ,+l
In order to state the second problem we define the index nk(c) as the minimum 
m such that
(2 ) k c  S  2  a j -
i
Now the second problem is as follows.
00
N° 2. What is the relation between the behaviour o f a\ and the typical
1
oo
behaviour o f 2  ank(c) (c is variable)? As it turns out, the two problems are related.
*=i
Problem N° 1 is motivated by the fact, that for every non-negative continuous 
function / :  [0, °°)—R it is easy to define a sequence xt/ ° °  such that J f s  
*a+*
s  /  /  (n=0, 1,...).
xn +1 oo
Theorem 1. Suppose 0, anS a „+1 for every n S l ,  2  an= °°- Then for
n=1
every c >  0 *
oo oo
2  al and 2  ankM
n=l k = l
are equiconvergent.
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 40A99; Secondary 40A30. 
Key words and phrases. Decomposition o f series.
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Proof.1 We may suppose an\  0, since in the opposite case the statement is 
trivial. Hence we have for k> K (c)
and
«*+i(c) >  nk(c)
»1, + lto
2  Oi =  c +  o (l).
i = nk(c) + i
In view o f monotonicity o f (an) for k > K ( c )
" ic + iW  “k . i W  " k * i W
( 2  a i)a nk(c) — 2  a i — ( 2  a i)arik + i(.c)>
i= n k( c ) + 1 i= n k( c ) + l  i =  nk( c ) + l
and the equiconvergence holds. |
Theorem 1 makes possible to give a partial solution for problem N° 1.
Theorem 2. Suppose an> 0, 2  an~ °°-
n = l
(i) I f  (an) has a majorant (b„)£l2 with bn^ b n+1 for  1, then 2  a n bas 
the decomposition required in (1).
(ii) I f  ű„Sa„+1 for  « S i ,  ( a „ ) /2, then there exists a series 2 b„ having no 
decomposition and 1 /3 < ö„/Z>„<3.
P ro o f . In the first step we prove the existence of the required decomposition 
(1) for (b„). Let N0~ 0. We define IV, so large, that
obeys
(3)
K d =  2 b j  
J= i
KJ6 >  max b„
n
(4) 2  ^nk(Ki/3) <  K J 2 .
k = l
The number 7VX exists, since 2  b„k(c) is finite by Theorem 1 and monotone decreas-
k = l
ing in c, and Kk is as large as we want.
Suppose N0, Nlt ..., Nh Ni+1 are defined and
Kt:= 2  b j ^ K J  2.
}=N, +1
Let Ni+2 be the largest index for which
*1 + 1 Ni+i
2  bj  ^  2  b j .
J  = Nt + l  J= N i + l + 1
1 The present simple proof is due to G. Petruska.
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N i * ,
By (3) we have Ni+2>Ni+1. We prove Ki+l:= bj^ KJ2, what means, Nt
J  =  N , * l  +1
and Kt are defined for /> 0  with K ^ K ^ K ^ . . .  .
Assume m is the least integer with Km + 1< K1/2. First, Km^ K J2  and by 
the choice of IV,’s and by (3) Km—Aim+1< KJ6, hence Km+1^ K J3. On the 
other hand
771 +  1 771 +  1 o o
K l ~ K m + l — 2  ^ N , * 1 + 1 — 2  b„k(Km * i ) —  2  t>nk(K 1/3) •i=0 k=l  k =1
Using (4) we have Km+1^ K J 2, a contradiction.
In the second step set M 0= 0, select Mx so large that
y=i
and let M i+2 be the largest integer with
Set
Mi + , Mi + 2
2  a j — 2  a j -
j = M {+ 1 7 = A f ( + I +  l
M,*,
w . =  2  + ••
j = M t + l
We have to prove Mm+2> M m+1 for m> 0 . Obviously, M jSA , and
771 + 1 771 + 1 771 + 1 co
L l  —  L ,„  + 1  =  2  ° M I * 1 + 1 —  i>M,*1 + \  —  2  t >Ni * 1 + 1 =  2  bnk(Ki/2) ^  K J 2 ’
i = 0 i =  0 i =  0 fc=l
what means Lm+1>K J2, i.e. Mm + 2>A /m+1. In order to prove (ii) suppose with­
out loss o f generality ^ < 1  and set / ( 0) = 0,
/ ( » ) : =  |{fc: 2 - s a t < 2 - ' ’+ 1}| 
for n s l .  It is well-known that
n = l
if and only if 2  /(« )4~" <  If / ( « ) > 0 we define a strictly monotone increasing
71 =  1
sequence s„tJ- ( y =  1, 2, ... ,/(« ))  obeying 0S 8„i;' S 4-". For every natural number 
Í there exists a unique m with
/ ( 0 )  + / ( ! ) +  ••• + / ( m - 1 )  <  i S / ( 0 )  + / ( 1 )  +  . . .  + / ( m ) .
We define
(5) bi'.=  2 _m+ e  m - 1X XU)I =0
and prove that 2  satisfies the requirements o f  (ii). Obviously, 1/3<a„/h„ 
The sequence (bt) is monotone increasing in the intervals
< 3 .
771 — 1  771
( 2  f ü l  2 f ü l ]
7=0 1=0
of indices, by (5).
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Suppose there exists a decomposition required in (1) for 2  bt with indices 
AT0= 0<A^1< / / 2< "- and
I N,+i
K i =  2  b , .
I J= * ,+ 1
We are going to prove Kx=<=°, a contradiction. If
m —1 m
(6) 2  /O ')  s  w, <  N i+1 <  2 f U )
}=0 7=0
then Ki—Ki+1^ 2 ~ m, since Ni+2—Ni+l<Ni+1— Nt by the strictly monotone increas­
ingness o f (hj) in the above considered interval. Since KL^ K 2^ K 3^ ... by (1), 
we have
I O’: (6) holds for i)| =  ' £ ^ 2m ~ 3'
Comparing our estimates we have
2 ( * i - * i +i ) S  2  (K ,~ K l+1)
i= 0  (6) holds for i
=  “ ■ I
M . Szegedy noted, that with a bit more effort one can prove (ii) with 
h,-=«,(1 +  0 ( 1)). We have conjectured that (an)£l2 is sufficient for having a decom­
position. Recently, the conjecture was proved by M. Szegedy and G. la rd o s[l].
N ow  we investigate what happens if we drop the condition a „S «„+1 from 
Theorem 1. It is clear, that dropping the condition a counterexample can be given 
for a fixed c, but we have
T heorem 3. Suppose «„>0, 2  If
n—0
2  an*=°°, then X := {c : 2 ank{c)=°°}
71 =  0  fc =  l
w 0/  measure zero, and if
2  al =  °°> then T :=  (c: 2  ank(c) <  “ }
11 = 0 *=1
is meagre (i.e. offirst category).
P r o o f . In the first case we have for
2  f  ank(c) dc < “ ,
k 1 a




z j a ^ ä ^ z t  2 .  T =  Í “? K + »<'>)
•i- L  o,a«i-=— £  a, b i.i a i.i
In the second case we prove for 0
~  £2  J a„k(C) dc =  °°.
k - l a
It is trivial, if inf a„= e>  0. If not, the previous estimates will be repeated for « < « '<
n
in the inverse direction and
2  f  a „ k ( c > d c  S  2  ( l o g - ^ 7  +  o ( l ) )  =  ° ° .
11= 1 /  j = 1 v a  /
00
The function c —/(c ) :=  a„fc(t.) is lower semicontinuous from the left side since
lim /(c)=/(Co), so
c ~ c 9 -
H , : = { c : Z « nk( c ) > 0fc=l
contains a dense open set G ,c(0 , °°). This way
{c: 2 a n k ( o )  = “ }  = n  -tff =5 fl G ,
and
* = 1
{c : Í V ) < 0 °}
*=1
is meagre. |
The size o f an exceptional set in Theorem 3 is still an open question. A  par­
ticular answer is given by the next construction.
T heorem  4 . X  can be residual, and Y can be o f  cardinality continuum.
00
Proof. We construct 2  an<  00 with a residual X. Suppose {cq: z£N} is dense in
n=1
(0, 00) and let /?, be /?j=a(_ Q  if (^ jd 'S  (^ 2 • F °r every ß , set some seg­
ments üj: /£ / , ,  so, that
— /; finite, űj.; _/£/, are disjoint,
— on the ray (0, °°) all jk.Ii is on the right hand from all aj\ j£ lk, 
where k < i,
—  2  aj  <  "tT> 2  — 1»Jii, 1 Jti,
— all the segments Uj have in their interior a multiple of /?,.
We cover the rest of the ray with segments a,: j£ J  such that 2
j t J
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If ßi is the n-th repetition o f ak, there is a neighbourhood Vk o f ock, such that 
nij(xk£aj (nijiN) implies mjVk c aj (/€;/,)- N ow  clearly H (U  ^k) is residual
n k
and X  contains it.
N ow  we construct a perfect set Y  (i.e. o f  cardinality continuum) in the fol­
lowing way. Set 701=[100, 101], we are going to define closed intervals 7/ (i=  1, ..., 2") 
for n— 1, 2, ... with the property: I‘ contains the disjoint intervals 7n2+x and 
We have a perfect set f j ( U ^ ) — Y- In U A! we select 2”+1 numbers jcl5 ..., x 2n+t
n i i
independent over the field o f  rationals, two o f which are in int l'„ ( i= l ,  ...,2"). 
By Kronecker’s Theorem for infinitely many a,-
I t X j - k i ' j X i l  ■*= 0,001
for i = l ,  2, ...»2"+1, kUj integer. We are interested only in al5 ..., a„. We set 
an interval J ^  (m— 1, ..., n), |/<,n)[= 1/200 close to Xj but right to it, not con­
taining any multiple o f xk, x2, ..., x2"+1, right from the previous/i'* (/< « ; l s i s 2 l). 
Now we define 7/ +1 as short intervals centered at xh so that none o f the
{m— 1, ...,/t)  intersect any multiple o f 7/+5. Finally we define the series 2  a„.
71 =  1
All the intervals j£> (n— 1, 2, ...; m =  1, 2, ..., n) occur as some aJ(„ m) with
s(n, m)
^  a — the right endpoint o f J^n).
i = 1
The “ undefined gaps” in 2  a n we fill with small numbers tending quickly to zero.
It is easy to check, that 2  an= °°’ 2  °°> s*nce c£Y  implies
2  ank(c)<coi since the multiples of c avoid all the intervals J£K
R e m a r k . With a little care we can construct a series with the above properties 
with a„-*0 .
P ro blem  1. Is there a topological property tp such that
{c: 2  ank(c> -= °°K<P if and only if 2  al <  °°?
P ro blem  2. Is there a series 2  an< 0 ° in Theorem 3 with Y  of positive measure?
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A CHARACTERIZATION OF THE HELLY DIMENSION 
OF CONVEX BODIES
I. BÁRÁNY and J. KINCSES
1. Introduction
We prove that the Helly dimension, him K  o f  a convex body Á'czR*' equals 
the positive dimension, md+ S o f an arbitrary dense subset 5  of the set of extreme 
points of K*, the dual o f K.
V. G. Boltjanskij proved a general theorem in [1J i» which he determined the 
Helly dimension of certain systems of convex bodies. In a special case h r 'heorem 
gives that him X = m d + ext K* under the assumption that for each extreme sup­
porting hyperplane H o f K, H f]K  contains a regular point of K. The aim o f this 
paper is to generalize this fact. As a corollary to our main result we answer a ques­
tion of Boltjanskij and Soltan (see [2], p. 131). Namely, we prove that if H is a 
subset of the unit spherejsuch that it is not contained in a closed hemisphere, then 
md+ / /= m d + H where H is the closure of H.
2. The main results
If S Q R d then conv S, con S, int S, S will denote the convex hull o f 5, the 
convex cone hull o f S, the interior of S and the closure o f S, resp. and ext S is 
the set of extreme points o f S and S* is the dual set o f  S that is
S* = {x€Rd, (x , s) S  1 for all s£S}.
A convex body is a compact convex set with nonempty interior.
D efinition  2 .1 . The Helly dimension of a convex body K  is the smallest integer 
k such that any finite family of positive homothetic images of K  has nonempty 
intersection whenever any k  + 1 of them has nonempty intersection.
The Helly dimension o f K  will be denoted by him K.
D efinition  2 .2 . Let ..., x„^Rd. We say that {x,}?=1 is a minimal positive 
linearly dependent set if the vectors x f are linearly dependent with positive coeffi­
cients but no proper subset o f {X(}"=1 is linearly dependent. The positive dimension, 
md+ S of 5 g R d is the largest integer k such that 5  contains a minimal positive 
linearly dependent set with A:+l elements.
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. P r im a ry  5 2 A 2 0 ; S e c o n d a ry  52A35.
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The scalar product o f x, jCR'' is denoted by (x, y). If a£Rd and a is a scalar, 
then (a, a) denotes the vector in R‘i+1 whose first d coordinates coincide with those 
of a and the last coordinate is a. We will use the following theorem o f Ky Fan [3].
T heorem  2.3. The system o f  linear inequalities
(av, x ) ^ a v v£7, a ^ R 11, av£R 
is solvable i f  and only i f
( 0 , - 1)£ con {(av, av)£Rd+1, v£7}.
N ow  we can state the main theorem.
T heorem  2.4. If  K  f  R<! is a convex body with 0£int K and S a dense subset 
o f  ext K* then
him K  =  md+ S.
P r o o f . Let himA'=A: and md+ ^ = /.
First part. We show that k s l .  Suppose, on the contrary, that there exists a 
finite family of positive homothetic images o f K
such that
but
bi +  hiK bf~Rd, Aj >  0, i = l ,
i+ i
H (b; K) ^  0 for all 1 S  ij <  ia < . . . <  il+1 s  n 
l= i
n  {bi+hK) = 0.
(=1
Since S  is dense in ext K* we have
K  =  S* =  {x6Rd, (a, x) ^  1 for each adS} =
=  f l  {*€Rd> (a ,x)  S  1}.
a £ S
Applying this we get
0 =  n  ( b t + f K )  =  n  (6 (+ A , [ n  { * e R d, <«, *> s  o j )  =
i = l  i = l  a £ S
=  f l  n  {ft,+Aix€R ‘', (a, x) =2 1} =
i= la€S
= n D {yeR‘,»(z r ^> «) = i} =i= laeS^  \  / /  /  )
= n n  (a, y) ^ (a, bi) + ^i} =
i =1 a£S
=  f l  {>,€Rd, (a, y)  S  a(a) =  min ((a, bt) +  *,)}.
o£S l e i i s n  ’
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This yields that the system o f linear inequalities
(a ,y )^ a (a ) , a£S
has no solution. Using Theorem 2.3 we have
(0, — l)£con (a, (x(a))£Rd + 1, a£S} =  C.
If (0, — 1) is on the boundary of C then applying the separation theorem for (0, — 1) 
and int C we get a point (z, £)£RJ+1, (z , 0) such that
<(z, {), (0, - 1 ) )  =  0 and ((z , £), (a,a (a))) ^  0 for all a€S.
But then £ =  0 and (z ,a )^ 0  for all a£S, which implies that K + zQ K  and this 
contradicts to the fact that K  is compact. Thus (0, — l)£con{(a, ot.(a))C: Ri+1, a£ S} 
and so there exist a finite subset {ay}“=i o f 5  and positive numbers jUj>0 
( j — 1, ..., m) such that
2  Pja j  =  0 and 2  = ~  1-
j = i J=i
Obviously, we may assume that the set {«;};=! is a minimal positive linearly depend­
ent set and so m ^ l+ l .  Now choose for every lS y S w  an index 1 =  ij^ n  
such that
a ( a j )  =  (ay . b^ + X ‘) -
Using again Theorem 2.3 we get that the intersection o f the halfspaces
{y ■ {aJ , y ) ^ { a J, b i)  +  Xij}
is empty. But we have
and this implies that
bij+X tjK c  {y: {aJty > =§ ( a ^ b j + f )
mn (b'j+X.jK) = 0
J =1
which is a contradiction since m S /+ l .  Thus we proved that k ^ l.
Second part. We show that l^ k . To prove this we need the following lemma, 
which is probably folklore.
Lem m a. Let P Q R d be a closed convex set with nonempty interior and 
H0= {x \ (x — p0, x„)=0} be an extremal supporting hyper plane o f P at the point p0 
such that
P £  {*: (x —p0, x0) si 0}.
I f  Tcz{x: (x — p0, x0)< 0 }  is a compact set then there exists a positive homothetic 
image b + XP o f  P such that
T c  int(h+L P) c  {x: (x —p 0, x0) <  0}.
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P r o o f  of the Lemma. Without loss of generality we may assume that T  is a 
Euclidean ball B(a0) with centre a0 and p0 =  0. We use induction on d. For d =  1 
the lemma is clear. Suppose that 1 and let C0 be the supporting cone o f P at 
0 that is
c 0 =  T J 1 p .
a b o
Since H 0 is extremal supporting hyperplane there is a halfline l£ =  {Axx: AsO} 
suchthat / / on C 0i / 0+. Now let
Q =  U (Co-Axx).
a bo
Then it is easy to show that Cx is a closed convex cone and
( * )
int(C0 — Axi) 3  int(C0— A'Xj) if A ^  A' 
int Cj =  (J int(C0 —Axj).
Abo
Let H x be the hyperplane through a0 and orthogonal to jcx. Then obviously H1f]C1 
is a closed convex cone and H1C\H0 is an extremal supporting hyperplane of 
H1C\C1 m Hx. By the induction hypothesis we obtain a translate (Hi riC 1) +  b0 of 
H1C\C1 in H1 such that
Hxr\B(aü) <= rel int ( ( / / j i l Q + i o )  c  i^ f l  {x: <x0, x> <  0}.
But then, since C1 contains the line /„ =  {/,x1: AGR}, we have that the cylinder 
(B(a 0) ( T Hi) +  /0 is contained in int (C1 +  h0)= rel int ((H1C\C1)+ b 0)+10. So we get
B(a0) Q (B(au)(T/fi) +  /0 Ü intCQ +  fio) Q {x: <x0, x> <  0}.
Using the relations (* )  and the compactness o f B(a0) there exists a A„>0 such that
B(a0) Q int(C0—AoXi +  hp) Q {x : <x0, x> <  0}.
Since int C0=  (J A int P then again by compactness of B(a0) there exists a Ax> 0
A=*0
such that
B(a0) Q int (AxP —A0xx+ b0) Q {x: (x0, x) <  0}
and this proves the statement for d  which completes the proof of the Lemma.
Returning to the proof o f the second part o f Theorem 2.4 let {a;}-±} be a minimal 
positive linearly dependent subset of S. 1 hen, by definition, there are positive con­
stants / q ( l S / ^ / + l )  suchthat
i+ i i+ i
2  ^ i a i -  0  and  2  Vi =  i-i = l i=l
By Theorem 2.3 the system o f linear inequalities
( a ; , x ) = s  — i  ( i  =  1 ,  . . . , /  +  1 )
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has no solution but for each 1^ / ^ / +  1 there is a point xt:
i+1
* < €  f |  {x: ( a j , x )  < - l } .
)= i  
yVi
Let Ti—{xj : j ^ i } for i~  1, . . . , / +  1. Since {x: (ah x)=  — 1} is an extremal sup­
porting hyperplane of K - 2 -  a‘  ^ and TtQ (x: (at, x)< — l}then, by the lemma, we 
get a 0 and a such that
J1, c  intCb.-M;^) Q {x: ( a , , x ) < - l } .
This means that
i+ i
n  (6 ,- M .t f )  =  0i=l
and
i+ in  (b,+X,K) * 0i = l
i * j
and this implies l^ k . This completes the proof of the theorem.
We need one more definition. The set {xl5 ..., x„}^R 1* is a minimal linearly 
dependent set if the vectors X; are linearly dependent but no proper subset of 
{xl5 ...,x„} is linearly dependent. For S cR 1, md 5  denotes the largest integer k 
such that S contains a minimal linearly dependent set with k + 1 elements. If S 
is centrally symmetric with respect to the origin then obviously m d+ S = m d S . 
Thus we have
C orollary  2.5. I f  the convex body KQ Rd is centrally symmetric with respect 
to the origin then
him K =  md ext K*.
Boltjanskij and Soltan asked the following question (see [2], p. 131): Assume 
H Q R d is a subset of the unit sphere such that H is not contained in a closed hemi­
sphere. Is it true then, that md+ / /= m d + HI This question is answered in the 
affirmative by
T heorem  2.6. I f  H Q R d is a subset o f the unit sphere such that H  is not con­
tained in a closed hemisphere then
md+ H — md+H.
P ro o f . If we take K —convH  then obviously ext K=H  and 0£int K. Using 
Theorem 2.4. we get
md+ H  =  him K* =  md+ ext K =  md+ H.
Boltjanskij and Soltan in [2] prove several theorems o f this type: The Helly 
number o f a certain family o f convex sets equals md+ H where H  is a set deter­
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mined by the family. By Corollary 2.5, md+ H can be replaced by md+ H because 
H d S d~1 is not contained in a closed hemisphere in these theorems.
We mention finally that a weaker version o f Theorem 2.4 was originally proved 
by the second author. He used a theorem o f A. Lima [5] and applied the result 
to classify the /c-Helly dimensional convex bodies for k S  4. Earlier this was known 
only for k^ 2 .
R e m a r k . The question o f this paper and the Boltjanskij’s conjecture was solved 
by R. Zivaljevic [6], using different methods.
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PROLONGEMENT ANALYTIQUE A TRAVERS UN T-FILTRE
MARIE-CLAUDE SARMANT et ALAIN ESCASSUT
I. Introduction et principaux résultats
§1. Introduction
Soit (К, I • I) un corps muni d’une valeur absolue ultramétrique, complet et 
algébriquement clos.
Rappelons qu’une partie D de K  est dite infracomexe si pour tout aÇ_D l’applica­
tion cpa définie dans D par (p(x)=\x—a\, a une image globale dans R+ dont l’adhé­
rence est un intervalle de R+.
Soit D un fermé borné de K. Rappelons qu’on note R(D) l’algèbre des frac­
tions rationnelles h(x)£K(x) sans pôle dans D et on note //(£>) l’algèbre de Banach 
complétée de R(D) pour la norme de la converg'nce uniforme || • ||D sur D [13], [3].
Soit D un infraconnexe fermé borné, soit 3  un T-filtre à plage vide de D et soit 
3 (3) l’idéal des éléments tel que lim/(x)=0[5].
Nous montrons d’abord que, si les diamètres des trous de D sont minorés par 
un nombre <5>0, la topologie d’algèbre de Banach quotient de #(£>)/3 (3 ) est 
équivalente à celle de la valeur absolue définie sur H(D)/3(3) par le quotient de 
la semi-norme multiplicative définie par 3  sur #(£>).
Ce résultat est généralement faux si on ne fait pas cette hypothèse sur les dia­
mètres des trous, comme le montre un contre-exemple. On généralise ainsi un théo­
rème obtenu en 1971 dans le cas particulier où chaque cercle centré à l’origine con­
tenait un seul trou [2].
Alors l’équivalence entre les deux topologies évoquées ci-dessus permet d’établir 
que tout élément analytique défini sur la plage ф (3) d’un T-filtre 3  d’un infracon­
nexe D, dont les diamètres des trous sont minorés par <5>0, se prolonge « à travers 
le T-filtre», (d’une infinité de façons) en élément de H(D) et s’il existe une T-suite 
idempotente alors le résultat qui précède montre l’existence d’un prolongement 
méromorphe sur 3» à pôles simples.
Par exemple, soit f(x )  une série de Taylor convergente dans d{0, R), soit b„
une suite de K telle que \b„\>\bn+1\, lim |ù„| =  R,
Л-*- oo
<*> ft
Лиг0 et pour tout 0
soit Ae= A \ l J  d~(bn, q). Alors /  se prolonge en éléments analytiques sur Лв,
П =  1
méromorphe dans K admettant chaque bn pour pôle simple.
Cette dernière conclusion s’applique particulièrement au cas d’un T-filtre dont 
les diamètres de trous appartiennent à un intervalle [{q, g2]c]0, diám (3)[ puisque 
dans ce cas on sait qu’il existe des T-suites idempotentes [17].
1980 M athem atics Su b jec t C lassification. Primary 32E27; Secondary 46F05.
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Ceci apporte donc un élément de réponse à la question du prolongement d’une 
série de Taylor dont le disque de convergence est circonférencié évoqué dans [16].
D ’autre part, quand cette équivalence entre les deux topologies ci-dessus est 
réalisée, on peut montrer que l’algèbre quotient H(D)'3„(3) est isomorphe (algé­
briquement et topologiquement) à Н(Щ%)), en notant 3n(5) l’idéal des éléments 
nuis sur ф (g). Cet isomorphisme n’existe plus si les deux topologies considérées ne 
sont plus équivalentes.
Enfin, en considérant une série de Taylor / convergeant dans le disque d{0, R), 
nous construisons concrètement un infraconnexe D avec un T-filtre dont la plage 
est d(0, R) et nous définissons un prolongement analytique de /  dans D par son 
développement de Mittag-Lefïler. On utilise pour cela notamment une matrice infinie 
de van der Monde en montrant qu’elle est inversible grâce aux propriétés du T-filtre 
considéré. Cette construction s’effectue à l’aide d’une série de Taylor convergente 
dans d~(0, K) satisfaisant certaines propriétés et on montre que de telles séries 
existent.
§ 2. Notations et définitions
L’énoncé des résultats utilise les définitions et notations habituelles qu’il faut 
rappeler.
Pour tout a£K, r£R +, on note
d(a, r) =  {x||x — a\ :5 r} 
d~(a, r) = (x| |лг—a| <  r}
C(a, r) =  {x| \x — a\ =  r}
et si on note
Г(а, r, R) — (x| r <  \x — a\ <  R}.
Soit D un infraconnexe de K et soit a£K  et soit Rf R* . Rappelons qu’on 
appelle filtre croissant de centre a, de diamètre R, le filtre de D qui admet pour base les 
ensembles Г (a, r, R) f)D  quand r parcourt ]0, R[. On note ^3(3)= {xÇD| |jc— a\^R}. 
On appelle filtre décroissant, de diamètre R>  0 un filtre admettant une base
de la forme D,n=(Am\  f] Aj)C\D où la suite Am est une suite décroissante de 
y=1
o o
disques de K telle que lim diam (Am)—R. Tout point de f] Am est appelé centre
m~°° m=1
de 3, et on note $ (3 )= (П  4 ) П 5 .m=l
On appelle filtre monotone de D un filtre 3  croissant ou décroissant et sfi(3) 
est appelé plage de 3-
Un filtre croissant 3  et un filtre décroissant (5 sont dit complémentaires si
V  (3 ) и  «P (©)=£> [6].
Soit D un fermé borné de K, de diamètre R et soit aÇ_K. On note D=d(a, R); 
alors D \D  admet une partition par une famille de disques non circonférenciés 
maximaux appelés trous de D [3].
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Alors II • I et if sont deux normes de K-algèbres équivalentes.
On remarque que le théorème 1 s’applique en particulier au cas où les dia­
mètres des trous de D sont minorés par une constante e>0. En revanche, si l’on ne 
dispose d’aucune hypothèse de minoration sur les diamètres des trous, la conclusion 
du théorème 1 est fausse dans le cas général comme le montre le théorème 2, sur un 
exemple représentatif.
Théorème 2. Soit D un infraconnexe fermé borné admettant un T-filtre croissant 
5  et dont l’ensemble des trous est une suite (Tn)n€N telle que lim diam (7’„) = 0. Soit
П-+00
ф la semi-norme multiplicative définie par i//(/)=  lim |/(x)|. Alors la norme d’algèbres
de Banach quotient de H(D)13(5) définit une topologie strictement plus fine que celle 
de la valeur absolue quotient de ф par 3(5)-
Soit R>0. On note sJJi(R) l’ensemble des fonctions /  définies dans des 
ensembles de la forme d~(0, R )\{ùi, ..., bn, ...} où (b„)niN est une suite telle que 
|b„|<R, lim \bn\ — R, et telles que pour tout r< R il existe Pr{x)£K[x) tel que
Pr(x)f(x)£H(d(0, r)) [4]. On peut alors choisir Pr tel que la fonction f r=Prf  ne 
s’annule pas sur les bn tels que \b„\^r. Chaque zéro b„ d’ordre qn de Pr est appelé 
pôle d'ordre q„ de/ .  (Il est clair que cette définition ne dépend pas de r quand |b„|.) 
Alors on sait [4] que SOÎ(R) est le corps de fractions de l’anneau a (R) des séries de 
Taylor convergentes dans d~(0, R).
Soit D un infraconnexe fermé admettant un T-filtre 3  croissant (resp. décrois­
sant) de centre a, de diamètre R. Nous dirons qu’un élément fa iI(D ) est méromorphe
sur 5  et admet b pour pôle d’ordre q, si g(x)=f(a + x) appartient à ïïll(R) |resp.
£(*)— appartient à 9Л , et admet b—a ^resp. pour pôle
d’ordre q.
Soit D un fermé de K, non borné à complémentaire borné, et soit Hb(D) l’en­
semble des éléments bornés de H(D). Il résulte de l’étude générale des ensembles 
H(D) [3] que si T  est un trou de D, jalors l’inverse D' de D par une inversion centrée 
en un point a£T  a une adhérence D'—D\J {0} telle que H(D’) soit isométriquement 
isomorphe à Hb{D). On pourra donc appliquer aux algèbres de Banach Hb{D) les 
propriétés des algèbres H(D).
Soit D un infraconnexe fermé borné (resp. fermé à complémentaire borné). 
Si g  est un T-filtre de D, à plage non vide, on notera 3o(5) l’idéal des fdH(D) 
(resp. fÇ.Hb(D)) tels que f(x )= 0 pour tout x €^ (g ). On sait [4], [5] que 3o(3)e  
<=3(3)-
Rappelons d’autre part qu’une T-suite (Tm l; qmti)lSièk„ est dite idempotente 
[2] si qm,,=0 ou 1 V/=l. —,k m, VwÇN.
Le théorème 3 qui va suivre montre que si un infraconnexe D admet un T-filtre 
3  avec une T-suite idempotente et bien percée, toutes les classes modulo l’idéal 
3o(5) contiennent des éléments méromorphes sur JÇ. La démonstration fait appel 
à un procédé de calcul très spécifique, ainsi qu’aux procédés du théorème 1.
Théorème 3. Soit D un infraconnexe fermé contenant K \d~ (0 , R), admettant
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Considérons une famille (Tm i \ qm,i)i&iükm où Tm>i est un trou de D de centre
m6 N
bmJ, de diamètre Qmii et où qm<£ N.
La famille (,Tm>i; qmf) lèièkm est appelée T-suite associée au filtre croissant
md N
( resp. décroissant) de centre a, de diamètre R si les trous (Tmti)lè i^km sont inclus 
dans un cercle C(a;dm) avec dm~=dm+1 (resp. dm>dm+1) et vérifient la condi­
tion (X)
m kj
lim ( Z  \logdm-logdj\ Z  q j, ,) -  m ax [qm<i(\ogdm-\o g  Qmfi +
m  — °°  j =  1  i = l
+ 2  gm,j(\ogdm-iog\bmj - b m,i\)]) = + ~  [17].
1 É j ' s t  
j * i
De même, nous dirons que la famille (Tm i, qmi) est une T-suite associée à un filtre 
décroissant dépourvu de centre, si les (7'm i)1s,àtm sont inclus dans le cercle 
C(bm+i,i, d j  où dm=\bm+1A- b mA\ et dm + 1<dm et si la suite Dm = d(bm+lil, d J D D  
a une intersection vide, et si la famille (Tmi; qm i) vérifie la condition (X).
Nous appellerons percement d’une T-suite (Tm<i; q m, i) l g i < km le nombre
m£N
q= inf (diam et nous dirons qu’elle est bien percée si £>>0.
m £ N m
Un filtre monotone est appelé T-filtre s’il existe une T-suite associée à <5-
R emarque. On sait que cette définition est bien équivalente à la définition donnée 
dans [5] et elle sera ici plus maniable. Cette équivalence a notamment été montrée 
dans [17], Lemme 1.
Si 3  est un T-filtre d’un infraconnexe fermé borné D on notera 3 (5) l’idéal
(premier fermé) [4] des Д Я ф )  tels que lim /(x)=0.
3
Nous dirons qu’un T-filtre est bien percé s’il admet une T-suite associée bien 
percée.
Les ensembles D tels que le complété H(D) de l’algèbre R(D) pour la topo­
logie de la convergence uniforme soit une fCalgèbre ont été caractérisés dans 
[2], [3].
Outre les fermés bornés (pour lesquels H(D) est algèbre de Banach) nous savons 
que les fermés à complémentaires bornés appartiennent à cette classe.
Tout filtre monotone 3  d’un infraconnexe D tel que H(D) soit une algèbre 
définit sur H{D) une semi-norme multiplicative (ps continue pour la topologie de 
H(D), par la relation [4], [9]
9 s ( f )  =  Hm | / ( x ) | .
§ 3. Les principaux résultats
T héorème 1. Soit D un infraconnexe fermé borné admettant un T-filtre 3  à 
plage vide bien percé, et soit A l’algèbre quotient H(D)/3(3)- Soit || • || la norme 
définie sur A par le quotient de || • ||D par 3(3)- Soit ф la semi-norme multiplicative 
définie sur H{D) par ф { ^ —\\т \f{x)\ et soit ф la valeur absolue définie sur A par
le quotient de ф par 3(3)-
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un T-filtre croissant g  de centre 0, de diamètre R, avec un T-suite idempotente bien 
percée l)lâiS*m et soient ßm,^ T m-l ( l * i à k m, mÇN).
m€ N
Pour tout f£H(D) il existe //(£>) П5Ш (R) tel que chaque pôle de F soit
simple et soit l un des points ßmti ( l s i s k m, m£N), et tel que F—/€3o(5)-
Remarque. Le procédé de calcul employé dans la démonstration du théorème 3 
s’applique à des pôles simples et sa complexité ne rend pas immédiate une généra­
lisation aux pôles multiples. Toutefois il est naturel de conjecturer l’existence d’un 
élément F méromorphe à pôles multiples lorsque la T-suite n’est plus supposée 
idempotente.
Le théorème 1 permet d’établir l’existence du prolongement analytique à tra­
vers un T -filtre bien percé. Le théorème 3 permet de préciser qu’il existe un pro­
longement méromorphe à pôles simples lorsque le T-filtre admet un T-suite idem­
potente.
Théorème 4. Soit D un infraconnexe fermé borné (resp. un infraconnexe fermé 
à complementaire borné) admettant un T-filtre g  de diamètre R, tel que Ф (5)^0  
avec une T-suite bien percée {TmA\ qmt i)ig;s/cm-
Soit aÇ.Dfi1'.P(5) et soit bÇ_K. Alors tout élément f^Hbifßi'Si) se prolonge 
en un élément h£Hb(D) tel que h{a)=b et l'ensemble des prolongements de f  en 
éléments de Hb{D) est égal à /г + go(5)-
Théorème 5. Soit D un infraconnexe fermé dont le complémentaire est borné. 
On suppose que D admet un T-filtre décroissant g, de diamètre R, tel que ф (5 )^ 0  
avec une T-suite bien percée {Tm i\ qm,()iüiSk • Soit IÇ.K. Alors tout élément
mÇN
/£//Y ^(g)) se prolonge en un élément hÇ_Hb(D) tel que lim h(x)=l et l’ensemble
1*1—~
des prolongements de f  en éléments de H(D) est h + 3 0(g).
En outre si la T-suite (Tmt ( ; qm< () est idempotente et si bm< f  Tm< ( (1ë  Ш km ; mÇ. N), 
on peut choisir h méromorphe sur g  avec pour seuls pôles des points bmti, pôles 
simples.
Soit D un infraconnexe fermé admettant un T-filtre 5  de diamètre R. Quand 
les diamètres des trous de D appartiennent tous à un certain intervalle [gl5 (?2] c  
c]0, R[, on sait grâce au théorème 1 de [2] que g  admet des T-suites idempotentes 
(et bien percées par hypothèses). On obtient donc les corollaires suivants :
C orollaire 1. Soit D un infraconnexe fermé borné, ou fermé à complémentaire 
borné, admettant un T-filtre g  de diamètre R, et tel que les diamètres des trous de 
D appartiennent à un intervalle [^i, £?3]c:]0, R[. Alors tout élément de / / (s43(g)) se 
prolonge en un élément h de Hb(D) méromorphe sur g, dont tous les pôles sur g  sont 
simples. En outre si IdK et si aê'ÏHg), on peut imposer à h de vérifier h (a) = / 
(a£^(g)) (ou lim h(x)—l si g est décroissant).
| x | - = °xiD
C orollaire 2. Soit f(x) une série de Taylor convergente dans d(0, R), soit b„
°o ^
une suite de K telle que \b„\>\b„+1\, lim \bn\ — R, TJ тгт= 0 et pour tout 0
n=i \bn\
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soit Ле= К \  IJ d (bn, q). Alors f  se prolonge en éléments analytiques sur Ле, mérő-
П = 1
morplie dans K admettant chaque b„ pour pôle simple.
La conjecture qui suit le théorème 3, conduit à conjecturer aux théorèmes 3 
et 4 que l’hypothèse de la T-suite idempotente est superflue pour la dernière conclu­
sion sur l’existence de prolongement analytique méromorphe.
Le théorème 1 permet aussi de connaître les quotients #(-D)/3o(5)-
T héorème 6. Soit D un infraconnexe fermé borné admettant un T-filtre à plage 
non vide 3, avec une T-suite bien percée.
a) L application / —/  qui à chaque f£H(D) associe sa restriction f  à ST(5) est 
une surjection de H(D) sur II (sj3($)).
b) L’algèbre II(ô)/3o(3) est isomorphe à II(sj3(5)) algébriquement et topo- 
logiquement.
Rappelons que deux filtres monotones 3^ et jy2 d’un infraconnexe D sont dits 
complémentaires si ^ (S J  U (íy2) — D [6].
Corollaire 3. Soit D un infraconnexe fermé borné admettant un T-filtre à 
plage non vide 3  avec une T-suite bien percée et aucun T-filtre complémentaire à 3- 
Alors l’algèbre H(D)/3(3 ) est isomorphe à H (tp (3)), algébriquement et topolo- 
giquement.
T héorème 7. Soit D un infraconnexe fermé borné admettant un T-filtre 3  à 
plage non vide. On suppose que l’ensemble des trous de D est une suite Tn telle que 
lim (diam (7’„))=0. Alors #(^3(3)) n’est pas isomorphe à
П —► oo
N otation. D’un point de vue beaucoup plus concret, le théorème 8 permet 
de construire de tels prolongements analytiques. Pour chaque série de Taylor h{x)—
o°  ^ q q
— 2  anx" soit й la forme linéaire définie sur K[x] par Ti{ ukxk)=  ockuk.
n=0 k=0 k=0
T héorème 8. Soit une série de Taylor f (x)= anx" telle que lim an=  0 et
n =  0
soit cp(x) = j f  ).nxn une série de Taylor telle que , lim =  1,
lim |A„|= + °° et lim Ànan—0. Alors cp converge dans d (0, 1) et l’ensemble de
П - * - о о  n -* -  o o
ses zéros est une suite de zéros simples (j?i);eN* tels que |/?,|<|/?i+i|; on notera b ~ ~ .
Pi
Pour tout i£N*, soit f f  x)— ,■ ^.Уд-т, et soit с/?,(х)= et soit
M Si)
la norme définie sur K[x] par l| unxn\L= max |л„м„[. Alors f  appartient au com-
‘ ‘n = 0 O S n S e
piété E de K[x] pour la norme || - IJ, chaque <р{ est continu pour cette norme et se 
prolonge à E et l’on a lim q>i( f ) = 0.
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Pour tout 0, soit Лв= Х \ и  d~(bi, g). Alors la série f (x)  se prolonge en
i = l
un élément J  de Н(Ле) égal à
y  Ф ,(Л  
Á  1 -(x/bi)  '
En outre Лв admet un T-filtre décroissant 5  de centre 0, de diamètre 1, et pour 
tout /i£3(3r)> f+ h  est un autre prolongement de f  en un élément de H(Ae).
oo
Remarque. Concrètement, on voit que pour chaque i£N*, la série ^i,nan
/1 =  0




Le théorème 9 qui suit assure que l’hypothèse du théorème 8 n’est pas vide. 
Sa démonstration montre comment construire une suite r„= |A„| permettant de 
prolonger la série / considérée, en posant un—\an\.
T h é o r è m e  9 .  Soit une suite (w „ ).eN  de R+ telle que l im  un= 0 .  Il existe des
/l —  oo
suites (rn)„gN de R+ П |ÜT| telles que 
a) (rn)l(rn+1 ) <  (r„+Ж гп+г).
b) lim —  = 1,
Гп + 1
c) lim r„ = +
/1— 00
d) lim rnu„ = 0.
/1—00
C orollaire 4. Pour toute série de Taylor У. a„xn telle que 1im an= 0, il
n = 0 n~°°
OO
existe des séries de Taylor 2  Kx" satisfaisant l'hypothèse du théorème 8.
/1 =  0
II. Résultats préliminaires
D éfin itio n . Soit une T-suite (TmJ; qmti)lèiêkm et pour tout N, soit dm le
N
diamètre du plus petit disque contenant tous les trous (Tmf )là ,Skm.
Nous appellerons suite monotone de la T-suite, la suite (dm)mi n -
Pour tout couple (m ,/)làiSkm, soit otmiiÇ.Tmii et soit emii=diarn (Гт>() et soit
mi N“
ym =  maxlSi*km
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Nous appellerons affaissement de la T-suite le nombre
sup
m(N .l°g 7m~ ЧШ1, O U  qm 2  qmt i .i = 1
Lemme 1. Soit D un infraconnexe fermé borné de diamètre R et soit 
(Tm,i', qm,i)i£igk une T-suite de D de percement <?>0. Soit A > 0.
mité" /
Alors D admet une T-suite (Tm f ; b,„ ;)lSiSt d’affaissement A ^A -1-2 log I— .
m€Nm V Q )
P reuve. Soit p l’affaissement de la T-suite (Tm i; qm>i). Pour tout couple 
O b /) iS,skm soit am>i€Tmii et em>j=diam (Гт>г).
m i  N üm
Soit (dm)miM la suite monotone de la T-suite et pour tout m£N soit qm= 2ЧтЛ
i=l
et soit




= sup Í— ) m ‘ ][ Í------ i l ----- )
1  S i S k m y e m , i >  J '"
1S j S k m
■ДЁ)"|) —lim log (y Jm-*-«» 1
max I log 7m
Pour tout couple (m, OigiSim soit /„,,= In t \ — qm\  et soit итЛ= — qm<i- t mJ.
m i  N  \ p  J p
Alors d’après le Lemme 2 de [17], on sait qu’il existe des entiers Om,i)ig/s/tm
m (N  m




km km4NVIIO -  2  Um,i  <  1
i = l i=1
sup Í 2  Vm, j log[-— dm )] ^
US iS km \ j * i \ 1 ttm,j am,il ' )
l s j s k m
sup 2  wmiJlog (—  dma... , )]+ log M
! S i S k m f j f i V 1 &m, j  ' )  \ Ц /
i s  isk„
"m
Posons bmii= tmii+vm>i (1шШкт; m^N) et pour tout soit bm= 2  bm,i et 
y’m= sup П  -----— ---- rí"" '] .
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On voit done que
lo g ? ;=  max Í(ím,i+ym>1) log í~ ~ ]  + 2  ( t m . j  + vm.j) log , dm
J ^  *
d’oü gräce á (4), et au fait que
('.,«+»!■.«)lo g í - H  S ( t m , j  +  Mm,i)log í - ^ U lO g  M
on obtient
log y'm á
S  sup [(/m>í + Wmii) log í ^ ) + 2  ítm.j + um.j)logf \  T ) + 2 1 o g í^ )]




log y'm S  -y^-log ym+21og
H' (z
Alors il est clair que la suite (Tm i\bmi) est une T-suite d’affaissement S A  +
+ 2 log —.
Q
En effet d’aprés (3) on a
k m km x




i dm log-T- ^  A z-  —  2  <ij n j =i
d™l ° g - r
d’oü, d’aprés (5), on a:
(6) 'o g , ; -  j 4 og( í ) l a  j r  (log í -  “  J ;  q‘  llog (< 0 I )+ 2 108 (7 ) '
D’aprés (1), on voit done que
£ n ( lo g (7J - | k , g ( A ) l )  —  
done la suite (TmJ;bmJ) est une T-suite.
m I («MlEnfin, par hypothése logym+ £  í# log\~ r I — ^  done (6) montre que l’affais-
J=1 I
sement de cette T-suite est majoré par A + 2 log .
Le Lémmé 2 qui suit est immédiat:
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4 ( x \  4
Lemme 2. Soient al5 ..., oce£d(0, 1)\{0} et soit Q(x)= JJ 1------=  2  aj X J.
]=1 '  aj /  j = о
Soit m — min la.-l. Alors |a ,|S  —:. îs js t J mJ
Soit g un filtre décroissant d’un infraconnexe D. On appelle base canonique de
5  une base de 5  de la forme Z)m= D n (/lm\ (  П A J )  où la suite Am est une suite
j =1
décroissante de disques.
Proposition 1. Soit D un infraconnexe fermé borné, admettant un T-filtre $  
croissant (resp. décroissant) de diamètre R, de centre a (resp. de base canonique Dm) 
avec une T-suite q,„ti)lèièk de percement q> 0. Soit e>0 (resp.soit Q(z)ÇjS
m€Nm
tel que diam (DQ((:))<  / i ( l+  £),).
Il existe Ç>£€3o(S)> méromorphe sur 5, tel que
a) |<p£(x)— l |S s  pour tout xdDC\d(a; R (l — e)) (resp. \q>fx)— 1 |S e pour 
tout x£D \(D Qie)UiP(g));,
b) Ы | дЦ ё + ^ )  R2,
c) les pôles de (pe sont des points bm>i£Tm i d’ordre umA^ q„ui l s i s k m, mÇ.N.
P reuve. Pour construire cpe, on va reprendre dans ses grandes lignes la démon­
stration du lemme I.6.A de [5] (prouvant que tout T-filtre admet des éléments stricte­
ment annulés). Toutefois on doit imposer ici des contraintes supplémentaires très 
fortes dues à a) et b), qui se répercutent sur toute la récurrence, ce qui interdit de se 
reporter simplement à la démonstration de ce lemme de [5].
Construisons donc <p££Зо(5)> satisfaisant a), b), c). Il est immédiat de se
ramener au cas où R= 1 et on le supposera donc. Soit a> 0  tel que 2 log (—j
Soit (Tnui\ qm iXsigt une T-suite associée à g, de suite monotone (df)miN
m£Nm
(resp. (d'JmiN et soit dm= - ^ .
Fixons £>0. Soit LÇN tel que dL^ l  — e et soit iv(0)£N vérifiant
Soit q—L+w(0).
On voit que la famille (ТтЛ\ qmJ)1^ km est encore une T-suite associée à
m > q
3- Soit в son affaissement. Alors d’après le lemme 1, on sait qu’il existe une T-suite
de la forme {Tm i\umti)lsîêkm d’affaissement 2 ^ 2  log (—) + a. On notera um=
m=»«m ''Ql
=  2  um,i (m ^q).«=1
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Pour tout couple (m ,i)lSlsk , soit amiiÇTmJ et soit (?m>i=diam (TmJ).
m €  N
Pour tout m êN , notons
«.P ( f f '  п  L - V i T
lSimkm
resp. ym =  sup Í ^ - Г "  П  fi---- —----г Г ’1 -
1
Alors on voit que
( 1)
m (d  Y J
Hm ym П  >  = 0j=N\dmJ
et puisque 2^2  log ^ - j  + a on а
(2) log (v. Д  ( £ )  ') s 2 s  2 log ( i )  +as log ( i +«).
Nous allons construire par récurrence des suites d’entiers s(n), /(и), vv(n) (mÇN) 
vérifiant





_J___ ff (ÉLÏJy <_JL_
I — 1 J J w í n )  -ti 1/7 1 ’ m n 1
- ! )  “ »(») _ ? = s ( n - l ) + l  \ « m '  И + 1
pour tout fflës(fl).
Supposons en effet déjà définies les trois suites jusqu’au rang n.
Alors on construit facilement les trois suites au rang n + 1. On choisit d’abord 
l(n+ 1) tel que
m ( d , \ Uj e
Ут Я  h r  <  — т  Pour tout m S  l(n + 1).
( d \ w(n+l) e
l(,1+1) < ---- тг. Alors d’après
di(n +1 )+1 '  u ~b 2
(1) on peut choisir s(n+ l)>m ax (/(я+ 1),.?(«)+ l + w(n))
1 m (  d  • s
Т О  У т ^ ™ Т Й Г  П  [ - / - )  < Т Г Г Г  P ° u r  " * » * ( "  +  ! ) •
d sCn) d H n  + 1) J =*('0 + 1 ' d m '  n  +  Z
Il reste donc à construire j(l), /(1), w(l), j (2), /(2), w(2) satisfaisant (^ 2) et (i^). 
Choisissons d’abord l(l)>-q tel que
Ут П  [~rr )  <  4- P°ur tout m S  /(1).
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On peut alors choisir w(l) tel que 
vérifiant
E
2 ' On choisit enfin j (1)>/(1)
on _ L _  ff [él?J,v(l) 1 1  I J I 
J - 9 + 1  ' a m '
£
2 pour tout m & s(l).
Il est alors immédiat de choisir 1(2) vérifiant (3^) puis w(2) vérifiant (WJ) et 
enfin s(2)>l(2) vérifiant (i^). Les suites s(n), l(n), w(n) sont ainsi définies pour 
tout n.
On va maintenant supposer g  croissant et on peut naturellement supposer û=0.
( X y*-.«
Pour tout N soit Qm= JJ 1-------
i=1 '
s(n +  l)
Soit Hn(x)= JJ Qm et soit i(«)=deg (Я„).
m = s(/i)+ l
t ( n )
Développons Hn{x)= 2  an,hXh avec ant0= 1 et notons 
л=о
w (n )
Gn(x) =  2  a n . h X b pour « eN * .
/1 =  0
Pour tout /j6N, soit R„(x) — , soit P(x)= JJ i l ---- —) et soit
m  =  L + l  '  & т ,  1 's( 1) f(0)
H0(x)— P(x) JJ Qm(x). On peut développer H0(x) sous la forme 2  ao,nxh-
m=í+1 Л (0)
w(0) • G„ (x)Soit G0(x)— 2  ao,hXh et soit R0(x) = ■ 4 . Remarquons que d’après le
h=0 ’ n 0(x)
Lemme 2 on voit que l’on a
I G J d  ^
1
u s(n)
, pour tout nÇN*.
Remarquons d’abord que
(%) |Ro(x) —1| ^  e pour tout x£D tel que \ x \ ^ d L
f2n) 1 В Д -И  ^ n+  1 pour tout x£DOd(0, d,,n))
En effet, on voit que
№ ,(* ) -1|
t(0)
2  ao.их*
h = w( 0)+l
H0(x)
Or |770(x ) |ë l  pour tout x£DD(d(0, dL)) car H0(x) n’a aucun zéro dans d(0, DJ).
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En outre d’aprés le Lémmé 2 on voit que
2  “o,hXh\ S
fc =  w ( 0 ) + l
maxw(o)+im/ist(o) maxw ( o ) + i ^ h m t ( o )
d’oü finalement |/?0(x)— l |^ e  d’aprés (^o).
On montre de la mérne fa?on (£>„). En effet Hn(x) n’a aucun zéró dans 
d~(0, c/s(n)+1); alors |//„(x)| = l pour |x |=dl(n) et d’aprés le Lémmé 2
í d/(n) jr - i í d|(n) 1r (n) a'  ds(n) + l ' ' «+1
Les relations (ÜB) étant établies nous allons montrer maintenant les relations
(@n.h) I*„(*)! ^  jr^Y  pour x£ D \d (0, dm ), 1 ^  k S  n.
Pour cela supposons déja établies les relations (&,uk) lorsque n ^ N  et montrons 
les pour n=iV +l.
II est clair que les zéros de HN+1 et GN+1 n’appartiennent pás á d{0, ds(N+a)) d’oü 
l-Rjv+i(*)l =  1 Pour \x\ S  ds(JV + i).
Puisque la relation (@N<k) est supposée satisfaite on voit done qu’elle entraine 
directement (dtN+1,k) pour k ^ N .  II reste done á établir ( ^ V+1N+1).
Supposons d’abord d(0, ds N^+2)). On voit done que
\Hn+1(x)\
j(JV + 2)n
J = s ( N + l ) + l ( $ r j = s ( N  +  l ) + j A  d j  )
et par suite d’aprés (JfN+1) on obtient
l-fyv+iC*)! 1 « f i*  ( ^d7(N+1)* y=i(N+i)+i v d^N + 2)
G G
d’oü 2 d’aprés (2), et done a fortiori l7r^ +1(x)| ^ ~N+2  d’aprés
(ß n,n)•
Supposons maintenant í/s(AÍ+1)S M < í/s(N+2)+i - Par exemple, supposons dm^  
S |x |< í/m + i pour s(N + l)^m < s(N + 2), on voit que
1 ^  “ (djY*
l#» + l(*)l ^mi = s(A + l)+l M*|/
1 m (d  Y*
I^N + l(*)l — 7m JW(N + 1) f i  l 'j^ l •
“ s(JV + 1) y = s ( J V + l ) + l  ' “ m '
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\Rn(x)R n+1(x)\ S  - i-J±_
( M Uj f j  K f
\dmJ i=S(N+i)+i \ dmJ
as(N)
П  ,j s  1) 1
Âw(N + 1) as(N +1)
=  Уп
1
Jw(N) Jw(N + D us(N) as(JV + l)
m ( d Y J
П  (d  Jj=s(n)+i va,„z
g
et ceci est d’après (У^ + i) puisque m> j(iNT+ 1). Alors puisque |л,лг_1(х)|< 1,
g
on voit que la relation |тгл + 1(х)| est vraie pour tout x£D \d~(0, ds(N+1))
ce qui achève d’établir (à2N+li)V+1).
Il reste donc seulement à établir pour amorcer la récurrence, c’est-à-dire




( П  QÁX))m = q +1
42)
IJ  Qm(x)m = s(l) + l
quand |x |^ d s(1), x(LD.
Comme G0 a des coefficients égaux aux coefficients de H0 dont l’indice va de 
0 à w(0), on voit que G0 a lui aussi un zéro unique sur chaque cercle C(0, dm) pour 
L+ l ^ m ^ q  et aucun autre zéro dans K.










P(x) pour tout x £ D \d (0, dq)
|iîo(xr)JRi(x)| = .. --------------  pour \x\ >  dq.
I П  Qm(x) I
m  =  q + 1
Si x$d(0, ds(2)) on voit que
1
4  2 )






m = q + 1
1 ( d j \ uj
— Jw(l) П  I J I •
d sCl) J = ? + l  \ d m)
Si avec i( l)ë m S î(2 )  on voit que
1
d’où
s(2)I Л Gmt*) I
m — q + 1
l < J l ( ^ ) l  Ä  У  m
, s(2> , — d wAVI П Qm(x)\ dsW
m = q + l
4 - Ш Т
n
j= q  + 1
et cette dernière expression est majorée par — d’après {iV").
g
On a donc établi que lÆoOOÆiCxjlëy pour tout xdD \d(0, dsW) ce qui 
donne (à?1(i) et amorce la récurrence sur les relations (à?„it).
П
Notons maintenant лп(х)= Ц  Rj(x).
]=°
Grâce aux relations (â„) et (â#„,k) il est immédiat de voir que la suite n„ con­
verge dans H(D) vers un élément cpt vérifiant
(5) \(pc{ x )-R 0{ x ) \^ e  pour x£D(~)d(0,dL)
et (&„) \q>e(x)\ = \nn(x)\ quand x£DC)d(0, dHn)).
D’après M0 et (5) on obtient la relation
(6) |<pe( x ) - l | S  e quand x£d(0, dL).
Il reste donc seulement à montrer que ||<pJD^ e +  —.
D’après les relations (<ÿ„) et (ât„ik) vraies pour я ё  1, il est clair que- |ç>e(x)|< 1 
quand M>£Îs(i) et il reste donc à montrer que
|ç?e(jc)| ^  Ê+ -^ r  quand xeD r\d(0 ,ds(1))
c’est-à-dire, en tenant compte de (3) et de (6), quand dq^  |x|ë£/s(1). Alors on voit 
que |Æ„(x)| = l pour tout n£N* et d’après (4) on voit que |Â0(x)| = — -------
П  Qm(x)\
m=q+l
Supposons par exemple dmS \x \^ d m+1 avec q+ 1 ^» iS î (1). Alors
m (d,\Uj
|я„(*)1^Ут П  -тЧ
j = q +
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et d’après (2) on voit que |Л0(лг)|ё^+е, ce qui achève de montrer que \\(рг\\вШ
S ^ j+ e . La proposition est donc établie quand 3  est croissant.
Supposons maintenant g  décroissant (peut-être dépourvu de centre). Fixons 
n£N, soit (o„Ç.Tsi„+1)tl, soit 3(*)=-—i— et soit D'=3(£>). On voit que D'X (On
admet une suite finie de trous où T ’m i est inclus dans C(0, d'm).
l^m<s(n + l)
Alors la construction effectuée dans le cas croissant permet de définir Rn(y)dR(D') 
dont les pôles appartiennent aux trous ig iskm
s  (n )§ m < s ( /i+ l)
On peut donc noter R„(x)=Rn($(x)) et n„(x)= f ]  Rj(x). Pour établir que
i=l
la suite 7t„ converge vers un élément <pE de 3(S)> il suffit de reprendre les majora­
tions obtenues (grâce au cas croissant) pour les Rj en remarquant que le change­
ment d’origine de œn à co„+1 ne change rien à ces majorations pour tout j= n .
En notant 0(e) l’entier L  défini ci-dessus, on voit que |ç>£(x)—l |^ e  quand 
\x—co„|> 1 +  e, c’est-à-dire quand xtjL>c(c)U SO­
UL Démonstration des théorèmes 1 et 2
Théorème 1. Soit D un infraconnexe fermé borné admettant un T-filtre 3  bien 
percé, à plage vide, et soit A le corps quotient Soit || • || la norme quotient
de II-Ilв par 3(3).
Soit ф la semi-norme multiplicative définie sur H(D) par i/'(/)=lim  \f(x)\ et
soit ф la valeur absolue définie sur A par le quotient de ф par 3(5)- 
Alors II -|| et ф sont deux normes de K-algèbres équivalentes.
P reuve . Soit 9 la surjection canonique de H(D) sur A et pour tout f£H (D ) 
soit / = 0 ( / ) .
L’inégalité ф(и)^\\и\\ est classique et immédiate. En effet, il est d’abord clair 
que pour tout /£#(!>) on a «КЯ^Н/Но, car ф (/)= И т \/(х)\, et |/(x)|=S
— I I / I I d  pourtout x£D. Alors soit e=-0; il existe /£#(£>) tel que / — и et | | / | |b^
— Ilw||-Fe. On a donc ф(u)^\\u\\ + г. Ceci étant vrai pour tout £>0, on a bien 
ф(и)&\\и\\.
Réciproquement, montrons qu’il existe A/CR+ tel que \\и\\^Мф(и) pour 
tout uÇA.
Supposons 3  croissant et soit Д Я (Р ). Nous allons montrer que pour tout
e> 0  il existe ф€3(5) tel que II/—<р|1в=(|/ '( Я + £) [ y j  œ Qui montrera bien
l’équivalence des deux normes || • || et ф.
Pour cela fixons siló , et soit ^€]0, e[ tel que |/(x ) |ë ip ( f)+ s  quand
J II/IIb L
x £ D \d (0 ;R (l- t ,) ) .
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ceci est vrai pour tout e=»0, d’où ||/ ||S
D’après la proposition 1 il existe ç>4£3 (3 ) tel que \<pn(x)—l\^t]  pour |x |^
S * ( l-» j)  et M d* 1 + * .  Alors | | / | |S | | / ( l - ç > (,)||D.
Or, on voit que ! f(x){\ — »„(x))|sn| f(x)\ quand lx |ëi?(l — и) et par suite 
j/(x )(l —(p ,(x))|se |/(x)|< i/i(/) d’après le choix de e.
D’autre part, si |x |S Â — q, on sait que \/(х )\ёф (/)+ е  et comme ||<pJ|Ds
—1 + (-^) • On voit que |/(x)(l-<p^x))|==0K /)+e) m  . On a donc 
bien | | / | |s ( ÿ ( / ) + £ ) |l  + ^ j  j et
■*л(,+т)Т
Si 5  est décroissant centré, on peut aisément se ramener au cas croissant par 
inversion. Si 5  est décroissant dépourvu de centre, on doit considérer une base 
canonique D„ de 5  et pour tout £>0, on choisit d’abord un rang L(s) tel que 
|/ ( x ) |â ÿ ( / )+ £  quand xÇ.DL e^). Grâce à la proposition 1 il existe <p£€3(5 ) tel
(
RX*
—J , d’où une conclusion analogue.
On va voir sur un exemple très représentatif, que le théorème 1 ne peut pas 
être généralisé de façon significative.
Théorème 2. Soit D un infraconnexe fermé borné admettant un T-filtre Jy à plage 
vide, et dont l’ensemble des trous est une suite (Tn)n€N telle que Hm diam (7'n)=0.
Л -*■ oo
Soit ф la semi-norme multiplicative définie par t/i(/)=lirn |/(x)|. Alors la norme
d’algèbre de Banach quotient de définit une topologie strictement plus fine
~Ho)
que celle de la valeur absolue quotient de ф par 3(5)-
Preuve. On peut naturellement supposer que 0£T0 et que R= 1, et que la 
suite dn des distances d(T0, T„) vérifie dnS d n+i pour tout n£N.
Notons 0B=diam (7’n) et u„=^-£R(D) et 9Л=3(5)-
Soit x= H (D) 9Л ’
x"
soit 0 la surjection canonique de H(D) sur % et pour tout
Д Н Ф ), soit /= 0 ( / ) .
Supposons que les topologies définies par la norme quotient || • || de celle de 
H(D) et par la valeur absolue ф quotient de ф soient équivalentes.
Il existe donc M  =► 1 tel que
||ü j S. Мф(й„) pour tout и€N.
En fait, il est clair que ф(и„)= 1 pourtout n£N et on doit donc avoir ||и„||ёМ  
pour tout n. Cela signifie que pour tout «ÇN et pour tout e>0, il existe <р£9Л 
tel que \\un+(p\\D^ M + c .
On va chercher un entier n tel que, pour tout <p€®î, on ait \\un+(p\\D^ 2 M .
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Il existe naturellement un rang q tel que tous les trous de D inclus dans 
K \d  "(0, dq) aient un diamètre S. — .
Soit N ^ q  tel que -~m—2M. Quand \x\<dN, on voit que dq
1млгС*)1 —
Supposons qu’il existe <p£9Jl tel que \\uN+(p\\D<2M. On a donc |<p(x)| =  
= |uw(x)| pour \x\-^dN, et par suite on a:
(1) v(uN,p) = v(<p,(i)=-Nii pour ц ^ - \ о  gdN.
Puisque (p est strictement annulé par g  on sait qu’il existe N 'siN  tel que
v'd(cp, —log dN’) >  v'g(q>, —log dN-).
Soit L  le plus petit entier ÈiV tel que
(2) v'iiçp, - lo g  dL) >  v’gifp, - lo g  dL).
On voit que la fonction pt-*v{(p, pi) est concave dans l’intervalle [—log dL, —log dN] 
et par conséquent, d’après (1) on obtient
v(cp, ju) = v(uN, ц) pour Ц S  - lo g  dL
et en particulier
v((p, —logdL) ^ - N \ o g d L.
Soit т=С(0, dL). Alors d’après les propriétés classiques des éléments analy­
tiques [5] on sait que (2) implique
(3)
1*1 »*4b
où y désigne la borne supérieure des diamètres des trous de D inclus dans le cercle t .
Alors d’après l’hypothèse faite sur A, on sait que — ^ 2 M, et donc IMUno — 2M.
У
Alors on voit que
i M I t n D  = INtnn = d’où limI TA dL
c’est-à-dire v(cp, — log dL)> —N  log dL ce qui contredit (3) et montre que Цм^Цё 
S 2M . La non équivalence des deux normes est donc établie.
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IV. Démonstration du théorème 3
Lemme 3. Soit D un infraconnexe fermé contenant K \d ~ (0, 1), admettant un 
trou T=d~(0, r), et admettant un T-filtre croissant bien percé, 5  de centre 0, de 
diamètre R avec une T-suite bien percée idempotente (Тт>1; l)i de perce-
mÇ N
ment Q et pour tout couple (m,i)i s i s k m soit bmAdTmA. On suppose |ùmij|ë
rn6Nm
ê r > 0 Vm, Mi.
Soit e£]0, 1[ soit Ф£9Л(1)ПЗ((у) tel que chaque pôle de Ф soit simple et soit 
l'un des points (bmi/)lgist et tel que
M i  N m
|Ф(х)-1| S  e pour |x| S  r et que Ф(0) = 1.
Soit f(x )=  2  eklxk une série convergente pour |x |Sr. Alors il existe
k = 0
F£#(Z>)n90t(l) tel que chaque pôle de F soit simple et soit Г un des points (&m>i) i=sis*m» 
et tel que f(x)= F (x ) pour tout et ||Л 1в^||Ф Ы |/||в-
P reuve. On peut naturellement réindexer les (bmj)  sous la forme n—b„ (ndN) 
où |ù„|ë|fcn+1|, et l’on a donc |ù0|ë r  sur l’infraconnexe D, Ф admet une décomposi­
tion de Mittag—Lefflerienne
(1) 2 — avec lim 1Ял1 =  °-и=о x  —  b „  "-'+~
Posons maintenant срк(х)=(Ф(.x))/(xk); on voit que <р*£5Ш(1)ПЗо(0:) et la 
décomposition Mittag—Lefflérienne de cpk sur D est de la forme :
(2) (a*.*/**)+ ••• +(«k.i/x)+ 2  K/{bkn{x-bn) = (Ф(х))/хк).n = 0
Soit 2  Фкхк le développement de Taylor de Ф (avec Ф0= 1) dans le disque
k=0
d~(0,r). Puisque |Ф(х)— l|S e  Mxdd(0, r) il est clair que |Ф*|г*^е V F s l  d’où
(3) |Ф*1 — -pr V*6N.
Alors, pour xdd~(0, со), on voit que:
2  ФкХ* = 2  K /( x -b n) = -  2  Kl{b„(\-{xlbn)))
k = 0  n=0  n = 0
2 Ф кхк = -  2 ( 2 Ы Ь к+1))хк.
k =  О =  0 л =  0
D’où, par identification dans d~(0, cü):
(4) ak,i = Фк-i = ~  Z  Ы Ь к+1~1) pour 1 f  Üf k.л=0
Remarquons maintenant, en appliquant la décomposition Mittag—Lefflérienne 
à tous les cp, ( l ^ s ^ k )  comme en (2), que les (l/xs) vérifient, MxdD,Ms= 1, k,
i
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le système :
(« 1 ,1  ) / x  =  ( Ф ( x ) ) / x -  Z  ßn)/(bn(x-bn))n = 0
(5) («2,i ) /x  +  K  2)/(x 2) -  (Ф(х)/(х2)) -  2  (ЮЦЬЦх -  bn))
(ак,1)/х + (ак<г)/(х2) + ...+(*к.кЖхк) = (Ф(x)/xk)~  Z  Vn)/№ x-b„)).n = 0
Posons :
0.00 = (ф(х))/(х<)- Z ( K ) i m x - b n))
h = 0
et considérons les matrices :
'«1.1» 0 , 0
A  =







U/(**)J a o o
Alors on peut écrire (5) sous forme matricielle :
:: AkXk.
Remarquons, que pour tout k£N, ctkik= Ф(0)= 1 et que d’après (3) pour 
OS/S/c— 1, &£N*, on a:
(6) I«fc.il = l^fc-il â  -p^r-.
Appelons (altk,a 2tk; ...;a k>k) la dernière ligne de la matrice (Ak)~1. En in­
versant (5), nous avons:
l/(x*)= 2 a , . A ( x )  V k eN*, V*€£>i=l
ou encore, en remplaçant chaque 0f par sa valeur :
fc




gk(x) = Z  ai.kl(x‘) V x £ D ,  V * € N *
1 =  1





(9) !/(**) = # (* )& (* )-M*).
Nous allons maintenant essayer de majorer | |g J B. Fixons k. Chaque aitk est de la 
forme :
(10) aiik = (— l)fc-<5*_| si 1 S  / S  fc, avec akik = 1
ôk- t étant le cofacteur correspondant de la matrice Ak:
а1Л 0 ........................................................................... 0
àj =
a k - J - l , l  • • a k - J - l . k - J - l  0 ................................................................................. 0
a k - J  + 1 . 1 ..............................................^ k - J  + l . k - J  a k - j  + l , k - j  + l  0 . . . . 0
a k , l ...............................................................................................a k , k - J  + l - ■ ak,k
En développant par rapport à la l'ère ligne et en tenant compte du fait que <xu= 1 V i, 
on obtient encore:
0^2,2 0 0
a k - J - l , 2  • • • ■ ^ k - J - l . k - J - l  0
<Xk-j  + 1 , 2 .................................................... < * k - j + l . k - J  a k - J + l , k - j  + l  0 ................  0
«k-1.2 ^ k - l . k - l
a k . k - 1
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d’où par une récurrence immédiate, après k —j —l opérations,
x k - j  + l , k - J  a k - j + l , k - j  + l  0 0
a k - l , k - J .................................................... ' ................. a k - l , k - l
& k ,k —j ...............................................................................&k, fc — X
Et finalement d’après (6) on voit que
(H ) h
Ф1 1 0 0 . . . .  0




(pour 2 S j^ k ,  sachant que ^ = 1 ). 
Majorons maintenant ces ôj :
8i=  1
02=Ф *-Ф 2.
D’après (10) on voit que:
5, — sup(|<PÎ|, |Ф2|) ^  sup[(l/r)2, l/(r2)] â  l/(r2).
Nous allons montrer par récurrence la relation
(12) |S,| Ш. 1 /И  V*£N*.
Supposons la relation établie pour sS q —1 et étudions ôq: nous développons 
ôq par rapport à sa première ligne :









De même, en développant les q— 1 déterminants successifs par rapport à leur 
première ligne:
5=1
et par suite |<5e| sup |Ф,||5,_4|.
l^s^q—1
Supposons vraie jusqu’au rang q— 1 la relation (12). Alors grâce à (6) on voit
que
(13) \St \ i max t (1 /И )(1 /(^ -5)) -  ^  •
Nous pouvons donc majorer les aitk, d’après (10) et (13):
|a , .* | S  l / i r * - ' )  s i  I s  i  s  )fc€N *.
Maintenant, nous pouvons majorer gk(x); grâce à (7) et (13)
(14) \\gk(x)\\D = K Í  a,,J0^\\B S  max ( l / (^ - ' ) ) ( l /(/■')) = V(^) V*€N*./=1 l_i_K
Considérons alors une fonction /£#(£>) de la forme:
/(* )  =  2  e*/(**)>k = 0
série convergente pour |x |Sr.
Alors, Vx£D, nous avons d’après (9)
/(* )  =  2 1 «»[íM & W  -  4M Lk = 0
donc
/ ( * )  =  ф ( х )  2 1 £ * & ( * ) -  2  eklk(x).k= 0  k= 0
oo
Mais 2  e,kgk(x) est une série de Laurent bornée et convergente sur D (rap-
k = о
pelons que f ( x )  est une série de Laurent convergente pour |x |S r, donc que 
lim ej(rk)=0, c’est-à-dire d’après (14) que lim ck||gk(x)||D=0). Soit A safc— -foo k-~ + OO
borne supérieure:
|Ф(*) 2  e*&(*)| «= А\Ф(х)\ \/x£D.
k = 0
Donc
ф(х) 2 ekgk( x X 3o ( i ï ) r )H (D ) .
k = 0
Alors, pour tout * € ^ (5 ) on a:
f ( x )  =  -  2
k =0
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Posons :
(15) F ( x ) = - 2  b U x ) .
k — 0
Nous allons montrer que ||F||dS | | / | |d||<î>[|d. En effet, d’après la définition (8) 
de 4 on voit que :
||/k|Id S  sup |A„| \gk(b„)\ ||l/(x —ù„)||D
donc, d’après (14):
VkWd ^  I/O-*) sup |A„| Il 1/(д: — bn)\\D.
n i  N
Or, d’après la décomposition Mittag—Lefflérienne de Ф (1), on sait que
ЦФЦв = sup lAJIll/Cof-bJlD
n e N
d’où
P J d s  (1/(/*))||Ф||в .
Mais, d’après la définition de F (15) on voit que:
№ = 5  8 и р |е * | / ( г ‘) | |Ф | | в ,
k i  N
d’où finalement, puisque ||/||j>= sup \sk\/(rk), on obtient bien:
k i  N*
\ \ f \ \ d  ^  l l / I M I ^ i l i , .
T héorème 3. Soit D un infraconnexe fermé contenant K \d ~ (0 ,R ), admettant 
un T-filtre croissant 5  de centre 0, de diamètre R avec une T-suite idempotente bien 
percée (Гт>4; l)1Sis*m et soient Ьт,£ Т тЛ (1 ^ i S k m, mÇN).
N
Pour tout fÇ_H(D), il existe Г£#(Г)П9К(Л) tel que chaque pôle de F soit 
simple et soit Гип des points bmfi (1 S fë lcm', m£N), et tel que f ( x ) —F(x) pour 
tout л:€ф(3)-
P reuve . Il est immédiat de se ramener au cas où i? = l, ce que nous supposerons 
donc. D ’autre part, on peut se ramener au cas où lim f{ x )— 0. En effet, on sait
[2, 3] que /  se décompose sous la forme P(x)+ f0(x) où P£K[x] et f 0£H(D)
et lim f 0(x)—0. On supposera donc lim f ( x ) = 0.
1*1—°° 1*1-*“
Considérons la décomposition Mittag—Lefflérienne de /  sur D. Soit (t„)„€N 
la suite des trous de D qui sont associés à une partie singulière de f  et pour tout n
00
soit x'„—K \ t„. Alors /  s’écrit de façon unique sous la forme 2  fn où
П = 1
et lim 0.|дс| —+ «>
Pour tout u€N, soit гn=d~(otn, r„), soit e£]0, 1[ et soit q le percement de la 
Г-suite.
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Alors grace á la proposition 1, il existe done <P„€30(5)n9Jl(l) tel que les 
poles de <t>n soient simples et soient des points (ßm,disisk > et que |4>„(.x)— l|S e
mgNm
pour \x -a n\^ r n et <*>„(an) = l  et que
\\<Pn\\Ds [ e  + - ^ ] .
Soit r > 0 tel que \bmti\^ r  Vi, Vm6N. Alors grace au lemme 3 il existe 
Fm€H(D)n®i(l) tel que /„(*) = Fn{x) pour tout *€41(3) et tel que F„ n’ait que 
des poles simples et que chaque pole soit Tun des points bmA et que
l|FJflá  | | / J D||tfJl> =§ ll/nllß (e + ~ä") •
oo
Par hypothése la suite ||/„||B tend vers 0. La série 2  F» est done convergente
« = 1
dans H(D) et sa limité Fvérifie F (x)~ f(x) pour tout *€41 (3). appartient ä 93t(l), 
n’a que des poles simples, chacun étant l’un des points bmA. La démonstration est 
done achevée.
V. Démonstration des théorémes 4, 5, 6, 7
Rappeions qu’on appelle filtre circulaire de centre a, de diamétre R, le filtre 
£  qui admet pour systéme générateur la famille des couronnes F(a, r ' , r ") oü 
oc€d(a, R) et r '< R < r", et que (íDd(a, r) est un filtre croissant de d(a,r).
Alors on sait [9] que chaque filtre circulaire £  de K définit sur K(x) une valeur 
absolue par ipíí(h)=Y\m |/t(x)|.
En outre, si £  est un filtre circulaire de K  sécant á un infraconnexe D, alors 
£P)F> est un filtre £ ' qui définit une semi-norme multiplicative sur H(D), continue 
pour la topologie de H{D) [4, 9], ^<r(/)=lim  |/(* )|.
P r o p o s i t i o n  2 .  Soit R >  0 ,  soit D un infraconnexe fermé bőmé contenant d(0 , R) 
et admettant un T-filtre g  décroissant bien percé de centre 0  et de diamétre R et soit 
, H(D)
3 ( 3 ) '
Alors la valeur absolue quotient de la semi-nonne multiplicative ipj définie par 
i^ 3(/)= lim  \f(x)\ définit sur A une topologie équivalente á celle de la norme || -||
d’algébre de Banach quotient de H(D).
P r e u v e . On a toujours i^ 5S ||m|| pour tout u£A. Soit B=d(0,R) et soit 
D '= D \B .
Pour tout f£H(D) soit /  son image dans A par la surjection canonique de 
H(D) sur A.
D’aprés le théoréme 1 il existe M  tel que 
(1) 1/ | |B« S  pour tout fdH (D ') et done pour tout f£H(D).
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Soit © le filtre croissant de centre 0, de diamètre R, soit K le filtre circulaire de centre 
0 et de diamètre R et soit (£/=(£HD. Alors
(2) iM /)  =  lAffiC/) =  М Л  pour tout /€#(£>) [4,9].
Mais puisque B aD  on sait que •/'©(/)= l!/l|B, d’où d’après (1) et (2) on voit 
que И/Постах (Il/||D., | | / | |B)^m ax ce qui achève la
démonstration.
Comme corollaire il est immédiat de déduire par inversion la proposition 3.
Proposition 3. Soit 0, soit D un infraconnexe contenant K \d ~ (0, R) et 
admettant un T-filtre bien percé croissant de centre 0, de diamètre R. Soit 
A = (Hb(D))I^CS). Alors la valeur absolue quotient de la semi-norme multiplicative 
1/% associée à g définit sur A une topologie équivalente à celle de la norme d ’algèbre 
de Banach quotient.
P roposition 4. Soit jR>0, soit D = K \d~(0 , R) et soit D' un infraconnexe 
inclu dans d~(0, R), admettant une T-suite croissante bien percée de centre 0, de 
diamètre R. Alors pour tout f£ H b(D) il existe f a l l  (D U D') tel que f(x )=  f(x) 
\/x£D.
P reuve. Soit 5  le T-filtre de D' de centre 0, de diamètre R. On peut naturelle­
ment se ramener au cas où D' admet un trou de centre 0 puisque d~(0, R) con­
tient des trous de D'. Alors x est inversible dans H(D'UD). Soit A = ^ - ^ - ^ ~ ^ - ,
soit со la surjection canonique de H(D'ÔD) sur A, et soit | -1 la valeur absolue 
de A, quotient de la semi-norme multiplicative tj/s définie sur H(D') par g.
°° ŰSoit /£ # (D ); on sait que f( x )  est de la forme 2  -£• Soit x —œ(x). Alors
n = 0 X
= -i- de sorte que la série 2  ~  converge dans A puisque A est complète
K  71 =  0 *
pour I • I d’après la proposition 3.
Soit h£H(D'{JD) tel que со (h)— 2 % ,’ soit £==-0. Soit N( e) tel que
n = 0  -X R
pour n ^N (e )  et soit f„= 2  %£R(D'\JD) pour nSN(e).
i = 0 x
On sait que
( D
et par suite K
Il fn - / I d S  £ pour n N  (fi).
D ’autre part
(2) K / . - A )  I .2 Yi=n+l X — SUP ( ^ r )  =i ^ n  + 1 s K  J
Or par définition |со(/„—/г)| — lim \ f n(x)—h(x)\.
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Soit (5 le filtre décroissant de D de centre 0, de diamètre R et soit la semi- 
norme multiplicative de H(D) associée à ©. Alors si gdH(DUD') on sait que
d’où d’après (2),
M g )  = ÿaig) И, 9] 
lim \f„(x)-h(x)\ == e.
Mais grâce à (1) on a donc lim \f{x )—h(x)\^e. Ceci est vrai pour un e=-0
quelconque, d’où
lim (/(x)-h(x)) = 0.
Mais puisque D est sans T-filtre, la semi-norme multiplicative définie sur
H{D) par i|/®(n)=lim |u(x)| est une valeur absolue, d’où la restriction de h à D ©
est égale à / .
Preuve du  T héorème 4. On peut naturellement se ramener au cas où JÇ est de 
centre 0. Soit D'=tyÇ5)'> alors D' admet un trou T=d~(0, r). Soit f^ H (D ’). 
La décomposition Mittag-Lefflerienne de / sur D' montre que /p e u t s’écrire f T+J 
où f j  est une série de Laurent convergente dans K \T ,  telle que  ^lim f T(x)—0
et Jç.H(DUT). Alors d’après la proposition 2, /  se prolonge en un élément hT 
de H(D) et on voit donc que l’élément h=hTJ  appartient à #(£>), et que 
h(x)=f(x) pour tout xÇD'.
Par ailleurs, il est clair que l’ensemble des autres prolongements de /  en élé­
ments de H(D) est /i + 3o(5)- И est immédiat d’en déduire un prolongement h0 
tel que h0{a)—b. En effet 3o(5) contient trivialement des éléments q> non nuis en 
, , (b—h (a))a et on voit que ha=h+-— ——- ф convient.(p (a)
Supposons maintenant que la T-suite (Tm ,‘,q m i) soit idempotente. Soit D"= 
= D U (K\d~(0, /•)). Alors en appliquant la décomposition Mittag-Lefflerienne de g 
sur l’infraconnexe D on voit que h peut s’écrire sous la forme gi+g2 où g ^ H  (D")
et g2Ç.H(D{JT), et lim gi(*)=0.1*1
Alors grâce au théorème 3, il existe С1€5Ш(/?)ПЯ(0") tel que 
pour х€ф(5) et tel que chaque pôle de soit simple et soit l’un des points ßmJ.
Alors on voit que l’élément G=Gt+g2 est un prolongement de/  méromorphe 
sur 5. avec seulement des pôles simples sur 5  qui sont des points ßmA. On en déduit 
encore un prolongement particulier G„ tel que G0(a)=b en considérant 
ПЗо(З) tel que chaque pôle de cp soit simple et soit l’un des points ßmii et vérifie 
<p(a)?± 0. Un tel <p existe d’après la proposition 1 et on voit qu’on peut choisir
G„=G + (——^ - )  cp, ce qui achève la démonstration du théorème 4.V <p{a) )
Preuve d u  T héorème 5. On peut naturellement se ramener au cas où 0Ç^3(g).
Alors par l’inversion on voit que D\{0} est transformé en un infracon-
nexe D' fermé, admettant un T-filtre décroissant et la conclusion découle du 
Théorème 4.
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T héorème 6. Soit D un infraconnexe fermé borné admettant un T-filtre à plage 
non vide jy, avec une T-suite bien percée.
a) L’application /->-/ qui à chaque fÇ. H (D) associe sa restriction /  à ф(5) est 
une surjection de H(D) sur Я  (iß (5)).
b) L’algèbre est isomorphe à Я (ф (5)) algébriquement et topolo-OoC o)
giquement.
Preuve. On voit que a) est une conséquence immédiate du théorème 4 si 5  
est croissant et du théorème 5 si $ est décroissant.
H(D)Montrons maintenant b). Soit 9 la surjection canonique de H(D) sur
3 o (S )
et soit eu la surjection de H(D) sur Я  (iß (5)) définie par a). On voit que Kerœ= 
=  Ker 9 et par suite d’après le théorème de factorisation, il existe un isomorphisme
Ip tel que 9—фот et est isomorphe à Я  (iß (g)).
Corollaire. Soit D un infraconnexe fermé borné admettant un T-filtre à plage 
non vide g, avec une T-suite bien percée et aucun T-filtre complémentaire à g.
L’algèbre est isomorphe à H (iß (g)) algébriquement et topologiquement.
O VO/
T héorème 7. Soit D un infraconnexe fermé borné admettant un T-filtre g  à 
plage non vide. On suppose que l’ensemble des trous de D est une suite T„ telle que 
lim (diam (Tjj)—0.П-+- oo
Alors n’est pas isomorphe à ] ■
Оо(еУ)
Preuve. Supposons par exemple g  décroissant, et supposons d’abord que 
iß(g) soit un disque d(a, r). Considérons la valeur absolue quotient ф de la semi- 
norme multiplicative ф définie sur H(D) par g. On constate que /?('ß(g)) s’identifie
à une sous-algèbre de car tout polynôme sans pôle dans iß (g) a une image
ЩР)
3 o (S ) '
3o(8f)
inversible par la surjection canonique в de H(D) sur
On voit donc que (resp. Я (iß (g))) est le complété de R(sß(g)) pour
Oovol
la topologie de la norme quotient (resp. pour la topologie définie par ф).
Les deux algèbres ne sont donc pas isomorphes d’après le théorème de Banach.
VI. Démonstration du théorème 8
Avant de démontrer le théorème 8 on doit d’abord établir les lemmes qui 
suivent.
On notera lim sup u„ la limite supérieure d’une suite réelle.
П-+- ° o
Rappelons d’abord le lemme 4 établi dans [20] à l’aide de considérations clas­
siques.
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Lemme 4. Soit f(x )=  2  A„x" une série de Taylor convergente dans d (0, R).
n — 0
Alors l’ensemble des zéros de f  est une suite de zéros simples ß„ tels que \ß„ + i\>\ß„\
(n£N*) si et seulement si
Â| + l
2n + l
Si ces conditions sont réalisées alors \ß„\ —
R pour tout n€ N,
AB- i
A„
pour tout n£N .
lim






= 1. Soit ç(x)=  2  4 1"' Л/огу (p converge dans d (0,1), les zéros
л=0
' A.
î/<? (p sont simples et forment une suite ßn telle que \ßn\ — 
=  +  °°.
A„+i
et l’on a lim |A„| \ß„\n =
Pour tout i£N*, JO/7 \pt{x) = <P(x) et posons ф1(х)= 2  <Xi,nXn-
I 2  n=o
A
Alors la suite n-*ai n vérifie encore lim |ai>n|=  + °o,
a«,«
a i ,n  +  l
*1,11+1
i, л + 2
lim «i.n
a i . n  +  l
= 1.
En outre on a |aiin|à|A„| pour tout n£N et \*l/i(ßi)\=M\ßt\‘ pour tout i£N*. 
Preuve. On sait grâce au lemme 4 que les zéros de cp sont simples et forment
A „_ iune suite ßn telle que \ß„\ = , (n£N*). Puisque lim |A„| =  +  °°, on saitAn n—oo
que lim v((p, f i )= -  °° et donc lim |2„| \ß„\"= +  °° car v(<p, v(ßn))= v(?.„) +
Ц-+0+ Л oo
+ nv (ß„) [ 1]. Les zéros de i f  sont ceux de q> à l’exception de ßt, et donc on a réciproque­
ment:
a i ,n  +  l
a l .n  +  l
a i , n  +  2
lim
a i ,n  +  l
= 1.
D’autre part, on sait que pour un élément <p£2I(l) l’hypothèse ( lim A„= + oo)
Я-* + oo
est équivalente à lim v((p, fi)= — °°. Or il est clair que lim n(i/q, p)=  — °°, et /1—0 + (1—o +
l’on a donc encore lim |а( n|=  + °°.И-+- -J-ое ’
Enfin, on sait que
( 1) v((p, v(ßn)) =  v(X„) +  nv(ß„)
puisque ß„ est le nième zéro de (p dans l’ordre des valeurs absolues croissantes. De 
même ßn est le nième zéro de i f  si et le (и— l)ième si и>/. On aura donc
(2)
(3)
i # f .  v(ßn)) =  v(ut,n) + nv(ß„) si « < i ,
V(Ÿi, v(j?„)) =  v(ctiin-i) +  (n—l)v(ßn) si л >  i.
28*
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Enfin, d’après la définition de i/q on voit que
(4) v((p, fi) =  t # i ,  fi) si ц >  v(ßi), 
et
(5) v((p, fi) =  i>(iAi, fi)+ g -v (ßi) si Ц  =S
Alors grâce à (1), (2), (4) on voit que pour г on a r(aii„)= r(/n).
Grâce à (1), (3), (5) on voit que pour и>г on a
vty i, v(ß„)) = v(au„_!> +  ( « -  1)г(Ю =  »(ç>, v(ßn))-v (ß n) + v(ß,) =
= v(l„) + nv(ß„)-v(ßn)+v(ß,)
d’où finalement
r(ai,„-i) = r(2„)+ !;(/?;),
et donc
l“i,n-ll ^  l^l-
On vérifie enfin que \ißi(ßi)\ = \Xi\\ßl\i. En effet, puisque ф n’a pas de zéro sur 
C(0, \ßi\) et puisque les zéros dans d(0, |/?;|) sont ß1, ..., on a
vtyi(ßi)) = t# ,-, v(ßt)) = »(«m -O + O '-IM A )-
Mais d’après ce qui précède, ^(aiti_1)=u(Af_1) et î>(^ i- i)+(*— \)v(ßi)=v(?ii)-\- 
+iv(ßi) d’où
\ Ф Ш  = U,l IÁI1
ce qui achève la démonstration.
D éfinition . N ous appellerons matrice infinie une famille Л = ( а у) |6n *J€N* 
q ue nous noterons
«11- au -
aï 1 • ■ a2j...
aa . ■ач -
De même nous appellerons ligne infinie U (resp. colonne infinie V) une suite 
(u„£K) notée (ult ..., un, ...) (resp. une suite (yn)„eN* (v„£K) notée
Ы
4 ! 4
On voit que Je produit matriciel UV= ^  unvn existe si et seulement si
n = l
lim unvn=  0.
П-+00
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De mérne le produit matriciel AV existe et est égal á une colonne infinie
2  au vjj=i
2  avVj 
j =i
si et seulement si pour tout entier i, on a lim aijvj = 0.
Le produit matriciel UA existe et est égal á la ligne infinie
( 2  uiatl. •••» 2  Uiau> •••)>(=i i “ l
si et seulement si pour tout j  fixé, on a lim (Miaij)=0.
Si B=(bi ;)i f n* est une autre matrice infinie le produit matriciel AB existe et 
j í  n *
est égal á la matrice infinie ( 2  aijbjk)i(_N* si et seulement si pour tous i et k fixés
7 = 1  fc£N*
on a lim (aubjk)= 0.
j —oo
D e f i n i t i o n . N o u s  dirons qu’une ligne infinie (resp. une colonne infinie) (un)nín * 
est évanescente si lim un= 0.
n-*- °°
Nous dirons qu’une matrice infinie A=(at ,)í£n* est évanescente en ligne (resp.
k n *
en colonne) si chacune de ses lignes infinies (resp. de ses colonnes infinies) est éva­
nescente.
Nous dirons que A est globalement évanescente si pour tout e>0, il existe 
N(e) tel que si i + N (e) on ait
Le lémmé 6 est immédiat en analyse ultramétrique.
Lémmé 6. Sóit ^4=(ai )i€N* une matrice infinie globalement évanescente. 
j í  N *
Alors la famille (atJ) est sommable suivant le filtre des complémentaires des par­
ties finies de N*XN*.
C o rollaire . Si une matrice infinie A=(aij)ií n« est globalement évanescente 
les séries 2 ( 2  aij) et 2  ( 2  au) sont convergentes et ont mérne somme.
i = l  > = 1  7 = 1  i = l
On notera © la matrice infinie de van der Monde oü (jßj)i£N* est une suite de 
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Lemme 7. Soit (A„) urie suite de K teile que
A„ + l
A„ + l V«€N et lim |A„| =
= +  ” , lim sup |A„|1/n=  1. Soit <p(x)= A„x"£2l(l) et soit (/>;),-eN* la suite des
n- ° 0 n = 0
zeros de <p dans d~(0, 1) et soit © la matrice infinie de van der Monde associée.










est évanescente en colomé et vérifie ©©'=©'© =  /. En outre on a |Aiin|S- 
et pour toute colonne évanescente A = (a„)„eN on a &(33'A) = A.
\u
ttiUßiV
Pour tout £>>0, soit Ae=d~(0, 1 ) \ \J  d~(ßh q) et pour tout i€N* soit
i=l
0,—ifri(ßi)- D’aprés le lemme 4 on sait que |/?;|<  \ßt+i\, que chaque ßt est un zéró 
simple et on en déduit que v(cp(x))Sv(cp, u(x)) +  (í;(x) — log g) d’oü on voit que 
lim cp(x)= + °° car on sait que lim v(cp, p)~ — °° du fait que lim |A„|=+°°.
\x\-+ 1- ß -*0+ «-*- +  oox£Ae
1 X nAlors d’aprés [18,20] on sait que — £H(A0). Soit un — —ZH(A0); ilest clair que(p cp
dans l’infraconnexe Ae, un admet un développement de Mittag-Leffler sous la forme
2  —~r~To \ ■ Calculons ajjB. Pour cela considérons vn ,= [ 1 — -^1 un. Alors f=i i — (x/Pi) ’ V pd
v„,i(ßt)=«i,n- Or (p=(cpi) ( l - | ; )  ö«, d’oü:
ßlV„,i(ßi) = <Pi(ßi)0i
ß?
et comme <pf(ßi)=\ o n a d o n c  ain= j - ,  d’oü finalement
V;
x" °° (ß"\ 1
cp jx )= t?i (x/ßd)
“  (ß )n cp (x)
et par suite xn= 2  ~ ä ~ l— < !a \ est vra‘ P°ur tout x ^ ß x , ..., ßt, ... . 
i = l  d i  1 _  (XlPi)
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On a donc x"= 2  ßlViOd- Soit <p((jc)= 2  ^.n*" (*€N*). Alors on voit que
(=i




1^,0 ••• 1^ ,n •••
ti.O ••• i^,n •••
vérifie donc 93©'=/.
On montre de même que ©'© = /. En efifet, % (А )= 0 \/^ |';о п а  2  Knßk — 0
л = 0
oo
pour tout iVfc, et (Pi(ßi)~ 1 d’où ^  AiiB/5"= 1 ce qui montre bien que ©'© =  /.
n =  0
D’autre part d’après le lemme 5 on sait que |i/fi(/?i)aii„|S|A,I| et que ||A(A)I =  
= |Aj| 1)5,1'. On a donc
(1) |Ai,nl “  lÂ m F -
Pour montrer que (©©')Л = ©(©'Л) il suffit d’établir que pour chaque ligne 
Uk=(ß1, ...,ß  1, ...) de © on a bien (UkW )A= Uk{WA).
Considérons la matrice infinie (ciin)j€N* avec сг,„=/^Я,,„а„.
n i  N
D’après le corollaire du lemme 6, il suffit de montrer qu’elle est globalement 
évanescente, c’est-à-dire que la famille (indexée par i et n) {ß\)-i „a„)fe n* tend vers
n ê N
0 quand i+n tend vers 4-°°.
Or d’après (1) on a \ß ^ iinan\^-. . Maintenant on sait que lim A„ an — 0
\ ß i \ ‘ - k \ l i \  . .
et que lim |A,-| \ßi\'= +  Soit M=sup |a_A„| et soit m — inf |А|, - *|А(|. Fixons
i -  + ~  nÇN i€N
e>0; il existe donc des entiers P et ß£N  tels que |A„a„|Sem pour « ë P  et
M\Pi\'-k\Ài\ ^ — pour isQ .  Alors on voit que quand i+ n ^  P+Q  on a 
e
car ou bien n ^ P  et alors
I An u, 1
|A„aJ ä  Em, \ßt~kXi\ S  m,
ou bien i^ Q  et alors
M
On a donc montré que la famille 6iin=ß'f tend vers 0 quand í+ я  tend 
vers + oo, ce qui achève la démonstration.
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D ém o n str a tio n  d u  T héorème 8. Pour chaque iÇ.N *, soit <Pi(x)= 2
n =  0n  I
D’après le lemme 5 il est clair que |Aj,„|g " rr ce qui montre que \ф((Р )\^
или
IA.IIÄI'
= . . . . „  U et les cpi sont donc continues. Par ailleurs il est clair que la série 2 anx" 




Alors |Sj|Ssup |Яг Mais d’après le lemme 5 on sait que
n Ç N  ’ K i H P i l
lim |Af| \ßi\,= +  ce qui montre que lim e;=0.
Í - +  o o  i  —► o o




1 ... 1 ... 
ßi ••• ßi •••
ß l - ß l -
Ai,о ... Ах,в
Af.o ••• А(,„
Mais on voit que la matrice colonne infinie évanescente C
C =
est égale au produit convergeant © 'A où A est la matrice colonne
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Puisque ® est bornée et que C est évanescente, on voit que le produit ®C 
converge et d’après le lemme 7 on a ®(®'Л)=(®®')Л donc A=®C.
Soit /(* )=  2i=i j_£
Il est immédiat de voir que JdH(Ae) et nous allons
montrer que pour [х |ё 1 on a f(x)= 2  a n x "-
n = 0
1 ~ fxV  °°
En effet quand xÇ_d(0 , 1) on peut écrire ------- = 2  17— I = 2  (ßix)n et
1   X  ti — 0 \O iJ  n = 0
b
donc J(x): 2  ( 2  Eiß"xn)= 2  x" ( 2 eiß") (d’après le corollaire du lemme 5).
i= 1 n= 0  n= 0 i=l
00 00
Alors chaque série 2  £iß1 converge vers a„, d’où f(x)— 2  anx"> ce qui achève la
£«=X B — 0
démonstration.
P reuve  d u  T héorème 9. Du fait de la densité de |К| dans R+, il suffit de 
montrer l’existence de suites (/•„)„ eN dans R+, vérifiant a), b), c), d), pour en déduire 
l’existence de suites dans R+fl|iT| vérifiant encore a), b), c), d).
D’autre part, nous allons montrer d’abord que si l’on prouve l’existence de 
suites r„ vérifiant a), c), d), alors il existe des suites r„ vérifiant a), b), c), d). En effet 
supposons que pour toute suite w„ de R+ telle que lim un= 0, il existe des suites rn
П -*"00
de R+ vérifiant a), c), d). Il est immédiat de se ramener au cas où lim \!17n =  1. Soit 
[«„, — I ;  on voit que lim u'—O. En outre puisque lim un=  0 , on sait
\  Yl) П - *  OO П-+ 00
" i / T  " —que lim sup /ü^S l et puisque lim / —=1, on voit que lim ÿu'„= 1. Alors en
Л - » о о  П~*" 00  ) П П-+00
supposant vérifiés a), c), d), il existe des suites rn de R+ vérifiant a), c) et
n ____
lim rnu'n= 0  d’où, a fortiori, lim r„un=0. Mais on a aussi lim \frnu'n S  1 puisque
Л — 0 0  П—00 n-*°on n __
lim rnu'=0. Or puisque limVrîZ = l, on voit que limsup / r n^ l .  Par ailleurs
П - * ° о  Л — со П —  00
n __ n __
puisque lim r„= +  °°, on voit que l im su p /r^ ë l,  donc lim sup )'гп— 1. Enfin
n~* 00 П-*-00 П -*- 00
puisque la suite - r"— est monotone, elle converge vers une limite qui est aussi celle 
^+1
n .—
de yr„, et cette limite est donc 1.
Il reste donc à montrer l’existence de suite r„ vérifiant a), c), d).
On va procéder par des méthodes d’analyse élémentaires et notamment de 
convexité.
Soit zm= — log«m (m£N). On voit que lim zm=  +  °° et que l’on peut trouver
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une suite 9m vérifiant pour tout N
(1)
VIIof
(2) 0 < От < 0ra + 1,
(3) lim вт = +  со, m— оо
(4) lim =  0.
m -» o o  /JJ





Яп + 1~Яп Яп~Яп-1
«€ N*,
■*= ° Z - n n P°Ur ?» + l. n N^-q n+\ я»  ^ qn
En effet supposons construite cette suite q„ jusqu’au rang N  et définissons qN+1.
ß  __ Q
D ’après (2) on voit que —^ e t  d’après (4) il est clair que (7)
Я \V — Я л - 1
fim í ° " ' - ] =  0.
m-+°° \ m — qN )
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Я л  ~ Я л - i
pour qN <  m <  qN+1.
La suite qn est donc définie par récurrence de cette façon en choisissant q0= 0 
et qx= l.
Grâce à (5) et (6) il est immédiat de définir une suite (com)m6N telle que 
et
a') 0 -= cum+1—£om <  œm—œm- 1 Vm£N*
c') œm =э em VmÇN




et construisons les com pour qn< m ^qn+1.
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Sóit h„ la fonction affine teile que h„(q„)=9qn et hn+1(q„+1)=9qntl et con- 
sidérons un cercle I  passant par les points (q„,9qn) et (<7„+i, 0qn+1), et dönt le 
centre C=(a,b) est tel que 0. Sóit <p la fonction définie sur l’intervalle 
I=[q„, qn+1] oü tp(x) est l’ordonnée du point de 1 d’abscisse x. On voit que si b 
tend vers — °°, alors tp converge uniformément vers h sur I. Pour chaque b fixé 
posons com=(p(m) pour q„<mSqn+1. Alors d’aprés la convexité du cercle on voit 
que cüm+1-cum<cu,„-cüm_1 pour ? ,< m á?„+1.
En outre quand \y\ est assez grand (_y<0) on voit que a)m^ 0 m et que
et enfin a>in+1— ——q"*' ce qui donne (7) au rang n+1 et permet
Qn + 2“  <ln +1
de poursuivre la définition par récurrence.
La suite cum étant construite, vérifiant a') et c') il est clair qu’elle vérifie aussi b') 
lim co=  +  oo d’aprés a') et du fait que lim co8 =  +  °° d’aprés (3).
m--oo n-~c° Hn
Alors en prenant rm—p0>™ on voit que a'), b'), c') entrainent respectivement 
a), b), c) ce qui achéve la demonstration du théoréme.
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A NOTE ON RAMSEY NUMBERS
H. LEFMANN
Let k, m be positive integers. The Ramsey number rk(m) denotes the least posi­
tive integer n such that n-*(m)\\ i.e., for every ^-coloring of the edges of the com­
plete graph Kn there is a monochromatic Km subgraph.
Erdős [1] proved that rk(m)>cmkml2 for a positive constant c and all posi­
tive integers k, m. In [2] Erdős and Szemerédi raised the question whether this lower 
bound for rk(m) can be improved. In this note we prove the following
Theorem. For all positive integers k, m with m ä 3 :
r2k(m )  >  2 (m/2)*.
The following observation occurred in [3]:
Lemma. I f  k, l, m are positive integers, then
ric+i(m) s ( r*(m) - l ) ( ri(m) - l)-f-L
Proof. Let k, l, m be positive integers and let Gj=(F(Gj), E(Gf) for i '= l , 2, 3 
be complete graphs with vertex sets
V(Gk) = {(0, j )  j  = 1,2, ...,rk(m)~ 1},
V(Gd=  {(*» 0) i =  1 ,2 ,..., r,(m)—1},
V(G3) = {(i,j) i =  1,2, ...,r ((m )- l and j  =  1, 2 ,..., rk(m)~ 1}.
Let Ak: £(G1)-»-{l, ..., k} and A2: E(G2)—{k + 1, ..., k+ l}  be colorings such that 
there is no Km subgraph of G1 resp. G2 with all edges colored the same by Ak resp. A2. 
Consider the coloring A3: E(G3)-+{1, 2, ..., k+ l)  defined by
^({O'ij A)> (h’Jii)}) —
(0, j 2)}), 
U ({ (i 1,0), (i2,0)}),
if ix =  i2, 
if »1 5^  i2.
Clearly, G3 contains no monochromatic Km subgraph.
P roof of T heorem . By [1] we have r2(m )^2m/2+ l  for every integer mg3. 
The lemma yields r2k(m )^(r2k_2(m) — l)(r2(m) — l)+ l  so by induction r2k (m)>2(mi2)k 
for all integers fcs 1, m s3 .
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 05A17. 
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ON THE SEVEN POINTS PROBLEM OF P. ERDŐS
ILONA PALÁSTI
Dedicated to Professor P. Erdős on his 75th birthday
Abstract
Seven points in general position are given in the plane, i.e. no three on a line, no four on a 
circle, and they determine 6 distinct distances (being not in any order) so that the ;-th distance 
occurs i  times, i=  1, 2 , 6 .
1. Introduction. P. Erdős [1] asked the following question: can you find n 
points in the plane in general position, that is no three on a line, no four on a circle, 
which determine n— 1 distinct distances so that the i-th distance occurs i times? 
The distances are not ordered by size or in any other way. For n= 4 he gives the 
isosceles triangle and takes its centre.
Pomerance showed a construction for n—5. Two Hungarian students found 
an example for 6 (but Erdős and everybody have forgotten both the examples 
and their names).
Here we present seven points for which the same is true.
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 51L15; Secondary 51M15, 51A20.
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2. The seven points construction. Consider the convex hexagon P4P2...P6 with 
side length 1 and ^2 {Pu-\P2i= \, PnPu+i=^2 for i= l ,  2, 3) and angles 90° 
and 150° (P2,_1P2iP2i + 1<  =  150°, P^Pu+i P2; + 2<  =90°). See Figure 1. Then the 
vertex P5 is on the perpendicular bisector h of P4P2. The angle P6P5/i is 30°. Let 
Q be the point on h inside the hexagon such that P3 Q=y'3. Then P6 Q= 1 and
P*Q\\Pt Ps-
We claim that the point-set &>i={P1, ..., P6, Q} fulfils the Erdos’ demands.
Indeed, the distance Y  34-/6  =2.3... occurs 6 times (P4P3, P4P4, P4P5, P2P5, 
P3 P5 , P’j.P<s), l'3 =  1.7... five times (P2P4, P4P6, P6P2 and P5 Q, P3 Q), 1 four times
(P4P2, P3P4, P5P6 and P6Q),Y2 = lA... three times (P2P3, P4P5, P6P4), Y  3 - / 6  =
=  0.7... twice (P4ß, P20  and ^ 5—/6  = 1 • 5... once (P4g). It is easy to check 
that no three points are on a line and no four on a circle.
3. Examples for n s 6 . Consider the regular triangle ABC with center 0. Let 
A' be defined by OA'=AA', BA'=BA, OAA'B is a convex quadrilateral. Let 
A'OB<$ = 120°, OA’= OB'. Then the configurations 0>3= {O, A, B, C, A', B'} and 
3?5=  {O, A, B, C, A'} fulfil Erdős’ constraints for n = 6 and 5, resp. (see Figure 2). 
The arrangement was found by C. Pomerance.




[1] E rdős, P., Combinatorial problems in geometry, Math. Chronicle 12 (1983), 34— 31 MR  841: 
52014.
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ON THE HANKEL-TRANSFORMATION OF SCHWARTZ 
DISTRIBUTIONS
I. FENYŐ
There are several definition known for the Hankel-transformation of certain 
classes of distributions. One of them was given by us [1], this definition is based 
on a known relation between the Fourier- and Hankel-transforms A different way 
was followed in order to give an applicable definition of the Hankel-transformation 
of generalized functions by A. H. Zemanian [2], [3], [4]. The aim of the present 
paper is to give a new definition of the Hankel-transformation of distributions 
based on the idea followed by Gelfand and Schilow used to define the Fourier- 
transforms of generalized functions [5], p. 153—155. The background of this is the 
Paley—Wiener theorem [6] which has an analogous concerning the Hankel-trans­
formation. Such a theorem was proved by T. M. McRobert in 1931 [7], p. 53 and 
recently by Griffith [8]. The advantage of our present definition is its simplicity, 
we do not need to introduce special test-function spaces as it was made by Zemanian. 
Its disadvantage in respect to the definition of Zemanian is, that it works only for 
positive integer index n.
1. Let D(a) be the subspace of the space of Schwartz testing functions which 
have their support on (0, a) (a> 0). For a given nonnegative integer n we denote 
by G„(a) the space of functions >p fulfilling the following conditions:
a) IJ/(s) is an entire function (y£C),
b) |s'[i/'(.y)|sCte<,!Ims| for where X^  is a positive constant depending
only on t//.
c„) ^ (-s) =  ( —l)” <A(s);
d„) J  sk~1i//(s)ds = 0; k = n, n + 2, n + 4 , ...
0
e„) |< K s)|= 0 (|s|") ( s - 0 ) .
In what follows we consider the following expression (if it exists for every j£R)
(1) f  tJn(st)f(t)dt («= 0 ,1 ,2 ,...)
0
as the Hankel-transform of order n of the function / :  R+-*-R. Here J„ denotes 
the Bessel function of first kind.
29
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T h eorem  1. The Hankel-transformation H„ is an algebraic isomorphism between 
D(a) and Gn(a) (a> 0, «=0, 1, 2, ...).
P r o o f . What we have to prove is that i//£Gn(a) if and only if there exists a 
unique function <p£D(a) for which \!/ = Hn{<p) holds.
First let us consider a function cp£D(a). Its Hankel-transform (of order n) is
a
(2) H„(cp)(s) = \l/(s)= f  tJ„(ts)cp(t)dt.
0
As J n is an entire function condition a) is obviously valid.
In order to show that ij/ fulfils also the condition b) let us consider the Bessel 
differential operator B„ defined for an arbitrary function x^C- as follows:
(3) Bn(x)(t) =  x" + ~ x ' ~ x  ( f>  0).
If we now substitute for x  our test function (p, then Bn((p)£D(a). By a well-known 
theorem (see e.g. [7], p. 61, formula (32))
(4) H„ (Bn <p) (s) = -s*H„(cp)(s).
But all testing functions of D(a) fulfils the conditions (1) and (2) of the theorem of 
Griffith [8], therefore by the quoted theorem
(5) \ss'2Hn(<p)(s)\ = \sll2Hn(Bn(p)(s)\ ^  C V N -I
for values great enough of |s|. This implies immediately b) for k=  0, 1 and 2. 
Applying the relation (4) to the second iterated B\ of Bn, we get
(6) Hn(Bl<p)(s) = s4i/„(<p) (s).
As B%(p£D(a), we get
|s9/2//„(<p)(s)| -  \sV*Hn(B*ncp)(s)\ ^
from this follows b) for k=3, 4. By induction we see the validity in the same way 
for every nonnegative integer k.
The property c„) is an immediately consequence of (2).
Let us now prove that also condition d„) holds. By b) the Hankel-transform 
(of the order n) exists and by the well-known inversion theorem of Hankel-trans- 
forms (2) implies
oo
(7) q>(t) = f  sJn(ts)\l/(s)ds.
o
As cp£D(a), all derivatives of <p vanishes at t= 0 . We will now form the deriva­
tives of cp differentiating under the sign of integration and put /=0. In order to 
show the legality of this step we have to prove that
J  sk+1jW(ts)il/(s)ds (k = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . )(8 ,)
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exists uniformly with respect to /. To do so let us consider first
oo
(8 ')  f  s2J'(is)4/(s)ds.
0
This is by a well-known relation (see e.g. [9] p. 360) equal to
4  f  s2[Jn- i( ts ) -J n+1(tsM (s)ds 
2 o
which exists uniformly with respect to t by (2). This argument is valid if n=  1,2, —  
For n= 0 we use the relation ■/„'(t)= In this way the uniform existence of
(8') with respect to t is shown. As
f  s3JZ(ts)ip(s)ds =  y  /  s3[j;_1( ts ) - j ;_ 1(tsM(s)ds 
o A u
it follows, that (82) exists uniformly with respect to t. In the same way by induction we 
see, that the proposition on (8J holds for every k = 0, 1, 2.......  By this, (7) implies
oo
(pW(t) = j  sk+1J jk)(ts)\l/(s)ds 
0
oo
/„«(0) f  sk+1il/(s)ds = 0 (ft =  0, 1, 2,...). 
o
Using now the well-known power series expansion of the Bessel functions, we see, 
that T<fc)(0)?í0 for k=n, n+2, n + 4 ,... ,  this yields the property d„).
The property e„) is exactly the statement (5) in the quoted Theorem of Griffith.
Now we will show, that also the opposite is true, i.e. if \j/: C-+C is a func­
tion satisfying the properties a)—e), then the function (p defined by (7) belongs to 
the class D(a).
The Hankel-transform (7) exists obviously because a) and b) and the same is 
also valid for the integrals (8*) (k—0, 1, 2, ...) and therefore by (9) all derivatives 
of (p exists and are given by the formula (9). But on the other side the conditions 
a)—e) imply the properties (1)—(5) in Griffiths Theorem [8] and therefore (p(t) = 0 
for />0. By representation (9) and condition dn) (pw (0)=0 (k—0, 1, 2, 3, ...) and 
define cp{t) = 0 for 0, (p£D(a).
The unanimous correspondence between <p and i\i follows from the corresponding 
property of Hankel-transformation. This completes the proof.
2. Let us introduce in D(a) the usual topology by the following system of 
norms:
(io) I Mp =  sup |<p(t)(0l
I £ (0, a) fc=0,l.... ..
(9)
and therefore
<p(k)(0 )  =
29*
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and in Gn(a) a topology generated by the following system of norms:
(11) W P= sup |st ^ (s)|e -alImsl (p = 0, 1,2, ...)■
sec
Jfc = 0,l,2, ...
Looking at this topologies by (9) the mapping Hn is not only an algebraic but also 
a topologic isomorphism between G„(a) and D(a). We denote the inductive limit 
(for fixed n) of the spaces G„(a) and D(a) for n—°° by Gn resp. D +; the notation 
of the dual spaces should be as usually G' resp. D'n. If we denote by Z  the ultra­
distribution testing function space, then we see immediately (by a) and b)), that
(12) G„ c  Z,
this inclusion is proper and the topology inducted by Z  in G„ is just that was defined 
under (11).
It is important to remark, that the topology in G„ is independent of the prop­
erties c„), d„) and e„).
3. Let u£D'+ be an arbitrary distribution. Our aim is now to give a definition 
of the Hankel-transformation H n(u) of the distribution u. In order to make it, we 
need the following Lemma:
Lemma. Let then
s ^ +V (s)€G n+1, s2^ (s)€G „ (p = 0 ,1 ,2 ,...) .
Proof. The conditions a) and b) are fulfilled for all members of all the spaces 
G„ (n = 0, 1, 2 , ...), therefore for s2p+1il/ the conditions c„+1), d„+1) and e„+1); for 
s2p\l/ the conditions c„), d„) and e„) are satisfied.
We can now give a definition for the Hankel-transform of a distribution in the 
following way: Let u£D'+ be an arbitrary distribution with support on R +, then 
Hn(u) will be defined as that element of the space G'n+1 for which
(13) (Hn(u), sil/) = (u, tH M ’/))
holds for every tl/£Gn. Here (■, ■) means the scalar product of a functional 
with the corresponding testing function. The definition (13) makes sense, as Hn{\j/)= 
= <P£D+ and by the Lemma sij/^Gn+1. We see immediately, that Hn(u) is a special 
ultradistribution.
It is easy to see that the definition (13) overgoes into the classical Hankel- 
transformation definition if u is a regular distribution generated by a function /  
for which i1/2/(0<EL2(R+). In this case the right-hand side of (13) will be
(14) J  tf(t)q>(t)dt
o
and this is by the Parseval identity concerning the usual Hankel-transformation 
([6] Theorem 1) equal to
( 1 5 ) /  sHn(f)(s)H,X<p)(s)ds.
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We know [5] if cp runs over the functional space D+, then the set of values of 
the integrals (14) defines/ ( a.e.) uniquely and therefore also (15) defines / /„ ( /)  which 
is the classical Hankel-transform of /.
4. We will now give a definition of the Hankel-transformation H„ of a linear 
and continuous functional v defined over Gn+1. Also this can be done using the 
Parseval identity. Hn(v) will be defined as a distribution in D'+ as follows:
(16) (Hn(u), tHnm  =  <t>, s<» (.K G n).
This definition makes sense by the fact that H„(ip)£D + (ip£Gf).
We can now prove the following statement:
Theorem 2. Let u£D+ be a distribution, then
(17) H „(H M ) = « 
and for any v£G'n+1
(18) Hn(Hn(v)) = v 
holds.
Proof. Using the notation H„(»A) = (p, we have \p = Hn(q>), so we get imme­
diately by (16) and (13)
<//„(//„(«)), tcp) = <H„(Hn(u)), tHM) = (HÁu), sip) = <«, t<p)
for all cp£D+, this proves the statement.
The relation (18) can be proved in a similar way.
5. Our aim is now to show that the Hankel-transform defined under (13) have 
the same formal properties as the classical Hankel-transforms of functions.
Theorem 3. Let u£D'+ be an arbitrary distribution and Bn the Bessel differential 
operator as defined in (3), then
(19) Hn(B„u)=~s*H„(u).
Proof. The adjoint operator of Bn, denoted by B* is the following
(20) 5n* / =  / " - ( y )  - £ /  (n = 0, 1, 2 ,...)
then
(21) <Bnu, (p) = (u, B*<p) (cp£D+) 
holds. A simple calculation shows
jB *n(Up) = Bn((p)
and therefore by a well-known theorem ([7], p. 61, (32) and p. 62, (35))
Hn[^B*n (tq>)(s)) =  Hn(Bn(<p))(s) =  - s ^ (s ) ,( 2 2 )
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where ip= H n(cp). By the inversion theorem of Hankel-transformation
(23) -  tHn (s2 i/O (?) =  B* (Up) (t).
Using the definition (13) and the relations (21), (23), we get
(Hn(Bn(u)), sip) = (Bn(u), Up) = (u, B*(Up)) = - (u , tH„(s2ip)) =
= S2 lp )  = -(s[s2Hn(u)], Ip )
for any \p£Gn+1. This proves the statement (19).
6. Also an other well-known formula of the theory of Hankel-transforma­
tion of usual functions can be carried over for our generalized Hankel-transfor­
mation.
T heorem 4. Let u£D'+ be a distribution and denote by Du its (distributional) 
derivative. Then
H n(.m  = - ^ s H n- 1( u ) - ^ H n+1(u) (n = 1,2,3,...).
Proof. By (13) we can write
(24)
(Hn(Du), tip) = (Du, tHn(\p)) = - ( u , ^ t H „ ( P ) )  = - (u ,H nm ~ ( u , t j t Hn(iP)y 
But
(25)
Hn 0/0 + t j t Hn 0P) = f  [sJn (ts) + ts2 (ts)] ip (s) ds
= f  s —  (sJ„(ts))ip(s)ds.
Applying a well-known relation (see [7], p. 512, formula (5) and (7)) we can con­
tinue (25) in the following way:
+ = /  [s(l-n)/„0s) + ís2/n_1(ís)]ds =
= /  [^ 2 ~  ts* - ^ Jn(ts) + ts2Jn- 1 (ts)] Ip(s)ds =
° o r i  \  TI 1
=  f  [~2 ~  tS* Jn-l(ts) + ts2 Jn + ! (ts) +  ts2 J„ _ ! (ts) j <P (s) ds =
= f  \ ^ ^ tSZJn-l(ts) + ^ J ^ t S 2Jn + 1(ts)^lp(s)ds =
=  l ^ t H ^ W + ^ t H n ^ i s i P ) .
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Substituting this expression into (24), we get
(sHn(Du), \p) = <«. tH'. s^il/)) = ~~2~  (u> tH«+i(#)> =
= — (s# n -i(M)> s ^ ) - ^ ( s H n+1(u), si/y) =
=  -  S(Hn-l 0 ). # >  -  5 (Hn +1 («)» Sl/')
for every i/V£G’„ + 1. This completes the proof.
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A GENERALIZATION OF URYSOHN’S METRIZATION 
THEOREM AND ITS SET-THEORETIC CONSEQUENCES
B. M. PÖTSCHER
Abstract
In this paper we show that, for /i=»0, the existence of an embedding of every «„-metrizable 
space X  with weight less or equal to «„  into an «„-compact, «„-metrizable space depends on the 
underlying model of set theory thus establishing another link between the theory o f «„-metrizable 
spaces and set theory. In contrast to this in the case /t =  0 the proof of Urysohn’s metrization 
theorem yields an embedding of every separable, metrizable space into a compact, metrizable one, 
namely the Hilbert cube. As a by-product, generalizing Urysohn’s metrization theorem we obtain 
a characterization of locally «„-separable, «„-metrizable spaces and in the case p = 0  a charac­
terization of those metrizable spaces which can be embedded into locally compact, metrizable ones.
1. Introduction* 1
Let us first recall some definitions concerning « „-metric spaces. Let (G, + , =) 
be an ordered abelian group with cofinality «„, i.e. there exists a strictly decreasing 
« „-sequence (ga: a<«„} in G converging to the element 0£G and «„ is the 
smallest ordinal with this property. Clearly oj„ has then to be regular. Let A be a 
set and d: X 2—G be a function suchthat (i) d(x, y)=0, (ii) d(x, y)= 0  iff x —y,
(iii) d{x, y)=d(y, x) and (iv) d(x, y)^d{x, z) + d(z, y). Such a function d is called 
an «„-metric and (X, d) an «„-metric space.2 A topology on (X, d) is defined in 
an obvious way. A topological space is called «„-metrizable if its topology can be 
generated by some «„-metric. The «„-metrizable spaces are exactly the metrizable 
ones. For further details on «„-metrizable spaces see e.g. [4], [5], [9], [10], [11], [14], 
A space is called «„-additive if the intersection of fewer than «„ open sets is open 
again. Note that every «„-metrizable space is «„-additive and that every topological 
space is «„-additive. Furthermore every «„-metrizable space is paracompact. A space 
is «„-compact iff every open cover admits a subcover of cardinality less than «„. 
For «„-metrizable spaces this is equivalent to the property that every «„-sequence 
has at least one cluster point. A space is called locally «„-compact if every point 
has an «„-compact neighborhood. Following [6] we denote by w(X) and d(X) 
the weight and density of X, respectively. Obviously, for «„-metric spaces w(Ar)S «„
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 54E35, 54A35, 54D35, 54E15.
Key words and phrases, «„-metrizable spaces, Urysohn’s theorem, «„-compactness, con­
sistency.
1 I would like to thank H. C. Reichel for helpful comments.
* Note that the definition o f an «„-metric, e.g. in [7], differs slightly from ours. In [7] « „  is 
not required to be the smallest ordinal with the above properties. If d  is an «„-metric in the sense 
of [7] it is an «„-metric in our sense where « „ = c o f« „  and vice versa. (A typographical error 
occurred in line 2 of [7] where p  should be replaced by «„ .)
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iff d (X ) s  coß. A space is called locally «„ -separable (has locally an «„ -basis, 
respectively) if every point x d X  has a neighborhood U(x) with í / ( í / ( x ) ) s « „  
(w (i/(x))S«„, respectively) as a subspace. We use «„ as an ordinal as well as a
cardinal; « + denotes its cardinal successor. 2“  denotes sup {2“v: v< p}. If Li is 
a family of subsets of X  then ord (x, Ll)=card {UdLl: xdU}. By st (U, Li) we 
denote the set U {VdLl: FPl (7^0) and st"(t/, ^ )= s t  (st"_1 {U, Li), Li).
2. The main result
Before presenting the main result we give a generalization of Urysohn’s metriza- 
tion theorem and as a corollary obtain a characterization of metrizable spaces which 
can be embedded into locally compact, metrizable ones.
Lemma 1. Let X  be a topological space. I f  there is an open cover Li o f  X  such 
that any UdLl meets at most «„ many VdLl and i f  for every UdJU c/( G) sä «„ 
(vv(G) sä«„, respectively) holds then X  is the disjoint union o f spaces Xx, ad A, 
with d (X J S «„ (w (X j^coß, respectively).
Proof. Define for UdLl the set G(U) = U {stn(U, Ll): n(EN}. Then G(U) is 
of course open and d(G (£/))^«„. Obviously, G (t/)^G (F ) implies G(G)flG(F) =  0. 
The proof of the statement in parenthesis is exactly the same.
Lemma 2. Let X  be a topological space admitting an open cover LI such that 
ord (x, Ll)^coß for all xd X  and such that every member Ud_úU fulfils c?(t/)S«„. 
Then every UdLl meets at most «„ many members U'dLl.
Proof. Fix UdLl and let S' be a dense set in U of cardinality ~coß. Define 
a function /  from the set "V =  {U'dLl: U'ClU^Q} to S by f(U ')= s  where sdS  
is chosen such that sdU 'D U . Then "V = U { / _1(i): sdS} and cardY ^  
= « „ • sup {card f~ 1(s): i6 S }^ [« „ - sup ord (j , Ll)]^coß.
T heorem 1. Let X  be a T  -space and «„ be regular. Then the following are 
equivalent:
(i) X  is coß-metrizab!e and locally (oß-separable.
(ii) X  is regular, «„ -additive and can be decomposed into disjoint open (and 
hence also closed) pieces Xx, ad A, each o f which fulfils w (Xfi S  «„.
(ifi) X is a regular metacompact, «„ -additive Hausdorff space and has locally 
an oo,.-basis.
(iv) X  is regular, coß-additive and there exists an open cover LI o f X  with 
ord (x,Ll)^coß and every Udjll fulfils w(U)^OJß.
Proof. That (iv) implies (ii) follows from Lemma 1 and 2. (ii) clearly implies
(iv). Also (ii) implies (iii) and (i) since every «„-additive, regular Tj-space X  with 
w (X)^coß is «„-metrizable, see [11]. (i) implies (iii), since every «„-metrizable 
space is paracompact, see e.g. [9], [10]. Moreover, (iii) implies (iv): suppose (iii) 
holds, and for every xdX, take an open neighborhood F(x) with iv(F(x))^«„. 
The collection {F(x): xd X )  now admits a point finite open refinement LI and 
every UdLl fulfils w(U)S(oß since C/cF(x) for some xdX. Now Li fulfils 
exactly the requirements of (iv).
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R em a r k , (ii), (iv) are equivalent also if “w( • ) s « „ ” is replaced by “d(-)^col 
If (ii), (iii) or (iv) hold for singular « „ then X  will be discrete. Hence (ii)—(iii)—(iv) 
again. Note that every discrete space is «„-metrizable for every (regular) « „ and 
fulfils (i)—(iv) for every w„. Furthermore note that a non-discrete space is w„-met- 
rizable at most for one co„, see e.g. [10].
The next corollary characterizes locally separable, metrizable spaces as those 
which can be embedded into locally compact, metrizable ones.
C orollary  1. Let X  be a Tx -space and p = 0. Then the following is equivalent 
to each o f  (i)—(iv) of Theorem 1:
(v) X can be densely embedded into a locally compact metrizable space.
P r o o f , (v) clearly implies (i). (ii) implies (v) since every component of X  can 
be densely embedded into a compact metric space by Urysohn’s theorem.
The analogous question for /i>0, whether any X  fulfilling one of the condi­
tions of Theorem 1 can be densely embedded into a locally co,,-compact, «„-metriz­
able space Y, is not so easy to answer. First of all, because of Theorem 1 (ii), we can 
assume without loss of generality that X  fulfils w(A')Sco„. Furthermore, if such 
a Y exists we can construct the one-point «„-compactification Y* (in a similar 
way as the usual one-point compactification) and obviously Y* is «„-metrizable 
since d(X)= d(Y)^(oß. Hence without loss of generality we are looking for «„-com­
pact F ’s. Now trying to mimic the proof of the Urysohn metrization theorem one 
ends up with an embedding of X  into (2“«)m)i (i.e. 2“<* with the smallest «„-additive 
topology containing the Tychonoff product-topology, see e.g. [1]) which is «„-met­
rizable, see e.g. [10], But for /i>0  this space is «„-compact if and only if «„ is a 
weakly compact cardinal, whose existence is independent of ZFC and is not known 
to be consistent with ZFC, see e.g. [1], [8]. But this does not definitely answer our 
question. Let us first concentrate on the case « „ = « x; let X  be an « x-metrizable 
space with w(A')^«1 and card X ^o)1 (e.g. X=(2wt)m which fulfils w (X )Sw 1 
iff CH holds, see [11], p. 130) and assume that it is provable in ZFC+CH that X 
admits an embedding into an « x -compact, co1-metrizable Y. Now clearly card F s  
Scard X^-cal . Since it is proved in [7] that the existence of an « x-compact, «^m et­
rizable space with cardinality bigger than « x is equivalent to the existence of a 
Kurepa tree with no Aronszajn subtree, we would have that the existence of Kurepa 
trees is provable in ZFC+CH. But now it is shown in [2], [3], [12], that ZFC +C H + 
+  “there exists no Kurepa tree” is consistent provided that ZFC+ “there exists an 
inaccessible cardinal” is consistent. So we have arrived at the following:
T heorem  2. Provided that ZFC+‘‘there exists an inaccessible cardinal” is con­
sistent, the statement that every col -metrizable space X  with w (X) ^  « , can be embedded 
into an co1-compact, a>1 -metrizable space Y is independent o f ZFC+CH.
We do not know whether it is consistent with ZFC or ZFC+CH to assume 
the existence of such an embedding. Since under CH the space is such an
X  as already said above and since every other « , -metrizable X  with w(X)Sa>l 
can be embedded into (2“>)mi it is sufficient to consider the case X=(2{Oi)0>l when 
looking for consistency; in the light of the proof of Theorem 3, (ii) —(iii), of [7], 
p. 226, one would have to show that it is consistent to assume that (2“i)rai embeds 
into a Kurepa line associated to a (very normal) Kurepa tree with no Aronszajn
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subtree. In case /t> 1 and «„ is a successor cardinal an analogue of Theorem 2 
holds if CH is replaced by GCH: Firstly observe that X=(2a*)aii fulfils w(X)^cofi
as long as 2WS «„, see [11], which is implied by GCH. Secondly, similar as before, 
the existence of an «„-compact, « „ -metrizable space Y  with card F > «„ is equiv­
alent to the existence of an «„-Kurepa tree3 with no «„-Aronszajn subtree as is 
shown in [7], Thirdly, by a result of Silver [12], it is independent of ZFC + GCH 
(again provided ZFC+ “there exists an inaccessible cardinal” is consistent) that an 
«„-Kurepa tree exists.
Now if «„ is a strong limit cardinal (every limit is strong limit under GCH) 
then an «„-Kurepa tree obviously exists, see e.g. [8], p. 313, so in this case we can­
not prove a result analogous to T heorem 2 in the same way. Without assuming 
GCH there may be limit cardinals «„ which are not strong limits and nothing is
(O
then known about the existence of «„-Kurepa trees (in this case 2";i>a)i, might 
occur and then we cannot longer use (2“V)m(i as a candidate for X  since then 
w((2“m)í0(j) > cü(1. In fact the existence of an «„-metrizable space X  with w(2f)S«„, 
card X xD ^  is equivalent4 to the existence of an («„, «+)-tree T with more than 
«„ cofinal branches, as is seen as follows: given such an X  we can find a basis 
38= U {38a: a<«„}, card 38^u>ß such that 38a is a partition of X  into clopen sets 
and 38a refines 38p when «=-/(, see e.g. [10], The levels of T  are 38a, a<  «„, the 
partial order is given by the reversed set-theoretic inclusion and every point x£X  
gives raise to one cofinal branch of T  in an obvious way. Conversely, given T  let 
X = {b c T : b is a cofinal branch} and al/={Ut: U,= {b: t£b), t£T} as in [7], 
Then it is easily seen using similar arguments as in [7] that °li is a base for a topology 
on X  such that card °U =  card T'S «„ , aU is a rank one base, i.e. every two members 
of °U are disjoint or one is contained in the other, and such that X  is an «„ -addi­
tive Tj-space. But then X  is clearly regular and hence «„ -metrizable, see [11], p. 129).
Note that it is shown in [13], Theorems 5.5 and 6.1, that (for every regular «„) 
the existence of an «„-Kurepa tree with no «„-Aronszajn subtree is consistent with 
ZFC and this shows that it is consistent with ZFC to assume the existence of an 
«„-compact, «„-metrizable space Y with card F > « „ , see [7], However, as in 
the case \i= 1, we do not know whether it is consistent with ZFC to assume the 
existence of an embedding of X  into Y or not. Furthermore note that GCH holds 
in the model constructed in Theorem 5.5 of [13], so in this model all limits are strong 
limits.
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ÜBER EINE SYMMETRISCHE SCHROTUNG MIT EINER 
CAYLEYFLÄCHE ALS GRUNDFLÄCHE
M. HUSTY
Herrn o. Prof. Dr. H. Vogler zum 50. Geburtstag gewidmet
1. J. Krames hat einer Reihe bemerkenswerter Arbeiten [3]—[9] Zwangläufe 
E/E' untersucht, die sich durch gleichsinnige Kongruenz von Gang- und Rastaxoid 
auszeichnen. Die einzelnen Lagen des Gangsystems E werden dabei durch Spiegel­
ungen an einer stetigen Schar von Geraden e(t)£Z' erhalten. Die Geraden e(t) 
erfüllen eine Regelfläche r ,  die als Grundfläche der symmetrischen Schrotung bezeich­
net wird (vgl. [3], S. 395). Wir untersuchen in dieser Arbeit jene symmetrischen 
Schrotungen, die eine Cayleyfläche zur Grundfläche haben.
Da zwei benachbarte Erzeugende e, e' durch eine Schraubung um das Gemein­
lot ineinander übergehen, gilt dies auch für die zugehörigen Systemlagen E und I '. 
Aus dem Grenzübergang e ^ e '  folgt nun, daß die momentane Schraubachse mit 
der Zentraltangente von F zusammenfällt, und das Rastaxoid 77' von der Zentral­
tangentenfläche gebildet wird. Das Gangaxoid 77 ist eine dazu gleichsinnig kon­
gruente Fläche und geht aus 77' durch Spiegelung an der gemeinsamen Erzeugenden 
e hervor.
Die Bahnkurven der Punkte von E' werden bei einer symmetrischen Schro­
tung nach [3] durch zentrische Verdoppelung der Fußpunktskurven der Grundfläche 
r  erhalten.
2. In einem kartesischen Koordinatensystem 1 :x:y:z= x0:x1:x2:xB kann eine 
Cayleysche Fläche F in der Normalform
dargestellt werden. Sie besitzt in dieser Aufstellung die Ferngerade der Grund­
rißebene als 1 orsallinie und die Fernebene a> (x0=0) als '1 orsalebene. In Plücker- 
koordinaten lautet (2.1)
und man erhält nach [2], S. 319 die zu F gehörige symmetrische Schrotung in der 
Form:
(2. 1) 3x — 3zy + z3 = 0
(2.2)
x  = [(“* - l ) x + 2 u y - j  K3]
(2.3) Y = [2ux+ (l - u^ y + j  «4]
Z  =  2u — z u£ R( — +°°).
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 53 A l7.
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Das Rastaxoid dieser Bewegung ist ein Zylinder über dem Grundriß der Striktions­
linie von r  mit der Gleichung:
(2.4) 9x2 = 4y3.
Dieser Grundriß ist eine Neilsche Parabel mit dem Brennpunkt io, — y j  • Die
Grundrißbewegung kann daher als eine symmetrische Rollung von zwei bezüglich 
ihrer gemeinsamen Tangenten spiegelbildlichen Neilschen Parabeln gedeutet wer­
den.1 Abb. 1 zeigt die Grundrißbewegung, wobei neben dem Polkurvenpaar p, p0 
einige Punktbahnen dargestellt sind.
Die Bahnkurven der Punkte bei diesem Zwanglauf sind zirkulare Quartiken, 
die im Fernpunkt der y-Achse die Fernebene berühren. Da die Neilsche Parabel 
eine Kurve dritter Klasse ist, ist der Grundriß des Ausgangspunktes dreifacher 
Punkt des Grundrisses der Bahnkurven. Damit besitzen die Raumkurven die erst­
projizierende Gerade durch den Ausgangspunkt als Trisekante. Die Bahnkurven 
sind somit Raumkurven 4. Ordnung zweiter Art. Sie liegen auf orthogonalen hyper­
bolischen Paraboloiden mit den gemeinsamen Fern erzeugen den x0= xl = 0 und 
x0= a'3=  0. Diese hyperbolischen Paraboloide besitzen für einen festen Ausgangs­
punkt (x 0, y 0,z 0) die Darstellung
(2.5) (x—x0)(z + z0) + 2(y — y0) = 0.
Wir erhalten damit eine Schiebschar von untereinander kongruenten hyperbolischen 
Paraboloiden, deren Scheitel S aus dem Ausgangspunkt durch Spiegelung an der 
Ebene z = 0  hervorgehen; die Spiegelungsebene ist die asymptotische Ebene der 
Mittelerzeugenden der Cayleyfläche.
1 D ie s e  G rundrißbew egung tritt a u ch  b e i J. K ram es in [9] au f, w o  als G rundfläche eine k on o i-
dale R e g e lf lä ch e  fünften  G rades verw end et w ird.
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Satz 1. Das Gang- bzw. Rastaxoid einer symmetrischen Schrotung mit einer 
Cayleyfläche als Grundfläche sind kongruente Zylinder, deren Normalschnitte Neilsche 
Parabeln sind. Die Bahnkurven dieses Bewegungsvorganges sind zirkulare Quartiken 
zweiter Art, die au f orthogonalen hyperbolischen Paraboloiden liegen.
3. Bei den Bahnkurven einer symmetrischen Schrotung kann es nach Krames 
([3], S. 399) nur dann zu einer Verringerung der Bahnkurvenordnung 2n (mit n 
wird die Ordnung der Grundfläche bezeichnet) kommen, wenn die Grundfläche 
Fernerzeugenden besitzt oder der Punkt des bewegten Systems I  den durch die 
isotropen Erzeugenden der Grundfläche gelegten Minimalebenen an gehört. Da die 
Existenz der Ferntorsalerzeugenden der Cayleyfläche die Reduktion der Bahnkur­
venordnung auf vier bewirkt, ist eine weitere Reduktion nur für Punkte in den 
isotropen Tangentialebenen durch die beiden Minimalerzeugenden der Grundfläche 
zu erwarten. Diese Minimalebenen schneiden sich in einer z-parallelen Geraden g 
durch den Brennpunkt der Neilschen Parabel (2.4). Die Punkte von g besitzen die 
Bahnkurven
(3.1) Y = \_I
Z  = 2u—z0 z „ 6 R (  — + ° ° )
und erweisen sich damit als Parabeln in den untereinander parallelen kreuzrißproji­
zierenden Ebenen
(3.2) z = 3x—z0.
Zusammenfassend gilt somit
Satz 2. Bei der auf die Cayleyfläche gegründeten symmetrischen Schrotung gibt 
es eine einparametrige Schar ebener Bahnkurven. Diese Bahnkurven sind Parabeln 
und entstehen, wenn man Punkte auf der z-parallelen Geraden durch den Brennpunkt 
der Neilschen Parabel (2.4) dem Bewegungsvorgang unterwirft.
4. Unterwirft man eine Gerade g
ßi ”l
(4.1) i  = +A V2
a 3 v3
der Bewegung (2.3), so entsteht eine Regelfläche <P mit der Parameterdarstellung
(4.2) Y  = - 5L r [2«Ap1- ( H * - l j ^ + J -  u*]
Z  = —Xv3+2 u
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wobei o. B. d. A. in (4.1) ax=a2=a2=0 gesetzt wurde. Diese Regelfläche ist i. a. 
von vierter Ordnung wie aus ihrer Darstellung in Plückerkoordinaten
Pi-Pi-Pz'-Pi'-P&'-Pe = v1(ui —\)+2u\2v1u —(ui —\)v2: — («2 — l)u3:
(4.3)
2 2 2 
: — u*v3- 2u[2vi u—(«2 — 1) v2] :2u [t>x(w2 — 1 )+ 2 uv2] — j v 3us: — y  u3(v1u + v2)
sofort ersichtlich ist und besitzt i. a. einen Drehkegel als Richtkegel. Abb. 2 zeigt 
einen Ausschnitt der Fläche für v1= l, v2——— , vä= ~  in einer axonometrischen 
Darstellung.
Als Sonderfall ergibt sich eine Reduktion der Ordnung der entstehenden Regel­
fläche, wenn für die Ausgangsgerade g: v1—v2—0 gesetzt wird. Damit ergibt sich 
in (4.3)
(4.4) Pi-Pa-Pa'-Pi-Pa-Pe =  2«: 1 — m2:0:2«(m2 —1): 4u2: - ^ u 3
und die Fläche besitzt die algebraische Gleichung
(4.5) 12zj>—12jtf + 3z2x —z3 =  0.
Wie unmittelbar durch Homogenisieren von (4.5) einzusehen ist, besitzt diese Fläche 
die Ferngerade x0= x3=0 als Doppelgerade und (nach komplexer Erweiterung)
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die beiden konjugiert komplexen Torsalebenen
(4.6) z = ±2i.
Sie ist daher eine Fläche 3. Ordnung vom Typ II (vgl. [10], S. 176).
Ein weiterer Sonderfall ergibt sich, wenn die Ausgangsgerade parallel zur Grund­
rißebene z —0 (v3=0) gewählt wird. Die Fläche besitzt dann die algebraische 
Gleichung:
(4.7) 24y ^ —  1 + zv2j - z4 =  24x [z -  v2 ^ — 1 j j + 2v2z3.
Als Schnitt mit der Fernebene x0=0  ergibt sich die vierfache Gerade x3= x 0=0, 
die über pipi+pip5 + p3p3=0  (Bedingung für Torsallinien) als Torsallinie 2. Ord­
nung und einfache Leitgerade erkannt wird. Da sich in Ebenen z — konst, neben 
der Fernleitgeraden nur mehr jeweils eine Gerade ergibt stellt diese Ferngerade die 
Doppelkurve der Fläche dar. Die Fläche ist damit von XII. Art der Sturmschen 
Einteilung (vgl. [10], S. 269). Sie besitzt neben der Torsallinie 2. Ordnung noch 
zwei konjugiert komplexe Torsallinien in den Torsalebenen z=  ±2/. Zusammen­
fassend gilt der
Satz 3. Unterwirft man eine Gerade der symmetrischen Schrotung (2.3), so ent­
steht eine Regelfläche 4. Ordnung. Ist die Ausgangsgerade parallel zur Grundrißebene, 
so entsteht eine konoidale Regelfläche 4. Ordnung der XII. Sturmschen Art; ist die 
Ausgangsgerade parallel zur y-Achse des Koordinatensystems, so entsteht eine Regel­
fläche 3. Ordnung vom Typ II.
5. Weitere interessante Flächen ergeben sich, wenn Kreise der symmetrischen 
Schrotung (2.3) unterworfen werden. Wir wollen uns hier auf Kreise in Ebenen 
parallel zur Grundrißebene beschränken und werden dabei auf Flächen stoßen die 
in der erst kürzlich von O. Röschei in [15] ausführlich studierten Geometrie des 
galileischen Raumes G3 eine besondere Rolle spielen.
Wird ein allgemein liegender Kreis ((a+R cos t, b+R  sin t, 0); /£ (+  CO, - °°)j
i?=konst.€R) dem Zwanglauf unterworfen, so entsteht eine Fläche mit der 
algebraischen Gleichung:
(5.1) ( * - a - j )  + [y - b ~ T )  = R t-
Die Fläche ist somit eine Kreisfläche 4. Ordnung und schneidet die Fernebene x0=0 
in der doppelt zu zählenden Geraden x0—*3=0.
Bemerkung. Macht man die Fern gerade der Grundrißebene x0= x 3= 0  und 
die auf ihr liegenden absoluten Kreispunkte, sowie die Fernebene co zum Absolut­
gebilde einer Cayley—Kleinschen Metrik, so erhält man den von O. Röschei [15] 
näher untersuchten galileischen Raum G3. In diesem Raum können die in (5.1) 
gefundenen Flächen als Zykliden gedeutet werden.
Abb. 3 zeigt eine isometrische Darstellung eines Teils der Fläche 'P.
Diese Fläche kann neben der Erzeugung (2.3) auch als Kreisschiebfläche erzeugt 





Als Sonderfall ergibt sich in (5.1) mit a= 0  und b- —— die Fläche
(5.2)
Da der Mittelpunkt des bewegten Kreises auf der Parabel (3.1) geführt wird, kann 
die Fläche durch Schiebung dieses Kreises längs einer Parabel oder nach obiger 
Bemerkung längs eines Kreises des G3 erzeugt werden. Sie kann daher in diesem 
speziell metrisierten Raum auch als Torus vom Typ B (vgl. [14]) aufgefaßt werden, 
wobei die in [14] angegebene Normalform durch die Transformation
(5.3) x ' = z, y '= z y + j ,  z' =  x - y
erreicht wird. Zusammenfassend gilt der
Satz 4. Wird ein der Ebene z = 0  angehörender Kreis der symmetrischen Schro­
tung (2.3) unterworfen, so entsteht eine Kreisfläche 4. Ordnung, die auch als Zyklide des 
galileischen Raumes G3 aufgefaßt werden kann. Unter diesen Zykliden entstehen für
a — 0 und b — —— in (5.1) Torusflächen vom Typ B des G3.
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ON A DISCRETE NONLINEAR OPERATIONAL DIFFERENTIAL 
EQUATION SYSTEM BASED ON THE DIRICHLET PRODUCT
T. FÉNYES
To the memory o f  K. Szilárd
Introduction
In the paper [1] we have discussed the system




of nonlinear algebraic differential equations defined in the Mikusinski operator 
field M. Here 1 is an arbitrary integer, the M-operators x f M  are the unknowns 
of the system (1), D is the symbol of the well-known algebraic derivative (see [3]), 
a ,( t) ,f( t)  are locally integrable functions given in moreover yt are given
real numbers. The symbols are those used by Mikusinski (see [3]).
On the other hand, in the paper [2] we have given a discrete operational theory 
based on the so called Dirichlet product
(2) {<*(«)}{&(«)} =  n = 1 ,2 ,....
Here a={a(n)}, b={b(n)} denote real-valued functions defined on the set of the 
natural numbers (see also [4]).
In this paper we shall give an operational treatment of the following nonlinear, 
algebraic differential equation system based on the Dirichlet product:
(3) D(xt) = —£ i—+ fx i, i = 1, 2, ..., m; m >  1.
IlX k<t=i
k * i
Here ah are given real-valued functions defined on the set of the natural numbers. 
The discrete operators x t are the unknowns of (3). D denotes the “discrete” alge­
braic derivative (see [2], [4]).
We assume that the conditions
űj 0, i = 1, 2, ..., m
m
2 “i = oi=i
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hold. (4) means that none of the functions at is identically zero, (5) means that 
their sum equals to the identically zero function.
We say that (3) has an operational solution if there exist M-operators x t sat­
isfying the system (3). If xt is a function for every value of i, we say that (3) has a 
function solution. From (4) it follows that 0.
Papers [2], [4] contain number-theoretical applications of the operational cal­
culus. In the discussion of (3) there appears the opposite case. We shall show that 
the existence problem of the operational solutions of (3) can be reduced — in gen­
eral — to an interesting number-theoretical problem.
In Chapter 1 we briefly summarize the results of the paper [2], giving some 
generalizations of them, Chapter 2 contains the operational theory of the nonlinear 
problem defined earlier.
In what follows Z  will denote the set of natural numbers.
§1. Discrete Mikusinski operators based on the Dirichlet product
Let a={a(n)} be an arbitrary real-valued function defined on Z. The symbol 
a(ri) denotes the value of this function for arbitrary fixed n.
Let E  denote the set of the discrete functions. If we introduce in E the following 
two operations
(i) a + b:= {a(n)}+ {b(n)} = {a (n) + b («)}, addition
(Ü) ab:= {a (n)}{b(n)} = a ( v ) f i ^ j | , multiplication,
then E  becomes a commutative ring without divisor of zero and can be extended to 
a quotient field.
This is called the discrete Mikusinski operator field and is denoted by M. The 
elements of M are called M-operators.
The definition and properties o f the "discrete" Dirac-function 
We define the discrete Dirac-function by
where
«5 (AO =  {<5(/z, N)},
ő(n, N) = { j’ forfor
n ?£ N, 
n = N, N e z .
For later purposes we enumerate some properties of the Dirac function.




(1 .2 ) őiNJŐÍNJ =  <5(^ 1 Ay, Ay A y z .
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Property 2.
(1.3)
holds if and only if
x  = (a (ft)}
0 { N )
N£Z
(1.4) a(ri) = 0
for those values of n for which N  is not a divisor of n. If (1.4) holds, then
(1.5) x = {a(«A0}.
The field K of the real numbers can be embedded isomorphically into the opera­
tor field M. The common unit element of K, E, M  is the function (5(1) and we write
<5(0 = I-
Moreover,
C(5(l) = c, c{u(n)} =  {ca(n)}‘, c£K, a£E. 
Every operator of the form
= {a (ft)}
{b(n)}
is a function if fc(l)?íO.
The operator function <5 (a)
NFor arbitrary rational number a=-rp- we define
( 1.6) <5 (a) = SWÚ
From this definition it follows that for u= N  we have
S(oi) = S (N )=  {ó(n,N)}. 
If





Property 3. Let a, ß be arbitrary positive rational numbers, then
(1.7) ö(oi)ö(ß) = S(ol ß)





The definition o f the ring E*
Let E * a M  be the subset of M  whose elements are of the form
(1.9) x = M«)}S(N) NdZ, ad.E.
E* is a ring and, by choosing N — 1, we have
E c  E*.
P ro perty  4. Obviously
x  = ■€■£*» a =  t t , (Nlt N2 are relatively primes).
Moreover, x£E  if and only if
a (n) = 0
for those values of n for which Nx is not a divisor of n. If the condition is satisfied, 
we have
x(n) = for N2\n, 
otherwise.
Definition of the convergence in the ring E
Let {ak(ri)}£E, (k=  1, 2, ...) be an infinite sequence of functions. By definition
(1.10) lim K(n)} = {a(n)}K-+ oo
if for every fixed n
lim ak(n) = a(n)k-+ oo
(see [5]). This convergence can be extended to infinite series of functions as usual. Let
m = 2 ß ^ ,  ßkeK
k = 0
be an arbitrary entire function of the complex variable z. Then
(1.11) f(a )  =  2  ßk{a{ri)}k, a£E, a0 =  1
k =  0
holds in the sense of the convergence defined above. We have
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having the property
eaeb = ea+b, a,b£E,
moreover, if we write
ea = {<?<,(«)}> 
so
(1.12) ea(\) = e0(1) 
holds.
The algebraic derivation and integration (see also [4]).
For the sake of easy reading we recapitulate some definitions and facts of the 
algebraic derivation and integration (see also [4]).
D(a) =  {—log n • a(«)}, a£E,
(1.13)




j _ l o g ^ . . a («)J
0 ( a )
ÍE*, a£E, a = Ni
N t ’
D [5 (a)] = — log a • 3 (a).
Property 6.
(1.15) D(e“) = D(a)ea.
If for a given x£M  there exists a y£M  such that
D(y) = x ,
we say that x  is algebraic integrable and we write
y = J x -
Property 7. If x£M  and
D(x) = 0,






DM  = ßMb-aD_  0i
we have
D(a)b — aD(b) = 0.
From this equality we can deduce the relation
a(n) =  kb(n), k£K, n =  1, 2.......
So x is an arbitrary number.
Two algebraic integrals of an operator may differ only by an arbitrary number. 
The algebraic differentiation and integration is a linear operation over the 
field of the real (complex) numbers.
The algebraic integration in E*
P ro pe r ty  8. The operator
(1.16) a „ TV,X = T T \’ a^ E’ a = TT ö (a) TV2
is algebraic integrable in the ring E* if and only if
either a ^  N, N£Z, 
or a =  TV and fl(TV) =  0
holds true. Every algebraic integral of (1.16) belonging to E* is given by
a(n)








denotes an arbitrary real (complex) number.
For a.— 1 we have that a is integrable if and only if a(l)= 0 , and
logi
The homogeneous first order differential equation 
Let us consider the differential equation 
(1.18) D (x) —fx  = 0, f£E.
In the paper [2] we have proved the following
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T heorem . If  a= e ~ f(1) is irrational, then (1.18) has only the trivial zero solution 
in E*. I f  a = e _/(1) is rational, then the general solution o/(1.18) in E* is o f  the form
(1.19) x = c<5(a)exp [ / ( / - / ( l ) ) ] ,  c£K 
being a function for c^O i f  and only i f  a is natural.
We shall show the converse statement. If the differential equation
(1.20) D(x) — qx = 0, q£M
has a nontrivial solution xdM,  then q£E, and e~qW is rational.
Indeed, let
(1.21) x = j £ M
a nontrivial solution of (1.20). We have
bD(a) — aD(b) a _
F  q ~b ~  U
and
_  D (a) D(b) 
q a b
We have only to show that the operator
( 1.22) r .  .  H ° g "  •«(»>}
a M « )}
is a function and e-r(1) is integer. The values of the function r= {r («)} can be deter­
mined from the equation
(1.23) -log  n-a(n) = Z  a (v )r i^ -\.
v|n V V  I
This is trivial for a ( l)^ 0 . Let now
a(l) =  a (2 )= ...=  a(AT-l) = 0, a (N )* 0 ,  N > l.
By choosing n=N,  we have
— log N' a(N) = 2 « ( v ) r ( 4 )  =  a(iV)r(l)
v | N  V V i
SO
r(l) =  —log N
holds. If we have already determined the values
r( l) ,r(2 ),..., r(k),
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then r(k + 1) can be calculated from (1.23) by choosing n= (k+ \)N :
-lo g (k + l)N -a [ (k + l)N ]=  2  a (v )r[(fc+1)A1  =
(1.24) v|(*+1)" 1 V J
= a(N )r(k + l)+ 2  a(v)r[ (fc+1)Arl .
v|(fc+ l)iV  L V J
V > N
From Property 7 it follows that (1.20) cannot have two, or more linearly 
independent solutions in M  (see [3]). So we can formulate the following Theorem, 
which is more general than the corresponding one of the paper [2],
Theorem 1.1. The differential equation
D(x) — qx = 0, q£M
has a nontrivial solution in the operator field M  i f  and only i f  q is a function, and a =  e~q<1) 
is rational. The general solution is given by (1.19) and it is a function for every c£K 
i f  and only i f  a = e -s(1) is natural. Every solution belongs to the ring E*.
§ 2. On the nonlinear differential equation system (3) 
Let us consider the differential equation system (3)
( 2. 1) D(xd = a.-n xk
k = 1 k*i
+ f xi> i = 1, 2, ..., m; m >  1
which can be written in the form
(2.2) D(xt) /7  xk =  a fffi  f f  xk, i -  1, 2 ,..., m.
k = 1 * = 1
k * l
By summing up the equations (2.2) for all Vs and taking into account condition (5) 
we have
m m m(2 .3) D(nxk)= 2f n xk-
k = l  i = 1 * = 1
By introducing
F =  1f x k, f =  2 f i ,
k=1 i=1
we shall obtain the following differential equation: 
(2.4) D(F)—fF  = 0.
So the following lemma holds.
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Lemma 2.1. //(2 .1) has a solution in M then (2.4) has also a nontrivial solu­
tion in M.
The converse does not hold, since the existence of F^E* (fVO) does not 
imply the existence of the operational solution of (2.1).
By Theorem of the preceding chapter and Lemma 2.1 we obtain the following 
simple
N on-existence Theorem 2.1. I f  is irrational, then the system (2.1)
has no solution in M.
In the sequel we assume that a is rational. By (1.19) we have
(2.5) F = cő(a) exp [ f  ({/(«)}- / ( l ) ) ] .
Substituting (2.5) in (2.1) and taking into account (1.8), we have
(2.6) D (X i)-[ jö  exp ( —J ( /- / ( l ) ) )+ /i ]  =  0, i =  1, 2 ,.... m.
Consequently, we can state
Lemma 2.2. The system (2.1) has an operational solution i f  and only i f  every 
equation o f  (2.6) has a nontrivial operational solution.
Remark 1. Let xpi denote a particular solution of the i-th equation of (2.6). 
The general solution is of the form
Xi = ßiXpt ß£K.
It is easily seen that the set of operators xt (/= 1, 2, ..., m) is the general solution of
(2.1) if and only if
(2.7) I J ß k ^ c .
* = 1
We prove the following
NNon-existence Theorem 2.2. Let a = e _/(1)= -j-p , Nl9 N%£Z9 Nx> 1, where
■/v2
Nx, N2 are relatively primes. Moreover, let exist an index i such that afri) does not 
vanish for every value o f n.for which Nx is not a divisor o f n. Then (2.1) has no solu­
tion in M.
Proof. Let us choose such an index i, and denote it by j. Then the application 
of Property 4 of the preceding chapter shows that
Consequently,
— (5 Í-c ItxJ C01NX) ^
(2.8) Z , ^ d lJ c v a: ) exP [ - /( /- / ( ! ) ) ]< £
4 8 0 T. FÉNYES
(Indeed, if Zy were a function, then
exp  [ / ( / - / ( l ) ) ]  = 7 ^ ( 7 )
would also be a function.) Since fjZE, fly^O, so we have
Applying the Theorem 1.1 we obtain that the differential equation
(2.9) D ^ ~ { ~  S ( 7 )  exP [ - / ( / - / ( O ) ]  + /,) *y -  0
has only the trivial solution in M. The application of Lemma 2.2 concludes 
the proof.
Assuming that the functions afn) vanish for those n, for which jVx is not a 





i,i(“^ L) ’ f°r N ^ n ’
0 otherwise.
So
7<5 ( 7 ) ^  [ - / ( / - / ( ! ) ) ] + / «  = 7 exp [ - / ( / - / ( l ) ) ]  + M E
holds for every /.
By introducing the notation
(2.12) pi =  r, exp [ - / ( / - / ( 1 ) ) ]  
we have the following
N
E xistence Theorem 2.3. Let a = e -/( i )= _ i  A2>1 w/zm? JVj, iV2 are rela-
a 2
i/tWy primes. Moreover, for  1, let the functions afri) vanish for the values o f  
n,for which N: is not a divisor o f  n. The system (2.1) has a solution in M  i f  and only i f
a,- =  e~f im i = 1, 2, ..., m
are rational. The general solution is o f the form
(2.13) xf = ftc5(aj)exp [ f ( y + / - / Í 0 ) ) ] . i = D 2, ..., m; ßt, c£K,
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n ß ,  = c.i = 1
where
(2.14)
(2.1) has no solution in E.
P roof. Since iV2>  1, we have by (2.11) that
ri(l) = 0, i = 1, 2, ..., m. 
PÁ1 )  -  o,
^ + / i ( l )  = / f(l).
Consequently,
Applying Theorem 1.1, Lemma 2.2 and (2.7) it is easy to see that the first half of 
the Existence Theorem holds.
(2.13) would give the general function solution of (2.1) if and only if the numbers
oq =
were integer for every value of /. But this is impossible since
« =  * - / « =  77 «i =  #  O v .^ i )i=l t s 2
is not an integer. Therefore there exists no solution in E. The theorem is proved. 
Now let us consider the case N2= 1.
D efin itio n . Let I  be the set of those indices i, for which ^(A ^^O . Let ß  
and ß * c ß  be the sets of those numbers eg AT, for which
(2.15) V, = e x p [ - ( ^ l l + / i(l))], i€ /
are rational and integer, respectively, for every i£l.
E xistence  T heorem  2.4. Let a =e~fW = N u moreover, for iVx>  1, let the func­
tions afn) vanish for those values o f n, for which Nr is not a divisor o f n. I f  the set I 
is empty, then (2.1) has a solution in M i f  and only i f
a( = e~Lm i = 1, 2 ,..., m
are rational. The general solution is o f the form  (2.13) being the general function solu­
tion o f (2.1) i f  and only i f
a, = e-ftW) i =  1, 2 ,..., m
are integer. I f  the set I is non-empty, then (2.1) has a solution in M  i f  and only i f  the 
set Q is non-empty and
«I =  «"AW i$ I
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are rational. The general solution is o f the form
(2.16) xt =  i?j<5(a;) exp^y ( y + / i - / i ( l ) | ] , HI, HQ,
(2.17) *, = ßt8(yd exp [ y ( ^ + / i— _/. (!))] ,  i€ /, c£ß, 
where
n ß t = c.
k = 1
(2.1) has a solution in E  i f  and only i f  the subset Q*dQ is non-empty, and
a, =  i) i $ i
are integer. The general function solution is given by (2.16), (2.17) by replacing c£ Q 
by HQ*.
P r o o f . Since N2 = 1, we have by (2.11) that
r f n )  =  a f n N i )  n =  1 , 2 , . . .
holds. If I is empty then
ri(l) =  0 i = 1,2, . . . ,  m.
Applying the idea of the proof of Existence Theorem 2.3, and taking into account 
that all the numbers
may be integer, since
a; =  e- AO)
m
a =  e--t(i) =  ]J oti = Nx.
i—1
So, the case of the empty I  is settled.
Let /  be non-empty, then
ri(l) =  a,(Ai) *  0, H I.
From (1.12), (1.17) follows that we can choose the value of
ej  [ / - / ( D l
for «=1 to be 1. By (2.12) we have
(2.18) P,(l) =  r,( 1) = *  0, H I.
We consider those differential equations in (2.6), for which i£l. Obviously, they 
have nontrivial solutions only for those values of c, for which (2.15) are rational.
Applying (2.18) we obtain (2.17). For /(£/, the differential equations (2.6) have 
nontrivial solutions in M  if and only if
0Cj = e- A(D H I
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are rational. Using Theorem 2.3 we have that (2.16) holds. The operators (2.17) are 
functions only for those values of c, for which the numbers (2.15) are integer. 
Moreover, the operators (2.16) are functions if and only if
a ( =  g -A b ) i $ l
are integer. The application of Lemma 2.2 concludes the proof.
R emark 2. Simple examples show the existence or non-existence of the sets
Q,  Q*-
E xample 1. Let
We have
m = 2, Ad) = /a(l) = 0, ^(ÍVJt íO.
yx =  e - O i W / c ,  y 2 =  e a i(ivi)/c.
Every c£Q is of the form
c = «idVJ R^R&Z, R ^ R 2.
g ^7
The set Q* is empty.
E xample 2. Let
m = 3, fl!(Ai) =  - l ,  a2(Ni) = —2, a3( ^ )  = 3, AO) = / 2(l) =  - 1 ,
/ .( l)  =  2.
We have
y1 = e1/e+1, yi = e2lc+1, y3 — e~3lc~2.
Let Vj be rational for some cf Q. Consequently, y2 is not rational. Indeed,
I? =  evc 
V i
and if y2 were rational, then e1,c would also be rational. But this is impossible since
e =  yxe_1/c
is not rational. The set Q is empty.
E xample 3. Let
m =  3, a1(Ar1) = 1, aa(N{) =  0, = -1 ,
We have
31*
AO) =  - lo g  2, A ( l)  =A (1) =  0.
y1 = 2e-1/c, y3 =  ellc.
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It can easily be seen that the set Q* contains exactly one element, namely
C = logT"
In the general case, the determination of the existence criteria of Q, Q* and 
of the explicit forms of these sets is an interesting number-theoretical problem.
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